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The most general demand made upon tlie-r ~~~.11e of Nations by publk opinion 
=n all parts of the world has been for a clear, direct summary account of the various 
activities of the' League as they 'progr~s from day to day. It is hard to imagine· 
a m0rc difficult task than that of keeping public opinion in 48 different States 

·-· spread all over the world and speaking man)' different languages closely in touch 
'1 the many lineg of activity upon which. the League has embarked. ~luch . 
s about the wgue ha~ 'been issued through the telegraphic agencies, but almost 

'ays 01. single specific questions. Similarly; a great deal of information has 
~ . 

been. r'!nt out by the League by mail, but again necessarily very largely on specific 
questions. • ~ . 

-Suggestions have been received from widely different sources that such publicity 
is too spasmodic and too detailed to afford any. general vie~ of the activities "of 
the League as a whole. The League has consequently been urged to develop some 

. system of r.:ore o'r less regular periodical reports which would show bath the general 
·,;,cope of its 'work and also the actual progress in each different line. To· meet -. 

, this necessity, the lnformati~n Section proposes publishing a resume of each month's 
- I ' 

1 activities in ea-:h branch of. League work. In many cases reference will be made 
w to longer docurilents alrt>'ld}n prep·dred by the Le3gue and available on request' to 
Jr.6lie Inform<>ti~,.<n Section, League of Nations, :Geneva. · ' 

III. Summary of the Month.• 

~: '! The most important activity of th" :.~3&1Je of N~tions during the.month of 
:rst}pril w;s undoubtediy the Internation31 T'ransit Conference at Barcel0na, where 
•re 0 StatL'S, a(ter 3 meeting of six weeks, drew up two draft conventions on the general 
• nt ' . 
h r:nciplcs of freedom of communications on international ports and waterways, 
md~\d a detailed recommend~1.;:ion on· freedom of trfl.nsit on railroads, and constituted 
. a Coi<sultative Comwjttee to handle matters a·tising bdorc. the nexi Conference 
·OU.h·o· yl·ars hence .• •The ,Cpmll)issioll- provided (or by the Assembly to t:xamine 

~/}:ndmcnts to the ~o\·l'nant lteld It prdimin~1ry sitting in Gt'Ot'Y~l, wh~k the Cum· 
'1 1ttec of Inquiry into' the org~·nisalron oLth·! S.:cr~Luiat and tit~ L1bour Or!i,·e 
' . ... 
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• began its work, a~d the Auditors appointea by ~wiczerland at-, the' requ;-st of.;-~~ ~. 
Assembly . concluded their exaMination with a favourable feport. The d:rec. r. 
negotiations between Poland and Lithuania, wf-ich were instituted in place of the 
proposed ple',iscite for the Vilna distril.t, were begun at Bru,scls. The Repoq 
of the Comn_ittee on the Aalancl Islands Dispute between Sv ·ed'!O and Finlar' " 
was received and will probably be published in May. A Speci<>l Committer · 
Financial Experts went to Vienna to discuss Austria's rehabilitation, and 

0 

Consultative Committee on Epidemics went to Poland fot, an investigation i 
the typhus campaign ther, Meanwhile, the process of ratification of the Stat 
of the Permanent Court of b ternational justice is reported to be proceeding rapi~ ~· ~ ~ 
in many countries. The number of treaties registered by the League exceede~ [ 
a hundred during the month, with the receipt of four more treaties from Great 
Britain, including the Anglo·Soviet Trade f ~reeme!'lt. 

IV. International Transit Conference at Barcelona. · 

The General C.;nference on Freedom of Communications and Transit, • ca. lied. 
by tite Council of the Leag.Je of Nations after preparatory work which had b'!en 
done by a provisional Committee sitting in Paris, held its meetings at Barc.Jona 
from March 10th to April 20th, wi.1• four days' interval at Easter. Representatives 
of 43 States were present, invited l.y the League with the object of laying down 
the principles of a universal mternational law of corr.munications and transit. 
Some of the countries concerned sent their Minister of Public Works or of the appro· 
priate department concerned, but every delegation contained some special expert on 
transit questions. The President was M. Gabriel Hanotaux. 

The special interest of the work of the Conference has been that for the flp • .~ 
time delegates from all parts of the world have been called upon to work tog( 
to lay down common principles which could be applied everywhere· in spi;:., 
differences of political and economic conditions. This meant, so far as C<'mmeL --. 
is concerned, the promise of a new stability which should considerably improve 
exchanges. The Conference depended for its existence on the League, the .Council·· 
of which issued the formal invitations, while the personnel of the sec1etariat of the 
Conference and !ts secretary-general were r-rovided from the officials of the League, 
as well as the .. ecessary funds. 

The preliminary work for the Conference was done by a provisional Co111· 
mit tee in Paris, of which Mr. Haas, the Secretary-General of the Barcelona Confe-'T• 

renee, was the Secretary. The result of this preliminary work is contain~d in a( 
document known as the Green Book, and it has been on the dra.:ts contained. iu. 
this book that the Conference based its labours. These were, brn.Uly speakiJlo.l• 

I__ ""-.t r • 

as follows : . ".. / 
I. A Convention on the general principles which should govern tll<'J fr~dorf 

of transit for persons and goods, from one country to another through a~ in~e-veninr 
country. ~· 

2. A Convention relatmg to watc:• ... ays of international concern.. II\ t1~ 
Convention the Barcelona Conference followed principles ~ich wert;. already Ia I 
down by the Congress of Vienna and are implicit in the princi~es set forth by t , 
leaders in the French Revolution. In all navigable waterways c~mmon to sev\. 1 

States, absolute liberty of navig 1tion is guaranteed, 'with equal treatment for\ 
flags,vand with the prohibition of any special customs duti~ or vexatious tllies 0 ..; 

demands.. Arrangements. ar~ mad! under determined coo4itio~T~ t~e maintena 11c~ 
of the fa1r.vay, and for 1ts rmprovement, and riwr-ports are put at the d' . 1 ' 

f 
. . . • 1s posa , 

of ore1gners as· well as of natiOnals. . ' . 
• c 
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1 3· J)e Oonfe[ ence adoF~_~,., in tile form of re.:ommendations, thouga not in· 

;.. Convention, a s::ries of generd principles regarding the utilisation of railw;.qs, 
and also certain resolutions regarc;ling internatio~al ports, carrying out, as in the 
othe: c'~es, the p~t'lcipl~ of Article 23 of, the Covenan_t. ~-

It was a. ~an,ed that general and partial Conferences might Jake place at 
suitable interv~ls, under the auspices of the League, and a special organisation 

"was created, the ·Advisory and Technical Commission on Transit, composed ot 
sixteen members, foU!'i'J of whom are ex officio, being permanent members ot the 
Council ot the Lea1.ue, France, England, Italy and J;pan, while the others were 
elected by ballot : namely, Denmark, Poland, Esthor',a, Chile, Spain, Brazil, Uru
'g~ay, Belgium, Holland, China, Switzerland and liba. The work of this Com· 

0 mission will be to examine the application of the ptinciples laid down at Barcelona; 
to do its best to settle any di~culti-<1 of application, and in consequence to enlarge 
gradually the scope of international )a-, so far as coml)lunications are concerned. 
Should disputes arise they will be dealt with by this Commission before going before 
the International Court of Justice. Thirty-five States signed the Final Act of 
.. he .::onference before leaving Barcelona. Otner signatures are imminent. 

V. Commission on Amendments to the r;ovemint. 

• The Committee on Amendments to the Covenant provided for by the First 
Assembly in November and appointed by tbi;'Council at its meeting in Paris in 
March met at Geneva on A~ril 6th with the foJlQwiE'g membership : .,.,...,, . 

The Hon. Arthur James Balfour, O.M., M.P. (Great Britain), President. 
M. Matziny (Czecho-Slovakia), replacing M. Benes. 
Dr. Juan Carlos Blanco (Uruguay). 
Viscount Ishii (temporarily replacing Prof. Hideo Hatoyama) (Japan). 
Senor de Pa.iacios {Spain) . 
. Dr. Antonio Jose Restrepo (Colombia). 
Signor Vittorino Scialoja (Italy). 
M. Charles de Visscher (Belgium). 
Dr. V. K. Wellinr,ton Koo (temporarily replacing Dr. Wang Chung Hui) 

(China). 
M. Herluf Zahle (Denmark). 
~- Fromageot, as Rapporteur in the absence of M. Viviani.~ 
Secretary to the Commission, Dr. Joost van Hamel, Director of the Legal 

Section of the Secretariat. 

1 

This Committee, the fit'>t official body entrusted with considering amendments 
"·.o the Covcn~nt as originally drafted at Paris, had before it- amendments offered 

by eleven iifferent,,nations and affecting ten different Articles of the Covenant, 
as •yeiL"ls many suggestions made by the Assembly itself. It is to report to the 
Courcil by the first of June in order that the Council may pass upon its recom· 
mendations in time for distribution and examination by the 48 States in the League 

'befvre the Second Assembly in Septe~l:.~.; ' : 
-~ Of the new amendments submitted since the Assembly two concern Article ZI. 

China would limiJ: the agreements stated to be not incompatible with the Covenant 
• ... the Monroe· Doctrine alone, th!Js omitting "Treaties of arbitration or regional 

. understandings." Czecho~.Siovakia, on the other hand, would encourage regional 
·\ coqfcrences or convsntions as an essential coL:Oplement to universal agrtements 
•'which must f\I:Cessarily be very general and!: ill-defined i!\ scope. In addition, 
\ • l ' t 
{Holland pre'sented three am~dments regarding the non-permanen"' Members of 
1 the Council; metkods of voting, and the Bud~et of the League, while France gave 
.: .... il -· \i. 
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notice or intention 'to present an amendment as r~'l~ Article r.:.on tne l'trm~Hf,f' 
1\tilitary, Naval and Air Commis,sion. • • • • ' 

The Committee decided to postpone the eScandinavian amendmetft.on the 
Economic BIO<:kade until th'! Blochde Committee had~ade i~ findings : to "):lost· 
pone the Ca~adian amendment f9r the elimination of Article f. ~il_ M. Viviani 
returned from Washington; and to ask the Argentine to submit 11 If 1t should so 
desire, an explanatory statement of the reasons which make desirable her amend·' 
ment that ·all sovereign States be admitted to the LeagueiUpon request. 

It was agreed. that seueral other amendments were of a technical and legal 
nature which could best be utudied by a technical sub-committee. These includ~ 
amendments concerning the ~rganization and machinery of the Lea~ue, such as 
those on the Permanent Court, the extension of arbitration and conciliation under 
the League, the time of meeting of the Asser.bly, tJ;le relaxation of the unanimity 
rule in the Assembly and the Council, the action to be taken as regards a State not 
paying its contribution, the method of selection of the non-permanent Members 
of the Council, and the attachment to the League of States too small to be adzittcd 
as full Members. o! • "' 

The Committee thereupon adjourned to meet in May. Shortly aft~, ... ards • 
the Technical Sub-Committee began its sessions at Geneva with instn(ti'ons to 
follow out the gen.:!ral lines laid down in the discussions of the full Commission: 
to consult the Se\:retary-General and the members of the Secretariat and a,so to • 
examine various amendments presented by different League"d Nations Associati~ 

• 
e , u 

This Sub-Committee consisted <-{the following members :-

M, Fromageot (France). 
Sir Cecil Hurst (Great Britain), 
Prof. Hideo Hatoyama (Japan). 
Dr. Antonio jose Restrepo (Colombia). 
M. Herluf Zahle (Denmark). 

VI. Progress on the Permanent Court of International justice. •' 

The first step in the actual selection by the Assembly and the Council in 
September of (fie eleven judges who are to form the Permanent Court.of Interna· 
tional Justice was taken during the month in a circular Jetter asking all Govern
ments to send in an up-to-date list of their four judges on the existing Hague Arbitral : 
Court, or failing that, the names of four special nominees, who are,~o draw•up the 
preli~inary Jist of candidates from which the cAssembly, and the Council are '\:o• 
make their choice. - At the sam·e til!'e, the Court Project was signi:U ~ four mo~ 
States : Bulgaria, Persia, Spain, and Roumania, thus bringine the nuntber of signa-
tories to thirty-two. . . . . . . • ~ • ., 

The process of ratdicat10n IS advancmg rap1dly m many countries. • Word 
has been received in Geneva that early action may be expected, especially i 
Switzerland, Holland, Denrr.ark, Franwl-'-ltaly, and Great Britain, while man 
other States are known to be expediting the ratification as 'much as r.o~sible. 

The need for haste rests on the short time remaining bet"\een n~w and IJC. 
September. ~ven gra~ted the goodwill which. the_ Statute has el\countered fr\( 
the outset, act10n of unusual spe~ must be taken simlllltaneously in many different 
law-Imlking bodies to assure bef re September the necess¥y ratifications ~V at;' 
least a majority of League Membe I. If, by any chance,.t~e nun1b~ of ratificatiOI'l~. 
should not /Je sufficient, still ano her year might pass before th~ erections couiO-
take place. • , • 
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'1 't -1\lu~ otficr wtork must'a:~,oi>e cl611e by the Sedetariat before next Se)Jtcmber. _ 

• • lt£r the names f the nominee~ have been rece!ved from all countries, full d<:tta 
as to t~L~r responsibilities must _bf distributed' to them; they in their turn must 
roiL"Jorat~ with ,~e varLo!ls Jurists Ass<Jciatt-Jns in ~heir respecti"C countries to 
~elect thc1r ~r tominecs; these lists of nominees must then be stnt to Geneva 
and consolidated 1nto one list as the official nu~inees of the Hague- Court which 

• must in turn b'e distributed to all League Members sufficiently in advanc: of the 
A'~embly to allow ea--JJ of them time to consider the names fully arrl decide on 
those to be supported. 

" 

VII. The Rehabilitation of Austria . 
• 

The Finance Committee of the tt~gue of Nations-, in response to an invita· 
tion from the Governments of France, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan, has drawn 
up a statement, the full text of which "was published on April 9th, setting forth 
~'t ~onditions under which it would undertake the task of re-establishing Austria's 
f~ position. These four Governments, in a declaration made on March 17th 
ia~t, c~cntcd to postpone for a period of years their liens on Austria provided 
• other Governments, not included in the declaration, took sim:lar steps; the object 
be~ng to release assets for use in the application to Austria- o7 the International 

..(,ledits Scheme (known as the ''Ter Mculen Scheme").' . ' 

• 
The Fin;tnce Committee set out a numbe""'b( preliminary conditions necessary 

for any possibility of success : 

1. It is essential to know as soon as possible the decision with regard to the 
release of the liens on the part of Governments not represented in the 
London Declaration. 

2. The period of release should not be less than 20 years, so that credits may 
._, be sufficiently long to make them effective. 

'--' 

3· Loans contracted during the first 5 years should have the right of priority 
for the wholt> of that term, even if longer than 20 years, over all the 
suspended liens. 

4. Tr:•de barriers between Austria and the neighbouring succession States 
(which have since met in conference in Italy to consider this question) 
should be removed. · 

5. Austri;.~ herself r(IUst undcrt;ke definite measures : 

(a) An internal loan should at vnce be floated to cover the existing 
bud~et deficit, thus making it possible to stop the issue of further 
paper currency; 

(b) Budgetary expenditure, particularly on subsidies and staff, should 
be reduced to a minif""•r:-.!~ · 

6. With the"e conditions fulfilled, the Committee would accept the task which .. 
it h:1s been asked to undertake in connection with the issue of an external 
loan and the a:'plication of the Int~ i"national Credits Scheme. 

II " 
7. The coe_trul and management of A:"ustrb'~ assets in the interests both of new 

' . . 
l~nders and existin_g creditors shoulH be entrusted to the ~imnce Com-
mitte6-together with the control of the utilisation of the credits granted. 

~ 1 • • \ 0 ~ ~ 
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\Vt.ile' ~waiting the answt!rs from the (J;.:)vernma..ts concerned, the l!:imm~ttft. 

h:;s sent to Austria a commission of three including M. AvENot.1(a member of.t • . ' . ., 
Committee), Sir DRUMMOND FRASER (Organizer Jor the League of the Int~r~at•on.1 
Credits Sche~e), and M. GJ-UCKST,;.oT (~ promment Da.nish ~nker), t? maltc ~n 
investigation)on the spot. These members have already stalte~he•r work m 
Yienna and have been assured of the co-operation of the Au~trian Government 
and experts. • • 

The Committee will meet again after the return of t~e Commission now in 
Vienna and the receipt of tl~ replies from the Governments . . 

·~ 

VIII. The Polish-Lithnanian Dispute . 
..;r ""' 

The direct negotiations between Pol<:lnd and Lithuania which the Council at 
its February meeting decided should re{Jlace the popular consultation previously 

"' arranged for the Vilna district werl begun at Brussels during the month under thy 
presidency o~ ~- HYMANS, representing the League. ./,;:;;,-' , 

/... . 
It will be remembered that after the Council's proposal, the Minister et Foreiga 

Affairs of Poland oii March 19th, while accepting in principle the Brussels nQgQ.t:ia-. 
tions, made reservations up?n part of the conditions laid down by the Coun.cil, 
notably on the redaction of the effectives of General Zeligowski and the organiz~tm!
of supplies tor the Vilna distri-:t. In consequence, M. Hymans on March 26th 
requested the two Governments to ·s-~nd plenipotentiaries to Brussels for April 18th 
for a p1 e1iminary conference to ser .:irst it it would be possible to regulate the provi
sional situation of the contested territory in order to enter upon negotiations fv1 
a final agreement. 

• 
M. Hymans' proposal being accepted, a first reunion took place on April 20th 

in the presence of M. Hymans, between the Lithuanian delegation presided !{('-' 
by M. GALVANAUSKAS, Minister of Finances, and the Polish delegation, colllk 
ed of M. le CoMTE SoBANSKI, P(llish Minister at Brussels, and M. Lur.ASIEWI\-t _ 
As the Polish delegati m ha~ not yet received the definitive instructionSuOl Its._, 
Government, it was decided to postpone the second formal session for fifteen days, , 
but to begin at once a study of the problem generally through private conversations~ 
between M. Hymans and each of the two delegations. It soon became clear from 
the declarations of the delegates of the two countries that they are disposed not 
to limit themselves to the examination of the preliminary questions whic!.t, according 
to M. Hymans' convocation, were to be the first subject of negotiations, but rather 

. ' to seek a general settlement ot the question of Vilna and of the problem of the'~ 
relations between the two countries. " 

l 

IX. Notes exchanged on the Saar llisin. 

An exchange of Notes has recently taken place as regards the administration 
of the Saar Valley, which was placed by the Treaty of Versailles in the hands 0 i• 
a League of Nations Govenzing Commrl",::,.:_.,_ The German Foreign .Min~~ter serll 
a Note of protest against the presence of French troops and'the exerci_5e ot Frenc 
military jurisdiction in that territ01 y as being in contradictiort to the Treat'' ; 

' Versailles. He requested that t~is protest be brought to the k"nowledge of~~ 
Membe~ of the League and that ~dle League take actio..'! necessary. '' 

• 11 0 ~ lt 
The Secretary-General comm~nicated this Jetter to the Members of the Co~ net\'. 

1 

and also to, the President of the uoverning Comntissio'n Lof the Saat. The latte.I:: 
in a detailed re!lly, explained the r~asons for the lllaintenance of French troops. 

I '-
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• 
'I!~" Acrftding to the TreatY,. p!• Vers"ailles, the Commission m'ust, he sai'd, in all • 

• )ircumstances prJ\7ide for the prt>tection of perso,ns and property in the Saar. ''It 
c"ould n.or in fact do this with only:;a local gendarmerie, but would find it necessary 
to itlcrease the exl!.tins J1<ilice force from 30 Xlen to.,4,000, the up~eep of whom 
would be a c~Ushi:~g charge on the resources of.the tetritory. The f'rench troops 
are not in any §ense a force of occupation but rather a garrison put at the disposal 

, of the President of the Commission to permit him to tulfil the obligations imposed 
by the Treaty. '1 

With regard to the military jurisdiction, the newl~;established Supreme Court 
of Justice will be charged with such cases for which t.1e ordinary courts woiJld not 
be considered competent. The Court-Martial will G<!al only with cases covered by 
the regulations generally recognised in international law; it will have jurisdiction 
over the inhabitants only ill quit~,exceptional cases-this indeed has been the 
practice for some months. '"" 

, 

X. Typhus in Poland. 

• Tht, Consultative Committee of the Commission of Epiaemics ot the League 
• of Nations. created to combat epidemic diseases in Eastern Eu,:ope, went to l'oland 

' during the month to visit the districts most seriously menaced bY' the typhus epide
~!c now desolatinr, that section. It visited the principal hospitals and quarantine 
,;;tations towards which all immigrants and pris_pners, both Polish and Russian, 
comin& from Russia are directed for quaran~{ne and a completely new outfit of 
clothing. In order to learn the exact extent of t.i.e epidemic, the Committee not 

.only examined ten hospitals, twelve disinfecta~t stations, two mobile dts"'infectant 
columns, and two quarantine stations, but also visited individual houses. The 
Le;rgue has already sent to Poland supplies of all sorts and automobile ambulances. 
Though a large number of States have participated in this work, certain promised 

' Cti!)tributions have not yet been actually paid in, but ought to be received without 
de,ay. The Commission ot Enquiry has therefore concluded that the resources 
put at it; disposition are insufficient and that the best policy that it can follow is 

,o g~e all its aid to the Polish Government. It approved the measures taken by 
the latter and decided to furnish it immediately with fifteen hospitals of fifty 
beds each as well as clothing, medical supplies, and means of transport. The 
Committee consisted of : 

~ofessor Winslow. 
Dr. Ferriere. 
Dame Rachel Crowdy. 
Dr. frick. • 
Prot. Madsen • ., • 
Dl'. a.~orman White. 

D 

• 
" XI. Committee on Armenian Deportations. 

• The Commission provided for b}>~;.:"' As~embl~ of the League of Nations to 
inquire'intll the Deportation of Women and Children in Turkey has been constituted 
ai{'Jlg the lines arproved by the Council at its meeting in Paris on February 22nd. 
h: consists of Miss EMMA CusHMAN, nominated by the Presidents ot Robert College, 

/Constantinople, of the Con~tantinople College, af,:d of the American Mission at CClns· 
taQXInClple; Dr. KEN:l'EDY, nominated by the aritish High Commissioner, Oonstan· 

\inople; and M31<l<i:me 9~uLis, nominated by(\the French Representative on the 
Council. Tftese three memb~rs have been requested to communica-te with each 
othci" and to (:isC'Uss the best method of initiilting their work as>soon as possible. 

rJ . .. n ·_ , ~ 



XII. The Traffic in Arms and MunitioAs. 

. · · ~ t d th · op'osal of the Coencil . The Belgnn Governmell}: on Jlbrch :pst accep e .e pr rl~ . 
of the Leagu;{that the International Bureau eEtablished by the '"{n~l. Act ot 1 ~90 
for the control of the traffic in arr~s and munitions shall Ferform a ~Imilar functi?n 
under the supervision of the League as regards the Convention of St.·Germam.' 
This Burean, which by the terms of the Act was set up u~er the control of the 
Belgian Government, was felt by the Council to be very well a_dapted to ;tssum~, 
at least temporarily, the po\ •ers of supervision over the traffic. m ~rms and mum~ 
tions conferred upon the Lea~_;ue by the Convention of St.-Germam. . 

In this connection the Dutch Government has notified the League that 1t 
intends to adhere to the Arms Traffic Converion as;oon as invited by the signa-
tory Powers. c-'" 

XIII. Registration of Treaties. 

The number of treaties submitted to the League for registration, in a<ffrdanct! 
with :Article 18 th2t no agreement shall be binding until registered, exceeded a• 
hundred before tM efid of the month. Ot this number twenty-two have beelf s'tlb- • 
mitted by Great Britain, thiHeen by the Conference of Ambassadors actillb in ~ 
name of the Principal Allied Powers, twelve by France, and twelve by Germ~ny• 
as well as others by Denmark, Fl'ni'tnd, Greece, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, 
Polan i, Holland, Portugal, Sw~den, Switzerland, Czecho-Slovakia and the Inter
national Postal Bureau. Among them are such important a,greements as the Note., 
on the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, the political terms of the Franco-Belgian Military 
Alliance, ;.he San Remo Oil Agreement, and the Anglo-Soviet Trade Agreement. 
Durin& the month, also, No.3 of Volume II of the Special Treaty Series was publish
ed with treaties in English, French, German, and Danish, and also, for the fd' 1 
time, in Russian and Latvian. \ 

XIV. Russian Refugees. 

Acting upon a decision takenoby the Council of the League at its last meeting 
in Paris, the Secl'etariat has begun to cdlect information on the question of the 
Russian refug€~5 scattered over Europe and the Near-East, includi~ the men 
belonging to General Wrangel's army - in all probability more than a million 
people - and to consider the possibility of the best means of assisting them. 

A circular v:as addr~sed by_ the Secretaria~ to all Governmeits Mem~ers cf 
the League, askmg for mformatwn on the suhject .• Th.e French Foreign Offiee• 
replied by a Note uf April lith su~esting that the League shot4J:I•take acti~ 
in this com~ection by appointing a Hjgh Commissioner, wh2 woulde{I) organise 
the :epatriation of such refugees w?o wish~d to return to Russia an~ ((l t~;y to.,. 
obtam employment for those who did not wish to return, possibly in certamoJ:oun
tries such as Brazil and Peru, where labour is scarce. The Getman Minister for 
Foreign Affairs also wrote teo the S~cr~ expressing Germany's interest ii' the 
problem and suggesting the constitution of a central burea~ta deal with it. The 
Belgian Government appr~ve~ the idea of a High Commission~, as s·uggeste<\, by 
France, and attached special Importance to the question of the le~al status of Nle 
Russi:n refugees. . ~ . .. 

The matter will be brought ~p for discussion at the next" (onncil m t" • · • . . . . . • • .• ee mg •n 
June.· M~a~whi!e. the Secretana Is prepanng th~ necessary matePial to enable 
the Council to decide as to the crea.tion of a central organisation and th \. 
~ T • . e eventua ... . - . 

• 



'i-:h )oihtmenl~ o! a High Co'~'YUi,~si~nt:j. The s ~~c~~s achieved· und;r 't the.. auspices 
[pfS the teague bh Dr. Nanserl io connection with the repatriation of prisoner~J of' 
<w;r offers an encoura&in& precedent. 

,, If should be tilnderstoqd i:hat"the relief WC'l'k of a purely charitable naturt: with 
regard to trr,\R~fsian refugees will cor:'tinue to be aealt with by~he Red Cross 
and other similaf societies, although they will ~of course act in collaboration with 

' the League .. 6 

~V. The Committee of Ingq.iry . ., . 
j 

The Commission of Experts appointed by the Councif at the request of the 
Assembly to examine the. organization, methods ot work, efficiency, and expen
ditures of the Secretariat and the Jnternational Labour Office began its work on 
April 18th and is to report "to the ~hers of the Lea!;Ue before June 1st. Its 
composition is as follows : ·· 

-; 

Count AvET, Councillor of State of the Kingdom of Italy. 
M. FIGUERAS, Chairman of the Bank of 'Bilbao. 
Mr. joHNso~, cf the British Treasury. 

,.M. NoPLEYAIRE, of the French Chamber. 
M. VILLANUEVA, Nicara~uan Minister at Paris. 

Secretaries -_. 

Mr. BIEI.ER, of the Secretariat. 
Mr. ELLISON, of the International -i-<tbbur Office. 

XVI. The Finances of the League. 

• The Auditors appointed by the Government of Switzerland at the request of 
cthe Assembly to ·examine the .method of book-keeping and the accounts of the 
League, namely M. Ryffel, Chief of the Service of the Treasury, and M. H. Kohler, 
Assistant Controller of Finances, completed their work during the course of the 

:JPOnth. _'They have prepared a report which will probably be. considered at the 
next••meeting of the Council and which in general expresses satisfaction with the 
situation. A statement presented to the Committee brings out the following facts : 

Of the first or organization budget of £ 297,029, a total of 97 1/2% has been 
paid in. All States which were at the time Mem'bers of the League have paid their 
cont~ibutions except the Argentine Republic and Salvador. · ~ 

Of th~ second budget of ten million gold francs covering the half-year from 
July 1st to December 31st, a total of 7,367,971 gold francs have been paid in so 
far. £)f the 42 States asked to contribute, 19 have paid in full, 10 have paid in 

,P_\lrt, and 13 h\)ve not as yet contributed. Of these latter, however, it is expected 
that most will make paymeri:t, as •the account was sent out from the headquarters 

:"tff theLeag~tfonly on September ISth last <..nd sufficient time has hardly elapsed 
as yet for tfie neces~ry parliamentary action in all countries. · 

, 0 

'Foifthe third budget of 21,250,000 gold francs for the calendar year 1921, 
lettex'S have only recently been sent out, namely on January 31st. Despite this, 
however, six States have already sent i:n t!teir ,contributions, while nearly all have 
indi~ate.U the dates or which they intirrti' to make payments. It is interesting to 
note that Knland, which. was admitted to the League in N9vember, was the first 
Sta-te to make itsC contribution. "' . ' 

) . lO f' 
o o l?ayment for the Hot~! National 

0 Ill.' ;,• 

Q u. f1 C) () • '·{, 

Of the suo,ooo francs due on May Ist as th\! second payment on t;_he pu~chase 
0 

Jrice of the Ho~el.. National at. Geneva which .. is serving as head_quartets. tor the 
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• 

Leag1.1e ·£so ooo•fran~ we~ paid a mo!V-!i \~a~nce. This alvaRce•paf "':'·~,, J 
,will eff;ct a~ appr~ciable saving on the interest c~arges and PJl>portiona\~ly ~e*~t:? • 
the cost of the property. It 'will be remembered that the pu~chase ~;>uce ?f•;the 
building was 5 500 ooo francs tn.. be paid in fnstalm~nts1 of wh1ch the nrs~ mstal· 

r I I f I 'P _, b · t f 
ment of 5<>(11000 francs was pai~ on November 1st1 192 · \ ,· " 

• 

XVII. No. 9 of the Official J9ilma1 
. . 
~ ~ . . 

No. 9 of the Official ~ournal1 which was published during the month, contams 
several important docurne.1ts, including the "C" Mandates for former Gern'lan 
possessions in South· West Africa and the Pacific, together with the Japanesf · 
reservation thereon, the Proces-Verbal of tpe Eleventh Session of the Council hel\ 
at Geneva from November 14th to De~1ber 18th, 1920, the Reports of the Per· 
manent Military Naval and Air Commission and the Economic and Financial Com· 
mission, and data on the Aaland IslandS' Question, the Armenian Question, and other 
matters. ~-

XVIII. Calendar of Events. 
' • " . 

The tentat~ve'-calendar of League meetings is as follows : 
May 2 Meeting of Opiur.1 Advisory Committee, Geneva. • 

» 3 Meeting of Polish·Lithuanian delegates at Brussels under League CMir;n, 
» 5 Inaugural Meeting or 'remporary Health Committee, Paris. 

0 

» 20 Economic and Fina,oce Committee, Geneva. 
June· 2 Committee on Registration of Treaties, Geneva. 

» 2 Commission on Amendments to the Covenant, Geneva: 
» 3 Commission on Transit, Geneva. 
» 9 Meeting of the Council at Geneva. 
" 30 Temporary Mixed Commission on the Reduction of Armaments 

' 
~ 

Gene'\/~ 
» 30 Meeting of International Conference on White Slave Traffic 

' 
Geneva. 

(Date not fixed) International Blockade Commission Geneva. 
J . (.._ ,• 

July 4 Governing Body, International Labour Office, Stockholm .. 
August I International Emigration Commission, Geneva. ' • 
September 5 Meeting of the Second Assembly at Geneva . 

• 
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.Activities of the League since its Creation 
January 1920 to April 1921 

P • I. Introductory ~ote. 

A 'hl.onthly,summary qf the activities of the League of Nations will hence
fot'ward be puolished bv thB Info-rmation Section of the Secretariat. The first 

'· .~.amber ap~~Ted i·n May 1921. . ' 
To enab~ .. e readers to follow the various matters which will be dealt with . .. 

•tn this •tnonthly Bulletin, it has been thought necessary to make a shol't 
generrl epiiom~ of them, published in the form of a supplement to the Bulletin. 

'This epitome will contain an outline of the main features of the organisation 
of th-a League and a summary of the.~prk which it has accomplished dm·ing 
the first '15 months or its existence from January 10th, 1920, to April 1st, 1921. 

• , 
II. Organisa!ion and workinf of the League . 

. of. THE AssEMBl.Y, THE CouNCIL AND THE:?ERMANENT SECRETARIAT., 

' ~he Trea,ty0f"VerseiPes came into force~·~ January 10th, 1920. As eal'ly 
as January 16th, the first meuting of the Council was opened at Faris under 

Jhe presidency o( M. Leon Bourgeois. Jt wa~~, on this date that the League of 
Nations came into existence and assumed tire val'ious duties incumbent upon" 
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it in vi~t~; of it; constitue~t Covenant.• Its t:~d'ncil-wh~:r consists ott'-J::,. 
• fn . . I AIII'ed Powers France Great Britain, Italy an Japan,(whc. a 

our prmcipa ' ' b · di11tel 
ex-officio members) and also of four non-pirmanent ~_fie~ ers-Im!Ilil Y 
commenced 'to deal with. the pfincipe.l problems ·~luch tpe aythors d'f the ' 
Treaties at ~aris had reserved jor the League of NatiOns. \ .

1 The four States who were to be non-permanent member~ of the Co~ncio 
at its first meeting had been nominated by the.Covenant. T?ey were Belgmm, 

1 

Brazil, Spuin and Greece. The elections, which were ~rried out by. the Ge
neral Assembly at Gen~a in December 1920 confirmed the appomtments 
of Belgium, Brazil and Spain_. China was elected in place of Greece.. " 

The Council of the League of Nations has up to the present time held 
twelve meetings in various European cities, Paris, London, .Rome, ~an s:-c 
bastian Brussels and Geneva. It will lfencefc>J:ward hold rts meetmgs m 
the latt~r town, which· is the seat of the League, its presidency being held 
by its various members in rotation. ~e President hofding office for the time 
being is M. Gastao da Cunha, the Brazilian Ambassador at Paris. r , / 

The Assembly, which consi~ts of representatives of all States ~e~s 
of the League, held its first meeting at Geneva, in November-December 1920, 
under the presidency of M. Paul Hymans, head of the Belgian Delegation. 
A certain number of States, who had not been invited by the Treaty of yer
sailles to adhere' to -the Covenant, had submitted to the Assembly applicationsc 
for admission to the League. Six of these States were elected members ofto~..; 
League: Albania, Austria, B¥l&,rtria, Costa Rica, Finland and Luxembourg, 
thus raising to 48 the number of States who are now Members of the League. 
In addition, Esthonia, Latvia~- Lithuania and Georgia were admitted to the 
Technical Organisations of the League (Economic and Financial Organisntiorn 
Organisation for Communications and Transit, Health Organisation). 

· The Assembly and the Council, together with the Permanent SecretJriat, 
constitute the essential parts of the machinery of the League of Nations. 

According to the provisions of the Covenant, the. two first-named may 
deal with any matter within the sphere of action of the League or affecting 
the peace of the world. The Assembly has decided to meet regl11arly once 
a year at Geneva, on the first Monday in September. Each State, no €llatt~ 
of what size, is allowed three delegates only, and may only record one vote" 
in the Assembly. The Council, one half of the members of which are elected• • 
by the Assembly, is entrusted with the permanent conduct of affairs when the 
Assembly is not sitting. 

The permanent Secretariat is the administrative organ whi~h prepares 
t~~ work o! the Assembl.y and Council, and takes steps to carry out the de- .. 
ciswns whrch those bodres have taken. It consists of a certain number of ... 
sections corresponding to the various activities of the League. c .. 

• • • L 

2. ACCESS<'RY ORGANISATIONS. 

. In addition, a certain n~mber of Commissions and orianisations rtva.riou~ 
kmds. have b~en created m o1·der to deal specially with certai11 cla~es of ' 

. questions whiCh are provided for in the various articles of the Covenant or • 
the Peace Treaties. • • · . -

. (a) Permanent Court of Justz'ce. - One of the chi:f tasks o~ th; Lea()'ue 
-m fact the very reason for its existence-is to take ste1.-; to preserve. ~he 
P.eace .of the "':orld. The most~'mportant of the measures which it has tak~ 
smce Its creatiOn, to preven~ ' ar is, beyond doul:1t, the establishment oft~ 
Permanent Court of InternatJO al Justice. • •. 

All previous a.ttempts in th · direction had fail ell .• The· tQ'af~rences whiC•h 
~oe~r~t tfheA•Hba?~e ~n 189b9 a~d 1907 had succeed<td in constituting a permanent 

o r I<tatwn, ut It hat!. not been 'bl · • · • · d · · · possi e to m~Itute a supremQ. 
• J u ICial aulhority for internatiohal ~i~putes. As a resul! or. the world w~'\. 
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IA'h.~~;,;e~rtr; it was felt neces~ar~ to "rl!ake a furth~ attempt. • Artic'e N of the 
~ C'o¥eriant direct! the Councir tOo prepare a draft scheme for a Permanent Cout • 

of Int~rJational Justice. • • 
. •The Council

0 decid~a, in Febru~ry 1i.20, to• entrust an. international 
Committee of en1inent jurists with the task of drawing up a 4raft scheme. 
This Comrnitt~e met at the Hague in June-J~ly of the same year. The draft 

'scheme worked out by this Committee was adopted by the Council with some 
slight modifications~ It was subsequently passed, with further mq.difications, 
by the Assembly at Geneva. Thus, for the first 0 time, the representatives 

.of a great number of Governments in all parts :A the world undertook, by 
common agreement, to constitute an impartial organ, a supreme tribunal, 
to which they would submit their international di:::putes. 

The scheme adopted by. the A:iisemblyis a happy compromise between the 
opposing tendencies which had mad.~ themselves felt in the course of the pre
liminary debates. The election of the eleven judges of the Court \viii be • carried out simultaneously by the Council and by the Assembly, which must 
,~.gr~e upon a common list of names in acc~rdance with an ingenious system 
prCipo§ed by the Committee of Jurists; the desires of the great Powers and the 

:small P~wers will thus be equally respected. On the other hand, the Statute 
of the Court, in the form in which it was adopted by the A.ssembly at Geneva, 
does" not establish compulsory jurisdiction. The delegatts,•however, adopted 
g•kind of compromise between the supporters of compulsory jurisdicti~n and 

.those of voluntary jurisdiction. One of the clauses of the Statute enables the 
contracting States to adopt compulsory .fUri~diction among themselves for 
certain elasses of disputes. • 

The United States have been invited to s1gn the Protocol of th.e Statute 
of the Court of Justice. 

(b) The 1llilitary, Naval and Air Commission and the Problem of 
Armaments.- The problem of disarmament arises under Article 8 of the 
Covenant according to which "the Members of the League recognise that 
th~ maintenance of peace requires the reduction of national armaments to the 

-. .lowest p"oint consistent with national safety and the enforcement by common 
acti~ of international obligations.·' 

Article 9 further provides for the constitution of a permanent Commission 
to assist the Council in considering milita1·y, naval and air questions. This 
Commission is composed of military, naval ~nd air I'epi·eseptatives, who a1·e 
appointed by the countries, l\'lembers of the Council, each Stat~ being allowed 
three ret~resentatives. It is divided into three Sub-Committees-military, 
naval and air, which have permanent secretariats at the seat of the League. 

Ofhis Commission met for the fi1·st time at San Sebastian during the eighth 
• meeting .of d~e Council. !t imVJ.ediately set to \vork to consider the measUI"es 
. -for the I'e~u&tion of a1~matnents provided for in· the va1·~ous Peace Treaties, 

' and the e~foi·cement of which is clamodred for on all sides. The Supreme 
..,. C01,mc.il of the Allted Powers declared, in l\Iai·ch 1920, that it was desirable 

to red~ce"armies to a peace footing in all countries, to limit armaments to the .. 
minimum consistent with nationnl security. and to invite the League of 
Nations to consider proposals, ~vi~h •thtit obj~ct, at the earliest possible 
moment. "" . 

In September the Financial Conference of Brussels recommended that 
t.l;e Council ot.QI the League should, as soon as possible. confe1· with the 
various GoverQments w~th a view to obtai1~ng their agreement to a gene1·al 
re~•JCtion in the <;~verwhelming burden ii;.tposed by al'lnaments u~on the 

0 
~mpoverishec1 pQpulations of the world. • · 

In No~en1ber the "6th. Committee of the Assembly of tl~e League of 
Nations stated •that the question of n definite and gene,ral limitation of 

·' nrmaments wa·~ dependent upon thti; comR,lete caiTying out of .the reductiL.\11 
• • • • . . • 
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. . • • . • . I • fi 
in armameAt; imposed by tt.:l Treaties UllOll c~tMJ. belligerent poWtlf5· I i:l 

·a .fact that these Treaties accorded to the J.,e~gue o: N~~ons a r1ght~of 
• investigation which was to be "used, if occasion arose, m order to sap.ervJs~ 

these reducti~ns and to en~ure thjt thel are ~ainta~~ed .. • . • 
The Advf;ory Commission for Military,_ Naval a~d A1r Questions of the 

League has already s~bmitted ~~ the Council a certam number. of pr~posals, 
1 based on these deciswns, which the latter has adopted.· These p10posals 

refer in pa~ticular to the exchange of full information o,;a military q~es.tions 
between the various Stat~s Members o! the Leagu_e ana al~o to ~rel~m11~a.ry 
measures in connection w~h the exercise of the right of mvestigatwn mto 
the question of armaments which has been accorded to_the League. • 

(c) The Armaments Commission.- The Geneva Assembly in the course 
of its discussions upon the problem of the.reducwon of armaments formed 
the opinion that, from the outset, it w~ necessary that States Members of 
the League should agree not to inten~ify their military preparations. By 
.Yirtue of a Recommendation of the Assembly, which was adopted by 30 votes 
to 7, the Council has submitted to• the various Governments a proposal t~ 
they should, with certain reservations, undertake not to exceed during the 
two financial years following the next budget the total figure of !llilitary, •• 
naval 'and air expeaditure provided for in that budget. 

The Assembl'y !ilso expressed a wish that persons possessing • the 
necess-ary competence in political, social and economic matters sholJICl
collaborate with military, economic, financial and labour experts in order to • 
formulate practical recommenctaCions. This is rendered necessary by reason 
of the complex nature of the problems raised at the present time in connection 
with the question of armaments. 

In pursuance of this decision of the Assembly, the Council formed a 
Temporary Mixed Commission upon which members of the · Militd'ry 
Commission of the League of Nations,· of the Economic and Financial 
Commission, and of the Governing Body of the Labour Office will work in 
conjunction with the following delegates : 

l\1. VIVIANI, France (President of the Commission). 
M. BRANTING, Sweden. 
l\1. FISHER, England. 
M. ORLANDO, Italy. 
M. RIVAS-VICUNA, Cbili. 
M. TATSUKE, Japan . 

• 

• 

• • 
(d) Supervision of the Traffic in Arms. -With reo-ard to the s · · f h . . o · uper-

vJswn o t e traffic m arms and ~unitions, a Convention was signe<i on 
September 10th, 1919, at St: Germam by a certain number of PCJ;vers. There 

• 

has, however, been a cer·tam amount of delay 1n tht) d~J)Osit of rat·fi" t" • 
Th C ·1 f h ~ ca IOns. e ounc1 o. •t e League, bei~J.g of opinion that a strict• system of._ 

control over traffic m_ arms ':ould be very beneficial to civil*'ation, ~ssued an 
?PP~al to all States signatories to the Convention, requesting them. to\"rat1f 
It w1tho~t delay. At the same time it asked States which had not signed 'th~ 
Conv~ntw~ . wh~the~ they were p.re~;ared to append their signatur·es and 
deposit their rat1ficatwns. • - · 

. Moreover, as is well known (see Monthly Bulletin "No 1) •!.. "r t 
nat 1 B bl" ' · , uae n er-

f~n? ureau esta 1shed at Brussels for the purpose of 3Upervising th~ 
tra c m arms has been attached jo the League of Nations. . · • 

(e) J'he Blockade CommissioJ. - Should any Member of th L 
resort to war in disregard of .the engagements enter • . . e ea~J~e " 

~~:~~ai~~~~i~~;rt~tates Members of the ~eague, by Vir-t~: orl~t~~d~~. ~~: • 
State. I) break off all c?mmercwl or tfnancial rel~;~tions with that 

• 
• 
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••• A Commis~itm has bee~ ~lected in ordet to prepare the way for the rtse• • • • • 

of thi:;; economic.weapon and is to be composed of representatives of the 
follt>wing 2ountries : CtJ.ba, British .Em~re, Sp,ain, France,. Italy, Japan, 
Norway and Swhzerland. It may, during cov.sideration of the n\easures to be· 
adopted, consplt with the other organisations of the League of Nations, such 

' as the Provisional Economic and Financial Commission and the Permanent 
Advisory Commissit{jl for Military, Naval and Air Questions. Its labours will 
be embodied in a report \Vhich will be submittedoto the Council in August, 

0
in order that the latter may consider it before presentation to the second 
Assembly. 

In the meantime, the necessary steps have been taken so that Article 16 
would, if necessary, be immedi~tely applied against a Covenant-breaking 
State. At the request of the Councif'; the Secretary..General of the League of 
Nations has already asked the Gove~nments of Members of the League to 
inform the Blockade Commission what powers they possess at the ·present 
•tim~ which would enable them to put a;_nto effect an economic blockade 
ag~inst a Covenant-breaking State . . 

• ' (f) 'The Mandates Commission.- Article 22 of the Covenant of the I.eague 
• oLNe.tions defines the status of mandated countries. Thoey 6\re "colonies and 

t~rritories which, as a consequence of the late wE-.r, have ceased to be.under 
the sovereignty of the States which formerly governed them, and which are 
inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand:by bhemselves under the strenuous 
conditions of the modern world." The guardianship over these peoples is 
entrusted to certain powers who will exercise it as mandatories on behalf of 

• the League of Nations . 
., In accordance with Article 22, the mandated territories may be divided 

into three categories according to the degree of civilisation of the inhabitants: 
Mandates "A", including countries which formerly belonged to the Ottoman 
Empire; Mandates "B", including the mandated portions of Central Africa; 
Mandates "C", former German colonies in the Pacific Ocean and South 

_,,\Vest Africa. 
cyn order to assist the Council of the League in the study of these 

questions and to examine the annual report which the Mandatory Powers 
must submit to the League of Nations, a Permanent Commission was 
appointed in February la~t during the 12lh session of t[le Council of the 
League in Paris. • 

• 
This Commission is to include the following members : 

• 

M. BEAU, France. 
l'vlme Bugge W~cKsELL, Sweden. 
M. D'A"NDRADE, Portugal. • 
The Honorable 0RMSBY-G~RE, B1·itish Empire. 
M. •oRTS, Belgium. 
M. THEODOLI, Italy. 
1\L vAN REES, Holland. 
M. KUNIO YANAGIDA~ JilpnnP 

• Durin•g the same meeting, the Council of the League of Nations received 
it communicatitn upon the subject of mandates from the Secretary of State of 
the United States of 4merica. This coU:munication referred to a note 
a<4J.~essed to the Bt;itish Foreign Minister and sent at the same time. to the 

°French and ItaJia·n Govemments. In this note the Government of Washington 
expressed 1l. \vish that "the .draft Mandates drawn up by the Allied Powers 
should be sent • to it before submission to the Council Qf the League of 

·' Nations, in order that it should be i.n a p&Jsition to give the G_ouncil exa~.>t 
:.information "~¥itL. regard to the principles upo~1 which its approval of th~ 

• 
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"l\1tlndates was dependent. In its communicatiom "to the Col.l'l~il, the Gover;; · 
ment of the United States made reservations in particular with regaM. to t 1.~ 
"C" Mandate« the terms of whiatl hacl,.alrea~y beea approv•ed by the Cot.PnCI 

• "'' • • (J • h 11 "t· t .Japan of the Isle at one of Its farher meetmgs, and disputed t e a oca wn o 
of Yap a former German possession in the Pacific. • . 

The Council of the League of Nations at once informed the A.mer~can 1 

GovernmeJ:;~t that the terms of Mandates "A" and "B", reJ$!rring to As1a Mmor 
and Africa', would be con:aide1·ed at a later date. It, therefore, la.id str~ss upo.n 
the advisability to a representative of the United States discussmg this• 
question with the Council. . 

\Vith regard to Mandates ''C" whioh had been commumcated t~ the 
Council by the Principal Allied Powers, th~ Coun~il of the League of Natwns, 
in its ans\ver to the U,nited States, })(linted out that the League was not 
concerned with the disti·ibution, but only with the administration of these 
territories, and that any dispute upon ibis point that might arise should .be 
settled between the United State'S and the Supreme CounciLof the aA't~ 
Powers. 

3. TECHNICAL ORGANISATIONS. 

(~) The Advi~o"r11 Economic and Finan~ial Commission.- A Provisi.oual 
Econqmic and Financial Commission has hitherto assisted the Council in 
the consideration of technical quest{ons referred to in Articles 23 and 24 oT · 
the Covenant. The Geneva Ass~vbly adopted the necessary measures in 
ordei' to substitute an advisory body for this Commission. One of its most 
importamt tasks will be to supervise the carrying out of the Recommendations 
made by the International Financial Conference at Brussels. • 

As will be remembered the Council decided at its second meeting tpat 
this Conference should be summoned. Its task was to study the international 
financial situation which had been profoundly disturbed by the war and to 
endeavour to find suitable remedies. Qualified representatives of 35 nation~, 
including the United States, took part in this Conference under the {)re
sidency of M. Gustave Ador. They collected a considerable arriount o(. 
information of a financial nature and laid down a series ·or prin~les 
calculated to further the re-establishment of normal economie relations 

• between nations. The labours of the Conference at Brussels have enabled 
the League of Na~ions to prepar~ various interesting schemes of international 
economic COOJ?er·ation. One of these, the Ter Meulen scheme, is concerned 
with the obtaining of international credits by States, and the nlftionals of 
States, who need them in order to pay for their essential imports. The 
Financial Commission of the League of N-ations is now considerin~; the 
practical application of this scheme as a .basis for the re-establi~hment of th~ 
financial position of Austria. • • • 

\1. • • • 

(b) The Advisory Commission for°Communications and Transit.-In Octo bet· 
1920 a Conference upon the question of Passports was ;ummoned <by .the 
League of Nations and met at Paris to consider the simplification• ot the 
formalities which are at the present time imposed upon travellers when crossin"' 
the frontiers. Officials of all cour1tri~s, "l'.jth special knowled"'e of this clas~ 
of question ~nd profiting by each other's experience, thert!selv~s prepai·ed the 
schemes whiCh were submitted to their Governments. • 

Thi~ method of enq~iry with a view to finding solution: of questions "af 
general mt~rest :-"~s og~m empJoyed at Barcelona ~o seek remedies for the 
ti:anspgrtatwn cnsis whtch has ?at·alysed the commercial activities of Eu11~pe 
smce the war. The re~ults of this Conference were given in ihE4 first numbe11

4 

of the Mont~ly Bulletm. \Ve will only mention here" that tne aele"' t f' 
42 St t . . h • oa es o · a es, meettvg m t at town, provided the Lea"'ue of Nations w'tl 
nrl . c . f . • t:> l 1 on 
~n~ory o~mittee or questtons,of transit and communicati~ns, whose task 
It Wlll be to see that the principles laid down are a])])lied and e t d d 
• : • ~en e . • 
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••. (c) Health <J~ganisation~-.The General Assembly of the League provi&d • 
t'or th~ ~reation of a Health Or$anisation, fo"r the purpose of coordinating 
the .work of the ~ifferent.internationaJ org<.nisations at present in existence, 
of putting fiealth. organisations in different count~ies into clos~ touch with 
each other, and of cooperating with the International Labour Office, the Red 

• Cross, and otfler similar associations. Pending its final establishment, which 
is in course of compLetion, the Council set up a provisional Comrpittee at its 
meeting in February, 1921. This Committee hel~ a meeting in Paris on 
May 5th; a record of its proceedings will be found in the second Monthly 

"'Bulletin. 

4. THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

The International Labour Offi~~. gstablished at Geneva, consists of: 

(1) An international conferencE4 including all countries repr·esented in 
the League of Nations, with the addition of Germany. Each country sends 
four• delegates to this conference; two representing the Govemment, one 
represtmting Workmen's Organisations, and one representing Organisations 

:of Emplpyers. The Conference meets once a year. It has already met at 
Washington in November, 1919, and at Genoa in June, 1!:120. It will meet for 
the t'hird time at Geneva in October, 1921. "' • 

·· • (2) The Governing body of 24 members, representing the chief industrial 
States, and meeting about every two montgs. ~ 

(3) A permanent office, an institution similar to the Secretariat of the 
League of Nations. • .. 

The International Labour Office prepares Labour Conventions with the 
assistance of the delegates of the Governments, of the Employers' Organ
isations and of the 'Vorkmens' Organisations; these conventions must then 
be ratified by the different parliaments. As examples of these, we may cite 
the conventions concerning the Eight Hours Day, Limitation of Night 'Vork, 
Protection for vVomen and Children in Industry, and the Control of Dan-

-·gero.lls Methods of Manufacture. The Genoa Conference in 1920 dealt with 
regulations for the work of seamen in the Mercantile Marine. 

' III. Political activities of the League. 

1. S!'ECIAL OBLIGATIONS ARISING UNDER THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES. 

(a) Free C£ty of Danzig. - Article 102 of the Treaty of Ver·sailles lays 
down that Danzig and its territor·ies shall be established as a Free City by 
the Principal•Ailied and A-ssociated Powers and placed under the guarantee 

~ 

of the Leatg\!,e of Nations. The latter is represented in the -city by a High 
Commissia.1er, who is, at present, the British General Haking. 

_.A~icle 103 lays down that the constitution of the Free City shall be 
dra'Yn up 'by the duly appointed representatives of the Free City, in agreement 
with the High Commissioner, and that this constitution shall be placed under 
the guarantee of the League of Na~iOQS.' A~cordiQg to the terms of the same 
article,' the High C0mmissioner is entmsted with the task of dealing, in the 
first instance, wjth all differences arising between Poland and the Fr·ee City 
w.lth regard to ~he Treaty of Versailles or any 'arrangements or agreements 
made thereunder. • , . 

.,.A. draft constitl.\,tion has been drawn up in accordance with the. above 
'provisions. It hus been submitted to the Council of the League of Nations, 
which has -cxrimined 'it' at its recent meetings, and has decidedJ to ask the 

• • 
Danzig Government to better it in certain l'~spects. . 

' In particulll~·, the Council desires tliat1 the dmft should bee remodelle~ 
·upon more d~Jmocratic lines. The High Commissioner hud pointed out that ,, ..... 
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' tlte real power in the Free cit~ was in the ha11ds of a few SMators, a;pointe.ct • 
for 12 years and responsible neither to the P~rliament nor Jo the peop~e .. The 
Council asked that they !ihould •be made complet(!l¥ and really _respon~ble, 
and that thetr term of office should be reduced in such a· manner that the 
Popular Assembly should be able to decide more frequently ~vith regard to • 
the renewal of their appointments. . . . 

With reo-ard to further modifications in the Dar~g Constltutwn, the 
< t:> bl' Council, before making d:efinite proposals, desired,to be informed as to pu lC 

opinion in. the F1·ee City. General Raking is, therefore, to consult the P?pu~a~ 
Assembly and the Senate and will then send a full report to t.he Councll.~lth 
all necessary information with regard to the opinions of the different pohtlCal 
parties in these two bodies. • • · 

Various other questions concerning Danzig have also been settled by the 
Council; in particular it refused consep.t to the carrying out by the Free City 
of an order for military rifles; and it nominated the Swiss Colonel de Reynier 
as President of the Port and 'Va(erways Board. • . , 

(b) The Saar Basin. - In accordance with Article 48 of the ·peaty of 
Versailles, the Le~gue of Nations appointed three out of the five members oi 
he Commission.for<delimiting the frontiers of the Saar territory.. • 

In addition, the Council, in accordance with an annex to the saNJ.,e 
Treaty, appointed the Members of the Governing Commission of the Territory; 
it is composed as follows: c •· 

0 French MemberL- M. RAULT, President. 
Saar Member -Dr. HECTOR. 
Other Members - Major LAMBERT (Belgian), 

Count de MoLTKE HuiTFELDT (Danish) 
Mr. R. D. WAUGH (Canadian). 

The Governing Commission represents the League of Nations. In acc~'l'd
ance with the instructions of the Council, it has, since its establishment, 
rendered reports to the League from time to time on its administratio~ and"" 
on the conditions existing in the Saar Territory. 

(c) Eupen and Malrnedy. -, Under Article 34 of the Treaty ofVersailles, 
it was the duty •of the League of Nations to decide whether the transfer to 
Belgium of German sovereignty over the districts of Eupen an~ Malmedy 
should become permanent. · 

Rejecting the arguments put forward by the German Government in a 
series of notes,· the Council, as a result of a Popular Expresslon of Opinim:i 
held in these te1·ritories, definitely confirmed this t.,ransfer. • · .. 

' c 
2. AcTIVITIES OF THE LEAGUE IN THE EXERCISE c£JF ITS 

MissiON OF PEACE AND JusTICE. 

• 
(a) The Dispute b~tween Lithuania and Poland. - By telegram dated 

September 5th, the Pohsh ,Govertlm'Em.t &..<>ked the Council to take measures 
with a view to avoiding war between Poland and Lithua'hia. The Lithuanian 
Government, on their part, accepted for the purposes of the enqui;.y into this 
dispute, the obligations imposed on members of the League.~ •• 

The Council first urgently b'kgged the two Gove~nments concerned to take 
the necessary steps to prevent the hostilities which appeared imminei!~ H 
also proposed to them that they should pledge themselves t@ respect a prov2~ 
sional boun,rlary line. ' ' ' ~ 

The Council then appointed .a Commission: which WfiS entrusted with 
Jhe task of,:.upervising on the spot the strict observance by" the two parties" 
, concerned of the obligation,~ which they had undertaken. 

" 
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· "> Tliit> Commi~sion of cont1·~ wa~ speedily con~tituted, and left for s"uwalky • •• • • • on Septe!fiber 3 th. It was presided over by the French Colonel Chardigny, 
the ot~rs membe~s being: Colo~el Vergera (Italian), 1.Iajor Keenan (British), 
Maj<1r Herce (Spanish) 8Jl~ Captain Ya~ama'ki (Japiinese). • 

At Pari;, the Acting President of the Coun,.cil, M. Leon Bourgt!ois, assisted 
by two members of the Council, Viscount Ishii, representative of Japan, and 

-1\1. Quinones de Leon, representative of Spain, were directed to take charge 
of this question in t~future. • 

Fresh complications soon arose particularly as- a result of the surprise 
gttack on Vilna made by General Zeligowski and an inegular force of Polish 
troops. 

• The Council of the League fortunately succeeded in localising this dis-
pute at its meeting of Octooer, 1~20 at Brussels, when it investigated the 
question in the presence of delegates of Lithuania and Poland. It was first 
intended to organise a Popular Expr~ssion of Opinion, the preparation of 
which was entrusted to a Plebiscite commission, composed of: 

• • 
Colonel CHARDIGNY, President 
General BuRT, (English) 
M. BRICHANTEAU (Italian) 
M. SAURA (Spanish) and 
M. NAZE (Belgian). 

,J • 

1'he Council obtained the consent of the two Governments concerned. 
But although the Polish and Lithuanian GoverPI.ements have always. main-

• l,i1ined their acceptance of the principle of a public expression of opinion, 
various difficulties arose which delayed the carrying out of this scheme. 

q'he Council was thus Jed to alter its original decisions. ln February, 
1921, at Paris, it heard the representatives of the two parties to the dispute, 
and also Colonel Chardigny, President of the Plebiscite Commission, who had 
come specially from Vilna for that purpose. The Members of the Council 
unanimously agreed in deciding that it would be preferable to institute direct 
uegot.Wtions between Poland and Lithuania under the Presidency of M. 
Hymans, Belgian representative on the Council. , . 

• · They first asked the two governments concerned to undertake certam 
engagements, adherence to which seemed n~cessary in order to avoid any 
armed conflict. It was particularly necessary to obtain a diminution of the 
strength of"General Zeligowski's troops in the area under dispute, and the 
reduction of the Lithuanian covering troops to two divisions, and also to 

.provide for the food supply of the country. 
Si'hce then. the settlement of this dispute has entered its ·second phase, 

in "which it still remai\).s, o.nd •whieh is explained in Nos. 1 and 2 of the 
• Monthly Bufl<e'in. The negotiations are ta~ing the form of•a general enquiry 
~into the terJII.itorial,.,.military and other questions arising between the two 

• countrie~. .. . . 
(b) The Question of the Aaland Islands. -The British Govemment. on 

June Hlth, 1920, informed the Leap.i.il of 1'1atiooo of the dispute existing 
between ·Finland and Sweden with regard to the Aaland Islands. The action 
of Great Brilain was based on the right of intervention, under such circum-

• i1 
stances, which is confer·red on members of the League by Article 11 of the • • Covenant. • · 

l1~ the two meeti~gs, at which the question of the Aaland Islands-was .. 
de8lt with by IJ;ie ·Council •• M. Branting, the representative of Sweden and 
M. Enckel, tire /epresentative.,of Finland, took part in the deliberations. 

Tho two parties each explained their puint of view. WitiP their consent 
the delegates of the population of the Aalar.d Islands were also •ttllowed to • 
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·submit 'a stateme~t to the C~uncil. The l~tter,•qe~ore inter~ining, cdh~uU_ii 
an international commission <Of jurists, partiCularly a~ to wh_ethe;, m ·I~ 
opinion, this was a question which should tle left; by mt~rnatwna_l ~~· to 
be dealt with' by Finland, <0r whe~her, 'tm the other liand, It was. withm the 
competence bf the Council. • · 

.This Commission, which sat from August 3rd to September 5th, wa~ o~ 
the opinion that the Council was competent to recommend any solutwn 
"which it"mio-ht consider the most just and the most ~itable." 

In Septe~ber, 1920,c therefore, the Council decide? to appoint_ a C~m
mission of Enquiry on the spot, which would be reqmred to submit to It 8c 
report on the question. This Commission, composed of Baron Beye~s 
(Belgian), M. Calonder (Swiss), amd Mr. Elkus (American) has completed Its 
labours. Its report, a brief summary of which i~ contained in No. 2 of the 
Monthly Bulletin, will be considered by the Council at its meeting at Geneva 
in June. o 

. / 

(c) Protection of Armenia. e-- In Ma1·ch, 1920, the Supreme Cot~ncil 
proposed that the Armenian State should be placed under the prote~ion of 
the League of Nations. It subsequently informed the Council of the League 
that ~t was asking President 'Nilson whether the United States wol.1'ld accep!P 
a Mandate fo1· .A~menia. The Government of the United States did n<lt feel 
able t~ accept this proposa-l. • 

As a result of the debates which took place in November and December 
1920, in the Assembly of thecLeague of Nations, President Wilson and the 
Governments of Spain and Brazil agreed to serve as mediators between 

c 
Armenia and the Kemalists. The Council of the League, which since then 
has constantly kept in touch with them, was entrusted with the task or 
watching this delicate question, which was still further complicated. by 
questions of general politics. In fact, it concerns all the signatory States of 
the Treaty of Sevr·es, which has not yet been ratified. 

(d) The Protection of minorities. - Numerous religious, linguistic and 
racial minorities ai·e at present isolated in Central and Eastern Europ~ in 
the midst of alien majorities. Their protection is pr·ovided for by sJ!ecial
clauses of the Treaties of Peace under the guarantee of the League ofNatwns. 
These minorities may address protests and. submit reports to the League, 
but in order that the Council sjlould be competent in the matter, one of its 
members must gpecially draw its attention to the cases under dispute. 

At its tel'fth meeting the Council requested its members to remind their 
respecti \"C Governments of the obligations conferred under· this he:d upon the 
Powers represented on the Council as regards the protection of minorities. 

In this connection, a dispute has been regulated between Polaoo and 
Austria regarding the Jews who had come from E~stern Galici~ into Austrif.l, 
and who were thren.tened with expulsion by the latter:The Cou~c91 succeeded 
in obtaining guarantees for these ~ews on the part of the two Gf:>vernments 
concerned.· • • 

The Council has also intervened on the question of the em"ig;ation of 
the Bulgarian minorities from Greece to Bulgaria, and vice versa, to the 
satisfaction of both parties. • • • • 

IV. Humanitarian activities of the Lea~e. 

L CAMPAIGN "-GAINST TYPHus IN PoLAND. 
- . 

~:e L~ague of Nations has, from the outset, been ~ccupied with l~ltb 
con_ditw.ns m Europe, which were menaced by the 'Ya_r and· b~ the epidemies 
winch ~oll~ved upon the war. In particular, t~ League det~rmined to help 
.th~ Pol~sh Go:e1·~ment as_ far as possible in its campaign ag;1inst the typhus. 
epidemic, 'thiCh IS ravagmg Eootern Eui'Ope. In March, '1920, the Council 

• 
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~~t ~rth an ~peal to tne. ~overtments for funds, and ·contributions were 
.promis~d by fourteen States. "An executive committee was formed, and line 
of its.members, JJr. Norman White, carried out an enquiry in Poland. On 
December ]th, at a me~ting of the A~emb,y at Galneva, numePous delegates, 
including those of the most distant countries, such as Persfa, India and 
China, made .speeches promising immediate help. The total amount of con
tributions promised during the Assembly amounted to £ 140,000 sterling. 

The action un~rtaken by the League continues to make tJrogress ; a 
report of the latest steps taken by it is contained in No. 1 of the Monthly 

., Bulletin. · · 

2. REPATRIATION OF PRISONERS OF WAR. 

The grave problem ot the repatriation of the 300,000 prisoners of \Var 
who, in 1920, were still detained in Eastern Europe and Asia, also occupied 
the attention of the Council. The I~tter entrusted the organisation· of the 
repatriation of these unfortunate people to the Norwegian Explorer, Dr. 
Na1~sen. The latter, who was given th~ position of High Commissioner 
of thE!' League of Nations, immediately set to work with the aid of the vari01~s 

:Red Cr~ss Societies, and, at the end of the year, was able to announce that 
he had succeeded in his task and that he was then completing this tinder-

• takmg by repatriating the last bodies of prisoners detainetl in the Caucasus 
ltnd northern Russia. • 

3. OPIUM TRAFFI,j::. 

The control of the Opium Traffic, which,.,under the Hague Convention, 
• had been entrusted to Holland, is now in the hands of the League of Nations, 

which has appointed a Commission to carry out this humanitarian duty. 
• A record of the work of this Commission will be published in No. 2 of 

the Monthly Bulletin. 

. 4. TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN • 

• 
On June 30th an International Conference will assemble at Geneva to 

disoo.ss the measures to be taken in order to suppress the traffic in women 
• and children. A Committee of Enquiry has also been fo1·med to investigate 

this problem, particularly in Asia :Minor. 

V. AS~Sistance given by the League to the Associatibns for the 
purpose of furthering international cooperation . 

.. whenever an occasion has arisen, the League has given its moral 
«>upport to 0 the AssociaJ-ions. which aim at furthering international co-
operationo • · 

At it~:econd meeting it decided to 'be represented ~t the Conference of 
Red Cross Societi'es, which was to meet at Geneva. At its eighth meeting it 
decide~ t"O send to the President of the International Red Cross Committee a 
letter assuring the Committee that the latter could count on the moral support 
of the League in all the tasks that it.. might undertake to remedy the evils 
resulting from the late war. • ~ • 

THE l"NTEIINATIONAL ORGANISATION OF INTELLECTUAL LABOUR • 

• Finally, the Council has given its support to the work of private 
.. otog'anisations whieh aim at perfecting the International Organisa-tion of 
intellectual tj;~bour: •• 

The u·nion of Intema~ional Associations, an organisatio& which com-
• prises a Iarge.number of societies of all. count1·ies, and which proposes to 

centralise and give publicity to all forms i·n which intellectual 'l.ife expresses 
• • 
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itself throughout tlie world, !'!.as sent a numb~ .of recomm~dahons~o tQ¥ 
• Co-ancil. This organisation ha~ collected at Brussels vario'us inter~ational, 

establishments, such as the International ~nstitute of Il,ibliograph~ and 
Documentatio~, the Collec~ve In~rna!Aonal Librar~ .and the Do.cumentary 
Archives, the •International Musellm and the Offices of the great International 
Associations. In September last, it added an International University there 
at the same city at this University, courses and lectures by experts and 
professors lif all countries are organised every year. t'lis scheme for an 
International University was submitted to the League of Nations at the 
beginning of 1920. At its meeting at San Sebastian, the Council promised its 
support to the University, and informed it that the Secretariat was authorised 
to facilitate as far as possible the carrying out of the· international work 
which it was to undertake, • • 

Further, a credit was granted to the University of International Asso
ciations, in order to cover _the cost of pr,inting a " Code of Recommendations 
and Resolutions oflntemational Congresses." This code will include decisions 
tak~n at 3000 meetings held by Intgrnational Groups during the last 75 ~e~rs. 
In Its report to the Assembly at Geneva, Senator Lafontaine of the Belgian 
Delegation ~tated that this code would, in fact, constitute "the interQational •• 
notebooks of humanity. '' 

( c • 
The Assembly at Geneva adopted a resolution approving the steps which 

the Council had taken in this matter. • 

• 
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I. Foreword . ., 

The most general demand made upon the League of Nations by public 
opinion in all parts of the world has been for a clear, direct summary 
account of the various activities of the League as they progress from day to 
day .. It is hard to imagine a more difficult task than that of keeping public 
opinion in 48 different States spread all over the world and speaking many 
dift"e1·ent languages closely in touch with the many lines of activity upon 
which the League has embarked. Much news about the League has been 
issl.f~d through the telegraphic agencies, but almost always on single specific 

• questions. Similarly, a great deal of information has been sent out by the 
League by mail, but again necessarily very largely on specific questions. 

Suggestions have been received from wi<'lely different spurces that such 
publicity is too spasmodic and too detailed to afford any general view of the 
activities of the League as a whole. The League has consequently been urged 
to develop some system of more or less regular periodical reports which 
would show both the general scope of its work and also the actual progress 
i.n each diffe&nt line. To meet this necessity, the Information Section proposes 
publishin~ a resume •of each "month's activities in each branch of League 

e • 
work. In ~any cases reference will be omade to longer documents already 
prepar~d by the Lrlague and available on request to the Information Section, 
Leagu~ of Nations, Geneva . 

• 
II. Summary oJ tJ:le Month. 

Tlie carrying out of the deci;io~s of the AQssembly and of the Council 
and the g"eneral work of organisations of the League have been continued 
during the mon'th of 1\'Iay. New signatures have been received to the Protocol 
of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice. The ratifica-

<~ 

tior\.S of Denma1·k and Switzerland have been added to that of Sweden, · 
.. • ~ 0 

already givenu. 
Three ~ou1missiofls" have eithe1· been or are in the course of being set 

up: the Tempor~ry 1\'lixed C'ommission for the Reduction of Ar~aments; the . . ' . 
* N• 1 of the Summary dated April 1921. It has been thought more convenient to date this and 

• ,future issues by the rlay of publication. ' 
• 0 ., 

• 

• 
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f n1 k d an-'"· t"he Mandat'e~ C_ommissi<iri •. II1Lemational Committee o 4 oc a e; u- ··-

ImpOI·tant Treaties have been registered. o . . ':' • . 
The Committee of EI\quiry 1nto -the Orgams&f;jon of the ~ecretariat

Genei·nl and' of the Internation_y.l Labour Office has finished its work and 
published its report, which approves in general terms the pJ'esent organ-
isation and the work accomplished to date. . 

The Financial Committee of the League has met aj.:London to co~srder 
the 1·eport of the delegaHon which it had sent to Vienna, ~nd the la:ge 
project of financial restoration which has been prepared by the Austrran c 
Government in accord with the delegates of the League, 

So far as politica! affairs are concerned, the Aaland Islands Commission 
has presented its report. In Brussels direct negot:ations between Poland and 
Lithuania on the dispute between them have been continued, under the 
presidency of M. Hymans. Finally a rr.quest from Albania has been put on 
the agenda for the next sitting of ~he Council. 

Questions raised in connectiOn wilh the administration of the Saar 
Valley and of the F1·ee City of Danzig have been the subject of active cort·es
pondence between the.Secretary-General and the administrations pf these 
areas under the Lea~ue of Nations. These questions will be brought forward 
at the next Council meeting. · 

The humanitarian side of the League's activities have been marked 
during the month by a meeting of the Opium Traffic Committee, by the 
projected constitution of a Provisional Health Committee, and by the con
vocation'. of an International Conference against the Traffic in Women and 
Children. 

III. Organisation of the League. 
L TnE CouNCIL AND THE AssEMBLY. 

(a) The next meeting of the Council of the League of Nations. - The 
P1·esident of the Council, M. Da Cunha, Ambassador of Brazil in Paris, has 
fixed the 17th of June as the date of the next meeting of the Council. The 
Commissions set up by the Council in conformity with the resolutions of the 
Assembly will present ·their first reports in the course of its Session. "The 
Council will hear the preliminary report of the Committee on Amendments 
to the Covenant, of the Opium Traffic Consultative Committee, the report 
of the Committee of Enquiry into the working of the Seci·eta1·iat and of the 
Intemational Labour Office, and the report of the Committee for preparing 
a new scheme for contribution on the pF!I't of members of the Leacgue to its 
expenses. The Council will also consider the reports of the Technical Organ
isations of the League, the report of the Barcelona Conference on Com
munieations, the report of the Consultative Economic and Fihancial Colllcc 
mittee and of the Provisional Committee of Health. . . c 

Political questions such as thv Polish-Lithuanian dispute,l the Aaland 
Islands question, and the Albanian Frontier question, will iJe also ~ons~dered. 
The agenda also contains other important matters, such as those <Connected 
with the Administration of Danzig and the Saar, the Mandates question, 
and the Intemotional Bureaux. Tl>e fh·aft Budget of the Leogue for 1922 and 
the report of the Auditors will be submitted to the Council for examination 
in the course of this sitting. • 

~b) The summons ~o the second General Assembly of the'-League. -Tile 
President of the Council, M. Da ·Cunha, B1·azilian Ambassador in Paris has 
sent the following summons to all the countries who are Members ;(the 
League: · • 

"I have the honour, in accordance with Rules 1 and 3 of bhe Rules of 
Procedure of the Assembly of the League of Nations, to- summon the 

. ~ssembly to convene at Geneva at 11 a.m., on lVIonday, Septt>'mber 5th, 1921. ' 

, (Signed) GASTAO, DA CUNHA." .. 
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~ the same time the SereretaJ'!-General haii circulatect to all 0 the> Govem
M~nts Membe1~-of the Lea~~ a cii·cular letter reminding them thnt if tbel 
~vished•to add to the agenda questions othe~. than those which are a!J·eady 
placed on it, th"t3y shou.ld sen~ them to •he Secr·etary-General as soon as 
possible. At the p1·esent moment the "fil'st matter 8n the agend~ is the exam
ination of the Reports of the special Commissions whose establishment was 
requested by•the first Assembly. The second Assembly therefo1·e will have 
to take decisions oy. the question of Amendments to the Covenant, the Regis
tration of Treaties, q<;conomic Blockade, the Organisation of tht! Secretariat 
and of the International Labour Office, the Distribution of the Expenses of 

'the League, all being questions on which special Commissions are engaged 
or have already terminated their work. 

In the second place, the work of the different Technical Organisations of 
the League will be examirted by the Assembly, which will therefore occupy 
itself with the general organisation of the following Conferences and Com
missions, and of the results which ~wve been obtained by them: Economic 
and Financial Commission; Consultative Provisional Committee on Com
mu~ications and Transit; Health Com~ittee; Committee for the Sup-

• pression of the Opium Traffic, and on the International Conference on the 
Traffic .iri. Women and Children . 

• Undoubtedly the most important problem to come. lsefor·e the Assembly 
• will be that of the institution of the Permanent Court of Intemational Justice. 

Amongst other important questions which the Members of the Leaglie will 
be called upon to deliberate on are the reduction of Armaments, which will 
be the subject of a repol't by the Commission

8 

which is to sit in the month of 
June, the request for· mediation by Bolivia qn its dispute with Chili, the 

• nomination of the four non-permanent Membe1·s of the Council, and the 
Budget for the League in 1922. Finally, whatever demands fo1· admission to 
tire League are presented before the month of September will be examined. 
The Secretariat has already received official information that Hungary will 
shortly transmit a request for admission to the League of Nations . 

• 2o THE PERMANENT CouRT OF lNTERNATIONU JusTICE. 

ooin the course of the past month Belgium, Czecho-Slovakia and Jugoslavia 
have signed the pl'otocol of the Statute of the Court, and the signatur·es of 
Australia and Finland are expected immediately. Two fresh 1·atifications have 
been received in addition to that of Sweden, already in the hands of the Secre
tar·iat. Denmark has ratified the protocol of the Statute of tlfe Court as well as 
that relat,ing to compulsory jurisdiction. The Swiss Government announces 
that the Federal Assembly has also ratified the two protocols. These resolutions 
of the Federal Assembly could become the subject of a referendum. Japan's 

. z·atification \jill qrrive shortly: Italy's ratification is expected fo!' June 17. The 
'\lifferent Govemments cqntinlje to send to the Secretariat the names of the 
persons ,,~0 are to d!'aw up the candidates for the judgeships of the Court. 
Replies o~ thi::; subject have been receivefl, not only from the Governments of 
States. represented' on the Court of Ar·bitl'Btion at The Hague, but also fr·om 
States

8
which ar·e not represented. On 1st June the definitive list of these 

electors will be drawn up, and a circular lettez· dispatched, inviting them 
to proceed to the nomination of candida.tes. Should the number of ratifications 
neces~ary not then have been obt'ail'ied the nominations will be conditional 
only, tha~ is to say, they will only be valid if the next A;;;sembly is in a 
rosition to pr~eed to the election of judges. The nominations should !'each 
the Secretariat before 15th August. • 

" 
30 ARMAMENTS • 

• 
Temp()lf'a~y mixed Commission for the r·eduction of armaments. - As has 

already been a~wounced, this Commission is to meet- in _Geneva in June, 
o under the Pre!.idency of M. Viviani. 
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, The" Pe~~ane~t Consultative Military· Co~1~ission andrt~e Go~rnip~ 
Bddy of International Labour Qffice have nominated the followmg Il}ember~ 
to represent them on the Commission: 

0 • 
" For the Pe9-manent Cm:sultative Com1nission: 

Major Jose Maria Penido (Brazil). . . 
Admiral Sir Somerset A. Cough-Calthorpe, G. C. M.G., K. t. B., (Bnt1sh ' 

E~pire). . 
Rear-Admiral the M~quis de Magaz (Spam). 
Marshal Fayolle (France). 
Brigadier-General Ma1·ietti (Italy). 
Major-General Inagaki (Japan). 

For the Gove1·ning Body of the Jrfte1·nat!'onal Labour Office: 

Three Members representing Labour: 
MM. Jouhaux (France). '" 

Oudegeest (Netherlands)o 
Thorberg (Sweden). 

The employers membeJ'S of the Governing Body do not feel th(lJnselves •• 
authorised to accept the responsibility which the League of Nations wished 

v < • 
them to assume. 

28. b. 21. • 

4• THE EcoNOMIC "' EAPON. c . 

The International Blockaqe Committee. - The first Assembly requested 
the Council to set up an International Blockade Committee to examine the 
application of Article 16 of the Covenant, this Committee having the duty o 

of submitting the result of its work to the Council, which in turn will pre
sent it to the Assembly at its next session. The Committee, according to 
the terms of the Assembly resolution, was to consist of eight members at 
most; it was to have the right to call in the assistance of experts in a con
sultative capacity, and half the members were to belong to States not repre
sented on the Council. At its last meeting in Paris, in February, the Council 
decided to invite France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Cuba, Norway, S'1Sain 
and Switzerland to nominate 1·epresentatives on this Committee. The 
following nominations have been made: 

{ 

France, M. Jean GouT. 
cswitzedand. M. Max HUBER. 
Norway, M. Christian SPARRE. 
Japan, M. Minoru 0KA. 
Cuba, Dr. Aristides de AGUERO Y BETANCOURT. 
Spain, M. Pablo GARNICA. 
Italy, M. Carlo Schanzer. 

c 

Following a decision of the Council, the Secretary-Ge~eral reque~~ed the 
Members of the League to let him know, for the use of the Committee,, the 
means actually at thei1· disposal for carrying out their obligations under 
Article 16. He also asked th8m to sefid ,hir.n any other information or docu
ments which might help the work of the Committee as it had been defined 
by the Assembly. Members of the League have also been i~vited'to inform 
the Secretariat of any interpretations or commentaries which have been made 
by them or in their nome on A1·tlcles 12 and 17 of tbe Covenant, and also to 
send in any official reports which have been published on, the application und .. 
effect of the blockade against the Central Powers during the late \.Var. Only the 
Go:ernment~ of Great Britai?, France, India, Hrlland~ Norway, c Spain and 
Switzerland have. so far replied to, this request for information. 
' 27 5. 21. ' ~ 
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5• Ttl£ lVh" DATES CoM~Rss ION. 
~- . 

• • All• the experts on colonial affairs who bave been invited by the Council 
of tM League oi> Nations to b~come members of the Permanent Mandates 
Co~missiGin have now ~ent their repltes. fhe object of the Cofnmission is to 
examine the annual reports sent to the League by the Mandatory Powers on 
the administwtion of territories entrusted to them. The Commission is further 
to assist the Council in all questions relative to Mandates. The following 
members have acce

0
poted the invitation, to sit as individuals and rtot as repr·e

senting the Governments of the countries to whicl'l they belong: 

• 

M. BEAU, France. 
Mm• Anna BuGGE WrcKSELL, Sweden. 
M. Freire d.:ANDR4DE, Po-rtugal. 
The Hon. \V. ORMSBY GoRE, Great Britain. 
M. Pierre 0RTS, Belgium. 
M. Van REES, Holland. 
M. THEODOLI, Italy. 
M. KuNro YANAGIDA, Japan . 

• Mr. W. Cameron Forbes, formerly Governor-GeneMl of the Phifippine 
Islands, was obliged to decline the invitation of the CoU'ncil, as he had been 
cnarged with an official mission of enquiry in these islands, by the 1\.meri
can Government, which is to take place immediately. 

8 

28. 5. 21. 

6• REGISTRATION OF TREATIES. 

• During the month the Secr·etariat of the League of Nations has registered 
a certain number of treaties, of which the most important is the Treaty of 
Union in Central Amer·ica. This Treaty has been sent to the Secretariat for 
registration by the Republic of Salvador. According to the covering letter of 
M~ Juan Francesco Paredes, Foreign Minister of the Salvador Republic, this 
Treaty would appear to mean a new stage in the political evolution of Central · 
Arfi"erica States. The Treaty was signed on 19th January, at San Jose de 
Costa-Rica, by the Republics of Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Costa
Rica. It provides for the creation of- a new sover·eign and independent State, 
which will take the name "Federation of Central America':. 

27. 5. 21. 
0 

7. TuE CoMMITTEE OF ENQUIRY. 

"The Re~ort of the Committee of Enquiry, appointed by the Assembly 
"of the League of Natjon$ to anquire into the organisation of the Secretariat 
and of th~ ~temational Labour Office, was published on.lVIay31st and will be 
received lJPy the C~uncil for transmission to the Assembly at its next meeting. 
The cv.Jmposition of the Committee was given in last month's Bulletin. In its 
repprt the Committee expresses its general approval of the wor·k accomplished 
and of the present organisation. It calls attention to the financial dis
advantages of the present seat of J.h~ eea~ue, o\ring to the cost of living and 

• the high rate of exchange, and suggests certain economies, such as the con-
centmtiori. of all meetings, as far as possible, at the seat of the Secretariat, 
thus avoiding gdditional tr·avelling expenses, and the reduction of postal and 
telegraphic charges on 1)1e part of the Swi~s Government. It examines the 

, pQyment and condbtions of employment of the stati of the Secretarl,.'"lt, and 
•makes certain recommendations in regard to payments made in the nature 
of subsistr!nce or enter·tainiJlg allowance and as to the pe1·iods Q,f engagement 
and methods of selection. It reviews th~ pr·esent financiaJ or·ganisation of 
the League, a1id suggests that, in future, .accounts should be J~ept in Swi~s · 

• 
• 
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francs illstead of in gold fro:~c;. On thB o~~nzral organisa~ion of tlfe s.ea 
cre~ariat it gives the results of its enquiries i.nto various departmen.ts, aiJ. • 
suggests a modified re-grouping of section?· In ~he_ cas~ of the L~~our 
Office the saiiJe general approval i.s expressed, and ~Jtnilar recom~endat1ens 
made. 

IV. Economic and Financial Questions. 

FINANCIAL An) FOR AUSTRIA. 

• 
() 

t 

The provisional Financial Committee of the LeRgue of Nations met in ., 
London on May 23rd to examine the report of the Commission of Enquiry 
which it had sent to Austria in connection with the question of the re
establishment of Austrian credit. This rna,.tler W.':IS referred to the League 
of Nations last March hy the Principal Allied Powers, and the Financial 
Committee of the League subsequently ~rew up what it considered to be the 
essential conditions for the assumption of the task. It also appointed three 
of its members, M. Avenol, Frencl~ Financial Delegate in London, Sir Drum
mond Fraser, o1·ganiser of the International Credit Scheme, and M. Glii.clfstadt, 
Counsellor of State and Di1·ector of the Danske Landmands Bank, Cope.p.hagen, 
to go 'to Vienna foc the purpose of making an investigation on the spot. 
This Commission' entered into direct communication with the Aust1·ian 
Government which, on May 9th, gave its reply to the proposals put b~fore it'. 
The principal points of the reply are: 

t 

1. The establishment of ~ general financial plan to carry out Budget 
economies, to open up new sources of revenue (suppression of State subsidies 
for the purchase of foodstuffs; reforms concerning Government officials; 
increase in the State revenue; and administrative reforms). 

2. The c1·eation of a new Austrian Bank of Issue with a capital of 
100 million gold francs, at least half of this capital to be raised abroad; half 
of the members of the Board of Directors are to be Austrians. A new curren"cy 
replacing the crown will be issued and its value will have to be determined. 
The notes of this Bank expressed in terms of the new currency, will be ~gal 
tender. 

As cover for its intemal circulation and as a pledge for its external loan, 
the Bank will dispose of the follo,wing guarantees : Revenue from the tobacco 
monopoly, the cus,toms and the State forests; allocation of Austria's share 
of the assets wben the former Austro-Hungarian Barik is liquidated. 

Furthermore, a legal mortgage of 4% will be charged on all Austrian 
real estate in favour of the Bank. 

All Treasury transactions will be centralised in the Bank. Jhe Govern
ment assets, whether gold or foreign securitiesf will be deposited with' 
the Bank. c 

l ( 

3. Creation of a Committee of Control (whereof one half•;vill be ~omin,ated 
by the Financial Commission of the League of Nations) to supervi~e the 
utilisation of all the resources coming from abroad, the guarantees offered 
by the State, and the general execu.tio.n of the restoration plans. 

4. Flotation of an intel'nal loan wnich will be necessary to me'et the 
financial needs of the Government and to replace the issue of paper money. 
In order to raise this capital with the greatest possible measili:e of certainty b 

A~stria is willing ~o guarantee f?"·t~ith a compulsor~ mortgage of 2 °J0 on all 
private _real estate'm order to raise mternal revenue. ~ 

00 

" 

5. In order· to ensure the abandonment of recourse to the issue of new notes • 
the ~~strian, Government considers that during"the • pl·e!iminai·y" period of 
transition, temporary advances are ipdispensable for the purchase of foodstuffs 
ajwoad and f~!' complete equilibrium of the State Budget. L • 
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• · • Th~ proposals of the Austrian Governm~nt have been officially appro'Ved 
by tlw repi·esentc.tives of the dkfferent Austrian political parties, namely, the 
Pa~-German Popular ,!"arty, the Christi3'n So<ial Group of; the National 

0 . 

Assembly, the Social Democratic Group, the.Bourgeois Labour Party, and the 
German Pea~ant Party. 

In their. written statement given to the Chancellor, these parties are 
willing to support too Federal Government in the carrying out of ~he projected 
measures. ., 

This general programme has been considered by the Financial Committee 
of the League of Nations in its session which opened on May 23rd. Besides 
the members of the Enquiry Committee which had been sent to Vienna, there 
were also present: Sir H~nry Strakosch (South Africa), Sir Basil Blackett 
(British Treasury), M. Ter Meulen (Holland), M. Giannini (Italy), M. Kengo 
Mori (Japan), M. Janssen (Belgium)~ M. Wallenberg (Sweden), and M. Pos
pisiJ. (Czecho-Slovakia). After having discq.,ssed the various propositions which 
were .;;ubmittedJor its consideration, and after having heard the explanations 

, of its delegates to Vienna, the Financial Committee has drawn up its final 
report i'll answer to the request of the Principal Allied Powers of 17th)darch 
last. ~ ., • 
, In this report the Committee is happy to place on record the fact t,Pat the 
British, French, Japanese and Czecho-Slovakian Governments, in conformity 
with its earlier proposal, have exp-ressed \heir willingness to accept' the 
suspensions of the liens on the Austrian assets under the Peace Treaty of 
St. Germain for a period of at least 20 years. "'rt hopes that the other Govern-

, ments will signify at a very early date their adherence to a measure whose 
p~eliminary adoption is necessary to carry out the plan of financial restoration 
of Austria. 

It hopes also that the Conference which will take place at Porto Rosa 
between the Succession States of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
wrll facilitate the resumption of normal economic relations between them. 

The Committee accepts the view that the conditions absolutely essential 
to tfle restoration of Austria are : The reform of the currency, to be effected 
by a strong and independent Bank of Issue, the balancing of the Budget at 
the earliest possible date, and the flotation in the immediate future of a sub-

• 

• stantial internal loan in order to ensure the abandonment of recourse to the • 
printing ,press. • 

The Committee considers, on the other hand, that the Bank of Issue should 
be set up as soon as possible but that the currency reform, however, should 
not'hecessar~ly be introduced at the same time. The Bank should look upon it 
~s its first duty to su;poJt the exchange value of the krone and to prepare 
the reforn! .~hich will replace the existin§ notes by a completely new currency 
with a definite value . 

• 
~ith regard to the composition of the Committee of Control it is suggested 

that in addition to the three representatives of Austria, four members should 
be nominated by the Financial Committee instead of three as suggested by 
the Austrian Government. ., G • • • 

• 
Temaorary advances will be immediately required during the t.ransition 

period. In ord~r to achieve this, the issue of Ter Meulen Bonds will be allowed 
tmder certain conditions which a1·e set fort~ by the Committee. The assets 
offered by the Austrian ~overnment will be at once assigned as security for 

• the'.se advances. T~e advances will be repayable and will be a fi1·st c11arge on 
'the proceed~ ,of the. e2'ternal loans provided for in this programme. '!_'he 
Committee•has received definite assurances that sufficient tempol'ary advances 
to enable the p_rogramme to operate (or some months will bs available within 
a few weeks, on the condition that the Austrian Government c'ftrries out ti-le 

•programme ~f flJlancial reform. 
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' In the conclusion of its repo.rt, the Committe~ points out the great exten .. t ' 
to which its task has been facilitated owinO' to- the fact that ~t. acted on zehalf 

t> '• 

of the League 'Of Nations. , '' • '' 
The work done by the Finan<!ial Committee of the League of Nations has 

been carried sufficiently far for the re-establishment of Austrian credit to be , 
put into operation immediately. At the ~arne time the brin?i~g into ope~a.tion 
of this powerful financial mechanism depends upon a prd1mmary cond1t10n: 
this is the temporary susp'tlnsion of the liens on Austria by the Governments 
which hold them. Some replies, such as those mentioned above, have already ' 
been received, but the work of the economic re-establishment of Austria can 
only begin when· the Financial Co~mittee of the League has received the 
adhesion of the interested Governments. • o 

,. 
V. Political Questions. 

L THE AALAND IsLANDS QuESTION. 

The Report of the Commission of Enquiry. 
{ . ( 

The Commission 'of Enquiry sent by the League of Nations to the Aaland 
Islands has finished its work and drawn up its report. The dispute between 
Finland and Sweden on the subject of the Islands was submitted to the 
League of Nations in June, 1920, by the British Government, acting under 
Article 11 of the Covenant. A<:'ter having received the report drawn up on 
this subject by an International Commission of Jurists, the Council decided, ' 
on 20th September, that it was competent to recommend whatever solution 
it considered most equitable and most appropriate in the Aaland Islanus 
question. 

It therefore set up a Commission of Enqui1·y, composed of Baron Beyens 
(Belgium), M. Calonqer (Switzerland), and Mr. Elkus (United States), which 
went to study the question on the spot. 

The Report presented by the Commission does not bind the Couficil, 
which will decide in the course of its June session what action should be 
taken. 

Summary of the Report of the Commission. ,_ ,. 
(a) Geographical. - The archipelago of the Aaland Islands, which is 

separated from Sweden by a strait, roughly speaking forty kilometres in 
width, belongs to Finland, with which it is connected by a group of islands, 
and in winter by an ice-field over which commuQication takes place. The" 
establishment of a .customs line between the Islands' and Finl::~hd would 
under these conditions be very diffictilt. The population of the archC:.pelago is, 
in round figures, twenty-two thousand, of which 95 Ofo sp;ak Swedisl(:. It is 
important to notice that there are besides this 320,000 Swedes in oFinlapd, 
i. e., about 11 Ofo of the population of the country. 

(b) Historical. - Since '1808, that is to say for more than one huudred 
years, Finland has been an autonomous State, the Grand Duchy of Finland, 
of which the Tsar was the hereditary Grand Duke. The Islan&s form part of 
this autonomous State. The compl<ilte independence of Finland was proclaimed 
in December, 1917, and recognised shortly afterwards Without any reservation 
by seve'ral European Powers,- including Sweden. Historical argume~Ys." 
therefore, as well as geographical, are in favour of the 3/atus q'Wo . ., 

' ~ 

1 
(c) The inhalil!tants, how~ver, in the course of the troubleD. years which , 

fOllowed the ~uss1an RevolutiOn, expressed on several occasions their desire 
tQ separate from Finland, al}d to be attached to Sweden. Qn t<v':le eve of the • 
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"' i}rmisti~e, they addressed an fippeal to the rresidents of the United States 
and ot; the F1·encb Republic; and to the B1·itish Government, claiming the 
rigl{t of sel(-d9terminati!il1t and in Jun-e, 19f'9, the.)'l proceeded to.a plebiscite. 

Sweden , makes no actual claim over .the Islands, but considers the 
exp1·ession of .opinion of the Aalanders legitimate, and claims fo!' them the 

,. right to proceed to a popular consultation. Finland refuses this solution of a 
plebiscite, basing itss{f on the sovereign rights of the Finnish Stf.tte over its 
own territory. " 

< So far as the right of sovereignty of Finland over the Isltmds is concerned, 
the Commission regards it as incontestable. To detach the Islands from the 

" mainland is to take f1·om Finland someth~ng which belongs definitely to her. 
So fm· as the right of self-determin'l:!tion is concemed, the Commission thinks 
that the Aalanders, being as they are a small fractio"n of the Finnish nation, 
cannot be treated in the same way •as a nation taken us a whole. The 
separ,ation of a minority from a State to wl\ich it belongs and its attachment 
to ano.ther nation cannot be treated as other than an exti·eme and quita 
exceptional solution, to be undertaken only in cases, for example, where the 
.minority•has been persecuted, which is not in question he~e. • 

:Wevertheless, the population of the Aaland Islands, t>y reason of its 
strong traditions does form a group apart from the main territory of Fi~~<land. 
If attachment to Sweden were for that population the sole means of 
safeguarding its rights and preserving its lar1guage, the Commission would 

·not have hesitated to consider such a soluttion. finland, however, is ready to 
accord several guar.antees, and to respect with loyalty any engagements 
"which she may take towards the inhabitants. A solution of the question can 
therefore only be based on the maintenance of the sovel'eignty of Finland. 
Esseqtial guarantees, however, must complete the law of autonomy for the 
provitice of Aaland, voted by the Finnish Diet on the 7th of May, 1920 . 

• The guarantees recommended by ~he Commission are as follows :

Primary teaching to be given exclusively in Swedish, and the 
exclusion of Finnish as a language to be obligatol'y and imposed by law. 

Right of pre-emption to be given to the communes and to the 
inhabitants whenever a pel'son or a corporation outside the Islands 
offel's to buy pi'opei'ty, the object being to preven(the influx of emigrants, 
which. the Islanders fear. " 

Five years' residence to be imposed on any new inhabitants before 
tpey can exercise the franchise. 

I) 

The right to be giyen to the general Council of the Islands tb present 
to the F~mish GoV'ernment a panel of three candidates from which the 
Goverur of the Islands shall be cho§en. 

~ 

.,eR~course to the Council of the League of Nations and to the Permanent 
Court of International Justice in case of future difficulties. 

If, as seems unlikely to the C~.m~i~siem, Fir~,Jand refuses to give these 
various• guarantees to the Aolanders, there would be no other solution 
possible th!l.n to have recourse to a plebiscite and to the separation of the 
IsLands from Fitfland. 

So far as Sweden i~ concerned, the Commission considers that by 
agre~ing to this solutjon she would play a r6le "truly-worthy of hei' civ~lising 
~is~ion, of th~ generous manner in which she has unloosed her union with 
Norway and" oi the exainpl~ which for more than a centlil'y she has set 
Europe in keeping outside every \Var". • • 
• The second ·part of the rep01·t relates to the disarmament ~d neutral-Q 

• i~ation of the Jslafds. The Swedish and Finni~~ Governments have both, 
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presented proposals for ne4tralisation. Tkey agree in ~ecogni~ing 1fl_y 
necessity for a convention signed both by c the Great Po~vers and !;ly the 
States bordering on the, Baltic; under the guaraptee of the oLeagu§ of 
Nations. Details of a military kjnd will have to be settled by experts . 

• 

'" 
2. THE PousH-LITHUANIAN DisPUTI~:" 

'· As was stated in last month's Bulletin, negotiations were opened on., 
20th April in Brussels between the plenipotentiaries of the two parties, under 
the presidency of M. Hymans. As, however, the principal Polish delegate, 
M. Askenazy, was detained at \Varsaw by indisposition, the actual debates 
did not begin till the (\th May. The intervening weeks were devoted by 
M. Hymans to private conversations wi,th the two delegations which gave him 
the opportunity of examining their points of view and the fundamentals of 
h . ' (' t e questiOn. . 
_ M. Hymans proposed in the first instance to the two delegations to seek 

to come to an agreement on a provisional regime for the Vilna terri~ory, and, 
if an accord were malised on these preliminary questions, to proceed as soon 
as possible to a' discussion of the basis of the problem. From the' first 
meetihg it became clear that a definite separation between these two class'cls 
of questions could not be made, and that the problems relating to the police 
and provisioning of Vilna cou'ld easily be settled if a definite understanding 
took place between the two pa::-ties. The two delegations then showed a dispo
sition to ente1· at once into the fllndamental aspects of the dispute. 0 

M. Hymans indicated clearly the reason of the actual negotiations. The 
plebiscite had been abandoned in the first instance because oF the obstaeles 
opposed to it by the attitude of the parties themselves, and in the second place 
because it would not have furnished more than the elements of a purely 
territorial solution. The Council formed the impression that it was not a. 
matter simply of tracing a frontier, bu't rather of regulating the relations 
between two neighbouring countries, and that if these relations couJ.~ be 
established in a satisfactory manner the question of the attribution of Vilna • 
to one or other of the parties would Jose much of its importance. 

On the proposal of H. Hymans, then, the two delegations agreed to 
examine the problem of their relations as a whole. It was agreed to assume 
hyputhetically' that the question of the attribution of Vilna had beefl arranged 
to the satisfaction of the two parties, and to find out whether a rapprochement 
could be obtained between Poland and Lithuania on their foreign policy, 
their customs regime, the employment of their military force~, and s6 on. 
Conversations of a more or less complete .char~cter took place on thes'e 
different points, and they resulted ~rov~sionally in the project (\}'a defensive 
military convention and of an economic accord. going_ beyoml the most 
favoured nation principle. The parties were then requested to explai'll their 
respective rights and claims over the town and territory of Vilna. Th~ two 
statements showed that the distance between the Lithuanian programme and 
the Polish programme wa~ still c'onsiderq,ble. · 

M. Hymans then offered to draw up himself, on the basis" of the 
impressions he had acqui~ed in the course of the sittings, and of his private 
conversations, a general transactional programme which could be substitutsd 
for that of the interested parties "and serve as a basi.~; for discussion. The two 
partie.: gave their formal assent to this proposition. This .programme hasortow 
been sent to the delegations with whom the question of its puWication rests~ 
The idea at the basis of M. Hymans's project is t~ m;ke the settl~ment of the 
territorial dispu,te conditional on. a permanent rapprochement between the 
~wo States. c:fhe two delegations have promised to decide at an early date • 
<whether they will take M. f!ymans's project as a basis for di~ussl.on. • • 

• ~ -v 
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3. }irE REQUEsT oF ALBANIA. . - - .. () 

• "The '"Albanian Government have applied to the Council of the League to 
inte\;vene in the tj:uestioi\, of Mbania~s rel~.tions with Greece ~nd the Serb
Croat-Slove'ile State. The• unsettled· condition of A~bania's frontiers and the 
fact that both Stales occupy points within ':Albania's 1913 frontiers are a 

,danger to pea~e. The question has been placed on the Agenda of the June 
Council meeting an~ the three Governments have been invited to send repre-

o sentatives. ~ ~ ., 
VI. Administrative Questions. 

1. THE ADMINISTRATiON OF THE S.un. 
• 0 

· The exchange of notes mentioned in the last iGsue of the Bulletin has 
been continued, the German Government having protested in two new notes 

' against the presence of French troops in the Saar terTi lory. In his first note, 
the Cerman Minister of Foreign Affair·s aneges that, conti·ary to the decla
rntions·of the Governing Commission, the French gendarmerie is being used 
iwt only for the protection of persons and property in the San1· Valley but for 
the collection of confidential information. " · • 

I~ the second note, the German Minister alleges that the Treaty of Ver
sames entrusts the protection of persons and property in the Saar territory to 
a local police force, and in any case the Gover~ning Commission itself in pro
viding for the presence of F1·ench troops declared that these troops were only 
being used till a local police force could be or~anised. The President of the 
.Governing Commission has informed the Secretary-General that he has no 
further observations to make on the first of these two notes. 

•The German Government has also protested in a note of 3tst l\'Iarch, 
1921, against the expulsion of inhabitants of the Saar during the strike of 
public servants in August 1920. The protest was specially directed against 
the .methods employed in these expulsions, and the reason given for it is the 
maintaining in force of the decrees of expulsion after martial law had been 
withdrawn. The President of the Governing Commission has informed the 

• Secretary-General that he has no further comments to make on this question 
• beyond those contained in his report at the time of the strike. 

A decree of the Governing Commission has replaced the German mark 
by the French franc from 1st i\'Iay in the administration of' railways, posts, 
telegraphs, telephones, bot.h in the fixing of charges and in the payment of 
personnel. This has led to a protest by the German Government which alleges 
that in conformity with the Treaty of Versailles, the mark is the only legal 
tender in the i;aar territory, where the circulation of the franc could only be 
permitted as an act of gra~e. • 

The Pr~~ent of the Governing Comrryssion in a note of 8th l\Iay explains 
that this chtlnge wa.s necessary in order to balance the budget and to prevent 
the creJJ,ion of a deficit. The decision appeared to him justifiable not only by 
reuscm of the special position' given to French money in the Saar territory 
by the Tr·eaty, but also by the fact that the Governing Commission has full 
powers, to administer, and for it8• ao;v~ benefit,• railways, canals and the 
different P\lblic services, and that in the case of the protest it is for the 
Governing Comwission to define itself the way in which these full powers 
wi'll be exercised. In any case the pl'esent rq,onetary situation in Ge!'many, 
which has been created ~ a series of measures dictated by a state of war 
&rH:l..~haractel'ised byoan extreme inflation, must mean that German currency 
cttnnot pretend. ~o be in yqpity legal tender· in the Saar territOI'Y· As it is char·ged • 
according to"the terms of th~ Tr·eaty of Pence with the duty of insuring the 
Jwppiness of the.population, the Governing Commission considers that it has 
the right to take, so far as the cul'rency question in the ter1·itory i~concerned,' 

• • 
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, every mea;ure wl'iich appeaf's to it to be~~ th~ best interests of t~eipeo~le. : 
A~ I these questions will be pla.ced on the agGnda of the next meet1~g of .tFl.e • 
Council. • 

co • 
2. ('THE FREE ~ITY OF DANZIG . 

• 
There are eioht questions concerning the Free City of Danzig on the 

0 0 • 

aoenda of the next Council session. These questions relate to the Danzig 
C~nstituticrn, to which the Council of the League &as requested certain 
amendments one of whkh has been rejected by the Volkstag of Danzig; to 
the defence of the City, which has been the subject of a report by the High. 
Commissioner, who has concluded that Danzig could be better protected by 
the moral authority of the League; to the right of Poland to a free access to 
the sea; to the manufacture of arms in Daonzig; ~nd finally, to appeals from 
decisions taken by the High Commissioner. 

A Transit Convention has recentlycbeen concluded between Germany on 
the one hand, and Poland and D~nzig on the other. Thi~ Convention gi~es to 
Germany freedom of transit across East Prussia and Germany pro);ler and 
recognises equivalent privileges for Poland and Danzig in those parts of Eas~ 
Prussia which lie between Poland and Danzig. Ce!'tain aspects of ~his Con. 
vendon will also be. considered by the Council. 

c 

VII. Huptanitarian questions. 

1. TnE Co~n.HTTEE oN THE TRAFFIC IN 0Pmlll. 

• 
The Advisory Committee on the T!'affic in Opium and other dangerous 

drugs held its first session at Geneva from 2nd to 6th May. The Commi.ttee 
was set up by the Council, following a resolution of the Assembly, and on 
the suggestion of the Netherlands Government. 

The membel's of the Committee are: • 

~L \V. G. van Wettum (Holland), Sil' Malcolm Delevingne (Qreat 
Britain), M. Gaston Kahn (France), M. J. Campbell (India), J\1. A. Ariyoshi Q 

(Japan), M. Tang Tsai-Fou (China), M. Ferreira (Poi'tugal), Prince Charoon 
(Siam). • 

Sir John Jordan, late British Ministe!' at Pekin, l\L Henri B1·enier 
(F!'ench) and M!'s Hamilton \Vright (American), who was, with bel' husband, 
one of the most remarkable protagonists in the campaign against opium, 
took pal't, as experts, in the debates. 

The object of the Committee is to assist the Council in supervisirtg the 
execution of agreements with regard to the ~raffi~ inc opium and othe!' dail
gei·ous drugs, a d:1ly laid upon the League by AI'Licle 23 of th<t;C';'ovenant. 

According to the terms of this Convention, the contractincr p·owe!'s 
~ ,., 

agl'ee to take necessary measures to cont!'Ol strictly the productiCJil, sale, 
export and import of opium, mol'phine, cocaine and other similar d,rugs, 
in order to limit the use of them to medical pu!'poses. 

The work of the CoD)mittee comm~nced by an examination of the 
situation f1·om two points of view, from the point of view of th~ opium 
traffic and of the application. of the Hao-ue Convention. The o Committee 

• I:) . c. 
agreed that the \Var had greatly mcreased the danger to public hea~Lh 
caused by opium and similar dl'ugs, partly by poiitponing the application of 
the E~gue Conventi?n (the Convention though conchJded in 1912 di~ ~nq,t 
come mto _force until January 10th of this year·) pa/tly by ~ringing about 
some relax:ng of the measures already taken in different comftries ao-ainst 
t_he drug traffic., ~nd pal'Liy owing to. the gren_t amount of opium grow~ and. 
sold for thy mediCal needs of the varwus belligerent armies. 
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Ta-day the 1four opium-~l'owi~g countr·ies' are China, Persia,· Turkey. 
• a.n~- Indi.a. India has r·atified t~e Hague Conv,ention and str·ictly enfurces tts 

provisions. Persia has also rati~ed the Convention, but with reservations on • • vitar clauses. Turkey will automatioo.lly ratify t_..l}e Convention when she 
ratifies ther Treaty of Sevres. There remains,. China, who owing to her size 
pr·oduces much rnor·e opium than all the other countries put together. China • 

'has signed the Convention, and owing to a tremendous joint effor·t on the 
' par't of the Governm~nt and public opinion she had, four years, ago, com
~ 

pletely cleared hel'self of opium, but she was soonosubmerged by emormous 
•• quantities of opium which were smuggled in from abroad. In these cir

cumstances the fight against opium has collapsed. The situation was further· 
~ complicated by the political dissensions within China. To-day opium is being 

grown in three large provi-nces, whose 'military governors defy the distant 
central government and encourage the cultivation· of the poppy in order 
to raise revenue for their troops. In .. addition the whole of North China is 
flooded with morphine, smuggled in fr·om abroad. 

1'hus it seemed to the Committee th3t the Hague Convention had not 
been put into practice everywher·e, and that moreover its recent application 
,aid not ,permit serious conclusions to be drawn as to its efficacy. While 
certain Governments had enacted rigot·ous measures of oontrol, others had 
not yet adopted the Hague Convention. · .. 

• It is with these considerations in view that the Committee has 'taken 
or recommended certain measures destined, on the one hand, to insure the • application of the Convention, and on the other to make refot·ms. 

(1) It has asked the Council to invite the ~tates Member·s of the League 
·~ non-members to be approached by the Netherlands Government - to 
ratify the Hague Convention. Persia in particular will be asked to examine 
afresh her reservations. A certain number of recommendations have been put 
forward to enforce the stipulations of the Hague Convention regarding the 
medical use of opium, morphine and other similar drugs. 

'(2) As regards China, the Committee adopted the proposal of M. Tang 
, Tsai-Fou, inviting the Council to call the attention of the signatories of the 

Hagl'te Convention to Article 15 of the Convention, under which they pledge 
, ' themselves to help the Chinese Government to prevent the smuggling of 

drugs into China. In addition, a proposal o\. Sir John Jordan was adopted, 
which asked the Council to invite the signatory Powers of the Convention to 
exercise pt·essure, through their Consular and other representatives in China, 
on the provincial Governments, in order to get them to take measures 
against the traffic in opium. In- this connection it was made clear that no 
inter·~erence in China's internal affairs or any political objects whatever· were 
iRtended. Fin"a!ly, a last wopo~al of Sir John Jordan was adopted, which 
confided t~ an exper·t 'the duty of making an enquiry into the situation of 
Ch-ina fi'Om.•the point of view of the op'mm traffic, in or·der to ver·ify the 
inform11tion already received on this subject. 

" (,3) The Committee has drawn up a questionnaire concerning opium 
and similar· drugs. It is a document of about six pages in length which the 
Council. of the League and the Netharl'ancts Government \Viii send to all 
Governme11ts, both members and non-members of the League. Replies am to 
be asked for wit]lin three months from the European and within six months 
from the Far Eastern Governments. The questionnair·e will ful'l1ish the fullest 
information on the mea:rures and laws in existence agajnst the abuse of 
!iangerou:s drugs, th-eir effect in practice, and the production, consumption 
ahd trade in op,ium an~ P,anger·ous drugs. 

- The Committee will;:-; lfl.ake a short report on its findings and r·e
.commendations ,to the fOJ'thcoming June meeting of the Council ; this report 
will be submitted to the next Assembly. It is hoped, moreover,'~hat all the 

• • 1· 
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info1·mn-tion asketl for will i.;e collected together as soon as possible,t3o that 
a,report may be submitted for examination tp fhe Com~itlte b~ :ebru~ry, 
1922, at the time of its next meeting .. The Committee Will t~1US 19e 
enabled to prepare a se1·i~s of r~om~endati~ns woh}ch it ~Vill put. befori the 
Council, with a view to render more efficacious and even to r!!-mforce the 
stipulations of the Hague Convention. 

0 

2. CoNSTITUTION or A PRovisiONAL HEALTH 0RGANIS.>.TION. 

In the course of the first session of the Assemb~y certain ~esolutions 
were adopted with a view to the creation of a Permanent Health Organisa
tion as part of the League. The essential point of the project has alwayS' 
been the attachment of the Intemational Health Office to the new organisa
tion of the League of Nations. Th~ International Health Office has existed 
fourteen years, having been constituted a'!> a result of an international agi·ee
ment, signed at Rome in 1907, since which it has been the only international 
health organisation existing. Its cons'titution, however, limited its field of 
action and its slight financial refi''JUI'ces have prevented it from develc?ing. 

It was thought that it would be advantageous for the League to work in 
common with the already existing Committee of the International Office anrl 
for t2e Office itself to extend, its field of action, and increase the scope of its 
wol'ic It was, h0wever, necessary, in order to realise this union and in order 
to be certain that it would be approved by the Assembly of the League,, to 
obtain for legal and diplomatic reasons the official consent of all the Powe1·s 
which had signed the Rome Convention in 1907, even .though most of these 
are Members of the League 9f Nations. At the request of the Council, the 
French Government undertook to approach the various countries on this 
subject. " 

At the last Council meeting in Paris it was announced that these dij)lo
matie communications would take a considerable time. As the Council was 
anxious to carry out the wishes of the Assembly, as exp1·essed in its resolu
tions, it decided to set up a Provisional Committe~, with the object of carry
ing out as fully as possible the functions of a permanent organisation 11ntil 
such time as the latter could undertake these itself. The Council therefore 
asked the four Governments permanently represented on it, Great BHtain, 
France, Italy and Japon, together with the Governing Bodies of the League"' o 

of Red Cross Societies and the International Labour Office, to nominate 
members for thi,s Committee. It decided also to invite the Committee of the 
Internationai,Office to nominate five other members. In the course of the 
first meeting of the International Office Committee, held on the 25th of April, 
its President, M. VELGHE, submitted the question of electing these five mem
bers, but as the United States had refused, its consent to the attachment to 
the League of Nations of any international organisation in '\vhich it toQk 
pal'L, the French I;epresentative on the Committee and the ma,brity of his 
colle~gu~s thought that .in these co.:1ditions it would be better to~~hstain from 
nommatmg representatives to the League of Nations C\Jmmittee. The Pro
:isional Committee \Vhich, in spite of this, met on the 5th of May fu Paris, 
mcluded therefore the following members :- • 

Dr. Leon BERNARD. Professor CJf the Faculty of Medicine of Paris French 
" Q c. ' Delegate, President. • 

Dr. BucHANAN, British Delegate. 
Dr. LuTRARIO, Italian Delegate. 

• Dr. MoRIKUNI SAITO, Princtpal Inspector to the Ministry of the Interior, 
• Tokio, Japanese Delegate. • 

Dr. CAROZZI, Representative of the International Labour Office. • • • 
PI'Ofes~or WINSLow, RepresentatiYe of the Lea~S'J.!! of Red•Cr~ss Societi;s. 
Dame Rac~el CRowoY, and Dr. STEEGMANN: Representing the Secretariat 

of 1he League of Nations. • • 
• 
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_ -It WfiS unanimously agree<! to present the following resolution to tl'te 
Counc)i : • · • 

• "'l;he present Ill embers of th~ Pro~isionai. Health Committee (being 
the BI·itish, FI·ench, Italian and Japane~ d-elegates, a representative of 
the Intern~tional Labour Office and a representative of the League of 
Red Cross Societies) affirm that by reason of the situation resulting 
fi·om the letter· ~f M. VELGHE, President of the Internatio&al Health 
Office, the composition of this Committee does ~ot conform to the reso
lutions of the Council of the League of Nations at Paris, and therefore 
does not allo\v of the execution of the programme which had been 
drawn up. 

"They recommend• the c~uncil "to set up a new Provisional Com
mittee of Health to assist it according to the terms of Articles 23 and 25 
of the Covenant, and to approach.again the International Public He11lth 
Office, with a view to obtaining its co~peration, at least in a consulta
tive capacity, in the Provisional Health Committee." 

• 

Typhus in Poland. 
• 

ln the first Monthly Bulletin (p. 7) it was stated that t~ Commission of 
EI;lquiry which visited Poland recommended the establishm~nt of fifteen 
hospitals. The number should have been fifty . 

• 
3. TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN • • 

•. On 18th March, the Secretary-General communicated to the various 
Governments the resolution adopted by the Council, following a Resolution 
of the Assembly which asked the Council to call a Conference to coordinate 
the answers on the «White Slave'' traffic received by the Secretariat in reply 
to its questionnaire, and to bring about unity between the views of the 
diff~rent Governments. The questionnaire was intended to furnish information 
on the measures which Governments have already taken or whieh they 
prop~'ie to take in order to suppress the Traffic in \Vomen and Children in 

• their territories. There have been invited to send one delegate each to the 
• International Confei·ence which will be held at Geneva on 30th June, not only 

the countries which signed the International .Conventions of 1904 or 1910 or 
which have since adhered to these Conventions, but alsd, following the 
resolution of the Council, all other Governments which wish •to take part . 
.M. Michel Levie, Minister of State, and formerly Finance Minister in Belgium, 
has accepted the Presidency of the International Conference at Geneva. 

0 

21. 5. 21. 

" • 

• • • 
VIII. Official Publications . 

• 
• PuBLICITY OF CouNCIL DiscussiONs. 

The Council of the League has just published the complete :Minutes of 
its twelfth sitting, held in Paris from 21st February to 4th MarciL 

ThiJ> publication inaugurates the wide publicit~ which the first Assembly, 
by a resolt\tion, desired for the deliberations of the Council. The Minutes 
form a large volume of 206 pages (the text being both in French and English, 

~ 

at•the price of twenty-five Swiss fi·ancs). It deals with impor·tant subjects, 
such as the present state.of the Mandates qti'estion, including the exchange 
Qf u~tes with the United States, the Polish-Lithuanian dispute which indudes 
tlte question i>f the pas.sage of troops across Switzerland, the reduction of 
Armaments:the Permailent C'•OUI't of International Justice, the disp.ute between 
Panama and Costa-Rica, the Danzig question, and the nolllination of the 
• • members of the Committees on Blockade, Mandates, Amendments, and on • 

• t!oJ.e working of.Article 18 of the Covenant, also of the Committee 'of Enquiry 
' . ~ . 
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. i1:to the Organisation of the Secretariat and of the Inter~ationaL Lab.~ur 0, 

Office, of the Committee on Opium, and of, the Commission to ep.qui,re info 
the Deportation of \Vom~p andrChildren in Turkrey and "the n~ighboll'!'ing , 
countries. 

27. 5. 21. 
IX. Calendar of Events. 

,, 
June l. Second S,ession of the Commission on° Amendments to the 

" 
Covenant, London. . ~ 

6. Fifth -Assembly of the Union of Voluntary Associations for the 

" 17. 
" 17. 
" 30. 

" 
July 9. 

August 1. 
September 5. 

Octvber 25: 

League of Nations, Geneva. 
Thirteenth Session cf the ~ounciL of the League, Geneva. 
Meeting pf the Commission on Armaments, Geneva. 
Meeting of the International Conference on the Traffic in 

I 

\Vomen and Children, Geneva. 
International Corr~mission on Blockade, Geneva. "' 
Meeting of the Governing Body, International Labour Office, 

Stockholm. · 
Int13rnational Emigration Commission, Geneva. 
S~cond Assembly of the League of Nations, Geneva. 
International Labour Conference Geneva. 

• 
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I. Summary of the Month . 

.A series of important meetings was concentrated into the month of June, 
in order to bring up to date many outstanding questions before the League, 
and to prepare the groundw01·k for the Assembly in September. Wheu the 

• month closed, it may be said with uccuracy that all the important questions 
before the League had either been advanced to a decision or to the furthest 
point immediately obtainable, with the result tlilat it was made possible for the 
regular machinery of the League to funct.ion accQrding to carefully-laid-out 
plans during the two summer months before the Assembly. • 

I. THE CoUNCIL. 

The ouJstanding f&lltul"e of the month was the Thirteenth Session of the 
Council at Gl!heva from June 17th to 28th,. when not only the eight States on 
the Council~ but al$ eight other States having special interest, as well as the 
Saar v"ailey, Danzig and the Aaland Islanders, were represented as follows: 

• 

. , 
Jap1in: 
Belgium~ 

Brazil: 
China: 
France: 
Grea.t. ht.·i tain : • 
Italy: 
Spain: • 

States Members of the Council. .. . . 
Viscount IsHII (President). 
M. Paul HYMANS. 
M. G. DACUNHA (r&placed by M. BuNco). 
~r. Wellington Koo. 
M. Gabriel HANOTAUX. 

• Mr. FISHER. 
Matquis IMPERIAL! (replaced by M. Orsini BARONI). 
M. QuiNONB:J DB LMN (replaced by M. RluNoso). . 
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• States 'Pe'j9resented for epecial cases . 
• 

Albania: 
Austria: 
Finland: 
Greece: 
Lithuania: 
Poland: 
Serb-Croat-

rll Cl ., 
mshop FaN Nou. • 
M. PFLliGL. . • 

M. ENCKEI.L. • 
' 0 M. AtEXANI!IROPOULOS. 

M. GALVANAUSKAS 
1\1. AsKENAZY. 
M. YovANOVITCH. 

o Slovene State 
Sweden ° M. BRANTING. 

Communities specially represented. 

Aaland Islands: MM. ERIKSSON and CARLSSON. '( 

GP,net a! ·RAKING, High Commissioner; Herr SAHM, Danzig: 
0 

President of the Senate. 
Saar Valley: M. HAULT, President of the Governing Commission. 

(' 

In conformity with the refommendations of the Assembly for {q'eater 1 

publicity of Council procedings, five sessions were held in public. AI~ of these 
were on the more important political decisions such as mandates and t~e 
dis!>utes between Sweden and Finland, Poland and Lithuania, and AlbaniB 
and Greece and"Yugo-Slavia. In. addition, a detailed account was Jssued 
im~ediatelj following each private session. 

The Council made a definite pronouncement on the solution of the 
Aaland Islands dispute. After having taken note of the geographical, racial. 
political, economic and military considerations set forth in the report of t.he 
Committee of Enquiry, it decided that the sovereignty over the Islands should 
be Finnish, but that in the interests of peace, ond to ensure cordi~! 
relations between Sweden and Finland in the future, new guarantees should 
be given to the population of the Islands for the prese1·vation of their 
language and of. lhe Swedish cultural traditions of the locality. These 
guarantees, the text of which was decided by the Council, are to be inserted 
in the autonomy law ah·eady passed for the benefit of the Islands by Finland. 
The Council will supervise their execution. Finally, un international agree
ment is to be drawn up to be signed by all the interested Powers, inc,uding 
Sweden, which will ensure the demilitarisation of the Isiands. .. ., 

The Polish-Lithuanian G.ispute was raised before the Council in the 
p1·esence of the representatives of the two parties. The Council approved the 
preliminary basis for discussion prepared by M. Hymans during the previous 
negotiation!': at Brussels, and also adopted a resolution by which direct 
negotiations would go on at Brussels under the same. conditions as ft·om 
July 15th next. A series of provisions to ensure withdrawal. from Vilna of 
General Zeligowski's troops and the organi'satioPl. of. the Vilna territory \Vas 
also adopted. The Polish Delegate expressed the hope that h~ ~ould shortly I 

notify his Government's acceptance and the Lithuanian Delegate ~aid be would 
have to refer the matter to his home authorities. : 

In the case of Albania; the Council was informed that the Conferl!ncE: of 
Ambassadors was takin$ up ~he>.question of frontiers between Albania on 
the one side and Greece and the Yugo-~av State on the other. The- Council 
therefore did not discuss the question, but recommended to the three parties 
careful abstention from any action which would interfere with negotiations, 
declaring in addition that the question would remain one to which vigilant 
attention ·would be given, and that every care w'huld be taken to defend the 
interests of the Albanian population. Albama, disputing the competeil.t:e t>f 
the Council of Ambassadors, reserved the right tO" re.ise the auestion hef~re 
the ASSfllnb!y . . 
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••. ~Simila1; ~~commendatio~s w~re addresseC: to Austri~ and the Yugo-Sia,. 
• State nn the subject of the dtspute . regarding the liquidation of certain pro

per~ies·or Austgan nationals i.n Yugo-Slavia. 
• The., Council also .r~ceived a report orr the specially interesting subject of 

the financial relief of Austria, and approved the measures already taken by 
the Finandpi Committee of the League. 

Numerous prol>lems relating to the territories administered~ the League 
were settled by the Council. A series of detai18d provisions were adopted 
regarding the defence of Danzig, and the necessity fo1· Poland to have free 

' access to the sea through the port was unanimously recognised. The most 
complete agreement was reached under the Council's auspices between the 
rep I'esen ta ti ves ofDanzig and Polood respectively in regard to the disemba rca tion 
of war material in the Danzig neighbourhood and ·for its temporary storage 
and transmission to Poland. The representatives of the two parties also agreed 
to fix, July 31&1, as the limit for negotiations for bringing into force the 
Agreement of November 9th, 1920, regul;ting relations between Danzig and 
Poland. The manufacture of arms was forbidden in Danzig territory. 

The Council also examined the measures taken by 'the Saa1· Governing. 
co"mmission in certain matters on which protests had bee; reoeived from the 

"German Government. It unanimously adopted the report presented by 
Mr. Wellington Koo, Chinese representati~e and noted with pleasure the 
political experience whieh the Commission had applied to so delicate a task 

·of the League. • 

Another important decision as rega1·ds Mandates was taken with the 
approval by the·Council of the letter sent by M. DaCunha, at the· moment 
President of the Coundl, to the Principal Allied Powers, and also to th9 

. United States, stating that in view of the disagreement between the Principal 
I~owers and the United States as shown in the Note from the Secretary of 
State, the Council felt it best a second time to postpone the final· decision on 
thil ''A'' and "B" mandates in the hope that o complete agreement could 
be reached between the Principal Allied Powers and the United States before 
the next Assembly. 

• 
· The Council also considered a number of questions as regards the 

organisation of the League. It made certain substitute appoi"ntmems to the 
Armaments Commission, which is to meet on July 16th, further defined the 
status of International Bureaux; approved the Resolutions of the Barcelona 
Conferencer recommended the addition of a Danubian State to the Advisory 

"Transit Committee, .selected the twelve members of the Provisional Health 
Organisation, and approved the budget for 1922 and alsd the new system of 
allocation• of League expenses. As regards social questions, the Council 
appr&ved the report of tho Opium Commission and recommended for consi
deL'ation the possibility of extending the campaign against opium to in~lude 
the limitation of cultivation to opium n~eded solely for scientific or medicinal 
purposes. It also decided that theo.best way to h&ndle the problem of Russian 
refugees. would be to llama a High Commissioner and it received Reports 
from Dr. NallJ5en on the continuing repatriation of prisoners and from 

"Dr. Norman \Vhite on the development of tpe campaign agamst typhus. 

2. OTiiER MEETINGS. 

. . . . 
Outsi<!e the meeting o~the Council, the mo~t important gatkering in the 

, month was thiit of the Committee on Ame-n!fments, which d6:cided to recom
mend three amendments to the Covenant and several other importa'!J,t changes in 
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. - . .. . ... 
·League organisation. The special Committee on A.rticle 18 f9r ftle Registrati~ 
olTreaties also finished its report to the Assembly during the mon~h, ande 
the Conference on the suppressio~ of the traf~c in ,,.·omen amd childre:d Illet 
on June 30th with 34 Stat~ present. P'rogress on tfte signature aoo ratifica
tion of the Permanent Court of International Justice continued during the 
month with five new States signing the protocol, bringing the number of 
signatures to 40, while at the same time Italy deposited her ratification, the 
first of the States permanently represented on the Council4,o do so. In addition, 
reports made by Member~ofthe Council and information received from other 
sources indicate that many more ratifications may be expected shortly. 

II. Or~anisation of• the League. · 
1. AMENDMENTS TQ, THE CovENANT. 

The Committee on Amendm6nts to the Covenant, which completed' its 
sessions in London on June 7th, has recommended three imp~:>rtant 
amendments to the Covenant itseif, and the adoption in other form of o 

sever'"d) impor·tant .0hanges. lts report was made to the June Meeting of the o 

Council, and ;efEfi•red by that body to the next Assembly, with the suggestion 
that 6·s many as possible of the jurists on the Committee be present at the 
Assembly. The membership of the Committee as it sat in London was as 
follows : 

MM. BALFOUR (Cnairman), Great Britain. 
BENES (Vice-Chairman), Czecho-Slovakia. 
BLANco, Uruguay. 
GIANNINI (representing M. Scialoja), Italy. 
HATOYAMA, Japan. 
NoaLEMo\IRE, France. 
DE PALACIOS, Spain. 
REsTREPO, Colombia. 
DE VxsscHER, Belgium. 
WANG-CHUNG-HUI, China. 
ZAHLE, Denmark. 

" 

The Repo."Pt of the Committee states that : 

"While the fundamental principles of the Covehant have bv general 
consensus of opinion been found both equitable and well founded, 
several modifications, which are merely an adaptation to meetu the 
circumstances of the day, have been added to the fabric ot the League"' 
If the pt·oposals contained in this Report al'e 'adopted by., .the next 
Assembly, it can with truth be,-!"aid that the League of NaUuns is fully 
conscious of the necessity of avoiding the dangers oj' I'lgiditv and con
servatism and that it has set out on a policy of prudent and ~r•adual 
evolution." · 

The most important amend~e~t rec~:~mmended is a combined Czecho
Slovak-Chinese addition to Article 21, whereby the League would no~ only 
approve but also promote agreements tending to assure peac~,and encourage 
co-operation. "By thus giving to. the League", the Report states, "the task df 
encouraging and the power of approving agreeme.n~a of a limited nature and 
specia'1 confel'ences. between groups- of interested Members, thiG amendn'ltmt• 
may well contribute effectively to the improvement of.iJ1ternatiqnal relations.,.. 
This is all the more true because the ag1·eemenls now being evolved by the 
League are universal and therefore very general, whereas, the most acute , 
'intemation~>.'I difficult.ies are usually highly localised. 

' . 
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• 
A second important series of chan~s• followm-g the :ScandmaYwn 

pro'p~sals resoh·e~ the difficl!lt qu~stion as to t'he method· of sel~ction from • 
• •a"mong_st 44 Sfates of the "fowr non-perman~nt Membe1·s of the Council. An 

nmepdment is ~uggested wher~by these four members may be f1·eely chosen 
bf the Assembly acco;<ting to rule~ pre:'!tribed ;nd amendable on a two
thirds vo1e of tlie Assembly. Thereaftet· the Committee suggests that the 
Assembly's rules of procedur·e provide that • these non-permanent Members 
be chosen hy a majority vote of the Assembly; that their term be four years 
in order .to assure tlte necessary experience; that two be elected eyery second 
yeat• in or·ricr to 3SSUI'e continuity and that 11 StatE>e be not re-eligible for two 
consecutive terms in orde1· not to create a prescriptive tight to membership 
It was felt unnece;;sai'Y to adopt any fixed system of geog1·aphical distribution 
of these seats. . . 

The third amendment follows the Dutch sugg~stion that the Assembly 
vote the annual budget and contr·ol the accounts. The Committee decided • "that the competence of the Assembly in this question is exclusive and 
sht>uld not be shared with any other bod~f!'' ln order, however, to prevent the 
whore functioning .of the League being rendered impossible by a small 
minority withholding approval of the Budget, it recommended that the Budget 
be adopted by a three-quarters vote of the Assembly, HQ'lOng~t whom must 
figtire all Members of the Councit on the ground that that body would have • •to carry out the Budget. It was also suggested that some p~nalty, such-as the 
payment of interest, be pr·ovided against States in orrem·s, while a p•·ovisional 
amendment as to the allocation of expcnsh; was appt·oved subject to the 
institution of a new system by the Assembly • 

As t.o the Argentine amendment, the Committee expressed the deepest 
eympathy with the view that. "the strength of the League of Nations depend:; 
on iLs ineluding the greatest possible number of Slates: the fewer the States 
outside it, the greater will be the number of the l\temLcrs pledged to carry 
out its discipline and to perform the duties which it imposes." It felt itself 
incompetent, 11ow·ever, to pass on the actual text which pt·ovides ·"that all 
so~ereign States· recognised by the community of nations ba admitted to join 
the League of Nations iu such a manner thnt if t!tey do not become Members 
of the League this can only be the. result of n volunta•·y dedsion on their 
part." The Committee felt that t.his pl'OposuJ was not so much an amendment 
as a fundamental change in tl:ie nature of the League, because, by prm·iding 
fo.r automatic admission, it modities the basic p1·inciple that•Member"' hnve 
the right to vote upon the admission of other States .and to evalue the 
guarantee~ offered by them. lt should helong on.ly to the Assembly, therefore, 
anti not to Jl.UY commission, to discuss this question . . . . • 

Canua~s proposal for the elimination of Article 10 for the mutual guaron
tee of pol~ical in~ependance and territorial integ·rity as against exter·nal aggres
sion~vas recognised as of great importance because of the heated discussions 
wllich have centred about it. As the Canadian ex.pltmation was stip en route 
and as the legal interpretation of the Article is of extreme importance, the 
special Committee of Jurists on the. regi~tr·atioQ. of treaties was requested to 
prepare an exact interpretation as to just what responsibilities the Article 
places on League Members. The Amendments Committee will meet just before 

• the Assembly; to make its final decision on the question of striking out or 
modifying the Article. • • 

•• • 
The Col"mbian amendment permitting deviations from the rule that all 

votes in t'he Assemnly and the Council must be unanimous was felt to have 
been satisfactorily met by the practice already developed that, ),Vhile non-binding 

• 
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recommend&t.ions ma'y lie adopted without unanimity, any other decisions 
::nust be unanimously accepted. The Committee, w}lile recognis&ng the difficuJ.~ 
ties occasioned by the unanimity. rule, felt that this rule was an essenti'll safe-. 
guard of national sovereignty. 

• 
The Scandinavian proposals for the considerable extension of arbitration 

and conciliation, while too detailed for insertion in the CovenaJlt, were sup
ported by a recommendation that the Assembly give special endorsement to 
such measu!,'es, while similar proposals to make arbit~.tion compulsory in 
all cases were felt to restrid unnecessarily the freedom of nations to choose 
among several different methods of pacific settlement. Rega1·ding the admis.,. , 
sion of States too small for membership, three alternative courses are sug
gested to the Assembly, while the proposed Scandinavian amendments for 
certains relaxations as to the Ecenomic Blo~kade &re postponed until the spe
cial committee investigatir.g the Blockade shall have reported. 

2. PERMANENT CouR'ic OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE. 

Nomz'nation of Judges. 

On June 2nd a~ circular letter was sent by the Secretary-General to the 
members of the dilrerent national groups of judges on the Permanent C~urt 

. of Arbitration at TQ.e Hague, and of the· special national groups appointe~ 
for the purpose, requesting the~ to get into touch with the other members 
o£ their group, in order to select the candidates whom each group felt could 
best fulfil the duties of judges o; the Permanent Court of International Justice. 
It will be recalled that these judges are to be elected by the Assembly and ' 
the Council from a list of candidates compiled from the selections made by 
the various national groups, and that the nomination of candidates is marie 
conditionally in the 'flntimpation that sufficient ratifications of the Statute 
will be received, so that the judges may be finally chosen during the course 
of the Second Assembly in September. , 

In accordance with the Statute of the Court, the letter 'to the national 
groups points out that the candidates should be chosen from amo:J;~gst 

persons .of high mora-l character who possess the qualifications required 
in their respective countries for appointment tO" the highest judicial offices, 
or who are jurisconsults of recognised competence in international law, 
Each national gro·up is recommended to consult its Highest Court ot Justice, 
its Legal Faculties and Schools of Law, and its National Academies and 
National Sections of International Academies devoted to the study of law. 
Each group is limited to the presenlation of four names of whom only two 
may be of its own nationality. In view of the urgency of the quet~tion, it ·aas 
been specially requested that the replies be receiv(ld i? Geneva before the' 
15th August. ,. 

Signature ana Ratification of the Statute. 

Up to the end of June, fopty States, including five during the month, had 
signed the Statute creating the C?m't, while eight of these States had in 
addition signed the optional·~ clause for obllgatory jurisdiction. Four States: 
Sweden, Denmark, Swiuerland and Italy, had ratified the St11tute, while the 
Venezuelan Congress had finally adopted it. o 

During the June session of t~1e Council the various Members announced 
that ratification was well advanced in their countries." In Belgium the Govern-· 
ment is about to bring forward a bill to this end. In France ratification has ' 
been approved by the Senate. The B1·itish Governme.l\t. hes decid~d to ratify' 
the Statute, but is waiting the decisions of the Dominions in order that it .. 



may ~nd in a joint ratificatioJ11or.the Empi~e .• ]hc i-'tepresentati'fe of Spain · 
~ated that he ~oped to be oe.ble to announce shortly the ratification by his • 
Government. In Japan the Stattite has been put before the Privy Council, a nod 
in IJrllzil the ma~ter is b~fore Parliament, .with · evet·y reason to expect that 
ratificatioJP will be anMunceo before the Assembly. Cbin1:1 is ready to ratify, 
but, because of the loss of the official text ert route, has not yet been able to 

, do so. The Italian delegate was able to place before the Council the ratification 
of Italy bearing the signature o£ the King, Italy thus being the first of the 
four Powers permanently represented on the Council to take final' action on 

• 

the Court project. • 
In addition, the Secretariat has t·eceived communications indicating that 

in sevet·al other countries ratification may be expected shortly. 
In a t·eport to the Council, the Secret~ry-General has expressed the 

opinion that even if a majority of the Members 9f the League have not 
ratified the Statute before the forthcoming Assembly Meeting, the election of 
the members of !Jle Court at this meeting is by no means precluded. 

• • 

3. MANDATES • 

• • • The June session of the Council opened with a short. publi<J meetin_g, in 
which M. Da Cunha, President of the Council since the February session, 
explained that he had sent a Note to the Prii'\Cipal Allied Powers which he 
had also communicated to the. United States concerning the "A" and "B ' 
Mandates. In this note he stated that the Cou~cil considered it: 

"essential that the Allied Powers should, before the next Assembly, arrive at a complete agreement 
wilb. the Government of the United States of America, in order that the Council may, by defining the 
terms of the Mandates, fu!Hl one of the ehief responsibilities laid upon it by the Covenant." 

M. Da Cunha recalled to the Council that during the previous session nt 
Paf·is considet·ation of the "A" and "B" Mandates had been postponed upon 
receipt of a note ft·om the Secretary of State at Washington to the effect that 
the !Jnited States Government held that no allocation of Mandates over terri-

• tories ceded to the Principal Allied and Associated Powet•s could be va1id 
without the formal approval of the United States. The Council in reply had 
invited the United States to send a represen~tive to its ne~t meeting, but, 
M. Da Cunha said : 

0 

"To our deep regret we have received no answer to this invitation, nor any information whieh migh: 
allow us to ascertain the exa~t views of the United States Government. There resultS a sit.Jation most 
unfavpurahle to the immediate solution of a problem of the highest importance for the welfarr nnd pros
perity of the peoples of the territories to be administered under the mandato~y system." 
• • • • M. Da ~mha then pointed out that iij sending a new Note under date or 
.June 15th to the P"incipnl Allied Powers, together with a copy to the United 
States."•the Council might hope that the ''mconveniences of a seeond post
ponGment would be compensaled by the advantages of a final solution in the 
near future, which would be acceptabl~ to all, and that the final decision 

0 

which we desire to take before the- corning meeting of the Assembly may Lo 
based on a complete and cordial undArstanding between the Pt·incipal Allied 
and Associated Powers." 

0 

• 
Mr. Fisher, represenebtive of the British Empire, thereupon expressed 

0hi~ approval of the decision to postpone the final decision on .Mandales in 
order to all<1w fur·'h.cr. negotiations with the United States. He shared 
M. Da Cunha's opinion as te the incom·eniences of this adjourmhent for the 

• Mandatory Powers, of which Great Britain· is one, nnd expressed the desir·e 
0 • 
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that the 0ouncil c~mplete jts 'study untl tak~e a decision before tl~ next 
·· Assembly. Indeed, it was certain, he said, that if the Assemllly ~eet Wlth~tl,\t 

any decision having been taken, it would be most unfavourably lmpres~ed by 
the situation. · c ~ , . • . o 

Later on, during Lite ctJurse of the session, cons1doerat10n was wven to the 
recommendation of the Assembly that the Mandatory Powers be asked to 
present a report on the recent administration of th~ territories. now confided 
to their care. The Council decided to invite both those Powers whose Man
dates havi:l already been defined and those administeri-ng ter-ritories which 
are to be placed under tile mandatory system, to furnish such reports for sub
mission to the Permanent Mandates Commission, if possible before the meet
ing of the next Assembly. 

Dur·ino- the month, also, certain important information wos received os to 
0 ' 

• the execution of the Mandates already apptoved. On June 4th a telegram came 
from the Acting Prime Minister of Australia to the effect that civil adminis
tration under the authority of the Ma.1date issued by the League had been 
established in the tenitory of l'lew Guinea, formerly calfed German .New 
Guinea, as from 9th May, 1921. Also mandatory laws passed by the r~spect
ive Parliaments were received as regards We,?"tern Samoa, which is under, 
the ~ontrol of New Zealand; New Guinea, which is under the control of Aus
tralia; South-West Africa, which is under the control of the Union of S.outh . 
Afri~a; and Nauru, which is under the control of the British Empire. 

4. HuNGARY's REQUEST FOR ADMISSION. 

Hungary has formally applied fo1· admission to the League in a letter· 
from the Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs, dated Budapest, May 23,rd, 
and circulated to all Members of the League. · 

The letter makes a strong plea that Hungary's claim "be judged dispas
::;ionately and in that spirit of justice and conciliation which inspires the 
League of Nations." It states that Hungary has satisfied all conditions ·for 
membership, in that she is a recognised independent State, administered by 
a stable Government., possessing clearly-defined frontiers, a constitl:Hion 
based on principles of libe1·ty, justice and right, and a national Assembly 
elected by universal ~:;uffmge. The Govemrnent is stated to intend fully and 
sineerely to fulfil its inter·national obligations and to be demobilising its 
army. \Vhile ,certain obli5ations of the Treaty of Trianon have not yet been 
fulfilled, this is beeause the Treaty has not yet become effective through the 
~atification of three Grefit Powers. Her request f01· admission to the League 
IS urged as a f1·esh guarantee or the sincerity of her· peaceful intentions,_ and 
the announce~ent is_ made that if this 1:eque:st is favourably 'iooked upon, 
Count Apponyi, Pres1dent· of the Hungar1an 'Delegation of the PEZace Confe
rence. ~viii be appointed as Hungacian Representative to the Le~ue. 

5. REGISTRATION OF TREATIES. 

The Commission appointed 'to deter·J;I'line the legal scope of Articles 18 
and 10 of the Covenant met at Geneva on June 24th, with the. foliowing 
membership : 

M. ScuLoa: 
<l 

M. BouRQUIN: 
M. FERNANDES : 
M. FROMAGEOT: 
Sir CECIL HuRsT: 
M. STRUYCKEN : 

Italy (President). 
Belgium. < 

Brazil. 
France. • • 
Great Britain. 
Holland. 
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• 
'!'his Committee was eorigiftally author·ised by tho Fir:t Assembly. 

•t'ollow!ng the• discussion ny .M. van Karnebeek, Foreign Minister of the 
., Netqerlands, as to the exact eftent and scope of Article 18, calling for the 

r&gistration ana public~ition of all :rreat~s contracted by Member'S of the 
League. fts Members ~ere appointed by the Counc~l and it will report through 
the Council to the Assembly next Septemb"er, when a final decision will be 
taken. The •question is of considerable importance as abolishing secret 
Treaties between nations and as affecting one of the most importl').nt activities 
of the League, for, •up to date, near!)- 150 Treatie~ have been received and 
registered, and 7 volumes of the Treaty Series published. 

In addition to Article 18, the Committee also had before it the question of 
the exact legal scope of Article 10, which guarantees against external aggres
sion the political independence a.nd territo~ial integrity of Members of the 
League. The Amendments Committee, as stated, elsewhere in this issue 
decided, when considering the Cana~ian proposal for the suppression of this 
Article, to hear Jhe opinion of a Committee of J UJ'ists on the exact obligations 
col'ltained in the Article before making a definite recommendation to the next 
Assembly. 

• 6. ARMAMENTS . 

The question of the r·eduction of ar·maments was approached from lwo 
different angles during the month. • 

First the Temporary Mixed Commission f~ the Reduction of Ar·maments 
, authorised by the Assembly was convoked by M. Viviani, the P1·esident, for· 

July 16th at Paris. This Commission is to be composed of six civilians known 
fQr their competence ill political, social and economic affairs, six members 
of the Permanent Military, Naval and Air Commission of the League, four 
rp.ambers of the Economic and Financial Commission, and six members 
chosen by the employers and employees represented in the International 
Ltbour Office 

All these nominations have been made, with the exception of those of the 
three employers, the employers' gro~p on the Goyeming Borly of the Tnterna
tional Labour Office having decided in its session of April 12th not to take 
part in this nomination. In conformity with J.he instructions of the President 
of the Council, the Secretary-General invited three other employers to join the 
Commission, and the Council in its meeting of June 27th app1·oved these 
members as follows : 

M. HODACZ: Czecho-Slovakia. 
L\:IGKJAER : Denmark. . . 
THOMAS FINDLEY : Canada . 

• 
• . 

0~ June 21st the Permanent Military, Nuval and Air Commission came 
together for its Fifth Session under the presidency of Colonel Andrade Neves, 
of Brazil. It examined the replies made l'ly many ditTer~nt Governments to the 
recommendation of the Assembly • for t.he limitation of militlHY budgets, and 
to the request for ratification of the Treaty of St-Ger·main on the traftic in 
11rms and munitions. At the same time it gave further consideration to th(;l 
sending out of the questionnaire relative t<1 armaments and to the right of 
in~estigation accorded to the League by the four Treaties of Peace with the 

o .purpose of assuring the reductions in armaments proposed by those Treaties. 
It also gavjl the Couneir technical info1·rnation on several militarY questions 
concerning Danzig and on "the military aspects of Hungary's application for 

' admission to tlte -League. • 
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7. INTERNATIONAL BUR&\UX. 

The Council considered a detailed r~port on Art.icle 24 o'f the Covenant, 
which stipulates that all In!.&rnational Bureaux which "have been ol"'sha~l be 
subsequently constituted by general treaties shall be placed un_der_ the dtrec
tion of the l.eague, subject, however, to the consent of the parties m the case 
of Bureaux-created before the coming into force of the Covenant. The broad 
policy upon which this problem should be approached wa'S decided and three 
specific cases taken up. ' 

The first classificatioo of International Bureaux are some thirty Bodies of 
a public type, such as the Internatiortl;ll Institute of Agriculture at Rome. the 
Bureau for the Protection of Literary and l'lldustr1al Rights, the Universal 
Telegraphic Union and the Universal Wireless Union. The Council concluded 
that the Covenant leaves no doubt that ilureaux already established can be 
placed under the direction of the Le~ue only by the consent of· all Signa tortes 
to the General Convention creating them. In such cases, as the degr_ee of 
authority to bo exercised by the League is not dofined, it was decided that 
it should be confined to giving the Bur·eaux the moral support attaching to 
official affiliation with the League except in cases where abuses are reveal~d, 
such as_ eneroa~hment upon the sphere of action of some other organisation, 
or an unjustifiable refusal of co-operation, or in the event of an insufficient 

0 

degree of authority. This would not imply the right to interfere in the inte~
nal organisation of the Bureaux nor to insist upon amendments to the 
established organisations, though the League might at any time suggest 
improvements in·the interests of all concerned, and would also have the right c 

to expect all possible assistance and information from the Bureaux. 

The second olassifiootion of International Bureaux are those not 
establis1wd by generalugreements which, therefore, may be called Private 
International Bureuux. Considering the g.reat variety of private Bureaux 
already in existence, the Council decidea it was impossible to lay down 
definite rules, but that no affilitttion could be made except upon forwal 
request, and after a detailed enquiry as to the Bureau. lL was felt that the 
degree of authority over such Bureaux might be greater than over those of 
the official type, but that affiliatiOJ:' should not, in itself, involve any obligation 
to supply financial aid. 

The International Hydrographic Bureau recently created by international 
conferences in which twenty-one States took part, an<f since approved by 
nineteen States, was recognised as indisputably in the category of public 
Bur-eaux created by international agreement. _The Council decided_ to post- 0 

pone placing the Bureau under the direction of the League, howevet", until it 
receives precise information that it has been fully constituted, but, rlt'.lanwhile, 
it authorised the Secretary-General to enter into r.elations with the Governing 
Body of the Bureau in order to afford it all necessary assistance. c 

. The International Relief Bu.re11u ~which, though not created by inter
national agreement, has, nevertheless,· received considerable official re
cognition, \\~as reported upon in detail by the Secretary-General. As this 
Bureau has done valuable work in carrying on propaganda in favour of 
inte-rnational tre~ti_es of reciprocity and charitable work to indigent fot·eignersc 
and co-operated w1th Governments to ensure the exe.:ution of these treaties 
the Couilcil decided that it should be placed under the direction of the Leagu&: " 

~ 

!he Inter..1ational I_nstitute of Commerce, fo~Jnded in 1919 by' the {nter
Parhamentary lnternatwnal Commercial Conference and now under the 

c 
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• • • 
• august patro®ge of the Kio/1 of the Belgians, was also discussed, and though 

• not egtablished by international agreement between the participating Gov~rn
Illen:ts, the Bureau was recognised as und~ubtedly a quasi-public international 
organisa,tion. As its ebject is to cerltralise, co-oPdinate and publish informa
tion regarding commercial statistics and legislation, and to publish the com
mercial tree.ties of all nations, the Council· decided to refer the question of 
placing it under the League to the Economic and Financial Committee for 
consideration and Beport. • 

8. THE BARCELONA CoNFERENCE. 

A detailed report on t'b.e International E:onference on Freedom of Commu7 

nications and Transit held at Barcelona in March and April was submitted 
to the Council by M. QuiNONEs DE 1A:6N, representative of Spain, together with 
an analysis by M. G. HANOTAux, representative of France on the Council and 
President of the Conference. The Councitdecided that the Conventions drawn 

·Up ai. Barcelona were in conformity with the Covenant and that there was no 
objection to their being transmitted immediately to the Governments for signa-
ture and ratification. · • • 

• The composition of the Advisory Committee on co·mmunications and 
Transit, which was created at Barcelona to settle disputes which may .arise 
between States as regards these Convention~ and to assist the Council upon 
all questions of transit and communications, was also discussed. In addition 
to the four permanent Members of the Couflcil, the following States were 
chosen at Barcelona for membership on this Commission: Denmark, Poland, 
Esthonia, Chile, Spain, Brozil, Umguay, Belgium, Holland, China, Switzer
Irmd and Cuba. 

The Council decided, further, in accordance with the recommendation of 
M. QuiNONEs DE LE6N, to invite the Advisory Commission to consider as 
an urgent matter at its first meeting the opportunity and the means of .. 
associating as completely as possible with its labours one or several of the 
Riparian States of the Danube, on the g1·ound that those Stat.es were the most 
keenly interested in questions of this sort . 

• 9. PROVISIONAl. HEALTH ORGANISATION .• 
• 

In accordance with a Resolution of the Assembly, the Council decided to 
bring the Provisional Health Organisation into being at once. It had been 
originally pJanned that the ''Office International d'Hygiene publique" should 

• nominate five members for tqis Committee in order to give it a constitution 
similar oo that suggested for the permtment body, but a~ the Office Interna
tional ha~ot made its nominations and as the League of l"ations has already 
had brought befo"re it important questions of health, it was decided to create 
at o&e a purely technical and temporary organis11tion. Com;equently, the 
Council made its nominations, which, with the nominations made by the 
International Labour Office and the League of Red Cross Societies, will form 
the following tempora1·y Committee! • 

Dr. BucHANAN, Senior Medical Officer, Ministry of Health, Great Britain. 
Dr. Leon BERNARD, Professor of HygieRe, Faculty of Medicine, Paris. 
Dr. Lt:TR.\RIO, Dire<!tor-Gene1·al of Public Health, Italy. 
M. Morikuni SAITo, Chief Inspector, Ministry of the Interior, Japan. 
M. VJLGHE, Direcoor General of the Public Health Service of Belgium. 
Dr. Th. MADSEN, Directt>r of the State Institute of Serotherapy", Copenhagen. 
Sir Havelf.lck CH.A.RI.Es, Presidant of the Medical Board for India. 
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D1·. Ca101~zKo, Under-Secr~tary of State tor Pf<b~i~ Health: Pol~n.d. ~ "'F 
, Dr. NIMBELA., Professor in the Faculty of MealCme, Umve'rsit) of .Lima. , 

Peru.- • • 
Professor CALMETTE, of the Pasteur Institute, Pal'i~. 
Dr. Puuno President c{f the Public Health Council of Spain. 
Dr. CARRIE~E, Director of the 'Public Health Service of Switzerland. 
Professor \Vn~sww, League of Red Cross Societies. • 
Dr. CA.Rozzi, International La hour Oftke. 

10. BuDGET OF THE LEAGUE. 

The Council approved the budget for 1922 ~s presented by M. V: K. 
Wellington Koo, Chinese delegate. This budget presents only a very shght 
increase over that of HJ:11, being in fact 23,768,846 gold francs, as ngainst 
21,250.000 gold francs, an increase of al:tout 11 1/s 0/o, which, however, is more 
apparent ths.n real, since it is dv.e in a large measUI·e to 'the progressive 
increase in the value of national currencies. It has been necessary to estimate 
that in 1922 a greater number of gold francs will be requi1·ed to purchase the 
same IJUantity of Swiss francs, French francs or British sterling as in 1921. 
Provision has also to be mode for the recent development of certain activities 
of the T~eague,"such as the Economic and Financial Organisation, and for the" 
fact that in 1922 the International Court of Jm:;tice will probubly be in session. 
Finally, in view of the numerous meetings of Commissions and Conferences, 
it will be necessary to increase, the admini~trative staff of the SeCI·etariaL. 

11. ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES. 

The Commission provided for by the First Assembly to suggest a solution 
fo1· the ,·ery complicated question of the equitable allocation of the expenses 
of the League amongst the various States Member~.. finally, nf.ter long 
negotiations, came to a unanimous decision embodied iu n report submitted 
to the Council and sent forward by that body to the next Assembly. 'l'ne 
Commission consisted of the following five Membe!'s: 

M. REvErLI..Aui>, President (France), 
M. Barboza CARNEIRO (Brazil), 
M. GEORG (SwitzerlAnd), 
M. •ie KAUFFMANN (Denmark), 
Sir Hent'Y STRAKOSCH (South Africa). 

M. Decoppet, Director of the Universal Postal Union, was goo~ enough· 
to attend in Paris at the request of the Commission. \:; 

In order to assure the equitable allocation demanded liy the Assembly, 
the Commission followed the system suggested at Brussels, which adopts as 
a guiding pt·inciple "the capacity of payment'' of the different Members, and 
as a measure .of this capacit~ an inJeil. figu~e resulting from the combination 
of the populauon on 31st December; 1919, with the r·e,·enue for the year 191"3. 

Tho Committee established a p1·ovisionnl classification of all the Members 
of the Loague based on these indices. IL then cm·rected this classification in 
the light of information furnish eli by various other )ndices supplied to it, c 

and fin:1lly grouped: the States in ealegories in a manner similar to that 
HdopLed hy lhe Universal Postal Union. The Commission arrived at the 
conclusion tl\at theit· proposals could only be put into operah~n, after an " 
amendment of th.e Covenant. They suggested, the'refore, that the Universal 
Postal Union. system of units should be pr·ovisionally mmnta'ined, hut that. 
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the Commission's classificatiofl. couTd be immedit!tely put into fore;, if all the .... . . . 
1Y1embeJeS of the League would 'Unanimously assent thereto. • 

The Commis.sion felt that the method of allocation proposed could be 
opp~ied to J.he end of th& fiscal year 1924, and that. the Council might wisely 
decide, as soon as the world economic situation clarifies, to bring together 
all the elemeQts for a new study, in order to secure a result still more in 
accord "with the actual economic situation . 

• 
• 

12. THE CoMMITTEE OF ENQUIRY, 

The Report of the Committee of Enquiry authorised by the Assembly 
to examine into the organisation ~nd efficiei\CY of the Secretariat and of the 
Intemational Labour Officll was submitted to the Council and forwarded by 
it to the Assembly. The Secretary-GenJlral was requested to convey the grati
tude of the Cou11.cil to the members of the Committee and to invite them, 
espEfuially the President and the Rapporteuf, M. NoBLEMAIRE, of France, and 
M1· .. TotiNSTON, of Great Britain, to be present at the Assembly when the report 
·of the Committee is under discussion . 

• 

III. Economic and Financial Questions . 
• 

THE EcoNOMIC AND FINANCIAL CoMMITTEE . 
• 

A detailed report was submitted to the Council on the work of the 
Economic and Financial Committee, which, in order to render its task 
more simple, had divided into two Committees, one Economic and the other 
Financial. 

The Economic Committee recognised at its first Session that in order to 
caJII'Y out the consultative mission with which it had been entrusted, it was 
necessary first of all to make a general analysis of present economic condi
tion~. For this purpose, it drew up twa questionnaires which have been sent 
to different Governments, several of whom have already replied. 11 has also 
undertaken, in Rgreement with the Financial Committee, a ~aries of studies 
relative especially to Finishing Credits, and nas sent to the yarious Govern
ments a Questionnaire relative to legislation on letters of exchange . 

• 
The Financial Committee has also carried out important studies. It has 

concE>rned itself' notably with the reciprocity treatment to be accorded to the 
brooches of foreign banks in different countries. One of its Members, Mr. 
WALLENBERG, has made an imeortant report on this subject, which has just 
been publ~hed, and W'hicn has already led to important di~cussions in finan
cial circles/ 

Two meetings ·or the Committee have been devoted to the question of the 
financ~l rehabilitation of Austria. Here, indeed, may be found the first prac
Lica1 application of the project of International Credits worked out by the 
League of Nations with a purpose of remt!ldy4ng the financial difficulties which 
weigh upon the world, particularly upon Europe.· 

The Council approved the measures taken by the Financial Committee 
in this connection, and the means by which it has worked. It learned with 
satisfaction that, ·accordiqg to recent news, tlte negotiations between the inter-. 

• es~ed Governments, as regards the suspension of claims upon Austrip, are 
progressing {iivourably. This is, of course, the preliminary condition to the 
launching ()( the plafl. "of the Financial Committee, which can. begin only 
when the Governments shalf have made known their decision. 

• • • 
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• 
IV. Political Questiona. ·. 

" . • • 
1. THE QuESTION oF.THE AALAND IsLANDS . 

• 
The Council took a definitive decision during its June session in the dis- ~ 

pute between Finland and Sweden as to the Aaland Islands. During ·th~ 
discussion's which preceded the agreement the representatives of Sweden and 
Finland, Mr. Branting a~d Mr. Enckell, expressed their respective points of .., 
view and representatives of the Islanders, Messrs Erikssen aild Carlsson an.., 
swered questions. 

Mr. Branting decla~ed that 'the question was .not yet ripe for a final deci
sion, the rapporteurs having failed to concentrate their attention, as had 
already been brought out in a memorandum presented to tQ.e Council by the 
Swedish Government, on the qu~stion of the neutralisation of the Islands · 
at the same time as dealing with the attribution of the sovereignty ovell·them. 
In view of the proximity of the Islands to the Swedish coast and particularly· 
to the capital of S,wede~, their neutralisation constitutes for her a vital ques- ' 
tion of security. M. Branting also drew attention to the fact that there •·had 
been ·a divergence as to the present sovereignty over the Islands between 
the view-point of the Rapporteurs and that of the jurists whom the Council 
had consulted before declaring itself competent to deal with the question. He 
expressed the opinion that _the only way to arrive at a· satisfactory con
clusion was to conform to the desires of the Aaland population. 

c 

M. Enckell, Eianish delegate, rendered homage to the spirit of just~ce 
of the rapporteurs. In his judgment they had proved beyond dispute that 
Finland possessed the sovereignty over the Islands and that they are in fact 
an integral part of her te~ritory.)Moreover. their strategic importance is such 
that it is of vital interest to the defence of Fi11!and that an aggressive enemy 
be not able to conquer the Archipelago by violating the neutrality of the Aalands. 
As to the supplementary guarantees which the Rapporteurs proposed W ac
cord to the Aaland population, the Finnish representative declared himself .. 
ready to accept them except as concerned certain points. He concluded by 
stating that there was consequently no reason for attaching the Islands to 
Sweden. 

In the second meeting held on June 23rd, the Council heard two inhabi~ 
tants of the Islands, wl).o replied to the questions which several Members of 
the Council addressed to them. According to their statements, on!y about thre{l · 
per cent. of the inhabitants of the Islands spoke' Finnish. The (.,oopulation 
enjoys full liberty to use Swedish, which alone is taught in the\;chools. No 
difficulty -exists as regards religion nor the equality of political rights. Never
theless, the Aalanders wish, for reasons of sentiment and tradition, t&. be re
united to Sweden, despite all supplementary guarantees which might be 
accorded them. ,. < 

,. . 
After having thus heard all the interested parties and after Sweden and 

Finland had declared themselves ready to accept its decision, the Council 
requested Mr. Fisher, the delegate of Great Britain, to prepare a draft r~-
solu4on. Its principal poiats are as follows : • 

. It ~eclares that the sovereignty of the Aaland ·Islands she.!! belong to 
Fmland. ""t t~e same ~ime in the interest ol' general peace, and in order 
to assure cordial relations bet.ween Finland and Sweden, as well as the ' 
prospedty and happiness of the Islands themselves, the Council felt that 

t l. '- l 
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there w~' reason to giyt! new • guar~ntees tb the population ;f th"e Islands. 
alil.d to settle the question of .the neutralisation and the non-fortification 
of the Arcijipelago . 

• 
• • 

On this lost point the Council decided •that an International Agreement 
should be concluded to replace the Convention of 1856. This accord is to 
be broader than the Convention and will be signed by all the interested 
Powers, including~weden and is to conform in its main lines to,he Swedish 
project for the neutralisation of the Islands. Thf."> Resolution was unanim
ously adopted by the Council. 

Mr.Branting, however, expressed tbe deception which the Swedish nation 
would experience when it learned the decision of the Council, which, in the 
opinion of the Swedish Government, disregarded the principle of self-determi~ 
nation, but he lldded that Sweden \~as nevertheless ready to accord loyally to 
tbris decision the value given it in the Co'l>':lnant. 

·As regards the guarantees to be given to the population of the Islands, 
it was decided that the representatives of Finland and of ~weden shoultl meet 
in• conference under the presidency of M. Hymans, in order .to bring about 
a detailed accord. These negotiations quickly resulted in a completaaagree
ment and in the Session of June 27th M. Hrmans was able to read a reso
lution which was adopted unanimously. Its principal clauses are as follows: 

• 
1. Finland, being resolved to ensure and to guarantee to the popul

ation of the Aaland Islands the preservation of their language, culture, 
and local Swedish traditions : . 

Undertakes to insert in the near future the following guarantees in 
the Law for the Autonomy of the Aaland Islands of .May 7th, 1920. 

2. The Landsting and the Communes of the Aaland Islands shall in 
no circumsiances be obliged to maintain or to subsidise any schools 
other than those in which Swedish is the language of education. In the 
State educational establishments, instruction will also he given in the 
Swedish tongue. The Finnish language shall not be taught in the 
primary schools which are ·maintained or subsidised.by the State or by 
the Communes, without the consent of the Commune COI)cerned. • 

3. Whenever real estate situated in the Aaland Islands is sold to a 
person who is not legally domiciled in the province, any person who is 
legall)- domiciled there, or the Provincial Council or the Commune in 
which the real estat-e is gjtuated, shall be entitled to re-purchase the said 
reaf _IState at a price which shall be fixed, if an agreement cannot be 
reaclied, by the Court of First histance, having due regard to the current 
price. 

4. Persons immigrating into the Aaland Archipelago who possess 
the rights of citizenship in Finla&d,. shall not acquire the right to Com~ 
munal and Provincial suffra•ge •in the Islands till they have been legally 
domiciled there for five years. 

5. The Governor of the Aaland tslands shall be appointed by the 
President of the Filinish Republic in agreement. with the President of the 
Larubting of the Aaland Islands. If it is not possible to reach an agree
ment, 6he President of the Republic shall select the Governor from a list 
of' fi~e candidai.es, npminated by the Landsting, and pDssessing the 
qualities necessary to ensure the good administration llf the Islands and 
the secur1ty of the State. -
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6. The Council of the 'teague of N~·tionse\\.ill see tha.t tpe guarantee.~, 
' provided above are duly observed. Finland ~hall transmit. to the Q>unCII . 

of the League of Nations, together \vith its own observapons, an¥ co.~
plaints or claims by thr- Aalarld Landsting in regJJ.rd to the. ap,phcatwn 
of these guarantees, and the ,Council may, in case the _9uest10n shall be 
of a legal nature, consult the International Court of Jusllce. 

' 2. THf. POLISH-LITHUANIAN DISPUTE. 

The conflict between Poland and Lithuania, which had been under 
negotiation at Brussels from April 20th to June 3rd, with the object of 
securing a general agreement b(ltween th~ two parties, was discussed at 
length by the Council and. as a result of several meetings, of which two were 
held in public, considerable progress WElt' made towards bringing the parties 
nea1·er a solution. ' 

< 

1\1. liYMANs opened this discussion by reading to the Council a long and 
detailed report, which he had prepared on his negotiations with the two 
partie&. He laid sttess 0:1 the advance project which he presented on 20th 
May to the two Delegations as a basis of discussion. Its essential points ~re 
as follcws: - • 

The two States should r~cognise mutually their independence and 
sovereignty. Similarly, they should recognise that they have common interests 
malting necessary the establishh1ent between them of a sysLEllll of co-operation 
based upon special conventions and the creation of permanent liaison organs. 

The Lithuanian Government should agree to .organise Lithuania into a 
Federal Stute by constitutional law. This State would he composed of the 
two autonomous Cantons of Kovno and Vilna, organised on a basis similar 
to that of the Swiss Cantons, and with the Federal Capital set up at Vilna 
A series o£ detailed provisions would fix the frontier and the guarantee~ 
accorded to ethnical minorities as regards instruction, religion, language 
and the right of association. ., 

After the establishment of this agreement between the two parties, the 
troops of General Zeligowski, as well as all officials not natives of the 
country, would evacuate the Vih<,a territory; Lithuanian troops would enter 

' the Canton only after its organisation and after municipal, cantonal and 
legislative elections. 

Moreover, co-operation between the Polish and Lithuanian States would 
be assured in the following way: 

As regards foreign policy, the two States would have a joittt advisory 
Council for Foreign Affairs composed of six m£Jmbers, including three from 
each party. Acts of foreign policy of common interest would ~8eive the 
approval of the two Polish and Lithuanian Delegations designated by the 
Diets of the two countries and sitting in common. The text approved byJ,hem 
would then be presented for ratification by the two Diets. ., 

From the military point of view, ac defensive Convention wo.uld be signed 
between the two countries which would alsQ.accept the principle of reciprocal 
free entry of their projects. They would likewise have a joint Council for the 
study of economic questions and Lithuania would assure Poland free access 
to the sea and freedom of commercial transit. An accord would be concluded • 
upon the administration of the po~t of Memel which, whilo giving sovereignty 
to Litht:.onia, would reserve to Poland the right of using the port as well as L 

the Niemen under all circumstances. • c 

In case of disagreement as to the interpretatt,on ~r"the advahce project, 
th~ two ~ountries,,would agree to accept the decision of the arbitr~ator appointed 
w1th UteJr agreement by the League of Nations. 
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• 
After the discussion w!Jich ft>llowed the •presentatiun of ~1. flYMANS' • 

P~port, .the two• parties state"d their respective points of view as regards tlKs 
eadvance project, which both de<?lared they would accept as a basis of discus
sioo. The Counci1 then en.trusted M. H~MAN~with preparing a draft resolution, 

• • which he~read on 20th June in public session.· The text is as follows:-
• 

After having' beard the two Delegations, who declared their readioess to accept M. Hymans' draft 
as n basis of discussion, the Council formulates the following recommendations:-

{. The direct negotiaCons opened at Brussels shall be eontinu .. d there on .July tisth under the 
Presidency of M. Hymans, upon the baais of M. Hymans' draft scheme. 

With a view to affording a guarantee to the various ethnical groups of the populations concerned 
that their feelings and claims will not be ignored, one or two representativN of each group may, with 
the nppro,•al of llf. Hymans and at the suggestion of either party, be heard in tt.e course of the negotiations 
for tbe purpose of giving information to the Conference. 

The agreeUJeut signed by the Governme~tts shall be submitted to the Diets of the two countries 
and, subsequently to that of Vilna, the establishment of a Diet for the ~alter being provided for in the 
draft scheme. 

• 
2. Before Septen-Nler 1st next, the date of thP. next meet.ing of the Council, 

• • 
(a) all the men of General Zeligowski's troops who are not natives of the di8puted territory within 

the limiTs fixed by M. Hymans' draft must gradually leave tire territory, from July illth onwards, the 
date on which negotiations win be re-opened. 

• • 
\b) A local polir.e force not exceeding 6,000 men, of which 600 shall be moTmted, shall be organised 

by tire Military Commission of Control in order· to assure temporarily the mainterranee,pf order. All war 
material, arms and muuitions not required for the organisation of the local police force shall beoevacu
ated within the (!eriod laid down in paragaph (a). The Military Commission shall have the power to 
modify these provisions in agreement with the two parties ii the sense · iudicat~d in Article 9 of the 
Draft Scheme. 

(c) Offici11ls of all kinds who are not natives of the countr/must also he gradually withdrawn from 
July !5th nnwardR. 

3. Before September 1st next, the Lithuanians troops shall re-occupy their normal pe11ce stations, 
del'ails of which shall be submitted to the Council before Augut1t fst at the sume limR as the measures 
taken for the reduction of the forces now mobilised. 

4.. The Council urgently requests the two countries immediately lo re-establish Consular relations 
and to study at once meadures for the re-establishment of free communication between the district of 
Vikla and the neighbouring districts. 

6. The two Governments shall afford the Military Commission every facility for controlling the 
dispd!itions laid down in this resolution, in particular t.hose relating to lbe organisatiDn of the local 

• 110lice force, not only in the territory iu dispute but also in the neighbouring districts. 
The Military Commission in particular shall fix, before September tst, the date on which the Vilna

Groduo railway shall once more be open to traffic. • 

• 
The Council unanimously adopted this resolution. Its members, notably 

Messrs. FISHER and HANOTAUX, Marquis IMPERIAL! and Viscount lsHn insisted 
on the. necessity of a good understanding between. the two pa1·ties and on the 
;withdrawal M the troops of General Zeligowski from the Vilna district. . . . • '•" • • 

M. As/ENAZY, in the name of Poland. declared that he hoped to see his 
Government adh-ere shortly to this resolution . 

• 

M. GALVANA!JSKAS, in the nome of L~h1.1ania, made reserves upon. several 
points and notably on the clause stipn.lating that the accord between the two 
Governments should be submitted to the \'ilna Diet He added that he would 
transmit the resolution to his Government with whom it would rest to take a 
decision. 

• 
~. • The resumption of direct negotiations at Brussels on July 15th is then for 
the mome~ tn suspetts~ awaiting acceptance by the Polish and.Lithuanian 
Governments of the procerfure unanimously ndotlled by th~ Council of the 

• League. 



3. THE APPEAL oF At.alNrA. 

On the 25th of June, the Council examined in, public !!ession the aprpeal 
which hod been addressed to it by the· Albanian Government. • 

The Albanian Government, acting under Article 11 of the Covenant, call~d 
the attention of the Council to the situation which existed between Albama o 

on the one hand and Greece and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State on the ot.her. 
The Albaman Government mantained that this situatioti constituted a serious 
menace to peace between the three r-ountries. 

The questions at issue are as follows: 

In 1913, a Conference of the six Great European Powers decided that the 
independence of AlLnnia should be recognised and a Commission was sent 
to settle her frontiers. This frontier •.vas delimitaJ.ed in general, but certain 
details wer·e left unsettled at the time the great war broKe out. Within the 
fr·ontier accorded to Albania Jay the two towns of Koritza and Argyrocastro, 
forming a Province commonly known either as Southern Albania'~ or as 
Northam Epirus. Greece has in the past and still does lay claim to this 
Province nnd to-d:ty bases her claim on certain promises which she states 
were mode tr' her at the Peace Conference. Actually, Albania is in possession 
of practically the whole of this Province and the Gr·eek Government states 
that the population of Orthodox faith is being persecuted by Mohammedans, 
to which faith the greater portion of the Albanian people belong. The Al
h~tnian Government denies gtis and states that such friction ·as there is, is 
an international matter within the Orthodox Church between the parties that< 
wi::.h to remain under the patriarchate of Constantinople and those that wish 
to create an auto-ccphalous church conducting its services in the Albanian 
tongue. 

In the North, the Jugo-Slav Government is in occupation of certain 
st,rategic points stretching as a continuous band of territory from Lake 6ch
rida to- Lake Scuta.r1. The population of this territory numbers some 150,000 
people. The Serb-Croat-Slovene State holds this territory on the ground that 
it l1as to protect its population from the incursions of Albanian bands. The 
Albanians, on their side, mai~tain that the Jugo-Slav forces have ravaged 
the villages they occupy and driven out the inhabitants who have taken 
refuge in the interior of Albania. The number of these refugees has been 
added to by others driven out from Serbia proper and numbers some 30 to 
40,000. The Albanian Government has to look after these large numbers and 
is constantly being urged hy them to active reprisals. 

.. . . ... . . . 

At a public Session, the principal Albanian Delegate presept'ed the case 
of his Government: He maintained that the frontiers of A I balta had been 
definitely fixed by the Conferences of London and Florence in 19-13; that 
these international agreements had never been abr gated and were thore
fore still binding. He requesteo the Council of the l.eague to send a Com
mission of Enquiry to Albania to irt\'e~tif?~te the situolion. 

The Greek and Jugo-Slav Representatives maintained that the decision 
tnken in 1913 as to the frontie•·s of Albania was no longer binding. Thev 
outlined the events concerning'Aibania both durin~ and sinl'e the great wa~ 

·and a,rgued that the Supt·eme Council alone or its deputy, the Conference of 
Ambassadors, had the ~ower definitely. to fix the frontier·s of .t}lbania. • c ~ 

In reply, the Albaman Delegate pomted out that' the various proposals 
mode during. the Peace Conference and in the secret Treuty of London in 
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1915 t.o dismember Albania h.aJ Diver been ratjfied and were, iiP any case, 
agaeements malle between aertain parties without the consent of Albania. • 

• Ile disptrted the competence ot the Conference of Ambassadors and stat;d 
that• as a Member of the League, Albania.insisted on her right to lay her 
complaint .before the Cou·ndl and, if •necessary, ltefore the Assembly. At li 
subsequent Session, the Council unanimously adopted the following reso
lutions: 

• 
"The Council of the League of Nations is informed that the Con

fP-rence of Amba~sadors has taken up the Alb~nian question· and thlit 
it is discussing it at the present moment. In these circumstances the 
Council of the League of Nations considers it inadvisable to take up the 
question simultaneously. 

"Pending the solution whk:hwill"be communicated to us, we recom
mend the three parties, in conformity with Ure Covenant, strictly to 
abstain from any act colculated to .interfere with the procedure in course. 
The question "'ill be most carefully watched "Y the Council of the League 
~f Nations, which will give 'to the defence of the people and nation of 
Albania every possible attention. 

"The Council recommends that, in the inte!"ests q,f the general yaci
ftcation and normal development of Albania, the Cont'ereflce of Ambassa-
dors should take a decision with the least possible delay." • • 

• 
Representatives of Greece and of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State adhered 

to this resolution. The Representative of Albania~ requested that the question 
-of the competence of the Conference of Ambassadors, or alternately of the 
League, in the settlement of the frontiers should be referred to a Committee 
of furists and reiterated his demand that a Commission of Enquiry should be 
sent to Albania. 

• 

• 

After some discussions, the representative of Albania declared that he 
bo~ed before the decision of the Council but that he did not recognize the 
competence of the Conference of Ambassadors and that his Government re
servE',,i the right to bring the matter before the next Assembly of the League . 

4. THE APPEAL OF ApSTRIA. 

Another difficulty between two States was brought before the Council 
through the Austrian protest to the effect that the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, 
contrary to the stipulations of Article 267 of the Treaty of St. Germain, was 
continuing t~e sequestration and threatening the liquidation of the rights, 
property and interests of .Aus!.l'ian subjects in parts of Yugo·Siav territory 
which foriJ!eiiY belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, if the payment 
of the debts 'Of certain Austrian subject, was not effected in Yugo-Slav money. 
As is the custom, the two States interested were made members of the Council 
for thi; dispute, Austria being represented by M. Pflug! and the Serb
Croa"t-Siovene State by M. Jovanovitch . 

• 
After a statement by M. Pflug! on the points at issue and especially 

of Austria's desire that no further immediate action be taken to jeopardise 
thjl interests of her nationals, M. Jovanovitch asked the Council to adjourn 
its discussion on the ground that his Government proposed to settle the 
question by direct diplornatic relations with Austria. 1\1. Hanotaux !!greed 
Qlat such a course was by far the wisest, but that pending a solution it should 
be agreed t~at no furthe'!' liquidation take place. Mr. Fisher ~upported this 
vie,.,· point, and M. Pflug! s\ated that his Government was ready to begin 

• • 
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negotiatio~s at th; ea;liest.po~sible mome~t. The Council t?e~efore agreed , 
without dis~ent that the matter should be settl~d by dire_ct n:g~tiatwn~ betwoon e 

the two parties and that in the meantime the speCial mterests concerned 
should be safeguarded. 

• 
5 INSURANCE f'UNDS TN ALSACB·LORRAINB. 

. Article 77 of the Treaty of Versailles makes provision for the transfe~ to 
the French Government of the reserve funds provided ~ assure the executiOn 
of social and state insurance in Alsace· Lorraine. 

The Committee of five members named, one by the French Government, 
one by the German Government and three by the Interna_tional Labour Bure~u, 
amongst subjects of other States, has worked out a proJect of transfer,which 
the Council adopted at it~ Jun& Se5sion. • 

0 

V. Admini~trative Questions: 

1. THI~ SAAR. 

0 

• 
T~e Council examined several question:> relative to the administration of 

the Saar Valley ·.vhich had been raised by protests from the Ge1·man Govern
ment M. Rault, Chairmen of the Saar Basin Governing Commission, was 
present during the debates. 

1. Proserwe of French Trf!ops and Jurisdiction of French Courts-Martial 
in the Saar "Valley. o 

As the Treaty of Versailles entrusted to the Governing Commission .the 
duty ofmawtaining order in the Saar Territory, the Council felt that the Com
mission lmd the right of using in case of necessity all forces placed at its 
disposal. It belongs to the Commission to judge of the degree of necessity, 
but it is naturally responsible before the League of Nations for the use which 
it makes of this right. 

The Council on February 13th, 1920, however, declared that ilr did not r€gard 
the mliintenance of a foreign garrison as a permanent part of the adminis- o , 

tration of the Saar, and that it would be well to dispense with it as soon as 
the development of the local g~ndarmerie, permitted the Governing Commis 
sion to decide that this aid was no longer indispensable. At the same time, 
h~>wever, it decided that the Commission should have the right to request the 
maintenance or the return of all or part of the troops entrusted with pre
serving order if the need should make itself felt before the constitution of this 
gendarmerie. The Council, ·during its present session, mvited file Governing 
Commission to insert in its periodical reports detailed informati,on on the 
development of this local gendarmerie and the prospects of the~eduction of 
the French troops. • 

As regards the jurisdiction of the French military courts, M. Rault i>rought 
out that these courts exercise no authority at the present moment over Saar 
inhabit_ants. In fact, the in_habita?_ts, of the Saar may.b',, tried only by their 
own tribunals. The extenswn dunng the. state of siege. last August. of the 
competence of the military h·ibunals, whose authority 1s exercised in the 
name of th" Commission· and not of the Government of the country to which 
the officers constituting it belo~g, was an extraordinary measure im;titutcd 
by exce~ti~nal circum~tanc~s. A High ~ourt of Jusrtice has been created at 
Saarlpms m conformity w1th the provisions of the Treaty of Versailles· tef 
handle cases whic~ do ~ot come within the competens:e of th~ ordinary tri
bnnals. The .CounCil dec1ded to send to the German Governmen•t a copv of 
the report adopted. • 
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2. Expulsion of lnhabita'Jili; f,..m the Ten·ifRr!l of the Saar. - M. Rault 

.aKplained !.0 tlte Council that the measures in question had been taken by the· 
• genera1 in command of the • French troops against certain persons as • a 

rfll>ult of the strike of offi.cials which !lad broken out last August and 
wliich lwld obliged the Goveming Commissiofl to proclaim a state of 
siege. The Commission succeeded in stopping the strike in eight. days 
and in preventing it f1·om spreading to the miners. A little more than 
half of the decrees of expulsion were immediately withdrawn. At the 
same time the Gove,ning Commission had set itself to defining tile status of 
"inhabitant of the Saar, " a title which the Treaty •or Peace employs without 
such definition. 

It sliould be noted that the inhabitants of the Saar cannot henceforth be 
the object of measures of expulsion f1·om.the Territory. 

The Council recommended to the Governfng Commission to initiate a new 
inquiry into cases where the decree of expulsion. still remains ope1·ative 
against certain eersons in m·der tO I~dUC6 to the lowest number COmpatible 
with the maintenance of order in the Si)ar Basin the number of persons 
expeUed. The result of each enquir·y ~hould be sent for information to the 
Council of the League as soon as possib',e. 

The. members of the Council unanimously associated themselves wiLh the 
felicitations addressed to M. Rault by Viscount Ishii, Mr. !'~her and Marquis 
Imperi~Jj for the spirit of wisdom, good-will and liberality •of whi~h the · 
Governing Commission had given .proof on this occasion. A copy ofthe report 
adopted has been sent to the German Govern~ent fo1• Jnformation. 

. . 
3. Use of French Money in the Pub_lic Services of the Saar. - As regards 

the introduction of French money in the administration of the railroads, posts 
a.nd telegruphs of the Saar Valley, the Council. after a careful study, declared 
that this decision did not give rise to any observation on its part. It authorised 
the Secretary-General to make this decision known to the 'German Gove1·n
ment. 

2. THE FREE CIT'l OF DANZIG. 

Several sessions of the Council were .devoted to the examinalion of 
questions raised by the administration of the Free City of Danzig and decisions 
reached on all outstanding points. • 

The representatives of the parties concerned took part in the discussions, 
Professor Askenazy.for Poland, and Dr. Sahm, P1·esident of the Senate, for the 
Free City. Ge.neral Haking, High .Commi~sionet of the League of Nations at 
Danzig. also took Pl!rt imd Flrofessor Noe, Director of the Arms Factory at 
Dunzig, r'eJti.fied • 

• 
(e} TV!e Defence of the Free City. . . 

The Council unanimously adopte4 e resolution presented by Viscount 
Ishii, the principal passage of which. is the following: 

1. The Polish Government is particularly fitted to ensure, it' ciJ•cum-
• stances require it, and in the following conditions, the defence of Danzig, 

by land, as well as .the muinten~nce of·order on the territory of the F1·ee 
City in the event of the local police forces p1·oving insuffi('ieut. • 

\}'ith this object in view the High Commissioner will, if occasion 
arises, request instructtons from the Council of the League of Nations and 
will, if he•thinks fit, submit prpposels. • 
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The lli~ Commissioner ~an invite th~ Poli~? G~ver~men t to. assure e 

tlefence of Danzi<7 or the maintenance of order I>n cert£Hn prescribed case.;. 
WLen the object" sought shall have been attain~d to the satisfaction' of the• 
High Commissioner, the Polish tros>ps shall_be WI~h~rawn. m all these ca~es 
the Council may provide for the collaMrat10n with ~oland of one or more 
Members of the League. Moreov.er, he shall present a general report on the 
measures for which it may be necessary to provide in the above cases. ~e 
was also charged with studying the means of creating in the port of Danztg, 
without establishing a naval base, a "port d'attache" forb Polish war-vessels, 
although the Council has fwt yet reached a decision on the maritime defence 
of the Free City. 

(b) Relations between Poland and Df!nzig .. 

As regards the Treaty concl~ded on No;.ember 9th, 1920, between Poland 
and Danzig, to regulate the relations ~etween the two parties and which 
contains several articles necessitating a later agr·eement between. them, the 
High Commissioner insisted uponcthe necessity of establishing such agPee-
ment with the least possible delay. o 

The date of July 31st next was then proposed by Professor Askenazy as 
the limit for negotiations between Poland and the Free City, and was accepted o 

by Dr. Sahm. If the two parties have not I'eached agreement by that diite, 
they will appeal to the High Commissioner of the League. 

(c) Constitution of the Free City. 

By a resolution dated November 17th, the Council of the League decided 
to place the constitution of the Free City under the guarantee of the League c 

on condition that certain amendmEUlts were made in it. The amendments 
requested by the Council have been effected with the exception of those r~
lating to the Senate of the Free City. At the present moment, the President 
of the Senate and seven other Senators are named for twelve years and are 
not legally obliged to resign in case the Popular Assembly does not approue 
the policy of the Senate. The members of the Council were unanimously of 
opinion that it was absolutely necessary to reduce the length of the term of 
office of the principal Senators. 

Consequently, the following clause will be introduced into the Constitution 
of the Free City :-

"The President and the seven other Senators on the Main Standing 
Committee shall be elected by the Popular Assembly for four years. 
The elections must not t,Flke place earlier th~;~.n six months, and not .later 
than twelve months, after the beginning of the term of office of a Popular 
Assembly constituted after a new election. They" shall assume their 
duti~s one year after the beginning of the term of office of this llssembly." 

0 

(d) Manu{actu.re, Sale, Storage an4 Transport of War Material in· tJauzig 
Territory. • 

The Gouncil finally regulated the q.J.le~tion of the manufacture of arms 
at Danzig by adopting the following resolution: 

(i} All manufacture of arms a tDanzig must immediately come to an end. 

(ii) This decision includes also the manufacture of sporting rifles~ 
Moreover, the temporary storage and t1·ansit of ~ar material is forbidden 
ex~ept with the previous consent ot the Council of the Leagpe, although" v 

this do~s •. not of course affect the rights possessed by 'Poland an~ Germany 
as provided for by the Treaty of Versailles. • 

• 
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The High Commissione! represents in the mime of the Lleague the 

• .authority wll•ch is t.o decid'e what is and wh;t is not war material. . . ~ • • 
(e) Poland's Rwht o{ Access to the Sea.- As Poland hos byexistingT•·eaties 

and t::onvcntions the rig4t•of importing its \var mfi~rial through Danzig, an 
Accord hns "been completed between Poland a.nd Danzig to give to the f01·mer 
fol' the landing and passage of this material a site sufficiently isolated and 
e;listant from the Ft·ee City itself. The Harbour Board of the Free City will 
settle the question of t!1c definite location of the premises necessary for Poland. 

Poland shall have the right to introduce into tho! place reserved for it a 
gunrd entrusted with measures of ot•der and safety which the presence of 
dangerous material necessitates. The High Commissioner of the League at. 
Dnnzig will have the right to he kept inf01·med of the strength of this per
sonnel. which will he fixed by him ip ugreemeJJ.l with the Polish Government. 
This personnel cannot bear arms outside t.his area. 

• 

(t) The Finafl~es of the Ft'ee Ct'ty .. -The tinanoial situation of Danzig 
appe!llrs rather serious. It is thought, nevertlieless, that it will improve mp•dly 
if Polan.d and the Free City reach agreement upon !.he Tt·eaty ofNovembet· 9th. 
Nevertheless, in view of the pressing financial difficulties, t.he Council decided 
to enti'Ust the Provisional Economic and Finaneial Crunmis~ion with making 
a study of the financial situation of the F1·ee City and of preparing a report 
for the next session of the Council. • • 

(g) GermanPoUsh Dtmlig 1.'ransit Convent.i~r~ .. - Having examined the 
Tr·ansit Convention concluded between Germany of the oue part and Poland 
and the Free City of Danzig of the other, the C~uncil decided that this Con
'Vention was not in contradiction with t.he status of the Free City. 

\h) Time Limit.~ fixed.- The Council finally fixed at 40 days the period 
within which an appeal by Poland or Danzig may be made against u decision 
of the High Commissioner. On the other hand, the right given the High 
Coll\missioner by the Convention between Poland and Danzig to veto a Treaty 
ot· un International Agreement must be exercised within a maximum delay of 
th t·ee.months . 

• 
MINORITIES • 

• 

The question of the method of execution of the many Tr·eaties recently 
drawn for the protection of minorities was discussed by the Council and 
some modifications introduced as a r·esult of a ioint proposal submitted by 
Poland and Czecho-Slovakia. • 

Austria1 liungary Bulgaria and Turkey, th1·ough the Treaties of Peace, 
and Polanq, Czecho-Slovakia, Roumania, Yugo-Slavia, Gr~ece and Ar·menia 
through spe~al Treaties, have agr·ecd that racial, religious, and linguistic 
minorities are entitl~d to certain minimum rights which constitute obligations 
of international concern which are to be placed under· the guarantee of the 
League. • 

In addition the Assembly decided .that the Baltic and the Caucasian 
States, as well as Albania, when admitted to membership in the League, 
should be invited to take the necessary measures to enforce the principles of 
the Minorities Treaties and to arrange with the Council the detail::; to carry 
thrs into effect. Accordingly the questions of F,innish and Albanian Minm·it.ies 
'ire at the present momenl> being dealt with Ly the Council. 
• In order to make these agreementg effective, the minority treattes l·H'ovide 
that each intec-ested c~u9t1·y agree that any member of the Council of the 
League shaft have the right .to draw to the attention of the Gouncil any 

• • • 
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infraction ~r dange~ of infraction of these ~bligations, and that_ the Council 
• can take such action and give such di;ectio~ .as it may d~em p_roper ~~cl 

errective in the circumstances. At its meeting tast October the Coun<':Iiladopte<l. • 
on the proposal. of Signor Tittoni, Representative of Italy,. a detailed pt:oce-
dure for dealing with mi~ority petitioMs. • • . ~ 

The Polish and Czecho-Slov1:1k· Governments, however, each proposed 
certain modifications, which should give the State containing the minority a 
more immediate opportunity of expressing its view-point. As the proposl:lls ofo 
both Governments were very similar, a confer.ence ,petween the two was 
initiated by the Secretar~t and a joint proposal submitted to .the Cou~cil a?d 
adopted by it on June 27th. According to this resolution, every request relattve 
to the protection of minorities emanating from sources not renkmg as Mem
bers of the League shall be communicated before being distributed to the 
members of the Council to the ,inte'l·ested ,IS tate. The State should inform the ' 
Secretat·iat within thrCJl weeks whethet• or not it desires to transmit any 

· obser·vutions. If so. a period of two 1~onths will be granted to send in these 
observations, which will be communicated simultaneous)~· with the demand c 

in question to the Couneil and tl9 the Members of the League. This de6i.sion 
is to enter· into for·ce immediately as regat·ds Poland and Czecho-Sh:wakia, 
while other States. having accepted similar agreements will be invited to 
mak'e known wh,B~er •they desire to have the same procedu1·e applied aso 
regards them. o • 

• 

VI. Social Questions. 

OPIUM. 

The Council considered a detailed report of Mr. V. K. Wellington ~oo, 
Chinese Representative, on the Report of the Advisory Committee on the 
Traffic in Opium which was authorized by the Assembly and which assem
bled at Geneva jn May The Council decided not only to ca1•ry out the specific 
recommendations made in that report, but to take a step somewhat in advance of 
it. M. \Vellington Koo pointed out that whereas international co-operation 
had hither·to been directed only towards the progre[sive limitation 'bf the 
Traffic in Opium, the conviction was now beginning to prevail in mant • 
countries that it was trme for the progressive suppression of its production. 
He said that to deal with the opiu-m problem :satisfactorily it was necessary 
to go to the very root of the question, and to this end the cultivation of opium 
should be reduced progressively and eventually limited to strictly medioinal 
and scientific pm·poses. This view, seconded by M. Hanotaux, was adopted 
by the Council, and a Res9lution was passed to the effect that the Advisory 
Committee on the Traffic in Opium be requested to consider an:d report at its 
next meeting on the possibility of instit'llting a~ enquiry to determine 
:1pproximlitely the average requ~rements of r?w and prepared orJ~m specified 
m Chapters 1 and 2 of the Opmm Conventwn for medicinal and scientific 
pur·poses in· different countries. 

0 

At the st~me time the recommendation of the Advisory Committee thl.l.t the 
!ntemational Health Organisation tlnquire into the average requirements of 
dr·ugs sper:itie~ in Chapter 3 ~f the Convention for medical and otner legitimate 
lllii'JlOSes m dt!Terent countries was approved. The Council also decided on 
the r·ecommendation of th" Committee, to invite States Members or' the 
League which have not yet sig1,1ed or ratified the Opium Convention, to d<1so 
ns soon as possib1e and to request the Netherlands Government to continue 
its ~t":orts t? s~cure ratification by States not Membe1·s of the League. It a)l'it) 
decided to m:1_te Governments already parties to the ConventJon to adopt- a 
further provision whereby every application {or tb.e export <Jf any of the 
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s~astances men.tioned in the.t.:onveiltion shall be accompanied by a certificate · 
• !<rom the- Government of the importing country that the import is approvM 

by ~hat .Government and is required for JeQitiinute purposes, and in case of 
drugs cov~ed by Chap~f 3 of the {:onvention, ethe certificate shall state 
specifically that they are required solely for ~edicinal or scientific purposes. 

The Rttention of the Contracting Powers having treaties with China is to 
• be directed to the provisions of Article 15 of the Convention, in order that 

the most etfective st&p possible may be taken to prevent the contraband trade 
in opium and other dangerous di'Ugs. Mr. \Vellingtolll Koo felt it unnecessary to 
make specific recommendations as regards the reported poppy cultivation in 
China, as he pointed out that the President of the Republic has recently issued a 
mandate enjoining the provincial authorities under pain of severe punishment 
to do their best to exterminate the. opium eviJ, and the Chinese Government 
has decided to appoint High Commissioners to proceed to the three provinces 
where political difficulties have cause\1 a recrudescence of poppy cultivation," 
in order to inve~igate and report to the Government.. 

• • • 

• 

• 

2. THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN. 

The International Conference called by the Asa;enfhl~ of the League of 
Nati~ns to consider measures for the suppressiOn of the T.raffic in \Vomen 
and Child1·en opened in Geneva on 30th June with 34 States representw and 
under the presidency of M: Michel Levie, former Belgian Minister of Finance. 
The Conference is based upon Article 23 of othe Covenant, which provides 
that the Members of the League "entrust the ~eague with the general supet·
vision ove1· the execution of agreements with regard to the traffic in women 
and children," and comes at a time when those most familiar with the tmffic 
fea.r that a great inc1·ease may take place owing to the removal of passport 
and other restt·ictions imposed by the war. 

International co-operation to suppress this 11·affic dates back to the year 
1899, when unofficial organisations in several countries created at London 
the International Bureau for the Suppression of the T1·affic in Women and 
Children to co-ordinate and strengthen the initiative of private o1·ganisations 
intel'ested in the question. As a result of its activities, fifteen Governments 

• concluded an agt•eement in 1904 which became effective the following year, 
by the terms of which officials were named in each of the signatory count1·ies 
with full power to cor1·espond' directly with similar authorities in other 
States. Moreover, the signutor·ies agreed: 

(1). To have a watch kept, especially in railway stations and pm'ls 
of emba1·cation. 

• (2) to question foreign prostitutes on the rcnsons which have led 
them ~o leave then·.countri"es and to repatriate them. 

(3/To exer·cise, so for as their legislation per~ its,. o control oYer 
the bureaux or agencies engaged in finding occupation nhrood for women 

. and young girls. • 

The experience obtained from Lhe entry into fot·ce of' this Accot·d having 
proved that it was totally insuffi~ieil.t, a new International Conference of 
Government Representatives met in 1910. Each State pat'tieipating agreed, in 
cpse its legislation was not sufficient, to provide penalties fo1· those engaged 
in the traffic, but only a few of the Signatory States have since done so. 
. When the Covenant was drawn up at Paris, it was specificalty p1·ovided 

~thnt the League should be entrusted with m.easures for the suppres!;ion of 
this tnlflic. ~onsequer.1ny, t!Je Council at its Session at Rome in May, 1920, . -
approved the nomination ol'an official in the Secretariat especi"lllly chal'gcd 

• with keeping it't touch with ali relevant questions. The Council also expressed . . 
• 
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the desir; that an International Confe'"renci pe convoked, at the eal'l~est 
ilossible moment by the Intemational Bur~u for the Suppressioa of tg~ o 

Traffic in Women and Children. but this proved impossibl,e a11d the Bureau 
0 

left the initiat ye to the Lf.ague. c ' o o 

The quesLion then r.ame c before the Assembly, which provided for a 
Conference befo1·e its next :Meeting. The Secretariat was authorised to send 
a questionnaire to an States, asking them what legislative measures had been ° 
taken up.to the present to combat this traffic and whatrmeasures they ~xpe_ct 
to take in the future. Tt·,is questionnaire was sent out in Fobruary, and It w1ll 
be for the Conference to co-ordmale the replies received and ·to effect an agree
ment between the different Governments permitting common action. The 
Conference will also designate a Permanent Commission entrusted with 
informing the Council upon all questions relative to the tr·affic . .It is interesting 
to note that several Governments have included women iu their delegations 
to the Conference. 

3. RUSSIAN REFUGEES. 

The question of Russ an Refugees was furt.her advanced hy the e.doption 
by \he Council o~ a very detailed report submitted by M. Hanotaux. 

· Having summarised the responses made by th" diffe1·ent Governments to 
a statement sent out after the Council Meeting in February, M. Hanotaux 
suggested that the best method of reaching a solution would be to entrust· to 
a High Commissioner the iask of co-ordinat:ing the efforts ·made in the 
different countries, whethe: by the Gcvernments themselves or by private 
8l'lSOcic.tions. Pending that choice, the Secretariat was authorised to make ac 
practical study of the political, juridical and financial problems involved, to 
continue to co-ordinate the pres('\nt activities of private associations working 
on the question, and to communicate with the Governments concerned, in 
order to obtain from thern any information with regard to the question, and 
to cl:!ll as soon llS possibie a Conference of officials E~specially entrusteq by 
the different inte1·es ed countries with iollowing the question, in order to 
orgnnise the high r.ommissariat which is to be entr·usted with the handl~ng of 
the refugees. 

4. REPi..TRIATION OF PmsONBRS • . 
A report by Dr. Nansen on the Repat.riation of Prisoners was presented 

to tha Council, showmg thal the work was sLill going oo satisfactorily and 
that, if the financial situation permits, Dr. Nansen may shortly he able to 
announce· its completion. Of the three routes by which repatri~Lion is taking 
plRce, namely, the Baltic, Vladivostock, &ild the l;llack Sea, the steamer 
services from Riga to Stettin, and from Nerve and Port Baltic tz lStettin have 
continued to operate, taking back about 28,000 men sipce the last report, 
while the railroad route from the Russian frontier via Riga to Stettilb which 
was opened in April, has brought back about 16,000 men. The total number 
of prisoners of all nationalities ~epatriated by the Baltic up to June ist 
reache~ the figure of 323,850, the compination of the two routes greatly 
hastenmg the compMion of the work in this· region. 

The route via Vl&divostock wes evidently the most costly of all and 
financial considerations made it essential to reduce to the minimum the 
number _of persons repatriate~ ~ver that route. Tl?e conclusion of an agree~ . 
men.!. w1th the . Sov1et Author1t1es; permitting the passage by railroad ot 
about 20,000 pr1soners from the Omsk district to the BaltiQo, has therefope 
been. recei¥ed wit? great st~tisfaction, and has ~ade it possible' tb give up the 
Vlad1vostock ~erviCe. Nevertheless, the total number of 1wisoners replltriated 
by Vladiv~tock has reached the figure of 11,0RO. " ' 
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• 
The siluation of prisonem in the regions bordel-ing' the Black Sea is very 

pitiable and it is hoped thut arrtfngements mt&de to concentrat; them all a~ 
~· ~OVOfl>SSisk will permit them. to reach this port with much greater reguJar.ity. 

A station has been established there and a. steamer has just completed its • _ fitst voyage, taking 14_,089 p1·isoner~ of ali nationalities from Novorossisk to 
Trieste. 1t is hoped that the repatriation of .all pr1soners over this route will 
be completed within four or five months. • 

• 5. THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST TYPHUS. 

~ 

Dr. Norman White. who recontlv went to Poland in connection with 
the League of Nations Epidemics Co~mission, reported to the Councii that 
the campaign against the epid~mics ravaging Eastern Europe is making 
progress. that the number of CR~es of typhJls is considerably decreased. and 
that cholera has entirely disappeared. He insisted on the necessity of con· 
tinuing the work unde1·taken and Qf niding the Polish Govet•Jlment, who~e 
efforts have so iar ohtained great results. · 

• ·During the month the Norwegian G~vernment notified the League that 
· it . would contt·ibute 50,000 Norwegian crowns for the budgetary year 

1921-1922 to the League's Anti-Typhus Campaign. 

• 
6. RELIEF \VoRK IN EuROPEAN CouNTRIES. • 

The Council decided that, as the League of Red Cross Societies and the 
Comite Inte1·nntional de Ia Croix-Rouge had" accepted the Council's proposal 
of lAst February to form n joint Committee ~o co-ordinate voluntary relief 
work in all European countries, the Council should give its most c01·dial 
endorsement to all work undertaken by that body. Therefore the Council 
approved a le ter to be sent to all Governments explaining the co-operative 
action which had been effected and urging all Members of the League to render 
all possible assistance, notably by providing free transport and exemption 
from Customs Duties of material destined by the-Joint Committee for the use 
of distressed areas, by granting transport facilities for personnel, by providing 
op,portunities for the local purchases of foodstuffs and supplies at the lowest 
rates and by making provision for the use of public buildings for the housing 
of children and sick persons. 

July 4th. 
July. 16th. 

Jui~J5th. 

A.\lgust 1st. 
September 1st. 
September 5th. 

VI. Calendar of Events. 

Governing Body, International Labour Office, Stockholm. 
Temporary Mixed Commissiofl. on the Heduction of Arma

" ments, Varis. 
Advisory Committee on Communicl\tions and Transit, 

Geneva. . . 
International Emigration Commission, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Council. -Geneva. 
Meeting of the Second Assembly, Geneva. 

• 
• 

. 
--···· 
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I. Summary of the•Month. 
One of the principal events of the month w:m the first meeting of the Tern-

• porary Mixed Commission on the Reduction or Armaments, which took place in 
Paris, under the presidency of M. Viviani. It began with a general study of the 
prbblem of armaments, and the work was pursued in detail in three Sub-Com
missions. The latter will report te the full Commission, which is to meet again 
before the Assembly . 

• Two other important meetings were held at Geneva, namely: the Internatio
nal Conference for the.Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children, and 
the ~onsultative and Provisional Commission on Transit and Communications, 

• which had been constituted by the Barcelona Conference. · 
Among the resolutions and recommendations adopted by the Conference on 

the Traffic in Women and Children. with the object of reinforcing existing mea
sures of control, was the proposal to create a Permanent Consultative Commis
sion under the auspices of lhe League. This plan will have to be sJbmitted to the 
Council for approval. 

The Commission on Transit set up three Sub-C~mmissions to which various 
groups of questions were referred. It had also to deal with several matters 
submitted.to it by the Barcelona Conference and by the Council. 

Steps were taken to put into eiTcct several resolutions p~ssed by the Council 
at its last meeting'. A circular letter was issued inviting all the Mandutory 
Power1 to submit reports on their administr:ation of mandated territories to the 
Pennanent Commission on Mandates, and another letter was despatched asking 
the Members of the League if they wish to ~e represented at the conference of offi
cials to be summoned with a view to•organising a High Commissariat to deal with 
the question of Russian refugees. 

~ 

• The Swedish Government has addressed a note to the Secretary-General, 
urging the importance of the establishment, with the least possible delay, of the 

• fresh neutralisation agreements in connection with the Aaland Islands, acc:,ording 
to a resolutiou of the Council. • 

The re~tlies of Pohina and Lithuania to the decision taken b)& the Council • of the League on June 28th have been received by M. H Y MANs,. who will shortly 
• an~ounce his decision . 

• 
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'" • • ' .. h dJ ' An important notification was received from the Bntls an apan~~ 
Governments, concerning the Anglo-Japanese Agreement of July 13th, !911. o 

0 

A questionnaire on public finances V\as sent to an.qovernments Members> of 
the League, and to all Governments represented at the Brussels" Financial 
Congress. The replies will enable the League to continue the comparative study 
of public finances which was begun at Brussels. 

In order to facilitate closer contact between the Secretariat and the Latin
American countries, two ~embers of the Secretariat have been sent on a mission 
to South America. 

The provisional agenda of the Assembly has been circulated. Albania has 
asked that the decision of the Ceuncil with regard to her request concerning her 
disputes with Greece an~ the Se~b-Croat-Siovene State shall be inserted in the 
agenda. It is hoped that the Assembly will be able to proceed with the election 

c 

of judges for the Permanent Court of International Justice. J>rogress has been 
made with the ratification of the Sbtute, as well as with the nominations for the 
election of the judges of the Court. o 

11. Organisation of the League. 
1. MIXED ARMAMENTS COMMISSION. 

From July 16th to 19th ~he Temporary Mixed Commission on the Re
duction of Armaments held its first session in Paris to carry out the task entrusted 
to it by the Assembly. 

The work connected with disarmament had hitherto been carried 
out by the Permanent Military, Naval and Aerial Commission on Arm
aments, created by the Council of the League in conformity. with Article 8 
of the Covenant. But as the question involved vast consequences of a political, 
social, economic and financial, as well as of a military, character, it was 
felt that a body comprising specialists in all these fields was necessary. It was 
consequently decided by the Assembly to create a Temporary Mixed Commi:;sion 
composed of six political men, six military, naval or aerial experts chosen from 
among the members of the Permanent Commission on Armaments, four econo
mists and financiers, three representatives of workmen's organisations, and three 
representativPs of employers. The following persons were chosen as members 
of the Commission: 

Political Members : 

M. VIVIANI {France), President. 
M. BRANTING (Sweden); as he was unable to be present, his place c 

was temporarily taken by M. Engberg. \.. 
l\Ir. H. A. L. FISHER (Great Britain). 
Senator ScHANZER (ltaly). 
M. TATSUKE (Japan). 
M. RIVAs VIcUNA (Chile). 

Military and Naval Experts, chosen Jiom the members of the Permanent Com-
mission on Armaments : 

Marshal FAYOLLE (France). ~ 

Admiral GouGH-CALTHORPE (Great Britain). 
Brig.-Gen. MARIETTI (Italy). 
General INAGAKI (Japan). 
Marquis DE MAGAZ (Spain). 
Admiral PENIDO (Brazil). 
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• • 
• Economists and Financil/rs: • 
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M. JANCOVIC! (Aoumania). 
Sit James BRUNYATE, K.C.S.l. (fndia). 
M. Albert ~JANSSEN (Beigium). • 
Professor BENINI, who had been appointed but was unable to 

attend. 

Employers' Rep,.esentatives: 

M. HooAcz (Czecho-Slovakia). 
Mr. LANGKJAER (Denmark). 
Mr. Thomas FINLEY (Canapa), who had been appointed but was 

unable to attenrl. • 

• Representali11es of Workmen's Organisations: 

M. JouHAUX (France). 
M. THORBERG (Spain). 

• 

M. OuoEGEEST (Holland), 
unable to attend. 

who had been appointed but was • 

Shortly before the meeting of this Commission, the President of the United 
• States had issued his invitation to the Governments of the Principal Allied and 

Associated Powers and to China, to send Deleg~ttes to a Conference to be held 
, in Washington to consider the settlement of the Pacific problem and the more 

general question of disarmament. M. VIVIANI, President of the Temporary 
Mixed Commission, in his opening speech, expressed. great satisfaction at Presi
dent Harding's initiative, and declared that the result of the work which the 
Mixed Commission was about to accomplish would be of great use to the Govern
ments meeting in Washington for the solution of the particular problems which 
interested them. 

• Mr. FISHER, the British Delegate, and Senator ScHANZER, the Italian 
• Delegate, also expressed their sympathy with President Harding's proposal. All 

the members were of opinion that the work of the Commission and that of the 
Washington Conference aimed at the same obj~t. namely, the peace of the world, 
although it was being pursued by i:lifferent means. The Commission is a body 
of experts, chosen individually from fifteen different countries, 'but not repre
senting their respective Governments, and summoned to discuss general prin
ciples concerning disarmament, whereas the Washington meeting will be a 
Conference oJ. Government representatives to deal ewith the solution of various 
concrete questions involving their particular interests . 

• 
I 

The first objeet of the session was to allow the various groups to come 
into centact and have a general exchange of views on the problems submitted 
to them. • 

• 
• 

The Commission therefore started by taking cognisance of all the work 
already accomplished by the Assembly, the Council and the Permanent Military 
Gommission, particularly as regards the private manufacture of arms, the traffic 
in arms, the right of invistigation of armaments in ex-enemy States, the ex-

_,change of information concerning military matters between various Memtlers of 
the League, €l,tc. Several discussions took place on particular points. Senator 
Schanzer declared that, fn otder to arrive at a general reduction of-armaments, 
it was necessary to know exactly what was the present state o£. the world from . . . 

S. d. !f. - H. B. No.4. - 2_700. - • 
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• 
the point err view of military expenditur~ on atmies. He therefore proposed 

• that a statistical enquiry should be held .fot the purpose of co:rppariftg 
the actual expenditure on irmaments in 1921 with that of 1913, the" 
effectives of the various armies, 1iheir §tocks of wat materia!, etc., and tl:.at 
a Sub-Commission should 'be appointed to deal witli this matter. Mr. Fisher 
agreed to the proposal, addinl! that such a Sub-Commission should also 
inquire into the extent to which national expenditure on armaments could be , 
estimated from the military budgets of the various States. He then made a 
general surVey of the various difficulties that stood at \he present moment 
in the way of disarmaU:ent, such as the fact that Germany and Russia 
remained outside the League of Nations and that the question of disarmament 
depended largely on the loyal intentions of Germany in carrying out her obliga
tions. Seoo.tor Schanzer, while agreeing that it was necessary to advance by 
degrees, insisted that the. Commission must "assert its intention of carrying out 
•th~ principles contained in Article 8 of the Covenant in favour of a general re-
duction of Armaments. 

c 

0 

M. Jouhaux, workmen's representative, insisted that the Commission should 
follow the path marked out for the League of Nations, namely: that of a solution 
by means of interqational undertakings which would give the different peoples • 
the necessary assurances that disarmament would be achieved. In this eon
necticn, he proposed in the first instance that a general international conference 
should be summoned to study the practical means for carrying out paragr!lph 5 
of Article 8 of the Covenant, c<fncerning the private manufacture of arms. On 
the other hand, in order to arrive at a mutual control of armaments in all States 
Members of the League, M. Jouhaux called attention to a decision of the As-

• sembly according to which this control could only be instituted as the result of 
an amendment to Article 8 of the Covenant, and he proposed that a Sub-Com
mission should be appointed to prepare this amendment and to submit it to the 
Assembly of the League in September. 

The Commission finally decided that the work entrusted to it should be 
distributed among three Sub-Commissions. 

The First Sub-Commission is composed as follows:-President, Mr. Fisfter; 
Vice-President, M. Rivas Vicuna; Members: Admiral Gough-Calthorpe, Oeneral • 
Marietti, M. Jouhaux, M. Hodac,?, M. Jankovici. Its object is to deal with the 
aud the manufacture of arms and war material, the Arms Traffic Convention, 
private institution of a Central International Bureau for the control of the traffir 
in arms. 

The Covenant of the League of Nations (para. 5 of Art. 8) states that " the 
Members of the League sgree that the manufacture by private <enterprise of 
munitions and implements of war is open to graye objection. The Council shall 
advise how the evil ~ffects attendant upon such manufacture could bt prevented, 
due regard being had to the necessities of those Members of tlw League which are 
not able to manufacture the munitions and implements of war necessary for their 
safety. " The proposal of M. Jouhaux, that the matter should be the object of 
an international conference, has been submitted to this Sub-Commission. It 
will be the subject of statements by M. Hoda~z and by M. Jouhaux to the plenary 
meeting in September. 

The proposal by Sir Hubert Llewelyn Smith, who took the place of Mr. Fisher 
in the Sub-Commission, on the same subject, will also be studied by the Sub
Commission. It provides for a report on the nature of the serious objections 
mentioned in Article 8 of the Covenant and on the evil effects which, according to " 
the same Article, are attendant upon the private manufacture of all!lS. It also" 
provides for the consideration of the measures to be adopted to eliminate 
these evil effects, taking into account the necessities ~c>f such States " 
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• 
Members of the League as aretmab~ to manufacture the war materlal a"nd muni-: 
~f'ons necessary for their satetv. 0 

' . 
• • 

• The Italian GeneralMAIIIF.Tl'I alsoopl:esented a spggestion whereby the manu-
facture of arms and war material should be .entrusted only to firms for whom 
such manufactures repr£"sent neither the whole nor even the principal part of 
their output. 

The control of t~c traffic in arms and ammunition is also one of. the subjects 
of the Sub-Commission. The Assembly having endorsed the Treaty of St.-Germain, 
the object oi which was to prevent the export of war materials into semi
civilised and warlike countries, all Members of the League were urged to ratify 
the Convention as soon as possible. Although some twenty Governments have 
expressed their intention of ratifying, it Appears that the universal adoption of 
the· Convention is impossible until the United States-adhere to the Convention. 
The Sub-Commission will report on th£~.situation and see what steps can be taken. 
The Central Inte!'natlonal Bureau which is to be created to deal with the traffic 
in arms ·wm of course depend on the future f>f the Convention itself . 

• 

1'he Second Sub-Commission is composed as follo"W"S:- P.resident, M. VIVIANI; 
Me7nbers: M. BRANTING, M. TATSUKE, l\L THORBERG, Marshal"FA~OLLE, General 
INAGAKI. M . .JANKOVICI. M. LANGKJAER. It will deal with the right of investigation 
of the armaments of the ex-enemy States in confnrrnity with Article 213 of the 
Treaty of Versailles, and with the corresponding•Articles of the Treaty of St.-Ger
main,. Neuilly and Trianon, in accordance with.the decisions already taken by 
the Council of the League of Natious; the mutual exchange of information on 
annaments between the Members of the League; and the mutual control of this 
information, as provided for by Article 8 of the Covenant. 

The proposal of M. JouuAux concerning an amendment to Article 8 of the 
Covenant, whereby the Members of the League should be bound to oarry out 
exchange of information, will be submitted to the Commission at its next 
me~ting, and eventually to the Assembly. 

The proposal of the Assembly that the Members of the League should not 
increase their expenditure on armf!.ments dui'!.ng the next two years has been 
accepted by a certain number of Governments on the condition of reciprocity. 
The Sub-Commission will examine the various replies received. ·and the matter 
will be subsequently submitted to the Assembly . 

• 
The Third Sub-Commission is composed as follows:- PresidenJ: Senator 

ScHANZER ;yice-President: Sir James BRUNYATE; Members: M. JANSSEN, Professor 
BENINI, M. OuoEQEEST, Mr. Thomas FINLEY, Marshal FAYOLLE, Marquis de 
MAGAZ, Admiral PENIDO. 

• 

The President outlined the various means whereby the actual state of 
armaments in any given country t:ould be estimated, and general lines were 
laid down for a questionnaire on the subject to be submitted to the Commission 
!!nd eventually distributed to the various Governments. 

These three Sub-Commissions will report to the full Commission when it 
meets again in Septembe1, and the Commb"Sion will then report to the A~sembly 
of the League. 

• • 
• 
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" • ' I 2. PERMANENT CoURT OF !NTERNA~IONAL JUSTICE • 
• 

Ratifications of the Statute. 
• • • 

The process of ratifying the Statute of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice has made some progress auring the last month. The States which have 
actually deposited their acts of ratification with the League are Albania, Austria, 
Denmark, Holland, Italy, Sweden and Switzerland. The Secretariat has just 
been officially informed that the King has signed the :ct of ratification for 
the British Empire as a whole, and that the King of Norway has signed the 
Norwegian act of ratification. The Bulgarian ratification has been completed 
and is in course of transmission. The Greek Chamber has ratified. The 
French ratification has already. been vot~d by Senate and Chamber. The 
representatives of Belgivm, Japan, Spain and Brazil at the last session of the 

•Council stated that the ratifications of their respective countries would be depo-
~ 

sited before September. The Governments of Poland and Ro~mania have made 
similar declarations, and unofficial> statements to the same effect have reathed 
the Secretariat from several countries. China is also ready to ratify. The 
Federal Congress of Venezuela and the Legislature of the Republic of Costa Rica 
have voted the ratificati~Dn of the act. 

• 0 

Signatures of the Statute. 
0 

On the other hand, forty-ope Governments have signed the Statute of the Court 
since last November, namely, Albania, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, British Empire, 
Czocho-Slovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, India, Italy, Japan, Liberia, 
Luxemburg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Persia, 
Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Salvadol', Serb-Croat-Slovene State, Siam, South 
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay, Venezuela. 

Of the forty-one signatories, the following eleven have accepted the optidnal 
clause concerning compulsory jurisdiction: Bulgaria, Costa Rica, Denmark, 
Finland, Holland, Liberia, Luxemburg, Portugal, San Salvador, Switzerfand, 
Uruguay. Of these eleven, four, namely, Bulgaria, Denmark, Holland and' 
Switzerland, have ratified the Statute, including the compulsory jurisdiction 
clause. ' 

Nominations of Judges. 

The States which have hitherto sent in nominations of candidates are Austria, 
Brazil, Chile, Guatemala, Haiti, Portugal, Roumania. The nominations include 
Chief Justices of the Supreme Courts of their respective countries,cirofessors of 
Law at national universities and former Ministers and Pr,esidents of Senates. 
Each country may submit a list of not more than four nominees, of whom two 
only may be of its own nationality. "Brazil has taken the opportunity of nominat
ing Mr. Elihu Root; Portugal, M. Raymond Poincare; Chile, Lord Finley; Siam, 
Dr. Roscoe Pound (Dean of the Law Schoolof Harvard University) and M.M.P. 
Friis (Judge of the Supreme Court and Chief Guardian of Denmark); and Austria, 
Dr. Max Huber (Professor of Zurich University) and M. Karl Schlyter (Judge of 
the Supreme Court in Stockholm and member of the Swedish Diet). The lists 
of nominees are 'to serve as a panel from which the,Council and Assembly are 
to chcose the eleven judges and the four deputy-judges of the International Court" 
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• 
3." MANDATES REPORTS • 

• • • The first Assembly a~opted a recommendation to the effect that the Manda-
tory Powers should be asked to present to the Perma!.ent Mandates Commission 
a report on the recent administration of the territories confided to their care. The 

• Covenant of the League provides, among other things, that the Mandatory Powers 
shall present such ann~al reports on their administration and that the rennanent 
Mandates Commission of the League shall receive and _examine these reports and 
advise the Council on all matters concerning the execution of Mandates. At 
its meeting last month the Council, acting on the recommendation of the As
sembly, passed a resolution directing the Secretary-General to invite not only 
those Powers whose Mandates have .been aJ~proyed, but also those Powers whose 
Mandates have not yet been approved, to submit reports . 

• 
• A and B Mdhdates. 

• Ol the three categories of Mandates outlined in the Covenant. the A and 
B categories have not yet been finally approved by the Council, owing to the 

• fact that there are still outstanding points concernipg the allocation of the 
Mandates (which rests, under the Treaty of Versailles, with the Principal 
Allied and Associated Powers) upon which the United States a'hd the "-llied 
Powers have not yet reached agreement. The fact that the A and B Mandate 
territories are still under a temporary regime did not preclude the Council from 
agreeing to the Assembly Resolution referred to above, and the Secretary
General has accordingly issued the invitations to •an the Mandatory Powers to 

• send in reports, if possible before the Assembly, for transmission to the Per
m~nent Mandates Commission. 

When the Council reached this decision, the Representatives of France and 
Great Britain declared that, with respect to the former German territories 
allotted to them, but for which the Mandates had not yet been confirmed by 
the Council, there would be presented to the respective Parliaments reports of 
whieh the League could take cognisance. 

The territories in the A and B categories are as follows:-
• 

Category A. Mesopotamia anti Palestine, allotted to Great Britain, Syria 
(including Lebanon), allotted to France. • 

Category B. Portions of East Africa, Togo and the Cameroons, allotted 
to Britain, France, and Belgium. 

C Mandates. • 
The ieJt of the C Mandates was approved by the Council on December 

17th, 1920, and it i~ from this date that the administration of the Mandatory 
Power!! in these territories has been in force. 

The Governments exercising these Mal'ldatory Powers have been asked in 
the ordinary way to submit their reports ~s provided for in the Covenant. 

The territories in category C a~ as follows:-

The fornier German possessions in the Pacific, south of the Equator, with 
the exception of Nauru and Samoa, allotted to Australia. 

The former .German possessions north of the Eq11ator, allotted to 
Japan. (The Government of the United States of America has pr.ptested 
agaipst the allotment of the Island of Yap to Japan). 

• Samoa, allotted to New Zealand. 
Nauru, allotted to the British Empire. 
so•uth-West Africa, allotted to South Africa. 
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• 
'4 .• THE CoNSULTATIVE CoMMISSION ON CoMMVNtCATIONs AND TRAN~IT. ., ~ 

" • The Technical and Consultative Commission on Communic:rtions and Tra~'lit, 
set up by the Barcelona Conference last April in accord"ance with a decision of the 
Assembly, held its first meeting ill Geneva from July 25th to 28th. 

The scope and functions of the Commission are clearly laid down in the 
Assembly Resolution and in the proceedings of the Barcelona Conference. The 
Commission· is a technical and consultative body composad of Members of the 
League, dealing with all n1'atters that arise out of that part of Article 23 (e) of 
the Covenant which concerns freedom of communications and transit. The Com
mission also is to assist the Council and the Permanent Court of International 
Justice in a number of cases provided for in the various clauses of the Treaties 
of Peace concerning ports, waterways and rnilways, particularly as regards the 
~ettlement of differences: Finally, it will be the task of the Commission to 
supervise the application of the Conventions passed at Barcelona, to suggest any 
changes that it considers necrssary, and to assist in the settlelflent of any differ
ences that may arise between States .,over the interpretation of these Conventions . 

The Commission consists of the following members:--
• c 

M. van EvsiNGAg Professor at the University of Leyden; 
Member of the Central Rhine Committee . • . . 

M. STIEVENARD, Member of the Belgian Delegation of the 

. 

Holland. 

Central Rhine Committee o • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Belgium. 
M. MoNTARROYos, Engineer, former Captain of the General 

< 
Staff. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Brazil. 

M. Francisco AMUNATEGUI, Secretary-General of the Mixed 
Courts of Arbitration . . 

Dr. CHou-WEI, Civil Engineer 
M. AGUERO, Minister to Berlin 
M. CoLDING, Departmental Head 

Works . . . . . . . . . . 
at the Ministry of Public 

Colonel BALDWIN, British Representative on the Waterways 
Commissions . . . . . • ·. • . . . . . . . . . . 

M. BROCKMANN, Inspector-General of Roads and Bridges. . . 
M. PusTA, Esthonian Minister to Paris . . . . . . . . . 
M. CLAVEILLE, Senator, former' Minister o,f Public Works, 

President of the Rhine Commission • . . . . . . . . 
M. SINIGALIA, 'chief Inspector of Railways, Italian representa

tive on the Waterways Commission . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr. SA TAKE, Former Director-General to the Ministry of Rail-

ways . . . . . . . " •: . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 
M. WIENIARSKI, former Professor·at the University of Poznan 
M. HEROLD, Director of the Toggenburg Railways, Privat-

Docent at the University of Zurich . . . . . . . . ~ 
M. FERNANDEZ Y MEDINA, Uruguayan Minister to Spain . . . 

Mexico. 
China. 
Cuba. 

Denmark. 

British Em,ttire. 
Spain. 
Esthonia. 

France. 

Italy. 

Japan. 
Poland. 

' 
Switzerland. 
Uruguay. 

The Commission devoted its first sitting, which was opened by M. Claveille, 
former French Minister of Public Works and President of the Provisional Transit 
Commission of the League of Nations, to s~tting up its Organising Committee. 
M. van Eysinga was elected President and Colonel Baldwin and M. Fernandez 
y Medina were elected vice-presidents. " 

T\le various questions on the agenda were dealt ~ith ~s follows: 
• 

(1) The Consultative Commission requested the President of, the Council of 
the League ta draw the attention of the Governmttnts which have nvt yet signed 
the Barcelona ~onventions to the desirability of nominating as soon as 

• 

( 
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• 
possible plenipotentiaries w~se dlhy it would .be to sign. The ti~e limit fixeg 

eftlr signing the Conventi"on:; expires on December 1st, 1921. In tl\ese 
• circumstances, one of the most practical wa~ of effecting this signature, in 

p8.rticular for ~tates di&tant from t~ seat of the League, would be to confer 
. plenary powers on one "of their delegates to the.As~embly next September . 

• 

(2) The question of the way in which future general conferences on 
communications an<i transit should be convened was raised at Barcelona. The 
Consultative Commission worked out a draft resfiution will be submitted to 
the next A~sembly. This draft, in accordance with the recommendation 
of the Barcelona Confenmce, lays it down that a general Conference on Com
munications and Transit can be convened on the demand of one-third of the 
Members af the League and at too seat of the League. This demand should be 
addressed to the Secretary-General and be accompa'Ilied by the agenda of t~e 
Conference. It will be the duty of tbe Secretary-General to convene the Con-

• 
• 

(3) In October, 1920, a Conference on passports, customs formalities, and 
through tickets, summoned by the League, was held- at P~ris in order to study 
tht! simplification of the formalities at present imposed olf travellers crossing 

• frontiers. The Consultative Commission took note of the replies senb> to the 
Secretariat of the League by various Governments in answer to the resolutions 
adopted by the Conference, and observed with the greatest satisfaction that a 
certain number of States had already put into Jorce some of the measures, so 
important in international relations, that were proposed, such as simplification 
of the formalities necessary to obtain passports and visas; reduction of fees; and 
unification of the regulations for passports. The Commission requested the 
Assembly of the League to call the attention of all States which have not accepted 
the recommendations of the Conference to the urgent desirability of studying 
the question and of informing the Secretary-General of the League of decisions 
eventually reached . 

• 
(4) The Commission was furthermore informed of the view expressed by the 

Barcelona Conference, that it was desirable, in order to improve international 
means of communication, that States possessing abundant electric power should 
share it with States in need or'such power. The Commission decided that 
M. SrNIGALIA should prepare a Memorandum on this important" question, which 
was raised at Barcelona by the Italian Delegation, and considered that it might 
be desirable eventually to set up a special Sub-Commission whose duty it would 
be to study the problem. • • 

• 

(5) Finally, the Council of the League had requeste'd the Commission to 
examine the suilt.bility and the means of associating with its labours, in as 
permanent and complete a manner as P.ossible, one or more of the riparian 
States of the Danube. The Commission decided to ask M. LANCAS, Director 
of the Transport Service of the Czecho-~lovak Railway Ministry, to serve on the 
Commission in the capacity of e~ert. The Commission reserved to itself the 
right of obtaining further expert assistance when questions requiring otller kinds 

0
0f expert knowledge arose. 

• 
The Commission·ag;eed on the necessity of setting up three Sub-Com,missions 

. among which the work of the plenary Commission should be divided. These 
Sub-Com.rpissions wiil ,deal permanently with different proble!lls concerning 
Transit and Communicaliofts. They will submit a report to the plenary Com
mission at its Plext session. They are constituted as follows:!.- • 
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c 
First Sub-Commission: Rqilway Trans fort. ( 

M. CLA vEILLE, President.. • 
M. SATAK<i, Vice-President. 
M. SINIGALIA. ,, 
M. BROCKMANN. 
M. HEROLD. 
M. AMUNATEGUI. 
Colonel BALDWIN. 

The preparation of the'lnternational Railway Convention, which, in accord
ance with the resolutions passed at Barcelona, should be drawn up by a general 
conference within two years, will be undertaken by this Sub-Commission, which 
will also deal with all questions of railway transport. 

<i 

• • 

Second Sub-Commission: Water Transport. 

M. MoNTARROYOS, President. 
M. WIENIARs~n, Vice-President. 
Colonel BALDWIN. 
M. VAN EYSINGA. 
M. MEDINA. 
M. STIEVENARD. 
M. CHOW-WEI. 

M. AGUERO will be attached to this Sub-Commission for all maritime ques-
tions. ' 

This Sub-Commission will deal with all questions concerning water transport ' 
and the application of the Convention on International Waterways drawn up ~t 
Barcelona. 

Third Sub-Commission; General QuP.stions and Statistics. 

M. SINIGALIA, President. 
M. HocK-CoLDING, Vice-President. 
M. AGUERO. 
M. CHOW-WEI. 
M. PusTA. 

It will be tl·.e duty of this Sub-Commission to report on all general questions 
relating to transit and communications. It will collect all necessary statistical 
information, and will prepare for the plenary Commission the information 
necessary for dealing with D).atters submitted to it between its sessio,ns . 

• 
\ 

5. THE ANGLo-JAPANESE NoTE. 

The following important notification by the British and Japanese Govern
ments relative to the Anglo-Japanese Agreement of July 13th, 1911, bearing the 
signature of Baron HAYASHI, Japanese Ambas~ador in London and Lord CuRzoN, 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain, has been received by 
the Secretariat of the League of Nations under date of London, July 7th, 1921:-

"Whereas the Governments of Great Britain and Japan informs the 
League of Nations in their joint notification of J~ly 8th, 1920, that they 
recognise the principle that if the Anglo-Japanese Alliance Agreement L 

of July 13~h, 1911, is continued after July 1921 it must be in a' ferro which 
is not inconsistent with the Covenant of the League. 

' 
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~ 

"They hereby notify ~e Lelgue pending., further action tht.t they are • 
agreed that if any situatloq arises whilst the Agreement remains in force 
in which the procedure prescribed by til$ terms of the Agreement is 

• inconsistent tith the procedure pr~scribed by the Covenant of the League, 
then the procedure prescribed by the said Co~nant shall be adopted and 
shall prevail over that prescribed by the lfgreement. " 

This notification js along the lines of Article 20 of the Covenant to the effect 
that" the Members of the League severally agree that this Covenant is accepted 
a~ abrogating all obligations or understandings inter se which are inconsistent 
with the terms thereof and solemnly undertake that they will not hereafter enter 
into any engagements mconsistent with the terms thereof. 

" In case any Member of the ;League- shaJl, before becoming a Member of 
the League, have undertaken any obligations inconsist,ent with the terms of this 
Covenant, it shall be the duty of such M~mber to take immediate steps to procurt! 
its release from SU&h obligations. " 

cit will be remembered that a year ag~when the question of the renewal 
of this•Agreement was under discussion between the two Governments, a joint 
notification under date of July 8th, 1920, and signed for Japan by Viscount 

• CHINQA and for Great Britain by Lord CuRZON, was €orwa~ded to the League. 
The •text of that declaration was as follows:- • 

«SPA, 

" 8th July, 1920 . 
• «The Governments of Great Britain and Japan have come to the con-

clusion that the Anglo-Japanese Agreement of July 13th, 1911, now existing 
between the two countries, though in harmony with the spirit of the Cove-

• nant of the League of Nations, is not entirely consistent with the letter of 
that Covenant, which both Governments earnestly desire to respect. They 
accordingly have the honour jointly to inform the League thatthey recognise 
the principle that if the said Agreement be continued after July 1921, it must 
be in a form which is not inconsistent with that Covenant.· 

(Signed) CHINDA, 
(Signed) CURZON OF KEDLESTON." 

• 
This first notification was published in the Treaty Series of the League of 

Nations in accordance with Article 18, which requires that aU International 
Agreements must hereafter be registered with and published by the League . 

., 
. . 

6. RELATIONS "WITH LATIN-AMERICAN STATES . 
. 

The various delegates of the Latin-American States to the League of Nations 
have often declared, in particular during the last Assembly and the Barcelona 
Conference, that, in their opinion, it would be of the greatest advantage to tak~ 
steps to facilitate in South America the spread of information concerning the 
League of Nations, and of all detaile<t knowledge of the work which the 
League has accomplished or in which it is engaged, and especially to strengthen 
the cooperation, which is at present inadequate, between the Secretariat of the 
League and the Latin-American Governments. 
• The Committee which enquired into the organisation ~f the Secretariat 

shared this view, and we~ of opinion that the Governments concerned and the 
cSecretary-General should consider, as soon as possible, the form these nllations 
should take especially jn view of the great distance which separates South 
America an'tl Geneva. 
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In ordl-r to obtain, cas soon as possib~e. ;ntinformation necessary for the 
· consideration of this urgent question, and also iiJ. order to deal provision~lly wifill 
certain matters of particular irp.portance, the Secretary-General h~s de~ided to 
send two members of the Secretariat to South America. Thel:r duties Will be: 

( • t:' • 

To obtain. from the various Governments which they visit any facts 
and any views as to the best method of distributing information. i~ .Latin 
America concerning the League of Nations, an~ as to the posst?llity of , 
establishing an information bureau of the Secretanat of the League m. South 
America for this purpose. They will also place themselves at the dtsposal 
of the Governments ~~egarding any League business. 

The visits to the various countries of South America should take from about 
two and a -half to three months, excluding the journeys to and from South 
America. n 

During the meeting of the Assembly, fhe possibility will be considered of 
establishing, at the place deemed most convenient, permanent communication 
with the office of the League at Geneva7 

7. THE AsSEMBLY. 

Arrangement<> 'are well advanced for the meeting of the second Assembly 
of the League, which opens on September 5th. The nominations of the 
delegates are being received by the Secretariat, the provisional agenda 
has been circulated, many of t:he reports for which the Assembly asked last 
year are ready for presentation and most of the Governments have 
already reserved accommodation for their delegations in Geneva. The 
Salle de Ia Reformation will again be used as the meeting-place and. a c 

useful innovation is the conversion of the rooms used last year as a lounge 
into a lobby for the use of delegates and journalists. This accommodation sho'uld 
prove of considerable value to the delegates and it will give them and the jour
nalists a more convenient opportunity for discussion and direct contact than was 
possible last year. The first floor of the Salle de Ia Reformation will be reserved 
as before for the Press, and there will be the same postal and telegraphic arrange
ments. The wireless offices will have increased accommodation and wiPeless 
messages will be sent direct from the Hall to the wireless station at Berne, without· 
the necessity of repeating the message for transmission from Berne. The ' 
meetings of the Assembly Commissions will be held as far as possible in the offices 
of the Secretariat. The front hall is also being partitioned ofT for use, and during 
the greater part of the Assembly will be placed at the disposal of the journalists; 
it will only be devoted to committee work when absolutely necessary. The 
distribution of tickets will be made about two weeks in advance of the 
Assembly. 

The Provisional Agenda. - Appended is the provisional ag~nda for the 
Assembly. A supplementary agenda will be circulated on~ month before the 
meeting of the Assembly. 

General report on the worK of the Council since the First Session Qf the 
Assembly. ". 

General report by the Secretary-General upon the work of the Secre
tariat and upon the measures taken to execute the decisions of the Assembly. 

Report by the Council on the conclusions of the Committee on Amend
ments to the Covenant. 

Report by the Council on the conclusions of the Committee appointed 
to·examine the scope and intentions of Article 18 of the Covenant from a 
legal point of view. , 

ReJtOrt by the Council on the conclusions.of the.temporary'Commission 
on the redur.tion of Armaments. 
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• 
Report by the Coun<!l on the conclusions of the Internatioflal Blockade 

CQmmittee. • , • ' 
Report by the Council on the Advisocy Economic and Financial Com-

mittee. • , , 
Report of the ~dvisory and Technical Cmhmittee on Communications 

and Transit. • 
Report of the Technical Committee of the International Health Orga

nisation of the League. 
Presentatio~ by the Council of the Report of the Advisory Committee 

on the Traffic in Opium. • 
Report by the Council on the work of the Commission of Enquiry with 

regard to the deportation of Women and Children in Turkey and adjacent 
countries. • 

Report by the Council on 'the International Conference on the Traffic in 
Women and Children. ' ., 

Report J>y the Council on tbe"Typhus campaign. 
Report by the Committee appointed to examine the organisation, 

etc., of the Permanent Secretariat and the International Labour Office. 
Report by the Council on the international co-ordivation of intellectual 

work. • • 
The allocation of the expenditure of the League, iooluding the report 

by the Council on the conclusions of the Committee appointeil to study this 
question. 

Permanent Court of International Justice. Report on the ratifications 
of the Protocol. Election of Judges. • 

Request of Bolivia, dated November lst aud December 15th, 1920, 
for the inclusion in the Agenda of the 1921 session of the Assembly of the 
Bolivian demand for the application of Article 19 of the Covenant to the 
Treaty of Peace signed between Bolivia and Chile on October 20th, 1904. 

Chile, in letters dated 17th 19th and 28th December, 1920, bas re
quested that notification should be made of her opposition, by moving the 
"previous question" ,to the proposal of Bolivia to include this item in the 
Agenda of the Assembly. 

Albania. The decision adopted by the Council of the League of Nations 
on June 25th, 1921, in regard to the request of Albania concerning her 
dispute with Greece and the Serb-Croat:Slovene State. 

Appointment of the four non-permanent Members of the Council. 
Request by Hungary for admission to the League. • 
Budget for 1922. 
Audit of Accounts for the second fiscal period (July 1st to December 

31st, 1920). 
Auditors' report. • 

• 
in. Economic and Financial Questions. 

1. THE FINANCIAL RESTO.,ATION oF AusTmA. 

During the last month progress hal been made with the scheme prepared 
by the Financial Committee of the teague for the financial restoration of Austria. 
The Austrian Government is rapidly passing the necessary legislation to increase 
t-axation and to diminish expenditure, and the credits which Austria requires from 
abroad have been arranged for and can be drawn upon at very.short notice. 

The Council of Ambassadors (acting for the Supreme Council) decid,ed at a 
e recent meeting in Paris to approach the American Government through the 

Allied dipl~niatic representatives in Washington, with the object. of obtaining 
America's consent to the sdspension of her claims upon Austria in respect of 

• relief credits. • • 
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• • 
The f'innncial Committee, .when accepti~g thtiSupreme Council's invitation 

to undertake the financial restoration of Austria,,pl!t forward the conditiQn thlft• 
all Governments concerned shqpld agree to suspend their claims under the ' 
Treaty and in respect of relief credits fo; a period o( ~ot les~ than 20 yeal'6. 
The Supreme Council, when it first approached the League, undertook to 
reqnest all such Governments to" agree to suspension. Seventeen Governments 
are involved, and all, with the exception of two or three, have agreed to the 
twenty years proposal. 

It is only when the negotiations between the Ambas~adors, Council and 
these Governments have been completed, thatthe League can fully proceed with 
its scheme. 

2. QuESTIONNAIR~ ON PuBLZC FINANCES. 

• In accordance with the resolution of t!te Provisional Economic and Financial 
Committee (approved by the Council) that the League of Nations should compile 
and publish an annual volume on public finances, the Secretariat circulated oon 
July 1st to the various Governments Members of the League a questionnaire 
dealing with public finances. 

D 

The actio11 taken is also in accordance with a resolution of the International 
Financial Conference of Brussels, urging that the work already accomplished by 
the Secretariat, as a prelimina11• to that Conference, in its comparative study 
of public finances, should be continued. The Conference reconunended that 
the League should request all its Members, and all the nations represented at the 
Conference, to furnish regularly not only budget estimates and final budget 
figures, but also a half-yearly account of actual receipts and expenditure; furthe~, 
to supply as complete information as po~sible on the existing system of taxation, 
and to make any new suggestions considered useful for the financial education 
of the world's public opinion. 

In addition, certain special questions are asked. If the budget for the l~st 
financial year is showing an adverse balance, the questionnaire enquires how this 
balance has been met. Conversely, if a favourable balance has been -attained, 
the questionnaire enquires to what purposes this balance has been allocated. 

' 

Particulars are asked of the National Debt at the end of the last financial 
vear in respect both of domestic dobt and foreign debt, and Governments are 
further requested to state, if possible, the amount of debt, both funded and 
floating, domestic and foreign, falling due before the 1st. January, 1926. 

Finally, the questionnaire asks for statements on the amoun"t of loans 
granted to foreign, colonial and imperial Governments, and the currency in 
which such loans are repavable. 

• 

IV. Political Questions. 

1. NEW REQUEST FROM ALBANIA. 
0 

The President of the Albanian delegation to the Secretariat of the League 
of Nations, _Monsignore Fan S. No~I, has addressed a !J:!tter to tM ~ecretary
G:nera~ askmg on behalf of Albama that the follmng item be inserted for 
diScuSSion at the ~ext session or the Assembly:- • 

c c 
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"The decision adopted b~t~e <Alurrcil of the J,eagu~ of Nations oo June 25th, 
1~1. in regard to the requist of Albania concerning her dispute with Greece • • • •and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State." 

• 

• In its decisien of June 25th, the Council expressed the opinion that it was 
inadvisable to take up th'e question oi the frontierodifferences between Albania 
on the one part and Greece and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State on the other, on the 
grounds that the Ambassadors' Council was already dealing with the matter . 

The Albanian request has been complied with and the subject inserted in 
the Agenda for the next Assembly. 

2. THE NEUTRALISATION OF THE AALAND ISLANDS. 

Following upon the decision of the C<tuncil of the League at its last meeting 
on the subject of the neutralisation of the Aaiand Isl!inds, the Swedish Govern
ment has requested the Secretary-General to inform it of the date on which tl!e • interested Power~ will be invited to appoint their representatives to discuss and 
condude a fresh neutralisation agreement.• The Swedish Government empha
sises '6he importance which Sweden attaches to the establishment of this agree
ment with the least possible delay, the question for Swedt>Jl being indissolubly 

• linked with that of the sovereignty of the Islands. • 
•The decision of the Council was that an International A~reement should be 

concluded to replace the Convention of 1856 on the non-fortificat!on and neutra
lisation of the Islands. This Agreement is to he broader than the Convention, 
will be signed by all the interested Powers including Sweden, and is to conform 
in its main lines to the Swedish project of neutralisation 01 the Islands . • 

3. BOLIVIA AND CHILE. 

It was announced in No. 2 of the Monthly Summary, p. 13, that, 
amongst the things upon which the Assembly would be asked to deliberate 
was the request for mediation by Bolivia in its dispute with Chile . 

• The facts should be re-stated in the following way:- The Agenda for the 
Assembly contains the following paragraphs:-

" Request of Bolivia, dated November 1st, and December 15th, 1920, 
for the inclusion in the Agenda of the 1921 session of the Assembly of the • 
Bolivian demand for the application of Article 19 of the «;;ovenant to the 
Treaty of Peace signed between Bolivia and Chile on October 20th, 1904. 

" Chile, in letters dated December 17th, 19th and 28th 1920, has requested 
that notification should be made of her opposition, by moving the ' previous 
question , to the proposal of Bolivia to include this item in the Agenda of 
the As~embly." 

.. 
V. Administrativ.e Questions . 

• 1.. THE SAAR. 

Administrative and Financial Agreements. -An Agreement has been nego
tiated between the German Government and the Saar Governing Commission 
for the regulation of a n~mber of administrative and financial questions, which 
have hitherto given rise to difficulty and dispute. The Agreement W!lS nego-

" tiated at Be~lin by a deltJgation of the Governing Commission, which went to 
Germany "n May 26th and sat in conference up to June 3rd .• The protocol 
signed by the plenipotenti:;ries will be registered with the Secretariat. 

' . . 
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• • 
The Cl:fairman of the Governing Comruissiof claims that the Commission 

'hy consented to important concessions in order. ~<1 ~ffect an ag~d settle~enl;; ~ 
Under t,he agreement an indepenpent system of soc1almsurance wdl be estabhsh~d 
in the Saar, and pensions due to those .disabled in the war oand to the he;rs 
of persons killed will be paia in accordance with the scale recently introduced in 
Germany. It is estimated that Ute Governing Commission will have to provide 
in its budget for some 22,000,000 marks in respect of pensions under the above 
scheme. · · 

0 

The Constitution of th; High Court uf Justice. -The President of the new 
High Court of Justice of the Saar has communicated to the Secretary-General a 
note on the constitution of the Court. 

The Court is constituted und~r p~>ragraplJ-5 of the Annex to Section 4 of the 
Tn~aty of Peace of Versailles in order to hear appeals against decisions rendered 
;,y the local tribunals and to eliminate Jrom the ~aar the jurisdiction of any 
tribunals constituted beyond its frontiers. Cases which forr.terly went upon 
appeal to Courts sitting at Leipzig; Berlin, Munich, Cologne and Zweibrucken 
will henceforth be heard by the new Court. 

The Court will.begin to sit on August 9th. 1921. It is composed of eleven 
members: three S'"iss, two Frenchmen, two natives of the Saar, one Belgian, 
one Dutchman, unl.' national of Luxemburg, and one· national of Czecho· 
Slovakia. 

VI. Social Questions. 

1. INTERNATIONAL CoNFERENCE ON TRAFFIC iN WoMEN AND CHILDREN. 

The International Conference on Traffic in Women and Children summoned 
by the League of Nations under Article 23 of the Covenant met at Geneva 
from June 30th to July 5th. It held six full sessions, all of which were public. 

Thirty-four States were represented and most of the great internatiQUal 
associations concerned with social or moral progress and the protection of women 
and children had been invited to take part. Many of them bad sent to the 
Conference recommendations which were carefully examined, and although the . 
United States had no delegates at the Conference, numerous messages of sym
pathy with thl:l work were sent from America, and the American Social and 
Hy!liene Association was represented. 

The International Office in London for the Suppression of the Traffic sent 
its general Secretary, Miss BA.KER, who presented a Report on the work accom
plished by the private associations in collabor&tion with the Governments in· 
their campaign against the traffic. • 

Among the representatives of States, many delegates or experts were women; 
one of them, a delegate from Denmark, Miss Henni FoRcHHAMMER, was l.'lected 
Vice-President of the Conference. A woman acted as Secretary-General of the 
Conference; others sat on the Commisrions which drafted the resolutions of the 
Conference; and among the assessors of the Fermanent Consultative Commission 
for whose creation it was decided to ask, a woman will without doubt be included. 

The Conference had to examine the replies sent by the various Governments 
to the questionnaire on the legislation in different countries for dealing with th; 
~raffic in women and children, and the collsideration ot these replies gave useful 
mformation on the present conditions. The valuable effects of the Agreement "' 
of 1904 an~ the Conven~on of 1910 were noted; all the .cu.ult·acting States, with 
rare e~repttons, had strictly carried out the obligations imposed upo'n them by 
these 1nstrumenb. 
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• • 
Among the other States, ~ certtfln number have brought, or are intending 

~bring, their legislation intO' h~rmony with the principles of these internationttl 
•agreements. The view of the Conference was !hat the agreements contained 
the principles ancf essential measures to be applied to the question, and that the 

• • applicatioR of them, as cbmpletely and as generally a~ possible, would be of such 
a character as to provide a remedy for the existing situation. 

This opinion found expression in a recommendation addressed to the 
Council of the League to urge upon all Members of the League and the other 
States which have ndt ratified the Agreement of May 18th, 1904, and the Con
vention of May 4th, 1910, or which have not y~t adhered to them, the 
immediate importance of their taking steps either to ratify or adhere. 

The Conference also issue9 a certain number of rec_ommendations for the 
purpose of completing or reinforcing certai~ points in the two agreements, such 
as the recommendation inv ting States which are parties to the Agreements, as 
well as the States which have not yet adhered to them: to adhere also on behalf. 
of their colonies a~d dependencies in onfer to provide for the protection of women 
and children whatever their race or colour. • ... 

Such also was the recommendation inviting Governments to provide in 
their legislation for the punishment not only of offences but.of any attempt to 
commit offences. It was further recommended that Stat\js should take all 
me!fsures within their power to extradite persons accused of•or sentenced for 
offences under the Convention of 1910. • ' 

A number of recommendations were aimed at assuring the protection of 
women and children travelling alone, not only at points of departure and 
of arrival, but also during a journey. On this matter the Conference has drawn 

• the attention of the International Commission on Emigration, which is meeting 
under the auspices of the International Labour Office at Geneva, to the 
question of the traffic in women and children and to the desirability of framing 
definite provisions which could eventually be inserted in an international agree
ment. 

Impressed by the consequences which result from individual and collective 
deportations of women and children on political or military ground11, the Confe
ren~e decided to ask the League of Nations to intervene with the object of sup
pressing such practices, which are contrary to the laws of humanity. 

The question of the regulation of prostitution was considered. It was 
declared from various quarters that, this question concerned the national legisla
tion in each State, and that it could not be a subject of international regulation. 
Nevertheless, 17 States pronounced for suppression, whllst 11 voted for the main
tenance of regulation ; the motion brought forward on this subject was, 
however, defeated - the necessary two-thirds majority required for by the 
Rules of Procedure of the Conference not having b~en obtained. 

For the purpose of assuring the continuity and co-ordination of activities, 
the Conferei1ce proposed that all Members of the League and ·an States which are 
parties to the Agreements of 1904 and 1910, as well as the international associa
tions for the suppression of the traffic, should addreas to the Secretariat of the 
League an Annual Report on the measures•taken or contemplated by them to 
check the traffic. For the same purpose, lhe Conference proposed to the Council 
of the League that it should create t1 Permanent Consultative Commission com
posed of five or six representatives of States and of three to five assessors as an 
advisory body to the League in order to advise the Council as to " the general 
supervision over the execution of agreements with regard to the Traffic in Women .. 
and Children, " and also as to all international questions relative to this matter 

.. which may be submitted to the Committee for its consideration. This• Com
mittee would have no tjuthority or direct power. 

The appointment of tho. members of this Committee would rtst with the 
, Council of the League, which should take count, so far as possible, of the general 
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. -interests aM the geographical distribution of ~e States represented. One of 
' tl;le members of this Committee should be a renresentative of France, which ilas . 

assumed certain obligations in virtue of the Agreements of. 1904 and 1910, ana 
which moreover will furnish the Secret.ariat with all the hiforma1ion it chas ' ' ~ ~ 
undertaken to collect in pnrsuance of these Agreements. • 

With regard to the assessors, they should be chosen from among members 
of certain great international organisations, such as the International Office for " 
the Suppression of the Traffic, the Jewish Association for the Protection of Girls, 
the International Catholic Association for the Protection cJI Girls, the Federation 
of National Unions for {he Protection of Girls, and a Women's International 
organisation. . 

The results of the Conference took the form of a " Final Act " which reaf
firms all the recommendations and resolutions passed. Without exception, all 
delegates signed this Act, of which two original copies were prepared, one to be 

dleposited in the archives of the Secretariat and' the other to be placed at the 
disposal of the Council of the League wfth the recommendatiQn that the Council 
should send this second original CflPY to the French Government, which keeps 
in its archives the Agreement of 1904 and the Convention of 1910. Certified copies 
are to be sent to llll Members of the League and to other States represented at 
the Conference. • 

•l 

2. THE OPIUM COMMISSION • • 

The appended statement !las been forwarded by the delegate of India on 
the Opium Advisory Committee with the request that it may be inserted in the 
Monlly .Summary:- · 

In the Monthly Summary for June, an account was given of the work of
0 

the Committee on the Traffic in Opium. It appears desirable to amphfy that 
account, in order to correct certain impressions which its necessarily condensed 
form may have led to. In the first place, it should be explained that the Hague 
Convention, while requiring the Contracting Powers to take measures to limit 
the use of morphia, cocaine, and the other drugs mentioned in Chap. III of the 
Convention" to medical and legitimate purposes", imposes no similar restriction 
in the case of" raw opium" and "prepared opium", as defined in the Corlven
tion. As regards the former, the Convention requires production and distribu
tion to be controlled, and export to be prohibited or regulated; as regards the 
latter, " gradual and effective suppression cf the manufacture of, internal trade 
in, and use of," the drug is prescribed. The recommendations of the Committee 
were in accordance with these requirements. 

2. While the war interrupted the process of effectuation of the Convention, 
the various Peace Treaties, 'on the other hand, accelerated rna kedly the work 
of attaining its general and practically efi'ec ive, app ication. In certain 
countries also, special war legislation enabled a closer control to be exercised 
over the drug traffic than would normally have been possibla. 

3. The discussions which took'place during the Committees sessions made 
it clear that the rapid growth of poppy cultivation in China was due primarily 
to the internal dissensions there, which pre~ented the Central Government from 
making their declared policy of suppression effective. The conventions that 
China had at one time completely cleared herself of opium, and that she was 
thereafter submerged by enormous quantities of ~pium smuggled in from abroad, 
were not unanimously accepted by the Committee. " 

• 
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3. CONFERENCE ON RUSSIAl\ REFUGEES • 
• • 

The Secretary-Genera! has addressed a letter too all Members of the League 
of Nations, requesting them to inform him whether they wish to be represented 
at the Conference which the Council at its last meeting decided. to summon for 
the examination of the different questions regarding the residence of Russian 
refugees in various Buropean countries. The object of this Conference, which 
will be composed of officials especially concerned wit~ following the question in 
the different interested countries, is to organise as soon as possible the high 
commissariat which is to be charged with the co·ordination of the efforts now 
being made either by Governments or private associations . 

• • • 

VII. Official Journal, 2nd Year, No. 4· 
• 

·No. 4 of the 2nd year of the Offictal• Journal of the League was issued 
towaras the end of the month. It contains detailed information upon a variety 
of subjects, including the replies from difforent Governments to the recommenda
tion of the Assembly of the League regarding the limi~tion 6lf national expendi-
ture• on armaments. • • 

It also contains replies from Governments to the questionnaire on the subject 
of traffic in women and children, and the list of the staff of the Secretariat of the 
League and of the International Labour Office, published in accordance with an 
Assembly resolution . 

August 2 
» 25 (abt.) 
» 29 
)) 29 • August 

September 1 

» 1 (abt.) 
» 1 (abt.) 
II 5 

VIII. Calendar of Events. 

International Emigration Commission, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Council, Geneva. 
Economic Committee of the League, Geneva. 
Financial Committee of the League, Geneva. 
Blockade Commission of the League. 
Temporary Mixed Commission on the Reduction of Arma-

ments, Geneva. 
Committee on • Amendments to the Covenant, Geneva. 
Provisional Health Organisation of the League, Geneva. 
2nd Assembly of the League of Nations, Geneva. 
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I. Summary of the Month. 
Two events of great importance to the League of Nations took place during 

the month of August: 

r. The Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers invited the 
Council of the League to indicate the solution which it recommends as to the 
delimitation of the frontier in Upper Silesia, agreeing unanimously to accept 
~hatever decision the League Council may make. The Council came together 
on August zgth in extraordinary session at Geneva, with Viscount Ishii of ] a pan 
as President and Rapporteur, and at once notified the Supreme Council that 
it would accept the task. 

• 
2. The immediate creation of the Permanent Court of International Jus-

tice was assured when the number of ratifications of the Protl:!col reached 27, 
or two more than needed. Already, 34 National Groups have nominated over 
go candidates for judges, from amongst whom the Assembly and the Council, 
in the session beginning September sth, will selec\ II judges and 4 deputy-judges. 

At the same time, the regular work of the League was advanced in many fields, 
Invitations y:ere issued to the States especially interested to. attend a Conference 
on the neutralisation of the Aaland Islands as an essential part of the decision of · . . 
the last meeting of the Council that the sovereignty over these Islands. should remain 
with Finland, but that their Swedish charN:ter and nationality should be safe
guarded. The attempt to settle the Vilna dispute between Poland and Lithuania 

• was continued under the presidency of M. Hymans, delegates of both countries 
arriving at Geneva towards the end of the month. During the month, also, Albania 
appealed to the Council to safeguard peace between herself and the Serb-Croat
Slovene State, which it felt had been menaced by certain events which have recently 
taken place in Northern ~lbania. 

Several important conferences were held during the month and othei:s made 
ready for the beginning; of the next month. The pitiable condition of some 809,000 

Russian rerugees scattered 2-bout in various European countries was gone into at 
• a Conference w~ich laid down general recommendations for the aid of the High 

Commissioner. The Provisional Health Committee met at Genet'<!-, worked out 
• 

• 
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' questions of organisation, and considered certa.ill important health probl~rps 
such as the campaign against typhus in P'oland, and the advisability of. 
sending a Medical Commission t& investigate the cholera epidemic in Russia. lhe 
Commission on the Economic Blockade aHo met to preJ5<M"e its report to, the coming 
Assembly, and preparations were made for the meeting in the first days of September 
of the Financial Commission, the Economic Commission, the Amendments Com
mission and the three sub-committees of the Commission on the Reduction of ' ' . 
Armaments. So, also, the last details for the meeting of theoSecond Assembly were 
completed, and several ne>• items put on the agenda, including tire requests for 
admission to the League of Latvia, Esthonia, and Lithuania. 

A number of important outstanding questions as regards the Free City of Danzig 
were settled by negotiation, between the parties concerned, and the Eighth Report 
on the administration of the Saar Valley· was received and distributed. The ques
tion of the suppression of the traffic in wo:nen and children was advanced by action 
of the British member of the Council in proposing that the recof11mendations of the 
last Conference be made into a Draft Convention; arrangements for the suppres
sion of the traffic in opium were carried ahead by further execution of the decisions 
of the recent Commbsion; and requests were sent to all States Members of the League 
to ratify the recom,nendations of the Barcelona Conference on Freedom of r::om
munications a"ld Transit as soon as possible. 

' II. Organisation of the League. 
I. THE CouNCIL. 

(a) Extraordinary Session - Upper Silesia. 
' 

On August 12th, M. Briand, as President of the Supreme Council of the Allied 
and Associated Powers, referred the question of the delimitation of the frontier in 
Upper Silesia to the League of Nations through the following letter addressed to 
Viscount Ishii, President of the Council of the League: 

" Your Excellency, 
" At its meeting in Paris on August 12th, 1921, the Supreme Council ad6pted 

the following resolution:-

" The Supreme Council, before rendering its decision on the frontier to 
be fixed between Germany and Poland in Upper Silesia in accordance with 
Article 88 of the Treaty of Versailles, decides, in pursuance of Article II, para
graph 2, of the Covenant of the League of Nations, to submit to the Council 
of the League the difficulties attending the fixing of this frontier and to invite 
the Council to indicate to them the solution which it recommends as to the 
delimitation of the frontbr which the Principal Allied and Associated Powers 
should adopt. , 

" In view of the situation in Upper Silesia, the Council of the League 
is requested to treat the matter as one of the utmost urgency. 

"In forwarding the text of this resolution to Your Excellency, I have the honour, 
on behalf of the Allied Powers represented on the Supreme Council, to emphasise 
the importance which they attach to a prompt consideration of this question by the 
Council of the League of Nations." ' 

Viscount Ishii, summed an extraordinary session of the Council at Geneva on 
August 29th. In accordance with the procedure of the Council, he asked M. Quinones 
de Le6n, Spanish representative on the Council, to accept the functions of Rapporteur, 
but as 81e latter found it impossible to accept, he himself undertook the task. At, 
the ~arne time, he sent a reply to l\L Briand, which, after reference to M. Briand's 
letter, contin'.Ied as follows:- · 

. " Although I have not yet been able to consult my •::olleagues on the 
Council as to whether they were ready to accept the invitation contained in 
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this resolution, I firmly .believe that, in view of the text and the spirit of the 
Covenant, they will be pl"cpared to assume this task. • 

"Thi~ conviction is strengthened by• the fact that the Supreme Council 
has announced its i!lt~ntion to do aU in its power !to prevent any trouble arising 
in ~per Silesia which might embarrass the de iterations of the Council. 

• 
"I have learnt from the discussion on this subject, which took place at 

the meeting of the Supreme Council, that this question has been referred, with
out reserve or restriction, for consideration to the Council of the League of 
Nations, and tlru.t the Council has consequently complete liberty to deal with 
it as it may consider advisable. o 

''I am convinced that during the deliberations of the Council all the Go
vernments represented on the Supreme Council will refrain from any action 
which may infringe this liberty or prejudice an impartial consideration of 
this question by the Council ~f the i...ea~jue. 

"Under these circumstances, I firmly hope tJ1at the Council will not only 
accept the invitation contained in the resolution of the Supreme Council, lfut 
that it will ~!so submit in the ,n~ar future a recommendation unanimously 
adopted by all the Members of the c._uncil. 

"As the last paragraph of the resolution of the Supreme Council requests 
the Council of the League of Nations to treat the matter as of the utmost urgency, 
I have accordingly summoned the Council to an extraor'ninary meeting at Ge-
neva for August zgth. • • 

• • The terms of this resolution indicated that my colleagues on the Council 
of the League and myself will receive a dossier from the Supreme Council con
cerning the difficulties arising from the delimitation of the frontier in Upper 
Silesia. It is unnecessary for me to expres~ how happy we shall be to receive 
these documents and, if necessary, an historical statement, with as little delay 
as possible, before August zgth. >> • 

On August 29th, the Council met in extraordinary session; it was composed 
as follows: Viscount Ishii (Japan), President; M. Hymans (Belgium); M. DaCunha 
(Brazil); Mr. Wellington Koo (China); M. Quinones de Leon (Spain); M. Leon 
Bourgeois (France); Mr. A. J. Balfour (Great Britain); the .Marquis Imperiali (Italy) . 

• 
Viscount Ishii first read a detailed report on the negotiations which had led to 

the question being brought before the League and gave the outstanding facts of the 
sitt1ation. This report stated that M. Briand in a subsequent letter, dated August 24th, 
had declared that the Supreme Council, on August rzth, had agreed that each of the 
Governments represented having, in the course of the discussion, solemnly under
taken to accept the solution recomnrended by the Council of the League of Nations ... " 0 

The rapporteur added: "It is not only the right, but also the duty, ilf the Council to 
accept the role which, in the spirit of the Covenant, it had been asked to assume 
and in the fulfilment of which its liberty of action and authority would be fully 
guaranteed." • 

• 
Viscount Ishii further stated that, in accordance with Article 88 and Annex, 

and Article-go of the Treaty of Peace, what the authors of tbe Treaty desired was 
the determination ~fa frontier, no particular line being either prescribed or excluded 
in advance. The plebiscite showed that, taking Upper Silesia as a whole, in certain 
districts towards the north and west, where "the agricultural population is predomi
nant, a great majority of the communes veted for Germany. In other districts, to
wards the south, where the inhabitflnts are chiefly of the agricultural and mining 
classes, the vote of the population was largely in favour of Poland. In a!l exten
sive territory in the centre and east, the voting was of a very confused character. 
Here are to be found the metallurgical and chemical works and important deposits 

• of coal, zinc, and iron. T~e majority of the communes voted for Poland, although 
in the big towns large majorities were recorded for Germany. These towns are 
surrounded by the coipmunes, where the majority had voted for Poland. It was 
to be note<1 that, although iii. a sense they form a network of theit own, they are 
partly dependent for essential raw materials on outside districts. They are situated 
near the extreme Eastern limit of Upper Silesia, geographically dl~tant from the 
• 
S. d. N. - 3200 9/11. In\'p. Atar. 
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bulk of the communes, where the majority had voted for Germany, althopgh t,b~ 
districts which separate them from these communes are not thickly populated. ( 

Viscount Ishii declared that his object in singling out thes~J> facts wa,s simply 
to draw attention to the sp~ial political and economic' cl.ifficulties in t4e different 
districts of Upper Silesia. He stated that the Council should not concentrate its 
attention on any one of these districts apart from the others, since the problem of , 
Upper Silesia was laid before it as a whole and in all its bearings. He concluded that 
the Council should first decide whether it would accept the ta.Gk which the Supreme 
Council had asked it to und~rtake, and if it did accept, it must determine the pro
cedure which it considered most likely to achieve the desired end. 

The Council agreed upon publication of the report and authorised Viscount 
Ishii to accept the task entrusted to it by the Supreme Council. Consequently, 
Viscount Ishii wrote a letter to l\f. Briand, ~·hich concluded as follows: 
,. "The Council of the League of Nations has to-day met and has had be-

fore it the text of my letter of Augm;t 19th. It has requested me to inform 
·you in its name that it associates itself fully with the terms"'f that letter and 
that it accepts the invitation of' the Supreme Council. " 
At the same time, the Coun'Cil authorised a communication to the Preo.s con

cerning the reports ·published in certain newspapers that the representatives of 
Poland and Germanr would be summoned by the Council to take part in the dis
cussion, citing c:>.S precedents the presence of representatives of Poland and Lithuania 
in the debates on Vilna, and of Swedish and Finnish representatives in the debates 
on the Aaland Islands. 

The communication pointed· out that the Council would not fail. to consider 
whether, when and ~n what form the representatives of Germany and Poland should 
be permitted to present their observations. But it was held there was no analogy 
between the question of Upper Silesia and the Aaland Islands and ViL'la disputes. 
In this particular case, the Council of the League had been called upon by the ·su
preme Council to determine the frontier in Upper Silesia, and to make a recommen
dation to the Supreme Council on the application of one of the clauses of the Treaty 
of Versailles. So far as the Council of the League is co~cerned, there is no Polish
German conflict, nor are there any parties to the dispute. 

During this preliminary meeting, the documents which had been brough~ to
gether during the investigation of the Upper Silesian problem by the Supreme Coun
cil were distributed among the Members of the League Council, and the next 
meeting was fixed for September· 1st. 

(b) Ordinary Session. 

· On August 3oth, the Council of the League of Nations held the first sitting 
of its fourteenth ordinary session, with Dr. Wellington Koo, Chinese Minister in 
London, as President. In the course of this sitting, the Council began to deal with 
the various questions' figuring on its Agenda: 

I. The Governing Comm£ssion ojlhe Saar Basin. - The Council renewed, for a 
period of one year, dating from Septem;ber 2oth, 1921, the powers of Dr. Hector, of 
Saarlouis, as the Saar member of the Gove:ming Commission of the Saar Basin. 
Dr. Hector was appointed by the Council for one. year, on September 2oth, 1920, 
after the resignation of M. von Boch, the first Saar member of the Governing Com
mission. 

Furthermore, the Council confirmed the appointme!lt of M. Lambert, member 
of the ().overning Commission of the Saar Basin, as provisional acting President of 
the Commission, in place of l\1. Rault, during l\1. Rault's holiday of a few weeks. 

The appointment of l\1. l\Iorize, Secretary-General of the Governing Commission 
of the Saar Basin, was also confirmed, as provisional substitute for l\1. Rault in 
6e latter's capacity of French member of the Commission, and fo~'the same period. 

0 
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• • • 
• 2. Protect£on of Minorit(es. - According to Article 6o of the Peace Treaty 

.tetweeh the Allied and Associat~ Powers and Hungary, the latter agrees that ifi so 
far as the stipulatV:>ns of Articles S..J. and 59 of t~ Treaty affect persons belonging 
to • racial, religious or linguistic minorit~s, these stip~lations constitute obligations 
of international interest, and will be put under the guarantee of the League. 

After hearing a report on the subject by l\Ir. Balfour, representative of Great 
' Britain, the Council passed a resolution agreeing to accept this guarantee. 

Similar stipulati<llls are contained in Article I and 2 of the Treaty signed at 
Paris on December gth, 1919, between the Principal AJlied and Associated Powers 
and Roumania. They also were placed under the guarantee of the League. 

3· Article r8 of 'the Covenant. - On the report of the lHarquis Imperiali, the 
Council decided to transmit to the Assemply the report drawn up by the Com
mission entrusted with the study of"the legal s~ope of Article 18 of the Covenant 
for ~he r~gistration of treaties. • • 

• 
4· Demands fe~r admission to the League. - As a consequence of the demands 

for admission into the League submitted by f:sthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, the 
Council requested the Permanent Comrilission on Naval, l\Iilitary and Air Armaments 
to study, in accordance with Article I of the Covenant, the p!8Sition of these States 
as regards the provisions of the Covenant in matterS' conc~ning naval, military 
and" air forces and armaments. • • 

Examination of the other questions on the Agenda of the fourteenth Session 
of the Council was set for the second sitting on September 2nd . 

• 
2. THE PERMANENT CoURT oF INTEII'NATIONAL jusTICE. 

The definite creation of the Permanent Court of International Justice at the 
forthcoming Assembly of the League was assured during the month of August, 
when the total number .of States ratifying the Statute reached the figure of 27. 
During the month, Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Norway, Poland, Roumania, the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State and Spain deposited their ratifications at the Secretariat, 
and official communications were received from six other States, namely, Brazil, 
Greece, Japan, Haiti, Siam and Uruguay, to the effect that the ratification of the 
Protocol had taken place and that the instruments of ratification were en route 
for Geneva. 

The 14 new ratifications added to the 13 already deposited brings the total 
number to 27. Thus the condition considered essential to the erection of the Court, 

0 

namely ratification by the majority of the States Members of ijle League, 'has 
been fulfilled. 

The following 21 States have deposited their ratifications in addition to the 
six named above, whose ratifications are on the way to Geneva: 

• 

• 
Albania New Zealand • 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Canada 
Denmark 
France 
Holland 
India 
Italy 

• 

• 

Norway 
Poland 
Roumania 
Serb-C~oat-Slovene State 
South Africa 
Spai~ 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 

• 
The following States have not only completed their ratifications, but oove also 

adhered to the douse for obligatory adjudication: 
• Bulgari'a • Sweden 

Denmark Switzerland 
• 
Holland Uruguay 

• 
0 
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• Moreover the following states have signed t~e •clause for obligatory ,adiud-lr.-
ation ; bnt have not yet ratified the Court-protocol : · . . 

Costa Rica • 
Fmland 
Liberia 

Luxemburg 
Portugal 
San Salvador. 

The nominations of candidates for judgeships by the different national groups 
of the Hague Court of Arbitral Justice is rapidly taking place. Thirty-four groups 
belonging to the following nations have already made known their choice: 

Austria Holland 
Belgium India 
Bolivia Italy 
Brazil Japan 
Bulgaria ,Norway 
Canada Panama 
Chi!~ Persia 
China Poland • Cu!>a Portugal 

" Czecho-Slovakia Roumania 
Denmark Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
Finland Siam 
France South Africa 
Great Britain Spain 
Greece Sweden 
Guatelama Switzerland 
Haiti Venezuela 

Altogether they have nominated the following candidates:-

Names Country of origin 

M. ADOR Switzerland 
M. ALFARO Panama 
~L ALVARES, Chile 
M. ALTAMIRA Spain 
.1\L A~nR Au India 
.1\L ANDRE France 
M. ANZILOTTI Italy 
M. BARBOSA Brazil 
.!\I. BATLE y ORDONEZ Uruguay .. M. BEICHMA~ Norway 
M. BON AMY Haiti 
Mr. BoRDEN Canada 
.1\L BouRGEOis France 
.!\I. BORNO Haiti 
.!\I. BEVILACQUA Brazil 
M. BOREL " Switzerland 
M. BUSTAMENTE • 
M. BUSTILOS 
l\1. DANEFF Bulgaria 
M. R. S.DAs India 
M. DESCAMPS Belgium ~ 

Mr. DoHERTY Canada 
.M. DuPUIS France 
'M. ERICH Finlandc 
.1\L FADENHEHT Bulgaria 
J.\1. FAUCHILLE France 



• 

Names 

LORD FIXLAY 
M. F~us 

M. FROl\IAG~OT 

l\1. GODLYN 
l\1. GoNSALEz 
l\1. GRAM 
l\1. HALJ¥\N 
l\I. HAMli!ARSKJ iiLD 
l\1. HANSSON 
l\1. HASSAN KHAN 
M. HONTORIA 
l\1. HUBER 
M. HYMANS 
M. JAUREGUI 
M. J <'V ANOVITCH 
l\1. KADLETZ 
M. KLEIN 
M. KRAMARCZ 
M. LANGE 
M. LAPRADELLE 

LARNAUDE 
LIANG-CHI-CHAO 
LODER 
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• 

Country of origine 

Great Britain 
Dennfark 
France • 

• 
Argentine 
Norway 
Poland 
Sweden " Norway 
Persia 
Spain 
~witw.erland 
Belgium 

JuGo-Slavia 
• 

Austria 
Czecho-Slovakia 
Norway • 
France 
France 
China. 
Holland 

M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 

MARKS VON WGRTEMBERG Swede!! 
MASTNY Czecho-Slovakia 
MEN COS 
MOHAMMED ALI KHAN 

HoN. JOHN BASSET MooRE 
M. MORALES 
M. NEGULESCO 
M. NuGORNKITCH 
M. NYHOLM 
M. 0CTAVIO 
M. 0DA, YoRozu 
M. HERMANN 0TAVSKY 
LORD PHILLIMORE 
M. FIOLA CASELLI 
M. PIROM 
M. POINCARE 
M. POLITIS 
Mr. PouND 
l\1. RAli!NICEANO 
M. RI~IRO 

• 

SIR H. ERLE RICHARDS 
Mr. RooT 
l\1. RouGIER 
M. RosTwoROWSKI 
M. SALAZAR 
M. SCHLYTER 
l\1. SCHUMACHER 
1\Ir. J. BROWN ~corr 
M. SIVASWAMI AIYAR 
l\L SOARES 
M. STREIT. • 
l\L STiWYCKEN • 
l\L TYBJERG 

• 

• 

Persia 
U.S.A. 
Panama 
Roumania 
Siam 
Denmark 
Brazil 
Japan • 
Czecho-Slovakia 
Great Britain 
Italy 
Siam 
France 
Greece • 
U.S.A. 
Roumania 
Portugal 
Great Britain 
U~S.A. 

.Switzerland 
Poland 
Portugal 
Sweden 
Austria 
U.S.A. 
India 
Portugal 
Greece 
Holland 
Denmark 



Names. 

M. VALLADARES 

M. VILLAZON 

M. WANG-CHUNG-HUI 

M. WEISS 

Mr. WESSELS 

M. WILLIAM WALLACH 

M. WREDE 

M. ZEBALLOS ( 

M. ZoLGER 
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Country of O.rigin. 
' 

China 
France 
South Africa 

Finland 
Argentine 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State 

It may be recalled that the Assembly and the Council are to proceed indepen
dently to the selection, first of the eleven judges and then of the four deputy-judges. 

The Court Statute pro""Vides that at every election the electors shall bear in miJ;J.d 
. t'hat the persons called on to take part in tte Court should represent t~e main f0rms 
of civilisation an~ the principal legal ~ystems of the world. As fof the election itself, 
those candidates who obtain an. absolute majority of votes in the Assembly and the 
Council shall be considered as elected. In the event of more than one candidate of 
the same nationality'oeing elected by the votes of both the Assembly and the Council~ 
the elder of these O!]IY shali be considered as elected. , 
· If, after tke first ballot, one or more seats remain· to be filled, a second and, if 

. necessary, a third.sitting shall take place. If, after the third sitting, one or more 
seats remain unfilled, a joint confrrence, consisting of six members, three appointed 
by the Assembly and three by the Council, may be formed at any time, at the request 
of either the Assembly or the Co'uncil, for the purpose of choosing one name for each 
seat still vacant, to submit to the Assembly and the Council for their respective 
acceptance. 

If the Committee is unanimously agreed upon any ,person who fulfils the required 
conditions he may be included in its list, even though he was not included in the list 
of nominations made according to Articles 4 and 5· If the Joint Conference is not 
successful in procuring an election, those members of the Court who have already 
been appointed shall, within a time limit to. be arranged by the Council, proceed to 
fill the vacant seats by selection from amongst those candidates who have obt;;:ined 
votes either in the Assembly or in the Council. In the event of an equality of votes 
al?ongst the judges, the eld~st judge shall have a casting vote. 

3· THE ASSEMBLY. 

Final arrangements for the Second Assembly, which opens on September 
sth, were practically completed during August. In addition to the programme noted 
in last month's Summary, .two new items and three requests for admission were 
added to the Assembly Agenda during the mo:1th. 

Poland requested the inclusion of an item in the Assembly agenda, 
making suggestions about the appointment of League perso,'lnel. Holland, in a 
letter summarising the discussions already held through the League on the question 
of the regulation of international statistics, has proposed that this question also 
be placed on the Agenda of the As.sembly. 

Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania, during August, renewed their requests for 
admission to the League, and their applications will be discussed by the Assembly. 
Last year, the Assembly voted that while it would not admit these States to 
membership in th~ League, it was desirable that, pending a further decision 'of 
the As~embly, they should, if they so requested, be tteated on the same footing 
as States Members of the League as regards their participation in the work of the• 
League's Technical Organisations. Esthonia and Latvia were conseque11t1y both 
represented al the Conference, held at Barcelona in. March, rgzr, on 'the freedom 
of Communications and Transit, an Esthonian representative ,being elected to , 
the Technico<1 and Advisory Committee. 
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4· '.CHE BLOCKADE COMMITTEE . 

• 
The Commitiee on the Economic Blockade:appointed by the Council at the 

G . 

request of. the Assembly, rnet at Gene~ on August ~nd to consider the questions 
arising from Article r6 of the Covenant by wbich States Members of the League 
agree to impose an economic blockade on any other State Member of the League 
which may have gone to war without having had due recourse to arbitration or 
conciliation. The llltlmbership of the Committee was as follows: 

Dr. AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT 
Sir William FINLAY 
M. Pablo GARNICA 
M. Jean GouT 
M. Max HUBER 
M. Carlo ScHANZER 
Dr. MIN~RU 0KA 

• 

Vice-Admiral Christian SPARRE 

• 

• 
• 

" 
Cuba 
Great Britain 
Spain 
~ranee 

Switzerlmtd 
Italy 
Japan 
Norway. 

The Committee held nine sessions between August.zznd ~nd 28th, with Senor 
Garilica, President, and Vice-Admiral Sparre, as Vice-Presid~~t. It unanimously 
adopted a report, which will be submitted to the Council and to th~ Assembly and 
which deals with the subject" under the following headings:-

• 

• 
r. In what circumstances is a blockade to take place? · 
2. With whom does the right remain to decrde whether it shall take place? 
3· At what moment and by whom shall it be applied? 
4· How is it to be applied? 

The report is of a general character, as the Committee considered that points 
of detail could only be dealt with in concrete cases. It considers all the points 
raised in the report adopted by the First Assembly and in the preparatory docu
ments drawn up by the Secretariat and, in general, recommends the procedure to 
be lbllowed for the application of the economic weapon. In case;fof enforcement, 
the Committee suggests that the Council might be assisted by a Technical Com
mittee consisting of ml!mbers ·of the present Blockade Committee, Economic Com- . 
mittee, and the Military, Naval al\d Air Commission. 

It was also felt that Article r6 might well be redrafted in ordel' to bring it into 
conformity with the exigencies of a reasonable interpretation. Draft amendments 
were therefore proposed on two different points: . 

First, the method of considering unanimity wjthin the Council when it has 
to take a decision as to the economic blockade, i. e.~ whether, for instance, if a 
Covenant-breaking State should be a Member of the Council, its adverse vote should 
be considerea as destroying unanimity, and second, the exe~ptions to be granted 
in specific cases frt>m the application of the blockade, as suggested by certain 
proposed amendments to the Covenant. ·It is probable that these suggested amend
ments will be referred to the Committee on "Amendments to the Covenant . 

• 
• 

5· THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

The Provisional Health Committee met at Geneva from August 25th to zgth to 
make recommendation, to .the Council with regard, first to its ovm organisation, and 

• second, certain pressing problems of international health. The compositi<4tl of the . 
Committee was as follows: -

• 
Prof. ltERNARD, Professor of Hygiene, University of Paris. • 
Dr. BucHANoAN, Senior Medical Officer, British Ministry of Health, London. 
Prof. CALMETTE, Institut Pasteur, Paris. • 

• 
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Dr. CAROZZI, Medical Director, International LaJ:>our Bureau. 
br. CARRIERE; Director General, Swiss Public<Health Service. 
SIR Havelok CHARLES, Presideht of the Medical Board for In~a. 
Dr. CHODZKO, Minister of Bealth, Poland. " c 

Dr. LuTRARIO, Director-General, Italian Public Health Service .. 
Dr. MADSEN, Director of the State Institute of Serotherapy, Copenhagen. 
Dr. MIYAJAMA, Kitasato Institute for Infections Diseases, Tokio. 
Dr. PULIDO, President of the Royal Council of Public H~th, Spain. 
M. 0. VELGHE, Director-General of the Belgian Public Health Service. 
Prof. WINSLOW, Medical Director, League of Red Cross Societies. 

The first question before the Committee was as to what action should be 
taken in view of the fact that the ()ffic'e inter11.ational d'Hygiene publique, which 
it had been expected would .become the technical basis of the Health Organisation 
of the League, had been prevented from so bec<;>ming by the failure of unanimity through 
the adverse vote of the Un.ited States, a member of that organisatio:J.. The Committee 
was unanimously of the opinion that, ~].though formal amalgamation was thus ren
dered impossible, nevertheless, the most intimate co-operation could take place, as 
was indeed testified tu by Dr. Velghe, President of the Office international d'H y
giene publique, who is also' a member of the Health Committee of the League. 
The Committee deciaed that the respective functions of itself and the Office inter
national should be defined by experience rather than by principle, but that, in a 
general way, the Office would be,. more useful in a deliberating capacity, and the 
Health Committee as a smaller body and meeting more frequently, would be more 
useful in an executive capacity.c The Committee therefore went on with the 
recommendations laid down by the First Assembly, working out its organisation 
in a somewhat different, but perhaps more eiastic, way than laid d~wn in the Assembly 
resolution. 

The aims of the Technical Organisation thus devised were defined as follows: 
(a) To advise the League of Nations in matters affecting health. 
(b) To bring administrative health authorities in different countries into closer 

relationship with each other. 
~ 

(c) To organise means of more 'rapid interchange of information on matters 
where immediate precaution against disease may be required (e. g., epidemics), and 
to simplify methods for acting rapidly on such information where it affects more than 

' one country. " 
(d) To prortlote the conclusion of international agreements necessary for 

administrative action in matters of health, and their revision when circumstances 
require, and to collect information as to action taken to give effect to such agree
ments. 

(e) To co-operate with the International Labour Office in matters affecting . 
Labour and Health. 

' (f) To confer and cooperate with international Red Cross Societies and other 
similar societies under the provisions of Article 25 of the Covenant. . 

(g) To advise, when requested, oth'"r voluntary organisations in health matters ~ 
of international concern. 

c 
(h) To organise missions in connection wi\h matters of health. 

Having thus defined its general constitution, the Committee considered 
several points of actual work. The first was its relations, the Epidemics Com7 

mission which was ..:reated last year in order to cope with the grave menace to 
Europe .arising from the epidemic of typhus in Pola~d. Dr. Norman White of 
the Epidemic Commission presented a report showing that, because of the ' 
close "o-opera1jon of this Commission with the Health authorities of :poland, the 
epider:nic had been practically conquered, and the gerleral sanitary state of Poland 
h~d. considerab!y improved. Dr. White thought that in these con'tlitions it might 
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hav& been possible to wind up. the work of the Commission, were it not· for the • • oongerous state of Russia, where •an epidemic of cholera is spreading. In a repo~·t 
to the Council, Dr. White showed that national tontributions of £ I2J,OOO had .. 
been receiv~d and £ IIJ,Oi>~ spent, but that subscriptjons promised by Germany, 
Spain, France, Honduras, the Netherlands and l]ruguay had not yet been paid in 
In the absence of any accurate information on the real state of affairs in Russia, 

•Dr. White suggested that the Health Committee should organise an enquiry and 
his suggestion was u®nimously adopted by the Committee. as was also the 
proposal that the Epidemic Commision should be hought into a permanent 
organic relationship with the Health Committee, The matter of the collecting 
and distributing of information as to the health situation of the world was also 
discussed, and the opinion was unanimously expressed that the need for an 
effective international means of rapili interchange and transmission of information 
connected with infectious and epidemic diseases was ur~ent. It was unanimously 
decidM that a service of epidemiologica+ intelligence and public health statistics• 
shoUld be organiseli forthwith, and that a careful and detailed study should be 
made of the methods to be adopted in the ~ollection and distribution of epide
miological information, with a view to a report being submitted to the Committee 
as soon as possible. • 

• 
Another question dealt with was the study of the regulatV>n of opium con-

sumption in the world. The Committee, at the request of the Opiur!J. Commission, 
decided to entrust to several oflts members the carrying on of special enquiries in 
their respective nations, with a view to ascertaining whether the fixation of the 
normal consumption of opium for legitimate purposes is possible for every nation . 

• 

• 6. THE BARCELONA CONVENTIONS . 

In accordance with a request made by the AdVIsons Committee, on Com
munications and Transit at its first meeting held in July, the President of the Council 
of the League of Nations has drawn the attention of the Governments represented 
at the Barcelona Conference which have not yet signed the Conventions drawn up 
by tlfat Conference to the importance of signing these Conventions as quickly as pos-

o sible, and of giving full powers in this respect to one of their delegates to the Assembly 
of the League. The period during which the Conventions may be signed expires 
on December rst, rgzr. 

7· GREEK SECTION OF THE LEAGUE. 

In accordance with the principle adopted by a !\Umber of nations of creating 
liaison offices in their respective <;apitals for the purpo;e of co-ordinating and uni
fying the reh;tions of the various branches of their Governm\nt with the League, 
Greece has just created a Liaison Bureau at Athens. The Greek Constituent 
Assembly has voted a Bill creating, in connection with the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, a· special League of Nations Bureau, un~er the direction of a Council presided 
over by the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Dependent on this Bureau will be the 
Permanent Greek Secretariat accredited to •the League which has been functioning 
at Geneva since January rst, and t~e Bureau which has just been created in con
nection. with the Greek Legation at Paris. The Council sitting at Athens will be 
assisted by a Commission entrusted with studying from the juridical and political 
point of view all questions arising in connection with the L~gue . 

• 
• Moreover the Minister of the Interior, in a circular letter sent to all tl.oie com-, 
munes of Greece, recommended all teachers, lawyers and, in general, all leaders 
of thought, to enrol as ~emb~s of the Greek Association for the Lea~e of Nations, 

• and insisted on tlte necessity of strengthening that Association in its efforts to sup-
port the humanitarian ideal of the League in Greece. • 
• 
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III. Economic and Fina~cial Questions. 
( ' 

I. FINANCIAL CoMMITTEE. '' ~ 

The Financial Committ~e of the Lea~u~ began its" meeting in Geneva on the 
last day of the month. The Agenda contained a large number of subjects, including 
reports on the progress and general development of the Committee's scheme for o 

the financial restoration of Austria and on the Ter. Meulen International Credits 
Scheme as well as a request from the Council to consider"the financial position 

' (' 

of the Free City of Danzig. . 
The Comm1ttee's programme for the rehabilitation of Austria was studied 

during the month by the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers at 
their meeting at Paris, and the following resolution adopted: 

0 0 

0 

< " The Supreme Council, having taken into consideration the fina.ncial 
measures required jor the rehef of Austria notes that the .execution of these 
measures only awaits the assent tSf certain Governments to the proposed suspen
sion of the liens based on its decision of March 17th and already accepted by 
almost all the .interested Governments. The Supreme Council, ·recognising 
the pressing ner.ds of <Austria and the efforts already made by the Austrian 
Government, expresses its full confidence that the assistance awaited by Austria 

• will be furnished her with the least possible delay .. The Supreme Council 
expresses the hope that the Governments of the United States of America, 
Serbia and Roumania will 'take into consideration the imperative urgency 
of so vital a, solution and giye their adherence, of which the delay alone impedes 
the realisation of the unanimous intentions of the Powers and on which depend • 
the re-establishment of the equilibrium of Europe and the very life of Austria." 

• 

2. "MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS". 

In accordance with the recommendation of·the Economic and Finance Com
mittee adopted by the Council in December last, the Bulletin of Statistics pre
viously published under the auspices of the Supreme Economic Council has 'how 
been taken over by the League of Nations. The first number of this Bulletin ap- ,· 
peared on August 15th. 

Steps have been taken to obtain an official verification of all the figures quoted 
from the Gove111ments of the various States concerned and arrangements are being 
made for the regular supply of the necessary data to the Secretariat month by 
month. 

The Bulletin is intended primarily to register industrial and commercial fluc
tuations and only such figures have been selected as are considered to constitute 

0 

reliable indices. Owi~g to the economic changes which have resulted from the war, 
certain indices which were normally quoted before the war, as for "instance the 
figures of marriage rates,have lost the irvalidity, whereas others,'previously of minor 
interest for most countries, as for in_:;tance rates of exchange, have now become 
of first-class importance. 

The first issue published by the Le~gue (vol. II No. 7) contains in a clear ta
bular form yearly figures from 1913 to 19~0 and monthly figures from June, 
1920, to June 1921 on the following subjects: 

Table 
)) 

)) 

)) 

)) 

)) 

I Production of Coal and Lignite in 9 different countries. 
,2 Production of Pig Iron in 7 countries. • 
3 Production of Crude Steel in 7 countries. 
4 Shipbuilding in II countries. 
5 & b Imports and Exports (special trad\'!), values given in domestic 

• currency, for 23 countries. • 
7 & g Imports and Exports (special trade), by weight, for ro countries, 
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Tf'.ble 9 Movement of Ship,ping for IO countries. 
• • 

• » Io Index Numbers of Wholesale Prices (original data and percentage- of 
' .. J9I3) from 22 sources. • 

» II Index numbe~;S• of retail prices: • 
• (a) Cost of living in IS co~ntries or cities. 

(b) Prices of food in· 2I countries or cities. 
» I2 Gold and certain silver reserves for z6 different countries. 
» I3 Notes in ~rculation in 28 countries. 
» I4 Value of Gold, represented by the percentage which cost of dollar is 

of its cost at par, for 28 countries. 
» IS Bank rates of discount for 24 countries. 
» I6 Savings Banks deposits for 6 countries. 
>> IJ Capital issues in 9 cou~atries. • 
» IS ·Number of Bankruptcies in 7 countries. 
» • I9 Percentage of unemployed anwng workers' organisations in IO countrie~. 

In order to rflaintain the continuity of the tables with the former Bulletin, 
the statistics for the first five months of I92~ have been added for the new tables 
and for those subjects in which there has been any modification of the figures for 
the subsequent months or any alteration in the method o:fe presentation . 

• In the inside of the cover is given a reciprocal table"showmg the parities of the 
currencies of 38 different countries, which should prove of \.e~ real value to 
those whose work involves the conversion of figures from one currency to another. 

As most of the figures published have been ~J;,_will be obtained from the various. 
Govercyments by means of questionnaires, the information published in the Bul
letin presents a high degree of reliability, and it is therefore hoped that the Bulletin 
will render useful service to Governments and officials, banks and other institutions, 
and to economists, statisticians, sociologists and editors. Copies are obtainable 
from the authorised agents for·League publications (price of the single copy, Swiss 
francs, r.so; annual subscription: ~wiss francs IS.). 

IV. Political Questions. 

I. THE POLISH-LITHUANIAN DISPUTE. 

In its meeting of June 28th, th~ Cotmcil of the League of Nations unanimously 
adopted a resolution approving the draft agreement drawn up M. Hyntans, and re- • 
quested the Polish and Lithuanian Governments to resume on July" ISth at Brussels 
the negotiations that were suspended at the beginning of June. (See the July 
number of the Monthly Summary). 

On July ISth, the Polish Government gave noti~e that it accepted the Council's 
recommendation, but with certain reservations. The Polish units serving in General 
Zeligowski's• army would be recalled to Poland. As to the Council's demand 
concerning the red!!ction of the forces which would remain under General Zeligow
ski's orders after this combing out of Polish elements had been effected and the 
forces had been reorganised as a local militia, the Polish Government declared 
they would confine themselves to submittmg these demands to General Zeligowski. 

On July 24th, the Lithuanian ~overnment in its turn communicated its reply. 
It did not consider itself able to carry out the recommendations of the Council. The 
proposal for the provisional organisation of the territory of Vilna while waiting for 
the outcome of the negotiations with Poland did not seem to the Lithuanian Govern-

• ment to offer sufficient gu!rantees; nor did it consider that it could follow the Coun-
• cil's suggestions concerning the distribution and reduction of its troops, arid finally 

it refused to make any.agreement dependent upon obtaining the consent of the local 
Diet at Virna. It therefore•requested the Council simply to apply"t:he Convention 
of Suwalki, concluded with Poland in October, 1920, at a time when the Council 
had not yet had occasion to contemplate either the idea of a plebiscit¥ or of negot!a-
• 
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tions under {he Presidency of one its membe~s. fhe Lithuanian reply, howev~r, 
add~d that Lithuania wished to renew direct neg@tiation with Poland in <frder t<'lo 
" seek to re-establish violated J lffitice ". 0 

On the z8th of last July, M. Hymans. addressed aor
0
eply in the name of t'he 

Council to the two Governm~nts. He considered that he would be failing in the 
trust that the Council had laid upon him if he did not try once more to bring the 
delegations of the two countries together and to appeal to their political wisdom to 
find a solution of the conflict. Consequently, he asked each of tJ!em to send delegates 
to Geneva for August 25th, in order to meet the Delegates of the other party, 
and to seek to learn whether it would not be possible to find some common ground 
between the two countries on the questions that divide them. 

As a consequence of these notes, the two interested countries announced that 
they would send Delegates to Ge~~va,' and o~ August 27th the pourparlers were 
resumed. 

2. THE AALAND ISLANDS. 

A letter of invitation to the Conference for the neutralisation of the Aaland 
Islands was sent out by the Secretary General to the interested Powers during the 
month of August. 

The only modification wade to the list submitted by Sweden of powers which 
should be invited to the Conference was proposed by Great Britain, which suggested .. . 
the addition of Esthonia and Latvia. The invitation was consequently addressed 
to the following: 

Germany, Denmark, Esthonia, Finland, France, Great Britain, Italy, Latvia, 
Poland, and Sweden. 

All there Powers have intimated their intention of participating in the 
Conference. 

0 

3· ALBANIA. 

The Government of Albania as a State Member of the League has requested, 
in virtue of Article II of the Covenant, the intervention of the Council to safeguard 
peace between herself and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, which it feels has been 
menaced by certain events which have recently taken place in Northern Alba.1ia. 

In accordance with the provisions of the Covenant, the President of. the Council 
decided that the question should be placed on the Agenda for the next session of 
the Council at Geneva on Septembre I, and the two Governments have been invited 
to send representatives to take part in the deliberations. 

n 

4· THE FEDERATION OF CENTRAL AMERICA. 

The Legation of El Salvad~r at Paris has recently notified the League that the 
Treaty for the formation of the Federation of Central America, signed at San Jose de 
Costa Rica on rgth January, rgzr, has been adhered to by the Republics of El Sal
vador, Guatemala, and Honduras, but that the legislature o; the Republic of 
Costa Rica has refused to adhere to it. On July zoth the three delegates of El Sal
vador, Guatemala, and Honduras were to hold a reunion at Tegucigalpa, where 
the National Assembly was to promulgu.te the Constitution of the new political 
union. · 

The text of this agreement was submitted to the League for registration some 
time ago by El Salvador. It provides, in general, for a new " sovereign and inde
pendent nation" to ,be called "the Federation of Central America". Each State is 
to maintain its autonomy and independence with regard to~nternal affairs. The exe
cutive authority for the Federation is to be lodged in a Federal Council composed of ' 
delegates chosen by popular election, and the judicial authority to be exercised 
by one Suprerrfe Court. The Constituent Assembly which will promulgate the 
constitution is to be composed of fifteen deputies from each State. , 
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V. Admip.istrative Questions. 
. r. THE SAA~. 

\.·-·· . 
•·~'fhe Governing Coml!ission of the •Saar Territo17 has recently sent its eighth 

periodical"report to the League of Nations. • 
The report cont~ins besides facts already mentioned in the preceding Bulletin, 

' interesting information on the progress of generallegisla tion, on certain administrative 
measures and on me~ures destined to assure the well-being of the population. 

a 
What Constitutes a Saar Inhabitant. 

A Decree of the Governing Commisssion defines what constitutes an inhabitant 
of the Saar. It lays down, according to the report, the two following principles : 

(r) All the inhabitants of the Sq,ar Terrtto!J', whatever be their nationality, have 
equaL rights. 

•(z) Their nationality is in no way a.ffected. In addition to those persons assu~
ing the status by•reason of birth or residence on the da~e of the Armistice, any 
person may qualify as an inhabitant of the•saar if he has been domiciled for at 
least there years in the Saar territory. It has seemed necessary to introduce cer
tain modifications in this rule for officials, merchants and manufacturers. whose 
voc~tion or affairs oblige them to have their principal establishment in the Territory. 

. . 
• Decree concerning Courts martial. 

This Decree, issued on June z8th, rgzr, by the Governing Commission lays down .. 
the principle that inhabitants of the Saar Territory are liable to the jurisdiction only 
of ordinary civilian tribunals. The courts-martiai have jurisdiction only over the 

• members of the garrison troops. It is only in case of an act of espionage which has 
been committed in the Territory, endangering the safety of the troops responsible 
for maintaining order, that the courts-martial can have jurisdiction over in
habitants of the Territory and for this they must first have been expressly invoked 
by the President of the Governing Commission. 

" The Use of French Money in the Saar . 

• Since August rst, rgzr, all officials connected with public education and ~Yith 
the administration of Justice have been paid in francs. The Governing Commission 
had decided to agree in principle to payment in francs for those groups of officials 
that formally made this demand. Demands of this sort have been made by various 
teaching bodies; at the present time, 'a:ll the State officials of the Saar, with the excep-
tion of some fifty, are paid in francs. • 

Food. 

The Governing Commission has decided to put On~ale rationed bread sold at a 
low price, in order to help the wurkers suffering from the depreciation of the mark 
and from thi! economic crisis, which is particularly severe in the metallurgical indus
tries. The baking 8J1d sale of cheap bread v.ill be controlled by the Food Depart
ment; the Governing Commission will buy wheat on the world-market according 
to its needs. •t should be added that, simultaneously with this cheap rationed 
bread, issued to the extent of an average Qf two hundred grammes per inhabitant 
per day, free trade in grain will be ~-established in the Territory. Thus, consumers 
can buy unlimited quantities of bread, but at a price fixed according to the real 
cost of flour. 

Public Welfare. 

· A regional Public R@lief Organisation is actively at .;vork. The Governing 
• Commission, on May rrth, passed an Order providing aid to men crippled in the 

war. This Order pro'-?des for free treatment at the expense of the State to all 
disabled mtfu of at least eight.een years of age. Special institutions•will be set up 
where they will.receive appropriate medical treatment and can get professional 
training . 
• 
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As regards Public Health, the district (Kreis) dispensaries (public health. cent~e;;) 
have been developed. Quaiified doctors have been appointed to the dispensarie• 
in a great many districts, thus lending. greater unity to the worl'. of Public Hea!th. 
The fight against tuberculo~is has been ac matter for paoticular care. ,A series of 
scientific conferences have been heJd, at which the staff of the anti-tuberculosis dis-
pensaries received special instruction. . · , 

The Governing Commission has issued a Decree regulating the sale, both whole
sale and retail, of alcohol, eau-de-vie and spirituous liquors. , 

. ( 

As the shortage of housing in the Territory is serious, the Governing Commission 
has decided that builders receiving subsidies should immediately become the owners 
of their houses, and has granted specialfacilities to any small local associations, formed 
to encourage the building of homes." Finall~r, recognising that the Association of 
communes is not in a pos;tion in present circumstances to raise a loan on favour
able terms, the Governing Commission 'ha.'>, as a provisional and exceptional· mea
sure, put at the dispo::al of this Association in advance the sam of one million 
francs. " 

The Railways of the Saar Territory. 

The report of the Governing Commission contains an annex, being a special 
report on the a~dmihistration of the railway net of the Territory; this report has been 
drawn up by M. Lambert, the Belgian member of the Commission, who is respon
sible for railways. 

The possibility of setting up and running autonomously such a small railway 
net as that of the Saar was at frst contested by both French and German experts. 

It has to-day been proved that, technically and financially, the misgivings of the 
experts were exaggerated. The supplying of this railway net with rolling-stock and 
other material had been entrusted by the Peace Treaty to a Mixed Commission com
posed of representatives of the German Government and the Governing Commission; 
this Mixed Commission endowed the Territory with railway material that makes 
its railway net the richest in the world in proportion to its size. From the financial 
point of view, it is true that .the railway system shows a deficit for the financial 
year April rst, 1920, to March 31st, 1921, of 143 million marks on a general budg'i't for 
the Saar Territory of about one milliard. " Comparison of these two figures shows 
that the railway budget is not a disproportionate charge on the Government, " con
cludes M. Lambert. The report makes some comparisons between the position of 
the French railway systems and that of the Saar railways that are all to the advantage 
of the latter. The coefficient of operation of the Saar Railway system for 1920 was 128, 
arrived at as follows: 

Expenses 
, .Receipts 

522,ooo.ooo marks 
4q.ooo.ooo marks 

.. ro8.ooo.ooo marks 
which gives a ratio of 128 while that of the French State roads was 157.' 

The French State Railways load 7,500 wagons per day; the Saar railways load 
nearly 4,000 in normal times. The French State Railways employ roo,ooo employees; 
the Saar railways, r8,ooo, that is about r8°;'o. The Saar territory has more railway 
lines per square mile than any portion of'France; except in the perimeter of the Grand 
Ceinture of Paris. c 

The next meeting of the Council contains on its Agenda the question of railway 
transport proceeding from or destined to the Saar Territory. The German Govern
ment has opposed 'ihe Saar adhering to the Berne Conve13tion, on the ground, among 
others,.,that the Saar does not constitute an independent "State. '' .., 

The Governing Commission has requested the Council to deal with these ques
tions, in view., particularly, of the general role of th~ League in matte:~-s concerning 
transit, as laid down in Articles 376 and 365 and paragraph 22 of the Saar Annex to 
the Treaty ofVersailles. · " " 
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• 2. DANZIG . 
• • • 

• The majority of the questions in dispute as regards the Treaty of November gth, 
19~, between Polft.nd and Danzig have been settied by agreements concluded be
tween the two parties as provided for during the Cou!lcil Session last June that all 
outstanding points arising in this Agreement shmlld be settled by July 31st. Certain 

1 
questions were submitted to the High Commissioner for decision, amongst which the 
most important was that of the ownership and control of the railroads of the Free 
City. • 

< 

Decision of the High Commissioner as to Railroads. 

The decision of the High Commissioner stipulates that the railroads which 
especially serve the port shall belong_ to the·Harpour Board but that they shall be 
administered by the Polish Railroad Administration. A.t the same time the Har
bour.Board and the Free City of Danzi~ are to participate in the Administration~ 
The ownership and-administration of the tramways and narrow gauge railroads have 
been attributed to Danzig. All other railroad~, as well as the property attached to 
them, including the principal administration building, have been allotted to Poland. 

At the end of August, Danzig gave notice of appeal to the C'J:>uncil of the League 
against the de~ision. The matter will probably be comiderell by the Council in 
September. 

Closing of the Arms Factory. 
. ~ 

Measures have been taken to execute the deci,.<;ion of the Council taken at its 
1 • last meeting that all manufacture of arms, including sporting rifles, at Danzig shall 

cease immediately. The arms factory of the city was closed on July 30th, and Mexico, 
which had previously given an order for gun barrels, has been informed that the order 
cannot be executed. 

VI. Humanitarian and Social Questions. 

I. THE RussiAN REFUGEES. · 

The Conference for studying the question of Russian Refugees met at Geneva 
on August 22nd. . · 

The following nations were represented~ · ""' 
Bulgaria: M. NIKOFF, Head of the Bulgarian Secretariat to the League of 

Nations: 

China: M. CHETCHONG LI, First Secretary to the Chinese Legation at The Hague. 
Finland: M. ENCKELL, Finnish Minister to Paris. 
France: .M. DE REFFYE, French Consul-General at Geneva. 
Greece: M. DENpRAMIS, Head of the Permanent Greek Secretariat at Geneva. 
Poland: M. PERLOWSKI. 
Roumania: M. MARGARITESCO GRECIANO, Minister Plenipotentiary of Roumania 

at Berne. 
Switzerland: M. Professor Dr. f.)ELAQUIS, Chief of the Police Department of 

the Federal Department of Justice and Police. 
Czecho-Slovakia: M. DussEK, Czecho-Slovakian Minister to Berne. 
jugo-Slavia: M. JovANOVICH, Minister Plenipotentiary of Jugo-Slavia to 

Berne. ., 
• The International Labour Bureau was represented by l\Iessrs. BuTLER and 

PARDO. The international Committee of the Red Cross, League of Red Cross Societies, 
and the International Save tq,e Children Fund were invite(to participate, and :M. 
AsTROV representative of the Committee of Russian towns and zemstvos, l\1. EFRE-. . ' . 
MOFF, Russian diplomatic representative at Berne, and Countess PANINE, were 
• 
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heard and ~xpressed the wishes of the fourteen R~~sian ·associations which rece~~tly 
n,et at Paris. M. JovANOVICH (Jugo-Slavia) was elected President and M. DELAQUlS 
(Switzerland), Vice-President. The first effort of the Conference was to som
plete and arrange the info~mation necessary to organise the High Commissioner's 
office, the reports presented by th~ delegates giving information as to the number and 
the position of Russian refugees in the various countries represented. The Confer
ence then set itself to laying down the lines along which the High Commissioner'~ 
should work. 

As regards repatriatie>n, it was felt that while no refugee should be forced to 
return to Russia, the High Commissioner should ask all the Governments concerned 
how many refugees wish to be repatriated, and should examine with these Govern
ments the material possibilities of effecting this repatriation and the guarantees thut 
may be necessary. As regards the great difficulties encountered by the refugees ai 
connection with their juridical status, it was decided that each Government should 

· be asked to adapt its laws to the abnorrr:al situation existing at present. In order 
to move refugees from one country to another, the Conference recommended that 
the High Commissioner take up with the various interested Governments the question 

. of a special identity card. 
For the redistr:bution and employment of the refugees, the Conference proposed 

that the Internatiolllal Labour Office furnish information as to labour conditions in the· 
various countries"; and that Governments which had limited their immigration 
consent to a temporary modification in favour of refugees and furnish the High 
Commissioner with all information necessary for classifying the refugees according 
to their profession. It was also decided to ask countries concerned to appoint an 
official to maintain contact wit,l. the High Commissioner to hasten the execution of 
the measures which may be agreed upon between him and the Governments. 

Various charitable organisations, such as the International Committee of the 
Red Cross, the League of Red Cross Societies, the International "Save the Children" 
Fund and Jewish Societies, all agreed to co-operate with the High Commissioner. 

The solution of the problem appeared above all as a financial question. Since 
the present situation is a matter of concern to the whole world, the Conference ex
pressed the opinion that it would not be equitable to leave the burden of helping 
them on the few nations which hitherto have alone shouldered it. It was therefore 
recommended that all States should, in proportion to their resources, be invit.ed to 
help in fulfilling this urgent and indispensable duty of world solidarity. The Confer
ence was of opinion that the Economic and Financial Committee of the League 
should examine the different financial problems involved. 

Before separating, the Delegates, having learned that all the Members of the 
Council were agreed upon. inviting Dr. Nansen to assume the functions of High 
Commissioner, decided to inform their respective Governments as quickly as pos
sible of the results of the Co11ference, and to ask instructions permitting them to 
take part a fortnight hence at a meeting where :Cr. Nansen will be present. 

2. TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN. 

As a consequence of the Interf,ational Conference on Traffic in Women and 
Children held by the League at Genevc inJuly, the Representative of Great Britain 
on the Council has transmitted to the Secr~tary-General a draft " International 
Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children. " This draft 
Convention is accompanied by a motion inviting the forthcoming meeting of the 
Council scheduled for September rst to consider the Final Act presented by that Con
ference with a view of drafting a further International G-:mvention. In the event of 
the Council approving this proposal the British Delegate recommends that the 
Council invite Representatives of Members of the League at the Assembly to sign the 
Convention. Among the recommendations of the Conference incorp6rated· in the 
British draft Convention are found some of those which seek especially to strengthen v 

.the legal mea.>ures for the suppression of traffic in women and children. 
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• 
3· OPIUM. 

o In executidn eof the decision taken by the touncil on June 28th for the sup
pression of.the traffic in opi~m and other aangerous drugs, as reported in the Monthly 
Summary for July, letters have been sent by thtt Secretariat to Albania, Argentine, 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Finland, San Salvador, Persia, Portugal 
and Venezuela, requesting them as Members of the League to ratify the Hague 
Opium Convention, an(i'by the Netherlands Government to Ecuador, San Domingo, 
and Mexico, which are not Members of the League, rr1aking the same request. In 
the same way, all States parties to the Convention have been invited to provide an 
annual report pn the production, manufacture and trade in opium and other drugs in 
their territories. • 

Moreover, r8 nations having Tteaty relations with China and adhering to the 
International Opium Convention have been invited to· take steps to prevent the 
contraband trade in opium and other drT:!gs. These nations are Austria, Belgium, 

. • 0 

Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, France, Great Britai.P., Holland, Italy, Japan, Norway, 
Panama, Peru, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United States, and Uruguay. 

·The Provisional Health Committee which,met at Geneva onJ\ugust 25th, decided 
to comply with the request of the Council that it inve!tigate.the average require
ments in each country of the drugs specified in Chapter 3 of t;he Convention. A • the same time, the Resolution of the Council concerning the restriction of the 
cultivation of opium to the amounts necessary for strictly medicinal and scientific 
purposes has been put on the agenda of the Seeond Session of. the Opium Com-
mittee, which will meet in March,. 1922. • 

Further correspondence has passed between the League, which by the Cove-. 
nant has been entrusted with the execution of the measures for the suppression 
of •the opium traffic, and the Dutch Government, which was given certain admi
nistrative duties in the Opium Convention. The Dutch Government has notified 
the League that Japan and Brazil, and Germany on condition that she have a 
representative on the Opium Committee, have agreed to the transfer to the League 
of the duties entrusted to the Netherlands Government by the Opium Convention. 
The United States, however, has refused to agree to the transfer and has stated • that it would deal only with the Netherlands Government . 

• 
4· THE DEPORTATION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN TURKEY 

AND NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES. 
• 

The Report of the Commission of Enquiry on the Deportation of Women and 
Children in Turkey and Neighbouring Countries wa~ stJ.bmitted to the Council on 
August 30th, and passed on by the Council to the forthcoming Assembly. 

The Report was drawn up by Dr. Kennedy and Miss Cushman, and gives an 
account of the happv results achieved by the British High Commission at Constan
tinople and by the Inter-Allied Police. 

On the other hand, the work of the Cm''nmission has shown that up to the 
present no systematic measures have beea taken to assure the return of women 
and children to their homes, and .has shown the necessity of setting up some 
authority sufficiently strong to enforce its decisions without loss of time . 

• VII. Recell't Publications on the League. 
• 

An Illustrated Photographic History of the League of Nations is to be published 
at Geneva, "with the collaberation of the Secretariat, in order" to show by 

. photograph the 'lia.l'ious steps in the development of the League and the different 
kinds of work which it is doing. The book consists almost entirely ;f. photographS 
• 
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with very brief captions, illustrating the drafting vf the Covenant at P~ris, the 
headquarters of the League at London and at Geheva, its work in the Saar Valley9 

Danzig· mandated territories such0 as German South-EastAfrica, Pclestine, the Pacific 
' 0 

. Colonies, the Protocol of the ~ourt Project, 'the Registratton of Treaties, t~e meetings 
of all the various Commissions and, in short, any other material connected with the 
League susceptible of photography. .Copies may be had at frs. 3.50 by writing 

0 
to "Edition Atar ", Geneva. 
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' H is thought that it might be interesting, both. to those following the ,League and also to u 

librarians, to g\ve occasional lists of such titles. ' 
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• • 
A~sEMBL Y DocuMENTS 

• • 
• A large number of reports and documents will bt presented to the Assembly on 

subjects included in the Agen1a. It is not possible to give these a general circulation 
outside the Assembly, but a limited number will be av1lilable and may be had on 
application to the Information Section, League ofNations, Geneva. . 
• Among the documents are the General Report by- the Secretary-General on the 
work of the Council and the Secretariat, and upon the measures taken to execute the 
decisions of the Assembl}r, together with recommendations and reports on:-

The Permanent Court of International Justice. ' 
Amendments to the Covenant. 
Armaments. 
Blockade. 
Treaty Registration. 
Communications and Transit . . 
Finance and Eco11omics. 
Traffic in Women and Children. • 
Deportation of Women and Children in Turkey 

and Adjacent Countries. · 
Traffic in Opium. 
I ~ternational Health. 
Typhus Campaign. 
International Co-ordination of Intellectual Work. 
Allocation of the Expenditure of the League. • 
The Budget. 
Etc., etc. 

• 

September I. 

" 
I. 

, ... 2. 

" 
2. 

" 
2. 

3· 
5· 

October 25. 
November • 25. 

• 

VIII. Calendar of Events . 

Amendments Committee, Geneva. 
First Sub-Commission of the Armaments Committee on the Private 

Manufacture of Arms, the Arms Traffic Convention, etc., Geneva. 
Second Sub-Commission of the Armaments Committee on the 

exchange of Military Information, etc., Geneva. 
Third Sub-Commission of the Armaments Committee on the Sta-

tistics of Armaments, Geneva. , 
Plenary Session of the Armaments Committee, Geneva. 
Economic Committee, ·Geneva. • 
Second Assembly, Geneva. 
International Labour Conference, Geneva. 
Technical and Advisory Commissiofl .on Communications and 

Transit, Genev!l.. 

• 
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I. Summary of the Month. 

Practically every activity entered into by the League of Nations was brought 
under discussion, and in most cases appreciably advanced durinJi the month of 
September, when not only the Assembly came together for its second meeting, but 
the Council met both in extraordinary session on the Upper Silesian question and in 
ordinary session on many current affairs, and various. C?mmissions appointed by the 
First As<:embly finished their work. · . 

W, ile it.is not necessary to summarise here all the details to be found later on in 
the Summary, it m~ be noted that the Council made considerable progress towards 
the solution of the Upper Silesian problem, and found opportunity to consider many 
important current matters of League concern,Owhile the Assembly definitely elected 
the judges of the Permanent Court of InterSJ.ational Justice; approved the organisa
tion and work of the technical or§anisations on Communications and Transit, 
Finance and Economics, and Health; suggested certain important amendments to 
the Covenant; admitted three new Members to the League; approved the organisa
tion of the. Secretariat and Labour Office and the Budget for 1922; and studied at 
length, and in many cases made, detailed resolutions concerning reduction of 

• armaments, mandates, the Polish-Lithuanian dispute, the Bolivian-Chilian Jispute, 
the appeal of Austria, the status of Albania, Armenia, and Eastern Galicia, as well as 
the Russian•Famine, the Sup~ression of the Traffic in Opium and b. Women and 

• Children, and th~ deportations in Asia Minor. · 

• 
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First Part . . - THE· COUNCIL. 
(' 

• • 
(a) ExTRAOIWINARY SESSION - UPPER SrLESIA. 

r 

The question of the delimitation of the frontier in Upper Silesia, which had o 

been referred to the League of Nations by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers 
was further discussed during the month of September. Folfowing the first Extra
ordinary Session of the Council, held in Geneva on August zgth, under the presidency 
of Viscount Ishii (]a pan), when the terms of reference and the main facts of the dis
pute were brought before the Council, a second Extraordinary Session was held 
on September Ist. Viscount Ishii, wl1o had ~greed to act as Rapporteur, read a 
detailed proposal, which is.here given in full: ,, 

" I. With a view to enabling the Council to arrive in complete indepen
dence at an opinion on the questipn which has been submittea to it, its Members 
are unanimous in thinking it desirable to entrust the preliminary examination 
of the question, to the Representatives of Belgium, Brazil, China, and Spain, . 
States which have so Jar taken no part in the preliminary investigations, nor 
in the discussi?ns to which these investigations have given rise. a 

"II. It will be the duty of the Representatives of these Powers to study 
the various aspects of the p~oblem, with the help of the documents forwarded 
by the Supreme Council and of any other means of information. 

"III. They will have the right to seek such information as they may o 

think useful, and to obtain such expert advice as may be necessary. It is 
desir~ble that the experts who will be appointed should have taken no part in 
the previous investigations and discussions, and that they should be chosen, 
as far as possible, from among such persons as have already collaborated in the 
work of the Technical Organisations of the League. With a view to supplying 
local information which may be of use, inhabitants (both German and Polish) 
of the'territory of Upper Silesia may be heard. 

0 

"IV. The services of the Secretariat will be at their disposal for all " 
assistance that may be required. 

"V. They will carry on their work in complete freedom, and without 
any procedure being established. They will report to the Council, who will 
continue to keep in touch with the matter, and who will, at any moment, be 
able to meet so as to examine the results of the investigations which are taking 
place. " o' (' ' 

Mr. Balfour expressed the opinion that, in order to deal successfully with the 
very difficult and all-important task which the Supreme Council had asked the 
Council of the League to assume, the'method proposed by Viscount Ishii was much 
the best that could be adopted. It woi1ld give the public in all countries, who are 
watching this subject with the keenest interect, the impression that the Council has 
determined not merely to make an independent examination of the question, but 
to do so under conditions which will remove any suspicion that it is being dealt 
with from the vie~ point of any one country rather than another, and that it is going 
to. continue the c?ntro~ersy which has naturally perhaps, but most unfortunately, 
ansen in .con~ectron. ':"1th Upper Silesia. The Council, he hoped, would approach, 
the questwn m a spmt of complete detachment from narrow and individual views 
and make a <ieliberate and determined effort to deat with it impartially and in th~ 
broadest spirit. 

Printed by Alar. :.._ J. 6. - 3.200.- 10/21 
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M. Bourgeois then stated -that lie was in entire agreement with the declaration 

.made .by Mr. Balfour and wit~ the method of work proposed by Viscount Jshii. 
• He believed that public opinion would recogn~se that the Council had met the 

JNoblem in a sptrit of entire independence and impartiality. That independence • • 
and imjjartiality wou!d be guaranteed by the •fact that four of their col-
leagues, whose countries had taken no part in 'the previous discussion, would under
take the preliminary study. Other Members of the Council would certainly not 
relinquish interest in the progress of the question, but would have every confidence 
in their colleagues, arld would themselves keep in close touch with them in order to 
be fully informed of their progress. The Council would thus respond, both to the 
desire of that public opinion which wishes to see brought to an end the difficulties 
which are troubling the public mind and which may endanger the peace of the world, 
and also to the will of the Supreme Council.which handed over this question to the 
L • • 

eague. 

• • Marquis Imperiali declared that l!e was in entire agreement with the Repre-
sentatives of Gr~t Britain and France. He then warm:ty thanked his colleagues 
of Belgium, Brazil, China, and Spain, who we~e willing to collaborate so courageously 
in a work the success of which might have consequences of extreme importance for 
the future of the League, to which. all the Members of the eouncil were so firmly 
attached. • • • • • • 

• On the invitation of Viscount Ishii, the four other Members of the Council then 
declared that they would accept the role offered to them and associated themselves 
with the words of M. Hymans, who thanked his colleagues for the confidence shown 
in them, and declared that they would strive to fuJfil their task in a spirit of perfect 
justice, freedom, and independence. 

These declarations and the full verbatim record of this Session of the Council 
were immediately afterwards published. As soon as possible the Committee of four 
Members of the Council began their study of the great mass of data which had been 
submitted to the League by the Supreme Council. Meetings were held on every 
possible opportunity during the session of the Assembly, and by the end ofthe month 
the problem had been considerably narrowed down. 

(b) ORDINARY SESSIONS. 

·The Council held a series of meetings during the Sessions of the Assembly on c 

September znd, 3rd, rzth, r6th and zrst under the presidency of Mn Wellington Koo. 
It discussed a number of current League problems, and transmitted to the Assembly 
certain reports prepared by special Commissions on armaments, amendments, the 
economic blockade, the traffic in women and child11eQ. intellectual labour and raw 
materials. At the same time, it. planned to remain in Geneva for a few days after 
the Assemb!J in order to carry out the details of as many of. the resolutions of the 
Assembly as possible. · 

• 

II. Organisation. of the League . 
• 
MANDATES. 

The question of the confirmation of the "A" type of Ma~ates for the former 
. Turkish possessions in Asfa Minor, and the "B " type for the former Geqnan pos
sessiohs in Central Africa came before the September session of the Council by 
reference from the J unc Session, when it had been decided to postpone final decision 
with the hope that the Princif>al Allied Powers could, between June and September, 
come to an agr~ment with the United States on the issues raised by that Govern-

. . 
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First Part. THE- COUNCIL. 
. . 

(a) EXTRAORDINA~Y SESSION - UPPER SILESIA. 

The question of the delimitation of the frontier in Upper Silesia, which had o 

been referred to the League of Nations by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers 
was further discussed during the month of September. Folfowing the first Extra
ordinary Session of the Council, held in Geneva on August 29th, under the presidency 
of Viscount Ishii (Japan), when the terms of reference and the main facts of the dis
pute were brought before the Council, a second Extraordinary Session was held 
on September rst. Viscount Ishii, wl:.o had ~greed to act as Rapporteur, read a 
detailed proposal, which is,here given in full: 

" I. With a view to enabling tne Council to arrive in complete indepen
dence at an opiniorton the questi0n which has bee~ submitted to it, its Members 
are unanimous in thinking it desirable to entrust the preliminary examination 
of the question to the Representatives of Belgium, Brazil, China, and Spain, 
States which h~ve so far taken no part in the preliminary investigations, nor 
in the discussi')~S to which these investigations have given rise. a 

"II. It will be the duty of the Representatives of these Powers to study 
the various aspects of the problem, with the help of the documents forwarded 
by the Supreme Council and of any other means of information . 

.. 
"III. They will have the right to seek such information as they may o 

think useful, and to obtain such expert advice as may be necessary. It is 
desir~ble that the experts who will be appointed should have taken no part in 
the previous investigations and discussions, and that they should be chosen, 
as far as possible, from among such persons as have already collaborated in the 
work of the Technical Organisations of the League. With a view to supplying 
local information which may be of use, inhabitants (both German and Polish) 
of the'territory of Upper Silesia may be heard. 

"IV. The services of the Secretariat will be at their disposal for all 
assistance that may be required. 

"V. They will carry on their work in complete freedom, and without 
any procedure being established. They will report to the Council, who will 
continue to keep in touch with the matter, and who will, at any moment, be 
able to meet so as to examine the results of the investigations which are taking 
place. " •· ~ · 

Mr. Balfour expressed the opinion that, in order to deal successfully with the 
very difficult and all-important task which the Supreme Council had asked the 
Council of the League to assume, the-method proposed by Viscount Ishii was much 
the best that could be adopted. It woi{ld give the public in all countries, who are 
watching this subject with the keenest interer.t, the impression that the Council has 
determined not merely to make an independent examination of the question, but 
to do so under conditions which will remove any suspicion that it is being dealt 
with from the view point of any one country rather than another, and that it is going 
to continue the controversy which has naturally perhaps, but most unfortunate! 
arisen fn connection with Upper Silesia. The Council, he hoped, would approa~
the question in a spirit of complete detachment from narrow and individual vi 

d k 
• . .- , ews, 

an rna e a. ~ehberate and determmed effort to deal with it impartially and in the 
broadest spmt. 

Printed by Alar. :__ J. 6. - 3,200.- 10121 
500. 
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, 
M. Bourgeois then stated -that !I.e was in entire agreement with the declaration 

.made .by Mr. Balfour and wit~ the method of work proposed by Viscount Jshii. 
• He believed that public opinion would recogni_se that the Council had met the 

JNOblem in a spTrit of entire independence and impartiality. That independence • • 
and impartiality wourd be guaranteed by the •fact that four of their col-
leagues, whose countries had taken no part in 'the previous discussion, would under
take the preliminary study. Other Members of the Council would certainly not 
relinquish interest in the progress of the question, but would have every confidence 
in their colleagues, al"ld would themselves keep in close touch with them in order to 
be fully informed of their progress. The Council would thus respond, both to the 
desire of that public opinion which wishes to see brought to an end the difficulties 
which are troubling the public mind and which may endanger the peace of the world, 
and also to the will of the Supreme Council.which handed over this question to the 
L • • 

eague. 

• • Marquis Imperiali declared that lte was in entire agreement with the Repre-
sentatives of Gr(!'at Britain and France. He then warmty thanked his colleagues 
of Belgium, Brazil, China, and Spain, who we~e willing to collaborate so courageously 
in a work the success of which might have consequences of extreme importance for 
the future of the League, to which. all the Members of the eouncil were so firmly 
attached. • • • 

• On the invitation of Viscount Ishii, the four other Members of the Council then 
declared that they would accept the role offered to them and associated themselves 
with the words of M. Hymans, who thanked his colleagues for the confidence shown 

· in them, and declared that they would strive to fuJfil their task in a spirit of perfect 
justice, freedom, and independence. 

These declarations and the full verbatim record of this Session of the Council 
were immediately afterwards published. As soon as possible the Committee of four 
Members of the Council began their study of the great mass of data which had been 
submitted to the League by the Supreme Council. Meetings were held on every 
possible opportunity during the session of the Assembly, and by the end of the month 
the problem had been considerably narrowed down. 

(b) ORDINARY SESSIONS. 

The Council held a series of meetings during the Sessions of the Assembly on o 

September 2nd, 3rd, rzth, r6th and zrst under the presidency of Mn Wellington Koo. 
It discussed a number of current League problems, and transmitted to the Assembly 
certain reports prepared by special Commissions on armaments, amendments, the 
economic blockade, the traffic in women and child~n. intellectual labour and raw 
materials. At the same time, it. planned to remain in Geneva for a few days after 
the Assembty in order to carry out the details of as many of· the resolutions of the 
Assembly as ·possible. · 

• 

II. Organisation. of the League . 
• 
MANDATES. 

The question of the confirmation of the "A" type of MaiJ4}ates for the former 
. Turkish possessions in Asra Minor, and the "B " type for the former Ger~nan pos
sessiohs in Central Africa came before the September session of the Council by 
reference from the J unc Session, when it had been decided to postpone final decision 
with the hope that the Princif>al Allied Powers could, between June and September, 
come to an agr~ment with the United States on the issues raised by that Govern-

• 
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ment. When the Council met ii1 September the representatives of the Principal 
AllieC: Powers made it known that their Governmenis Iiad received a Note ~rom th~ ", 
United States on the questions at issue. The Council decided .that th1s Note 
constituted a new step in the P.egotiations betwee~ the ~tinc.ipal Power~ an~ the 
United States in the sense desired at its last meetmg, and did not cons1tler 1tself 
called upon to take any part in the n~gotiations. 

The Council nevertheless decided to address a Note to the Principal Allied 
Powers in the hope of expediting a settlement. Consequent!~ on September 8th, 
Mr. Wellington Koo, Acting President, wrote to the Governments of Great Britain, 
France, Italy and Japan, recalling the negotiations which had taken place, and ex-. 
pressing the anxiety of the Council to define, as soon as possible, the terms of the 
Mandates under which vast areas in Afrir.a and Asia are to be administered. 

During the month also the Permanent Mandates Commission, which is entrusted 
with examining the Annual Reports of the Mandatory Powers and advising the 
Council on the administration of the mandated areas, was called together for its 
first meeting on October 4th. This Commission, though it will not have before it the 
official reports, as provided in the Covenant, owing to the delays attendant upon the 
institution of the Mandate system, has nevertheless received from various Mandatory 
Powers statements of their administration as submitted to their Parliaments. It 

' . 
will study these ::leports, and possibly prepare a questionnaire to aid the Mandatory 
Powers in making the regular Annual Reports. 

(For further details on Mandates the reader is referred to the paragraph on 
Mandates under "The Assembly".) 

III. Economic and Financial Questions. 

THE RAW MATERIALS ENQUIRY. 

The Report of the Economic Committee on the difficulties experienced by certain 
countries in assuring importations of the raw m~terials necessary to their well-being 
and even their existence, was presented to the Council in its Session of September zrst. 
The conclusions of the Report being adopted, the Council drew the attention of all 
States Members of the League to a certain number of points which appeared to it 
more particularly worthy of attention, notably, the inconveniences which the estab
lishment of artificial restrictions on the exportation of raw materials presents for 
certain countries; the necessity of hastening the work of the different commissions 
entrusted with the repartition and exchange of rolling-stock in certain parts of 
Europe, in order to put an end to one of the principal difficulti~ before the distri
bution of essential raw materials; and the advisability of the preparation by the 
Advisory Committee of plans for the convocation by the Council of regional confer
ences on questions of communications ?nd transit. These conferences would aim 
to regulate in detail th~ method~ ~f transport b~tween different States in taking into 
ac~o~nt the. geograph1c necess1tles of these States, and in following the general 
pnne1ples la1d ~own b_Y the Barcelona. Confe~ence. Fi~ally, States which may have 
need of financ1al adv1sers to reorgamse the1r econom1c and financial system m 
make application to the Council, which has already been informed that certa:~ 
Governments would be disposed to make use of such advisers. · 

' 

(See Article on Provisional Economic and Finantial Committee u~der "The 
A§sembly.") o 
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IV." Political Questions. 
0 

(a) o THE PoLISH• LITHUANIAN .DISPUTE. 

0 

The negotiations between Poland and Lithuania, which were resumed at Geneva 
at the end of August, led M. Hymans, who had presided over them, to introduce 
certain modificatiOI:'.S in the provisional agreement which he had presented to the 
two parties on May 2oth last, and which had been accepted as a basis of discussion 
by Poland but rejected by Lithuania. 

In presenting his second project of September 3rd, M. Hymans had requested 
the two parties to inform him of t~eir respons~ before September 12th. On that date 
the Lithuanian Delegation accepted the project "il} its ,l:>road lines," but with amend
ments which it indicated and which, ip. fact, would seriously have modified its s~pe 
on several imp~tant points. On September 13th, the. Polish Delegation replied 
that Poland, having accepted the provisi<1hal project of May 20th as a basis of 
discussion, was ready to resume negotiations immediately with this project as a 
base, but that it did not feel called upon to pronounce upo~ the new proposal. 

0 \ • 

• The question thereupon cami before the Council in two public sessions on Sep-
tember rgth and 2oth. M. Hymans brought out that his project c•onstituted a com
promise which should be acceptable to both parties, and which was almost equally 
distant from the extreme claims of both countries. Moreover, it took into account, 
so far as possible, the opinion of the interested ~opulations whose representatives, 
meeting in an Assembly especially called for the purpose, would be requested to 

' . express their opinion on the agreement. 

M. Hymans then read to his colleagues a resolution approving this proposal. 
The resolution brought out that only differences of detail existed between the original 
project of May and the present one. Both were based on the same principles; 
namely, constitution of the territory of Vilna as an autonomous canton on a basis 
analogous to that of the Swiss constitution and within the framework of the Lithuanian 
Sttite, and a rapprochement between Poland and Lithuania in political, 
military and economic relations. These principles had in substance received the 
approbation of the two parties, as shown in the letters of the Lithuanian Delegation 
of May 27th and September I2th,.the telegram of the Polish Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of July rsth, and the letter of the Polish Delegate of September r6th. Finally," 
the resolution provided that M. Hymans should describe the actual status of the 
dispute to the Assembly, which would thus be enabled to contribute its authority 
to a settlement of the question. 

• 0 

The Council then heard :M.. Askenazy, Representative of Poland, and M. Gal
vanauskas., Representative of Lithuania. Thereupon MM. Balfour, Bourgeois 
and Imperiali, with the support of their colleagues, addressed a warm appeal to the 

0 

two countries to reach an agreement. All the Members of the Council then gave 
their entire agreement to the resolution read by M. Hymans. 

Mr. Wellington Koo, President of •the Council, declared that M. Hymans' 
resolution was unanimously adop(ed by the Council, Article IS of the Covenant 
stipulating that the vote of the representatives of the parties at issue was not 
required for unanimity. MM. Askenazy and Galvanauskas declared that they 
would bring the decision of the Council to the knowledge of t~ir respective Govern
ments, the former makfng reservations on a certain number of poi:l\ts of the 
project of September 3rd. 

0 

(See the Polish-!ithuanian Dispute tender" The Assembiy. ") 
0 
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(b) ALBANIA. 
• 

The protest of Albania that 'the Serb-Croat-Slovene Goveament ~ermit~e~ 
Serbian troops to invade Albanian territory"was considerM at the CounciJ meetmg 
on September znd, when the Representatives of Albania, Bishop Fan Noli, and of the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State, M. Yovanovitch were present. Mr. Balfour brought out 
that previously Albania had protested against the Council's decision not to exa~ine 
the question of the frontiers of Albania in view of the faot that the Council of 
Ambassadors was already considering the question, and had made use of her right to 
place the Council's decision before the Assembly. He stated, therefore, that Albania 
had. requested the Assembly to consider the fixation of its frontiers, and the Council 
to prevent the Serbs from violating these same frontiers. As it appeared unwise 
that two problems so intimately cCinne~ted sh0uld be discussed by two different 
bo.Jies, Mr. Balfour suggested, and the Council agreed, that any violation of the 
frontiers should also be referred to the Asst:mbly. • 

Bishop Fan Noli accepted this de~ision in the name of Albanil. M. Yovanovitch 
however, after having declared that the Yugo-Slav troops had not occupied 
new territory in Albania, but had remained on the line fixed by the Powers, read two 
documents from the r, Presi,dent of the Republic of Mirditie " according to which 
the Albanian Govei11ment at Tirana did not repre:;ent all Albania. He consequelltly 
requested the Council to send out a Committee of Enquiry to learn which of the two 
Governments of Tirana or Mirditie was qualified to speak in the name of Albania. 
Bishop Fan Noli having replied thG't the capital of the Government of Mirditie was 
at Prizrend in Serbian territory, the Council decided to refer this request also to the 
Assembly. <. 

(See the Article on Albania under" The Assembly.") 

(c) AALAND ISLANDS. 

The Conference for the neutralisation of the Aaland Islands, called as a result 
of the decision of the Council last June, will take place at Geneva on October roth. 

Denmark will be represented by MM. Bernhoft and Wenck; Esthonia by MM. 
Piip and Salza; Finland by General 0. P. Enckell, MM. Erich, Carl Enckell rmd 
Schwanck; France by MM. Gout andd'Ormesson; Germany by MM. Trautman, 
Steffan, and Dr. Baligand; Great Britain by Mr. J.D. Gregory; Italy by M. Busatti; 

, Latvia by MM. Michael and Valters; Poland by M. Askenazy; Sweden by MM. 
E. de Trolle, Hqjer, Baron Marks von Wurtemberg, Count Wachtmeister and 
Commander Holmquist. 

V. Adhi1nistrative Questions. 

(a) SAAR BASIN. 

~ 

Re-appointment of Saar Basin Member of the Governing Commission. 

Dr. Hector, of Saarlouis, the Saar Member of the Governing Commission of five · 
has been reappointed by the Council for a peri~.d of one year from September zoth: 
192!. 

Reduction of French Troops. 

The Council, d~ring its session in June, invited the.,Governing Commission to 
insert in its reports information on the prospects of reduction of the French troo 
The President of the Commission has recently, in a special report stated that t~s~ 
French Goverr.ment, in agreement with the Commission, has decided t 0 tran f 

. t f AI . T" . ~ s er a 
reg~men o genan mulleurs from the Saar to a neighbouring district 1·n F 

, , . c ranee, 
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as its maintenance in the teratciry •tself, in normal times, could not be regarded 
a~.esse~tial. With regard to the development of the gendarmerie, the report points 
~ut that it is a question likely to entail serious financial difficulties, quite apart 
fr~m the great difficulty of recruiting. • 

•• • 
Adhesion of the Saar to the Bern International Railway Convention of r8go . 

• 
At the request of the Council, the Committee on Communications and Transit 

has studied the questi<in of the adhesion of the Saar Basin to the Bern International 
Railway Transport Convention of r8go, to which, as reported in the last Summary 
(p. go), Germany objected, and has come to the general conclusion that the decla
ration of adhesion of the Governing Commission is superfluous, as the Convention is, 
in so far as concerns ali Powers whichhavesigi\ed or adhered thereto, rightfully in force 

· in the Saar Territory, in the same way" as in the tern tory of the Allied and Associated 
Powers which have signed or adhered to it. The Council decided to forward the 
repo;t of the Transit Commission, which analyses the question in considerable detail, • • to the Saar Governing Commission: e 

German Protest against the "Saar Inhabitant" Decree . 
• 

'fhe German Government has prt>tested to the League against'the ~ecree defining 
the term " inhabitant of the Saar " which was mentioned in the last Summary 
(page 8g), claiming that it is contrary to the Treaty of Versailles. This contention 
is made on the ground that other requirements tharl the normal one of mere residence 
are imposed; that the decree encroaches seriQPsly upon existing conditions 

o regarding nationality, which should remain unaffected; and that an improper 
attempt has been made to separate political rights from nationality and identify 
them with the term "inhabitant of the Saar. " 

As in the case of former German protests, the Saar Commission has been re
quested to forward any observations which they may wish to submit to the Council. 

(b) DANZIG. 

Financial Position of the Free City. 

In accordance with the request "of the June Council meeting, the Provisional 
Economic and Financial Committee has submitted to the Council a preliminary report 
on the financial position of Danzig, suggesting, however, that a more thorough study 
be made. MM. Avenol and Jansen have therefore been appointed for that purpose, it 
being stipulated that such action does not obligate- the Council to give Danzig 
financial assistance. 

Defence of Danzig am" Port d'Attache "for Polish War Vessels in Danzig. 

Reports from the High Commissioner, o'h the general question of providing 
for the defence of Danzig in the special cases referred to in the resolution adopted 
by the Council last June, and on theequestion of a Port d'Attache for Polish war 
vessels in Danzig, were referred by the Council to the Permanent Advisory Com
mission for Military, Naval and Air Questions for their observations. The Council 
has not yet considered the reports already submitted by the Permanent Advisory 

• Commission for Military, Naval and Air Questions. 
In view, however, of the approach of winter, the High Commissioner has been 

requested to take up with the Danzig Government the question of providing safety 
and necessaJ07 harbour f~ciliti~ for Polish war vessels in the Port of i)anzig, until 
the matter has been considered and settled by the Council. 

• 
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( 

The Danzig Railways-Settlement " Out of Court. " 
' . • 

' . f After prolonged negotiations at the Secretariat between the'Representatlve~_o 
Poland and Danzig, assisted by the L~ague's High • Commissioner .at J?anzig, 
the two Parties, on September 23rd, 1921, concluded an agreement interpretmg t~e 
two railway decisions of the High Commissioner, and in consequence, Dan~Ig 
withdrew the appeal to the Council which it had made against the High Commis-
sioner's first decision. " 

The first railway decision was outlined in the last Summary (page gi). Some 
of the most important points in jthe second decision of the High Commissioner 
(September 5th, I92I) are: 

' 
German is to be the official 'language. 'Polish can be used when absolutely 

'1ecessary for the efficient 'working of the administration or if the public desire it. 
Tickets issued to places in Poland or other foreign countries and notices regarding 
safety and health can be in both la~guages. The official curr~ncy is the German 
mark, yet Polish currency can be used if the payer and payee agree. The Polish 
Railways Administption shall not pay any rates or taxes for the railways or for 
property to be hand,ed over.. The civil and criminal courts of Danzig are competent 
for matters conne:ted with the Polish Railw1.ys Administration. Special ~ttipu
lations are given concerning the obligations and position, respectively, of the 
technical railway police employ~d by the Polish Administration and the Danzig 
Police detailed to duty in con-.1ection with the railways. The Polish Railways 
Administration must apply to t_he Danzig officials, employees and workmen at least 
as favourable regulations regarding insurance, old age, etc., as they have enjoyed 
under t)le Danzig administration. In filling vacancies, priority must be given to ' 
Danzig citizens, yet, failing suitable applicants of Danzig nationality, Poland,has 
the right to introduce Polish nationals.' This, however, does not apply to higher 
officials in the general administration. Poland is to pay to Danzig so million 
marks on account, as soon_ as her Railways Administration has assumed control, 
exploitation and administration of the railways. 

In the agreement of September 23rd, the two Governments mutually qgreed 
not to appeal against the two decisions of the High Commissioner. Among other 
things they decided that the Harbour Board and the Polish Railways Administration • 
should determine whether certain properties '}'ithin the port district which belonged 
to the Harbour Board (land, warehouses, cranes, etc.) should be operated by them 
or by the Railways Administration, and that a limited liability company should be set 
up to manage the Central Railway Workshops at Danzig, its working capital to be 
covered, 45% by Poland, 45% by Danzig and the remaining IO% by a foreign financial 
group. It was also decid~d' that the Polish Railways Administration should pay 
to Danzig a contribution towards the upkeep of ·the schools in accordance with the 
use made of them, and that the High Commissioner should be requ~sted to secure 
the views of the Reparation Commission with regard to a qu,estion concerning the 
status of certain former Prussian railway debts.· 

Manufacture of Airplanes. 

Civil but n~t military airplanes can be manufactured in Danzig under the 
resolut~ons of the ~ouncil. The ~igh Commissioner, Gerteral Raking, is the authority 
to decide what Is war matenal and what is not. He has asked for the advice 
of the League experts so that business concerns can begin making civil plan t 

"D · ThA"S ' esa once m at•zig. e . Ir ub-Commission consid:~red this question in Paris on 
September 30th, and Will report to the Council as soon as possible. · 

. ' 
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• 
• (c) MINORITIES • 

• 
., The Councit decided.on Septembey 30th to place under the direction of the 
League the stipulations' relative to the protection bf minorities contained in the 
Treaty of December gth, rgrg, between tire Principal Allied and Associated 
Powers and Roumania and those contained in Articles 54 to 59 in the Treaty of 
Peace with Hungary. These guarantees are similar to those already given to 
minorities in Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, Austria, Yugo-Slavia, and Bulgaria. 

A report was also made to the effect that, as a result of the resolution of 
the First Assembly of December I5th, I92I, Albania had signed a declaration 
containing a series of stipulations for the protection of minorities which will be 
recognised by her as fundamental laws. Finland also has submitted to the 
Council a Memorandum giving detailed infonnation 12n the rights guaranteed to 
miy.orities in Finland by the constituti~nallaw of that country. • 

At the sam'i time, Esthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, before their admission • 
to the League, signed a declaration on SeJ'I:ember 22nd by which they accepted 
the resolution of the First Assembly and declared themselves ready to enter into 
negotiations with the Council to define the scope and the.details of application 
of their international obligations for the protection of• mino~ties. 

" .. 

VI. Humanitarian Questions. 
0 

RUSSIAN REFUGEES. 

The Council, on September 3rd, examined the questions as to Russian Refugees 
which had been raised in the Conference held at Geneva in August to prepare the 
·work of the High Commissioner of the League. The Council expressed satisfaction 
with the results of the Conference and with its plans for an early reunion; requested 
the High Commissioner seriously to consider the decisions taken; directed the Secre
tary-General to communicate the resolutions of the Conference to all States, with the 
vijjw to the consideration of how far they could execute them, particularly as regards 
passports for refugees; and recommended that, in case of difficulties with regard to the 
financing of his plans, the High Commissioner bring the question before the Financial 
Committee of the League. 
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Second Part. THE ASSEMBLY .. 

I. Introduction. 
c • 

The Second Assembly of 'the L~ague of Nations opened its Session at Ge~eva 
on September sth, 1921, and adjourned on October sth, 192!. Thirty-ni~e nab~ns • 
were represented when the Session opened; three more were added to the list du~ng 
the first days; and another three were admitted to' Membersh;p during the Session. 
Thus, Representatives of 45 of the 51 States Members of the League were present 
leaving the Argentine, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Peru and Salvador not 
represented. The full list was as follows: 

Albania. Denmark.. 
Australia. Esthonia. 

,Austria. Finland. 
Belgium. France. 
Bolivia. Greece. o 
The British Empire. Haiti. 
Brazil. India. 
Bulgaria. ,. Italy. 
Canada. Japan. 
Chile. Latvia. 
China. 
Colombia. 
Costa Rica. 
Cuba. 
Czecho-Slovakia. 

Liberia. 
Lithliania. 
Luxemburg. 

c 
The Netherlands. 
New Zealand. 

Norway. 
Panama. 
Paraguay. 
Persia. 

0 

Poland. 
Portugal. 
Rourriania. 
Serb-Croat-Slovene 
Siam. 
South Africa 
Spain. 
Sweden. 
Switzerland. 
Uruguay. 
Venezuela. 

State. 

The proceedings were opened under the provisional chairmanship of Dr.' 
Wellington Koo (China), by virtue of his position as Acting President of the Council. 
With the seats on the floor crowded with delegates and advisers, the first balcony 
filled with about 200 journalists and a large number of the diplomatic corps, and 
the second gallery with specially invited guests, Dr. Koo delivered an eloquent 
address, in which, after extending a warm welcome to the six new Members of ~he 
League admitted at last year's Assembly, he gave a broad summary of the work 
of the preceding 9 months and the main tasks to be accomplished during the 
coming few weeks. 

(a) ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

The election of a permanent President and the organization of the Assembly 
was proceeded with at the second Session on the afternoon of September sth. Jonkheer 
van Karnebeek, Foreign ~fi.J!is+er of the Netherlands, was proposed as President 
by the British Delegation, and M. da Cunha, Bra~ilian Ambassador at Paris, by 
the Roumanian Delegation. On the first ballot, the necessary majority of 20 was 
not obtained, as M. van Karnebeek received 19 votes, M. da Cunha 12, M. Motta 
(Switzerland) and M. Blanco (Uruguay) 4 each. A second ballot was accordingly 
taken, on which M. van Karnebeek w~s elected by 21 votes against rs for M. da 
Cunha. He therefore took the Chair and, after expressing his g'ratitude for the 
unexpected honour accorded .him, said that he hoped the Second Assembly would 
continue the work so well begun at the first for the substitution of law in place 
of force in the international affairs of mankinq. 

(b) THE COMMITTEES. 
C• 

At the third session, the next day, the 23 items on the Agenda were divided 
amongst six main Committees along the lines followed last year. As each nation 
was re_p~esent.ed on_ each of these Co~mittees, it mea~t in fact that tha Assembly 
was diVIded mto six plenary gathermgs where the preliminary ~tudy of many 
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items could be proceeded witij ·~alrw>st simultaneous!)'. All these~ Committee 
m:~tings/ which last year were nrivate, were this year open to the public, in response 
4> the demand for the fullest publicity. The Committees, with their work, were 
as follows: • 

No. • • 
r. •Constitutional' and legal questions, inclttding amen dments to the 

Covenant and the interpretation of Article r8 for the registration 
of Treaties. 

No. z: Questions regarding the technical organizations, including the Transit, 
the Health: and the Economic and Financial Organizations. 

No. 3· Reduction of Armaments and Blockade. 

No. 4· The Finances and the internal organization of the League, including 
the Report of the Committee on the Secretariat and the allocation 

• of expenses. • • · 

No . 
• 5. Hu~anitarian and social questions, such as typhus, opium, th~ 

traffic in women and children, deportation of women and children in • • 
Asia Minor, and the international..:o-ordination of intellectual work. 

No. 6. Political questions, including the applications of five States for Mem-
bership, and the Albanian situation. .. • 

• • 
'fhese Committees were imme~ately constituted through the ~esignation by 

each Delegation of its representatives thereon, and were thus able to come together 
for their first meetings on the second afternoon of the Assembly. Each Committee 
proceeded to the election of its officers, with the fo'ilowing results: 

Committee I. • Committee IV. 
Chairman: Chairman: 

, M. SCIALOJA (Italy). M. EDWARDS (Chile). 
Vice-Chairman: · Vice-Chairman: 

M. URRUTIA (Colombia). M. HERLUF ZAHLE (Denmark). 

Committee II. Committee V. 
Chairman: . Chairman: 

M. joNNESCO (Roumania). Mr. DOHERTY (Canada). 
Vice-Chairman: Vice-Chairman: 

M. FREIRE d'ANDRADE (Portugal). Mr. TANG TSAI-Fou (China). 

Committee III. Committee VI. • 
Chairman: Chairman: 

M. BRANTING (Sweden). M. le Comte de GIMENO (Spain). 
Vice-Chairman: Vice-Chairman: 

M. AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT (Cuba) . 
• 

•• M. EscALANTE (Venezuela). 

The Presidents of these six Committees became ipso jadto Vice-Presidents of 
the Assembly: Af~r their designation, the Assembly proceeded to the election 
of six other Vice-Presidents to form the Bureau of the Assembly, consisting of the 
President, the Secretary-General, and the t~elve Vice-Presidents. The six Vice
Presidents chosen by vote of the Assembl:9 were as fojlows: 

M. BOURGEOIS (France). 
M. DA CUNHA (Brazil). 
Mr. BALFOUR (Great Britain). 

• 

• 
VISCOUNT ISHII (Japan). 
M. HYMANS (Belgium). 
M. BENES. (Czecho-Slovakia). 

• 

(c) THE GENERAL DEBATE. 

Thus, i11 two days,' the work of organization was completed, the,Assembly was 
able to proceed to the discussi~n of its Agenda on the third day, and the Committees 

• 
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to begin their work th3.t same afternoon. ~he experience gained at. the F~rst 
Assembly fast year and the Rules of Proc~dure,.then drawn up made It possible 
to save a great amount of time this year and aUow the Assembly to proteed ~~h 
its business practically 48 hours. after the Representatives of the .42 States compo:mg 

0 

it had come together. " • 
The first days of the Session were filled with the discussion of the Report of • 

the Council for the previous year. Representatives of 17 differen~ ~ations took 
part in this debate, which was allowed to range over a wide field, as 1t mcluded noto 
only work actually done but also work which the Delegat~~ felt should .have b~en 
done. Without attempting even the slightest summary, 1t may be mterestmg 
to note the list of speakers: . 

M. Branting (Sweden); Lord Robert Cecil (South Africa); M. Lafontame 
(Belgium); Dr. Nansen (Norway); The Emir Zoka-ed-Dowleh (Persia); M. Mensdorff 
(Austria); M. Spalaikovitch (?erb- Croat-~lovene State); Mr. Bal~our (Great 

0 

Britain); M. Ador (Switzerland); M. Urrutia (Colombia); M. ~ourgems (France); 
Count de Gimeno (Spain); Professor Gilbert Murray (South Africa); Mr. Sri~avasa 
Sastri (India); M. Lange (Norway); Monsignor Fan Noli (Alb;:mia); M. Frangulis 0 

(Greece); M. Osusky (Czecho-Slovak:.;a); M. Askenazy (Poland). 

Il. Oi'"ganisation of the League. 

(a) PERMANENT CoURT OF INTERNATIONAL jUSTICE. 

On September 14th the Assembly and the Council elected the Judges of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. 

The list of candidates on wilich the election took place was that published in the 
September Number of the Monthly Summary, except that several withdrawals had • 
reduced the number of candidates to So. In accordance. with the Statute, the As
sembly and the Council each proceeded to its selection simultaneously and i~depen
dently of the other and on the principle that any candidates who might be selected by 
both bodies should be declared elected. For this purpose, the Assembly held a 
regular public meeting at the Salle de la Reformation, while the Council met in 
private at the Secretariat, thus assuring that there should •be no communic"ation 
between the two bodies. " 

Because of the wideness of the choice and the necessary complexity of the 
election machinery, it had been estimated that many days might be required for 
balloting. Instead, however, all eleven JudgP.s and three of the four Deputy-Judges 
were finally agreed upon and declared elected before nightfall of the first day's 
ballot, and the fourth and last Deputy-Judge was elected two days later. 

The election proceedings began in the Assembly immediately after the Session 
opened at 10 o'Clock on September 14th. After the chief of each Delegation had 
mounted the Presidential Tribune in alphabetical order to deposit the ballot of his 
Delegation, the Secretary-General, assisted by 'M. Branting (Sweden) and Count 
Gimeno (Spain), counted the votes. In the first ballot 42 States took part making 
an absolute majority of 22 required for the election. The re.~:.ults showed that the 
following nine candidates obtained the necessary majority and were· therefore 
declared elected to the Assembly list:-

MM. ALTAMII~A- {Spain) 
ALVAREZ (ChileJ.. 
ANZILOTTI {Italy) 
BARBOZA {Brazil) 
'DE BUSTAMANTE (Cuba) 

Lord FINLAY (Great Britain) 
MM. LODER (Netherlands) .. 

0DA (Japan) . 
WEISS (France) . . . l. 

c 

23 
24 
24 
38 
26 
29 
24 
29' 
30 
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After this ballot, a discussio~ too' place on the procedure to be followed for 
tM •secortd. The Rules approved. by the President provided that, after the fir,<;t • ballot, the ordinary Assembly Rules should prevail; namely, that in a second ballot . . 

onll twice the number of ciindidates as ~ere to be elected would be voted upon. 
M. Fernand~s. supported by M. Adatci, held, however, 'that it was laid down in the 
Court Statute that the ballots should be taken on the full list of remaining candidates, 

• and that this procedure should overrule the Assembly Rules. This view was 
sustained by 29 votes to 7· 

As the result of the second ballot, Mr. John Bassett Moore (United States) was 
added to the nine Judges already selected by the Assembly, as he obtained the 
exact majority of 21 votes necessary. 

For the eleventh and last place a third ballot was taken without giving a majority, 
' as the votes were scattered amongst seven can~dates. A fourth ballot proved equally 

• • 

• 

inconclusive, though the list was appreciably narrowed, After adjournment for 
lunch~on a fifth ballot was taken, when M. Huber received 22 votes, or the exacte • number necessary, iS against r6 forM. Negulesco, 2 for M.,Descamps, and r each 
for MM. Nyholm and Politis. This then con<tpleted the Assembly list of eleven. 

In the meantime, the Council had drawn up its list and sent it to the Assembly 
in a sealed envelope. When the results were read, they showe~ that 9 Judges had 
obtained an absolute majority in both bodies, as follows:-

• . 
MM. ALTAMIRA (Spain). 

ANZILOTTI (Italy). 
BARBOZA (Brazil). t> 

DE BUSTAMANTE (Cuba}, 
Lord FINLAY (Great Britain). 
MM. LODER (Netherlands). 

MooRE (United States). 
0DA '(Japan). 
WEISS (France). 

It then became evident that the Assembly had proposed for the last two places 
MM . .Alvarez (Chile) and Huber (Switzerland}, and the Council MM. Nyholm (Den
mark) and Descamps (Belgium). Both bodies, therefore, proceeded to another elec
tion in the hope that agTeement might be reached between them. The Assembly at 
its first ballot chose MM. Nyholm ~d Huber, and when the Council selection was 
announced it was found that the Council also had agreed on these two men. They 
therefore were declared to be elected and the full list of titular Judgo!:s so filled. 

The election of the four Deputy-Judges was then begun. As the result of three 
ballots, the Assembly selected MM. Alvarez (Chile), N:egulesco (Roumania), Wang 
(China), and Yovanovitch (Yugo-Slavia). The Coam:il thereupon notified the 
Assembly that it had chosen MM. Descamps (Belgium}, Negulesco (Roumania}, 
Wang (China~. and Yovanovitch (Yugo-Slaviar· Consequently; the following names 
common to both lists were declared elected : 

MM. NEGULESCO (RoU'mania). 
WANG (China) .. 
Yov ANO¥ITCH (Yugo-Sla vill), 

It then remained only to fill the fourth place. Three times the Assembly and 
the Council voted for this place, the former each time selecting l\1. Alvarez, and the 
latter Baron Descamps. A~ agreement seemed unlikely, the Assembly accepted the 
proposal of M. Branting and M. Adatci to invite the Council to appoint the C~mmit
tee of Mediation provided for in the Court Statute to meet just such a deadlock. The 
next day the" Assembly elected ior this purpose Ml\1. Zahle (Denmark), l'>!otta (Switzer
land), and van S'flinderen (Holland), and the Council l\Il\1. Koo (China), Ouirione!> . -
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de Leon (Spain), and Hymans (Belgium)~ TM day followin~, the Com~ittee 
unanimously recommended to the Assembly al\d the Council . the r.hoiC~ .of 
I\( Beichman (Norway), and in the election which ensued both bodies followed tire 
recommendation, thus completi~g the list of Deputy-Judges. • • 

When this result had 1een announced, the Presid'eflt of the Assembly, M. van 
Karnebeek, pointed out that the I:.eague of Nations had succeeded w~ere the second 
Peace Conference of 1907 had failed. More than 40 States, representmg all pa:ts of. 
the globe, had united through an extremely ingenious system upon the ch?lce. of 
IS eminent men, whose mission would be to carry out theehigh~st ~orm. of JUstice 
known to history. He invited the Assembly to pay tribute to th1s h1stoncal event, 
which opened a new era in the life of the community of nations, and expressed the 
wish that the Court of Justice, by the wisdom and impartiality of its awards, ~ay 
help to realise in international relation"s that ideal of right and justice which insp1red 
the Covenant of the League of Nations. ' 

Immediately afterwards the Judges and Deputy-Judges were informed by tele
. gram of their election and asked to reply by telegram if they ~ere able to accept. 
Within less than a week all IS replif!d in the affirmative. A circular telegram was 
also sent by the Secretary-General to all States announcing the definite establishment 
of the Court, and plans were at once set under way for the first meeting and the 
formal constitutio~. of th~ Court. 

(b) REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS. 

The question of the reduction of armaments was gone into at length. The 
Assembly, which had discussed the general question of armaments on several 
occasions during the debate on the work of the Council, had before it a detailed ' 
Report of the Temporary Mixed Commission on Armaments appointed by the F,irst 
Assembly; studied car~fully in its Third Committee the specific proposals made; and 
finally adopted a series of resolutions which were generally accepted as advancing 
the problem from discussion towards realisation. 

Budgetary Control. 
0 

A Report was made to the Second Assembly on the responses to the resolution 
of the First Assembly, submitting to the Governments a proposal to agree not to 
exceed for the two following financial years the sum total of expenditure for the 
Military, Nav<;tl and Air Services of the Budget then in question. Though it was 
agreed that thi3 enquiry had not given very conclusive results, nevertheless it was 
decided to circulate the recommendation again with a statement of the results 
achieved, in the hope that some countries might be prepared to go further than 
before. 

Statistics. 

As a practical step towards learning exactly what the armaGJ.ents problem is, and 
towards mapping out a programme to meet it, which certain members of the As
sembly felt could be done on a more satisfactory basis than that of budgetary control, 
the Assembly recommended that a static. tical investigation be carried out with regard 
to the armaments of the various countries br the years 1913 and 1921. To this 
effect not only should all available public information, such as in parliamentary 
papers, be brought together, but the Governments should be asked to furnish for 
the years I9IJ and 1921 their military, naval and air budgets, the general budget 
of all ministries, the reports of parliamentary debates,'and any other publications 
on their armaments policy. The Assembly proposed also that each Government 
be asked to ~urnish a stat~ment o.f the consi~erati?ns ~t may wish to urge in regard 
to the r~qm<·e~ent.s of 1ts .. nation~ sec~nty, 1ts,_ mternational obligations, its 
geographical s1tuatwn and 1ts special crrcumstances, with a special indication 
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of the police and military foree~ coasidered indispensable for the pz:eservation of 
~Qlllestjc order. • 

• • 
Private Manufact•re of and Trade in Arms. 
. . . . , . 

As the Covenant rec~gnises that the private manl'Ifacture of arms involves evil 
consequences which, however, are not defined," and for which the Members of the 
League have agreed to find a remedy, the Assembly recommended first, that the 
Temporary Commission continue its investigations, so successfully begun, into 'this 
subject; and secondly, that the Council invite all Members of the League and other 
interested States not Members of the League to take part in an International Confer
ence on the private manufacture of arms and also the trade in arms so far as has 
not been dealt with earlier. Though some members of the Assembly were anxious 
to fix the date for the Conference, it was deci([ed to leave this question to the Council, • • 
with the recommendation that it be held before the ne~t Assembly . 

• 
Arms Traffic. • 

. . 
The Assembly felt that the control of the International Traffic in Arms and Am-

munition is an essential preliminary to any effective supervision of armaments, and 
that no international agreement for this purpose could be dtective unless all im-

• 
por.ant countries accept it. It t~erefore recommended that ~11 States, whether 
or not Members of the League, be urged to sign the Arms Traffic Cenvention of St. 
Germain; that the importance of the subject be strongly urged on the forthcoming 
Conference on the Reduction of Armaments at Washington; and that, without 
prejudice to the Treaty of St. Germain, the Council prepare a Draft Protocol for 
excluding the import of arms and ammunition in•time of peace from countries in 
which the traffic is uncontrolled. At the same time, the Assembly, recognising that 
th~ large stock of surplus munitions of war now existing constitute a very serious 
danger to peace and may, indeed, be held responsible for much of the fighting now 
going on, recommended that the Temporary Commission consider what steps can 
be. taken to secure their destruction. 

Poison Gas . 
• In view of statements recently made that inventions have been perfected since 

the war whereby wholesale destruction of the civilian population would be possible 
by the dropping of poisoned bombs and the like from the air, the Assembly raised 
the question as to whether the emplo·yment of these weapons would not be rendered a 

impracticable by complete publicity for scientific researches in th!s domain. Con
sequently, the Temporary Mixed Commission was asked to consider whether an 
appeal should· not be addressed to all scientific men, urging them to publish their 
discoveries in the hope that, having become public IJroperty, their use as weapons 
of war might be rendered improbable . 

• 
Final Conclusion. • 

The last part of the Repbrt of the Third C~mmission, approved by the Assembly, 
gives such a broad description of the armaments situation and makes so specific 
a proposal that it is here quoted in full: • 

• 
"Valuable and important as the proposals are which have been discussed, 

it is nevertheless true that they do not touch the kernel of the question. If they 
were all carried out, only preliminary steps would have been taken towards the 
limitation of armamelits. By Article 8 of the Covenant it is made the duty 
of the Council to 'formulate schemes' for the reduction of armamerfts. No 
such scheme can yet be said to have been formulated. Doubtless there is 
much rorce in the 'conte~tion that armaments can be effectively limited only 
when a world-condition of peace has been reached, and when the League has 
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become universal. B~t even this content:on ~y be pressed too far. Complete 
peace has scarcely ever existed in the world, aRd cannot be ex?ectecJ. in tP.~ 
immediate future. Few observers will deny that great steps might be takeno 
towards the limitation of annaments in many of the principal countries if }t 
were not for the existenGe of international fear amf suspicion, depeJllfing not 
on present hostilities, but on the recollection of past wars. It is true that no 
complete scheme of reduction of armaments can be carried out without the 
co-operation of the United States, Germany and Russia. In particular, the 
naval strength ofthe first-named Power makes any schemeeof naval disarmament 
impossible without her" support, and it is for that reason, among others, that the 
Committee warmly welcomes the forthcoming Conference at Washington, and 
trusts that it may be fruitful in securing a large measure of reduction of arma
ments. But on the military side it must be observed that the army of the United 
States has been reduced to 'rzo,~oo mel!. German disarmament, whether 
complete or not, has proceeded a very considerable distance, and the armies of 
Russia have neither equipment nor discipline to be a very formidable force 
to any well-trained European ar.my. • 

" There seems no reason indeed why the Council, in performance of the 
duty imposed upon them by the Covenant, should not lay down the general 
lines of a policy-for the limitation of armaments. The Committee therefore 
think it desirable that the Temporary ComiiJ,jssion should be specifically chaJOged 
with the duty of preparing such a policy. 

" It is clear that if, and when, this policy came to be put into effect by the 
acceptance of a definite scherr.e of reduction of armaments by the Governments 
of the Members of the League, this scheme might take the form either of a 
general Treaty, or of a series of regional Treaties,laying down in detailed stipu
lations the armed forces which each of the contracting parties undertakes not ' 
to exceed. There is no need here to go into the exact form which these Treaties . 
would take. There are already in existence Treaties limiting the armaments 
of various countries, and possibly these might serve as a model. That, however, 
is a minor point. The principal thing is that the agreements which bring 
about the reduction of armaments would have to embody mutual undertakings, 
either as to the number of men to be maintained by the v:arious countries, -or as 
to the amount of money to be spent on the equipment, or as to both men<>and 
money. It is most important, in order to bring a concrete proposal before 
the attention of the peoples of the world, that the Temporary Mixed Commission 
should, after due consideration, draw up the general lines of some definite 
plan in accprdance with which these agreements might be framed. · It would 
be worth while for them to consider whether they could go so far as to 
propose a report, in the form of a model skeleton Treaty, which could be adapted 
to the requirements of the situation when the actual agreements came to 

< v 
be made." 

(c) MANDATES. 

A long discussion took place during the Assembly on the question of Mandates. 
A Special Committee of the Sixth Gencsral Committee prepared a detailed Report 
which recounted the recent developments as. regards Mandates, and which w~ 
approved first by t~e f~ Committee and later by a resolution of the Assembly. 

-. The Mandate situab~n had generally been admitted to be one both of great 
Impo~t~nce and of great di~culty, and there was therefore a considerable divergence 
of opmwn. Though certam Members wished to press ff>r an immediate definition 
of the Mandates, it. was decided that, as negotiations between the Principal Allied 
Powers a~d the U~Ited_ States are still pr?ceeding, there w!luld seem no option to 
the Council btft: to give time for the conclusion of theseenegotiations befo~ confirming 
the remaining Mandates . 

• 

0 
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As. regards the 'A' Mandi.tes, i;t was felt it would be prematu)\_e to press for 
i~medjate action by the Coupcil because of the non-ratification of the Treaty of 

.Sevres, but the 'B' Mandates• were considered to be in a different categoiJ', as 
they ani founded.on the Treaty of Versailles, whkh had been ratified. Regarding 

c 
Togoland.and the Cameroons, it was felt desirable. that the Council should, at 
the earliest possible moment, formally approve the application of the Mandate 
system thereto, and in particular adopt, in principle, the declaration signed by 
France and Great Britain at Paris on July roth, 1919, as to the respective spheres 
to be placed under t~ authority of each Government. 

Finally, the Assembly decided to invite the Council to send a Note to the 
Mandatory Powers to the effect that, while the Council has not felt able to proceed 
with the confirmation of the "B " Mandates till the conclusion of the negotiations 
now proceeding between those Powers and the United States, nevertheless the 
Council is satisfied that, generally ipeaking, the principles laid down in the Draft 
Mandates express the high object which the Covenan~ has in view, and that the 
Cou'tl.cil has confidence that the Manda~ry Powers will continue to -administer t~e 
territories commified to their charge in the spirit of the F>raft Mandates until the • position shall have been definitely regularised. During the debates the British, 
French,, and Belgian Representatives had stated that they would furnish the 
Permanent Mandates Commissio'n wit~ any information that-it might require, and 
wonld raise no objection to examination by it of reports .. on th~Mandated territories, 
~ . . 

even before the system were formally instituted. • 

(See Article in Mandates uncjer "Council.") 

• 
(d) AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT. 

Many proposals for amendment of the Covenant had been submitted to the 
First Assembly; a special Committee on Amendments had sat both in London and 
Gerieva during the year; and the Second Assembly devoted much time, especially 
in its Committee, to the policies involved. 

A preliminary question arose from the fact that the Covenant makes no provision 
as tro the method by which amendments should be submitted to the nations for their 
ratification. Certain Members of the Assembly believed that unanimity was 
required in that body; others that this would make amendment almost impossible 
and was obviously not the intentioil. of the Covenant, which specifically provided for 
States refusing to ratify the amendments adopted. The Assembly unanimously 
agreed, however, that for the present Session no amendment should" be passed unless 
it received a three-fourths majority of the Assembly, including all the Members of 
the Council, and that for the future an amendment to this effect should be incor-
porated in Article 26 of the Covenant. • • 

As Article 26 provides that 'amendments shall be effective when ratified by all 
the Membei'S of the Council and the majority of the Membe'ts of the Assembly, it 
was felt desirable t(il recommend two further amendments amplifying this procedure. 
The first specified that all the Members of the Council should be interpreted as 
those forming the Council when the vote wa'!> taken. Furthermore, it was decided 
that an amendment approved by the Asse~nbly would remain without effect if it did 
not receive the required number of •atifications within 22 months after the vote of 
the Assembly, for it was felt to be desirable to hasten decisions as much as possible, 
and to prevent an amendment from standing on the record without being either 
accepted or rejected for more than two Assembly Sessions. Also the clause in Article 
26, that a State shall ceaso.to be a Member of the League if it sign!fies its dissent to an 
amendment formally ratified, was amplified so as to require a State so dissenting 
to notify its dissent within a year after the amendment becomes effective. · 

Beyond this, the Assem~y accepted certain drafting changes in.Articles 12, 13 

and 15 of the C~venant, which have been necessitated by the establishment of the 
• 
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Permanent Court of International Justice. • In•~ief, they would ~ive . equal 
prominence t~ the process of " judicial settlement ·; as to that of arbi~ra;IOn ~~ 
one.of the methods enumerated in the Covenant ior the settlement of disputes. 

The amendments proposed by the Norwegian and Swedish•Governments ffilr 
the establishment of Permanent Commissi;ns of Arbitnitton and Conciliation was 
not accepted, though the procedur~ of conciliation was approved as in conforr_nity 
with the spirit of the Covenant, and the Council was invited to appoint a Committee 
to investigate the specific proposals made, with a view to formulating a body of rules 
Similarly, the Danish, Norwegian and Swedish proposals to renaer more absolute and 
more precise the obligation to resort to arbitration were not accepted, as it was 
felt desirable to leave to the parties to a dispute a free choice between various 
procedures of settlement, and not to impose compulsory arbitration. 

What was considered the mlist iffiportalilt amendment offered, namely, the 
Canadian proposal for the elimination of Article ro, developed a wide divergence of 
v~ews. The original Committee on Amendments had proposed a detailed i11ter
pretative resolution for 'll.doption by the Assembly. It was decit1ed, however, that 
owing to the widely different opinions• expressed as to the legal bearing of Article ro 
in its relationship to other Articles of the Covenant, and owing to the great strength 
of the legal and poli<i:ical arguments made both for and against it, the Assembly 
should postpone decsion until its next Session, with the understanding that this 
proposal be deci.delbefore any other amendment. . 

The Czecho-Slovak amendment that agreements between a limited number of 
Members of the League might not•only be· approved by the League but should also 
be encouraged by it and initiated. under its auspices was not accepted. Though the 
Committee on Amendments last summer approved a text along these lines; the As
sembly felt that there was not yet occasion to amend Article 21, especially as the 
present text does not exclude the application of the ideas contained in the propos€!d 
amendment. At the same time, it drew attention to the fact that agreements 
tending to define or complete the engagements contained in the Covenant for the 
maintenance of peace or the promotion of international co-operation, may be regarded 
as of a nature likely to contribute to the progress of the League in the path of 
practical realisations. 

0 

The Argentine amendment, "that all sovereign States recognised by the Com
munity of Nations be admitted to join the League of Nations in such a manner 
that if they do not become Members of the Le~gue this can only be the result of a 
voluntary decisi?n on their part, " was considered at length. It was recognised 
that the Argentine was actuated by the highest motives in proposing a clause which 
would unconditionally throw open the doors of the League to all States, but at the 
same time it was felt that the proposed amendment was not only admitted by its 
authors to be imperfect in drafting, but that it aimed at a radical transformation of 
the whole character of the League, and would require several other fundamental 
changes in the Covenant. Consequently, though certain of these diffiCW.ties might 
be met by textual changes, the Assembly reluctantly decided !hat, in view of the 
regrettable absence of the Argentine Delegation, and until the principle contained 
in its proposal could be accepted, any·decision on the amendment proposed should 
be postponed. ~ 

Similarly, certain other less important proposals were not accepted. The 
Scandinavia~ proposal that the Assembly should meet annually at a fixed date, and 
that a certam _number of Members of the League might convene a special Assembly 
at_ any o~her hme was f~lt unnecessary, as adequate pr~vision is already made to 
this end m the Assembl~ s Rull'!s of Procedure. Also, it was felt unwise to propose 
~y amendment to Arhcle r as regards the admission or affiliation of small States 
With the Lea?~e. The Col_ombian proposal that unanimity be not riquired for 
Assembly decisiOns developmg Articles of the Covena~t was withdrawn . 

• 
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• 
Finally, the Assembly, exptessin~ its gratitude to the Committee oli' Amendments 

~esidoo over by Mr. Balfour, req_uested the Council to resu~it to it the amend~nts 
• adjourned or later received. • 

• 
0 • 

(For furtker amendment~ "see Articles on The Econr!mic Blockade, Registration of 
Treaties, Allocation of Expenses, and Non!Permanent Council Members.) 

·"· (e) REGISTRATION OF TREATIES. 

The Assembly had before it the Report of a Special Jurists' Committee, as well as 
the comments of one of its own Committees thereon, as regards the scope and inter
pretation of Article r8 which, with the view of abolishing secret Treaties, provides 
that all Treaties to be binding must be registered with tcye League. It was generally 
agr~ed that the spirit of this Article wai of extreme value to the whole idea of tl\e 
League, but that J:he broadness of its scope made it difficqlt of fulfilment. It was 
therefore recommended , to the Assembly !hat certain amendments be made, 
notably, excluding from the necessity of registration Treaties of a purely technical 
or administrative nature which have no bearing on internatioilal political relations, 
and instruments which consist merely of technical r~gulat~ns, defining without 
in i!ny way modifying, an instrum@nt already registered or designed~ to enable such 
an instrument to be carried into effect. At the same time, it was to be provided 
that if Treaties are registered within three months of the time when they are 
definitively concluded, the effect of the registration would date back to that time.· 
Moreover, a series of draft regulations was suggestid for approval by the Assembly, 
outlining various other detailed points of procedure. 

When this Report came up in the full Assembly, it was pointed out that it 
had a very broad scope and might be open to an interpretation changing the 
obligation of Article r8 to a greater degree than contemplated. It was therefore 
suggested that, as the matter was not one in which haste was essential, a further 
consideration of the amendment be postponed until the Third Assembly, it being 
understood that, in the meantime, Members of the League would be at liberty to 
interpret their obligations under Article r8 in conformity with the proposals made . • This resolution, however, was split into two halves, the first part about adjourn-
ment to the Third Assembly being unanimously adopted, and the second, giving 
the decisions arrived at a temporary validity, being defeated by failure of 
unanimity. In effect, therefore, the situation as regards Article r8 remains • 
unchanged until the next Assembly. • 

(f) EcoNoMic BwcKA!jE . • . 
The method of application of Article r6, whereby States ]\~embers of the League 

agree to declare an Economic Blockade against a State which goes to war in disre
gard of its engagenfents under Articles !2, 13 and IS of the Covenant, was discussed 
at length by the ,First Assembly; formed the o\Jject of a study by the Special Blockade 
Commission in August; and was further analysed both in Committee and in full 
Session of the Second Assembly. As a resl!l.t, a series Df amendments to the Cove
nant were approved by the Asseml1ly without dissent, subject to the prescribed 
ratification of all the Members of the Council and half the States represented in 
the Assembly. Pending that ratification, it was agreed that the amendments 
should constitute Rules for guidance, which the Assembly rec~mmends as a pro
visional measure to the ~ouncil and the Members of the League as reg~ds the 
application of Article r6. 

The first amendment adopted made it clear that it was for the Council to give 
an opinion ·whether or not at breach of the Covenant had taken pl~ce, though it 
rests with each State to make its own final decision in this matter in so far as its • 
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responsibilitie: are concerned. In deliberati~ns o~ ,this question in the Counc!l, 
the 't'otes of Members of the League alleged to have-resorted to war, and of Member~ • 
against whom such action was directed, shall not be counted. ~ ' 

In order to secure identity of action: another amr-l)dment was ac.cept~d, t.o 
the effect that the Council will notify all Members of the League the date which It 
recommends for the application of 'the economic pressure under this Article. At 
the same time the Council may, in the case of particular Members, postpone the 
coming into fo~ce of this measure for a specified period whe~e it is s.atisfied that 
such postponement will facilitate the attainment of t~e obJects desired, by pre
venting a Covenant-breaking State from declaring war, for exa~?l~, and thus 
securing supplies in a small country, or if it is necessary to mmimise the loss 
and inconvenience which will be caused to such Members. 

Finally, an amendment was appro"ed to t,P.e effect that the prohibition of all 
intercourse should be between persons residing in the territory of the States en
f~rcing the blockade and persons residing ill the territory of the Covenant-break~ng 
State, and between peroons residing in the territory of the li:ovenant-breakmg 
State and persons residing in the ter~tory of any other State, whether a Member 
of the League or not. 

(g) PRonsiON.h EcoNOMIC AND FINANCIAL CoMMITTEE. 
< • ~ .. 

A statement of the work of the Provisional Economic and Financial Committee 
to the month of August was contained in the Council's General Report to the As
sembly, and two other long and detailed Committee Reports were communicated by 
the Council on the Sessi<1n held ~t the beginning of September, one Report dealing 
with the Raw Materials question and the other with general consideration~;. 

The Committee reported that they have been unable to find any short cut to 
economic reconstruction. Considering the world as a whole, they find that eeo
nomically the fundamental remedy lies in the development of production and its 
systematic adaptation to meet post-war conditions; they call attention to the prejudicial 
effects of restrictions imposed upon the free movement of trade, and urge Govern
ments to consider any policy of restriction from the international, and not merely 
from the purely national point of view. On the financial side, the Committee 
consider it would be premature to attempt international action _for the stabilisation 
of currencies, and that the remedy for the disequilibrium of the exchanges must at 
present be sought in a more general and complete application of the financial 
principles laid down by the Brussels Conference. 

The Assem"bly resolved to call the attention of the States Members to the general 
recommendations of the Committee, and approved the Committee's action and future 
programme of work. During the debate special stress was laid upon the importance 
of promoting the application. o! the financial principles of Brussels, and of developing 
methods of international credits suitable to the vaEying needs of different countries: 

The Assembly considered it to be improbable that a general economic or financial 
conference would be found necessary in 1922, but limited conferences for the study 
of particular problems.might be convoked. The constitution of~ definitive economic 
and financial organisation was postponed for a year, in order that further experience 
may be obtained; in the meanwhile the.present Committee will remain in office. 

In addition to continuing the study of the.questions mentioned in their Reports, 
the Committee will carry on the organisation of the International Credits Scheme . ' haVIng regard to the needs of the various countries, and continue their work for the 
financial reconstruction of Austria. In this connection the Assembly adopted a 
resotution expressihg its regret that the application of the scheme for the financial 
reconstruction of Austria has been prevented by obstacles which it hopes will soon 
be removed. 

T~e Committ~e is ~so ~o execute certain special tasks entrusted to.them by the 
~ouncll, su:h as mvesbgabon of the financial position of Danzig. Moreover, an 
Important Item was added to their programme, viz., study, in co-operation with the . 
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Transit Organisation, of the mea.'1in~ and scope of the provision relating to "equit
able treatment of commerce, .. •contained in Article 23 (e) of the Cov~nant, a study 
~ich 'the Assembly hopes willle.ad to an early and general agreement on the subject. 

• In accordance with a recommendation of ihe Committee, the Assembly ex-
pressed the hope that evei}' effort would be made to expedite the work of the various 
Commi~sitms charged with the reallocation and interchange of rolling-stock and 
invited the Transit Organisation to consider the desirability of calling partial or 
regional conferences to promote the improvement of facilities between States whose 
transport systems have specially suffered from disorganisation. 

Finally, the Ass~mbly associated itself with the Council. in adopting the Com
mittee's recommendation that the League should, in principle, accept the function 
of nominating expert economic or financial advisers on the application of States 
desiring such assistance . It is unfortunately the 'case that certain of the States newly 
created after the war, which have .as yet ~een. unable to equip themselves with a 
trained personnel of administration, and which suffer iil consequence from a lack of 
that technical advice on economic an~ financial matters which Governments ~f 
older States recei.ve as a matter of course, are precisely tb.e States which are faced 
with some of the most difficult economic and" financial problems. It is felt that the 
League, acting through the Committee and the Council, may be able to perform 
useful work in assisting such States as apply to it for help in Jinding expert advisers 
on such technical matters. • • 

• • • 
(See Article on Raw Materials under "Council."') 

(h). THE ADVISORY. COMMITTEE ON COM~UNICATIONS AND TRANSIT. 

A detailed report was submitted to the Assembly on the steps so far taken, 
especially through the Barcelona Conference and the Advisory and Technical 
Committee for Communications an~ Transit, to provide for, and to guarantee, the 
maintenance of freedom of communications and transit as provided in Article 
23 of the Covenant. The main objective of the work was described as the necessity 
for creating in the interests of international commerce a regime of legal guarantee, 
which would free it from the effects of political rivalries and economic reprisals, and 
ass~re it stability and continuity. This would be a step towards increasing -the 
economic output of the world and rendering international friction less frequent. 

The report described in detail the Barcelona Conference, which drew up the 
Conventions on Transit and on Navigable Waterways of International Concern, ., 
which have already been ratified by several Governments, and also the recommenda
tions as to the International Regime of Ports and of Railways, as well as the regula
tions drawn up in conformity with the recommendations of the First Assembly for 
future conferences on communications and transit, .a11d for the creation of the Ad
visory and Technical Committ~e. 

The Report contained a series of resolutions which were adopted by the As
sembly. The first provided that the General Conference on Communications and 
Transit shall meet"as of right at the Seat of the League on the request of one-third 
of the Members of the League, though this pumber was later raised by an amend
ment of Sir George Perley (Canada) to one-half. · A second resolution took note of 
the designation by the Advisory and Technical Committee of a railway expert, 
national of a Riparian State of the Danube, and invited it at its next Session to 
designate one, or more than one, other expert especially qualified in the different 
matters dealt with by this Committee and a national of another Riparian State of 
the Danube. • 

The progress already made through the League for the simplificahQll of the 
formalities connected with the obtaining of passports and visas, the reduction of 
passport p~ices, and the unification of passport regulations, was also _reported to the 
Assembly in an analysis of tfhe Conference on Passports, Customs Formalities and 

• 
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Through Tickfts held in Paris in October, 192o.,The' J\ssembly noted with the keenest 
satisfaction that a number of States have already put into force part of, the~e. 
mea!;ures, and decided to draw the attention of all9tates which have not yet done so • 
to the necessity of reconsidering< the question and of informing the Secreta~
General of the solution arrive~ at. The Assembly also prpposed that St~tes Mem
bers of the League should grant to the members of the various Committees of 
tre League, during their period of office, every possible facility in the matter of 
p<i.Ssports, particularly as to visas and the period of validity. 

(i) THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

The creation of the Health Organisation was discu~sed at length and a de
tailed resolution adopted. It was "shown that" the proposal of the Assembly last 
year, that the existing Office internationa! d'Hygiene publique ~e ~laced u~der 
the direction of the Lea~ue as the basis of a new and larger_orga,msatwn, h~d ~ot 
been possible of execution because ofcthe refusal of the Umted States to grve Its 
consent thereto, but an arrangement had been made for the closest possible co-ope
ration between the League Organisation and the Office International. 

(· . . 
The Assembly decided~ therefore, to accept the temporary orgamsatwn pro-

posed by the Counctii, especially as the demands for international co-operatio~ in 
health matters .tre more insistent to-day than ever before. The Provisional Health 
Organisation is therefore to comprise a Health Committee, the Secretariat of 
which is to be appointed by the S~cretary-General of the League of Nations, to be 
responsible to him, and to be con.trolled by a Medical Director. At the same time, 
the Epidemic Commission of the League, which has already been a~tive in 
combating epidemics now spreading over Europe and threatening to invade the 
rest of the world, is to form one section of the Health Organisation. 

(j) INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS. 

The question of the organisation of international statistics by the Lea{;Ue 
was brought before the Assembly in two different reports from the Commission 
of Experts which met at Paris in October, 1920, and the Provisional Economic and 
Financial Committee. While it was recognised.that there already exists a number 
of independent international institutions centralising and publishing statistics, 
that it was desirable to avoid all overlapping possible, and that the different organs 
of the League would have to handle statistics of all kinds in the execution of their 
duty, nevertheless a wide divergence of views as to methods was revealed. 

The Commission of Experts drew up both a Majority and a Minority Report, 
which on being circulated to the Governments, br<1Ught the support of ten nations 
to the former and of•six nations to the latter, with two nations making different 
proposals. The Majority Report suggested the creation of an International Com
mission of Statistics, in which the existing internationai bureaux should have a 
majority of members to advise the Cou!!cil on all questions of statistics, and to make 
use of the work and experience of the ~xisting institutions, and the latter, while 
proposing a Commission wi.\h a somewhat cyfferent composition, suggested the 
creation within the Secretariat of a Statistical Section, which should there bring 
about a great centralisation of statistical work. 

The Provisional Economic and Financial Committee, in a Repo~t on a related 
subject, held that i\ was not desirable that the League .~hould undertake original 
statistic11l work unless in exceptional cases for definite objects, but that each Com
mittee would entrust its Secretariat with the duty of collecting all necessary facts 
and figures, which, if published, should be published on the authority of. the source 
rather than of the League. ' 

• • 
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. . 
This latter view-point w~ adopted by the Assembly, as it seeme8 satisfactorily 

J:• me<tt the League's need fcrr statistics until such time as a nnal decision sb4>uld 
• have been taken by the Assembly as to the d~ct form of statistical organisation 
~cessary. It \'hs recommended that no central statistical section should be 
established within the Setretariat, but that duplicatio11 in any statistical work should 
be avoided by means of a small committee• representing the various branches 
of the Secretariat concerned. It was also understood that the League would use 
data obtained fro~ existing international statistical organisations, wherever pos
sible, without affectirtg in any way their autonomy. 

(k). CO-ORDINATION OF INTELLECTUAL WORK . 

• 
The Assembly had before it two reports "of the Secretariat and one of the 

Council on the International Organisation of Intellectua:l Work. One of the form~r 
gave a descriptive account of what t~e Union of International Associations at 
Brussels, comprising some 250 International Association·s of different kinds, has 
accomplished in co-ordinating intellectual work in all its branches. This Union 
started an International University in 1920 to give advanced.students of all coun
tries a summer course on international subjects, h<U> published some valuable • douuments, and has received certain support from the Coull!lcil. As a private 
voluntary body much limited in its resources, it is not in a po~ition, however, 
to renew its pre-war activities; while at the same time the need for the exchange 
of scientific information and a closer co-ordinailim in the field of intellectual acti
vity is greater than ever before. • All international co-ordinative work of this sort was felt by the Assembly to 
be an e;sential corollary of any real association of nations. Owing, however, to 
th.e extent and intricacy of the problem, and to the delicate nature of any scheme 
touching upon the educational activities of the nations, the Assembly decided that, 
in order to approach the subject \vith proper care, it would for the moment be best 
to ask the Council to appoint a committee of twelve members, including both men 
and women, to examine the whole situation and to place a detailed report on the 
subject before the next Assembly . 

• 

(l). THE NON-PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL. 

A series of suggested amendments as to the method of sele~ion of the four 
non-permanent Members of the Council had been submitted to the First Assembly, 
and referred by it to the Committee on Amendments, which last summer decided to 
recommend to the Second Assembly certain changes.i~ the Covenant. 

After studying this Report, the Assembly adopted, for ratification by the States . 
an amendment amplifying Article 4, by which the Assembly sh.all fix by a two-thirds 
majority rules relating to the selection of these non-permanent Members, and parti
cularly as concern~ terms of office and the conditions of re-eligibility. It was, 
however, not yet felt to be time to lay dowll precise rulings as regards the term of 
office and conditions of re-eligibility, in view of the fact that the composition ofthe 
Council would probably undergo modifications during. the next Session. 

As regards the election to be heM this year, the Assembly accepted the reply 
received from the Council that the Council did not think it best at the present moment 
to exercise the right conferred on it in the Covenant of increasing, with the appro
bation of the Assembly, the number of non-permanent Members. of the Council, but 
recommending that the terl'ns of the four States now in office- Spain, Brazil,~elgium, 
and China, be extended for the year 1922. The Assembly adopted this view-point 
with the understanding that the non-permanent Members. of the Council should in 
future be el~cted according tOt a system of restricted re-eligibility for~ fi.'Ced period, 
and that when the new system is laid down next year the two terms of one year, for . . 

• 
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which the pr€3ent Members of the Council hne al~ea.dy been elected, shall be taken 
into consideration, not only as regards the period of office for which any such 111embE:r~ 
shocld serve if re-elected, but also as regards the conditions of re-eligibility. . ' 

The Assembly thereon proce~ded to a vote, which resulted iif the re-electiOn pf 
Brazil, Spain, Belgium, and (hina for the 'year 1922. • • 

(m} THE SECRETARIAT AND LABOUR OFFICE • 

• 
The Assembly approved a detailed Report on the organisation and efficiency 

of the Secretariat and the International Labour Office prepared by its Fourth Com
mittee on the basis of a previous Report of the Committee of Experts provided for 
by the First Assembly. The general ocheme gf organisation and the efficiency of 
both bodies were eloquently ~ndorsed, and a recommendation made that they 
should not extend their proper sphere of ilctivities, but· should confine thems~lves 
to executing the decisions taken by the responsible League bodies ~ithout attempting 
to interpret them. "' 

Though the high cost ofliving at Geneva was taken note of, the Assembly decided 
that the question of <the Seat of the League was governed by other and more import
ant considerations ilian th~ realisation of possible economies, and consequently made 
no definite recrmmendation thereto. It did, ~owever, suggest that the meeting 
of the Council and other League bodies be normally held.in Geneva. 

The establishment, on the initiative of the various Governments, of national 
liaison bureaux in the great capitals was recommended as a means of co-ordinating 
and unifying relations of all kiu.ds between the League and Government services. 
At the same time the step taken by the Secretariat to establish League branch offices 
in Paris and London was approved, as well as the proposal for a similar office in 
South America. 

The salary scale proposed by the Committee of Experts, with the reduction of 
the minima and maxima in accordance with recent reductions made in the British 
Civil Service on which the League scale has been based, was also approved. An 
entertainment fund was authorised, the amount not to exceed the total of the sums 
voluntarily surrendered for this purpose by certain high officials of the Secretariat. 

The status of the staff is to be regularised by a Statute, the main lines of ~hich 
are laid down. Selection is to be made as far as possible in equitable proportion 
from the various States Members of the League. The higher officials are to be ap
pointed for seven years without right of pension or gratuity on retirement; the inter, 
mediate categoties for twenty-one; and the subordinate staff for twenty-eight, both 
the latter with gratuity on retirement. The general age limit is set at 55. 

(n) ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES. 

The question of the allocation of the expenses of the Leagu<a amongst the various 
States Members was one of the most delicate faced by the Assembly. It was gener
ally admitted that the system of allocation based on the Universal Postal Union 
was inequitable in many cllses, but at \he same time it was difficult to work out a 
new system which would be acceptable to 4111. To this end, however, a special 
committee had worked with great effort during the past year, presenting a Report 
which was minutely s.tudied by the Fourth Committee. 

As a result t!J: Assembly adopted for ratification by the States Members of the 
Leagut; two amendments to Article 6 of the Covenant, the first providing that here
aft~r the expenses of the League shall be borne by the Members in the proportion 
dectded by the Assembly, and the second laying down a new system of allocation 
to be appliea from January 1st, 1922, until a rev~ed allocation sh<!ll have been 
accepted by ~he Assembly. This allocation is as follows : . . 
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States U v,.it! pay,able States Units P.ayabte 
Albania. Japan. 

.... . 2 . ... 6s • . 
Albania • 2 Japan 6s 
Argenti.ne 3S Latvia s 
Austria IS Liberia 2 •• • Austria 2 Lith u<ftlia s 
Belgium IS i..uxemburg 2 
Bolivia s Netherlands IS 
Brazil 3S New Zealand IO 
British Err~ire go Nicaragua 2 
Bulgaria IO Norway IO 
Canada 3S Panama 2 
Chile IS Paraguay 2 
China 6s Peru IO 
Colombia IO Persia IO . • 
Costa Rica 2 Poland IS 
Cuba IO Portugal IO 
Czecho-;;lovakia 3S Salvador 2 
Denmark Roumania • IO 3S 
Esthonia s Serb-Croat-Slovene 
Finland s State 3S 
France go Siam IO 
Greece .Io South A"frica IS 
Guatemala 2 Spain • 3S 
Haiti s Sweden IS 
Honduras 2 Switzerland IO 
India 6s U'ruguay IO 
Italy 6s V !ljlezuela s 

Th~ Assembly also decided that, as the proposals of the Allocation Committee 
are still susceptible to improvements and adjustments after a more exhaustive 
investigation of the data, this Committee be reappointed by the Council with the 
request to submit a further report to the Assembly of I923. Moreover, the Assembly 
recommended that it would be equitable that Members of the League which may 
have paid more under the existing scheme than called upon to pay under the new 
scheme, be given a refund from the surplus funds of the League without prejudice 
to •the maintenance of the working capital account at its full authorised figure. 
Finally, no proposal for a modification of the allocation of expenses for the time 
being in force may be inserted in the Agenda unless it has been communicated to 
Members at least four months befOie the date for the opening of the Session. 

(o) THE FINANCES OF THE LEAGUE. • 

The Budget for 1922 was approved by the Assembly after a most detailed study 
by its Fourth Committee, which went into every it~m of expenditure, and laid down . 
a series of principles extending the rules of financial administration adopted by the 
First Asse~bly. The total Budget for the year I922 was flxed at 20,748.4S5 gold • • 
francs, which, because of various economies, especially in capital expenditure and in 
the International "Labour Office, was 50I,555 gold francs less than the Budget for 
the previous year. • 

In order to secure a larger measure of financial control than previously exercised, 
the Assembly approved the creation of a tommittee Qf Financial Control, consisting 
of from three to five members, one•of whom at least should be a financial expert. 
This Committee would both examine the accounts for the previous financial year 
-end investigate in detail the Budget for the ensuing year.· 

•· 
• (p) ADMISSION OF NEW STATES. 

Three States- Esthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, were admitted to membership 
in the Le&gue on September 22nd without dissentient vote, thus bringing the total 
membership to 5I nations.' Last year these three States, while not admitted to • 
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full membe~hip because of the uncertainty of\lteir status, had been given the 
right to participate in the technical organisations 1.>f the League, and h~ tak&p 
ad~antage of this right during the past months. • " 

• 
Esthonia. • • • 

c • b 
Esthonia the first State to be considered, was reported by the Assem ly 

Committee t; have been recognised de jure by 20 States; to have a stable Govern
ment and fixed frontiers; to be governed under the form of a Republic with a Council " 
of Ministers responsible to Parliament; to have military t.Prces of rs,ooo men, 
naval forces of 2 torpedo-boat destroyers, 7 gunboats, 2 patro~ boats, and IS tr~w
lers and air forces of 35 airplanes; and to have given a satisfactory declaratiOn 
as ~o minorities. The Assembly therefore voted in favour of her admission by 36 
votes, as against 12 absent or abstaining . 

• 
Latvia. • • 

~ Latvia was reported to the Assembly.: as having been recognised de jur, by 
21 States· as having a stable Governme~t and fixed frontiers;. as having a free 
Governm:nt of a dem;cratic-republi~an form, with an executive Ministry of I2 
members and a legislative chamber of ro2 members elected, by direct universal 
suffrage, with proportional representation; as having military forces of 2o,ooo men, 
possessing ro airplaJ¥S, bel~:mging to the army, but used for postal and commercial 
purposes, and as n~questing permission to maiittain in service 4 torpedo-boat 0 de
stroyers, 4 submarines, and r,soo mines, and to put into service ro hydroplanes 
and 32 airplanes; and to have given a satisfactory declaration on the subject of 
minorities. The Assembly cast 311 votes in favour of her admission with IO absent 
or abstaining. c 

Lithuania. 

Lithuania was shown to have been recognised de jure by seven Governments 
and de facto by ten Governments; to have fixed frontiers, except as regards Poland; 
to have a democratic-republican form of government with the executive power 
vested in a President and a Ministry of eight members, and the legislative power 
in an Assembly composed . of rr2 members elected by direct equal suffrage with 
proportional representation; to have no navy, but four squadrons of aeroplanes, 
and military forces which, though increased during the past year, do not pre!ent 
an obstacle to Lithuania's admission to the League; and to have given satisfactory 
declarations as to the protection of minorities. The Committee, in approving 

_ the application, expressed the hope that Lith\mnia would continue to give proof 
of a spirit of. cqnciliation in her dispute with Poland and accept the Council's 
recommendation. 

The Assembly thereon voted in favour of Lithuania's admission by 36 votes, 
as against 12 absent or abstaining. . ~ 
Hungary. • 

During the Assembly Session a letter was. received from Count AJ1ponyi, head 
of the Hungarian Delegation, requesting the Assembly to p9s~pone taking a de
cision on Hungary's application for membership until its next Session, on the ground 
that controversies had arisen as to Article 71 of the Treaty of Trianon for the cession 
of certain territories to Austria and thllt, contrary to. expectations, a settlement 
had not been reached. The" Assembly voted .to comply with this request and to 
place the question of Hungary's admission to the League on the Agenda of the 
next Session. 

III. Political Questions. 
(a) THE POLISH-LITHUANIAN DISPUTE. 

In accordance wi_th the Counc? resolution of September 20th, M. Hym~ns gave 
the Assembly a detailed explanation as to the negotiations between Boland and 
Lithuania. ' 

• 
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M. de Milosz, Delegate of ~ithuaJlia, then stated that his counti,¥ was ready 
to accept the recommendation voted by the Council on September 2oth, as well 
l~;the 'Hymans project in ,br~acl outline, on condition of a certain number" of 
important amendlllents to the latter project. • 

• M. Askenazy, the Re~r~sentative of .Poland, insist~d on the desire of the Polish 
Government to have the population of Vilna consulted. As a certain number 
of speakers, both in the Council and the Asse~bly, had insisted on the necessity 

• for withdrawing the Polish General Zeligowski's troops from the contested terri
tory, M. Askenazy furthermore declared in the name of the Polish Government 

' . 
that if the population of Vilna were assured of being able to express their opinion 
freely, General Zeligowski would not hesitate to withdraw his troops at once. 

All the orators taking part in the discussion urged the Representatives of Poland 
and Lithuania to request their respective Governments to accept the draft agreement 
presented by M. Hymans. The geperal o~inio.,n was that this draft agreement, 
which had been deliberately and carefully drawn up after exhaustive enquiries and 
thon;>ugh discussion, . constituted a pe1fectly equitable basis of agreement fo'" 
the two countries, ~nd should secure good relations between them in future. 

Consequently, the Assembly unanimous!' adopted a resolution in which, after 
warmly congratulating M. Hymans on the skill and patience he had displayed in 
the service of peace, it assured the Council of its wholehearted Si.lpport, and appealed 
to the wisdom and fraternal memories of the two people~ to cooclude an agreement 
nedssary both in their own interest'!; and for the sake of the worfa's ~eace 

(b). DISPUTE EETWEEN BOLIVIA AND CHILE . .. 
The dispute between Bolivia and Chile came before the Second Assembly by 

reference from the First. On November 1st, 1920, th•e Bolivian Delegation to the First 
• Assembly requested the League to consider the revision of the Treaty of Peace of 

October 2oth, 1904, which closed the long truce which began in 1884, following the war 
between Bolivia and Peru on the one hand and Chile on the other. During the last 
days of the First Assembly Bolivia requested postponement of the question to the 
Second Assembly, while Chile claimed that the League was incompetent in the matter. 
A decision was reached, however, that the Provisional Agenda for 1921 would men
tion both the Bolivian demand and the fact that Chile had moved the previous 
que~ion as to the inscription of such a demand on the Agenda. 

When the case was brought before the Second Assembly, Bolivia based her 
argurnenton four reasons: that the Treaty had been imposed on her by force; that 
there had been failure to carry out• certain fundamental articles which aimed at • 
securing peace and for which Chile was to blame; that this state of ~flairs involved a 
permanent menace of war; and that as a result of the Treaty Bolivia is now entirely 
shut in and deprived of access to the sea. 

Chile, on the other hand, maintained her positi~n that the Assembly was in
competent to consider the question, on the two grounds that the proposal that 
Treaties can be revised by the Assembly is inadmissible and that Article 19 of the 
Covenant, ~hich stipulates that the Assembly may advis~ reconsideration by 
Members of the League of Treaties which may become inapplicable, has no bearing 
on this case, since the Treaty in question is either executed or in process of exe
cution, and that in any case such advice, ev~n if tendered, may be refused. 

Having heard the opinions of M. Edwards (Chite) and 1\Il\I. Aramayo and 
Canelas (Bolivia), the Assembly postpuned an immediate decision. In the meantime 
the legal questions involved were referred by the officers of the Assembly to a Com
mittee of Jurists, composed of MM. Scialoja (Italy), Struycken (Netherlands), and 
Peralta (Costa Rica). This Committee reported on September ,22nd as follows:-

• 
" In its present form the request of Bolivia is not in order, because the 

Assembly of the League of Nations cannot of itself modify any Treaty, the 
modifi<;p.tions of Treaties lying solely within the competence Qf Contracting 
States. That the Covenant, while insisting on scrupulous respect for all treaty 

• 
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obligations in the dealing, of organised ~eop~~ with one another, by Arti:le I9 
confers ~n the Assembly the power to advise [the Fr~nch :vord used m !he 

• Covenant is " inviter " - i. e. " to invite "~ the cons1derat10n by Membefs. 
of the League of certain Trooties or the consideration of cejtain inter~ational 
conditions. That 'such advice can onl.y be given i\"[.cases where Treahes ha'Ve 
become inapplicable, th~t is t.o say, when the state of affairs. existing at. the 
moment of their conclusion has subsequently undergone, e1ther matenally 
or morally, such radical changes that their application has ceased to be reason
ably possible, or in cases of the existence of internati~nal conditions whose 
continuance might endanger the peace of the world. " 

On September 28th, M. Edwards (Chile) informed the Assembly that Chile 
accepted this decision, and was ready to negotiate direct with Bolivia in order to 
arrive at a satisfactory solution o.f the confli~t. M. Aramayo (Bolivia) pointed out 
that, while Bolivia regretJ:ed the conclusion reached, they accepted it loyally, 
specially as they believed that the Jurists~ Report was based on the very prin~;iples 
of their request, which did not aim at the revision of the Treat)' by the Assembly, 
but merely at an enquiry as to whetl'ler the situation justified an invitation to the 
two States to a further consideration of the Treaty. Bolivia, however, reserved the 
right to bring the IMtter up at a later date. · 

• 
Mr. Balfour (G.r~at Britain) expressed pleasv.re that a solution acceptable t~ the 

two parties haa been found, and said he hoped that direct negotiations between them 
might bring about a settlement. M. van Karnebeek, President of the Assembly, 
also expressed the pleasure of th~t body at the solution reached . 

• 
(c). ALBANIA. 

The question of Albania was brought before the Assembly in two different ways : 
the first by Albania herself in a reference to the Assembly regarding the decision 
of the Council not to examine the question of her frontiers in view of the fact that 
the Council of Ambassadors was already considering the question, and the second 
by reference from the Council itself of Albania's complaint against the occupation 
of certain territory by Serb-Croat-Slovene troops. • 

The Assembly agreed unanimously on two resolutions. The first, based on the 
understanding that the Principal Allied and. Associated Powers were very near 
agreement on the question of the frontiers of Albania, recommended that Albania 

• accept the decision to be laid down. The second, taking note of mutual charges 
against Serb-Croat-Slovene and Albanian nationals on the northern frontier, and 
of statements of serious unrest in Southern Albania and Northern Epirus, 
requested the Council forthWith to appoint a small committee of three impartial 
persons to proceed immediately to Albania and report fully on the execution of 
the decision of the !>rincipal.Allied and Associated Powers as soon !l.s it is given 
and on any disturbances which may occur on or near the frontier of Albania. 

(See Artic/,e under "Council.") 

• 
(d). ARMENiA. 

The question of Armenia came before the Assembly again this year as.last year 
and presented a mc.st difficult problem because of the indefinite status of the Treaty 
of Sevres, the unwillingness of any nation to accept a Ma~date for Armenia and the 
ina~cessibility of the Turkish f~llowers of Mustapha Kemal to the ordinary i~fluences 
wh~ch the League could exerc1se. Nevertheless, as in the meantime t~e Principal 
Alhed Powers had proposed to make provision in the revision of the Treaty of Sevres 

• 
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for a National Home for the A~menians, the Assembly passed a resOiution urging 
tn~ Coll'hcil of the League to pres~ upon the Principal Allied Powers the necessit,¥ of 
making provisions in that Treaty for safeguardi~jg the future of Armenia, and in 
particular of prov~ding the.Armenians ¥::ith a National Home entirely independent 
of Turkish rule. • • · ' 

• 

(e) THE APPEAL OF AUSTRIA • 
• 

In response to a question included amongst a long list of questions proposed 
by Lord Robert Cecil (South Africa) to the Secretary-General regarding the work 
of the Council, M. Spalaikovitch, principal Delegate of the Kingdom of the Serbs, 
Croats, and Slovenes, notified the League th~t his Government and that of Austria 
had agreed to enter forthwith into •direct negotiations at Vienna as to Article 267 · 
of tJ:e Treaty of St. Germain, and that a Royal Delegation was about to leave f~ 
Vienna for that p,urpose. • · 

• • 
This dispute was originally brought b&fore the Council by Austria on the 

ground that the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, contrary to the stipulations of Article 267, 
was continuing the sequestration and threatening the liquidation of the rights, 

• property and interests of Austrian subjects in parts of. Yugo-Slav territory which 
forn1erly belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, if the p;,yment of the debts 
of certain Austrian subjects was not effected in Yugo-Slav n;Jone:9. On the pro
posal of the Serb-Croat-Slovene Delegation, and with the full assent of the Austrian 
Representative, the Council adjourned its discuSsion in fa~our of filirect diplomatic 
negotiations between the Governments. It is these negotiations that are now to 
begin. • 

(f) EASTERN GALICIA. 

The Canadian Delegation brought forward a proposal that the Assembly 
recommend that the Council of the League draw the attention of the Principal 
Allied and Associated Powers to the expediency of an early settlement of the status 
of ~astern Galicia. The Delegation pointed out that this problem should be settled 
as soon as possible, as the existence of so large a territory with an undefined 
status constituted a source of trouble to the world, and that Canada was all the 
more anxious to see the qu~?tion settled as there was a numerous and very worthy • 
Galician population in Canada, especially Ukrainians. It was.recognised that 
the Treaty of St. Germain entrusted the determination of the sovereignty of Eastern 
Galicia to the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, and that the Assembly could 
not go further in these circumstances than the passa$e.of a recommendation. This 
view-point was accepted, and th,e resolution passed with unanimity . 

• 
IV. Humanitarian anq Social Questions. 

(a) THE Russ"l:AN FAMINE; . 
• 

Dr. Nansen, who had been appointed High Commissioner for the Relief of 
the Famine in Russia by the Joint Conference which met in Geneva in August, 
called, on the initiative of the Czecho-Slovak Government, by the Comite inter
national de la Croix-Rouge and the League of Red Cross Societies, proposed that 
the Assembly address an appeal to the Governments for official credits to finance 
the relief work in Russia. Dr. Nansen estimated that unless Government Relief 
Credits we're furnished, between twenty and thirty million peopl~ would die of 
famine in Russi"a within a few months, as the catastrophe there was far too great . 
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to be dealt~vith adequately by private ch~rity. • He brought o~t that, though 
Mr. Hoover's organisation was feeding three million Russian children, a.nd ~ 
"Save the Children Fund" in Great Britain were willing to feed a quarter of ;t 
million more; though the Pope had given one million lire, and•the Second Int!ir
national at Amsterdam ten rr.illion marks;" and though the Governments .of Sweden, 
Norway, Esthonia, Latvia and LPthuania had all done something, only a sma? 
part of the misery with \\·hich Russia was faced could thus be mitigated: an~ 1t • 
was essential that a sum of £ s,ooo,ooo be made available to save the sttuahon 
before Christmas. • 

The Assembly was informed, however, that since the Geneva Red Cross 
Conference, the Allied and Associated Powers had taken up the question of Russian 
relief and had appointed an International Relief Committee, which had already met 
twice and which had summoned a Conference to meet)n Brussels on October 6th. 
Moreover, during the Assembly Sessio~ severa~ Governments gave notice that they 
~-,auld not, under present circumstances, grant official credits. • 

The Assembly, therefore, passed a s'eries of resolutions to the effect that it 
considered it an urgent necessity to &:ombat the famine in RusSia; that all efforts 
should be encouraged which aim at alleviating it; that the Governments of all 
countries should interest themselves in the efforts of their national associations 
and grant them the greatest possible material and moral support, and that private 
organisations shoul<i effect the closest co-ordi~tion in order that the efficac¥ of 
the common e;,deavour might be assured. The Assembly, noting the Conference 
called for Brussels, expressed the hope that the Governments might consider the 
most expedient means of coping ~.'lith the financial difficulties, and made a special 
recommendation that Governments should accord gifts in kind from the liquida
tion of war stocks. A resolution was also agreed to that the Epidemics Committee 
of the League be invited to co-operate in the campaign against infectiou~ diseases • 
in Russia and the Caucasus. • 

Moreover, the President of the Assembly was requested to transmit to His 
Holiness Pope Benedict XV a copy of the four resolutions above mentioned, in the 
hope that he may find therein a proof of the profound appreciation with which 
the League of Nations received the message in which His Holiness drew the attention 
of the Representatives of the Governments assembled in Geneva to the unhappy 
plight of the famine-stricken areas in Russia, and the urgency of alleviating their 
misery and rendering them assistance. ' 

Finally, as regards the question of official credits and the agreement made 
by Dr. Nansen with the Soviet Govetnement, the following resolutions were adopted: 

" r. TAat, in view of the statements made by Members of the Committee 
cin behalf of their Governments to the effect that these Governments did not 
think that under present circumstances they could grant official credits, the 
Assembly is of opinion"toot this fact settles for the time being this side of the 
matter, and disengages the possible responsi!Xlity of the League of Nations. 

" Nevertheless, the League does not disinterest itself in so graye a problem 
and in the efforts which are being made to solve it. It will rest with the Council 
of the League to take up the question should circumstan~es so demand, and 

. should it consider that its intervention could prove both useful and effective . 
. " 2. The ~ssembly has no: sujllcieht information as to the influences by 

whtch the Sov1et Government 1s moved, or as to the conditions under which 
they. are working; but it considers that "Dr. N ansen's successful repatriation 
of pnsoners of war augurs well for any enterprise he may be prepared to under
take for the relief of famine-stricken regions in Armenia, Azerbaidjan Geor · 
and Russia." < ' gta, 

(b). OPIUM. 
• 

As the result of action initiated by the First Assembly as to the opium traffic, 
the Second A~sembly had before it a detailed Report by the Advisory°Committ 
together with the resolution of the Council based thereon. The Assembly decid:~ 
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to approve four paragraphs of tht Cq,uncil's resolution to the effect tjat all States 
Members and some not Membe[S of the League be invited to sign or ratify the Opium 
Co~vention of 1912 as soon as pos!lible; that Governments parties to this Convenfion 
be invited to adopi the procedure that every applitation for the ~xport of the drugs 
specified in Chapter III of. tMle ConventiotJ. be accompaJ~ied by a certificate from the 
Governme~t of the importing country, certifyil'\g that the import is approved by 
that Government and required for legitimate purposes; and that the attention of 

' those contractingparties having treaties with China be invited to the provisions of 
Article 15 of the Convention in order that the mo:.;t effective steps possible be taken 
to prevent the contraband trade in opium and other dangerous drugs. To this last 
list the Assembly added the name of China itself, and adopted paragraph 6 of the 
Council's resolution, having received a statement from the Chinese Representative 
that China had already begun an enquiry into this question, and would be disposed 
to make the results available to the.League~ • 

In addition, the Assembly adopted a certain numberQf recommendations which• 
with•certain additions and modification~ mainly followed the Council's resolution. 
In regard to the proposed enquiry to determine approximately the average require
ments of the drugs specified in Chapter III ~f the Opium Convention for medical 
and other legitimate purposes in different countries, the Assembly concurred in the 
Council's resolution on the understanding that the enquiries l!ndertaken would be 
of a scientific character, and when anplying to any partictilar co'l!ntry would be made . . ~ . 
through, or with the consent of, the Government concerned. It als~ recommended 
that the Council invite the different Governments to furnish, in addition to the 
official annual report, any information concerning the illicit production, manufacture 
or trade in opium or other dangerous drugs which they think likely to be useful. The 
Council was also requested to consider whether al! nations specially concerned in 
either thE! growth or manufacture of opium or other dangerous drugs sh,ould not be 
represented on its Advisory Committee. 

• The Assembly also approved the Council's resolution" that in view of the world
wide interest in the attitude of the League towards the opium question, and of the 
general desire to reduce and restrict the cultivation and production of opium to 
strictly medicinal and scientific purposes, the Advisory Committee be requested to 
consider and report, at its next meeting, on the possibility of instituting an enquiry 
to d~termine approximately the average requirements of raw and prepared opium 
specified in Chapters I and II of the Convention for medicinal and scientific purposes 
in different countries. " On the statement of the Indian Delegate, however, that 
the Indian population is, throughout yast areas, without adequate medical assistance, 
and therefore habitually takes opium in small doses as a prophylactic or an effective 
remedy against the diseases with which some of these regions are constantly infected, 
the Assembly recommended that the word " strictly " be omitted, and the word 
" legitimate " be substituted for "medicinal and scientific"; also that reference to 
" prepared opium " was recommended to be omitted ern the ground that its complete 
suppression is already provided fdr in the Convention. 

Finally, the Assembly recommended that the Council request the Advisory 
Committee to inclu~e in its investigations not only the drugs mentioned in the 
Convention of 1912, but also dangerous drugs of whatever origin which produce 
similar effects, and to advise as to the desiratlility of convoking a further interna
tional conference to draw up a Convention ior the suppression of the abuse of such 
drugs. It was pointed out that the ,:;ale and consump.tion of drugs of mineral or 
chemical origin are not covered by the Hague Convention of 1912, though their 
abuses are now threatening the West as opium has threatened the East . 

• 
(c) TYPHUS IN PoLAND. • 

A detailed Report was submitted to the Assembly as to the work of the League 
in helping teo combat typhus and other diseases in Eastern Europe. H was shown 
that, despite the fact that only £ 126,ooo of the £ 22o,ooo promised by l\Iembers of 

• • 
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the Assembl~ last year had been paid in, the.Epi"d~mics Commission of the League 
had been able to give very effective assistance to the P.olish Authorities in cop1bat~,p 
the• spread of disease continuously threatened frotn Russia. Because of the short.., 
ness of funds it had been necessary to abandon the original planofor sending out :n 
appreciable foreignpersonne~ and concent"rate on assisaw.g the Polish qo:~rnment 
through personnel and material largely at hand. Nevertheless, the opmwn was 
expressed that the help of the League had been invaluable, and that if sufficient 
funds were forthcoming it should be extended all along the Russian frontier through 
Esthonia, Latvia, Northern Lithuania and Southern Rouma~ia in order to form a 
wide cordon against the epidemics which are certain to come out of Russia for some 
years. Consequently, the Assembly recommended that the work of the Epidemics 
Commission be carried on and extended to other countries in so far as the Council 
might see fit, and that with this object in view the President of the Council address a 
special appeal to the Members of the League to obtain their generous financial 
i!Ssistance, and to request tl\ose States which have not yet been able to oav the contri
bution they promised to do so with the lea!t possibl~ delay . 

• 

c (d). PRISONERS OF WAR. 
• e 

Dr. Nansan, ~ho had been entrusted by t~e Council over a year ago with the 
repatriation of prisoners of war, many of whom had suffered for as much as six 
years from hunger, disease, cold,.bad accommodation, lack of clothing and mental 
anguish, read to the Assembly a detailed Report of his work, and was congratulated 
by the President, M. van Karn~beek, on behalf of the Assembly, for the results 
achieved. Dr. Nansen stated that he had secured from certain Go~ernments 
represented on the International Committee of Relief Credits, at first Denmark, 
Sweden, Norway, Switzerland, and Holland, and later Great Britain and France, 
credits totalling £ 40o,ooo, against which approximately 380,000 men had been re
turned to their families, many of them from the most remote parts of the Russian 
Empire, where communication, was exceedingly difficult. 

Dr. Nansen expressed his gratitude, not only to the Governments which had 
helped him to overcome t~ many political and financial difficulties of the pro~lem, 
but also to the American Red Cross and other organisations co-operating with it; 
to the International Committee of the Red Cross, and to the German and Soviet 
Governments. As an instance of the international character of the work, Dr. Nansen 
read the following list of persons just landed from the last transp~rt in the Black Sea: 

500 women and children. 
452 Czecho-Slovakians. 
282 Hungarians. 
215 Germans. 
183 Roumanians. 
142 Poles. 

• 

123 Austrians. 
n6 Yugo-Slavs. 
30 Italians. 
II Belgians. 
3 English. • 
2 Bulg_arians. 
I Swiss . 

He concluded his statement with the following summarisation of the repatria-
tion efforts:- • • 

• 
· " This is indeed international work. It is indeed a true work of recon-
ciliat~o~. It is work worthy of the highest humanitarian ideals of the League. 
And It IS not ,?nly humanitarian in its significance and importance. It demon
st:at~s that the Leagu~ is an international machin~ which can be used for the 
carrymg out of complicated executive duties for which the coo-peration of a 
large number of G~vernmen.ts is essential; it proves that the League can carry 
?ut :uch- work rapidly, efficiently, and at an infinitesimal cost. I• believe that 
It will be.remembered for long years to come in many homesjn Central Europe 
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. . 
and elsewhere that the Council of· the League did not shirk the )nute appeal 

• • of these hundreds of thousands of suffering men, in spite of the immense 
difficulties with which they knew the problem_ to be surrounded. " • 

• 
(e) SUPPRESSION OF THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN • 

A Draft International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women 
and Children was plaoM. before the Assembly by its Fifth Committee, and led to 
a protracted debate as to the procedure to be followed. 

On the one hand, it was stated that the Assembly not only should take immediate 
action because of the humanitarian purposes in view, but that it was fully justified 
in approving a Draft Convention. It was pointed out that the Covenant entrusts 
the League with the supervision ofo the e~ecu~on of agreements affecting this 
traffic; that the Assembly last year took definite steps fo that end; that an Inter-. 
natioflal Conference of 34 nations had ~et under the League in June; and that 
the Draft Conventi~n as now proposed had be~n found by jU'rists to be legally iden
tical with the Final Act approved by that Conference and circulated to all Govern
ments. In view of all this preparation, therefore, and of the desirability of not 
postponing action on a principle on which all nations were in ~ccord, it was urged 

• that J:he Assembly should proceed at.once to the acceptance of tl!e.Draft Convention. 

On the other hand, it was pointed out that it was not in any way apparent 
in the debates in the Conference on the Traffic in Women and Children that that 
Conference had an International Convention in "miud; that, moreover, the text 
'proposed did not conform entirely with the reco~mendations of the Conference) 

• in that it. neglected the principle of the equality of protection to be accorded to 
aJJ. women regardless of their race and colour ; that it would be better to consult 
the. Governments in order that they themselves might decide if it seemed best to 
them to contract this Convention, or whether they desired to suggest modifications 
permitting notably an immediate and more general application to the colonies as 
well as to the metropolitan territories; that, indeed, it might be a very dangerous 
precedent for the League of Nations to adopt by the simple deposit of a project 
during the.course of the Assembly, and by a simple vote of the Assembly without 
prevfous study by any Government, a Draft Convention to be submitted immedi
ately to the signature of the States Members of the League; and that therefore the 
proposal was made that the text be sent to the Governments, which would be 
·given two months in which to expre~s their opinion. 

After a long debate, both in Committee and in full Assembly, this latter view- · 
pointwas rejected by 25 votes to 8, with 18 Delegates absent or abstaining. The 
Jormer view-point was then adopted by 29 votes, with 22 States absent or abstaining. 
The Assembly therefore adopted the following recomnumdation: 

"Th.e Assembly, having taken into consideration the Final Act of the 
Conference of G.eneva on the Traffic in Women and Children approved by the 
Council, expresses the wish that those of its provisions which require conven
tional form be adopted in that form by the Members of the League with the 
least possible delay. For this purpo~e the Assembly recommend that the 
Delegates who have the necessaor full powers to •sign the draft Convention 
annexed should sign it without delay, and that those who do not yet possess 
them be invited to communicate immediately with their respective Govern
ments in order to obtain the necessary powers to sign. " 

• 

This Draft Convention aims to amplify the previous Conventions of 19b4 and 
1910, which the Contracting Parties, in case they have not done so, agree to ratify 
or adhere td' as soon as possible. They would also agree to take ill measures to 
discover and pro~cute persons engaged in or attempting to engage in the traffic; 

• 
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to extradit(\convicted persons; and to protect w~men and children seeking employ
ment in another country or travelling on emigrant ships, not only at the poiq.ts 
of' departure and arrival, but also during the journey. The age of consent in tho~ 
rgiO Convention is changed from twenty-one completed year~ age of to twe~ty. 
The abolition of the term•" White Slave Traffic" WiH. permit of th,e questwns 
touching coloured women being lilealt with in the future under the terms of the 
Convention, which also is the first which deals directly with "Child Traffic" by a 
special clause. 

During and after the Assembly the following eighteen States signed the 
Convention: Albania, Australia, Austria, Canada, Chile, British Empire, Esthonia, 
Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, New Zealand, Norway, Persia, Portugal, Siam, 
South Africa, and Switzerland. 

, 
(f) DEPORTATI<~NS IN ASIA MINOR. 

~ 

• 
A tragic Report by the Commission of Enquiry on the Deportation of Women 

and Children in Turkey, Asia Minor, and the neighbouring territories, set up by 
the First Assembly: was r&ad and adopted by the Second Assembly. The Commisc 
sion had consiste!4l.of Dr. Kennedy and Miss Emma Cushman for Constantinople, 
and Miss Jep]:fe for Aleppo, the first-named giving verbal testimony at Geneva. 

It was brought out that rape, violence and fraud have all been employed in 
these districts in carrying of{ women and children to captivity and degradation, and 
that thousands of women, mostly young, have been rudely torn from their homes • and imprisoned in harems, into which it is almost impossible to penetrate. The . " 
Greek Delegate estimated that 300,ooo Gre·ek women and children have been so 
detained; the Armenian Patriarch was said to possess documents proving that 
50 per cent. of the children at present in Turkish orphanages are Armenian; and 
the British High Commission reported that some 2,300 children have been rescued 
from Mussulman houses. 

The Assembly decided that there should be appointed in Constantinople a 
Commissioner of the League of Nations, whose appointment should be officially 
notified to the Allied and Associated High Commissioners, the representati~es of 
other countries, the Turkish Government, and the ecclesiastical authorities of the , 
deported populations, namely, the Greek and Armenian Patriarchs; that France, 
Great Britain and Italy should be asked to ;nstruct their High Commissioners to 
form themselves into a committee to aid the Commissioner; that there should also 
be established under the Commissioner a mixed Board to deal with the ~eclamation 
of women and children; that the" Neutral House" at Constantinople for the tem
porary reception and exaT-iuation of women and children should be reorganised 
under the direct management of the Commission of Enquiry, and that further 
Neutral Houses shovld be opened as circumstances permit. 

• 
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:thi~d Part -ASSEMBLY RESOLUTIONS 
• 

fThese versions n~t being definitive, the Re_solutions may be subject to slight modification.) . . . . 

• 
1. Procedure of the Assembly. 

. . 
•RuLES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

I. That the following paragraph be added to Rule 4 of the Rules of Procedure of the 
Assembly:-

'' No proposal for a modification of t.he allocation of expenses for the time being 
in force.shall be inserted in the Agenda, unless"it has been communicated to the Mem
bers of the League at least four months before the date fixed for the opening of ~e . . " . SessiOn. · 
2. That the foliowing provision shall be ad~d to the seconcf paragraph of Rule 14 of the 

Rules of Procedure of the Assembly:- · 
" Resolutions involving expenditure shall not, however, be voted by the Assembly 

before the Financial Committee has expressed its opinion ort the advisability of the 
proposed expenditure with regard to general budgeta.i'y reso8.rces." . r . 3· That Rule 20 of the Rules o Procedure of the Assembly shill b(il amended to read 

as follows:- · 

"The Assembly shall vote by 'Appel NQillinal ', except when the Members of 
the League of Nations represented at the meeting agree that the method of voting 
shall be by heads of Delegations rising in their s~ts, and except in the cases provided 
for tn Rule 21. The 'Appel Nominal' shall be taken in one of the following manners, 
as the Assembly may decide:-

" (a) The name of each Delegation shall be called, and one of its members shall 
reply 'Yes,' 'No' or' Not voting.' The result of the vote shall be recorded and 
announced to the Assembly; or · 

"(b) The Delegation ... etc." (as in the second paragraph of Rule 20). 

APPOINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER MOTIONS SUBMITTED TO THE ASSEMBLY • • 
The Assembly resolves that a Committee be appointed to advise the Assembly, should 

occasion arise, as to the inclusion in the agenda of motions submitted during the session. 

2. Organisation of the League." 

PERMANENT CoURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE. 

• • 
The Assembly, in accordance with Article 7 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of 

lnternation~l Justice, and notwithstanding Article 21 of its Rules of Procedure, decides 
that the candidates whose names are included in the list drawn up by the Secretariat, in 
accordance with A~;ficle 7 of the Statute, shall be eligible for election at any ballot held by 
the Assembly in the course of the same sitting .• 

. . 
REDUCTION OF ARMAMENT~ • 

• 
The Assembly thanks 1\1. Branting, Chairman of the Third Committee, and the Rap

porteur, Lord Robert Cecil, for their valuable work. It is convinced of the urgent necessity 
of passing beyond the stage of the enunciation of principles and !;If proceeding to carry 
them into practical effect. • The Assembly therefore approves the report and the following 
resolutions submitted by the Third Committee with reference to the reductioit of arma
ments:-

I. That it is desirable that the Temporary Mixed Commission sheuld be asked to 
continue the woV<: which it has begun. 
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2 • That t~ Temporary inxed Commission ~e ~kJ to make proposal~ .on general 
lines for the reduction of national armaments which, m o~der to secure precisiOn, ~hou~1 ,. 
be in·the form of a draft treaty or other equally definite plan, to be presented to the Council, " 

if possible, before the Assembly next ~·ear. '· . 
In order to enable the Temporary Mixed ,Commission t\? accomplish this task, th€ 

Council should be asked to strengthen the Temporary Mixed Commission. 

3· That a statistical investigatio~ be made with regard to the armaments of the 
various countries upon the lines indicated in the body of the Report of the Third Committee. 

4· That the Temporary MiXed Commission be requested to cort;inue the examination 
of the question of the private manufacture of armaments and the trade in arms. 

s: That the Council be requested to invite all the Members of the League and inte
rested States which are not Members of the League to take part in an International Con
ference on the private manufacture of arm~ and the trade in arms, which should meet as 
soon as possible at a date to be fixed u'nder the responsibility of the Council. It is consi
dered highly desirable that this date should be prior to the next session of the Assembly. 

The Temporary Mi.xed Commission sho.uld be entrusted with the task of preparing 
the programme of the Conference and of s,ubmitting to it a draft Convention. 

6. That the urgent importance of ratifying the Convention at. the earliest possible 
moment be strongly imJ?ressed on all the States signatories to the Arms Traffic Convention 
of St. Germain, whether Meml;>.ers of the League of Nations or not, and that at the same 
time all non-signatory,_States be invited to adhere to the Convention. " 

The Assembly expresses its earnest desire that the importance of this subject may 
be strongly urged at the forthcoming Conference on Disarmament at Washington. 

7· The Assembly, taking note of 'the view expressed in the Report of the Temporary 
Mixed Commission on the Reduction of Armaments with regard to the desirability of • making provision for excluding the import of arms and ammunition in time ·of peace 
from countries in which the traffic is uncontrolled, invites the Council to prepar~ a draft 
protocol for this purpose for the consideration of the various Governments. At the same 
time, it expresses the earnest hope that this procedure will not in any way be permitted 
to delay the general ratification of the Convention of St. Germain. 

The steps that may eventually have to be taken for the destruction of the surplus 
stocks of munitions may be considered by the Temporary Mixed Commission. 

8. That, subject to the conditions set out in the recommendation of the First Assem
bly, the recommendation that Members of the League should undertake not to exceed 
for the next two financial years following the present year the sum total of expenditure 
on military, naval and air forces provided for in the budget of that year, be again for
warded to all Members of the League, together vyith a statement showing the replies 

' already received to this recommendation. 
,. 

9· That the Temporary Mixed Gommission be asked to examine - in consultation 
with the Permanent Advisory Commission- whether it is aqvisable to address an appeal 
to the scientific men of the world to publish their discoveries in poison gas and similar 
subjects, so as to minimise the likllihood of their being used in any future war. 

ro. That it is desirfible that propaganda in favo~~ of the reduction of armaments, 
as contemplated in the Covenant, should be carried out with earnestness ana conviction 
among all nations. • . 

. .n. In pursuance of ~he third Resolution of the First Assembly, the Assembly is of 
opmwn that the Secretariat should be asked to complete the organisation of the Section 
of the Secretariat dealing with the question ~f the reduction of armaments and that this 
Se?tion should have a directorship of its own, orcother equivalent official organisation, 
qUite s.eparate from and, if necessary, in addition to, those already proposed by the Fourth 
Committee of the Assembly. 

c 

MA:NDATES. 

The Assembly, having :onsidered the report (A. 105, rgzr) of September rgth, rgzr, 
addres~ed by the< Sub-Committee on Mandates to Committee No. VI and endon;ed by that 
Committee, resolves to approve the terms of that report. 
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• 
CONDITIONS OF VOTING ON, ANt> RATIFICATION OF, AMENDMENTS TO TIJ:E COVENANT. 

•• • 
•r. Recommendation. • 

In order immeeliately to meet the objections expr~ssed by certain Delegates with regard 
t~ the procedure permitting ihe Assembly t~ vote amendlllfrits by a majority, the Assembly 
recommends to the delegations that no Resolutioq of amendment shall be passed during 
this session unless it receives a three-fourths majority, in which there shall be included the 
votes of all the Members of the Council represented at the meeting . 

2. Procedure. 

The Assembly considers that it is most desirable that the vote on the proposed Amend
ment to Article 26 shall be unanimous, in order that this vote may have all the authority 
that can be wished. • • • 

· 3· Resolution of Amendment to ArtitJle 26. 

• Article 26 of the Covenant shall read a1 follows:-
" Amendments to the present Covenant the J:ext of which shall have been voted by the 

Assembly by a three-fourths majority, in which there shall be included the votes of all the 
Members of the Council represented at the meeting, will take effect when ratified by the 
Members of the League whose Representatives composed the Cou~cil when the vote was 
taken, and by the majority of those whose Representatives •form rtle Assembly. 

• " If the required number of rati~cations shall not have been obtainid within twenty
two months after the vote of the Assembly, the proposed amendment shall remain without 

·effect. 
" The Secretary-General shall inform the Membhs of the taking effect of an amend-

ment. • 
"An.Y Member of the League which has not at that time ratified the amendment is 

free to notify the Secretary-General within a year of its refusal to accept it, but in that 
ca_se it shall cease to be a Member of the League. " 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I OF THE CoVENANT. 

The Assembly : 
Having noted the amendment to Article I of the Covenant proposed by the Argentine 

Del~gation on December 4th, I92o; 
While appreciating the high motives which inspired the Argentine Republic in pro

posing this amendment; 
Resolves that, in view of the regrettable absence of the Delegation of the Argentine • Republic, and until the principle contained in its proposal can be accepted, any decision 

on the amendment moved by the Argentine Republic be postponed. • 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE 3'~JO THE COVENANT. 

The Assembly takes note that," in view of the considerations brought forward in the 
report of the-Committee on Amendments and in the report of the'First Committee of the 
Assembly, the Dani.';h, Norwegian and Swedish Governments withdraw their proposed 
amendments to Article 3 of the Covenant. 

• 

• 
PROPOSAL REGARDINf ARTICLE 5 OF THl COVENANT. 

The Assembly takes note that, in view of the considerations brought forward in the 
Report of its. First Committee, the Colombian and Netherlands Governments withdraw 
their proposed amendments to Article 5 of the Covenant. 

PROPOSAL REGARDING ARTICLE IO OF THE CoVENANT. 

Wherea~ a motion has been submitted by the Canadian Delegation lor the striking 
out of Article Iooof the Covenant; 
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" 
Whereas ~idely different op1mons have been expr~sed with regard to the ~ega! 

healing of this Article and its relationship to the other ~rficles of the Covenant, especial~)'> • 
to Articles 12 to 17; o • 

And whereas the legal and political argulJ!ents made bo~h m fav~ of and again~ 
the striking out of Article 10 are:of great weight; . • . • 

The Assembly postpones the conl!inuation of the exa~matlon of the p~oposal and 
the decision until its next Session, and recommends that this proposal be decided before 
any other amendment. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLE 13 OF THE COVENANT. 

The Assembly: 
Having considered the report of the First Committee on th~ amendments to ;\rticle 13 

of the Covenant proposed by the Danish, Norwegian and Swedish Governments: ·. 
Decides that these amendments be not adopted. 

c 
0 

c 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES 12 AND 15 OF THE COVENANT. 

The Assembly: , .. 
Having noted the ,amen<knents to Articles 12 and 15 of the Covenant proposed by the 

Norwegian and Swewsh Governments introducing <3.!1 obligation for all the Member;; of 
the League to es~ablish permanent commissions of arbitration and conciliation, in such a \ 

·manner that there would be one for each State, for the investigation of disputes between 
that Member and each of the other Members; 

Decides: . < 

r. Not to adopt the amendments to Articles i2 and 15 proposed by the ijorwegian 
and Swedish Governments ; 

2. To express its approval of the procedure of conciliation in conformity with the sptrit 
of the Covenant ; 

3. To invite the Council to appoint a Committee for the purpose of investigating the 
procedure of conciliation as outlined in the amendments put forward by the Norwegian 
and Swedish Governments, with a view to the formulation of a body of rules on the subject. 
That Committee would submit its report to the Council, at a date which would enable the 
latter to present its conclusions at the next Session of the Assembly. .., 

PROPOSAL REGARDING ARTICLE 21 OF THE COVENANT. 

The Assembly: 
Having taken into consideration the report of its First Committee on the amendments 

to Article 21 of the Covenant proposed by the Governments of China and Czecho-Slovakia; 

Dec'ides: • • 
That Article 21 shall be retained in its present fcrm ; 
And takes note of the ~iew expressed by the Committee that agreei:Qents between 

Members of the League tending to define or complete the engagements contained in the 
Covenant for the maintenance of peace or the promotion of international co-operation, 
may be regarded as of a nature likely to.contribute to the progress of the League in the 
path of practical realisations. 

Such agreements may alsQ be negotiated under the auspices of the League of Nations, 
for example, in special conferences, with its assistance. 

,COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT. 

The Assembly, highly appreciating the work of the Committee on Amendments 
which, und~r the able c~airmanshi~ of Mr. Balfour, has done the preparatory work fo; 
the ~rocee_dingt; of _the F1rs~ Committee, agrees that the Council can furthe,; refer to the 
consideration of this Comm1tt_ee the draft amendments which have been adjourned, also 
~he proposed amendments which may be submitted to the next Assem'oly. 

• 
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SITUM'ION OF SMALL STATES. 
~ 

• • T~eAssembly,having considered the report of its First Committee, which had been 
• requested to consider whether, artd in what manner, it would be possible to attaeh to 

the League of N <ttions sovereign States which, by-reason of their small size, could not 
De admitted as ordinary ~mbers:- • 

• 
Decides that:- • 
In view of the difficulty of laying down in advance the conditions for the admission 

of these States, the different situations of which might necessitate different regulations:
And in view of t~e possibility of associating immediately, to a great extent, the in

terested States in the work of the Assembly, without giving them membership: 
it is preferable to await the results of experience in this collaboration, before expres;ing 

an opinion upon the m~thods by which they might be admitted to the League . 

• 
REGISTiATION OF T~EATIES . . 

• The Assembly, taking note of the proiJOsal for the amendment of Article r8 contain•ed 
in the Report of the First Committee decides to adjourn fu.-ther consideration of this 
amendment until the third Assembly. • 

THE EcoNOMIC WEAPON. • 

• 
I. 

The Assembly adopts the following resolutions:-.. 
I. Subject to the special provisions of Article IJ, the economic measures referred • to in Article r6 shall be applicable only in the specific case referred to in this· Article. 
2. The unilateral action of the defaulting State cannot create a state of war: it merely 

eptitles the other Members of the League to resort to acts of war or to declare themselves 
in a state of war with the Covenant-breaking State; but it is in accordance with the spirit 
of the Covenant that the League of Nations should attempt, at least at the outset, to avoid 
war, and to restore peace by economic pressure. 

3. It is the duty of each Member of the League to decide for itself whether a breach 
of the Covenant has been committed. The fulfilment of their duties under Article r6 
is jequired from Members of the League by the express terms of the Covenant, and 
they cannot neglect them without breach of their Treaty obligations. 

4· All cases of breach of Covenant under Article r6 shall be referred to the Council 
as a· matter of urgency at the request of any Member of the League. Further, if a breach 
of Covenant be committed, or if there arise a danger of such breach being committed, • 
the Secretary-General shall at once give notice thereof to all the Members of the Council. •· Upon receipt of such a request by a Member of the League, or of such a notice by the 
Secretary-General, the Council will meet as soon as possible. The Council shall summon 
representatives of the parties to the conflict and of all States which are neighbours of the 
defaulting State, or which normally maintain close ec&<Jmic relations with it, or whose 
co-operation would be especially vllluable for the application of Article r6. 

S· If th.t Council is of opinion that a State has been guilty vf a breach of Covenant, 
the Minutes of the meeting at which that opinion is arrived at shall be immediately sent 
to all Members of the League, accompanied by a statement of reasons and by an invi
tation to take action accordingly. The fullest ,publicity shall be given to this decision. 

6. For the purpose of assisting it to enforce Article r6, the Council may, if it thinks 
fit, be assisted by a technical Committee. erhis Comm\ttee will remain in permanent 
session as ~oon as the action decided <Jn is taken, and may include, if desirable, represen
tatives of the States specially affected. 

7· The Council should fix the date on which the enforcement of economic pressure, 
under Article r6, is to be begun, and should give notice of that date to all the Members 
of the League. • 

8. All States must be treated alike as regards· the application of the measures of 
economic pressure, with the following reservations:-

(aJ It, may be necessary to recommend the execution of special me~sures by certain 
States; 

• 
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(b) If it is thought desirable to postpone, wholly o: pru:tially, in_ the ca:e of certain 
States, the eff~tive application of the economic sanctions l~1d d~wn m Article r6, such 
post{lonement shall not be. permitted except in so far ~ It IS desirable for the suecess l>f. 
the common plan of action, or re~uces to a minimum the losses and embarras:me~ts• 
which may be' entailed in the case of certain ¥embers of th; League 'Dy the apphcabop 
of the sanctions. < ' 

9· It is not possible to decide beforehand, and in de~ail, the various measures ?f 
an economic commercial and financial nature to be taken m each case where economic 

' pressure is to be applied. 
When the case arises, the Council shall recommend to the ¥embers of the League 

a plan for joint action. 
ro. The interruption of diplomatic relations shall, in the first place, be limited to 

the withdrawal of the heads of Missions. 
II. Consular relations may possibly be maintained. 
12. For the purposes of the severanc!}of relations between persons belonging to the 

Covenant-breaking State and persons"belonging to other States Members of the League, 
tre test should be residence and not nationality. 

13. In cases of prolonged application of economic pressure, measures of increasing 
stringency may be taken~ The cuttingcoff of the food supplies of fhe civil population 
of the defaulting State shall be regarded as an extremely drastic measure which shall 
only be applied if the other measures available are clearly inadequate. 

14. CorrespondenLe and all other methods of communication shall be subjected 
to special regulations. ' ' · 

rs. Humanitarian relations shall be continued. (' 0 

r6. Efforts shall be made to arrive at arrangements which will ensure the co
operation of States non-Members of the League in the measures to be taken. 

17. In special circumstances and' in support of economic measures to be taken it may 
become advisable: (a) to establish an effective blockade of the seaboard of the Covenant
breaking State; (b) to entrust to so~e Members of the League the execution of the blockade 
operations. ' 

r8. The Council shall urge upon all the States Members of the League that their 
Governments should take the necessary preparatory measures, above all of a legislati've 
character, to enable them to enforce at short notice the necessary measures of economic 
pressure. 

II. 

The Assembly resolves that: 

r. The latter part of the first paragraph of Article r6 of the Covenant shall· read 
as follows: 

" ... whicl:. hereby undertake immediately to subject it to ·the severance of all 
trade or financial relations, the prohibition of all intercourse between persons resi
ding in their territory and persons residing in the territory of the Covenant-breaking 
State, and the prevention of all financial, commercial or personal intercourse between 

' ' persons residing in the territory of the Covenant-breaking State and persons residing 
in the territory of any other State, whether a Member of the League or· not." 

2. The second paragraph of Article r6 shall read as follows: • 
"It is for the Council to give an opinion whether or not a br~ach of the Covenant 

has taken place. In deliberations on this question in the Council, the votes of Mem
bers of the League alleged to have 'resorted to war and of Members against whom 
such action was directed shall not be conn ted." • 

3. The third paragraph of Article r6 shall read as follows : 
" The Council will notify to all Members of the League the date which it re

commends for the application of the economic pressure under this Article." 

4· The fourth P'l-ragraph of Article r6 shall read as follows: 
" N_eve~theless, the Council may, in the case of particular Members, postpone 

the commg mto force of any of these measures for a specified period where it is satis
fied that such a po~tponement :Will facilitate the attainment of the object of the 
m~asures r_eferred _tom the ?receding paragraph, or that it is necessary in qrder to mini
mise the loss and mconvemence which will be caused to such Members." 

c 
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nr. 

•• • 
The resolutions and the proposals for amendments to Article 16 which have" been 

adopted by the 4-ssembly shall, so long as the a~ndments have not been put in force 
m the form required by t~ Covenant, censtitute rules .for guidance which the Assembly 
recommends, as a provisional measure, to the Council and to the Members of the League 
in connection with the application of Article r6. • . 

THE P\oVISIONAL ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL COMMITTEE. 

Whereas, the AssEMBLY has considered:-

(a) The section of the " Report to the Second Assembly on the work of the 
Council and on the measures ta~en to execute the decisions of the First Assembly" 
which deals with the work of the Provisional EconQmic and Financial Committee 
since its entry upon its functions until the session of August-September, 1921; • 

• (b) The • Report presented to the CouJ!cil by the _Provisional Economic and 
Financial Committee upon its work duri.g the session held at Geneva in August
September, 1921, which has been communicated to the Assembly by the Council; 

(c) The Report dealing with "Certain Aspects of the Raw Materials Problem" 
presented by the Economic Section of the Provisional ltconomic and Financial 

• Committee in accordance with ~he Council's Resolutio~ of O~t~ber 27th, 1920, which 
has also been communicated to the Assembly by the Council: • 

And has noted with satisfaction the following decisjons taken by the Council on September 
19th and 21St, 1921:-

I. The Assembly notes that the constitution of'!!. definitive Economic and Financial 
Advisory Committee, as contemplated by the Resolution of the first Assembly dated 
December 9th, 1920, on the economic organisation of the League, is not imperative during 
t1le forthcoming year, in view of the fact that the Provisional Economic and Financial 
Committee will continue its work till the next Assembly, as provided in the Council's 
Resolution of September '19th, 1921. 

2. The Assembly notes that it is of the greatest importance that the Provisional 
Economic and Financial Committee should carry out the programme of work indicated 
in the Reports mentioned above, including the study of the following questions: double 
ta.~ation, the monetary situation, unfair competition, monopolies, distribution of raw 
materials, unification of legislation relating to bills of exchange, commercial methods 
designed to obviate the risks arising from fluctuations of the exchanges. 

3- The ,Assembly notes that the Council has requested the Provisional Economic. 
and Financial Committee to consider and report upon the meaning anp scope of the pro
vision relating to the equitable treatment of commerce contained in Article 23 (e) of the 
Covenant. Taking account of the wishes formulated by the Conference of Barcelona, 
the Assembly expresses the confident hope that the Committee will direct and pursue 
its work, in co-operation with the Advisory and Technrcat Committee on Communications 
and Transit, in the manner best •calculated to facilitate the earliest and most general • o 

application possible of the principle in question. 
4· The Assembly notes that the Council, with the advice of the Provisional Economic 

and Financial Committee, will entertain any application that may be received from States 
which feel the need of technical advisers on fiiMlllcial or economic administration. 

s. The Assembly agrees that it will p~bably not be necessary to convoke at an 
early date a general Conference for the study of the principal financial and economic 
questions; it approves the proposal w!lereby the Council, if it considers it desirable, may, 
with the advice of the Provisional Economic and Financial Committee, convoke restricted 
consultative conferences for the examination of special problems. 

6. The Assembly regrets that the work of the reconstruction of tile finances of Austria, 
in which the Provisional Economic and Financial Committee has been cal~<l upon to 
co-operate, has been delayed for reasons which it hopes will shortly be removed. 

7· The Assembly, having had brought to its notice the continuing gravity of the 
exchange ct'isis and its dangerous effects upon the economic position and. the conditions 
of labour of the \\lllrking classes, invites the Provisional Economic a::;.d Financial Committee . 
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to carry on urfiently its enquiries from various Gove~ments il.5 to the measures taken 
to ensure the application of the Resolutions of the Bru~sels ~onference; the As~~mb~J'e 
furtlfer invites the Committee to investigate, in accor~ance w1th the Governments sug- ., 
gestions and as speedily, as may be,• all practical proposals which may be made for th; 
completest possible application ~f these Resolutions. • • • .. 

In particular, the Assembly agrees to the proposal that the work. of orga:msmg the 
International Credits Scheme should be pursued in the manner set out m the Report sub-
mitted by the Provisional Economic and Financial Committee to the Council. ., 

The Committee is further invited to consider, as a matter of urgency, the measures 
necessary for the adaptation of the system of international credits ~ the various situations 
of different countries. · 

8. The Assembly commends to the consideration of the Mem~ers of t~e League th~ 
general conclusions of the Report on "Certain Aspects of the Raw Matenals Problem •. 
including those calling attention to the effects that may be produced on the economic 
life of other countries by artificial restrictions antl duties on the export of essential raw 
materials. , 

r. 9· The Assembly, recognising the intim'lte connection between the restoratiop of 
transport facilities and th~ supply and distribution of raw materials, e~presses the earnest 
hope that every effort will be made to~xpedite the work of the various Commissions 
charged with such matters as re-allocation and interchange of rolling-stock in certain 
parts of Europe. 

10. The Assembly'invite& the Advisory and Technical Committee on Communications 
and Transit to conside~ the desirability of action b~ng taken, under the provision wlJich 
empowers the Cduncil to call partial or regional Conferences to consider special matters, 
with a view to promoting the improvement of facilities for intercommunication and trans
port between those States whose transport systems have specially suffered from dis
organisation. 

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

ON CoMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT. 

· I. Without prejudice to the terms, of paragraph 4 of Section I of the Resolution of 
December 9th, I920, relating to the Organisation for Communications and Transit, the 
general Conferences on Communications and Transit shall meet, as of right, at the seat of 
the League·on the request of one-half of the Members of the League. Such request shall 
·be addressed to the Secretary-General of the League, and the object and the Agenda of 
the Conference shall be attached to the request. It shall be the duty of the Secretary
General of the League to convene the Conference. 

2. The Assembly, having been informed of the Report of the Advisory and Tech
nical Committee for Communications and Transit on the action taken by the Govern
ments with regard to the resolutions adopted by the Conference on Passports, Customs 
'Formalities and Through Tickets which was held in Paris, October, I920, observed 
with the keenest satisfaction that a certain number of States have already put into force 
part of the measures - so imP,ortant for international relations, and unanimously re
commended by this Conference - tending towards the simplification of the formalities 
connected with the obtaining of passports and visas, the reduction of passport prices, 
and the unification of passport regulations. , 

The Assembly draws _the attention of all States which have !JOt yet been able to 
adopt the recommendatiOns of the Conference to the necessity of reconsidering the 
question, and of informing the Secretary-General of the League of Nations of the solution 
ultimately reached. 

3· The Assembly proposc.s that the Members of the League of Nations should grant 
to the members of the various Committees of th"e League, during their period of office 
every possible facility in the matter of passports, particularly with regard to the regu~ 
lations affecting visas and the period of their validity. 

4: The Asseml!ly ~ake~ note of the . designation by the Advisory and Technical 
Comrrut!ee for Commumca~w~s and Transit ?f a railway expert (national, of a Riparian 
State o~ the _Danube), and mv1tes the ·Comm1ttee to proceed also, in its next session, to 
the designation ~f one or ~ore than one other expert, specially qualified in the different 
mDattebrs dealt "With by this Committee and nationals of other Riparian States of the 

anu e. 
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lNTERNATIOOAL HEALTH ORGANISATION. 
• 

• 
• Th~ Assembly notes the meilsures taken by the Council to carry out so far as possible 

• the Resolution of the Assembly of December Ioth, 1920, concerning the Health Organis<ttion 
of, the League of NiJ.tions. o 

•- In pursuance of the Covtnant of the League of Nations and in order to facilitate the 
discharge tly the League of the humanitarian duties and•responsibilities which are placed 
upon it by the various treaties of peace and its own Resolutions, and pending the pos
sibility of creating the Health Organisation contemplated by the Resolution of December 
Ioth, 1920, the Assembly of the League of Nations adopts in the following fonh the re
commendations submi~ed to it by the Council: 

r. The Health Organisation of the League shall provisionally comprise a Health 
Committee which shall be entrusted with the functions detailed in the report of the Pro
visional Health Committee as adopted by the Council. The Secretariat of this Organisa
tion shall be appointed by the Secretary-General of the League and be responsible to him, 
and shall be placed under a Medical Director. • • 

The Assembly, in view of the urgency of the present iuternational health situation, 
and. subject to consideration of a repo~t to be submitted at the next session of tfle 
Assembly, accepts •he constitution of the Provisional Health C.ommittee proposed by the 
Council. But this decision is without prejudice-to the power of the Assembly, admitted 
last year, to regulate the constitution of important standing committees of the League. 

In view of the increasing importance of questions of health which more especially 
concern women, the Assembly invites the Council to take i~to co;sideration at an oppor
tu.JOe moment the question of strengt~ening the Committee by inclt!<ling a medical woman, 
experienced in public health matters, qualified to advise on such questi8ns. 

2. The Epidemic Commission of the League of Nations shall form one Section of the 
Health Organisation. 

0 

The Assembly: 

• 

• 
ORGANISATION OF INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS. 

I. Commends to the Technical Organisations of the League the· conclusions of the 
Provisional Economic and Financial Committee for the purpose of avoiding overlapping 
in the enquiries undertaken by the various Sections. At the same time, it invites the 
co-operation of the International Labour Office in the matter. 

Nothing in this resolution shall prejudice any decision on the organisation of sta
tistical work. 

• 2. Decides that statistics in the scientific sense will not be undertaken by the League 
as long as the question of the organisation of international statistics has not been decided, · 
and that this question is entirely deferred until the next session. 

3. It is understood that the League of Nations will make use, wherever expedient, 
of the data obtainable from existing international statistical offices and organisations • 
without affecting in any way their autonomy. o 

The title of the Bulletin published by the League should indicate that it does 
not contain original statistics, but consists of figures collected from other statistical sources . 

• 0 

CO-ORDINATION OF INTELLECTUAL WORK. 
• • 

The Assembly approves the draft resolution put forward by M. Leon Bourgeois in the 
name of the Counciol. : namely, the nomination by the Council of a Committee to examine 
international questions regarding intellectual co-operation, this Committee to consist of 
not more than 12 members and to contain bot~ men and women . 

• . . . 
THE NON-PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL. 

I. The Assembly takes note of the conclusions of its First Committee:-
(a) that the non-permanent Members of the Council should, in future, be elected 

according to a system of rotation for a fixed period and thal the Assembly should 
this year renew for the year 1922 the appointment of the present Member~ 

(b) that, in the absence of any decision with regard to the number of the non
perma,p.ent Members of the Council, it is inexpedient to lay dO\'P precise rulings 
in consideration of the fact that, at the election held next year, account will be taken, 

• 
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both as regards the determination of the entire period of office for .each Member, and 
as regards the conditions of re-eligibility, of the period already spent in offife as ,t~e 

• result of previous elections. <· 

~ t.' 

2. Resolution of Amendment to Article 4· c "' 

. The Assembly resolves th'at the following paragraph ~hall be inserted between the 
second and third paragraphs of Article 4:-

" The Assembly shall fix by a two-thirds majority the rules dealing with the <· 

election of the non-permanent Members of the Council, ancj.particularly such regu
lations as relate to their term of office and the conditions of re-eligibility." 

ORGANISATION OF THE PERMANENT SECRETARIAT AND OF THE INTERNATIONAL 

LABQUR OFFICE. 
c 0 

"The Assembly, having taken note of the Report of the Fourth Committee, approves 
the views there set forth and expresses its grettitude to M. Noblemaire and his colleagues 
of the Committee of Experts for their arduous and most useful work.~ 

"' 

A_LLOCATION OF EXPENSES OF THE LEAGUE. 

c 

r. Rwolutions of Amendments to Article 6 of the Covenant. 
•J 

The Assembly resolves:- · 
r. That the last paragraph of Article 6 of the Covenant should be replaced by the 

following paragraph: "' 
" The expenses of the Le,ague .shall be borne by the Members of the League in 

the proportion decided by th~ Assembly." 
Q 

2. That the following paragraph shall be added to Article 6 of the Covenant as 
amended: 

" The allocation of the expenses of the League set out in Annex 3 shall be 
applied as from January Ist, Ig22, until a revised allocation has come into force 
after adoption by the Assembly." 

3. That the following shall be inserted in the Annex to the Covenant:-· 

States Units payable States Units payable 

Albania 2 Japan 6s 
Argentine 3S Latvia s 
Australia IS Liberia 2 
Austria 2 "Lithuania s 
Belgium IS Luxemburg 2 
Bolivia s Netherlands IS 
Braiil 3S New Zealand IO 
British Empire go Nicaragua 2 
Bulgaria c "' IO Norway IO 
Canada 3S Pattama 2 
Chile IS Paraguay 2 
China 6s Peru 

c 

IO 
Colombia IO Persia IO 
Costa Rica 2 Poland IS 
Cuba IO Portugal IO 
Czecho-Slovakia 3S • Salvador 2 
Denmark IO "Roumania 3S 
Esthonia s Serb-Croat-Slovene 
Finland s State 3S 
France go Siam IO 
Greece (' IO South Africa IS 
Guatemala 2 Spain 3S 
Haiti s Sweden IS 

. Honduras 2 Switzerland IO 
lnd!a 6s Uruguay IO 
Italy 65 Venezuela 5 

• 
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U. Recommendation I. 

.• 
• • Th; Assembly recommends, that, when a revised scheme of allocation of the expenses 

.of the League has been adopted ai'ter consideration of the fresh recommendations of' the 
Expert Committee. Members of the League which may, with effect from January Ist, 1921, 
a-nd up to the year for whi~l\ the revised soheme is adopted, have paid more than they are 
called upoh to pay under the operation of such scheme, ;hould be entitled to a refund of 
the excess amount p·aid. • 

Such refund shall be made as surplus funds accrue and without prejudice to the main
tenance of the working capital account of the League at its full normal figure. 

;o 

Recommendation 2. 

The Assembly, recognising that the proposals of the Expert Committee (A. 40. 1921) 
still susceptible of improvements and adjustments after a more exhaustive investigation 
of the data, recommends that this Committee, so ably presided over by M. Reveillaud, be 
reappointed by the Council to continu~ its wor1<: an~, after taking account of the various 
factors not yet fully examined, to submit a further report indicating such modifications of 
the .Ulocation provisionally accepted as it ~ay deem equitable. • 

• III. Resolt~ion. • 

In order to provide for the carrying out of the above decision, the Secretary-General 
is instructed to include the sum of IS,ooo gold francs in the Budget of the League for the 
fourth fiscal period (1922) it being understood, however,, that, tefore any of the said 
apJlropriation be expended, a detail~d estimate shall be submittea to the Council of the . . 
League and shall be approved by it. • 

IV. Recommendation. 

The Assembly recommends the Council to se~ that the Committee charged with 
preparing a final scheme of the allocation of expens~ shall present this table to the As
sembly Qf 1923. 

V. Resolution. 

the Assembly resolves that the following paragraph shall be added to Article IV of 
the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly:-

" No proposal for a :(11odification of the allocation of expenses for the time being 
in force shall be inserted in the Agenda, unless it has been communicated to Members 
at least four months before the date fixed for the opening of the Session. " 

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE LEAGUE. 

Recommendation I . . 
The Assembly requests the Council to continue to regulate the finances of the League 

of Nations in the spirit of the principles contained in the Assembly Recommendation of 
December I 7th, I920, as modified by the following Articles, and by the recommendations 
laid down in the Report of the Fourth Committee on the administration of the finances 
of the League of Nations. Further, the Assembly requ~t,.the Council to prepare, for the 
annual session of the Assembly oi 1922, a final resolution regarding the administration 
of the finances of the League of Nations . 

• 

Article I. 
C> 

The Assembly recommends the Council to'El.ppoint a Committee of Control of three or 
five members, one of whom at least shall be a financial expert. The Council shall select • the Committee from amongst the Members of the Leagu&of Nations in such a way as to 
include Members of the League which he not represented on the Council. 

Draft Budgets and other documents contemplated in Articles I and 2 of the Recom
mendation adopted on December IJth, 1920, ·shall be submitted to the Committee of 
Control before being submitted to the Council. The Draft Budget of the International 
Labour Organisation shall be laid before the Committee of Control by four members of the 
Governing Body, two of whom might be selected from the delegates of Governn"J.ents, one 
from employers' delegates and one from the workers' delegates. The Governing Body shall 
decide wheSher the Director or Deputy-Director of the International Labour Office shall 
be added to the Delegation . 

• 

• 
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A representative of the Governing Body shall be ~uthorised to attend, in an advisory 
capacity, any 'rneetings of the Assembly that deal with the Budget. It is, of c?ur~e, ~nd;r
stoc>d that the representative in question cannot rise to speak except on the mv1fabon cfo 
the President. • . 

The Appropriation Officers, whether mem~ers of the Secretariat orof the Internatwml 
Labour Office, shall be responsible to the Committee of Codttol. 

Article 2. 

Article 6 of Recommendation II adopted by the first Assem:bly on December 17th, 
1920, shall read as follows:-

" Expenditure can only be incurred by virtue of a warrant signed by the Secretary
General or one of his deputies duly authorised thereto. This warrant shall mention the 
fiscal period and the appropriation to which the expenditure is charged, and cannot be 
given until the official appointed for the purpose (~ppropriation Officer) has certified that 
the proposed expenditure is represented in the Budget by a corresponding credit. Unforeseen 
E..{penditure, however, can only be incurred under Article 25 of the general budget for.1922 
if it is authorised by a special Resolution of the Council, which must ~e immediately com
municated to all the Members of the Lergue of Nations. During the year 1922 transfers 
from one item to another of the same chapter can be effected by virtue of a special Resolu
tion of the Council, which must be immediately communicated to all the Members of the 
League of Nations. " 

Article 3. 

The following sentence shall be added to Article 7 of Recommendation II adopted by 
the First Assembly:-

" Additions to this fund, which may not exceed 5,ooo,ooo gold francs, cannot be made 
except with the approval .of the Assembly. If the fund exceeds 5,ooo,ooo gold francs, 
the excess shall be carried forward to the credit of the next financial period. The Inter
national Labour Organisation may continue to obtain, if necessary, assistance from the 
Working Capital Fund proportionately to its budget. " ' 

Article 4· 

Insert in Article 9 of Recommendation II adopted by the First Assembly, after the 
word " auditors, " "and to the Committee of Control. " ' 

0 
Article 5. 

Article 10 of Recommendation II adopted by the First Assembly shall read as follows: 
"Three months before the annual session of the Assembly, the Committee of Control 

and the auditors shall present to the Council, or In the case of the International Labour 
Organisation, to the Governing Body, a joint report on the correctness, etc. " 

Recommendation I I. 

The resolution of the Council of September 2nd, 1921, authorising the Secretary
General to request the States which are not Members of the League of Nations but which 
form part of the technical organisations of .the League, to pay their share of the expenses 
of the technical organisations in which they participate, from the beginning" of the fourth 
financial year of the League (1902), should be incorporated in the fiRal regulations of the 
financial administration of the League. . 

c 

Resolution I. 
c 

. In. virtue of Article 12 o'i Recommendation. II of the First Assembly on the admi
mstratwn of the finances of the League of Nations, the Assembly of the League of Nations 
finally passes the expenditure and income accounts for the second fiscal period, terminating 
on December 31st, 1920. 

Resolution II. 

The' Assembly of the League of Nations, in accordance with Article 4 of Rec. d _ 
t. . II d d b h F' ommen a 
1on : a opte y t e 1rst Assembl~, on the administration of the finances of the League 

of N atwns, accepts for. the fiscal penod 1922, the General Budget of the League and the 
Budget of the Internatwnal Labour Office, which will be published in t~e Official Journal. 

< 

0 

0 
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• 

ADMISSION OF HUNGARY TO THE LEAGUE. 

, • • The Assembly having noted 'a Mter dated September 26th, 1921, sent by the He~ of 
the flungarian Delegation in the name of his Gover~ment, and requesting tlie Assembly 
te be good enough to postpone its decisiov on the request for the admission of Hungary 
and all procedure relative th~reto, to its next Session, • . 

Resolves to accede to this request and to place the question of the admission of Hun-
o gary into the League on the agenda of its next Session . 

• 

... 
3· Political Questions. 

DISPUTE BETWEEN LITHUANIA AND POLAND . 
• 

The Assembly, having heard the explanation of M. Hymans on the dispute between 
Poland and Lithuania, and having taken note of the "resolution of the Council ~f 
September 2oth, expresses ifs warm app~ciation of the skill and patience displayed by 
M. Hymans in the 'cause of peace, and thanks,the Council fot its action and assures it 
of the full support of the Assembly. 

Appealing to their wisdom and to their common memories of the past, the Assembly 
calls upon the two peoples to reach an agreement, which is as ne~essary for them as for 
the.peace of the world. , • · • 

ALBANIA. 

r. The AssembZy, having considered the appeai of Albania to the Assembly, dated 
June 29th, 1921, and the reference by the Council t~ the Assembly of the allegation by 
Albania ~gainst the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, dated September 2nd, 1921; 

Recognising the sovereignty and independence of Albania as established by her 
acjmission to the League ; 

Taking note of the fact that the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and Greece have recognised 
the Principal Allied and Associated Powers as the appropriate body to settle the frontiers 
of Albania; 

Understanding that the Principal Allied and Associated Powers are very near agree
menton the question submitted to. them: 

, Recommends Albania now to accept the forthcoming decision of the Principal Allied 
and Associated Powers. 

2. The Assembly, further, taking note of the allegations of Albania against nationals 
of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and of the allegations of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
against certain tribes and individuals In Albania; 

Taking note, also, of statements made that there is serious unrest iq Southern Albania 
and Northern Epirus: 

Requests the C~uncil forthwith to appoint a Commission of three impartial persons, 
to proceed immediately to Albania and to report fully on the execution of the decision of 
the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, as soon as it'is•given, and on any disturbances . 
which may occur on or near the frontier of Albania. The Commission should have power 
to appoint <Jbservers, or other officials, being impartial persons, 1:o enable it to discharge 
its functions. 

3· In order to provide for the carrying out of the above decision, the Secret'!IY
General is instructed to include the sum of 100,000 gold francs in the budget of the League 
for the fourth fiscal period (1922), it being UJlderstood, however, th"at, before any of the 
said appropriation be expended, a detailed estimate shall obe submitted to the Council of 
the League, and shall be approved by it 

ARMENIA. 

Seeing that the First Assembly on November 18th, 1920, entrflsted the Council with 
the duty of safeguarding the future of Armenia ; • 

And that the Council on February 25th, 1921, while holding that the situation in 
Asia Minor .,made action for the time being impossible, entrusted the Secretary-General 
with the duty of watching developments in Armenian affairs with a v1ew to procuring 
subsequent decistons by the Council ; 
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And that in the meantime the Supreme Coun~ll, in the revision. of the Treaty of 
Sevres, proposed to make p!"ovision for a National Home for the Armemans ; o o ,-, 

·Seeing, further, the probable imminence of a Peace Treaty between Turkey and the,-, 
Allied Powers at no distant date ; ' . .. 

The Assembly urges the Council to precs upon the S!Ipreme Council of the All~es 
the necessity of making provisiO'ns in this Treaty for safeguarding the f~ture _of Armema, 
and in particular of providing the Armenians with a National Home entirely mdependent 
of Turkish rule. 

•I 

STATUS OF EASTERN GALICIA. 

The Assembly expresses the wish that the Council of the League draw tl~e _attention 
of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers to the desirability of determmmg, at an 
early date, the status of Eastern Galicia. , 

r 
4· Humanitarian and Social· Questions . 

.. 
RELIEF WoRK IN RussiA. 

After having hearrl the Report of its Committee and the statement by Dr. Nansen
to whose activity and devoticn it is happy to pay tribute - and after having taken note 
of the generous apped of His Holiness Pope Benedic~ XV, on behalf of the famine-stricken 
regions of Russia, tlze Assembly of the League of Nations adopts the following Resolutions: 

r. The Assembly considers it an urgent necessity to combat the famine in Russia; it 
further considers that all efforts shotJd be encouraged which, like the Geneva Conference, 
aim at alleviating this scourg-e. 

The Assembly addresses a pressing appeal to private organisations in order that the 
efficacy of the common endeavour may be assured by a close co-ordination of 1!.11 the efforts 
devoted to this cause . 

. The Assembly further expresses a desire that the Governments of all countries may 
interest themselves in the efforts of their national associations and shot)ld grant them, to 
the greatest possible extent, such material and moral support as they may need. 

2. The Assembly considers that relief work should be extended to include all the regions 
of former Russia which are visited by famine without forgetting the populations of the 
territories of the Republics of Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaidjan. 

3· The Assembly has not sufficient information as to the influences by which the Soviet 
Government are moved or the conditions under which they are working, but it considers 
that Dr. Nansen's successful repatriation of prisoners of war augurs well for any enterprise 
he may be prepared to undertake for the relief of famine-stricken regions in Armenia, 
Azerbaidjan, GeQTgia and Russia. 

4· In view of the statements made by members of the Committee on behalf of the 
Governments to the effect that these Governments do not think that under present cir
cumstances they can grant offiFi~J credits, the Assembly is of opinion that this fact settles 
for the time being this side of the matter, and disengages the possible responsibility of the 
League of Nations. _ 

Nevertheless, the League does not disinterest itself in so grave a problem and in the 
efforts which are being made to solve it. It will rest with the Cour..cil of the League to 
talfe up the question, should circumstances so demand and should it consider that its 
intervention could prove both useful aml effective. 

s. The Assembly notes that an International Conference has been summoned to meet 
at Brussels on October 6th in mder to consider the problem of the famine raging in Russia 
and the means of remedying it by the concerted action of Governments and private asso
ciations. 

The Assembly expresses the hope that the authorised representatives of the Govern
ments may consider •he most expedient means of coping with the financial difficulties of 
this problem. Amongst the forms of relief which the Governments might afford, the 
Assembly would urge the importance of gifts in kind from the liquidation of war stocks. 

6. The Assembly considers that the Committee of the League of Nations formed to 
combat epidem?cs should be invited to co-operate with the associations which 'have under

~ taken
1 
the campaign against infectious diseases in Russia and tpe Cau-:asus. 
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7· The President of the Asserrlbly is requested to transmit to His J1oliness Pope 
Benedict XV a copy of resolutions mentioned above in the hope that he may find therein 
a~~oof olthe profound appreciation; roth which the League of Nations received themessage 
~ which His Holiness begged to draw the attention of. the representatives of the Govern
ments assembled in •Geneva to the unhappy. plight of the famine-stricken are1!-5 in Russia 
and to the mgency of alleviathig and rendering them as$st~ce. · 

· The A5sembly takes this-opportunity of express1ng to His Holiness its warmest grati
' tude for so generous ·an action, which manifests once again the anxiety with which His 

Holiness ever proceedsin the alleyiation of all suffering . 
... 

TRAFFIC IN OPIUM. ' . 

I. The Assembly concurs in paragraphs I, 2, 4 and S of the Resolution adopted by 
the Council of Junez8th; I9ZI, as follows:-' 

. . . . . 
. .. I .. That States which are Members qf the Leagu~ and have not signed or ratified the 

International Opium Convention be.invited to do so as soon as possible. . • 
;. That .the Netherlands Gov~rnment te requested to. continue its efforts to secure 

. ratification of the International Opium Conventio~ by those Stat~ which are not Members 
of the League. · · 

3· (,Paragraph 4 of the Resolution of the Council). . 
. That, in. order .to carry out the obligations under Articlese3 and 5 and under Article I3 

of t~e· International Opium Conventio~, the Governments which a!e.parties to the Con-
vention be invited to adopt the following procedure:- ··. · • 
· · , Every application for the export to ail importer of a supply of any of the sub
. . · l)binces to which the Convention applies shall be a~companied by a certificate from the 

Government of the importing country that the import of the consignment in question 
.. is approved by that Government and is required f~ legitimate purposes. 

•-.In the case of dTugs to which Chapter III of the Convention applies, the certi
ficate shall state specifically that they are required solely fot medicinal or scientific 

• purposes.'' · 
4· {Paragraph 5 of the Resolution of the Co_!.lricil.) . 
That the special attention of the Contracting. Powers having Treaties with China 

be invited to the provisions of Article IS of the International Opium Convention, so that 
the most effective steps possible should be taken to prevent the co;ntraband trade in opium 
and other dangerous drugs. . ' . . ~ - . . 

· ·II.· the Assembly confirms the second recommenqation passed by the Advisory 
· Commi~tee on Traffic in Opium durllig its session of May znd-Sth, I92I, as follows:-

.... · S· That a report should be made annually to the League by each country which is a · 
party to the Convention, on the execution in its territory ofthe pr!>visions of the Convention 
with statistics of production, manufacture and trade. • · 

III. The Assembly adopts the following additional recommendations presented by 
its Fifth Committee:- · 

~ · 6. The Assembly concurs in paragraph 3 of the Co~neil's Resolution of June z8th, . 
I92I, on the understanding that the-enquiries undertaken will be of a scientific character 
and that, whel\ they apply specifically to any particular country, they will be made through, 

.or with the consent" of, the Government of that country. · . . 
7· The Assembly recommends to the Council that, in paragraph S of the latter's 

resolution dated June 28th, ;tgzi, it should also di:aw the attention of the Government of 
China to Article IS of the International Opium Convention . 

• 8. The Assembly recommends to the Cotincil that the enquiry referred to in paragraph 
7 of the latter's resolution dated] line z8th, I92I, shc;>uld be extended to include all opium 
the consumption of which may be considered legitimate, and that to this end the word 
"strictly" be omitted, and the ·word "legitimate" be substituetd for "medicinal and 
scientific. " It further recommen'ds to the Council the omission of IJ!e reference to pre
pared opium, that is to say, to opium prepared for purposes of smoking, the complete 
suppression of which is provided for in Chapter II of the Convention. . • ,. 

g. The Assembly recommends to the. Council that the different Governments be in
vited, where !hey see no objection, to furnish to the Secretariat, in additiort to the official 
'annual reyort, anY. information concerning the illicit production, manufacture or trade 

• 
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ni opium, or ~ther dangerous drugs, which they thi~k likely to be useful to the League 
in the execution of its task. " o o 

· ro. The Assembly recommends the Council to cOnsider whether all nations specially:> 
concerned in either the growth or manufa,cture of opium or other dan~erous drugs shouJd 
not be represented on its Advisory Committee. • • " 

rr. The Assembly urges those States Members of the League 1 which have not yet 
signed and ratified the Opium Convention to do so as soon as possible. 

12. In order to facilitate the execution of the Convention, the Assembly urges all 
States Members of the League which are parties to the ConventionJo signify to the Secreta
riat as soon as possible their acceptance of the fourth recommendation of the Advisory 
Committee relating to the requirement of importation certificates. 

13. The Assembly recommends the Council to request the Advisory Committee to 
extend their investigations to include not orily the drugs mentioned in the Convention 
of 1912, but also all dangerous drugs of w~atever 9rigin which produce similar effects, and 
to advise as to the desirability of convoking a further international conference of States 
·.:hich are parties to the Convention, as well as States Members of the League of Na~ions, 
~ith a view to drawing up a Convention for the suppression of the abJlse of such drugs. 

THE (AMPAIGN AGAINST TYPHUS IN EASTERN EUROPE. 

The Assembly resblves tliat, in view of the economical and successful results achieved 
by the League (lf Nations Epidemics Commission in reinforcing the preventive sanitary 
measures undertaken by the Polish Health Administration in the campaign against typhus; 
recommends that the work of the Commission be continued and extended to other coun
tries as necessity arises, provided the Council considers it expedient. 

To this end, the President of the Assembly and the President of the Council are· 
requested to issue a special appeal to the Members of the League for liberal financial sup
port, and to ask those States which have not found it possible to make available "the 
contributions which they so generously promised, to do so as soon as possible. 

TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN. 

The Assembly, having taken into consideration the Final Act of the Conference of 
Geneva on Traffic in Women and Children, approved by the Council, expresses the wish 
that those of its provisions which require conventional form, be adopted in that form by 
the Members of the League with the least possible delay. For this purpose the Assembly 
recommends that the Delegates who have the necessary full powers to sign the Draft 
Convention annexed should sign it without delay, and that those who do not yet possess 
them be invited·to communicate immediately with their respeCtive Governments in order 
to obtain the necessary powers to sign. 

- ' 
DEPORTATION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN TURK.EY AND NEIGHBOURING CoUNTRIES. 

The Assembly resolves: 

r. That there shall be appointed in Constantinople a. Commissioner of the League of 
Nations ~hose appointment shall be _officially notified to the Allied and Associated 
High Commissioners, to the representatives of the other interested countries and Members 
of the League, to the Turkish Government and to the ecclesiastical authorities of the 
deported populations, namely, the Greek and Armenian Patriarchs; 

! The following Members of the League have not yet ratified the Opium Co~vention of 1912 nor Signed the Proto~"! of 1914:-

Albania Esthonia Paraguay 
Argentine Finland Persia 
Chile Latvia Salvador 
Colombia Lithuania sw·t 1 d 
C~sta Rica 1 zer an 

The following have ratified the Convention, but not signed the Protocol of 191\:-

Denmark Venezuela. 

0 
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2. That the League request F'rance, Great Britain and Italy to ins~ct their High 
~oll1Il1issioners to constitute tlJ.emselves as a Committee, whose duty it will be to concert 

0 • action with a view to giving all ptlssible assistance and powers to the League of N~tions 
Commissioner, fo' the carrying out of his duties; • 

0 

3. That there shall be established, ~der the Comp1issioner of the League, a mixed 
Board to ·deal with the reclamation of women ancJ. children. This Board shall be composed 
of the present Members of the League of Nations Commission of Enquiry, with power to 
co-opt, in particular cases, a member of each interested nationality. This Board would 
look to the Allied Commissioners and to the co-operation of the Greek and Armenian 
Patriarchs for the nec~ssary support in the carrying out of its decisions. The Assembly 
emphasises the desirability of encouraging the work of charity already being carried on 
in the different centres by various establishments; 

4· That the Neutral House for the temporary reception and examination of women 
and children reclaimed from houses shall Jo>e reorganised and placed under the direct 
management and supervision of the Commission ot Enquiry; 

5· That further Neutral Houses may be opened in other centres as circumst~es 
permit. • 
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The "recommendation" .of the Council of the League on Upper Silesia con-. .. 
stitutes the most important event of the month. It was on August 12th that 
the Supreme Council decided to refer the question of Upper Silesia to the' Council 
of the League. Two months later, Viscount Ishii transmitted to M. Briand the 
text of the ·recommendation unanimously adopted by the Council of the League. 
at its sitting of October 12th. 

' 

The Permanent Mandates Commission which, according to Article 22 of the • Covenant, is to receive and examine the annua.J. reports of the .Mandatory Powers 
and to give its opinion to the Council on all questions concerning the execution 
of Mandates, held its first session at Geneva, and Ji:resented its first report to the 
Council. · • 

After Uw end of the Assembly, the Lea!,Ttle Council nlet in regular session, 
with Dr. Wellingtqn Koo as President, and devoted severa.J. sittings to the carrying 
out of some of the- resolutions passed by the Assembly, and to the settlement of 
current business. • 

Thus, the Council decided to transmit to the Principal Allied and Associated 
'Powers the resolution of the AssernJ:lly on the advisability of shortly settling the 
lega.J. position of Eastern Ga.J.icia. Furthermore, in accordance with the desire of 
the Assembly, the hope was expressed that these Powers would take steps to safe
guard the future of Armenia, and in particular to assure to the Armenians a national 
home entirely free from Turkish domination. The Council a.J.so dea.J.t with the As
sembly resolutions concerning Mandates, Reduction of Armaments, tlte Inter
nationa.J. Hydrographic Bureau, the Campaign against Typhus, the Traffic in Opium,· 
the Deportation of Women and Children in Turkey, the institution. of a Commit
tee for Financial Control, and the sending of a Committee of Enquiry to . . 
Albama. 
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The Council further dealt with certain admini~trative duties of the J..ea~~ 
in the Saar and at Danzig. · (l 

() . • Q. 

Finally, there was a diplomatic confere,pce for the n~l!tralisatwn of ~he Aalarm 
Islands, which was convoked under the auspices qf the League and met fn Geneva. 
This Conference drew 'up and sigrled a Convention, which will be submitted to 
the Council, and is based on the general policy of which the League Covenant is 
the charter. 

0 

II. Upper Silesia. 
I 

The Council of the League in an extraordinary session of October 12th, held 
at Geneva: charged its President, Viscount Ishii, with transmitting to M. Briand 
"the text of the recommendation u;;_animously adopted by the Council of the League 
of Nations together with the documents fccompanying it." The following iso the 
text of these documents:- 0 

( 

(a) RECOMMENDATION. 

The question of Upper Silesia was submitted to the Council of the League 
of Nations in a letter dated August 12th an\.l signed by M. Briand on beihalf 
of the Supreme Council of the Principal Allied Powers. 

The letter announced the decision which had been arrived at by the Supreme 
Council "in pursuance of Article' II, paragraph 2, of the Covenant, to submit to 
the Council of the League of ~ ations the sfifficulties attending the fixing of the 
frontier between Germany and Poland in Upper Silesia, and to request it to be so 
good as to inform the Supreme Council of the solution which it recommends as to 
the delimitation of the frontier which the Principal Allied and Associated Powers 
should adopt." 

In a note on the history of the question, dated August 24th, M. Briand 
added that: " ... each of the Governments represented on the Supreme Council 
had, in the course of the discussions, formally undertaken to accept the solution 
recommended by the Council of the League. " 

The Council, at its Meeting on August 29th, decided to accept this invitation. 
It has made the weighty problem which was submitted to it the subject of long 
deliberations and thorough investigation. It has endeavoured to interpret faith
fully and in an equitable spirit the provisions oi the Treaty of Versailles with regard 
to Upper Silesi?.. The Council, being convinced that its duty was, above all, to 
endeavour to find a solution in conformity with the wishes of the inhabitants, 
as expressed by the plebiscite, while taking into account the geographical and 
economic situation of tb.e yarious districts, has been led to the conclusion that 
it is necessary to divide the industrial region of l-fpper Silesia. Owing to the geo
graphical distributiov of the population and the mixture of the racial elements, 
any division of this district must inevitably result in leaving relatively large minor
ities on both sides of the· line and in separating important interests. 

In these circumstances, the Council considered that it would be desirable to 
take measures to guarantee, during a provisional period of re-adjustment, the 
continuity of the economic .life of this 'region, which, owing to the density of its 
population, the number of its industrial undt:rtakings, the closely-woven network 
of its means of communication, possesses the character of a vast agglomeration. 
It was also of the opinion that it would be desirable to provide for the protection 
of minorities. 

Such are the general principles by which the Council was governed. 

* * * 
G 

The Council carefully examined various solutions for giv~g accurate and 
faithful expres3ion to the results of the plebiscite. 
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• • It recognised that solut(ons based on calculations of the proportion of votes 
• would give results which would constitute an injustice for one side or the ~ther, 

.?-nd it endeavotft'ed to find a system which, when applied, would assign to each 
State a number of elector~ not differing appreciably'!from the total number of votes 
given in its favour, and which would, at the same time, b far as possible equalise 
and reduce the minorities. 

Guided by the above considerations, as well as by the geographical and eco
·nomic consideration~ referred to in the Treaty, the Council came to the conclusion 
that the most equitable solution would be obtained by the frontier line which is 
described below in Annex No. I, and the adoption of which it unanimously decided 
to recommend. 

• • The measures which the Council ~onsiders necessary in order to ensure the 
continuity of the economic and social exi~tence of Uppt!r Silesia, and to reduce 
to a minimum the inconveniences of the period of re-adjustment are chiefly designed 
with the following objects : · 

To preserve, for a certain time, for the industrie5 of tfle territory separated 
fr<4m Germany, their former marJ;:ets, and to ensure the su§~lies of raw material 
and manufactured products which are indispensable to these ind!lstries; to avoid 
the ecop.omic disturbances which would bt; caused by the immediate substitution 
of the Polish mark for the German mark as·'the4sole legal currency in the territory 
assigned to Poland; to prevent the working of the railways serving Upper Silesia 
from being affected by the shifting of the politica1 frontier; to regulate the supplies 
of water and electricity ; to maintain freedom of movement for individuals across 
t~e new frontier; to guarantee respect for private property; to guarantee, as far as 
possible, to the workers,. that they shall not lose, in the portion of territory assigned 
to Poland, the advantages which were secured to them by German social legislation 
and by their Trades Union organisation, and, finally, to ensure the protection of 
minorities on the basis of an equitable reciprocity. 

The solution of these problems should be achieved by means of arrangements 
effl!cted under the form ,of a general Convention between Germany and Poland. 
The Treaty of Versailles has provided, in several analogous cases, for Conventions 
of this kind. As regards Upper Silesia, the Treaty has regulated certain questions 
by means of special provisions. article 92 stipulated, moreover, that " further • agreements regulate all questions arising out of the cession of the above territory 
which are not regulated by the present Treaty. " • 

The conclusion between the parties of a general Convention which will place 
Upper Silesia under a special regime during the transitional period, seems to corres
pond to the intentions already expressed by the st:te's concerned. Both Germany 
and Poland have indeed already considered the establishment of special insti
tutions for this region . 

• * * * 
• 

' With a view to facilitating the prepa!'ation and to supervising the application 
of the temporary measures, of whicP. a summary has been given above, and which 
should be incorporated in a general Convention, the Council considers that it is 
necessary to set up a Commission composed of an equal number of Germaas and 
Poles from Upper Silesia, and of a President of another nationality, who might 
be designated by the Council of the League of Nations. This Commission might 
be called the " Upper Silesian Mixed Commission. " It would be essen\ially an 
organ of supervision. · 

Furth0r, it would also be expedient to constitute an arbitral tribunal to settle 
any private dispptes which might be occasioned by the application of the temporary 
measures. • 

•· 
S. d. N. - J. No 7. 3,700.- ll/21. - Imp. A tar. 
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Nl disputes in connection with the carrying out and the interpretation(){ th~C' 
general Convention should be settled in conformhy with the provisions of this ' . . 
Convention and, where necessary, with the Covenant of the Leagul! of Nations. 

• • • • 0 

• * * * 

A certain time will elapse before the temporary regime referred to above can 
be finally adopted and put in force. It will be for the iprincipal Allied and 
Associated Powers to take all measures necessitated by this preliminary period. 

A Frontier Delimitation Commission should mark out the course of the frontier 
on the spot. It will be the duty of the Inter-Allied Commission already in existence 
to take the necessary measures for the lllaintenance of order during this preliminary 
period. • 

c· Finally, it is important" that the l\fixed Commission referred to above should 
be appointed without delay in order that ft may give its assistance to the In\cr
Allied Commission, whic'h, taking inte account the provisions of paragraph G of 
the Annex to Article 88 of the Treaty of Versailles, will take measures for preparing 
the transition from the present situation to the provisional regime. 

C• 

0 

0 * * * 0 • 
C· 

The Council of the League of Nations has the honour to communicate to the 
Supreme Council a Report, whichcis annexed, containing a statement of the prin
ciples which, in the opinion of the Council, would serve as a basis for the general 
Convention between the parties. ' 

A second annexed Report deals, in the same spirit, with the proble~s of na
tionality, domicile, and the protection of minorities, the solution of whh;h 
constitutes an essential condition for the maintenance of economic life in Upper 
Silesia. 
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The Council considers that• the above proposals with regard to ,tconomic con
• cJitioq,s form a whole. The Cquncil is convinced that this scheme, taken as a whole, 

• and after certain points have•been made explicit, will safeguard the int~rests 
of the populatiQil, the sacrifices which it requites from each of the Governments • being compensated for-~ the guaratl.tees which i! affords in favour of such of 
their nationals as are to be transferred to another sovereignty. 

With regard to the establishment of the organisation referred to, and also 
with regard to anything else which will facilitate the carrying out of the programme, 
the Council of the Leytgue of Nations remains entirely at the disposal of the Supreme 
Council. 

(b) DESCRIPTION OF THE FRONTIER LINE BETWEEN GERMANY AND POLAND IN 

UPPER SILESIA • 

• • 
The frontier line would follow the Oder from the point where that river enters 

Upper Silesia as far as Niebotschau; it would then run towards the North-E:St, 
leaving in Polislol territory the communes of Hohel).bit"ken, Wilhelmsthal, Ra
schutz, Adamowitz, Bogunitz, Lissek, Summ~n, Zwonowitz, Chwallenczitz, Ochojetz, 
Wilcza (upper and lower); Kriewald, Knurow,' Gieraltowitz, Preiswitz, Makoschau, 
Kunzendorf, Paulsdorf, Ruda, Orzegow, Schlesiengrube, Hahenlinde; and leaving 
in German Territory the communes of Ostrog, MarkoWitz, Babitz, Gurek, Stodoll, 
Nfederdorf, Pilchowitz, Nieborow!tzer, Hammer, Nieborowitz;Schilnwald, Ellguth, 
Zabrze, Sosnica, Mathesdorf, Zaborze, Biskupitz, Bobrek, Schomberg ; thence 
it would pass between Rossberg (which falls to Germany) and Birkenhain (which 

~ 

falls to Poland) and would take a north-westerly direction, leaving in German 
territory the communes of Karf, Miechowitz, 9tollarzowitz, Friedrichswille, Pta
kowitz: Larischhof, Miedar, Hanusek, Neudorf-Tworog, Kottenlust, Potemba, 
Keltsch, Zawadski, Pluder-Petershof, Klein-Lagiewnik, Skrizdlowitz, Gwosdzian, 
:Dzielna, Cziasnau, Sorowski, and leaving in Polish territory the communes of 
Scharley, Radzionkau, Trockenberg, Neu-Repten, Alt-Repten, Alt-Tarnowitz, 
Rybna, Piassetzna, Boruschowitz, Mikoleska, Drathhammer, Bruschiek, Wflsten
hammer, Kokottek, Koschmieder, Pawonkau, Spiegelhof (Gutsbezirk), Gross 
Lagiewnik, Glinitz, Kochschi.itz, Lissau. To the north of the latter place it 
W<tUld coincide with the former frontier of the German Empire as far as the point 
where the latter frontier joins the frontier already fixed between Germany and 
Poland. · 

. 
(c) TRANSITIONAL MEASURES OF AN ECONOMIC NATURE. 

The following provisions are designed to ensure continuity in the economic 
life of Upper Silesia after the partition, and to reduce to a minimum the difficulties 
of the period ,of adaptation. • · • 

• Railways . 

• 
The administration of railway and tramway systems which belong to private 

concerns or municipalities shall continue•to be governed by the terms of their 
concessions, as regards their rights and .obligations. The railway system of the 
Schlesische-Kleinbahn Aktiengesellschaft shall contirtue to be operated as a single . -
unit for a period of fifteen years. 

·For the German State railways, both normal and narrow gauge, a joint system 
of operation shall be put into force in the plebiscite area, for a period of fifteen 
years. The amount of rolling-stock allotted to the plebiscite anfa shall be determined 
in accordance with Article 37r of the Treaty of Versailles. • 

Railway rates shall be uniform. In conformity with Article 365 of the Treaty 
of Versail)&s, any special tariff in force between the German territ~ry and a point 
within the plebiscite area shall apply to the whole plebiscite area . 

• • 
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The benef.t of any special rate in force in thJ plebiscite area shall extend to 
goods of the s~me kind coming from or going to Poland, Germany or any ,othe1,', 
oonn~. • 

The time-tables shall be drawn up in accordance with the needs,of industry, and< 
the delay of workers' trains crofsing the frontier shall be aG ;;hort as possibl~. 

The administration of the State. insurance and social insurance of employees 
of the Silesian railway system shall be undertaken by that system. 

A single accounts office shall be set up for the whole system to deal with all 
revenue and expenditure, including the cost of maintenance ot the permanent way 
and rolling stock and sums set aside on account of depreciation. Expenses of new 
construction shall be charged to a separate account and shall be borne by the State 
on whose territory they are carried out. 

The profits or deficits shall be divided between the two countries in proportion 
to the length of the line belonging to each and the amount of traffic. 

Water and Eleclric Power. 
c 

In so far as the territory which comprises the existing water supply systems has 
not been entirely allotted to one of the two countries, in default of a special agreement 
between the parties, the exwting systems shall be maintained. For this purpose, a 
system of reciprocaleobligation shall be establis~d. The reserve water supplyrof 
the Tarnowitz and Olkuscz district shall be at the disposal of the whole terr~tory of· 
Upper Silesia. 

The Oberschlesische Elektrizit&tswerke shall continue to operate as at present 
for a period of three years. Aft~r this, the Polish Government may purchase the 
Chorsow power station and the system dependent thereon. , 

The above company shall furnish electricity on the same terms to both parts 
of the territory, so long as a Polish company shall not have been established. 

Monetary System. 

During a period which shall not exceed rs years, the German mark shall remain 
the only legal unit of currency in the plebiscite area. , 

The two Governments may decide by common agreement to modify this system 
before the expiration of this period. Failing an agreement between the two Govern
ments, and in case a modification of the monetary system should become necessary, 

' the Mixed Commission will fi:x the date from which the German mark would cease 
to be the onlylegal unit of currency. 

, , Postal Services. 

. ' 
During the period, in which the German monetary systerri is maintained in the 

Polish zone, the postal, telegraph and telephone charges shall be fixed' in German 
currency. 

Customs_ Regime. 

The Customs frontier will" be. made to coins:ide with the new political frontier 
as soon as the latter has been fixed. · 

The Gennan and Polish Customs law and Customs tariffs shall be applied with 
the following exceptions: 

l 

I. During a period of six months, goods coming from other countries destined 
for the plebiscite area, on which the Customs duties levied at the German or Polish 
frontier have bt;'en paid before the date of the partition of Upper Silesia,,shall cross 
the frontier without duty. 
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2. During a period of IS •years the natural products whicP. originate in 
~d CQme from one of the t,vo zones of the plebiscite area, and a;e destined for 
• • consumption or use in the other"zone, shall cross the frontier free of duty. • 

• • • 
3· (a) During a period of six mon"ths, raw, hal~manufactured and unfinished 

products of the industrial establishments of o1;1e of the two zones of the plebiscite 
area, destined to be used or finished in the industrial establishments of the other 
zone, shall cross the frontier free of duty. The permits issued for the entry of these 
products shall menti~ the names of the consignors and consignees. 

(b) During a period of IS years, raw, half-manufactured and unfinished 
products originating :in or coming from the industrial establishments of one of 
the two zones of the plebiscite area and which are to be finished in the industrial 
establishments of the other zone shall crois the frontier free of duty when these 
products are intended for re-importation into the country of origin. The permits 
issued for the entry of these products shall mention the 'names of the consignors a-.d 

• • the consignees. . . . 
• 

4· In conformity with Article z68 of the Treaty of Versailles, natural or 
manufactured products which originate in and come from t~e Polish zone of the 
plebiscite area shall, on importation into German Custoills territory, be exempt from 
all .Customs duty during a period flf three years. The period <Jf three years should 
be reckoned from the notification of the delimitation of the frontier to. Germany 
and to Poland. 

" With regard to the export regulations, the two countries shall undertake to 
facilitate during a period of IS years the export •from their respective territories 

• of such products as are indispensable for ·the industry of either zone of the plebiscite 
area, by supplying the necessary export licenses and by authorising the execution 
ot contracts entered into between private individuals, it being understood that the 
entrance duties shall be paid by these goods upon their importation into German 

. or Polish territory, apart from the exceptions detailed in the foregoing paragraphs. 
Any arrangement with regard to the Customs regime on the new Polish-German 

frontier in Upper Silesia, which is not an application of the principle stated above, 
·shall be considered as an ordinary commercial agreement between Poland and 
Germany. 

Coal. - Products of the Mines . 
• 

In conformity with Article go of the Treaty of Versailles, Poland shall permit 
for a period of IS years, dating from the final allocation of the Territory, the 
exportation to Germany of the products of the mines in the Polish zone of the ple-
biscite area. • • 

As regards coal, account sha)l be taken in the application of this Article of the 
provisions of the different Treaties of Peace, and of the inteJ;national decisions and 
agreements • in force between Germany, Poland and the countries directly or 
indirectly concernM in the importation of coal from Upper Silesia, that impose 
obligations on Germany and Poland in respeft of coal. . 

Germany shall permit ·for a period of IS years the exportation, to the Polish 
zone of the plebiscite area, of the products of the mi11es in its territory, under the 
conditions laid down in Article go <'-f the Treaty of Versailles. The quantities of 
the products of the mines to which this provision shall apply shall be calculated on 
the basis of the average exchange of these products in the years Igii to Igi3. 

Employers' and vVorkers' Federations. 

The German and Polish Governments shall recognise for a peri,od "of IS years . 
those unions of employers and workers whose activities take place within the . . 

• 

• 
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plebiscite area-~ These unions may enter into collective contracts for the plebiscite 
areas as a whole. 

( . 
~ 

Social 11ls1Jrance. 

The transfer of the funds of German social and State insurances to Poland, 
in so far as concerns the portion of Upper Silesia assigned to her, shall take place 
in conformity with the provisions and conditions of Article 3I2 of the Treaty of 
Versailles. " 

The beneficiaries of social and State assurance ~rganisations would receive 
all the compensations and pensions which they have been guaranteed. 

The Polish Government shall establish as soon as possible, for the Polish zone, 
special insurance organisations and spe'cial jurisdiction for administrative matters 
and for the hearing of causes. 

l 

The local benefit societies, whether in'the Polish zone or in the whole of"the 
plebiscite area (Oberscnlesische Knappschaftsverein ... , Obersch~esische Bergbau
hilfskasse, etc.) shall be maintained for a period of IS years, unless the two Govern
ments shall agree to divide them at an earlier date. 

( 

• 

!lfovement between Zones. 

c 
During a period of IS years any inhabitant regularly domiciled in the plebiscite 

area or having a regular or professional occupation therein, shall receive a circul
ation permit free of payment, which will permit him to cross the frontierowithout 
other formalities. 

General provisions. 

The provisions in force in the plebiscite area especially with regard to mining, 
industrial or commercial undertakings and the existing labour legislation- inclu~ing 
the system of inspection - shall remain in force in the portion of the plebiscite 
area assigned to Poland until such time as Poland shall have passed, in regard 

, to these matters, legislation applicable to the whole of its territory, which may be 
substituted for the above. Nevertheless, it is understood that Poland shall have 

' the right to introduce in the Polish Silesian zone any modifications Germany shall 
see. fit to adopt in her territory. · 

Without prejudice to 4rtide 2S6 of the Treaty of peace, the two countries 
shall recognise and respect, in the territory which, shall be allotted to them, rights 
of all kinds, in particular, concessions and privileges acquired at the date of the 
partition by individuals, companies or other legal entities. ' 

Poland shall renounce for a period of IS years the powers granted by Article 92 
as regards the expropriation of indw;trial undertakings, mines or deposits save, 
where in the opinion of the Mixed Colllmission, such powers are indispensable to 
ensure continued operation. • 

0 

Any dispute between the German and Polish Governments which may occur 
within a period of IS years in respect of any legislative measure adopted by either 
of the two countries for the control of companies or industrial or commercial enter
prises, and limiting~in a manner contrary to justice the freedom of these companies 
or enterprises, as regards the nationality of their personnel, of their directors or 

··of their capital, may be referred by the Government concerned to the Council 
·of the League of Nations, whose decision both Governments uq,dertake to 
accept. 

• 



• 
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• The two countries may, by common agreement, modify or ·an':ld any of the 
,provisions of the Temporary.Regime . 

• 

• • • • 
(d) RIGH•rs· OF NATIONALITY AND DOMICILE AND f>ROTECTION OF MINORITIES IN 

UPPER SILEsiA. 

Questions relating to the nationality of persons domiciled, at the date of the 
definitive allocation •of the Territory of Upper Silesia, in the portion allotted to 
Poland, will be decided in accordance with Articles 3, 4, s. and 6 of the Treaty of 
June 28th, I9I9, between the United States of America, the British Empire, France_. 
Italy and Japan of the one part, and Poland of the other part. 

All persons domiciled, at the same date, in this portion of the territory, who 
• shall have opted in favour of German nationality, in.accordance with Article 9I 

of the Treaty of Peace of Versailles, without availing themselves of the right (o • transfer their dop1icile to Germany within I2 months aJter exercising the right 
of option, together with persons mentiones in paragraph 2 of Article gi of the 
Treaty of Peace of Versailles, shall have the right to retain their domicile in Poland 
for a period of IS years from the date of the definitive alloc~tion of the Territory. 

All Poles over I8 years of age who are German nati~nals a_nd who are domiciled, 
at-the date of the definitive alloct.tion of the Territory, in the portion allotted to 
Germany,· shall have the right of opting for Polish nationality ;ithin two years 
from this date, in accordance with Article 9I of the Treaty of Peace of Versailles. 

All Poies who are domiciled, at the same dilte, in those parts of Upper Silesia 
definitely recognised as part of Germany, shall ha¥e the right to retain their German 
domicile for a period of IS years from this date. This rule shall apply to Poles who, 
being German nationals, have opted for Polish nationality in accordance with 
Article 9I of the Treaty of Peace of Versailles, as well as to Polish nationals who 
have not been German nationals. 

The Treaty with regard to the protection of minorities, etc., concluded on 
June 28th, I919, between the United States of America, the British Empire, France, 
Italy and Japan of the one part, and Poland of the other part, shall be applicable 
to those parts of Upper Silesia definitely recognised as part of Poland. The prin-• ciples of equity and the maintenance of the economic life of Upper Silesia demand 
that the German Government should be bound to accept, at least for the transit
ional period of IS years, dating from the definitive allocation of the Territory, 
stipulations corresponding to Arti<!les I, 2, 7, 8, 9 (paragraphs I and 2), IO, II • 
and I2 of the said Treaty, as regards those parts of Upper Silesia ddinitely recognised 
as part of Germany. 

The provisions constitute for Germany and for Poland obligations of inter
national concern, and should be placed under the guir~ntee of the League of Nations 
in the same way as the provisions of the Treaty of June 28th, I9I9. 

Any petition addressed by one or more of the inhabitants of Upper Silesia 
to the Cou~cil of the League of Nations with regard to these provisions or to the 
execution of ~he provisions of the Treaty of June 28th, I9I9, in so far as these 
provisions affect persons belonging to ra~ial, religious or linguistic minorities, 
should be sent to the Government in whose territory the petitioners are domiciled. 
This Government shall be bound to forward them, with or without observations, 
to the Council of the League of N:fiions, for consideration. 

* * * 

The Council of Ambassadors charged by the Powers represented on the Supreme 
Council \\ath receiving in their ,name the recommendation of the. Council of the 
League of Nations decided, on October 2oth, to adopt this recommendation, • 

• • 
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practically upaltered, together with the concfusions of the annexed reports 
relating to economic questions and the treatment of. minorities, and to CQmm1,1-~ 
nicafe immediately the whole text to the German• and Polish Governments. The o 

delimitation of the frontier in Upper Silesia and negotiations for j:he conclusion o! 
an agreement as to the trapsitional me<fsures are too begin within. eight days 
and to be conducted simultaneousJy: official notification of the decision which, 
according to the Treaty, is to be followed within one month by the handing over 
of the ~espective territories to Polish and German administration, will not take 
place until the frontier has been traced and Poland and Gepnany have adopted 
an agreement for a transitional regime in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Council of the League of Nations. The Principal Allied Powers have, 
moreover, decided to ask the Council of the League of Nations to nominate the 
persons who are to preside over the Germano-Polish negotiations provided for in 
Article 3 of their decision, as well a-s tll.e Presidents of the Mixed Commission and 
of the arbitral Tribunal provided for in Article 22 of the same decision. 

' The Council of the League of Nations will make these nominations. 
0 

c 

III. Organisation of the League. 
( 

' 
(r) Pj;:kMANENT CouRT OF INTERYATIONAL JusncE. 

Signatures and Ratyications. 

" Forty-five States have hitherto signed the Protocol of the International Court. 
Haiti, Lithuania, Norway and Pa'nama have, during the month of October, signed 
the additional Clause concerning the Compulsory Jurisdiction of the Court. Brazil 
and China have likewise announced that they accept the Clause concernil)g 
Compulsory Jurisdiction, and will shortly sign the additional Protocol. Thus, 
there are now eighteen States that have accepted the Optional Clause concerning 
Compulsory Jurisdiction. Czecho-Slovakia, Greece, Haiti, Portugal and Uruguay 
have deposited the instruments of ratification of the Protocol of the Court. Brazil, 
Cuba, China, Japan,_ Siam and Venezuela have announced that they will shortly 
communicate their instruments of ratification, and the number of ratificatil.ms 
is thus raised to thirty-two. 

(2) THE MANDATES COMMISSION. 

The Permanent Mandates Commission, provided for in Article 22 of the Cove
nant, held its first session in Geneva from the 4th to the gth October, rgzr. 

The Commission is coml?o!1_ed of five members from non-Mandatory and four 
from Mandatory countries, none of whom, according to its constitution; may occupy 
any Government posit~ons. Its members, who were all present at the first session, 
are as follows : " 

0 

His Excellency M. Freire d'Andrade (former Minister of Foreign 
Affairs). o 

His Excellency M. Beau (former Am~assador). 
The Hon. W. Ormsby-Gore, M. P. 

' c 
His Excellency M. Ramon Pina (former Ambassador). 
His Excellency M. van Rees (former Vice-President of the 

Governing Council of the Dutch East Indies). 
His Excellency Marquis Alberto Theodoli (former Under

Se~retary of State to the Ministry of Colonial Affairs). 
Madame Anna Bugge-Wicksell, LL.•D. 
His Excellency {M. Kunio Yanagida (former Secretary-General 

to the House of Lords). 

Portugal. 
France. 
Great Britain. 
Spain. 

Holland. 

Italy. 
Sweden. 

Japan. 
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The Commission opened its• sittings under the presidency of 1\f,f. Wellington 
K~o. acting President of the <;ouncil of the League. It then elected" as Chairman, 
• • Marquis Theodoli, who acted in •this capacity throughout the rest of the sess1on. 
M. Van Rees was.elected Vice-Chairman. The ())mmission during its first session 
of nine sit.tings dealt with \he followi~gethree groups ~f questions : 

First of all, it drew up its rules of procedure,.including the procedure it proposes 
to adopt in its relations with the Mandatory Powers and the League Council. The 

• rules of procedure, furthermore, lay down that the Permanent Mandates Commission 
shall meet once a ye~r. generally the first Tuesday in August, at the seat of the 
League, and may be convened in extraordinary session at the request of one of 
its members, provided this request is approved by a majority of the members of 
the Commission and by the President of the League Council. The Commission 
will hold a public session when it delivers its final remarks on all the reports from 
Mandatory Powers submitted to it for exam'ination. 

• 

Secondly, it studied the reports, covering th~ following territories, that had 
beeJJ communicated to it by the Mand~ory Powers: -Cameroun (French), Togo 
(French), Tanganyika (British), Belgian East Africa, S01•th-West Africa (Union 
of South Africa). 0 

These reports are not to be considered as the annual repo»ts which the Manda
tory Powers, under the terms of the Covenant, are to"make•to the League regu
larly, when the Mandatory syste~ will have been fully estabtsh*ed. They were 
merely communicated to the Permanent Mandates Commission as an act of courtesy. 
Nevertheless, the Commission devoted several sittings to studying them, and sub-

• mitted the following suggestions and questions to the Council : 

I. The question of the nationality of the ink~bitants of Mandated territories 
attracted the attention Of the Commission when considering the report on the 
te\(itory of South-West Africa. The Commission held that this question should 
be carefully studied and solved as quickly as possible. 

2. The Commission took it for granted that it was not the intention of the 
Council, when authorising the incorporation of a territory under a "B" Mandate 
with the neighbouring possessions of the Mandatory Power, from the point of view 
of customs regime, to sanction a departure from the principles of economic equality 
fordl.ulated at the end of paragraph 5 of Article 22 of the Covenant. 

3· The Commission furthermore supposed that the Council when confirming 
the prohibition of forced or compulsory labour in Mandated territories, did not 
mean to prohibit the obligation to \VOrk, which is the foundation of every civilised • 
society. this consideration was formulated at a meeting in which M. Albert 
Thomas, Director of the International Office, took part and at which the opinion 
was expressed that the idleness of the male inhabitants of many tropical regions 
was responsible for the exploitation of the women anil <Ohildren. 

4· Finally, the Commission drew the attention of the Council to the differences 
that appear .to exist between the texts of the British Draft ••B" Mandates on the 
one hand, and th~ French and Belgian Draft "B" Mandates on the other. The 
Commission thinks that these verbal differences do not imply any difference of 
substance. • 

The Commission furthermore used thfi""reports communicated to it as a guide 
in drawing up two questionnaires wh~se obj;ct it was tc:1 facilitate for the Mandatory 
Powers the preparation of their annual reports to the League on whose behalf the 
territory was to be administered. When the session was finished, Marquis Theodoli, 
as Chairman of the Commission, assisted by three of his colleagues, Madame Bugge
Wicksell, and their Excellencies MM. d' Andrade and Y anagtda, reported their 
proceedings to the Council of the League in its sitting of October 1oth. The-Council 
provisionally approved the rules of procedure of the Commission, and decided to 
communicate the Commission's two questionnaires to the Man~tory Powers. 
It furthermore requested Marquis Theodoli and two of his colleagues to constitute 

• 
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a sub-Committee in order to obtain informatiorl' from the Mandatory Powers as 
to the questi~n of the nationality of the inhabitants qf Mandated territories." "r 

'The Council decided to communicate to the Members of the League the other, 
questions contained in Marquis 'Theodoli's report, and to coi).Sider ~hem whe~ 
circumstances allowed the Council to confirm the Mandates that are m suspense 
until negotiations now proceeding '\_Vith the United States on this head 'have been 
completed. . 

(3) REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS. 0 

The Council has taken steps to assure the execution of a certain number of 
resolutions on reduction of armaments that were adopted by the Assembly. 

The Temporary Mixed CommissioP.. was asked to meet as soon as possible and 
to propose to the Council the names of new members, not more than six, which it 
wished to add to its number. o 

In accordance with the programme laid down by the Assegibly, and adopted 
by the Council, the Temporary Mixed Commission is requested:-

(I) To present !lroposals that would lay down in broad outline a plan for a 
reduction of national armaments. These proposals, in order to be precise, should 
take the form of a draft Treaty, or other equally specific draft, which shoulci be 
presented to the Council, if possible before the meeting of the Assembly next year. 

(2) To proceed to the statistical enquiry whose scope has been already defined 
by the Commission. ,. 

c 

(3) To continue the study ~f the problems of private manufacture and trade 
in arms. 

4) To consider, together with a permanent consultative Commission, whether 
it would be advisable to address an appeal to the Scientists of the world asking them 
to make public their discoveries of poisonous gases and similar subjects. A com
munication has been addressed by the Council of the League to the Governl:l'lents 
taking part in the forthcoming Washington Conference, asking them to do all in 
their power to insure that the important question of the ratification of the St. 
Germain Convention on the arms traffic by the States that have signed it, and the 
adhesion to this Convention of non-signatory States, should be thoroughly gone into 
at the Washington Conference. Furthermore, a letter is being sent to States that 
have not yet stated their position a~ regards the St. Germain Convention asking 
them please to do so. 

The Council has postpo'he'il. for one of its sittings in the near future the examin
ation of the Assembly resolutions on the convocation of an international conference 
on the private manufacture and trade in arms; on the measures destined to prevent 
the importation of arms and munitions coming from a country ;where this traffic is 
still not controlled; the limitation of military naval and aerial expenditure, and 
the strengthening of that section of the Secretariat entrusted with the question of 
the reduction of armaments. ,, 

(4) THE INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE. 

During its June session, the Council declared that this office was included in 
the offices set up as the result of an international agreement, but decided to wait 
?efore puttin~ it ~nder the League's authority until certain informatio~ concerning 
1ts final constitution had been received in the Secretariat. . 
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• • • • Si111ce then the necessary .information has been received, and the Council, as a 
•consequence, decided to put tlie International Hydrographic Office under" the 
a.uthority of the l!eague. This office is the first international office created since the 
Covenant.came into force. • • • 

The International Hydrographic Office ie a consultative organism which, 
without overlapping the activities of any other organisation, can usefully contribute 
to the work of international co-operation in hydrographic matters and in all ques
tions connected therewith, and will serve as a connecting link between the various. 
national hydrographic offices now in existence. 

(5) HEALTH CoMMITTEE • • • . 
• The League Health Committee held its second session in Paris from the zoWI 

• to the 22nd of Oc~ber. Dr. Rajchman and Dr. Norman White, who had returned • 
from Russia, whither they were sent by the .teague in order to study the situation 
from the point of view of epidemics and the resulting danger to Europe, presented 
their report. The report makes cle"ar that Russia is the prey oJ typhus and cholera 
epidemics and that other diseases, such as malaria, are ralllpant and spreading 
to\(!ards the West. The Commit~e, therefore, considered thaot it would have an 
interest in following the Russian situation as closely as possible, as regards epidemics, 
through the intermediary of the Epidemic Commission. 

The question of- a standardisation of the units used in describing the strengths 
of serums was presented by the President of the {;ommittee, Dr. Madsen, and was 
consider(old. Finally, the Committee took note of the results of the enquiry as to the 
consumption for legitimate purposes ofopium in the Scandinavian countries. 

• Doctors Madsen and Buchanan were asked to continue to fulfil the functions 
of President and Vice-President until the next session. Dr. Rajchman will act as 
Medical Secretary from November rst, replacing M. Steegmann, whom the Com
mittee thanked for the services he rendered during the period of organisation. 

IV. Financial and Economic Questions. 

I. Presidence of the Financial and Economic Committees . 
• 

The Council considers. that, in accordance with the views already adopted by 
the Consultative Technical Committee on Communications and Transit, rotation 
of the office of President should be obligatory in ali J'.eague organisations. It has 
consequently decided that this principle should be applied to the Provisional 
Economic and Financial Committee, so far as its organisation permits. 

Consequentlypj:he Council has requested the Economic and Financial Sub
Committees of this Committee to apply the principle of rotation as regards their 
respective Presidents, beginning with their- next meeting. On the other hand, 
it has confirmed M. Ador in the exercise of his functions as President of the 
Provisi'-'nal Economic and FinanciaJ Committee until the next Assembly. 

2. Committee of Control. 

In accordance with the recommendation of the Assembly, the Cottncil has 
decided immediately to appoint a Committee of Control and it has invited the 
following Jtersons to take part in this Committee: M. Noblemair~ (France), Mr. 
Waddington (C'lile), Sir James Allen (New Zealand), Mr. Nederbragt (Netherlands) 
and M. Dusek (Czecho-Slovakia). · • 
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' 
Erratum.' As a consequence of the adoption by the Assembly of various.recoa1c 

me;;_dations, the Budget of the League, which haa been fixed by the Fourth Com-o 
mittee at 20,758,945 gold francs; has increased to 20,873,945 geld francs. 

- .. 

V. Administrative Questiol'\s. 

r. .DANZIG. 

Polish War Vessels in the Port of Danzig. 
' 

.., As a result of negotiations held at Danzig with General Raking, the Lea?ue's 
High Commissioner, a temporary arrangement was made on Oc!ober 8th by repre
sentatives of Poland arid Danzig for ,';he use of the port of Danzig by Polish war 
vessels. Poland is to inform Danzig of the number of ships she wishes to keep in 
the port, and dock~ng facilities are to be prbvided by the Harbour Board. As 
stated in the last S~mmar~ (page 103), the question of the port d'attache has 
not yet been settl'ld. " 0 

Afant;factttre of Aeroplanes. 

At one of its last meetings in October the Council forwarded to the }ljgh Com- c 

missioner, in reply to his request (see page 104, Monthly Summary, No. VI), the 
report of the Air Sub-Commission as to what should be defined as military aero
plane material, in order that the manufacture of civil aeropiane material in Danzig 
might n~t be held up. This definition sets forth the types of heavier-than-air craft 
and dirigibles which should be regarded as military, and provides for a revision 
of this definition every two years. The Danzig Government has been informed 
accordingly. 

2. THE SAAR. 

Decree Defining the Term "Saar Inhabitant. " 

Reply to the Protest of the German Government. 

. ' 
The Governing Commission of the Saar Basip has communicated its remarks 

on a note of protest from the German Government against the decree defining 
the term "Saar Inhabitant" (see No. 6 of the M .mthly Summary). The Governing 
Comm,ission in this connection first of all reviews the consider<ftions that induced 
it to issue this decree. These consid~trations were set forth in a preceding report 
(see Bulletin, No. 5, page 89). 

L 

The Commission goes on to remark that it acted on this occasion in accordance 
with the rights of interpretation conferred upon it by the Treaty of Versailles, 
and that in accordance with the stipulations of this Treaty the elected represen
tatives of the population were consulted before the Decree was unanimously adopted 
by the Comrnissio11. Furthermore, the Commission's Decree in no way affects the 
conditio~s laid down by the Peace Treaty for participating .in the plebiscite that 
is to take place in 1935. 

The Comi:'lission's Decree lays down that the nationality of thejnhabitants 
of the Saar Territory remains unaffected. Nevertheless, as the Peace Treaty has 
created a new,legal situation -for instance, as concerns the legislation to which 
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tP,e inpabitants of the Saar a.re subject, the defence of their interests abroad, and 
• 

0

the fiscal regime - the Govern'ing Commission's Decree is intended to deterinine 
~vhat persons ar~ to be subject to this legislatiofl . 

• • • • • 
• 

SETTLEMENT OF "ENEMY DEBTS " IN THE SAAR TERRITORY. 

In reply to a r~uest for information on this question made by the Council, 
the Governing Commission of the Saar Basin has announced that it has just received 
a proposal from the German Government which it is studying . 

• • 
VI. Political Questions . 

• • 
I. CONFERE:-.'t:E FOR THE NEUTRALISAliON OF THE" AALAND ISLA:OWS. 

A Diplomatic Conference for; the Neutralisation of the Aaland Islands was 
· convoked by the League of Nations on October roth, in puhuance of a decision 
; of .the Council concerning the A~ and Islands. • • • 

Ten States (enumerated in the preceding number of the .\1c!nthly Smnlliary) 
took part in drawing up and signing this international act, destined to secure mutual 
trust and a good tinderstanding on the shores of the Baltic. 

This Convention provides explicitly and in ~etail for neutrality on land, sea 
and in the air, in peace and war. Furthermore, certain Articles of this Convention, 
dealing ~vith guarantees and respect for the neutrality of this zone in case of war, 
p~ovide for the intervention of the Council of the League of Nations. Thus, in 
case of a war involving the Baltic, Finland could, in order to assure that the 
neutrality of the zone was respected, lay rninefields temporarily in the zone, and 
take the naval measures unavoidably necessary for this purpose, provided she 
immediately reported the matter to the Council of the League of Nations. 

• Furthermore, in order to safeguard the maintenance of this Convention or 
to take steps against its violation, the High Contracting Parties are to refer indi
vidually or jointly to the Council of the League, in order that the latter may decide 
on the measures to be taken, and andertake to help in carrying out the measures , 
thus decided upon. For this purpose the Council will invite Powo;rs parties to the 
present Convention to sit in the Council, whether these Powers are or are not Mem
bers of the League. The vote of the representative of the Power accused of having 
violated the provisions of this Convention will not co\lnt in the voting on the decision 
taken by the Council. If unanimity is nevertheless not achieved, the High Con
tracting Parties are severally a~thorised to take any steps .that the Council may 
decide uporf by a majority of two-thirds, the vote of the accused Power once 
more not countin~. 

ln case the neutrality of the zone shouW be endangered by an act of violence 
(coup de main), Finland could take the measures necessary to ward off the aggressor 

• until the High Contracting Parties were in a position to intervene. Finland should, 
in such a case, immediately report \he matter to the Council.· 

The Convention furthermore stipulates that the provisions of this Convention 
should remain in force whatever may be the eventual changes in the present status 
quo of the Baltic. " 

The sole instrument of the Convention has been deposited in the arthives of 
the Secretary-General of the League; a certified true copy will be sent through 
the Secretq,riat to each of the signatory Powers. The Convention .will be ratified 
and the ratification deposited at Geneva with the Secretariat-General of the League 
of Nations. • 
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• 
(2) THE ALBANIAN QU!!STION. 

0 • 
At its meeting of Octobrer 3rd, the Assembly vott<1 a Resolution _in favour 

of the appointment of a Commjssion of Enquiry, which was to proceed to 
Albania as early as possible. On the 4th, the Albanian Delegation wrote to the 
President of the Council calling his attention to the need for hastening the departure 
of this Commission. The Council at its meeting of October.6th, in view of these 
circumstances decided to appoint the members of this Commission during the 
course of the pre5ent session, and voted the following Resolution:-

"The Council approves of the appointment of a Commission of three 
impartial persons to proceed to Albania and to report fully on the execution of 

0 • • • 0 

the decision of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, as soon as rt rs grven, 
and on any disturbances which may occur on or near the frontier of Albania. 
The Commission shall have power to 'appoint impartial observers to enaHle it 

0 

to discharge its functions. .. 
"The Council in its great anxiety to see peace preserved and feeling assured 

. that the decision @{ the Principal Allied arrd Associated Powers will be taken 
without delay, considers that the Commission should arrive in Albania by 
November 1st, 1921, but that it should takP. no action until the decision of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powers is given. 

"The Secretary-General shall provide the necessary staff for the Com-
mission. • 

The Commission is composed as follows: - l\L Theffieff (Finland)
1 

Colonel 
Schreffer (Luxemburg), and Major l\Ieinich (Norway). 

A preliminary meeting will probably take place in Geneva before the Co!n
mission leaves for Albania. 

VII. Social and humanitarian questions. 

(I) THE CA~Il'AIGN AGAINST TYPHUS. 

An urgent 1!ppeal has been sent by the Presidents of the Assembly and of the 
Council to all the Members of the League, asking for their help in the fight against 
typhus. 

The letter of the President of the Council recalls the neces.sity, clearly proven 
by the work of the Epidemics Commission, for continuing and even extending the 
fight against epidemics. Dangers of cholera have been added to those of typhus; 
the Russian famine is forcing thousands of refugees, many of whom are germ-carriers, 
over the frontiers of Poland. The Members of the League must tnake new contribu
tions, in order to allow of the Epidemics Commission continuing its work, and colla
borating in accordance with the wish expressed by the Assembly with the associations 
that are trying to fight contp.gious diseases in Russia and the Caucasus. 

(2) THE DEPORTATION OF WoMEN AND CHJLDI\EN IN TURKEY. 
<1 

. ~he C?uncil has appointed ~n American, Mr. Peet, well-known as an expert 
m this subject, a~ ~eague of Na~rons Commissioner, which office was requested by 

·the Assembly.., 1hrs officer, actmg as President of a Mixed Committee will deal 
with the restitution of women and children and will keep in close tou-ch with the 

·•\ommittee oLAllied High Commissioners that the Assembly requested France, 
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o~reat"Britain and Italy to set 'up• In special cases, the Mixed Committee can in~lude 
• representatives of each interested nationality. jhe League Commissioner will also 

supervise the "mutral House " that is to be set up under the auspices of the League. 
• • • • 

• 
(3) THE TRAFFIC IN OPIUM. , 

The Secretary-General has been charged with communicating to the Govern- , 
ments concerned, with a request for a speedy answer, the two Council resolutions, 
approved by the Assembly, on the necessity for signing or ratifying the Opium 
Convention and adopting the recommendation of the Consultative Opium Committee 
as to certificates for imports. • 

The Council has adopted the resolutions and. recommendations of the Assembly 
concerning the opium traffic. The Provisional Health Committee has therefO£e 
been informed that it is understood the ~nquiry as to the average quantities of drugs 
(specified in Chap.ter 3· of the Opium Con'Qention) needeCi for medical and other 
legitimate needs in the various countries, shall be of a scientific nature, and that 
when this enquiry is directed to a• particular country it should be done through the 

• Government of this country or with its consent. The attention of the Contracting 
• Powers having treaties with Chioo., and the attention of China herself has been 

drawn to the provisions of Article IS of the Opium Convention, as ro _the obligation 
for taking the most eff~ctive steps to suppress contraband trade in opium and other 
harmful drugs. The various Governments areofurthermore requested to furnish 
the Secretariat, if they have no objection, with all.information concerning the illicit 
product~on, manufacture and trade in opium and other harmful drugs. 

• 

The Consultative Opium Committee will be asked:-

(r) To study in the course of its forthcoming session the possibility of 
undertaking an enquiry as to the average quantity of raw opium (specified in 
Chapter r. of the Convention) needed for the legitimate needs of the various 
countries, .and to present a report on this subject . 

(2) To extend its investigation to include not only the drugs mentioned 
in the Convention of 1912, but also of dangerous drugs of whatever origin 
which produce similar effects, a.nd to advise as to the desirability of convoking 
a further international conference of States parties to the Convention as well as • 
States members of the League of Nations, with a view to dfawing up a Con
vention for the suppression of the abuse of such drugs. 

• • 
The Governments of the Serb-Croate-Slovene State and of Germany will be . 

asked each to appoint a representative on the Consultative Opium Committee . 
• 

.. 
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VIII. Assembly ;Resolutions (supplement) 
. . v 

AMENDMENT'rO ARTICLE I2 O:F THE COVENANT. 

The Assembly resolves that Article I2 of the Covenant shall be amended to 
read as follows : 

(' 

Article 12. 

"The Members of the League agree that, if there should arise between 
them any dispute likely to lead to a rupture they will submit the matter either 
to arbitration or judicial settleme-nt or to enquiry by the Council and they agree 
in no case to resort to war until three months after the award by the arbitrators 
or the judicial decision, or the report by, the Council. o 

"In any case un<l.er this Article the award of the arbitrators or the judicial 
decision shall be made within a re~sonable time, and the report of the Council 
shall be made within six months after the s1,1bmission of the dispute ... 

\ 

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I3 O:F "](HE CONVENANT. 

The Assembly resolves that Article I3 of the Covenant shall be amended to 
read as follows : " 

"The Members of the Le::.gue agree that, whenever any dispute shall arise 
between them which they recognise to be suitable for submission to arbitration 
or judicial settlement, and which cannot be satisfactorily settled by diplomacy, 
they will submit the whole subject-matter to arbitration or judicial settlement. 

"Disputes as to the interpretation of a treaty, as to any question of inter
national law, as to the existence of any fact which, if established, would consti
tute a breach of any international obligation, or as to the extent and nature 
of the reparation to be made for any such breach, are declared to be among 
those which are generally suitable for submission to arbitration or judicfal 
settlement . 

. "For the consideration of any such dispute, the court to which the case is 
referred shall be the Permanent Court of International justice, established in 
accordance with Article J4, or any tribunal agreed on by the parties to the dispute 
or stipulated in any convention existing between them. 

"The Members of the League agree that they will carry out in full good 
faith any award or decision that may be rendered, and that they will not resort 
to war against a Member c;)f the League which complies therewith. In the 
event of any failure to carry out such an award or decision, the Council shall 
pr'opose what steps should be taken to give effect thereto. " 

0 

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE IS OF THE COVENANT. 
0 

The Assembly resolves th,;at the first 0 paragraph of Article IS of the Covenant 
shall be amended to read as follows : " 

"If there should arise between Members of the League any dispute likely 1 

to lead to a rupture, which is not submitted to arbitration or judicial settlement 
in accordance with Article I3, the Members of the League agree that they 
will submit the matter to the Council. Any party to the dispute may effect 
such submission by giving notice of the existence of the dispute to the Secretary
General, wtJ.o will make all necessary arrangements for a full investigation 
and consideration thereof. " b 

• 
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I. Summary of the Month. 

· The principal event of the month was the meeting of the Council of the League 
in extraordinary session in Paris from November retlf to rgth. The Council was 
almost entirely occupied with th~ question of the frontiers between Albania and the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State. The representatives of the two interested Sta,tes explained 
the points of view ~f their respective Governments, undertook to respect the frontiers 
fixed several days before by the Conference of Ambassadors, and asserted their 
intention to maintain neighbourly relations in future. 

0 

The Mixed Commission appoi11ted to negotia~·the Convention concerning 
economic and minority questions in connection with the partition of Upper Silesia, 
met at Geneva under the presidency of M. Calonder, former President of the Swiss 
Confederation. In three days it reached agreement on the procedure to be followed . .. 

In addition to current business on various matters of political, eeonomic, 
financial and administrative character, the Secretariat has been actively engaged in 
preparatioiJ,.<; for the first sitting of the Permanent Court of International Justice 
at The Hague. 

0 
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II. The League's Organisation. 
0 

c 0 

I. CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE BRAZILIAN PARLIAMENT ON THE OCCASION 
OF THE ANNIVERSARY COF THE ARMISTICE. 

On the occasion of the anniversary of the Armistice, the President of the Brazilian 
Parliament addressed the following telegram to the Secretary-General of the League 

r 
of Nations:-

(Translation.) 

"Sir Eric Drummond, 
Secretary-General of,.the(League of Nations, Geneva. 

"On behalf of the' Brazilian Parliament I have much pleasure in sending 
you my congratulations on the occasicln of the anniversary of the signatui'e of 
the Armistice, tl:ie Signal for the ttnd of the long struggle wHich for more than 
four years stained Europe with blood, for I feel that these congratulations 
shocld be address~d to the League of N ation9 from which we so hopefully expect 
to receive the benefits of universal peace. 

' ( 

6 0 

(Signed) ARNOLPHO AzEVODO, 
President of the Chamber of Deputies. " 

c 

(Translation.) 

The Secretary-General replied as follows:-

"Arnolpho Azevodo, Chamber of Deputies, Rio de Janeiro. 

"I am most grateful to the Brazilian Parliament for its kind thought in 
sending congratulations to the League of Nations on the occasion of the an
niversary of the signature of the Armistice which was thesignal for the end of 
the long struggle through which we have passed and the source of our hopes for 
universal peace. · " 

(Signed) DRUMMOND, Secretary-General." 

.2. PERMANENT CoURT oF INTERNATIONAL JusTICE. 

(a) First Meeting . 
• 0 

Members of the Secretariat have recently pai<l a visit to The Hague in order to 
make the necessary a~rangements for the installation in the Peace Palace of· the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. An agreement on questions ~rising out of· 
this installation is expected to be signed within a short time between the Secretary
General of the League and the Board pf Trustees of the Carnegie Foundation. 

The Court will sit at The Hague about February rst. On this occasion, the· 
Judges will first of all have to deal ~ith internal business, such as the election 
of the President and Vice-President, the appointment of the Registrar, and the 
drawing up of a code of procedure. 

It is, however, most likely that the Court will already, during this first session, 
have to transact legal business, especially to give legal opinions on points submitted 

. to it by the Council which, with the Assembly, has the e·xclusive right to such 
demand. In this respect it will be remembered that the Labour Conference 

. ' 
which has just closed, passed a resolution requesting the Council to demand the 
opinion of the'Court on a point that had arisen during the work of the 'Conference. 
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It is probable also, that a certain number of other points conc~ng Labour, 
,J'ransit, and Minorities will be :ransmitted to the Court for le&al opinionlt. • 

0 

The Technical Assessors .• • 
• 

The panel of technical assessors who are to advise the Court on the technical 
aspect of Labour and Transit questions is almost complete. · This panel is consti
tuted by the nomination by each Government Member of the League of four assessors, 
two for Labour and~two for Transit questions: the International Labour Office 
nominates one Employers' and one Labour representative from each country. 
As the number of States Members of the League is 51, the panel of technical assessors 
will, when complete, comprise 306 names. The method by which the necessary 
number of assessors will be selected from this panel to advise on any given case 

• will be determined at the Court's forthcoming meeting . . 
• 

• • (b) Telegram from the Turkish Government. 

In reply to a. telegram sent to Constantinople in accord~nce with a resolution 
of the Assembly, bringing to the knowledge of the Turlwish Government the definite . . 
coJlstitution of the Permanent U>urt of International J usti~. the Grand Vizier 
Tewfik Pasha has addressed a letter to the Secretary-General, in •which he states 
that the Imperial Government has received with satisfaction the announcement of 
the creation of an international organisation to :tegulate differences between States 
on a basis of justice and equity. · He adds that_ the satisfaction of the Imperial 
Governq~ent is all the greater because even States which are not members of the 
League of Nations will be able to find in the Permanent Court a means of putting 
an end to differences insoluble by diplomacy without recourse to arms. The 
Imperial Government expressed the hope that the Permanent Court would lead 
to the maintenance of peace and goodwill among nations and that its work would 
be. fruitful. 

3· MANDATES. 

(a) Great Britain and lrak. 

• 
During the November meeting of the Council of the League in Paris, Mr. Fisher 

made a statement upon the policy pursued by the British Government with regard 
to Irak, which comes within the mandatory system of the League. The main terms • • of the statement were as follows: 

• . 
"His Majesty's Government think it desirable to inform the League that the 

political developments in Irak have led them to the conclusion that their obligations 
vis-a-vis the' League can be most effectively discharged if the principles on which 
they rest are embodied in a treaty to be co;cluded between His Majesty's Govern
ment and the King of Irak. · They found t~emselves upable to resist the overwhelm
ing desire of the people of Irak for tbe formation of a national Government under an 
Arab ruler. The march of events was so rapid that it did not admit of their consult
ing the Council before taking steps of which they were confident that that body 
would approve, namely-the recognition of the Sovereign wh9se recent accession 
to the Throne followed upon the universal demand of the people of the country. 
The recognition of a local Sovereign modified to such extent the position of"the man
datory Power; and it is to meet the needs of the situation as thus modified that His 
Majesty's Government find it necessary to define their relations•with the local 

. authority in th.e manner proposed. . . 

• S. d. N. - M.S. No, 8,. 3,700,- t~/!1. - Imp. Atur . 
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• 
. " Statem,~nts made publicly by King Feisal from the Throne at the moment of 
.his accession show clearly that he is ready and willing to include in his treaty with 
His' Majesty's Government all proper provisions to ensure that the Government of' 
Irak shall be carried on in strict conformity with the spirit of the Covenant of the 
League. ' ' · 

"It is therefore the opinion of His Majesty's Government that, provided that the 
treaty secures, first, the control of His Majesty's Government over the foreign 
relations of Irak; secondly, due fulfilment of the international obligations incurred 
by His Majesty's Government by treaty, mandate or agreemer.t; thirdly, such mea
sure of financial control as may be necessary; and fourthly, provided that it contra
venes in no respect either the spirit or the letter of the Covenant of the League of 
Nations, it would provide a more satisfactory definition of therelations between the 
mandatory Power and the mandated State than any other form of instrument. 

"It will be understood that th~ proposed treaty will serve merely to regulate the 
rp.lations between His Majesty's Government, as mandatory Power; and the Arab 
Government of Irak. It is not intended a5 a substitute for the mandate, which will 
remain the operative d6cument defil)ing the obligations undertaken by His Ma
jesty's Government on behalf of the League of Nations." 

' (b) Mandates Sub-Commission. 

During the latter hal'£ of November, a sub-commission of the Permanent ' ' (· ( 

Mandates Commission of the League visited Paris, London, and Brussels under 
the presidency of the Marquis Theodoli (Italy). At the request of the Council, this 
sub-commission is making an el\quiry from the Governments of the mandatory 
Powers for the purpose of obtaining their poiFlt of view on the question of the 
nationality of the inhabitants 6f mandated territories. A question arose ·at the 
recent meeting of the Permanent Mandates Commission at Geneva as< to what 
would be the nationality of the inhabitants of the territories, which were ceded 
by Germany and Turkey at the end of the war, to be administered in the name 
of the League of Nations by mandatory Powers. The sub-commission will present 
to the next meeting of the Council a report on·the information received. 

4· THE BARCELONA CONVENTIONS. 

On December 1st, 1921, the period for the signature of the Barcelona Conven
tions of Transit and of Navigable Waterways (with the additional Protocol) and 
of the Declaration recognising the right to a flag of States having no sea-coast, 
was closed. The following Members have sigE.ed the Conventions and the Decla
ration: 

Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit. 

Albania 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
British Empire 1 

Bulgaria 
Chile 
China 
Czecho-Slovakia 
Denmark 
Esthonia 
Finland 
France 

, Greece 
Guatemala 
India 

' 

Italy 
Latvia 
Litlmania 
Luxemburg 

. Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Panama 
Persia 

~Poland 

Portugal 
Sei:b-Croat-Slovene State' 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Uruguay 

1 Subject to the declaration inserted in the proces-verbal of the l:ueetirig of April 19th i921 

as to the British Dominions which were not represented at the Barcelona Cor.ference.' ' · ' 
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Convention and Statut(j on the Regime of Navigable Waterways 
of International Concern . 

Albania 
Austria 
Belgium 
British Em~ire 1 

Bolivia 
Bulgaria. 
Chile 
China 
Czecho-Slovakia 
Denmark 
Esthonia 
Finland. 
France 
Greece 

.. 
Guatemala 
india 
Italy 
Lithuania 
Luxemburg 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Panama 
P.,oland 
Portugal. 
Spain 
Sweden 
Uruguay 

• 

• 
• 

Adjitional Protocol to the Conven,ion on the Regime of Ndi;able Waterways of 
International Concern. • 

Albania • 
Belgium (accepts paragraph A 1 

British Empire (accepts p1ragraph A.) 
Chile 

. Czecho-Slovakia (accepts paragraph B.) 
Denmark (accepts paragraph A.) 
Finland (accepts paragraph B.) 
Greece 
India (accepts paragraph A.) 
New Zealand (accepts paragraph A.) 
Norway (accepts paragraph A.) 
Portugal 
Spain (accepts paragraph A.) 
Sweden 

Declaration recognising the Right to a Flag of St~tes having no Sea-coast. 

Albania] Italy •• 
Austria Latvia 
Belgium Lithuania 
Bofivia Netherlands. 
British Efupire New Zealand 
Bulgaria Norway 
Chile Panama 
China Persia • 
Czecho-Slovakia Poland 
Denmark Portugal 
Esthonia Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
France Spain 
Greece Sweden 
Guatemala Uruguay 
India 

• • 
i Subject to the declaration inserted in the proces-verbal of the meeting of April 19th, I9! I, 

as to the British D.;minions which were not represented at the Barcelona Conference . • 
• 
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5. TaE CoMMissroN oF CoNTRoL. 
' 

The Commission of Control, provided· for by a rew!ution of the 4ssembly, 
to examine in detail each year the, budget of the League for the following year, 
met in Geneva on November 25th and 26th. Those present were: 

, .. 

M. Georges NoBLEMAIRE (France) -President. " 

Dr. OsusKY - Czecho-Slovak Minister in Paris. 

Sir James ALLEN - High Commissioner for New Zealand in London. 

Dr. NEDERBRAGT - Chief of the Economic Division of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs at,The Hague. 

Dr. Louis WADDINGTON - Counsellor to the Chilian Legation in London. 
,, 

The Commission appointed Dr. Nederbragt as Rapporteu~ and began the 
study of the various questions with which it has to deal, especially devoting its 
attention to the information to be furnished by' the Financial Director when the 

t 

Budget for 1923 is presented to it. 
. ~ 

0 

6. REGISTRATION OF TREATIES. 
c 

The number of treaties regiatered has reached 200, of which over 100 have 
already been published. The rest are in course of publication. 

Among the most recent are Austria's peace treaty with the United States 
of America, communicated by Austria for registration, a commercial treaty between 
Germany and Hungary, and commercial agreements between HungarY and Bul
garia, and Hungary and Switzerland, all three communicated by Hungary for 
registration. 

(o 

III. Economic and Financial Questions. 

I_. AN ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

The Secretary-General has addressed to all the Members of the League of 
Nations and of the International Organisation of Labour a letter dated November 
21st, in which he requests the~ to provide him w~th information on the following 
points: 

' 
I. Private wealth of the country before the war, if p~ssible for 1913 or 

1914. 

2. Total estimated value ofthe net production before the war, if possible 
for 1913 or 1914. ' '' 

( 

3· Estimated value of property belonging to the State, or to municipal
ities or to other public bodies, also for the period before the war, and if possible 
for 1913 or 1914. 

t 

'~· Total a.mount of the State Public Debt, and of any public debts of 
local or municipal authorities, for the same dates. · 

5· Total amount of the above public debts held at the same dates within 
the State. 
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Information on these points had already been asked for by 
0
(he Secretary-

.<ieneml, in a letter dated }une 7th, rgzr, in order to facilitate the application 
e of Article 393 of the Versailles" Treaty, which stipulates th~t: • 

0 • 
"Of the twelve pers.o~s representii~g the Governments (in the Governing Body 

of the International Labour Office), eight shall b~ nominated by the Members 
which are of the chief industlial importance. •, 

This same Article of the Treaty of Versailles entrusts the Council of the League 
of Nations with theetask of settling disputes which may arise on the question of 
ascertaining which are the members of the International Organisation of Labour 
of chief industrial importance. 

The Council, on receipt of representatives from India during its meeting at 
San Sebastian in August, rgzo, requested. the Secretary-General to arrange with 
the International Labour Office the means of "establishing the necessary data for 
det~rmining which are the eight States of chief industria"! importance. This quest\i>n 
implied some preljminary studies, which ~ave been entrusted to a special Commission, 
and it is at the request of this Commissio~ that the Sec~tary-General addressed 
to all the States Members of the League and of the International Labour Organ
isation his letter, of June 7th, enclosing the questionnaire referred to above . • 

Many States have answered this questionnaire and SORle of them have for-
• • • warded very complete memoranda. Other States, however, have ~ent only partial 

answers and there are some which have not answered at all, no doubt because 
they consider themselves· ou~side the scope of .the Commission. 

But the Commission, anxious to carry out its work as completely as possible, 
expresst;,d a wish to receive answers to its que;tionnaire from all the Members; 
it was thought that the data might be of use in the consideration of other questions 
',Vhich have latterly been entrusted to the Secretariat of the League, such as the 
allocation of the expenses of the League among its Members, and the enquiry in 
connection with Disarmament. It is probable, also, that other occasions will arise 
where the same data will be of great value. 

These reasons have led the Secretary-General to make a further appeal to the 
States Members of the League and of the Labour Organisation which have not 
hitherto replied to his letter of June 7th, asking them to furnish the Secretariat 
with the data required. All information as well as all correspondence on the subject 
should be addressed to Professor Corrado Gini, of Padova University, Italy, Eco
nomic Expert serving on the Comn1ission. 

• 

2. THE TENTH NUMBER OF THE "MONTHLY BULLETIN OF STATISTICS." 
• • 

. . 
The roth number of theM onthly Bulletin of Statistics qas just been published. 

Thanks to • data furnished by the Governments of Poland, Roumania, Czecho
Slovakia and Hll'ngary, it has been possible to add new columns in the tables of 
production, prices, and capital issues. Mo.st of the figures are published for the 
first time or are otherwise not easily accessible . 

• 
• 

• 

3· PROFESSOR GINI'S REPORT. 

0 

The Council has decided to publish in extenso Professor Gini's Report on Raw 
Materials. This Report wa.S written in connection with the enquiry on faw mate
rials undertaken by the Financial and Economic Committee, at the request of the 
Council Ol'l the recommendation of the Brussels Conference. Though published 
by the League,.the Report remains under the scientific responsibility of its author . 

• 

•• 
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Certain extracts of special relevance to the C~mmittee's own report have been 
made and are' about to be published as an annex t~ that Report .. The full tex~ 
will'be available as soon as the revision of the statistical appendices, upon which e> 

Professor Gini and his collaborators are now engaged, is completed. 
(' 

, ' 

IV. Political Questions. , 

{r) THE ALBANIAN FRONTIER QUESTION. 

The Council of the League of N<>tions was approached by Albania several 
times during the last twelye months concerning. difficulties she had experienced 
w~th neighbouring States over the questi,on of the Albanian frontiers, and , the 
Council had decided that it would not intervene, as the Conferenre of Ambassadors 
was already dealing with the matter. .:- Since then, th.e Conference of Ambassadors 
has concluded its examination of the problem and the frontiers of Albania were fixed 
on November gth b:x Great Britain, France, It3J.y and Japan, who notified their 
decision direct to th~ interested Powers. The same day, the Secretary-General 
received notification of this decision from M. J Ci1mbon, President of the Confereace 

' of Ambassadors, in the following terms: 

" Paris, November gth, rgzr. 

"The resolution unanimously voted on October 3rd, 1921, by the Assembly 
of the League of Nations at Geneva, including the corresponding vote of the 
Albanian representative, took note ' of the fact that the Serb-Croat-Slovene 
State and Greece have recognised the Principal Allied and Associated Powers 
as the appropriate body to settle the frontiers of Albania,' and 'recommended 
Albania now to accept the forthcoming decision of the Principal Allied and 
Associated Powers. ' 

• 
"The Conference of Ambassadors, moreover, regards this resolution 

merely as a renewal of the obligations already undertaken by the Greek and 
Serb-Croat-Slovene Governments when they signed the Treaties of Saint-
Germain, Neuilly, and Trianon. · 

"On behalf of the Conference of Ambassadors, I have the honour to for
ward herewith for your information a copy of the decision taken to-day by 
which the British Empire1 France, Italy and Japan have fixed, in virtue of 
their powers, the frontiers of Albania. 

(Signed) JuLES ~AMBON. " 

The frontiers established by the P&wers are virtually the same as those of 
1913, except. for four slight modifications, of V''hich three are to the advantage of 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and one to the advantage of Albania. In their 
decision of November gth the Powers also recognised the Government of Albania. 

The Meeting of the Council of the League. - While the Conference of Ambassa
dors was fixing the frontiers, troubles were reported in Northern Albania, and on 
November 7th,. the British Premier, Mr. Lloyd George, sent the following telegram 
to the Secretary-General; 
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• "Continued advance of Jugo-Slav forces into Albania Ming of nature 
• • to disturb international peace, His Majesty's Government desire to call• the 

attention of
0
the Council thereto and request that you will take immediate 

steps to summon m.e~ting of the Council to consider situation and to agree 
upon• measures to be taken under Article r6 in• the event of the Serb-Croat
Slovene Government refusing or delaying" to execute their obligations under 
the Covenant. Ambassadors Conference have now decided frontiers of Albania, 
which will at once be notified to interested parties. " • 

The Secretary-General immediately informed the President and Members 
of the Council and a meeting of the Council was summoned for November r6th 
in Paris. The Secretary-General also sent £opi~s of Mr. Lloyd George's telegram 
to the Serb-Croat-Slovene and Albanian Governments <\lld invited them to appoint 
reprfsentatives for the meeting. Those.present at the Council were: • 

• 
M. HYMANS, Belgium, President. 
M. DA CuNHA, Brazil. 
M. LEON BouRGEOIS, Fra~ce. 
M. TANG TsAr Fou, China. 
M. QUINONES DE LE6N, 'Spain. 
Mr. FISHER, Great Britain. 
MARQUIS IMPERIAL!, Italy. 
VISCOUNT ISHII, Japan. 

.. 

Representatives of Serb-Croat-Slovene State: 

M. BoSKOVITCH, President of the Serbian Section of the Reparations 
Commission. 

M. JoVANOVITCH, Minister at Berne. 
M. PoPOVITCH, Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs at Belgrade. 

Aloonian, Representatives: 

M. MIDHAT FRASH;ERI, President of the Albanian Delegation in Paris. 
M. MEHMED KoNITZA, President of the Albanian Delegation in London . . 

• 
, The Council held four meetings at the Palais du Petit Luxembourg, Paris, and 

with the exception of the first, which lasted only a few minutes, all the discussions 
took place in public, numerous representatives of ilie. Press and diplomatic corps 
being present, 

• 
Mr. Fisher's Statement.-- Mr. Fisher explained the object of the initiative taken 

by Mr. Lloyd Geo~ge. After having recalled the fact that Albania and the Serb
Croat-Slovene State were both Members of tke League of Nations, solemnly bound 
to observe the obligations of the Covenant, he declared, in the first place, that in 
submitting the matter to the Council the British Government was actuated by no 

• unfriendly feelings towards the Belgrade Government; the British Government and 
the British people, he said, had the greatest sympathy for the Serbian people, 
whose valour during the war and whose high qualities they thoroughly appreciated. 
The Council had already been occupied on several occasions 0with the Albanian 
question. Since June 25th last, when the Council recommended the iuterested 
parties to refrain from any acts which might disturb the work of the Conference of 
Ambassado~s. things had gone from bad to worse. He quoted se.veral extracts 
from the Serbian Press regarding the hostilities which had taken place in the frontier 
regions of Albanfa, and referred to attacks carried out by the Mirdite Chief, Marc 

• • 
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Djoni, in revol't against the Albanian Government at prana, adding that the Chi~£ 
had found refuge in Serbia and had there prepared certain of the attacks. Mr. Fisher' , 
said the British Government inferred from these facts that there ~as a plan on foot 
to detach the North of Albania from the Government of Tirana by encouraging 
certain disaffected members o{ the 1\firdite tribes to revoit 'trom the Government of 
Tirana and to acclaim themselves an independent republic. Information i?-. the 
hands of the British Government led to the conviction that the great mass of the 
Albanian population in that region, including the heads of ~he Christ_ian Church, 
were in favour of the maintenance of allegiance to the Government of T1rana. 

Mr. Fisher also criticised the conduct of the Serb-Croat-Slovene troops in the 
territories which, under the orders of the Inter-Allied commander-in-chief, they had 
occupied in Albania after the armistice and quoted a despatch from tl:l e British 
Consul at Durazzo, according to which a:·large number of villages had been destroyed 
by the J ugo-Sla v troops. In conclusion, he expressed the hope that these incidents 
wbuld quickly be regulated and that the G('vernment at Belgrade, having accerted 
the decision of the Cor.ference of Ambassadors, would loyally withdraw these 
troops beyond the limit of the frontier" which had been assigned to it. 

Reply of Serb-Croat-Slovene Representative. - M. Boskovitch said that the Bri
tish Government had ~oegun by considering first of all the measures which should be 

( t· !;. 

taken against t:r.e Serb-Croat-Slovene Government in the event of its refusing to 
carry out a decision which had not even been received at the moment when these 
measures were contemplated. Ht; contested the accusations brought against his 
country and maintained that the Serbian troops had never been the first to pass the 
line of demarcation drawn by the' Inter-Allied commander, but they had been com
pelled to counter-attack in order to retake the posts which had been cap'tured by 
Albanian aggression. These were the attacks which resulted in the destruction of 
the villages referred to by Mr. Fisher. M. Boskovitch further declared that the 
Christian Mirdite population had risen spontaneously to defend their independence. 

The Belgrade Government had decided, to respect the frontier line drawn by 
the Ambassadors' Conference, although it had protested against the procedure 
followed by the Conference in establishing this line without consulting those inter
ested; the Serb-Croat-Slovene Government being equally mindful of its obligatio~s 
under the Covenant of the League of Nations, the threat of employing Article r6 
against it was, he said, particularly painful to the amour·propre of the country. His 

, country would make every effort to maintain good relations with the Albanian popu
lation on the other side of the frontier. 

' 

Reply of Albanian Representative. - M. Midhat Frasheri said the Jugo-Slav 
troops had attacked places ,b~yond the line of demarcation drawn by the Inter
Allied Commander- places whose population had already taken part in the Albanian 
legislative elections. H;e also declared that the Mirdlte Chief, Marc Djoni, had found 
refuge and support in Serbian territory, whence. he had returned with' troop~ and 
arms. Nevertheless, it was useless to go back over the past, and the Tirana Govern
ment desired henceforward to have goqd neighbourly relations with the Serb-Croat
Slovene Kingdom. At the same time, he asked that, in order to prevent fresh 
incidents, a Permanent Fro11tiers Comn'iission should be appointed, comprising an 
Albanian, a Serb and a representative of the League of Nations. · 

The Resolution of the Council.-. M .. Bourgeois, supported by Mr: Fisher and the 
Marquis Imperiali, ,_;aid the controversy concerned past events, and the two parties 
had now.decided to respect the frontier line drawn by the Conference of Ambassadors 
and to maintain neighbourly relations; in these circumstances, the Council of the 
League, whose task was to assure the future, must take note of these favourable 
developments 'and support with its authority the re-establishment of friendship 
between the two neighbouring States. 
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· The President of the Council, .M. Hymans, then read the followil'ig resolution:-• . . . 
• 

"The CouncJl of the League of Nations: • 

"Ha.ving heard the ~toatement concerning the iniormation which led the British 
Government to request, in its telegram of Nov10mber 7th, the immediate convocation 
of the Council' to' study the situation created by the advance of the Jugo-Slav 
troops into Albania and to agree upon measures to be taken;' 

; 
"Having heard the explanations given by the representatives of the Serb-Croat-

Slovene and Albanian Governments; 

"Considering that the Assembly of the League of Nations recognised on 
October 3rd that the Principal Allied and Associated Powers were responsible for 
fixing the definite frontiers of Albania; • • . 

• "Considering that the Conference .of Ambassadors decided on November ~h. 
1921, that it w~ necessary to confirm with certain spe~fied alterations the line 
of the frontiers of Albania, established in 1@)13 by the Conl'erence of Ambassadors 
m London; ' · · 

• 
"And considering that the frontiers of Albania are cons€!tj_uently now fixed and . . 

m~st be respected in accordance with the guarantees assured' to the Members of the 
League of Nations by the Covenant: • 

"The Council notes the declaration of the Prime Minister of the Serb-Croat
Slovene State in which he affirms that the Serb-Croat-Slovene State is taking, in 
accordance with the above decision, all sfeps to.assure the immediate evacuation 
of its tr~ops from all territory belonging to the Albanian State. The Council notes 
also the assurance given by the representatives of the two States that they intend 
m live as neighbours maintaining good relations with each other, which implies that 
neither shall take, either directly or indirectly, any action to provoke or encouriJ.ge 
any movement which might disturb the internal peace of its neighbour. 

"The Council is glad to note the conciliatory attitude adopted in its presence 
b}" the Albanian and the Serb-Croat-Slovene Governments which augurs well for the 
future; 

"The Council decides to give the Commission of Enquiry sent to Albania, in 
accordance with the resolution 'of"October 6th, the following instructions: o 

" r. The Commission shall keep the Council informed of the retirement of both 
the J ugo-Sla v and Albanian troops from the provisional zone of demarcation provided 
for in the decision of the Conference of Ambassadors of November 18th, 1921; it 
shall keep in touch with the Delimitation Commissi~n"whenever necessary and shall 
place itself at the disposal of the local authorities to assist in carrying out the evacua- • 
tion so as !o avoid incidents. 

"2. The Commission shall satisfy itself that no outside assistance is given in 
support of a local movement which might ~isturb internal peace in Albania. 

"The Commission shall examine and ~ubmit to the Council measures to end the 
present disturbances and to prevent their recurrence~ " 

M. Boskovitch renewed his Government's protest against the procedure followed 
by the Conference of Ambassadors, and said that, according <to the text of the in
structions given by the Assembly of the League of Nations to the Comp1ission of 
Enquiry, the field of activity of this Commission should be confined to Albania. 

M. M"idhat Frasheri also presented s~me observations concerning guarantees 
which would n1ake the resolution of the Council effective. 
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The resolution, accepted by both parties under reserve of the above observ~tion~ 
made· by M. Boskovitch, was unanimously adopted. by the Council. · ' 

c 

The" Zone of Demarcation 'l between Albtlnian and Ser'h-'Croat-Slovene T:voops.
The decision of the Conference of Ambassadors of November r8th with which the 
above resolution was concerned was brought to the notice of the Council of the . 
League of Nations by M. Jules Cambon, President of the Conference of Ambassadors 
in a letter dated November r8th, rgzr. M. Cambon explaineG. that the President 
of the Council of Ministers of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, having expressed his 
desire to be informed of the points to which the Royal army must withdraw its 
frontier posts, the Principal Allied Powers, basing their action on decisions already 
taken in similar cases, had decided to constitute a demarcation zone which should 
be free of all Albanian and J ugo-Sla'V troops until the frontier had been traced on 
tht spot. The limits of this zone of demarcation had been notified to the two 
Powers by letters of which copies were sent fo the League. M. Cambon added tliat 
~ Commissi9n of Delimi.!'ation would br invited to proceed to Albania at once to 
trace the frontiers on the spot. 

' "The Principal Allied Powers, " he added, "feel bound to point out to the 
Council that the lack ef accttracy in geographical details in the district in question 
which has inducl(d tnem to take to-day's supplenientary decision may make it im
possible to be certain whether either party is respecting the demarcation zone. 
They therefore express the opinion that, if the Commission of Enquiry sent to the 
spot by the League of Nations, comes to ~he conclusion that an infringement of the 
regulations of this supplementary:· decision has been committed, this Commission 
should immediately inform 'the Delimitation Commission. The Delimitation 
Commission will be called upon to proceed at once to Albania, and will thus be in a 
position to estimate, with the help of the technical- means at its disposal, the true 
state of affairs regarding the position of the interested parties with respect to the 
demarcation zone. " 

The Commission of Enquiry of the League in Albania. - The members of the 
Commission of Enquiry in Albania, appointed by the Council of the League cof 
Nations in accordance with a resolution of the Assembly, met in Geneva on No
vember roth. Two of them, Colonel Schaeffer (Luxemburg) and Major Meinich 

L(Norway), left Geneva on November rsth for Aibania. The third member of the 
Commission, M. '(hesleff (Finland), was unable to accompany them for reasons of 
health, and he ha.S been replaced by Professor J. J. Sederholm (Finland). 

The first telegram from the Commission was received by the Secretariat on 
November 23rd, dated from Valona. In this telegram, the Commission acknow
ledged receipt of the additional instructions given b¥ the Council of the League as 
indicated in its resolution of November rgth. In accordance with the.paragraph 
in this resolution by which the Commission is to keep the Council informed of the 
retirement of both J ugo-Slav and Albanian troops from the provisional zone of 
demarcation, the Commission reporte(l. that, according to information received 
from the Albanian Government, Albaniltn troops had occupied Oroshi and the 
Jugo-Slav troops still occupied a line parallel to the Drin and crossing Louria. 

c 

2. GER~ANO-POLISH NEGOTIATIONS ON UPPER SILESIA. . ( 

On October zoth, the Ambassadors Conference decided in accordance with the 
recommendation of the Council, that the Polish and German Governments should 
appoint plenipotentiaries to negotiate a Convention safeguarding minoiities and 
administering t~e economic guarantees in the Upper Silesian plebisdte area. The 
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• 
League Council was to appoint a President for the Conference, who ~ould negotiate 

• ~etw~en them in case of di!a~eement and whose duty it would be to announce 
• ' the time and place of the meeting. • 

In the begi"hning of November, the Conference of Ambassadors informed the 
Secretary-General of tlre"League that the Germar1' and Polish Governments had 
appointed their plenipotentiaries. The Council, on November qth, appointed 
M. Calonder, former President of the Swiss Confederation, as President of the 
.Conference, and M. Calonder summoned the plenipotentiaries at Geneva on 
November 23rd. • 

• 

• 

Germany was represented by: 

M. ScHIFFER, former Minister of the Reich. 
Dr. LEWALD, former Secretary of State. 
Count VON SCHULENBERG, from the Ministry 'Of Foreign Affairs . 

• 
Poland was represented by: 

M. OLszowsKr, Minister•plenipotentiary. 
M. PERLOWSKI, Counsellor of Legation. • • 
M. KRAMSZTYK, Secretazy to the Ministry of Forei~ _,\flairs . 

• 
At the first meeting, after M. Calonder had explained the nature of his functions, 

the two delegations stated that they entered up~n their task in a conciliatory spirit 
and fully conscious of the interest not only of tht¥r own countries but of the whole 
world, iJl a satisfactory solution of the problem caused by the partition of Upper 
Silesia. 

In three sittings the Conference worked o~t and adopted its rules of procedure 
on the basis of a draft presented by M. Olszowski. The following are the main 
heads of these rules : 

(a) The Sub-Commissions . 
• 

Sub-commissions, composed of representatives of the two countries, shall be 
constituted as soon as possible to prepare the various parts of the Convention 
concerning railways, the distribution of water and electricity, the currency regime, o 
postal and telegraphic services, the customs regime, the distrib~tion of coal and 
mineral products, employers' and miners' associations, social insurance, system 
of frontier permits, private law and private rights, and questions of nationality 
and domicile. These sub-commissions will sit in Up1Jer Silesia. A sub-commission, 
whose duty it will be to provide f.or the protection of minorities, will meet at Geneva. 

Another sub-commission will be created later to define tlle scope and functions 
of the administrative and legal organisations necessary to ensure the working of 

. the Convention. • 

• 
(b) The Composition and W ~trk of the Steb-Commissions . 

• 
• 

The Polish and German plenipotentiaries will each appoint a president, advisers 
and experts for every sub-commission. The members of the sub-commissions 
will be chosen as far as possible from among the population o~ the plebiscite area, 
and from among persons intimately connected with this region. The P[esidents 
appointed will in turn preside over the debates of the sub-commissions. 

The sub-commissions will prepare one, or, in case of disagreement, two draft 
proposals. • If it is considered necessary, expert opinions may be taken, or enquiries 
made on the spot. When the sub-commissions have finished their work, the results 

• • 
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will be submicted to the plenipotentiaries, who will be at liberty to approve or 
disapprove of the proposals thus put before them. · · · 

The President of the Conference and the plenipotentiaries may take. part in 
the sittings of the sub-commissions. Opinions expressed by members of the sub-
commissions will not be bindhtg on the plenipotentiaries. " 

(c) The Final Wording of the Convention. 

It will be for the Conference, together with the President, to draft the text 
of the Convention. Plenipotentiaries will submit their proposals to the President 
before January rsth, 1922. 

After receiving these proposals, the President will summon the. Conference 
in plenary session at Geneva. He may summon them before this date at the 
request of one of the parties, or if he considers it advisable. It is the President . 
who will have the final word in case of disabrreement between the two parties. -The 
text established by tlrz.' President of the Conference on disputed points will be 
accepted by the two parties and incorporated in the Convention. Finally, the 
President will satisfy himself that the text of this Convention is in agreement 
with the decision of t'ne Allied Powers. 

3· THE NEUTRALISATION OF THE AALAND ISLANDS. 

The Swedish Minister for Fo:eign Affairs, M. Branting, informed the Secretary
General by telegram, dated November r8th, that the Swedish Government•had that 
day ratified the Convention concerning the non-fortification and neutralisation 
of the Aaland Islands, signed at Geneva on October 2oth. The ratification will 
shortly be deposited with the Secretariat of the League of Nations at Geneva by 
the Swedish Minister at Berne. 

4· HUNGARY. 

(a) A Protest from the Hungarian Government. 

On Novemq.er 13th the Hungarian Government addressed to the Secretary
General a note in which, after having announced the resignation of Count Apponyi 
as chief of the Hungarian Delegation, instructed to request the admission of Hun
gary to the League, the.Gov~r11ment expressed its regret that the League of Nations, 
under Articles II and r6 of the Covenant, had t~ken no steps in the interests of 
peace during the rece,nt complications in Central Europe. 

This letter was communicated to the Members of the Council ana, in accord
ance with their instructions, the Secretary-General sent a replyo (dated November 
23rd) to Count Banffy, President of ,the Hungarian Council of Ministers, stating 
that the League did not intervene because no request for intervention was received 
from any State, member or non-member of the League. 

(b) Note from the Government of Czecho-Slovakia . 
•• 

On .November 17th, M. Osusky, the Czecho-Slovak Minister in Paris, addressed 
a note to the. Secretary-General, announcing in the name of M. Benes, President 
of the Council- and Minister for Foreign Affairs, that the Czecho-Slovak Govern
ment would stlbmit a detailed report .on its action and. the point • of ·view _it· had 
maintained d~ring the recent I;Iungarian difficulties. . · ~- . . _ .. . .. 
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M. Osusky added that the Czecho-Slovak"Government believ~d it to be its 
• •d'uty to supply the League of Nations with all necessary data on this matter in 

order that the I,eague might be accurately infocmed of all the intentions, views, 
and actions of the Czecho-Slovak Go\Oernment . 

• • • 

V. Administrative Q1 

I. FREE CITY OF DANZIG. 

(a) The Danzig-Polish Agree~ent .of October 2,.eh, 1921 . 

• This Agreement is designed to CO!Jlplete the Convention concluded betwe~n 
the Free City of ~anzig and Poland on November gth, Ig~and to provide for the 
carrying out of that Cpnvention. The purpo'l;e of the Convention of November gth, 
consisting of 40 articles, was to reg,ulate political, legal, commercial and other public 
relations between the two contracting parties. It stipulated-that further arrange
ments should be concluded between the interested parties •.:m all questions not 
decilt with in the Convention. F:om this has resulted the impm;tant Agreement 
of October 24th. 

This Agreement, containing 244 articles in ~ine parts, was signed at Warsaw. 
The first part deals with rules for naturalisation as a citizen of the Free City, and 
for a system of frontier-permits to Danzig and Potish nationals; the ways in which 
foreign societies can become Danzig societies; the mutual right of the two contract
ing parties to set up commercial houses, and so forth. . . 

The second part of the Agreement deals with legal questions ; parts III 
to VII concern postal and telegraphic, financial, customs and trade relations 
between the Free City of Danzig and Poland, as well as between the two contracting 
parties and foreign countries. The eighth part deals with the supplying by Poland 
to Danzig of foodstuffs, fuel and raw materials. The ninth and last part is con
cerl'led with questions of education, language, etc. 

(b) Fjnancial Inq·uiry. 

A delegation from the Financial Committee of the League, •compo~ed of M. 
Avenal and M. Jansen, has recently visited the Free City of Danzig in order to 
examine financial position. This wa.S undertaken as the result of the Free City's 
request to the Council for financial co-operation. • • 

· The delegation were recei~d by the High Commissioner, General Raking, 
and had interviews with the President of the Senate and tne leading senators of 
Danzig, with representatives of the Polish Government and with many of the 
chief bankers and business-men of the City. Their report will be considered at the 
next meeting of the Financial Committee, ~o will then advise the Council on the 
reply to be made to the Free City's request. 

. . 
The delegation completed their WJ.quiry by a short visit to Warsaw to examine 

the economic and financial relations between Danzig and Poland. 

It 

2. NINTH GENERAL REPORT OF THE SAAR BASIN GOVERNING COMMISSION . • 

The ninth general report of the Saar Basin Governing Commission, which 
covers the months of August, September and October, has just been received by 
the Secretariat C1f the 'League. It contains the following points of interest: 

' . 
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. ' ' 
1he economic crisi~ existing in the greater part of Europe has become specially severe in the 'r 

Saar Territory because of the continue<1 depreciation of the mark. This d~reciati~n accounts 
for the unfortunate position of the workers, who are ,.Paid in marks, and for the reduct10ns effected 
in the salaries of the workers paid irf.francs; it explains the rise in tnc cost of living·in t)le last few 

weeks. 
Moreover, the depreciation in the currency has made it more difficult for the Saar metallurgical 

industries - which have to pay in francs for coal, wages, and transport - to compete in German 
and other markets, ";th the \Vestphalian-Rhenish industries. 

The mass of the population has also been affected by the depreciatioli of the mark. The cost 
of foodstuffs and other necessities has risen, and the inflation of German currency has imposed a 
new and considerable charge upon the public and private funds of the Territory. 

The Governing Commission has endeavoured to assist the industries of the Saar Basin Territory 

to meet the present economic crisis. 
From August onwards it has obtained,. froJJI the French Government a reduction of more than 

30% in the price of coke delivered to the ironworks of the Territory. As regards the transformation 
inl'ustries, it has requested and obtained a reduction of 20% in the price of coal employed in the manu
facture of products exported to Germany. It has dtawn the attention of the French Governn•ent 
to the advisability of takinuceps to put an end to unemployment in the minGs. It is ~onsidering 
tariff measures for reducing the transport expehses of the manufacturers of the Saar Territory. 

The Governing Commission has, moreover, taken certain steps to "protect purchasers in the 
Saar Territory as far as possible against the consequences'of the depreciation of the mark, and at 

< 
the beginning of August a credit 9f one million francs was placed at the disposal of the Department 
of Public Relief to be dislributed among the most deserving victims of the present economic diffi-

' ~ - l 

culties. 
The attention of the Governing Commission has been specially drawn to the condition of the 

Communal officials and workers. Since last summer, the Government has paid its personnel in francs, 
while the Communes have continued to pay in marks. The depreciation of the German currency 
has placed the Communal officials and workers in a very precarious position and has brought about 
a quite disproportionate difference betw~en their remuneration and that of the corresponding State 
employees. 

Although, for various reasons, ·it was impossible to allow the Communal salaries to be increased 
in marks, nevertheless, the Governing Commission, wishing to permit them to obtain a remuneraticn 
equal to that received by the State officials and workers, declared itself ready to place at the disposal 
of such Communes as might desire it sufficient resources to enable them to pay their employees 
in francs up to April 1st, 1922 (that is to say, up to the beginning of the next financial year) without 
supplementary expenditure on their part. 

More than half the communes have accepted the proposals of the Governing Commission. The 
~1unicipal Council of the town of Saarbruck rejected them, and a lively agitation ensued. 

Since last August the unrest caused ·by the fall of .the mark, the economic crisis, the str\kes 
and their partial failure, the unemployment of miners, and the straits of the municipal officials and 
workmen, have been mercilessly exploited for political ends. 

A campaign against the circulation of the franc led t9 protests by various elements of the popu
lation holding opposing views. The Socialist unions of miners, metal workers and railway workers, 
in a telegram and rewlution transmitted to the Governing Commission, disowned a delegation which 
had gone to Geneva in October last to complain of the economic crisis in the Saar Basin and to 
assign the responsibility for it solely to the introduction of French money. It is stated that· the 
position of the Governing Commission was never so difficult as at the present time. 

I, I_ 

·Reduction of French Troop~. 

• The 26th Regiment of Algerian Tirailleurs was withdrawn from the Territory in September 
and no other unit has been sent to replace it. Before Jan!Jary rst next, the 31st' Regiment of Algerian 
Tirail!eurs will be replaced in the Saar Territory by three battalions of Chasseurs a pied. · This 
change will involve the departure of the Colonial troops and will effect a further reduction of the . . 
garnson. 

Railways. 

Some reductions in the tariffs on fertilisers have been secured in the interest .of agriculture. 
Also, at a time when tt.e working population is on the point of laying in its winter supplies, the 
Governing, Commission decided to reduce also the cost of carriage for food-products, potatoes, 
vegetables, fruit, milk, etc. 

Negotiations have been entered into with tho French Government for the purpose of deciding 
on what basis it ~11 participate in the extension of the frontier stations north of the Saar . with 
a view to working the Customs system providerl for in the Treaty of Peace as. from j~nuary' roth, 
1925. 
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, Legislation. . . . .. 
In order to· bring the laws and legislations which were in force in the Territory into agrcr.ment 

with the stipulations of the Peace Treaty, the Governing Co'l'mission issued a series of decrees amending 
and abrogating a nU'mber of the texts of the various German codes. For the most part these changes 
consist in ;ubstituting for German, Prussian :nd Bavarian ill6'titutions the ne'r institutions of the 
Saar Territory, such, for instance, as the new Supre"le Court at Saarlouis, now made the Court 
of Appeal fqr. civil and criminal cases. 

P11blic Works. 
•:· 

The roads maintained by the services of the Governing Commission are in a normal condition. 
It was necessary to keep the 'canalized Saar closed to traffic for a slightly longer period than had 
been expected, as it had not been closed for repairs during the preceding seven years, but the navi
gable waterway was restored to normal working order about August !st . 

• Public Ed11cation. 

The report mentions the vacation courses for foreigners at 1\ aucy and Boulognc-sur-l\ler, in wlRch 
• • ,about 40 school-teachers from the Saar Basin took part. These teachers will henceforward be respon-

sible for the teaching of French in Communes \vhic/r have expressed"" desire for it, and especially 
in Communes on the Freneh frontier, where it is of primary importance for the inhabitants to under-
stand and to speak both languages. • 

Social I nsttrat~ce. 
• • • 

Various social insurance organisations have been formed as a result of ;.,vestigations which 
followed the Berlin Agreement of June 3rd, 1921 (see August !vlontllly S11mmary). They comprise 
the Corporate Industrial Insurance against Acddents and the Special Institute for Insurance against 
Disablement in the Terdtory of the Saar. • 

A gricultu:e and E ood .Supply. ' 
The food supply measures adopted by the Governing Commission, of which some details were 

given in the September number of the)\1ontllly Summary, have been applied. The Supply Depart
ment, having itself assured the supply of grain in the Territory for a period of one month, concluded 
an agreement with the Imperial Cereals Office at Berlin. This office will continue to supply the 
quantity of cereals and flour required by the Communal associations of the Territory at the rate 
of 200 grams per head per day, in the proportion of one-third of German cereals to two-thirds of 
foreign cereals . 

• Health and Public W eljare. 

For the improvement of public health and for the co-ordination of all efforts made in this direction. 
a Central Welfare Office has been formed and attached to the Department of l'ublic Relief. Its 
principal task is to improve living conditi;ns amongst the poorer classes. e 

Measures Iiave been taken with a view to the utilisation of the salt baths ,at Rilchingen by the 
poorer classes of the population. Lastly, various regulations have been issued with regard to the 
fees of district doctors, to chemists' charges and to the exercise of their profession by doctors attached 
to the French State Mining Administration. 

The Inter-Communal Association for the construction ofoh<1uses (mentioned in the September 
number of the 1ltlonthly Summary, pag~ go) has obtained considerable results. In less than three 
months, subsidies have been granted for the construction of 244 house'\. containing 497 flats. 

In conchtding its report, the Governing Commission points out that, in spite of the continuous 
and -latterly - al~rming depreciation of the mark, which constituteS' a very serious problem both 
for the population and for the Government of the Saar, the industrial situation is for the moment 
very satisfactory. The number of unemployed- t~quote one figure only- does not exceed 3,ooo 
in a population of more than 70o,ooo, including 18~,ooo workmen. Considering that this is a critical 

period, the figure is not very, high. • 

• 

3· PlWTECTION OF l\IINOIUTIES. 

q 

Last June, the Council adopted a joint proposal from the Govern.ments of 
. Poland and Czecho-Slovakia, according to which every request relative to the 
protection of minorities not emanating from Members of the League should first 
of all be tmnsmitted to the interested State for observations before being communi
cated to the Cooncil and to the Members of the League. Other States expressed 

• 

.-
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their desire ~ follow the same . procedure as is now in force for the following 
coul}tries: Austria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania ~d €zecho-Slovakia. o o 

VI. Humanitarian and Social Questions. 

I. PITIA,BLE SITUATION OF RUSSIAN REFUGEES. 
0 

At the November meeting of the Council of the League of Nations in Paris, 
the Secretary-General presented a report on Dr. Nansen's work as High Commis
sioner on behalf of the League for the question of Russian refugees. 

He said Dr. Nansen had been ~cti~ly engaged in the preliminary organisation 
of the work which he hoped. to be able to carry out. In the meantime, he had been 
c8mpelled by the urgency of events to decYote a considerable amount of his time 
and attention to the proPJ,em of the refugees in Constantinople who.had been rendered 
destitute by the cutting-off of the soutces of supply by which they were previously 
being fed and maintained. Dr. Nansen had pointed out to" the Russian organisa
tions, to the Governments, and to the High c;mmissioners of the Allied Powers 
in Constantinople, tl.l'lt nH~her the League of Nations nor he himself had accepted 
any responsibil!tY for the maintenance of these refugees. The acting Presid~nt 
of the Council, at Dr. Nansen's request, had also drawn the attention of certain 
Governments to the subject. 

0 

·. "The High Commissioner naturally, however, was called upon to face the 
pitiable situation of the rs,ooo R'Gssians who now find themselves absolutely without 
resources in Constantinople, and among whom actual death by starvcrtion has 
become a common event. Without undertaking responsibility, he had appealed 
to the Governments interested to make every effort to assist these -refugees, atid 
he has similarly appealed to the voluntary organisations engaged in work on behalf 
of the refugees. He is confident that if he coUld secure a small sum of money -
e. g. £ 30,000 - he would be able to keep the refugees alive until such time as his 
plans for settling them elsewhere have been brought to maturity. 

"Dr. Nansen has always recognised that the only real solution, both for the 
problem of the refugees in Constantinople and for the problem of the refugees in 
general, is to settle them in productive employment in countries where they will 
not become a charge on the public funds. Wi.th this object in view, he has made 
every effort to induce countries where such a prospect is possible to accept refugees 
from Constantinople. The Government of Czecho-Slovakia ha.S very generously 
agreed to accept 6,ooo refugees and the Bulgarian Government is willing to receive 
and to maintain the children. Arrangements for the full execution of these plans 
are now well advanced, and a number of the refugees have· already reached Czecho-
Slovakia. · . 

"Dr. N ansen has, however, found it very difficult to organise the necessary 
transports, to secure the necessary visas from countries whichvthe refugees have 
to cross in transit, and generally to obtain the facilities required for the execu'tion 
of the modest schemes he has prepared. It is evident that in such matters Dr. 
Nansen must depend very greatly on the assistance and co-operation of the Govern
ments of the various countries concerned. 

"When he began his repatriation of prisoners eighteen months ago, Dr. Nansen 
was faced with very similar difficulties, and on that occasion the Council rendered 
him ready and effr:ctive assistance by authorising the President to write to the 
Governl!'lents of all the interested States, urging that they should allow free transit 
of prisoners through their territory, the establishment of camps, and that in other 
ways they should facilitate the task of the High Commissioner. It seems that 
the Council nHght again render the High Commissioner great assishmce by re

. questing its President to address to the Governments concerned 'ln appeal on its 

• 
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behalf urging them to render 111m all the assistance in their power.in connection 
. with the transport of refuge.es; the granting of transit visas, the ·support of the . . ' 

• refugees and in other ways." • • 
~ 

The•report was adot>t'ed by the Co~ncil, which p>assed the following resolution: 
• 

"The Council, having considered the pitiable situation of the Russian refugees 
in Constantinople, authorises the President to address a letter to all the interested 
Governments inviting them to render to the High Commissioner all the assistance 
in their power in connection with the solution of the problem and, in particular, 
in connection with the transport of the refugees to other countries, the granting 
of transit visas, the finding of the means necessary to their maintenance, and their 
settlement in productive employment. " 

• • 

2. CAMPAiGN °AGAINST TYPHUS. 

0 " In response to the urgent appeal sent.by the Presidents ofthe Assembly and 
of the Council to all Members of (he League, asking for their.help ·in. the campaign 
against typhus, promises of two fresh c_ontribution~ have. been received. The 
Crecho-Slovak Government, whi<lh about . a year ago was ll!lable to. contribute, 
owing to the heavy drain on its budget in connection with local ~easures against 
epidemics, has now promised to place the sum"of r,ooo,ooo crowns at the disposal 
of the League; and the Belgian Government h1ts promised a second contribution 
of £ rooo. • • · · · 

• 
• 

3- THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN. 

The International Conference on Traffic in Women and Children which was 
summoned by the League of Nations met last July in Geneva and resumed in a 
"Final Act " all recommendations and resolutions passed. 

A certain number of provisions were subsequently embodied in an International 
Col'l.vention, and the Second Assembly of the League, last September, urged the 
immediate acceptance by Members of the League of the Draft International Con-. 
vention presented by the .Fifth Committee. 

Eighteen States signed this Convention during or immediately after the Assembly. • 
Since then, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, and Grefice have signified 

their adherence, tbe others in the total list of signatories comprising Albania, Aus
tralia, British Empire, Canada, Chile, Esthonia, Italy, Japal'\, Latvia, Lithuania, 
New Zealand, Norway, Persia, Portugal, Siam, SoPu.th Africa, and Switzerland. 

4· THE TRAFFIC IN OPIUM. 

The League Secretariat has hitherto n!ceived I4 replies to the questionnaire 
sent out by the Council to all the States •f the world, concerning the steps taken, 
under the Hague Opium Conventi~n and otherwise," to regulate or suppress the 
traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs. One of these States, Denmark, has 
ratified the Hague Convention. 

The States that have replied are: Abyssinia (letter from tl'te British Legation), 
Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia, Deni:nark, ~minican 
Republic, France, Great Britain (also Barbados, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Ber
muda, Cyprus, the Gold Coast Colony, Malta, Northern Rhodesia, Santa Lucia,. 
Sierra Leone, Somaliland, Southern Rhodesia), Hungary, Latvia, Monaco and Siam . 

• 
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VII. Miscellaneous . 
• 

• 
1'HE FIRST GoLD FRANc . 

•• 
• 

The gold franc, which is the basis of all the monetary transactions of the League 
of Nations, is solely an expression of values and does not e~st as metal currency. 
But a single coin to represent this monetary unit has now been struck and it contains 
the exact ingredients in value. It is a small piece of gold about one-third of 

• I 

the size of an English farthing, octagonal in shape and very thin. It rests in a 
small jewel case, and on one side appears the inscription" S. d. N. " (I~ Societe 
des Nations) "rgzr ", and on the other side "r franc-or" (r gold franc). It is 
o0.3225805 of a gramme of g@ld, go % fine, and is worth 0.1925 of a dollar, expressed 
if~ American currency. All State contributions to the League of Nations, and all 
payments by the Lea~. including salaries of the Secretariat, al:'e reckoned on the 
basis of gold franc value, but the. gold' franc itself never ha'\bing existed in tangible 
form, a great many people have 'been perplexe~ by the term. One exqmple will 
show how the calcu.lations are made. A short time ago, the British Government 
paid £ 9.42i ro s, 4d.•in ste;ling on account of its annual contribution. At the time 

• c . 
of its receipt t11e rate of exchange was four dollars to the pound sterling and as 
there are 5.1826 gold francs to the dollar, Britain was credited with 195,326.86 gold 
francs as part of her contribution, which for the whole year is !,041,666 gold fran.cs. 

. ~ . 
· It was Sir Herbert Ames, the Finapcial Director of the League, who conceived 

the idea of designing this coin, cand he made it octagonal in shape to represent 
the Council's membership of eight. He has presented the unique coin to the 
Secretary-General, Sir Eric Drummond; 

VIII. Agents for League Publications. 

Numerous enquiries about thepublications issued by the League of Natfons 
are received by the Secretariat at Geneva, and for general convenience a list 
is appended giving the authorised agents for these publications in various 

~ countries. The ·Publication . Department at • Geneva issues a catalogue which 
is periodically revised and sent regularly to those desiring it. It comprises the 
Official Journal and its six Special Supplements; the Treaty" Series of Inter
national Engagements registered by. the Secretariat; the Monthly Bulletin of Sta
tistics; the Minutes of the S~ssipns of the Council, beginning with the rzth Session; 
the Reports of the Secretary-General to the rst .and 2nd Assemblies; Report on 
the Financial Recons,truction of Austria; Verbatim Report of the International 
Financial Conference at Brussels; Currencies after the War; Documents, Reports 

· and Discussions on the Permanent Court of International justice; and the 
Records of the First Assembly (incl~ding Plenary Meetings and Meetings of the 
Committees). 

AUTHORISED AGENTS. 

AusTRALIA: Austrruasian Publishing Co., Ltd., 239, Clarence Street, Sydney. 
BELGIUM.: Librairie de la Lecture Universelle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Brussels. 
DENMARK: V. Pios-Boghandel, 13, Norregad, Copenhagen . 

. SPAIN: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja " S.A., Calle de Valencia 28 Madrid. 
FRANCE: Editions G. Cres & Cie., 21, rue Hautefeuille, Paris. ' ~ 

c 
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• GREAT BRITAIN, DoMINIONS•AND COLONIES: Messrs. Constable & Co. Ltd., IO and 12, • • 
• Orange Street, London, W.C. 2. 

HoLLAND: Ma:t'tinus Nijhoff, Uitgever, Lange "Voorhout g, The Hague. 
INDIA: .Oxford Univer!!i!y Press, Bombay, Madra• an<f Calcutta. 
ITALY: Libreria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. 
jAPAN: The Maruzen Co. Ltd. (Maruzen-Kabushiki-Kaisha) II-I6, Nihonbashi Tori 

- Sanchome, Tokio. 
NORWAY: Olaf NoJJi.i, Universitetsgaten 24, Christiania. 
SwEDEN: C. E. Fritze, Hofbokhandel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockholm. 
SWITZERLAND: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, Quai de la Poste, Geneva. 
UNITED STATES: World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Mass . .. 
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I. The League of Nations in 1921. 

.,Mr. Balfour, speaking at the last Assembly on the Secretary-General's Report, 
said a glance at its Table of Contents gave striking indication of the extent of 
the League's activities. He added that if any man, reading that index, should 
then ask himself the question: "We~e the League of Nations abolished to-morrow, 
what body either exists or could be found which could do these things ? " he would • 
answer for him that he would get up from' perusal a convinced and lifelong 
Supporter of the League's work. On the other hand, though he doubted whether 

· that was possible, the volume! if four times as long, would be twice as interesting. 
Since Mr. Balfour's utterance there have been iml'ortant additions to the Table 
of the League's work for 1921, •and it is hardly possible in a review of the year 
for the Monthly Summary to do much more than draw attention in a general way 
to what may be called the Table of Contents for that period. . . 

There are not many questions of international concern with which the League, 
in some form or other, has not been associated. Politics, econ<imics, and humani
tarian problems, have been approached fn>m various ·angles and sensible progress 
has been made in a number of directions, though freq~ently not of a kind to create 
wide popular interest. 

Public attention to the League's work h_as probably been devoted chiefly 
to the creation of the Permanent Court of International Justice. the Upper Silesian 
recommendation, and Armaments. Of these, the greatest constructive effort has 
been the establishment of the Court, which is an essential part of the fabnc of the 
League, and creates an effective instrument for the settlement of international 
controversies without resort to war. At one moment there was some anxiety as to 
whether a sufficient number of ratifications to the Statute would be receit.>-ed to 
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permit of the t:.)ection of the Judges at the last Assembly. This was due to the national 
forms of procedure which had to be observed. But within the nine months"whicllo 

c 0 d 0 
elapsed between the first Assembly's approval of the Statute and the secon 
Assembly, more than the necessa~y 25 ratifications reached the S'ecretariat. This 
in itself was a considerable r..chievement, and the election was carrie~ through 
without a hitch. The nationalities Tepresented on the Court are American, Brazil
ian, British, Chinese, Cuban, Danish, Dutch, French, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, 
Roumanian, Serb-Croat-Slovene, Spanish and Swiss. The first session of the Court 
has been summoned for January 30th, 1922, at The Hague. 0 

Few questions before the League have attracted so much notice as that of Upper 
Silesia. The Principal Allied Powers were unable to reach an agreement on this 
matter of first-class political and economic importance, and ultimately decided to 
ask the Council of the League to make a:: recommendation regarding the delimitation 
d the frontier between Germany and Poland which the Principal Allied Powers 
should adopt. The Council accepted the bvitation, and the matter was virtually 
removed from a controversial to a judicial plane. The League, in making its 
recommendation, was necessarily bound by the terms of tbt Treaty of Versailles, 
which laid down certain definite principles for th!:! regulation of the future of Upper 
Silesia. The Council :nstituted an independent consideration of the whole facts of 
the case and endeavJun;d to interpret faithfully, and in an equitable spirit, the 
provisions of the Treaty. It was led to the cohclusion that, to conform with the 
results of the plebiscite, it was necessary to divide the industrial region of Upper 
Silesia, hut, owing to the geographical distribution of the population and the mixture 
of racial elements, the Council took me,asures to guarantee, during the provisional 
period of adjustment, the contim.ity of the economic life of this region. Therefore, 
acting on these principles, it traced a line of demarcation, and recomruended a 
number of provisions for economic guarantees which they considered vital as 
between Poland and Germany. The recommendation was accepted by the 
Principal Allied Powers and subsequently by Poland and by Germany, and 
the negotiations provided for between the two States, to secure the conclusion 
of the necessary arrangements for the transitional period, have already shown a 
spirit of conciliation which is promising for the success of the scheme. 

On Armaments, the League's work, if, by the nature of things, cautious, h~ at 
least been progressive. The League has been handicapped in this, as in some other 
matters, by the fact that its membership is not complete, and the Members of the· 
League have not been able to ignore thisconsidenttion. For that reason, the naval aspect 
presented obstacJes that seemed almost insuperable, but the Washington Conference 
~as brought together all the great naval Powers in a way that, for obvious reasons, was 
not open to the League, and in this respect it has provided invaluable co-operation 
in the whole object and purpose of the League. The question of land armaments 
involves difficulties of a different character. The ,Second Assembly, however, laip 
down certain definite plans towards an eventual solution. It instructed the Tem
porary Mixed Commission to draw up a general plan for the reduction o{ armaments, 
to be presented to the Council, if possible before the Assembly of fg22. A thorough 

. statistical investigation of the armaments of all countries is to be made, a distinction 
being drawn between what is needed for the preservation of internal order, and what I 
is demanded for national dP.fence. An International Conference on the private 
manufacture of arms and the trade in arms is ·w be held, if possible before the next 
Assembly, and efforts are being made to secure the ratification of the Arms Traffic 
Convention of St. Germain. A further appeal was also addressed to Governments 
not to exceed durir:g the next two years the military expenditure for the preserit 
year, and there were several other decisions taken for the purpose of gradually 
approaching the general point for definite action. 

. There ha~.~ been many other questions of almost equal importan02, the most 
difficult of whtch has been the difference between Poland and Li!huania over the 
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• 
. Vjlna territory. The League l}as worked incessantly to secure an agreed settlement, 
• 'but though up to the present. it- has not succeeded in doing so, there is this out

standing fact, n~ely, that peace between th~ two countries, in spite of minor 
incidents, has been preseF.ed for over 12 months. • 

0 

Another matter which has been much before the League during the closing 
months of the year concerned the difference between Albania and the Serb-Croat
Slovene State, owing mainly to the fact that the frontier line between these 
two countries had u!!.til recently been undefined. At the request of the British 
Government, whose attention had been called to serious incidents on the Albanian
Serbian border, the League Council was summoned in the same week when the 
Conference of Ambassadors was to give its decision fixing the frontier of Albania. 
The Albanian and Serb-(;:roat-Slovene Governments undertook to observe the 
frontier decision, and the League Commission which was appointed to observe the 
developments of events on the spot has reported with" satisfaction on the order]Q" 
prog'tess of withdrawals behind the f!'ontier line. Both countries assured the 
Council of their d~sire to live in neighbour!~ relations. • 

The question of the' sovereignty of the Aaland Islands,involving many intricacies, 
came before the League, whose fin"al solution was loyally accP,pted by Sweden and 

_Finland, and followed by a Convention for the non-fortiffcatiin and neutralisation 
of Mle Islands. The decision allottt!d the sovereignty of the Islall.ds ~o Finland, but 
provided for a number of stringent guarantees under the authority of the League. 

The League's scheme for the financial reconst:t;uction of Austria was in substance 
the application of the principles unanimou~y laid down at the Brussels Financial 
Conference and provided for drastic internal refo,_m in conjunction with outside 
assistanc~, including the employment of the Ter Meulen Credit Scheme. Austria 
herself undertook to carry out fundamental reforms, and has already begun to do so. 
Full application of the scheme, however, depended on the essential condition that 
Governments holding liens on Austria should postpone them for 20 years in order to 
free Austria's assets for the purpose of securing credit. With two or three excep
tions, all the States have undertaken to do so, but among these exceptions is Aus
tria's largest creditor, without whose final acquiescence the sche;1e will not be able 
to ge> into full operation. So far as the organisation of the League is concerned, the 
scheme is prepared and has been ready for several months, so that responsibility 
for delay does not rest with the organisation, and only partially with any Members 
of the League. The delay has been Jmfortunate in many respects, for it had been 
hoped all along that a thorough attempt to deal with that part of Europe which is 
most seriously disturbed financially, would be the natural starting point for general 
improvement in Central Europe, with its advantageous repercussion on the rest 
of Europe and of the world in general. This explains the interest taken in the 
scheme in the same way that the world closely follo~ecf the plans for the solution 
of the Upper Silesian problem. The latter has been settled, and if Austria's resto
ration is not .too long postponed, the League may hope to have laid two solid foun
dations for Europejtn stability. 

Armenia was again before the League, and the Assembly decided to ask the • Allied and Associated Powers when redrawing the Treaty ofSevres to make provision 
for a national home for the Armenians, offe'li.ng any pr~ctical assistance the League 
could give in the reconstruction of the country at an opportune time. 

With regard to the two administrative areas under the League, the develop
ments in the Free City of Danzig have been favourable, and some important agree
ments have been reached between the Germans and the Poles.• Like many other 
parts of Europe, Danzig has her financial and economic difficulties, and the T!.eague's 
Financial Committee is conducting an enquiry into the matter. The administration 
of the Saar Valley, also, has not been without its difficulties in this re~pect, and the 
Governing Commission has had an arduous task in the performance of its work, which 
has received the general approval of the Council of the League . 

• 
0 S. d. N. - M.S. No.9. 3,i00. - ~~~~- - Imp. A tor. 
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A notable event of the year has been the virtual putting into action of the Man
date system, although the terms of all the Mandates have not yet been ·finalfy, 
approved owing to one or two unsettled points wh~ch are outside ,the consideration 

·of the League. But the willingness of th€ Mandatory Powers to administer the 
territories entrusted to them 0in accordance with the te~n1s of the Draft 'Mandates 
pending final definition by the Council, and to submit reports to the League annually 
as provided by the Covenant, has, in fact, set the scheme in motion. The Per
manent Mandates Commission has already met to consider some of these Reports 
and one of the most important of the League's territorial obligations is to all intents 
and purposes now being discharged. · 

It is not possible to do much more than give an outline of the variety of other 
subjects on which the League has taken action. A Convention has been drawn 
up and already signed by a number of States with the objeCt of combating the Traffic 
in Women and Children. A High Commissioner, Mr. Peet (an American), has been 
~~minated with the object of securing the rescue of deported women and chil~ren 

· in Asia Minor; Dr. Nansen, as High Commissioner for the Leaguet> was able to report 
towards the end of the year the virtua:l completion of the repatriation of prisoners. 
Nearly 400,000 men have been returned to their homes at a 'Cost of about £4oo,ooo. 
Dr. Nansen is now engaged on behalf of the League in an endeavour to secure the 
emigration, employment, •and settlement of Russian refugees. The League achieved 
valuable results in 'the fight against typhus in Foland at very small cost, but was 
compelled to lir:nit its efforts to the contributions which it was able to secure from 
Governments invited to assist financially. . 

A Health Organisation, consisting of a Provisional Health Committee and a 
Health Section of the Secretari'lt under a Medical Director, has been set up in 
pursuance of Articles 23 and 25 of the Covenant. The Epidemic CQmmittee 
of the League, which did such useful work in checking the outbreak of typhus in 
Poland, has been amalgamated with the organisation. The Health Committee 
met in August, and convened a technical conference in London (December) on 
the subject of the unification of anti-toxic sera.. Steps have also been taken to 
regulate the traffic in opium; Governments have been urged to exercise a stricter 
supervision over a.U imports; an enquiry is being made to discover the world's 
maximum requirements of opium for purely medicinal and scientific purposes, 
and the Advisory Committee of the League is authorised to extend its investigations 
to all dangerous drugs producing similar effects, calling a world conference on 
the subject if deemed desirable. 

Schemes are on foot for international co!operation in intellectual work, and 
international eronomic and financial questions have been approached from 
numerous aspects. A conference on Communications and Transit held in Bar
celona resulted in the drafting of two Conventions, already ratified by many 
States, on freedom of transitartd on the use of navigable waterways, and of two series 
of recommendations on railways and ports. A <;ommittee has been appointed to 
secure the continuati<m of these efforts. 

Action has been taken in several parts of Europe to safeguard. minorities, 
and a considerable number of decisions have been taken rega'tding the interpre
tations and amendments to the Cove,p.ant, notably in connection with Article r6 
(Economic Blockade), to which some amendments have been passed giving it more 
precision. New arrangements have bee~ adopted for the allocation of expenses and 
for the procedure to be adopted in the carrying" out of amendments to the Covenant, 
and these changes will become operative when they have been ratified by a clear 
majority of lllembers of the League, in which must be included all the Council 
States. Various other proposals concerning Article 4 (compositio~ of the Council), 
Article :ro (territorial integrity), Article r8 (registration of treaties) were postponed 
to the next Assembly. 

During the year the membership of the League has increased from 48 to 51, 
and the budge't provision for 1922 amounts to just over one million pounds sterling, 
including the ~ost of the International Labour Office; this figupe is contributed 
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bl th~ various Governments ~1embers of the League and is a little 1ower than the 
., ebudget for the preceding year. All these efforts during rg2r have involved numerous 

Council meetingji, meetings of experts, confe11ences (such as those on transit, 
traffic in women and children, and Russian refugees) and the summoning of a variety . . " 
of special~odies for special purposes. Several of the conferences have been attended 
by countries not members of the League. A "considerable programme is carried 
forward for rg22, and the new year begins with a Council meeting on January roth, 
shortly to be followe.~ by the opening session of the Permanent Court. 

· ·II. Organisation gf the League. 

J. THE SIXTEENTH SESSION OF THE CoqNCIL. 

• AGENDA. 

• 0 

0 
The r6th Session of the Counc~ of the League will be held ~Geneva on January 

roth, under the Presidency of M. Paul Hymans, the representative of Belgium. 
Included in the agenda are various questions concerning the administration of the 
Free City of Danzig, and of the Territory of the.,Saar. 

The Council has to elect four members of the Governing Commission of the Saar, 
as well~ the.President of this Commission, the period of office of M. Rault (Presi
dent), Major Lambert, Count de Moltke-Huitfeldt and Mr. R. D. Waugh terminating 
oR February r3th, rg22. They are all eligible for re-election. Another matter con
cerning the Saar is the protest from the German Government against the decision 
of the Commission in the definition of the term" inhabitant of the Saar." 

The Council will have to elect a High Commissioner for Danzig, the period of 
office of General Sir Richard Haking (who is eligible for re-election) terminating 
on eJ anuary roth . 

• Other subjects relating to Danzig, include the question of a Port d'Attache 
for Polish warships at Danzig (seeM onthly Summaries Nos. 3, 6 and 7); the proposed 
law regarding the acquisition and lo"ss of citizenship provided for in the agreement ~ 

of October 24th, rg2r, between Poland and Danzig; consideration (in connection 
with Article 6 of the Treaty of November gth, rg2o, between Poland and Danzig), 
of a provisional commercial agreement concluded between Poland, Danzig and 
Norway; the agreement between Poland and Danzig sm October 24th, rg2r (see 
M.S. No.8); Report of the Finincial Committee of the League of Nations on the 
financial situation of Danzig (see M. S. Nos. 6 and 8); the constitution of the Free 
City; and the decision of the High Commissioner on the subject of the control of the 
Vistula. • 

Amongst the political questions on the A~enda are the protest of the Lithuanian 
Government against the elections organi~d by Poland in the Vilna territory; a 
communication from the Governmep.t of Finland, supported by the Government 
of Latvia, drawing the attention of the League to the situation of the Finnish popula
tion in Eastern Carelia; the request of the Mixed Armenian Committee and of the 
Belgian Philarmenian Committee regarding Armenians in Cilicia ; and the con
sideration of the Convention for the non-fortification and neutralisation of the Aaland 
Islands (see M. S. No. J). • 

The Council will also have before it reports ·from the Secretary-General upon 
'various ma'tters such as the Upper Silesian· negotiations between "Germany and 
Poland, and the work of the Commission of Enquiry in Albania. 
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Other questions are those regarding the Economic Weapon; the conciliation 
procedure proposed by the Governments of Sweden.anu Norway, which will pr"ob~b!y • 
be studied by a special commissiop. to be appointed during the course of the sesswn; 
tbe auditing of the accounts of the League; Jl.nd the national statu; of inhabitants of 
territories under the "B " ana" C" Mandates (see statement on Mandates in this 
Monthly Summary). 

Finally, in accordance with a resolution of the Second Assembly, the Council 
will nominate a Commission to study questions of intetlectual co-operation. 
They will also nominate a Permanent Consultative Commission on matters concern
ing the campaign against the traffic in women and children. 

~· 2. BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON THE jUDGES AND DEPUTY jUDGES OF THE 
( 

PERMA;NENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL jUSTI<;,E. 

(• 

Appended are a few biographical notes concerning the Judges and Deputy] udges 
of the Permanent CC'urt of International Justice elected by the Second Assembly. 

(, '· 
c 

(a) The Judges. 

Senator. RAFAEL ALTAMIRA (Spafn). 

Senator, Professor of the History of American Political and Civil In,stitutions 
at the University of Madrid. Was a member of the Committee of Jurists, appointed 
by the Council of the League of Nations to prepare a draft constitution for the P®r
manent Court of International Justice. Member of the Royal Academy of Moral 
and Political Sciences, corresponding Member of·the Royal Academy of History and 
of the Institut de France. President of the Ibero-American Institute of Comparative 
Law. 

Professor DIONISIO ANZILOTTI (Italy). 

Under Secretary-General of the League of.Nations. Professor of International 
Law at the University of Rome. Member ofthe Permanent Court of Arbitration 
at The Hague; Loegal Adviser to the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, etc.; Member 
of the Institute of International Law; of the International Law Union; of the Amer
ican Institute.of International Law; of the Academy of Science of Bologna; and of the 
Academy of "Lincei ". " c. · 

Senator RuY BARBOSA (Brazil). 

Minister of Finance, and Vice-President of the Provisional Government after 
the Republican Revolution of r88g; OJle of the authors of the Draft Constitution 
presented to the Constituent Assembly~ Brazilian representative at the second 
Hague Conference. Member of all the scientific associations of Brazil and of several 
foreign learned societies." 

Professor ANTONIO S. DE BusTAMENTE (Cuba). 

Professor of Public and Private International Law, and doyen of the Law Faculty 
at the University of Havana; Member of the European Institute of Ifiternational 
Law, and President of the Cuban Society of International Law. Delegate of Cuba 

c 
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I ' :t th~Second Hague Peace C?nference in 1907. Delegate at the Pads Peace Confer-
• • ence, 1918-1919. Member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration of The Hague 

and of the Inte~national Law Association. SeThator and President of the Foreign 
Affairs Committee in the Senate of Cube.. Author of several works on International 
Law. 

• •• 0 

Viscount RoBERT BANNATYNE FINLAY, G.C.M.G., P.C., K.C., LL.D., D.L. (Great 
Britain). • 

Attorney-General 1900-1905; Lord Chancellor, 1915-1919. Member of the 
Permanent Court of Arbitration. Rector of Edinburgh University, 1902-1903. 

M. MAx HUBER (Switzerland) . 
• 

Honorary P;ofessor of International Law and Public Law at the University 
of Zurich; Legal Adv~er to the Federal Political Department; one of the delegates 
of the Confederation to the Hagtfe Peace Conference in 1907:; deputy delegate to 
the Assembly of the League of Nations. • o 

0 

.. 0 

M. B. C.]. LODER (Netherlands). 
• 

One of the founders of the International Maritime Committee, 1896; delegate 
of the Netherlands Government to the Internatfonal Conferences on Sea Law at 
Brussels7 1905, 1909 and 1910. Member of the Supreme Court of Holland, 1909. 
Member of the Dutch Delegation to the Conference held in Paris in March, 1919, 
i~ order. to discuss a draft constitution for the League of Nations. President of 
the "Conference of Neutrals, " held at The Hague, in order to draw up a draft 
Constitution for a Permanent Court of International Justice, 1920. Member of the 
Commission of Jurists convened by the Council of the League of Nations to prepare 
a draft constitution for the International Court. Member of the Institute of Inter
national Law, 1921; deputy delegate to the First Assembly of the League of Nations. 

Mr. joHN BASSETT MooRE (United States of America). 

Several times Under-Secretary of State ; Professor of International Law and 
of Diplomacy at Colombia University, 1891; Legal Adviser to the State Department 
1913-1914· Member of the International Court .of Arbitration at The Hague, 1913. 
Member of the Institute of International Law an8. of the International Colonial 
Institute. Delegate of the UnitM States at various international conferences . . 

• 
M. DIDRIK GALTRUP GJEDDE NYHOLM (Denmark) . 

• 
Member of the International Mixed Jribunal at Cairo since 1896, and Vice

President of this Tribunal since 19~6. Former Counsellor of the Court of Appeal 
at Copenhagen; Member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration; Honorary Coun
sellor of State. 

Dr. YoRosu 0DA (Japan). 

Professor of International Law at the University of Kioto and Rector of this 
University~ Member of the Academy of Japan. Author of num~rous works on' 
the customs, tntdi.tions and law of China and Formosa. 
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' M. CHARLES A'imRE _.WEISS (France). 

Member of the Institut de E.rance. Professor of Public an4 Private Inter
national Law at the University of Paris. Legal Adviser to the Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs. Member of the Perm~nent Court of Arbitration; Member of the Academy 
of Moral and Political Sciences. 

(b) Deputy judges. 

M. FREDERIK VALDEMAR NIKOLAI BEICHMANN (Norway). 

President of the Court of Appeal 'at Trondhjem. President of the Arbitral 
C<C:mmission for Mining Disputes in America. Member of the Institute of Inter
national Law. Member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague. < , . 

• 
M. MICHEL JovANOVITCH (Serb-Croat-Slovene State). 

c 

' ' President of the' Supreme Court at Belgrqde. Former Minister of Justi~e. 
Historian of Slavic Law. Specialist on Public and Private Law. 

M. DEMETRE NEGULESCO (Roumania)., 
0 

Professor at the University of Bucharest since rgor. Author of several works 
on legal matters. Deputy to the Roumanian Diet in 1913. Delegate to the First 
Assembly of the League of Nations; Member of the Third Committee entrusted wi(h 
the establishment of the International Court. 

Mr. WANG CHUNG Hui (China). 

' · Delegate of China to the International Conference on Bills of Exchange at The 
Hague. Former Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Provisional Government at 
Nanking; Former Minister of Justice in the ,first. Republican Cabinet. Former 

c President of the Committee on the Codification of the Laws. Member of the 
Committee on Amendments to the Covenant of the League of Nations. 

' c 

3· MANDATES. 

The Mandates Sub-Commission, appointed to obtain from the Mandatory 
Powers their views on the national status of inhabitants of mahdated territories, 
will present its report to the Council oHhe League at its meeting in January. The 
question has reference to the "B" and,." C" Mandates which are applied to the 
former German possessions in Africa and in the Pacific. Under German rule 
the natives of these territories were consider~d German subjects, and the poin~ 
to be settled is what their national status is to be now that they are placed under 
the tutelage of Powers exercising Mandates on behalf of the League of Nations. 

The Sub-Comrrl:ission consisted of the Marquis Theodoli (Italy) and M. Freire 
d' Andracle (Portugal). In the course of its enquiries it was assisted by other members 
of the Permanent Mandates Commission, namely, by M. Beau, in Paris, the Ron. W. 
Ormsby-Gore ip. London, and by M. Orts in Brussels. The Sub-Commission accom
panied by M. Rappard, Director of the Mandates Section of the Secr~tariat, had 
interviews in :Paris with representatives of the Foreign and Colonial Ministries, 
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and with the Japanese Ambassador, Viscount Ishii, and his legal adviser, l\L Matsuda, 
• ~ingter Plenipotentiary. in.London it was received by the Under-Seq;etary 
' of State for the Colonies, the Hon. E. Wood, a~d by officials of the Foreign Office. 

It also met Si~ James Allen (High ~oinmissioner for New Zealand),· Sir Edgar 
Walton •(High Commis~itmer for South Africa), a1J.d Mr. M. L. Shepherd (Acting 
Higli Commissioner for Australia). In Brdssels the Sub-Commission attended 
a conference at the Foreign Ministry, where the Belgian Government was repre
sented by officials of the Foreign and Colonial Ministries, and it also had an interview 
with M. Franck, the Colonial Minister. 

In this way the Sub-Commission was able to collect complete information 
on the views 'bf the Mandatory Powers and found an evident desire to reach an 
equitable solution in accordance with the principles of the Covenant. Thus, in 
London, Lord Crawford, at an official w~lcome given on behalf of Mr. Winston 
Churchill (Colonial Minister), recalled the fact that mandated territories were to lie 
ac4ninistered not as the absolute pos~ssion of the Mandatory Powers but, in the 
words of the Co\ienant, " as a sacred trust of civilisation. ~· 

·~ 

" It has always ~een the desire of the British Empire, " he said, " honourably 
to act up to the ideals and conditions laid down in Article 22 of the Covenant, and 
to prove by the British Administration of the territ9ri£s cbmmitted to her trust 
t~at the inte'rests, progressive wclfare, and development of tae native inhabitants 
of those territories will ever be borne first in mind. " • 

As a result of these conversations with the Government representatives in 
various capitals, it seems probable that the prob,em of the national status of inhabi-• tants of mandated territories will be settled by<>according to them the quality of 
" admil\istered " or " protected " persons, as suggested by the Mandatory Powers 
concerned. 

4· REGI~TRATION OF TREATIES. 

On December rgth the Norwegian Government presented for registration with 
the League a commercial treaty concluded with the Government of Soviet Russia. 

The treaty provides for an exchange of official delegations, the heads of which 
will have" quality and full powers .to act in the name of their Governments, " and 
the members of which may act as consular officers. The members of these dele-;) 
gations are exempt from all compulsory obligations and services, atld enjoy immunity 
of person, domicile, and private property. They may grant visas and passports, 
certify documents, grant powers of attorney, a~e exempt from taxation, and enjoy 
all similar privileges, including the right of egress g<ailted to official representatives 
of foreign Governments. The staffs of the delegations are to be tJ:eated as the staffs 
of diplomq,tic missions. The delegations can use ciphers artd receive couriers with 
sealed bags which are exempt from examination. . ' 

The official representatives have the right of free access to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs of the respective countries ih all matters concerning their nationals. 

The Delegations are to enjoy all the r~ghts of per~ons h~ving a legal status, such 
as appearing before Courts as plaintiff or defendant, entering into commercial, 
credit, and financial transactions, etc. Neither Government will initiate or support 
steps for attaching or taking possession of any funds, goods, or property belonging 
to the other party or its nationals and lawfully acquired after.the conclusion of the 
trade agreement. "The stipulation laid down in para. 32 of the law relatjngtocivil 
procedure, dated August 13th, 1915, and implying that an action may be brought 
in against a person who has no general forum (venue) in Norway, shall not be applied 
with respect to the Russian Government and its official representatives. " The 
agreement doei not prejudice any existing .claims to compensation or restitution 

• 
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of either party'er its nationals against the other party. If the effectiveness of, these 
stipulations should be reduced owing to any action .in 'a Court, either party has the ' 
right to terminate the agreement.n . r . . . 

The agreement further stipulates that postal and telegraphic commumcatwn 
between the two countries shall be resumed, that merchant shipping of each party 
shall be treated by the other according to the established practice of commercial 
nations towards fo~eign merchantmen, and that the monopoly of foreign trade _in 

, Russia belongs to the Government of the Russian Socialist Feder~tive Soviet Repubhc. 

5· THE BARCELONA CONVENTIONS . 

. 
Transit. 

fl 

The following States'should be addrd to the list of signatorie~ of the Barcelona 
Conventions (see Monthly Summary No. 8): 

( 

Convention and Statut~ an Freedom of Transit: 
t 

" (' Japan r.nd Roumania. 

Declaration recognising the Right to a Flag of States having no Sea-coast: 
( 

Japan. 

III. Administrative Questions. 

I. THE FREE CITY OF DANZIG. 

(a) Control and administration of the Vistula River. 

' The Polish Government has appealed to the Council of the League against the 
decision of Gener<al Haking, the League's High Commissioner in Danzig, that the 
Administration and Control of the Vistula River within the territory of .the Free 
City shall be undertaken by the Danzig Harbour Board. This question (which 

. has been placed on the Agend<i foi the January me~ting of the Council), had pre
viously arisen in. the Harbour Board itself. The Swiss Pres.ident of the Board, 
Colonel de Reynier, decided that under the Treaties the administration pf the whole 
river including the "live Vistula" should be undertaken by the Board. Poland 
appealed against this view to the High Commissioner, who uphe~d the decision of 
Colonel de Reynier. 

(b) Five Decisions by the High Comniissioner on Polish-Danzig 

Differences. 

The _Polish-Danzig Agreement of October 24th, I92I,settled a large number of 
outstanding questions between Poland and the Free City. Certain points of differ
ence, however, required more than direct negotiations, and during the past few 
weeks the High Commissioner has, on the request of one Government or the other 
given decisions on five questions of importance. They are reviewe~ briefly here. ' . 
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r. Interpretation of the terms "Domicilii" or "Ordinarily resident" 17J Articles 105 

• • a;1d 106 of the Treaty oj"V r.rsailles. Decision dated November 26th, 1921' 

According t<'l the summary of the situation ~ontained in the decision, Danzig 
maintainid that the law-irt force in Gelmany and in ~Danzig permitted domicile in 
several places, whereas Poland wished this system of double domicile to cease, so far 
as the Free City was concerned in its international relations. General Raking 
explained the legal difficulties in the situation, stated that the system of double 
domicile would appeltr to be undesirable from the standpoint of the League of 
Nations, and that the loss to Danzig, if the system were prohibited, would not 
appear to be gr~at. He therefore decided that under these Articles of the Treaty a 
person could have only one domicile or or\finary residence either in a foreign State 
or Danzig, but not in both. 

0 0 

· Both Governments have notified the High Commjssioner that they will no~ 
app~al against this decision. :l 

• 
0 

2. Legal position of Polish Goverjgment Property, Officials, and Ships in Danzig. 
Decision dated December 6th, 192r. 0 

o a 
~ 

• The High Commissioner's deci~ion stated that the main point i!J dispute was as 
to whether or not Poland was to secure certain extra-territorial rights for her Govern
ment property, officials, and ships in Danzig. • After reviewing the position at 
some length he decided: (I) that Polish ships, like~all other vessels, are subject to the 

0 

administration of the Harbour Board and to the cDanzig tribunals and authority; 
(2) that•Polish property is to be treated in the same manner as provided for 
by the decision of September sth (paragraph II) in the case of railway property 
We., to be exempt from taxation, charges, etc. by Danzig), except that Polish ships 
are not to be exempt from harbour dues, etc.; (3) that all Polish nationals except 
the diplomatic· representative, being already protected under Article 33 of the 
Polish-Danzig Treaty, must be subject to the laws and judicial system of the Free 
City; (4) that further negotiations shall be carried on between the two Govern
me~ts, and that the decision does not prevent Danzig from making judicial excep
tions or extensions in favour of Poland, provided that the rights of the Harbour 
Board are not interfered with. · 

Poland has announced its intention of appealing to the Council of the League 
against this decision. , 

3· Exptelsion of Polish Citizens from Danzig. JJecisior> dated December 16th, 1921 . . 
As reported by the High Commissioner, this question ar9se on an order of ex-

pulsion from Danzig which was issued by the Danzig Government, in accordance 
with its usual procedure, against a certain Polish citizen. Poland claimed that this 
was an infringement of her Treaty rights in the Free City. Danzig explained 
the unfortunate effects of the influx of foreigners on the economic condition of the 
Free City and its population, showed that expulsions, ~·hich were decreed sparingly 

. and only after exhaustive enquiry, were not con fined to Polish nationals (46 Germans 
out of a total of 130 having been expelled during the preceding three months), and 
cited Article 12 of the Polish-Danzig Treaty in support of the position taken by the 
Free City. The High Commissioner upheld the procedure adopted by the Danzig 
Government in the case of expulsions, but decided that, as an act of coursesy, the 
Danzig Government should, in the case of Polish nationals, allow the Polish diplo
matic representative in Danzig seven days to take up any individual case before 
actually decreeing the expulsion. An appeal, in any case, could be made to the High 

Commissioner. • 
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4· Conduct of 'the Foreign Relations .of the Free City. 
.rg2r. 

Decision dated December 17th, 
' ' 

The High Commissioner decid~d, in view of a request from Dartzig, that Poland 
has a right to refuse a requesMrom the Danzig Government to conduct a..'ly of the 
foreign affairs of the Free City if the matter involved is clearly to the detriment of 
the important interests o{ the Polish State, but that Poland has no right to initiate 
and impose on Danzig a definite foreign policy which is clearly opposed to the well
being, prosperity, and good government of the Free City. If Poland is unable to 
carry out the wishes of the Danzig Government in any given case, Danzig will be 
informed of the situation within at least 30 days, and the reasons for the position 
taken by Poland will be given. An appeal can be made to the High Commissioner 
under Artic~e 39 of the Polish-Danzig ;rreaty. 

s~' Direct judicial relations between the Covernments of Danzig and Germany. 
Decision dated Dece~<:.tber rSth, 1921. 

c 

The High Commissioner's outline of the ques~ion shows that such relations were 
provided for by a f>erman-Danzig Agreement concluded during the temporary 
Allied administration of fu&territory of the Free City (August 27th, 1920) and that 
Article rr of t!Je Folish-Danzig Treaty provided for direct relations between the 
local administrative and judicial authorities of Danzig and the neighbouring 
districts of East Prussia. Poland is willing provisionally to permit such direct 
local1 relations under the provisiohs of the Treaty of August 27th, 1920, but not 
direct relations between the two(centrat Governments which are desired by Danzig 
for practical reasons. The· High Commissioner decided that the Government of 
Poland should give Danzig facilities for arranging a treaty with Germany dealing , 
with such judicial affairs as she proposes to arrange herself with Germany. 

2. THE SAAR: REPORT OF GOVERNING COMMISSION. 

The Saar Governing Commission has communicated to the Secretary-General 
a special report on the economic situation of the Saar. 

The Saar Territory is passing through a difficult period, which is naturally influenced by the 
industrial and commercial crisis all over the world. The situatio!\, however, so far as the Saar Basin 
is concerned, is not" one of extreme gravity. The report gives a general outline of the economic 
conditions based on general information, such as figures of unemployment, loaded wagons, cost of 
living, etc., as well as on information of a more detailed character in the nature of statistical data 
referring to the mining and metallurgical industries in w!J.ich II5,ooo people out of a total population 
of 7oo.ooo are engaged. " < 

' 
Unemployment. -,..- T~ere are not more than 3,ooo unemployed out of a population of r8o,ooo 

workmen. This represents a proportion of r.66%. The Governing Commission assert:> that very few 
countries in the world can boast of figures approaching these. 

Number of loaded Wagons.- This is one of the surest indications of the economic situation of a 
country, and particularly so, says the report: in the case of the Saar Basin which is essentially an 
exporting region. For the first ten months of I(l20, the average monthly number of wagons loaded 
was 78,502, and the average per day, 3,270. In the corresponding months in 1921 the averages were 
respectively 84,002 and 3,500. 

Coal production. - The net output of coal per month, the total number of workmen, and the 
yield p~r day have continually increased from February 1920 to October 192r. The net output per 
month m February I9'l_O was 743,000 tons, the total number of workmen in the mines was 65,244, 
and the net yield per day per workmen was 501 klgs. In August 1921 the net output reached 930,741 , 
the number of workers 73,ooo, and the net yield 531 klgs. In October and November the output 
figures were reduced, though the number of workers remained practically the same and the yield per 
worker increased. This decline in output is explained by the days of unemployment during October 
and November o<;casioned by the difficulties experienced in disposing of Saar coal. I~ seems certain 
that, in consequence of the fall in the price of coal as from December rst, there will be no further 
unemployment this year. 
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Iron production. -In the five works of the Territory (four steel works and clle foundry) which 
• llwn aoltogether 30 blastfurnaces, iO of these (or 70%) are in working order. this compares with 

• 38% in Luxemburg and 38% in Lone.ine. The production of pig-iron has steadily increas<tl since 
February I92o. I~ October it reached its maximum fig'!,re. i.e., 95,000 tons. In I9I3 the average 
monthly production was Ioo,ooo tons. The disposal of the cast-iron produced appears to be 
comparatively easy • • • . • 0 

The production of steel ingots grew from 54,ooo tons (February I92o) to 87,000 tons. The 
number of workmen, which was 26,ooo in February 192~, rose to 2g,ooo in November 1921. 

Wages and cost of living -The report contains a number of interesting figures on this subject. 
The average wage of a'Winer in February I920 was 27.90 marks, i.e., 5,35, francs. From July I920, 
wages were paid in francs, and after several fluctuations in the scale, the average in December I92I 
was about IS francs per day. According to the calculations of the Syndicate of Iron Employers, 
the rise in wages has, in a general way, met the rise in the cost of living. Thus, according to statistics 
given in the rep~rt, an unskilled iron-worker, married, with two children, received in February I920 
wages to the value of 555 marks per month, or 87% of the amount which at that moment was neces
sary for cover the needs of a family of five people; whereas, in November I92I, the same worker was 
paid 357 francs (equivalent to 666o marks), or 266% iii relation to the sum necessary to cover his 
needs and those of hi• family. • 0 

• On the whole, the cost of living in the Saar is higher than in G~rmany but considerably lower \han 
in Lorraine. · 0 

• • 0 

Various industries, 'Made, Banking.- The metal and mechanical construction workshop~ have 
been satisfactorily employed. The num):>er of new establishments is growing; two industries, hitherto 
almost unknown in the Saar- cigarette making and distilling- havejeveloped with remarkable 
success. The building of dwelling-houses, especially of workmen.;s houses, is very active throughout 
tge Territory. On the other hand, the..pottery and glass industries h'ad'e been faced with great 
difficulties. It seems, however, that most of the glass-making firms have been.y.ble to increase their 
sales in France. It was chiefly for the benefit of these industries that the Governing Commission 
endeavoured to secure special coal prices, with a view to German markets. 

As for commerce, all data available reveals very liv81Y movement of exchanges, notably in the 
last few weeks. From I9I3-I920, the wholesale p0ice of foodstuffs had increased from I to I2, while 
the turnover had increased from 1 to 13. The number ofo:ommercial associations is steadily on the 
increase ;.nd Saarbruck has become an important banking centre. 

Deposits in current accounts and in savings banks have considerably increased . 

• Exceptional economic conditions in the Saar.- The Commission points out that the Saar is going 
through a period of transition. It already forms part of the French economic system, yet still belongs 
to the German economic system.· It is therefore only natural that this should create difficulties. 
It is idle to hope for a stable regime of production and commerce so long as the transitional period 
provided for by the Peace Treaty continues to exist. Moreover, the prosperity of the Basin and of 
its industries as well as the lot of its workers, depend not only on internal conditions of the Territory, 
but, first and foremost, on the general economic conditions of Europe and of the world . 

• 
The Economic situation and Monetary system. -By virtue of the Treaty of Peace, two currencies 

are in circulation in the Saar Basin: namely, the mark and the franc. The Saar therefore participates 
in two currency systems, one founded on a currency having a relatively small depreciation and the 
other founded on a currency heavily dep~ciated. In France, a slight fall in prices may be observed 
together with a tendency to reduction in salaries and transport rates~ but in Germany, salaries, bein!( 
paid in marks, have had to be raised according to the fall in the mark and th~ consequent rise in the 
cost of living. These two sets of facts are reflected in the economic situation of the Saar, whose 
ecoriomic life partly depends on what happens in the two bordering States. It is impossible to 
draw conclusions for the future from a situation which is purely transitory. , 

0 0 

The Customs regime and the Jral'c. - The currency problem cannot be considered separately 
from that of customs. On January 1oth, Ig25, the Saar Basin will come entirely under the French ~ 
Customs regime. Prices will then be very much the same in the Saar as in the neighbouring part of 
France, that is, Lorraine. Since it does not seem reasonable to expect the mark to reach parity with 
the franc within th~ next three years, it is obvious that in 1925 the population of the Saar Basin will 
be unable to pay French prices if it possesses nothing but marks. The transition period before the 
entry of the Saar Basin into the French Customs n!gime was provided for in order to enable the in
habitants of the Saar to adapt themselves to the pew system contained in the Peace Treaty. A more 
general use of French currency will spare the Territory a l;liock which its economic life would 
suffer if such a change were to be suddenly brought in I925. 
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• 
IV. Political Questions . 

• 
" 0 ' 

I. THE COMMISSION" OF ENQUIRY IN ALBANIA. 

The Report of the League of Nations Commission of Enquiry in Albania has 
just been received in Geneva. It will be submitted to the Coundl of the League at 
its meeting on January Ioth, and published. 

According to statements previously received from the Commiss~on, the Serb
Croat-Slovene troops evacuated Albanian territory and withdrew without serious 
incident beyond the zone of demarcation fixed by the Conference of Ambassadors. 
Complete tranquillity existed at the'moment in Mirditia. The Commission states 
thaJ in its journey through Mirditia it saw no evidence of any serious separatist 
movement. <· o 

At Tirana and Scutari information was furnished to the Commission, chiefly c . 
by t4e Albanian Government and by the principal religious a;uthorities, regarding 
the difficulties which had arisen in Mirditia. T<he Commission was in Mirditia 
from December 7th ili December 15th and followed the ·frontier of Albania and 

C· 

Serbia from Busmagi}:ta to Dibra. In Mirditia it, had interviews with the chie~ 
of the Mirdite tribes, and priests from the district of Oroshi. 

c 

0 

2. THE NEGO'IIATIONS ON UPPER SILESIA. 

Last month, German and Polish Plenipotentiaries met in Geneva, under the 
Presidency of M. Calonder, former President of the Swiss Confederation, to draw" 
up a Convention regarding the Upper Siles_ian regime, in accordance with the decision 
of the Ambassadors' Conference. It was decided to set up several sub-commissions 
composed of representatives of the two countries concerned, and it was agreed 
that they should be summoned as follows: 

Sub-Commissions : 

I. - Railways . . . . . . . . .o 

3· - Monetcuy Regime . . . . 
6. - Coal and Mineral Products 
7· - Associations of Employers and Employed 
8. - Social Insurance . . : . . . . . 

< G 

s. -Customs Regime. 

9· - Frontier Permits. 
IO. - General Questions, such as 

Nationality and Domicile 
- Protection of Minorities . • II. 

4· - Postal and Telegraphic Services 

2. - Water and Electricity . ,_ 

Rights of 

0 

at Beuthen 

at Oppeln. 

at Hindenburg. 

These" various. sub-commissions were to report the result of their work to 
M. Calonder before January 15th, 1922, a plenary session then to be summoned 
a~ Geneva by 11. Calonder. It re~ts with him, in the last resort, to settle any 
d1fferences between the two parhes, and the text established by him in such 
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circumstances will be accepted by the interested parties and ~nserted in the 
• • ~onvention. The sub-comniis~ons began work on December gth. 

In reply to .a communication from the Presjdent of the Conference of Ambas
sadors in the beginning of December, ].i. Calonder stated that he would keep the 
Conferente informed of "tfle progress of negotiations; at the same time, he asked 
the Conference to keep him informed of the progress made by the Commission for 
the Delimitation of the Frontiers. It is necessary that, so far as possible, the 
delimitation of the frontiers and the preparation of the Convention be concluded 
about the same dat! in order that the occupation by inter-Allied troops may not 
be unnecessarily prolonged. 

Since Decimber rsth, M. Calonder has beep. advised by the German and Polish 
Delegates that the direct negotiations of the sub-commissions are making satis
factory progress, notably on customs, co

0
al, mining products, frontier permits, 

railways, posts, water, electricity, and social ir~surance. ' 
As it falls to M. Calonder, in case of disagreement to take the final decisic-P', 

he has decided t~ make himself acqm&nted with matters on the spot, and he is 
leaving for Upper Silesia on January 2nd. ·:> • 

• 

V. Humanitarian and Social Questions. 

I. MEDICAL CONFERENCE ON SERA. 
0 

0 

A l'echnical Conference on the Standardisation of Sera and Serological Tests, 
convened by the Health Organisation of the League, sat in London on December 
r2th, r3th and r4th, in order to establish a progran1me of work to be carried out as a 
part of a general plan of inquiry undertaken conjointly with the Office international 
d'Hygi€me publique. The need of such a conference had been felt for some time 
in medical circles on account of the fact that various systems for measuring and 
testing the strength of anti-toxic sera had been evolved aq:ording to national and· 
evin individual methods of research. The standardisation of all these different 
units thus became a work of international co-operation which clearly came within 
the scope of the League. 

The following Institutes took part in the proceedings:-

Medical Research Council 
Pasteur Institute 
State Institute . 
State Epidemiological Institute 

Great Britain 
' Fr81ls:e 

Italy 
Poland 

Hygienic Institute of the Univer-
• sity of Basle Switzerland 

Pasteur Institute • Belgium 
Kitasato Institute Japan 
Hygienic Laboratory • United States 
Serological Institute Austria 

The gathering was remarkable for the excellent scientific 5t>irit which animated 
it and which brought to it the co-operation of scientists outside the bord~rs of the 
League of Nations. Thus, American science was represented in the person of Sur
geon-General Rupert Blue, of the United States Public Health Service, while two 
German scientists, Dr. Kolle, Director of the Ehrlich Institute of Frankfort, and Dr. 
Sachs, of the U~versity of Heidelberg, accepted Dr. Madsen's invitation and attended 

0 
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• 
the Conference Dr. Tarassevitch, of the Health Department of the Soviet Govern-
ment, who had been invited to attend but who, 0\\;ing to delay in the tr~ns~issioh r r 

of the invitation, had been unable to arrive in time, sent a teleqram wishmg the 

Conference all success. 
The work done was of a Jr:ghly technical character. 'lt included the C:iscussi_on 

of the units of serum at present in use for diphtheria, tetanus, dysentery, memn
gococcus and pneumococcus (in their different types) and the preliminary survey of 
the methods by which the standarclisation of the units of these sera could be brought 
about, as well as the question of the diagnosis of syphilis. The enquiry will take 
the form of co-ordinate research to be carried out by-the different laboratories, and 
centralised in the laboratory of the Copenhagen Institute, acting a~ clearing-house 
for all the work. l{esults will be examined and conclusions adopted at a new 
Conference which will take place at a later date at the Pasteur Institute in Paris. 

The Conference met at the :-.finistry of Health, London, and its first sitting 
\\::u; opened by Sir Alfrea :\lone!, British :-.Iinister of Health. Dr. 1\Iadsen, 
President of the Health Committee of the· League of Nations, was Chairman, and 
Dr. Velghe, Pre;ident of the Otlice in+.ernational d'Hygiene publique, was unani
mo•Jsly elected Yice-Presidcnt. The names of the pioneeN of serotherapy were 
recalled by Dr. :\Iadsen in his opening speech, artd telegrams of recognition sent to 
Professor Roux, Pr0fess0r Kitasato, and the widows of Dr. von Behring and 
Professor Ehrlich. 

2. DEATH OF Dr. R. FARRAR . 

.. 
The Secretariat of the League of Nations has learned with deep regret of the 

death from typhus of Dr. R. Farrar at :\Ioscow on December 28th. 
Dr. Farrar was a well-kno\\ n English epidemiologist. He was sixty yeats 

of age when he put himself at the disposal of the League of Nations for the distri
bution of drugs and sanitary material sent to Russia by the Epidemics Commission 
of the League. lie was further entrusted by the League with a personal enquiry 
into the epidemic situation. Dr. Farrar was also in charge of the Sanitary Section 
of Dr. Nansen's Committee at l\loscow, and it was during a tour of inspecvon 
undertaken with Dr. Nansen that he contracted his illness. 

3· INFORMATJO:-;" ON EPIDDIIC DISEASES. 

The Medical Director of the Secretariat of the League of r\ations has sent 
a circular, dated December 5th, rgzr, to. all the Health Authorities of the world 
informing them that the Health Committee of the League of ~ations has decided 
to organise at once a Sen·ice of Epidemiological Intelligence under •the Health 
Section of the League. This Service is intended to ensure mpid and effective 
interchange of information on epidemic diseases. The present difficulty of obtaining 
trust>A·orthy information on the prevalence of epidemics is generally admitted, 
particularly as the various national health administrations receive most of their 
infor~ation ~hrough diplomatic channels. This results in considerable delay, 
and mformahon often arrn·es when the national Health Departments interested 
in the subject have already taken steps to verify statements obtained from unofficial 
sources. 

A careful and detailed study will be made of methods of collection and distri
bution ot th~s epid_cmiological intelli_g_ence. _This study, as well as the future working 
of the Service, Will be ~reatly facilitated If all official publications issued by the 
central health. authont1es an: sent regularly to the Health Offi.ce of the League. 
It would also be of great assistance to receive regularly any further information 
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~eari~ on the prevalence of infectious diseases, and on other matters of inter
•. • national importance relating t"o ~ublic health. 

The Health t>rganisation of the League will keep all Health Authorities informed 
of any development in •ine Epidemio"rogical Intelltgence Service. It is difficult 
to fix at present the date when this Office can begin a regular transmission of perio
dical intelligence. It is intended, however, to circulate immediately any infor
mation concerning the epidemic situation which is not easily obtainable from 
other sources. The•Health Section will, for example, publish before the end of 
this year a comprehensive report on the epidemic situation in Russia since rgr8. 

4· "EPIDEMIOLOGICAL lNTELLI@ENCE BULLETIN." 

-· 
• It has been decided that; in view ai. the regularity with which epidemics recUr, 

the data regardil!g the notification of certain epidemic diseases possessed by the 
Epidemiological Intel~gence Service of the ~eague shall be published from time 
to time in order to serve as a peJ:manent international record of the contin~ous 
epidemiological movements. 

• The first number of this Bulletin of Epidemiological ·'Int::lligence will be 
issued during the first week of January, and will contain data concerning epidemio
logical developments in Eastern Europe, particularly in Russia, during rgzr. 

" Monthly statistics will be given for Asiy,tic cholera, typhus, relapsing fever, 
dysentery, scurvy, etc., and these statistics will be illustrated by charts, of which 
an exanfple is herewith reproduced. 

' 

• The first number of the Bulletin is specially designed to make easily accessible 
the data so much needed on the existing situation in Russia; it must be regarded 
therefore as somewhat experimental in character, and considerable changes in form 
and contents will be made in subsequent issues. 

• Copies of the first number can be obtained gratuitously from the Health Section 
of the Secretariat. 

NOTE. - It will be noted that in the attached chart the new administrative 
divisions of Russia, including the frontiers of autonomous territories, 
are given accurately for the first time on a map reproduced outside Russia. 
The red signs indicate the number of cholera cases notified in each province 
during rgzr. All rights of reproductiorl oLthe chart are reserved . 

• 
VI. The Visit of the Secretary-General 

to Rome. 

Sir Eric Drummond, the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, paid 
a visit to Rome between the rst and 4th of December and ~et various ministers 

and officials. 

A t . <Yiven in Sir Eric's honour at the Rome Press Association, 
recep 1on was o· · b h I al" d f · 

d h
. tt d d by many journalists representmg ot t Ian an ore1gn 

an t 1s was a en e · · s t B ·1 · 
d bl. en The President of the AssociatiOn, ena or arzi ru, 

newspapers an pu 1c m · . . 
d th c..._ t ry General who replied as follows. welcome e =cre a - ' 
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The idea is unfortunately somewhat current that the League of N~tion.s 
cs an organisation run in the interests of .one I'o\ver, or of a group of Powers. •., 
I can give you, if it is necessary, a most emphatic assurancecthat such is not 
the case.· Every Member of the League has an equal right to the services of 
all its organisations, and ~an use it, within the limits" of the Covenant, as its 

. . 
own mstrument. 

The League of Nations, by its very name, shows that it does not imply 
any surrender of national spirit or feeling. Its object is that when, as may 
unfortunately sometimes be the case, national interests• come into collision, 
a peaceful means of reconciling and co-ordinating such interests may be assured. 
The League's primary aim is the prevention of war. There i1t, to my mind, 
a very simple test which we can apply to all organisations for the preservation 
of peace. The question should pe ~ked: "Would the Great War have happened 
had the organisation be~n in existence ? " This question can best be answered 

r by those statesmen who laboured in r~r4 to avert the catastrophe which tpen 
occurred. Two of them - Sir Edward Grey, then British .Foreign Minister, 
and Mr. Lloyd Geo~ge, now B1itim Prime Minister - have publicly stated 

o-that if the League of Nations had then been in existenc~, the war would have 
been averted. !f that is so - and the knowledge I have of affairs at. that 
time and of the s'flbse4 ucnt functioning of the League makes me believe strongly 
that it is - tten I think w one will deny that the case for the existem::e . 
and the utility of the organisation is, on that ground alone, absolutely and fully 
proved. 

More than so States an~ now Members of th~ League, which, as you 
know, has only been established f8r some eighteen months. During this 
year and a-half, four big political questions have come before the League: 

The first was the dispute about the Aaland Islands, which, although 
it had continued for more than two years, was successfully and happily settled. 

The second was the difference between Poland and Lithuania as to Vilna 
and certain surrounding territory. Here, unfortunately, the Council's recom
mendations have not up to now been accepted by either party, but at any 
rate the intervention of the League has avoided hostilities between the 
two States. 

The recommendations of the Council with regard to the problem of Upper 
Silesia were unanimously accepted by the Principal Allied Powers which had 
asked for them. The Council of the League was able to give an opinion on 
this question (which for so long had been a •disturbing factor in Europe) within 
some two mo.t1ths from the date when the matter was first brought before it. 

In this connection perhaps I may observe that the Council of the League 
were bound, in framing their recommendation, by the provisions of the Treaty 
of Versailles. It is SOillf.tlrnes' thought that the Council had an entirely free 
hand as to the solution which they should propose. This is not the case, 
and, having regan;l to the· provisions of the Treaty, I think it is now generally 
recognised that the decision of the Council was completely impartial and 
was based solely on considerations of justice and equity. • 

The last question, which was ,brought before the League within a month 
of the Silesian decision, is that of Albania. Albania was admitted as a Member 
of the League at the First Assembly~ At that time her boundaries were not 
defined. Th~s: bom:daries have now been fixed, and at a recent meeting 
of the Council m Pans assurances were received that these boundaries would 
be respected. Such, indeed, was only to be expected, since Albania is surrounded 
on all sides by Members of_ th~ L~ague,_ which have undertaken, by the 
Cove!lant, to respect the temtonal mtegnty and existing independence of 
all other Members. We may, therefore, confidently hope that this trouble
some question has now been finally determined. 

So niuth for the chi:f political problems with which the League has been 
caled upon to deal. I wdl not detain you with regard to other political matters 
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of minor importance which the League has settled, nor as to its humanitarian 
labours. I will only mention the return to their own countries, through the 
activities oJ Dr. Nansen, of a vast number of prisoners of war; the help afforded 
by the League Epidemics Commission in checking the ravages of typhus in 
Ea~tern Europe; fh'e strengthening of the present international regulations 
to prevent the Traffic in Opium and in Women and Children. 

The last Assembly constituted a Permanent Court of International Justice, 
which will open next month, and thus a hope which the nations tried in vain 
to realise beforg the war has materialised through the agency of the League. 

There is also the work of the three great Technical Organisations of the 
League: .---- Economic and Financial, Transport, and Health. The last of 
these has only been in existence a very short period, but it already shows 
fruitful promise in the domain of international health, where it is working 
in close co-operation with the Office inter~ational d'HygiEme publique. 

A Conference on Transport was held at Barcelona this year, and -:lie 
• important <;.onventions drawn up' at that meeting have already been signed 

by a large body of States. -
As regards £conomics and Finance, the League has unfortunately ·been 

unable to do much to amellorate the present unhappy world conditions, but 
the Conference held under its auspices at Brus'>el.; last year laid down the 
lines on which the best fina'D.cial authorities considered that States ought to 
proceed in order to secure the return to happier financial co'nditions. Expe
rience has, I think, shown that if the recommendations of that Conference 
had been closely followed, the process of -financial amelioration of the world 
in general would by now have been well a~vanced . 

• Such is a very hasty and inadequate sketch of certain aspects of the 
League since its foundation. I am confident, however, that you will think 
it sufficient to give grounds for congratulation on the past and for great encou
ragement for the future. I feel, nevertheless, compelled to add that the League 
can only live if it is supported, not only by the Delegates from the various 
Governments, but also by the public opinion of the different countries which 
are Members of it. I therefore venture to plead that everyone here will do 
his best to explain the principles on which the League is founded and the 

• work which it has done and is doing. The League can certainly now afford 
to be judged by its accomplishments. 

There is one question of great interest to the League on which I have 
not touched, namely, that of Di~armament. You probably know that the question J 

was considered by the two Assemblies, and that much pre9aratory work has 
been already accomplished. Actual progress, however, must necessarily be 
slow. In this connection you will expect me not to pass by in silence the 
Conference now taking place at Washington. J know too little of what has 
been, and is being, accomplished there to express any definite opinions, but 
it is clear that the Conference cannot, and must not, be regarded by supporters' 
of the "League as a rival. It is a friend to whom \Ve wish all success, since all 
work done m the cause of peace, or for the reduction of armaments, is done 
in the spirit of the League, and must :pe welcomed by every man and woman 
of good will. ·we are all working for the present and future happiness of the 
human race, and in an effort of this kind all rivalries and jealousies are 
unthinkable and, I trust, impossible. 
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The Council of the League held its r6th ordinary session at Geneva this month. 
The representatives of the States Membe~s of the Cquncil were the 'following: 

M. Paul HYMANS, President (Belgium). 
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Mr. Cecil HARMSWORTH (British Empire). 
Marquis IMPERIAL! (Italy). 
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M. QUINONES PE LE6N (Spain) . 
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If to th~ representatives of these States Me~bers of the Council are added 
the delegates ~f Powers invited to take part in the Piscussion of questions cwhicb.o 
part\cularly concerned them, the States and territt>ries represented at the meeting f 
numbered no fewer than 18. 'll.le delegates from Esthonia, Lnhuania, Latvia, 
Finland, Poland, Austria, SerQ-Croat-Slove~e State, Alhw.Ilia, Free City oJ Danzig, 
and the Saar Territory sat in turn.at the Council table. 

The session lasted from January Ioth to 15th, and most of the sittings were 
public, especially for questions of a political character, the pnvate sittings being 
reserved chiefly for matters of interior a~istration. Til& desire expressed by 
both Assemblies of the League for the greatest possible publicity of Council debates 
was thus realised. 

The agenda covered a large number of questions. The Coundi put into oper
ation several of the resolutions passed by the Second Assembly, such, for example, 
as the decision to refer to the respective Commissions the proposed amendments 
to Article 6 (Organisation of the Secretariat), Article IO (Territorial integrity of 
States Members of the League) and Article 18 (Registration of Treaties). .The 
same applies to the res~lution in which the Co~ncil accepted t~ recommendation 
of the Assembly regarding Article 16 o'f the Covenant (Econ.omic Blockade), so far 
as 'it concerned measures to be taken by the Council, should it become necessary 
to employ the econa:nic weapon before the amendments adopted by the Assembly 
have been ratified; also fo 'the resolution of the Council 'setting up a committee to 
study the procr-du~e of conciliatton proposed in the amendments of the Norwegian 
and Swedish Governments, and to the resolution for the creation and early appoint
ment of a committee to study questions of intellectual co-operation. Acting 

• upon the opinion of the Conference fo; the suppression of the Traffic in Women 
and Children which met in Gene<ra last July, the Council decided to set up a consul
tative commission, which would advise the Council on all international matters 
relevant to this subject. 

. . 
In the political field, the Council had before it the Polish-Lithuanian question, 

the report of the Albanian Commission, 'and the diplomatic Convention regarding 
the neutralisation and non-fortification of the Aaland Islands (which is the first 
European agreement directly concluded under the auspices of the League of 
Nations). The administration of Danzig and of the Saar occupied the attention 
of the Council for several sittings. On a number of points, the Council had only 
to approve measures taken by the Senate of Danzig, the Polish Government, 

" and the High Commissioner of the Lea!Jtle. It renewed _Ge~ral Raking's 
appointment as High Commissioner of Danzig, and re-elected the four members 
of the Saar Basin Governing Commission, with M. Rault as. Chairman. 

' 
Two resolutions of the Council dealt with humanitarian questions. One had 

for its object the enlargem~nt of the field of activity of the High Commissioner 
of the League engaged at Constantinople upon •the repatriation of women and 
children deported into Turkey and neighbouring regions. The other ~constituted 
the Epidemic, Commission and contained a pressing appeal to the Governments 
which promised contributions to the work of this commisssion, in order that 
the commission might be able to ca.n}r out measures of relief necessitated by the 
health situation in Eastern .Europe. • 

The date of the next Council meeting is fixed for April 25th. The President, 
under the system of alphabetical rotation, will be M. da Cunha . 

• 
. WhiJ.e the Council was in session at Geneva, M. Calonder, the president of the 

Polish-G~r~an ~egotiati~ns, continued his journey in Upper Silesia for the purpose 
o! acq~amtmg ~~m~elf w1th the position on the spot. The work of the sub-commis
Sions 1s nearly firushed. · 
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All preparations were completed for the opening of the Pefiil:!nent Court of 
• International Justice at The Hague. • 

~ . . 

II. Organisation ol the League. 

I. THE PRELIMINARV.SESSION OF THE PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE. 

Part oft~ Peace Palace at The Hague has been placed at the disposal of the 
League by the Carnegie Endowment, and prepared for the reception of the Court, 
whose members were to hold a preliminary session on January 30th in order to 
arrange its procedure and to organise its • wor'k. . 

• • 
• The first duties are to elect a P.-esident and Vice-President, and to deckle 

on the order of s-.niority Qf the Judges and Deputy Judge;. The Court has also to 
settle the delicate question of the ~tatus arltl precise duties of the Deputy Judges, • and the circumstances and mann.er in which they are to take part in the Col!rt's 
proceedings. It will be necessary to appoint a Registrar, ~o engage the nucleus 
of a permanent staff, and to determine the salaries artd ~et~od of appointment of 
t1iese officials. • • • • 

The Court will have to draw up rule;; for its ordinary. and its :summary pro
cedure, as well as for its advisory procedurE!', and \o determine the method of selecting 
assessors from the lists of experts to advil!le in disputes !relating to labour, transit 
or communications. The Court will decide wh~ther it is advisable to request 
the Couhcil to approach the sr Governments Members of the League, with a view 
to their conferring special rank and title on the Judges of the Court. Other questions 
to be cons.idered are the wearing of robes and the choice of a seal and signet for 
the Court. A provisional seal and signet have already been struck and are in the 
custody' of the Secretariat of the League. The Judges and Deputy Judges have 
to take an oath when they assume office, and it has been proposed that this oath 
should be in the following terms: 

• 
"Having been eleCted a Judge of the Permanent Court of International 

Justice by the votes both of the Assembly and the Council of the League of 
Nations; I... solemnly pledge" myself to exercise at all times, with complete., 
impartiality and according to my conscience, the duties ~th which I have 
been entrusted." 

• • • 
Finally, the details for the public opening of the Court, fixed for February rsth, • 

will have to be decided· at the preliminary session. The. Court, in full session, • 
will be received on behalf of the Government of the Netherlands and of the 
League of Nations. 

• 
0 

2. COMMITTEE ON- AMENDMENTS T.O THE COVENANT. 

"" The Council was requested in a Resolution of the Second Assembly to submit to 
;,the Committee on Amendments for further examination the postponed draft 

amendments, and also certain proposed amendments which it' was desired to bring 
before the next Assembly. • 

State.d briefly, the following are the draft ariJendments which were postponed 
by the Second Assembly: • 

• 
S. d. N. -Vol. II, No.I.- 3,700. - 1/.l:!. - Imp. Atur. 

!,300. 
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(a) Draft'" amendment to Article ro of the Covenant (territorial inte,prity 
' and existing political ~ndependence of t.he· Members of the League)," •, 

proposed by the Canadian))elegation. • 

• 
(b) Draft amendment to Krticle r8 of the Covenant• (registration of treaties), 

submitted by the Committee of Jurists and the First Committee of the 
Assembly. 

• 
In addition to the above amendments which, in pursuance of the Second 

Assembly's decision, are to be brought before the Third Assembly, lj.n amendment 
to Article 6 of the Covenant (Organisation of the Secretariat) was submitted by the 
Polish Government, which requested th,at it should be inserted in the agenda for 
the Third Assembly. _ ' 

T The Council decided to ask the Comll)ittee on Amendments to the Covenlillt 
to continue their work. H will fix a date for the meeting of the Q-ommittee at one . . 
of its subsequent sessions. 

; 

• 3· ARTICLE 16 OF.rHE COVENANT AND THE A~PLICATION OF THE ECONOMIC 
~ ~ ' 

WEAPON. 
• 

The first of the nineteen Resolutions ·adopted by the Second Assembly in regard 
to the Economic Weapon (Article r6) st2.tes that: 

• 
"The resolutions and the proposals for amendments to Article i6 which 

have been adopted by the Assembly shall, so long as the amendments hav~ 
not been put in force in the form required by the Covenant, constitute rules 
for guidance which the Assembly recommends, as a provisionai measure, 
to the Council and to the Members of the League, in connection with tlie appli
cation of Article r6/' 

.. 
Amendments can become effective only if they are ratified by all the States 

represented on the Council at the time when the vote is taken, and by a majority 
of the States in the Assembly. . o 

Pending ratification of the amendments to Article 16, the Council decided, 
in accordance with a report by Marquis Imperiali, to be guided by the recommenda
tions of the Assembly, so far as they affect measures to be adopted by the Council, 
in case it should become nec.es~ary•to make use of the Economic Weapon before 
any definite rules are established. · 

On the other hand, the Members of the League will be requested to inform 
the Council, for its information and guidance, of their views on the rul~s proposed 
by the Assembly regarding the measures to be taken by the Members of the League 
in the event of an application of the blockade. 

4· THE COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER THE PROCEDURE OF CONCILIATION. 

In 1920 the Nnrwegian and Swedish Governments proposed amendments 
to Articles 12 and 15 of the Covenant with a view to making it obligatory for every 
State Member of the League to constitute a permanent arbitration and conciliation 
co~missi~n, who~e duty it would. be to examine, in the first instance, any disputes 
wh1ch m1ght a..'"lSe between the State in question and any other Member of 
the League. 
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• The Assembly did not adopt these amendments, but it approvetl of the proce-
~ ·d~re for conciliation as being· in conformity with the spirit of the Covenant and 

requested the C•uncil to appoint a committee .to investigate the procedure set 
forth in the amendments of the Swesish and Norwegian Governments with a 

• • • • view to establishing a code of rules. · · 
Acting upon a report presented by M. Q~iiiones de Le6n, the representative 

of Spain, the Council decided to appoint this committee, which will meet under 
the chairmanship of~· Adatci, Japanese Ambassador at Brussels. 

5· THE CENTR~ INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR THE SUPERVISION OF THE LIQUOR 

TRAFFIC IN AFRICA. 

The Convention of September roth, rgrg. n!garding the liquor traffic in Africa, 
has been ratified by Belgium, France and Great Britain. • This Convention provides: • in A"rticle VII, that a central internatic1nal office shall be constituted and placed 
under the authorit} of the League oi. Nations• its duty will~ to collect and preserve 
documents of every d~cription which have passed between the High ContractjJJ.g 
Parties with regard to the import<rtion and manufacture of alcoholic liquors under 
the conditions laid down by the Convention. • • • 

"" The Commission which drew eup the Conve~tion of Sel>tember roth, rgrg, 
during the negotiations of the Peace Conference at Paris, expressed a desire that 
the international office provided for in Article VII·should have its seat at Brussels 

The Belgian Government proposed t<' the .Council of the League that this 
course should be adopted, and, on the proposal of Marquis Imperiali, the Council 
decided to request the Belgian Government to ins\al the office at Brussels and to 
undertak~ the duties connected with the control of the liquor traffic in Africa. 
T~e office will be governed by the general principles laid down by the Council for 
the international offices placed under its control (seeM onthly Summary, Vol. I,No. 3), 
and it will take necessary steps for maintaining close contact with the Secretariat. 

6. ARMAMENTS . 

• 
(a) Resolution of the A,ssembly regarding the limitation of expe11diture upon 

armaments. - The Council approved the draft of a letter which is to be sent to all 
the Members.of the League remin~ing them, in accordance with a Resolution 
of the Second Assembly, of the terms of a Recommendation adopted by the First e> 

Assembly, to the effect that the Members of the League should utldertake "not to 
exceed during the next two financial years the sum total of their military, naval 
and air expenditure provided for in the budget 2f the present financial year." 

• • 
(b) Progress of the enquiry on armaments.- The Secretary-General reported· 

on the step~ necessary for the statistical enquiry on annaments which was 
decided on by the Second Assembly. 

Professor Benini and M. Janssen have undertaken to draw up reports on the 
financial situation and military expenditure" in Italy and Belgium, and to direct 
the work of the correspondents who are io be appointed in other countries for a 
similar purpose. • 

The Disarmament Section of the Secretariat is engaged in collecting, with. 
the assistance of the Economic and Health Sections : 

(i) Complete statistical tables for the different States regarding production, 
commerce, traffic by rail and water, banking and reserves, circulation, ~eposits, 
rates of exchange, compensation at clearing-houses, etc. · 

(ii) Demographical statistics concerning the population of the States, under 
the heads of sex, age, vocation, territorial distribution, birth-rate md death-rate, 
data of the recrwting boards, immigration, etc. 



(iiz) Statistical data regarding military organ!sation, troops under ,arm7 ~ 
unit~. armaments, etc. ,. 

7· CoMMITTEE ro EXAMINE QUESTI~Ns REGARDING INTELLECTUAL Co-OPERATION. 

The Council decided, on the basis of the Second Assembly's Resolution of Sep
tember 21st, 1921, to constitute a committee of 12 members, in,which women sh~uld 
be included, to examine international questions regarding intellectual co-operation. 
The Council will settle later the composition of the committee and the date on which 
it is to meet. • 

8. FINAN.CES ,OF THE LEAGUE. 

• (a) Audit of the accou,.;ts of the third fittancial year 1921. - By the terms pf a 
Resolution adopted by t~eFirst Assembly," at the beginning of eal'h year the Council· 
shall engage the services of the auditors+ of a Government chosen by it from Members 
of ',he League." · ' 

The audit of ti:J.e accounts of the two preceding financial years was carried 
out by British and S~viss'Government experts respectively. The Council decided, 
on this occasion1 to·:nvite the as~stance of expefcs of the Netherlands Government. 

(b) The Committee on the Allocation of the Expenses of the League. -The Council 
decided to request the Committee"on the Allocation of the Expenses of the League 
to continue its labours. , " 

9· THE COMPETENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE. 

M. Hanotaux, French representative, acting under instructions from his 
Government, submitted the following motion to the Council: 

"The Council decides, in conformity with Article 14 of the Covenant, to 
request the Permanent Court of International Justice to give an advisll.ry 
opinion upon the following matter: 

"Is the International Organisation competent in regard to questions of 
agricultural labour ? If the answer is in t~1e affirmative, what is•the extent of 
its competence in these questions ? " 

The Council decided to consider this question at its next session. Meanwhile 
the Secretary-General was instructed to request the International Labour Office to 
continue its enquiries into this matter. · 

IO. REGISTRATION OF TREATIES. 

Among the Treaties sent during the ~onth to the Secretariat of the League for 
registration and publication, .mention should be made of a series of treaties, con
ventions and arrangements concluded between France and a number of other States. 
Of these the following are the most important: 

The Treaty signed at Sevres on August roth, 1920, by the Principal Allied and 
Associated Powers, ~oumania, the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and the Czecho-Slovak 
Republic. concerning the fixing of new frontiers in Eastern Europe. 

The ~onvention signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye on September wth, 1919, 
by the Umted State_s of America, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan and 
Por~ug~, guaranteemg to ~ese States complete commercial equality in the African 
temtones placed under therr authority, and revising previous Con.·1entions. . .· 
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• T,JJ.e Convention concerning the liquor traffic in Africa, signed•on September 
·""·roth, rgrg, at St. Germain-en-:Laye by the United States of America, Belgitlm, 

France, Great Beitain, Italy, Japan and Portug~ ; 
A commercial arrangement betwean France and Canada, concluded at Paris 

on January 29th, 1921 ; • 
0 

• 

Two special Conventions concluded at .Ifaden-Baden, between France and 
Germany: the one concerning the payment of military and civil pensions to inhabit
ants of Alsace-Lorraine; the other regarding the treasury of Alsace-Lorraine. The 
German Government 'has also submitted the two latter Conventions for registration. 

The arrangement concluded on October 7th, 1920, between Lithuania and Poland 
regarding the establishment of a provisional modus vivendi between the two countries, 
has similarly been sent to the Secretariat by the Lithuanian Government for registra-
tfon and publication. • • 

• 
• II. PUBLICITY OF TH!: COUNCIL DISCUSSIONS. 

~ . 
The Council consi~ered a mem~randum~y Mr. Wilson Harris, President of the 

International Association of Journ.alists accredited to the League of Nations. • 
In this memorandum, Mr. Wilson Harris explained the v~ews of his colleagues 

concerning the publicity of the Council and Assembly ~e~ate• . 
"' M. Hymans, Presiden~ of t~e Council, saitl the Coun~l a~Jd the Secreta

riat would do everything possible to satisfy the views expressed by the Association 
of Journalists. He pointed out that, during.that session of the Council, the majority 
of meetings had been public and that, in particular, all political questions had been . . 
dealt with in public, the private sessions being confi11.ed to the settlement of questions 
of an administrative or internal nature. M. Hymans requested Mr. Wilson Harris 
to confer with his colleagues as to the best means to assure improved transmission 
of information on the work of the League. He thanked the journalists accredited 
to the League of Nations for their interest in the work of the Council and 
of the League in general and expressed the hope that their collaboration would 
be continued . 

• III. Technical Organisations . 
• 

I. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION . 
• • 

Work of the Financial Committee. - On M. Hanotam(s proposal, the 
Council decided to ask the Financial Committee to submit to the next Session 
of the Council a report on the work done up to the present by the International 
Credits Organisation, and a statement as to tlfe C~Illmittee's future programme. 

2. PROVISIONAL HEALTH 0RGANISATIO~. 

The report of the Health Committee. was submitted to the Council. Some 
of its work, such as the Sera Conferel\ce in London, and the organisation 
of a section for epidemiological. inform~ion, was reported in the last Monthly 
Summary (Vol. I, No. g). 

Dr. Rajchman, Medical Director of the Health Committee of the League, 
presented a report to the Council on the work of the Commission of Enquiry in 
Russia and graphically demonstrated how the passage .of ri>fugees from Russia 
into Poland caused a weakening of the Polish sanitary cordon and a recrudescence 
of typhus. It must be expected that next spring some JOo,ooo emigr;nts from 
Russia, where the health situation has become considerably more serious in the 
last two months, will present themselves at the frontiers of Poland and the Baltic 
States. The necessary protective measures must be taken this winter. 

• 
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. Dr. Rajchtnan, who has been to Warsaw, suggested t~at the Polish He~tl), ,. 
authorities should come to an understanding with· the Russran health authonties • 
to regard the health problem as a whole and to treat the epidemic zone on both 
sides of the frontier as a unit. He instructed the representatives of the Epidemic 
Commission in Poland and R~ssia to present a report ~ithin three weeks. It is · 
to be hoped that in the interval Russian and Polish experts and specialists will • 
meet in conference and decide upon the necessary measures. · 

Dr. Rajchman's explanations and the Assembly resolutiop declaring that the 
Epidemic Commission of the League should form one section of the Health Organ
isation led the Council to adopt the following resolution: 

"In pursuance of the decision taken by the Assembly on September 23rd, 
1921, the Council resolves that the Epidemic Commission shall be placed 
under the control of tht:: Provisional Health Organisation of the League, and 
particularly under the direction of tht:: Medical Director. 

11 .. 
,, "The Epidemic Commission will continue to act as long as the health 

situation in Poland and Eastern Europe rmders it necessary; it shall keep 
its budgetary in'ilep~Jlqence, and its staff shall not be incorporated in the 
Health Section. 6f the Secretariat. ' ,. '-' 

"The Council,· nevertheless, being informed that the epidemic situation 
in Eastern Europe was once more \)ecoming more serious and ~ould assume 
threatening proportions for Poland, .::onsiders it necessary that urgent measures 
of assistance should be taUen. To this end it addresses an urgent appeal 
to the various Governments which have promised contributions to the Epidemic 
Commission. " 

M. Hanotaux announced that the French Chamber had just voted the credits 
necessary for the payment of the contribution promised by France. 

The Council then considered the necessity of extending the enquiries on epi
demics for the purpose of obtaining information on the health situation in the 
different.ports of the Black Sea and of the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Dr. Rajchman stated that, before undertaking a revision of the"Health Con
ventions, the International Office of Public Health had asked the Health Com
mittee of the League for its collaboration in obtaining information on the measures 
to be adopted to prevent the spread of infectious diseases by vessels leaving the 
infected ports of the Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean. 

. . . ~ l' 

The Council approved of this proposed enquiry. 

3· ORGANISATION FOR CCHI!MUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT. 

" 
(a) Passports.- In one of its resolutions the Second Assembly drew the atten-

tion of all the States which have not yet been able to accept the recommendations 
of the Passport Conference (October 1920, see Supplement to Monthly Summary 
and Monthly Summary, Vol. I, No.4), to the urgency of resuming the consideration_. 
of the question, and informing the Secretary-General of the League as to any 
resolutions eventually adopted. 

· In a letter 'dated October 17th, 1921, the Secretary-General recalled the terms 
of this resolution to the various Governments. . 
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Up to the present, repli~ have been received from the following countries: 
• . . 

Armenia India 
~ustralia Ital;r 
Austria • Japan 
Belgium • • Luxemtmrg 
Bulgaria Netherlands 
Canada New Zealand 
China Norway 
CzeclTo-Slovakia Poland 
Denmark Roumania 

.Finland Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
France Spain 
Germany Sweden 
Great Britain • Switzerland 
Greece Venezueht 
~~ngary • 

• • • 
Certain other countries have written saying that the question is still u~der 

consideration. ' • Among the countries which have sent in. replies, s~me.have adopted all the 
:measures comprised in the resoh!tion. Others agree to adop! those measures on 
the condition of reciprocity. Others, again, are ready to adopt a Targe part of the 
provisions in question .. Finally, there ~re some countries, particularly among 
those situated in Eastern Europe, which at the•moment find it impossible to make 
any great change in the existing systeffi. ~ 

• 
(b) MeetingoftheSub-Committee on Railway Transport.- The Sub-Committee 

&n Railway Transport sat in Paris from January 25th to 28th. This Sub-Committee 
was set up by the Technical Consultative Committee on Transit and Communi
cations during the latter's plenary session in July. 

Dr. Herold (the member designated by the Swiss Government) was elected 
chairman, and M. Brockmann (the member designated by the Spanish Govern
ment) Vice-Chairman in the places of M. Claveille, who had died since the last 

• session of the Committee, and M. Satake, who is no longer a member of the Com-
mittee. • 

The replies received from Governments in regard to transport facilities for the 
blind and their guardians were recorded, and it was decided to continue this enquiry • 
m order to make a final report to the Committee. It was also oecided to suggest 
an investigation on the influence of summer-time on the railway systems of Europe. 

Finally, the Sub-Committee examined the question of sleeping-car service 
between certain Central European countries, 'as it was stated that this service 
could be immediately improved. 

The Sub-Committee took note of the circular sent by the Secretary-General 
of the Committee to the various Governments in connection with the question ~f 
preparing an international railway convention. The Sub-Committee is to draw 
up a draft for this convention. • 

e 

IV. Administrative Questions. 

I. FREE CITY OF DANZIG. 

" 
The Agenda of the Council included six or seven questions relating tq the Free 

City of Danzig. Dr. Sahm, President of the Danzig Senate, M. Askenazy, repre
sentative of Poland, and General Raking, the League's High Commissioner at 
Danzig, were present during the discussions. The Rapporteur waS Viscount Ishii. 
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(a) Control a;td Administration of the Vistula River.- Appeal of Poland afainst 
the High Commissioner's ~ecision. ' -

u 
The League's High Commissioner in _Danzig had decided that the admi-

nistration of the whole river \'istula within Danzig territory should be undertaken 
by the Danzig Harbour Board, whi..:h is composed of an equal number of Danzi? 
and Polish representatives, with a Swiss President. Poland appealed to the Counc1l 
against this decision and requested that the control and administration of the 
"live Vistula, " i. e., the channel of the river which flows di.-ectly north into the 
Baltic should be entrusted to the Polish Government, which would make special 
arran~ements with the Harbour Board with regard to this work. panzig claimed 
that, under the clear provisions oftheTreaty, the High Commissioner's decision must 
be upheld by the Council. Danzig also did not admit the force of the practical 
considerations which were advanced in some detail by Poland. 

At the request of the ·Council, the Polish and Danzig representatives again 
t3.Iked over this question during the Council session and Dr. Sahm finally agree\l to 
accept a proposal made by Poland, altttOugh he.preferred that a 'decision should be 
giyen on the question at once. This proposal provided for the administration of the 
"live Vistula" by Poland, subject to large powers which would be given to repre
sentatives of the Fret City ~nd of the Harbour Board, attached to the Polish admi
nistration in charg<r bf this work. On the und~rstanding that this proposal woltJd 

• be submitted tt. the Harbour Board, the Council postponed the final consideration . 
of the question until the next session. 

,_ 

(b) Acquisition 'and Loss of Danzig Nationality. 

In accordance with a provision of the Danzig Constitution, which was inserted 
at the request of the Council of the League of Nations, the principles of the Law 
with regard to the acquisition and loss of Danzig nationality had to be submitted 
to the League of Nations. The Polish-Danzig Treaty also provided that the rules 
for naturalisation in Danzig should be agreed upon between Poland and the Free 
City. The agreement on naturalisation was embodied in the larger Agreement of 
October 24th, 1921. The Danzig Draft Law on the whole question of nationality 
was then prepared for submission to the Council. c 

It is not possible to give all the details, but it may be interesting to note that 
, foreigners acquire Danzig nationality upon· appointment as Daflzig officials, 

although it is UI).derstood that at the same time they lose any other nationality 
and that five years' residence is required for naturalisation. 

The Council had no objection to make against this Law, ·although any 
modifications must necessru;.il:>:: be- submitted to the Council for approval. 

(c) Proposed Provisional Commercial Agreement between Poland ana Danzig 
on tlze one part and Norway on the other. 

According to the provisions of the,Treaty between Poland and Danzig, the 
League's High Commissioner has the right under certain conditions to veto 
a Treaty negotiated by Poland for Danzig in so far as it applies to the Free City. 
Before acting on such an Agreement, the High Commissioner awaits the views of the 
Council, which is called upon to consider whether the Agreement is inconsistent with 
the Polish-Dan~ig Tl"~aty of Nov~mber gth, 1920, or with the status of the Free City. 

~he.~ounc1l dec1ded that th1s proposed Agreement with Norway was not open 
to objection on these grounds and therefore authorised the High Commissioner to 
inform the Polish Government that he would not exercise hi~ right· of veto with 
regard to the text as submitted. 
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• 
After the Council meeting,ethe Norwegian Minister for Foreign Affairs informed 

. the ~ecretary-General that his Governme~t could not accept this Rfovisional Com-
• "mercia! Agreement without modifications in the text. · • 

• • 
•(rl) Constituti~n of the Free City . 

• 
At its session last June the Council adopted a clause revising the Constitution 

of the Free City and decided that the definite approval of the High Commissioner 
could only be given"to the Constitution after the revision had been carried out. 

The clause provides for submission for election every four years of the President 
and:seven pri~cipal members of the Senate. 

A Bill to amend the Constitution in this respect has been presented to the Popular 
Assembly by the Senate, but the Assembly has not yet adopted it. The Council 
authorised the High Commissioner to give"his tlefinite approval to the Constitution 
as soon as this revision has been incorporated. • " 

• r• 
• • 

(e),;Polish-Danzig Agree,Jent of October 24th, 1921. 

(See MontJ1ly Summary, Vol. I. No. ~-) 
• • • 

<> The Council took note of thf\> Agreement a!ild congratul<Oted the two Govern-
ments on the spirit of conciliation of which they had given proof, ~nd on the happy 
results they had obtained in so delicate a matter . 

• 

• 

• 
• 

(f) "Port d' attache" for Polish ~arships at Danzig . 

(See Monthly Summary, Vol. I, No.7.) 

The Council postponed to a later date the question of the Port d'attaclze for 
Polish warships at Danzig. Meanwhile, the preliminary Agreement already con
cluded between Danzig and Poland, which gives facilities and necessary security 
to Polish warships, will remain in force. 
• ·Viscount Ishii's report expressed the Council's confidence. that the Free City· 

would do everything possible to see that no obstacles were placed in the way of the 
importation through Danzig territory of goods, including war material, destined for 
Poland. 

(g) Appointment of the High Commissioner. • 

The Council renewed for one year the appointment of General Raking as High . . . 

Commissioner of the League at Danzig. M. HyHlans, on behalf of the Council, 
congratulated General Raking upon the impartiality, devotion and ability with " 
which he bad carried out his duties. " 

(h) Appeals from Decisions Qj the High Commissioner. 

(See Monthly Summary, Vol. {. No. g.) 

A short resume of five decisions given by the High Commissioner toward the end 
of the year 1921 was given in theM onthly Summary, No. g. Appeals have been made 
against all of these except the first one. u 

Both Poland and Danzig have appealed against the decision concerning the 
expulsion of Polish citizens from the Free City. Danzig has appealed against deci
sions on the conduct of the foreign relations of the Free pty and the question of 
direct judicial relations between the Danzig Government and Germany, and, as 
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previously stated, Poland has appealed against the decision regarding the legal 
position of Pu\ish Government property, officials and ships in Danzig. I11 most 
cas£.s, the text of the appeal has not yet been receiyed by the Secretariat. 

,. 

2 ... SAAR BASIN. 

(a) German Protest against the Decree of the Governing Crmmission defining 
the term "Inhabitant of the Saar Territory." 

At the meeting of the Council, the Rapporteur, M. Tang-Sai•Fou, examined 
the arguments of the German Government and the reply of the Governing 
Corvmission of the Saar; they hav,e already been given in the preceding Monthly 
Summaries (see Monthly S!f,mmary, Vol. I, No. 7). 

M. Tang-Sai-Fou ceme to the follo:~ving conr;lusions: 

"The inhabitants of the Territory are, both in fact and in law, separated 
off into a group-by themselves. They do not lose their nationality, but they 
acquire a new stu.tus''which concerns their J2.osition, their rights and their obli
gations, un:ier 'the stipulations of that part of the Treaty which relates to the 
Saar Basin. In certain respects the rights appertaining to this new status 
resemble the rights attached to nationality. It should be noted that the very 
special position of the Saar Territonr may, as the Governing Commission has 
pointed out, entail the adopdon of exceptional measures. 

' "The Decree does not appear to me to affect the existing nationality of 
the inhabitants or to place any obstacle in the way of their acquiring a ne}V 
nationality. I do not share the opinion that public rights in the Saar must 
depend on national status. 

"The Decree accepts domicile as the fundamental condition for acquiring 
the status of 'inhabitant '. The requirement of other conditions, consistent 
with this fundamental principle, would seem appropriate." 

• c 

On his proposal the Council decided that: 

"The protest from the German Government against the L>ecree of the 
Governing Commission does not call for any action on the part of the Council." 

' . 

(b) Appointment of Four Members c.fthe Governing Commission and of the Chairman 
• oJ the Commission. 

The Council decided to prolong for another year the mandate of four members 
of the Governing Commission, and to renew for a similar period the mandate of the 
Chairman, M. Rault. 

The composition of the Governing c'Ommission is therefore as follows: 

M. RAULT, Chairman (French). 
Major LAMBERT (Belgian). 
Count DE NoLTKE-HUITFELDT (Dane). 
Mr. R. D. WAUGH (Canadian). 
br. HECTOR - of Saarlouis (Dr. Hector's mandate, which was renewed 

by the Council on August 30th, 1921, does not expire until September 
2Qth, 1922.) 

r 
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• ·• (c) The Tenth pe~iodical Report of the Governing Commi$sion . 

• 
• ((November-Decemb~r 1921.) 

• 
The first part of thi~ Report deals with the ge'heral administration of the Ter-

ritory. It may be summed up as follows: · 

.General Situation: Administrative Work. - One of the most important acts of the 
Gcverning Commissign, during the last two months, has been the raising of the status 
of the commune of Neuenkirchen to the rank of town. This industrial centre has become, 
as regards population (32,000 inhabitants), the second town in the Saar Territory. 

. . 
Fmance. - The general budget shows a surplus of about Soo,ooo francs and of 

2,5oo,ooo marks. It should be mentioned, however, that the budget estimates had been 
based on a rate of exchange which no longer•con;esponds to actual economic conditions. 

The chief revenues of the budget are supplied by the ~uty on coal, which is estimat~d 
at 50,ooo,ooo francs. ., 

• In a general,_way expenses have inc~eased considerably, owing to the expansion of 
the various admi!l.istrations and tQ, the hig~r rates of pay• accorded to officials and 
employees. . • 

On the budget estimates the an,nual amount of duties and taxes collected by the ~tate 
per inhabitant is equal to 199 marks and 54-55 francs, these fi~1res being considerably 
less than those imposed in the neighbouring territories. • • ., . ~ ~ 

Railways. -The question of establishing common tariffs with neig!..bouring countries, 
so as to facilitate industrial and mining export!, by means of more advantageous transport 
charges, is being examined. • .... 

· Postal Service. - The Saar postal admYnistrat~on is undertaking negotiations with 
a view to the improvement of telegraphic relations with France, Belgium and Switzerland. 
Communications towards the East have already been perfected during the past year. 

The Teaching of French in the Schools. - The success achieved in French mining 
schools and the wishes expressed by various elements of the population have induced the 
Department of Education to prepare, for the school term beginning after Easter 1922, 
a general organisation which should allow children whose parents desire it to learn the 
French language, beginning with the fifth year of the primary course. This teaching 
is purely voluntary. The number of children whose parents have applied for the teaching 
o\,French, from Easter 1922, has now reached (January 3rd, 1922) 13,612. 

Labour. - By agreemetl.t with the appropriate local authorities, a general refonn 
of the geographical distribution of the Labour Councils has been undertaken. A Labour 
Council in etJ.ch administrative circle and a single Commercial Council" at Saarbruck 
have been provided for. " 

Agriculture. - The Agricultural Department is giving favourable consideration 
to wishes expressed by the Chamber of Agriculture of the Territory in matters chiefly 
concerning the import and export of Cflttle and the purchase of fertilisers. • • 

POLITICAL SITUATION. 

The second part of the report which deals with the political situation, takes up at 
some length the complaints against the Goveming Commission by certain political parties 
oftheTerritory and by the Municipal CouncQ of Saarbruck and the Council of two districts 
in the Territory. 

The complaints and the observations of the Governing Commission may be briefly 
summarised as follows: 

Preparation of Plebiscite List. - It was contended that the local Saarbruck author
ities were prevented from preparing lists of voters for the 1935 plehiscite. The Governing 
Commission explains that it was not called on to take any action concerning th~. plebiscite, 
and was not empowered to authorise officials to carry out duties in this connection. 

Payment of Communal Officials and Workers in francs. - It was claimed that the 
franc had been improperly forced on the communal administration for the payment of 

• 
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their officials and workers. The history of this questio11 up to November 1st was outlined 
in the gth Repor~ of the Commission (see Monthly Sum_mary,_ vol. I,_ ~0.8, page 182). As 
the result of further negotiations which are outlm~d-. m detail m the. 1oth Report, o , 

practically all these officials and workmen are now paid m !ranc;> e_xc;pt m a few small 
country villages, and in Saarbruck, where the workmen are shll paid m ,narks. 

The French Troops a1Ul the Housing Crisis:- It was coflfended ~hat the popu~a~ion 
of the Territory was required to live in overcrowded and very unsahsfa~tory cond~h?ns 
on account of accommodation required by the French ~rmy. The G_ov~rnmg ~ommts~I?n 
shows the many specific steps which have been taken sm~e the begmmng ~f tts adimms
tration to remove housing difficulties of this kind, and to mcr~ase the housmg_ accommo
dation which had become inadequate, ov.ing, for example, m ~aarbruck City, to an 
increase of IJ,ooo in population. The subsidies granted by the Commission have been 
responsible for the building of about 1500 houses in the Territory. 

0 

Consultations with elected Representatives of the Inhabitants. - It was asserted that 
the Governing Commission (a) consulted l,ocal Assemblies instead of constituting a sing~e 
Saar Parliament, (b) ignored the opinion of these local Assemblies, (c) failed to submtt 
!or their consideration certain new laws and modifications in taxation. The Governing 
Commission explains that a system of parliam'2ntary responsibility would hardly be Q!lm
patible with the Treaty, which did not mention a parliament and ma:Je the Commission 
responsible to the Council of the League.~ Moreove'i-, it is pointed out that the majority 
of j:-roposed decrees were referred to and accepted by the local Assl!tnblies, which are in any 
case only advisory bodies, that two proposed decreeS' were abandoned by the Commission 
because of the oppositron ~f these Assemblies, and that only in three instances were the 
objections of the Asse.nblies 'ignored. In cases wb,ere doubt may exist as to whether 
it is necessary tp suomit a propoSed measure to the local Assemblies, the Commissio11, 
it is stated, must of course take advantage of its right to interpret the Treaty provisions. 

Endeavour of the Governing Cotr.missivn to separate the Saar from Germany. - To 
the complaint that the Governing Commission endeavours to separate the Saar from 
Germany, by refusing, for exampk to introduce, new German laws in the Territory, the 
Commission states that its action has always been based on the necessity of s"bmitting 
the Territory to an autonomous regime, which would not have been complete if the poli
tical and administrative bonds attaching the Saar to Germany had not been broken .• 

Lack of Contact with tlze Populatiotl and Inaccurate Reports to the League. - It was 
contended that the Governing Commission's policy was dictated by interests other than 
those of the Saar Territory; that it did not give the Council of the League of Nations suf
ficient information as to its own activities and the situation in the Basin, and that it refused 
to collaborate with the population and with the political parties. 

The Council is left to consider the first two of these points, but as to the third, <l:he 
Commission declares that it has tried, despite difficultie~ to secure the collaboration 
of the population, and it cites in this connection the success of various representative 
organisations .such as the Chamber of Agriculture, and those in connection with social 

l insurance. .. ~ 

Complaints already considered by the Council of the League, such as those with 
regard to the presence of the French troops in the Territory, are not taken up in detail; 
and the demands for the choice of the Saar member of the Commission by popular election, 
and a change in the other members of the Commission and in the qualifications for the 
Chairman, are subjects which the-Commission leaves for the consideration of the Council 
itself. 

In conclusion, the report states that the arduous 'administrative work to which the 
Commission has devoted its energies for the past few years is now almost completed, 
and that in future many natural opportunities should arise for sustained collaboration 
between the Government and the population. It is in this direction, says the report, 
that the activities of the Government of tl:e Saar Basin should tend. 

A memorandum ·from the, Independen't Socialist and the Communist Parties and 
represe~tatives of_ c~rtain trades unions ~ the Terr_itory, which was forwarded by the 
Governmg. Comn~tsswn after the preparatwn of thetr Tenth Report, expresses the view 
that the ctrculatwn of the franc should be maintained and generalised in the Saar. It 
supports th~ Com~ission in est~b!ishin? a Saar Board for t_he Mines, and a Saar Supreme 
~ourt, and m definmg•<he term 'mhabttant of the Saar Temtory," but asks for a Saar Par
liame.nt. }he ~emorandum then discusses other questions of particular interest to the 
workmg populatwn, such as Industrial Councils, Arbitration Commissions social insurance 
public ins.truction, ~d the eight-_hour day, which, 1\I. Rault states,' has alwa~s bee~ 
observed m the Temtory and, wtth the collaboration of the new Consultative Labour 
Board, will doubUess be enacted into law. 
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3· THE •PROTECTION OF MINORITIES • 
• 

• . . . 
(a) In Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

The question of the protection of minorities in these three countries has been 
raised as a result ot their admission to the League at the second Assembly and of 
the appended recommendation by the First Assembly : 

• 
"In the event of the Baltic States. being admitted to the League, the 

Assembly requests that they should take. the necessary measures to enforce 
the principles of the Minorities Treaties, and that they should arrange with 
the Council the details required to carry this obJect into effect." ., • 

e • 

• • 
Before the admis~ion of their respective countries into the League, the Presidents 

of the Esthonian, Latvian and Lithuanian Delegations to the Assembly informed .. 
the Secretary-General that they would willingly adher& t& this recommendation and .. 
<:hat they were ready to enter int<1negotiations with the Coun~l of the League with 
a view to defining the scope and execution of their internationhl obligations as 
regards the protection of minorities. 

• .. 
The Council decided that negotiatio~s for this purpose should be carried on 

under the auspices of M. da Cunha, Brazili!n representative. The Council 
iuso invited the Esthonian, Latvian and Lithuanian Governments to submit as 
soon as possible all legislative documents and, in general, full information on the 
situation of minorities in their respective countries, so far as this has not been done 
already. 

(b) The Armenians in Cicilia . 

• 
The Belgian Government drew the Council's attention to the appeals addressed 

to that Government by the International Phil-Armenian Union, the Belgian Phil
Armenian Committee and the Catholic and Protestant communities of Constantine, 
for the protection of the Armenian population in Cilicia. M. Hymans, in presenting~ 
his report to the Council, expressed satisfaction that Armenian feO'.rs had fortunately 
not been realised, thanks to the steps taken ·by the French Government. 

M. Hanotaux laid before the Council. a statement of the precautionary 
measures taken by the French Government for th~ protection of the Christian 
population already established in, or lately returned to, Cilicia. The French Govern
ment had inserted in the Angora Agreement a number of guarantees- the execution 
of which it had assured - regarded by the Allies as indispensable to the well-being 
of ethnical and religious minorities. A special mission, members of which were 
working in the principal places of Cilicia, had been able to protect property and 
persons. The refugees had been recei-e-ed in Syria and Lebanon. The French 
Parliament had voted a sum of so million francs o'n the assurance given by the 
French Prime Minister that everything which it was humanly possible to do had 
been done for the reception and relief of Armenian refugees. 

The Council took note of these statements, and, aftel" having recalled the 
Assembly's resolution on Armenia, drew the attention of the Allied Powers to the 
urgent necessity of taking all measures likely to assure the protection of minorities 
in the Ottoman Empire. The Council is ready to collaborate in any measures 
which may be decided upon for this purpose. 
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v. Political Ques~ions. 
,. 

I. THE POLISH-LITHUANIAN DISPUTE. 
~~ .. 

The representatives of the two parties- M. Th. N arushevitch and M. de Milocsz 
acting for Lithuania, and M. Askenazy for Poland- sat at the Council table during 
the meeting at which this question was under consideration.< . . 

The President of the Council, who conducted the whole of the d1rect negotia
tions between the two parties in question, summarised the position as it then stood 
and the new events which had occurred since the last Council decision; He reminded 
the Council that neither Poland nor Lithuania had felt able to accept the solution 
recommended by the Council, and _that it was the duty of the latter to take note 
~f their refusal, which appeared to put a term to the procedure of conciliation recom-
rr&nded on March 3rd, 1921. • c 

On behalf of Lithuania, M. de Milocsz set out in detail th~<1:easons for which 
the Lithuanian Government was unal\le to accept the second plan proposed by 
M. '1Iyrnans. He stated that the Lithuanian qovernment •was convinced of the 
need for a Polish-Lit);l.uanian agreement, not only in the interest of the two peoples, 
but for the sake of the peate of the world. It was not, however, in a position to 
sign an agreement which it regwded as" serious1y prejudicing the sovereignty arid 
security of the State" and was repugnant to the wishes of the people. 

M. Askenazy expressed the gratitu~e of the Polish Government for the efforts 
made by the Council, which had succeeded in preventing hostilities between Poland 
and Lithuania. The Polish Govf\Onmenfwould strive, in the spirit of the Covenant, 
to settle its relations with Lithuania on peaceful and friendly lines. Afterca discus
sion in which the representatives of the parties in question as well as the Members 
of the Council participated, M. Hymans undertook, at the request of his colleague3, 
to prepare a draft recommendation. The Council adopted this draft, of which the 
following is a summary: 

The Council takes note of the refusal of the two Governments to accept its 
final recommendation of September zrid; these refusals put a term to the procedure 
of conciliation instituted by its resolution of March 3rd, 1921. 

~ 

The Council accordingly decides to withdraw its Military Commission of Control 
within one month. Moreover, it notes with satisfaction the formal pledge. given on 
behalf of their Governments by the two representatives to abstain from any act of 

• hostility. It further invites the Governments, if they are unable to come to an 
understanding for the reciprocal establishment of diplomatic and consular relations, 
to confide their respective interests to friendly Powers, whose representatives would 
be entrusted with the duty of supervising the observation of the measures in the 
interests of peace, which are r-':!commended in the present resolution .. 

The Council also considers that it would be advisable to substitute a provisional 
line of demarcation fo>: the neutral zones, it being, of course, understood that the 
territorial rights of the two States would be in no way prejudiced thereby. Jn the 
event of the two Governments accepting this solution, it is prepared to suggest the 
measures necessary for marking out this line on the spot. The Council has taken 
note of the protest' of the Lithuanian Government against the elections organised 
in the Vilna district. It cann.:>t recognise any solution of a dispute, submitted to the 
League by one of its Members, which may be reached without regard to the recom
mendation of the Council or without the consent of both the parties concerned. 
. The protection of minorities is guaranteed, on the one hand, by the obligations 
l~posed_ upon Polaild by. the Treaty of Versailles of June 28th, rgrg, and upon 
LlthuamJ, by her declaration of September 14th, 1921. With respect to the Vilna 
district, the Council is convinced that both parties will consent to its sending repre
se~tatives to the spot, should ~t see fit to do so, to collect the necessary inforrn
atlOn for a rep6rt to the Council on the subject. 
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• 'Ihe Members of the Council congratulated M. Hymans and f!xpressed their_ • • • 
o thanks to him for the wholeheuted efforts he had made, . for nearly a yeal, to 

arrive at an equitable and peaceful solution of thli dispute. 
On behalf of Lithuania, M. de ·Milocsz, while regretting the decision of 

the Com:icil, stated that • the Lithuanian Govern~ent was prepared to explore 
other avenues for the purpose of finding a pea"ceful solution. 

M. Askenazy, on behalf of Poland, intimated that his Government was firmly 
deteqnined to contin .. u.e its efforts to secure a peaceful settlement and expressed the 
hope that an agreement would be reached in the near future, 

The Council requested the represeittatives of both countries to inform their 
respective Go~rnments of the resolution adopted and to communicate their 
replies to the Council as soon as possible. 

• • 
• 

2. THE EN~UIRY IN ALBANIA. 

. .. . 

• The Secretary-General gav~ t"h.e Coun~il an account of the situation existing 
in Albania, as described in the reports of the Commission of Enquiry of the Lea~e 
and particularly in the report on· the work of that Commis~ion up to December 
20th, 1921. • • • 
., The Commission proceeded to•firana, Scutari, the seat of !he Catholic Bishops 

of Northern Albania, Mirditia and the Serb-Croat-Slovene frontier;" according to its 
report, calm prevails throughout the country. On December gth, when the . . . 
. Commission arrived at Oroshi, the principal '-"llage of the Mirdite district, the 
revolutionary movement which had convulsed,.the country during the whole 
of the summer had completely ceased and no shots had been fired for at least 
fifteen days. In accordance with the decision of the Conference of Ambassadors, 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene troops had evacuated the frontier district in good order 
and without incident. No acts of violence or bloodshed were caused by the 
changes which had occurred in the Albanian Government at Tirana. 

M. Yovanovitch, Minister of the Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom at Berne, 
and M .. Blinishti, Albanian representative at the seat of the League of Nations, 

• were present at the Council meeting at which the Albanian situation was considered. 
M. Yovanovitch said his Government had faithfully carried out the evacuation 

of the neutral zone and had no intention of re-occupying it. 
• • 

On certain special points the Council took the following de<;isions: 

I. That a letter from the Commission of Enquiry be transmitted to the Con
ference of Ambassadors with a view to instru'ttious•being issued to the Delimi
tation Commission, which is about to proceed to Albania, to include in its exami
nation that part of the frontier which extends from lake Or,hrida to the northern 
extremity of the Greek frontier of 1913, and which has never been worked out 
on the ground. 

2. That, as requested by the Commjssion itself, which has lost the services 
of Colonel Schaefer, its composition be in no way modified, as it hopes to complete 
its work at an early date. 

3- That, at the request of the Conference of Ambassadors, the Commission of 
Enquiry be invited to visit the neutral zone and assure itself~ by an examination 
on the spot, that the zone has been completely evacuated. 

4- That the Commission of Enquiry, after it has completed its mission and 
carJjed out its examination of the neutral zone, shall consult the Frontier Delimi
tation Commission, which, according to a letter from the Conference of Ambassadors, 

. . 
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is to proceed to Scutari in the immediate future. !h~ Commi~ion is th~ ~o. 
0 

inform the Council whether or not it is necessary Gr desirable for 1t to rematn m 
Albania to co-operate with the D~limitation Commission, or whe~her its further 
presence in Albania will be unnecessary. 

3· HUNGARIAN AFFAIRS. . 
C· . 

(a) Letter from the Hungarian Government r~garding the interpretation of Articles II 
and 17 of the Covenant. 

The Secretary-General read to the Council a letter from the Hungarian Govern
ment, dated December 19th, concernine the interpretation of Articles II and 17 
of the Covenant. The Hungarian Government considers that, according to these 
Al'iicles, the Secretary-General, on his own initiative, should have convened !he 
Council of the League of Nations at the time of the conflict occasio~ed by the return 
of Charles IV. ' '· . 

TThe Council approved the text of the reply to the Hungarian Government. 
Avoiding unnecessary.discussions concerning a matter which has been settled with
out the intervention of force, this reply deals with certain questions put by the 
Hungarian Governrrrent concerning the interpretation of the Covenant, and state. 
that, as regards convening the Council, the Secretary-General has no right of 
initiative, either in virtue of Article 17 or in virtue of Article II of the Covenant, 
this right being reserved to the Members of the League. 

(b) The Frontier between Hungary and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State. 

• 
Although this question was not included in the agenda of the Council, the 

Secretary-General read, for the Council's information, the correspondence between 
the Secretariat and the Conference of Ambassadors concerning a possible rectifi
cation of the frontier between Hungary and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats. 
and Slovenes. 

According to the terms of the covering letter dated May 6th, 1920, the Delirr.i
tation Commissions in Hungary may submit a report to the Council of the League 
of Nations if they consider that an injustice, which should be removed on grounds 
of general interest, is in any instance created by the provisions of the Treaty. "In 
this case the Allied and Associated Powers agree that the Council may, if one of 
the parties concerned so request, offer its good offices in obtaining a satisfactory 
modification of the original line. " 

Accordingly, the Serbo-Hunga-rian Delimitation Commission proposed in its 
report the modification of one part of the frontier laid down by the Treaty of Trianon. 
The Conference of Ambassadors considers, however, that it would be in every way 
preferable before settling this question, which concerns only one part of t!le frontier, 
to wait until the various Delimitation Commissions in Hungary have completed 
their enquiry on the whole frontiers of that State. 

The Council decided to inform the Conference of Ambassadors in reply that 
it would wait until the various Delimitatiou. Commissions in Hungary had completed 
thejr report. . ' . 

4· EASTERN KARELIA. 

In a Jetter from the Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs, dated November z6th: 
1921, the attention of the Council of the League had been drawn to the situation 
created in Eastern Karelia by the non-application of the provisions of the Peace 
Treaty concluded at Dorpat on October 14th, 1920, between the Finnish Republic 
and the Federal. Republic of the Russian Soviets. 
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• 
The term Eastern Karelia includes the government of Olonet! and that lart 

• ~f the government of Arch~gel which is situated to .the west of the White Sea. 
The area of Ea!tern Karelia is approximately 15o,ooo square kilometres and the 
population amounts to about 20o,ooo, The Karelians form one of the principal 

• • • • branches of the Finnish race. As the Council's attention had been drawn to this 
• 

question by the Finnish Government, M. Enckell, the Finnish Minister at Paris, 
explained the standpoint of his Government in the matter .• His speech may be 
summarised as follo~s: 

The Peace Treaty concluded at Dorpat between Finland and the Soviet Govern
ment guaranteed territorial autonomy, within the Russian-Soviet Republic, to 
Eastern Karel;a. The Treaty, moreover, recognised its economic and cultural 
autonomy. The Soviet Government, howeve~ far from carrying out these obli
gations, established, instead of the promis~d avtonomy, the dictatorship of a wor
kers' commune, which as a matter of fact was org'\Pised by the central powe~, 
an~ is crushing the Karelians with requisjtions and forced contributions and is dev&s
tating and terro';ising the country. The. Karelians revoJted; some of them took 
refuge in Finland. The Finnish, ~overnm~1t considered that this situation, which 
was causing serious difficulties between Finland and its neighbour, was menaeing 
the peace of the world, and requested the League of Nations ta_intervene. 

M. Pusta for Esthonia, and 1\f. Groswald and M. W ~ter~ for Latvia, who were 
present at the meeting, stated th1t they attachocl the great~ importance to the 

• maintenance of peace in the Baltic, and, without interfering in the Karelian affair 
itself, they supported the action of Finlanp, which they considered a praiseworthy 
endeavour for peace. • 

M. Askenazy, the Polish Delegate, said his .~overnment had already offered 
to act a9>intermediary between the two parties. 

The Council stated that it was prepared, if this met with the approval of both 
parties, to examine rhe question with the object of finding a satisfactory solution. 
It considered that one of these States, Members of the League, which was interested 
and which was maintaining diplomatic relations with the Moscow Government, 
might take steps to find out what its intentions were. If one of these States could 
assist, by mediation between the two parties, in obtaining a solution of the 
q~estion, according to the principles of the League of Nations, it would be a source 
of gratification to the Council . 

• 

5· THE ,CoNVENTION FOR THE.NEUTRALISATION AND NON-FORTIFICATION 

OF THE AALAND IsLANDS. 

(See Monthly Sttmmary, Vol. I, No. 7} 

The Council considered the Convention with r~gard to the neutralisation and, 
non-fortification of the Aaland Islands from the point of view of the guarantee 
obligations which this Convention imposes on the Council. Jhe contracting parties 
have undertaken:-

(1) to apply to the Council of the League of Nations asking it to decide upon 
the measures to be taken, if necessary, to ensure the execution of the Con
vention, and .. 

(2) to assist in the measures necessary to apply the Council's decision. 

As the Rapporteur, Mr. Harmsworth, representative of the British Empire, 
expressed it, "this course was inspired not only by practical considerations but 
also by the desire to recognise the part played by the League ill the settlement of 
the dispute and perpetuate its interest in the issue." 

In view of the obvious intention of the signatory Powers to make their future 
action in case of need conform to the letter and spirit of the Covenant, the Council 
decided to acc~pt the guarantee obligations imposed upon it by the Convention 

• 
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(in Article 7), aud in accordance with Article 9 to con:municate t~e ~onvent~~n to 
all tli'e Members of the League in order that they might comply with Its proVIsiOns. 

Denmark, France and S~eden )1ave already ratified the Convention with regard 
to the neutralisation of the Aaland Islands. As laid down in this Convention, the 
protocol of the first deposit of ritification shall be drawn up as soon as ~he rnaj~r.ity 
of the signatory Powers (i.e., six), including Finland and Sweden, are m a positiOn 
to deposit their ratifi~ations. 

6. UPPER SILESIA. 

M. Calonder, who is presiding over the Polish-German negotiatioz:s, spent about 
ten days in Upper Silesia. The purpose of his journey was to obtain, with a view to 
the resumption at Geneva of the wor~ of t}le Conference, information and impressions 
upon which to form a person~ opinion on the various aspects of the problem. The 
Gepman and Polish delegations had arrangeq, a programme in advance forM. Cal~n
der's stay in the plebiscite area. Arriving on January 4th, the PJ;iSident spent the 
first part of his visit at kattowitz, whc:e he wa.S chiefly in touch with the Polish 
dele.;ation. During this period, he visited the mines and industrial establishments 
in the portion of terri,~ory assigned to Poland, viz., the Mislowitz coal mines, the 
zinc and lead mines, the "S:Iesia " zinc factories; and he also went through the 
districts of Pless anC. Rybnik. Ir meetings orga11ised by the Polish delegation, ht 
heard representatives of the Polish Popular National Council, of professional orga
nisations, engineers, small tradesmen, farmers, clergy, the liberal professions and ma
gistracy. He also received represe11tatives of the Polish population of the portion 
of Upper Silesia assigned to GerPlany; fmally, in a meeting held at Kattowitz on 
January 7th, the directors of the great industrial enterprises in the territory assigned 
to Poland made him a detailed statement of their problems and claims. 

For the second part of his visit, M. Calonder resided in the Chateau of Neudeck, 
whkh was placed at his disposal by the German delegation. The programme 
prepared by the German delegation comprised visits to the Donnersmarck industrial 
establishments and mines, to the electrical station and azote factory at Chorsow, etc. 
M. Calonder devoted special attention to the social insurance institutions in the 
Donnersmarck establishments. The German delegation then organised several 
meetings in the town halls of Beuthen and of Konigshiitte, in the course of which 
M. Calonder heard the wishes of representatives of various groups of the German 
population and of the plebiscite area in general. Thus, on January 13th he heard 
H~presentatives of the smaller trading and industrial enterprises, agriculture, the 
liberal professions, the magistracy, the administration and teachers and clergy; on 
the 14th. Representatives of the professional organisations and the different German 
associations. Representatives of most of these groups were present at the final 
meeting, and stated their views,as fo the interests of the German minority in the 
territory assigned to Poland. 

Throughout his visit, M. Calonder kept in close touch with the two plenipoten
tiaries, who supplied him with all necessary information on the work of the Sub
Committees. On the day after his arrival he had called upon the President and 
Members of the Inter-Allied Commissio'l, and was, during the following days, the 
guest of General Le Rond, Sir Harold Stuart and General Marini. The President 
returns with the best impression of the welcome extended him by all the authorities 
with whom he came into contact. He particularly appreciated the confidence which 
the different elements of the population showed in him, and the spirit in which their 
representatives expressed themselves before him. 

Before his depar~ure, l\L Calonder also visited the Lublinitz farming establish-
ments. , 

The period fixed for the completion of the work of the Sub-Committees, which 
was originally to end on January 1StJ:l, has been prolonged to the 28th of the same 
month, to enablt them to finish their task. ~I. Calonder has accordingly decided 
to convene the ~lenary Conference at Geneva on the 6th February next. 'While 
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this C~nference is sitting, Sub-Committees No. II (Protection of M!norities) and 
o ,.ro. 12 (Inter-Governmental Executive and Conciliatory Organisations) will fiilish 

their work at G~eva. 

VI. Humanitarian and Social Questions. 

I. THE DUT:ii;;S OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER OF THE LEAGUE 

AT CONSTANTINOPLE. 

(See Monthly Summary, Vol. I, No. J.) 

It will be remembered that the League or Nations appointed a High Com
missioner to work at Constantinople for the repatriatio'h of the women and childre!l" 

• who"had been deported to Turkey and the neighbouring regions. 
Various reports having reache~ the Co~ucil regarding ~xcesses alleged to have 

been committed in TIJfkish and •Greek territory by Turkish and non-Turkish ~n
habitants, it instructed the High <Commissioner of the League at Constantinople 
to institute an enquiry into the facts and to submit a report. sMuld further atrocities 
b~ committed in these territories. • · • • 

2. TRAFFIC IN .OPIUM . 
• 

• 
The Secretary-General has been requested to•communicate, on behalf of the 

Council, ~th all the Governments from whom it is desirable to obtain information 
on the traffic in opium before the next session of the Advisory Commission on Opium, 
and to draw their attention to the urgency of an early reply to the questions pre
viously addressed to them. 

Further, the Secretary-General was requested to send an explanatory note 
on import certificates (see Monthly Summary, Vol. I, No. 6), after consultation 
with the President of the Opium Commission, to all the Members of the League 
which are signatories of the Opium Convention. 

The Secretary-General ;.vas further authorised to convene the second Session 
of the Advisory Commission on Opium for April 25th, 1922, or, should occasion 
arise, to fix s9me oth~r date for this. meeting after consultation with the President 
of the Commission. 

3· TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN. 

• • 
(a) The Advisory Committee. 

On September 12th, 1921, the Council adopted the recom~endation of the Inter
national Conference on the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children (see 
Monthly Summary, Vol. I, No. 4), regardiJlg the establishment of an Advisory 
Committee. During the Session under review the Council definitely established this 
Committee. Each of the following countries will be lTlvited to appoint one repre
sentative: Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Poland, Roumania, Spain 
and Uruguay. 

The five assessors will be selected as follows: One representative appointed 
by the International Office for the Suppression of the Traffic.; one woman repre
sentative appointed by the International Women's Organisations; one representative 
appointed by the International Catholic Association for the Protection of Young 
Girls; one representative appointed by the Federation of the National Young 
Women's Christian Associations; one representative appointed by the Young 
Women's JewisJ.l Association. 
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The Couw-:il also decided to communicate the text of the Convention for the 
Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children, ~hich was adopted by the Secondo" 
Assembly to all the States which have been invited to the Conference in July rgzr. 

' c 0 

. ' ' 
(b) The Convention of 1921 on the Traffic in Women and Children. 

The protocol of the Convention on the Traffic in Women and Children adopted 
by the Second Assembly was signed during this month by thEtNetherlands, Poland 
and Roumania. Up to the present, 26 States have signed this Convention. 

VI!. Obituary. 

THE DEATH OF COLONEL SCHAEFER. 

0 

Colonel Schaefer dif'd suddenly onJanuary t6th, 1922, at Ge.1eva, on his return 
from Albania. · . 

~ ~t 

Colonel Schaefer, who was of Luxemburg nationality, was some twenty years 
ago appointed Gove.nor_ of Crete. He afterwards undertook topographical work 
in the Soudan for th.! Egyptian Government. 

He also WNkea in Egypt under the gove~ment of Lord Cromer. He lived 
for a long time at Constantinople and travelled extensively in the Near East, 
which he knew extremely well. It wa<> on account of his intimate knowledge of . . . 
the Mohammedan world and of Balkan questions that the League of Nations selected 
him as a member of the Commis.;ion of Enquiry in Albania. 
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I. Summary of the Month. 
• 

The opening of the Permanent Court of International Justice, which took place 
at The Hague on February rsth, 1922, is one of ijle most considerable events in the 
history of the League of Nations. The establishmentt>fthe Court, in fact, completes 
the organisations of the League which had hitherto lacked the judicial 
organisation -provided for in the Covenant. The Court,. whiclt will meet every year 
in ordinary session on June rsth, is now in preliminary session for the purpose of 
establishing its rules of procedure and its methods of administration . 

• 
The Temporary Mixed Commission for the Reduction of Armaments held its 

• third session in Paris to consider the broad lines of its.work in accordance with the 
decisions taken by the Second Assembly. 

The Provisional Economic and Financial Commission of the League, which is 
now in session in London, has been occupied principally with the means of carrying 
out the programme, previously drawn up, to hasten the fin:ncial restoration of 
Austria. An account of the meeting will be given in the next issue. • 

The Genpano-Polish negotiations for the establishment of the Convention re
garding the Upper Silesian regime are being continued at Geneva in. a conciliatory 
spirit under the .Presidency of M. Calonder. 

• 

• 
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At the l~t session of the Council, the Medical Director of the Health Secticn 
of the League gave an account of the aggravation of the health situation in Eastern 
Europe, and explained the necessity of common action by all the inter~sted_ European 
States. The Polish Government, realising the danger .o£ such a s1tuahon to the 
countries bordering on Russia and to Central Europe itself, proposed in February 
to summon at \Varsaw, with the assistance of the League of Nations, a European 
conference of Government medical experts. The Council of the League has approved 
of this proposal by Poland, and the conference is to take. place at \Varsaw on 
March 20th. 

II. The Permanent Court of International Justice. 

OPENING GEb:EMONY. 

' , Jhe solemn opening of the Permanent Court of International Justice took place 
on February 15th in the Great Hall of Justice ~n the Peace Palace at The Hague. 
Their Majesties the Qu,een and the Queen Mother and His Royal Highness the 
Prince Consort honGured the c:::remony with their presence. The Government of 
the Netherlands w~s represented by the majority of its l\Iinisters, including M. ~an 
Karnebeek, l\Iinisterfor Foreign Affairs, who was President of the Second Assembly· 
of the League of Nations. l\L .da Cunha, the Brazilian Ambassador in Paris, 
represented the Council of the Leagu,~ of Nations and was accompanied by the 
Secretary-General, Sir Eric Dn .. mmond. There were also present at the ceremony 
members of the Diplomatic Corps at The Hague, high officials of the Government 
of the Netherlands, the Burgomaster and Councillors of The Hague, representatives 
of the Governing Body of the International Labour Office and of the Secretariat of· 
the League of Nations, diplomats, politicians, journalists, etc., of various nationalities. 

The Registrar, l\1. Hammarskjold, first read the congratulatory telegrams and 
addresses received from the British, Swedish and Norwegian Prime Ministers, 
from diplomatic representatives and from international political and intelledual 
circles. The Court's gratitude ·for these messages \Vas briefly expressed by the 
!'resident (1\L Loder). 

The Registrar: then read the Articles of the Statute, which required the Members 
of the Court to' make a solemn declaration at the public meeting before entering 
upon their duties. All members of the Court, wearing their robes, proceeded in 
turn to make the following decliJ.ration: 

' l 

"I solemnly declare that I will exercise my powers and duties as a judge 
honourably and· faithfully, impartially and conscientiously." 

The representative of the Council of the League, l\1. da Cu~ha, delivered the 
first address. He emphasised the great interest taken by Latin America in the 
institution of the Court, and said that tl.e eyes not only of Brazil but of all America 
were fixed upon The Hague. On the great young American continent, which had 
no doubt suffered much Jess from the war than gallant Europe, the idea of interna
tional justice was perhaps stronger and more living than in any other part of the 
world. The people of the New World felt instinctively drawn towards this high 
ideal. Recalling the difficulties which for a long time had prevented the institution 
of such· a Court, 1\I. da Cunha showed how the establishment of the Court had been 
made possible by the creation of the League of Nations. In order to succeed it was 
necess~ry for those believing in human justice to possess not only wisd;m and 
enthus1asm, but also powerful international machinery enabling them to smooth 
out difficultiC?, to diminish rivalries, and successfully to bring together the energies 
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• • 
of governments and peoples fo1 the achievement of a common purpose. It required 

0 • 

• the advent of the League of Natwns. It was thanks to the Leagl!e that they were 
• assembled there that day; 'it o\Vas thanks to the materials which the League had 

placed in theirohands that they could look withJ:alm satisfaction upon the structure 
that had been completed. ''Now that the task which seemed impossible has been 
achieve"d, do not fear "tnat the Council or the A;sembly intends in any way to 

• maintain authority over you, for henceforth the League of Nations desires you 
to deliver judgment on behalf of all mankind." 

• 
. Sir Eric Drummond, who followed, defined the relations between the Court and 

the League o\,Nations. "The definite organisation of the Court," he said, "com
pletes the organisations of the League as laid down in the Covenant. It is clearly 
the greatest, and will, I believe, be the most important creative act of the League. 
At last a judicial international body is es"tablished which is entirely free from all 
political control and entirely unfettered as to its d'ecisions by political bodll:s. 

. . 
Although it deitives its authority froJJ. the League, its judgments are in no way 
subject to adviJ or revision by ~e Coun~ or by the Ass~mbly." · 

• • 
• • 

M. van Karnebeek welcomed the Court in the name of.the Royal Government 
of the Netherlands as a concrete and living manifest<tti~n oi the international con-
~ . 
science. The progress achieved by the institlftion of the t'!ourt was due to the • League of Nations, which, with the help of that eminent citizen of the great American 
Republic who took part in the work of. the Committee of Jurists, overcame the 
difficulties that thwarted the efforts of the ;econd Peace Conference and thus • acquired a claim to merit and renown which ju4tified its existence and faith in its 
future. • Amid the economic troubles and the political instability of the present time, 
the institution of the Court of Justice appeared "as an act of faith, an act of 
"confidence in the h{gh competence and absolute impartiality of the judges elected 
by the League of Nations." 

M. Patijn, Burgomaster of The Hague, welcomed the Court in the name of the 
Municipality and the people of The Hague . 
• 

• 
The President of the Court, M. Loder, recalled the part played by Holland and 

the CityofTheHague," the peace{ul meeting-place of the nations," in the develop
ment of international law, and he paid a tribute to the share taken by i\1. LCozf 
Bourgeois, President of the French Senate, in the institution of .the Court, of which 
he was the real spiritual father. "He has been devoted (said M. Loder), for many 
years to this noble work. His eloquence has been heard throughout the 

• world, and his arguments have stirred the hearts•a~d minds of men. It is to his 
perseverance, to the untiring efforts of his creative and constructive energy that the. 
Court ow~s its existence. He has succeeded because he ~assesses the faith which • 
refuses to doubt that right will be triumphant. The ~ictory of to-day is his victory. 
To him is therefore due the homage and respect of more than fifty nations." M. Loder 
said that the Court occupied within the Lengue of Nations a place similar to that of 
the judiciary in many States, where it wao; an integral part of the State and depended 
upon the national legislature in matters concerning i'ts constitution, its organisation, 
its powers and its maintenance, but recognised no master in the performance of its 
duties, in which respect it enjoyed absolute liberty and was bound only by the law 
which it was its task to apply. 

• 
• 

"The Court exists; although it is not its duty to transform the world, although 
it can only judge the cases which are brought before it, its creation and inauguration 
mark great progress in the world's evolution." 

• 
S.d. N.- Vol. II, No.!. -5,000.- 3/H.- Imp. Atar. 
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This public ceremony took place during the cSurse of the first preliminary 
session of the Court which was devoted to administrative questions, and too the 0 

establishment of rul:s of procedure. Of the fifteen judges and deputy judges elected 
last September by the Assembly an~ the Council of the League of Nations, twelve 
took part in the work of this session, namdy nine judges; M. Altamira (Spain), 
M. Anzilotti (Italy), Lord Finlay (Great Britain), M. Max Huber (Switzerland), 
Dr. Loder (Holland), Mr. John Bassett Moore (United States), M. Nyholm (Denmark), 
M. Oda (Japan), M. Weiss (France); three deputy judges: M. Michel Yovanovitch 
(Serb-Croat-Slovene State), M. Beichmann (Norway) and M. Ne~ulesco (Roumania). 
Two judges, M. Barbosa (Brazil) and M. Bustamante (Cuba) were prevented by illness 
from attending, and the deputy judge, M. Wang-Chung-Hui (China), delegate at 
the Washington Conference, was also prevented from taking part in th~s first session . 

• 
The Court at first proceeded to the erection of its president, vice-president, and 

registrar. c 
( .. 

c 
c 

M. LODER, who was elected Presiderrt, is a Dbtch judge, and a member of the 
c c 

Supr~me Court of Holland. He was born on September 13th, 1849· He is an 
associate of the Institute of International Law, and one of the founders of the Inter-, 
national Maritime Committee\ M. Loder has on several occasions represented the 
Dutch Government J.t great intern.ational con~erences. He was, for instance," 
delegate to the International Conference on Maritime Law at Brussels in 1905, 1909 
and 1910, and deputy delegate at the First Assembly of the League of Nations. He 
was closely associated with the preparati~n of the Covenant of the League in his 
capacity as member of the Dutch delegation to the Conference held in Paris in March 
1919 in order to consider the drafting of the Covenant. He took part in cil.rafting 
the statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice, first in his capacity 
as president of the Conference of Neutral Powers which met at -Ihe Hague to draw' 
up the draft statute of the Court, and then as a member of the Committee of Jurists 
summoned for this purpose by the Council of the League of Nations. 

M. ANDRE WEISS was elected Vice-President. He was born in Alsace on Septem
ber 30th, r8s8. He is a professor of Public and Private International Law at the 
University of Paris; before his election to the Permanent.Court he was legal adviser 
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Besides being a member of Institut de France 
~nd associate member of the Royal Academy of Belgium, M. Weiss is alo;o president 
of the Institute of International Law . 

• 

The Court appointed M. HAMMARSKJoLD Registrar. M. Hammarskjold is a first 
secretary of Legation in the Swe~ish.diplomatic service. After having spent some 

, time in the Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where he was in charge of questions 
'connected with international law, and in various foreign posts, M. Hammarskjold 

was appointed to the Secretari~t of the League of Nations. In this capacity he took 
part in all the work preliminary to the establishment of the Permanent Court of 
International Justice; he was secretary to the Committee of Jurists which prepaJ:ed 
the statute of the Court at The Hague iJ2- 1920, and was subsequently secretary 
to the Commission which submitted the final draft of the Statute of the Court to 
the Assembly of the League. 

The Court, which is still in session, has appointed a committee composed of 
M. Altamira, M. Anzilotti, Lord Finlay, M. Huber and M. Weiss to prepare a draft 
of rules of 'procedure. 
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III.. Third Meeting 
of the Tentporary Mixed Commtssion for the Reduction 

• 
· · of Armaments: 

• 

The Temporary Mixed Commission for the Reduction of Armaments met in 
Paris this month under the Presidency of l\I. Viviani, at the Petit Luxembourg, 
with the object of <!arrying out, in accordance with the request of the Council 1 

certain of the resolutions taken by the second Assembly of the League of Nations 
with regard to.armaments. 

• 
The Temporary Mixed Commission Wai calJed upon to decide on the following 

points: • • 
• • 

. • First, accord~ng to the terms of a resolution of th~ second Assembly, 2 the 
Commission was to prepare a ~~feral plarl' for the reduction of armaments to be 
presented to the Cou!Icil, if possible before the meeting of the next Assembl~ in 
September 1922. To enable the Commission to carry out t~ duty, the Assembly 
had further requested the Council to strengthen .the €ornrn~sion by the addition 
(Jf some new members. Consequen~y. the Council, at its meet~g of October 12th, • 1921, requested the Commission to consider the matter. 

• • 
Second, at its first meeting in July 1<)2!, the Commission, on the proposal of 

Senator Schanzer, had resolved that a statistic<fl. enquiry should be conducted 
into the "state of armaments in the principal countries in 1921 as compared with 
that of the year 191:i. The second Assembly had approved this resolution. The 
idea of the Commission was that this enquiry should constitute a first necessary 
step for determining the principles and the basis for a reduction of armaments. 
The Commission was to review, in the course of this session, the work accomplished 
up to date with regard to the statistical enquiry 3 and to discuss the means for 
continuing the work. 

Third, the Commission"was to continue the study of the probleri1s of the pri
vate manufacture of arms, of the traffic in arms, and of poison gas . 

• • 

On these various points the Commission come to the follo'!Ving conclusions: 

I. It communicated to the Council a list of States which are either not yet 
represented on the Commission or not adeql!ate~ .represented, requesting the 
Council itself to choose the additional members of the Commission from among 
the citizens of those States. 

• 

2. With regard to 'the general plan for a reduction of armaments, the Com
mission took the view that it was not possibl~ to draw it up in the form of a Treaty. 
But it is prepared to give the proposals which in this connection it is to submit to 
the Assembly in the form of a definite project. With this object Lord Esher, 
who was elected Vice-President of the Commission in the place of Mr. Fisher, placed 
before the Commission the text of nine resolutions, embodying practical proposals 
for the reduction of armaments. They will be included in the agenda of the next 
session of the Commission, together with a proposal of Commander Segrave. 
In the meantime, the Commission decided, on the proposal of Count Bonin .. Longare, 

I Vide il'lotcthly Summary, 1921, No. 7, p. I6o. 

! Vide Monthly Summary, 1921, No. 6, pp. 109, I 30 and 131. 

3 Vide Monthly_ Summary, 1922, No. 1, p. 5· 
• 
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to request the L.0uncil to ask each of the Governments to supply it with an e:;pose 
of th~ considerations which it deems necessary tQ p,r~ent regarding the exigencies r , 

of its national security, of its international obligations, of its geogr~phical situation 
and of its special conditions. ~ , ' 

3· The resolutions voted with regard to the statistical mquiry were formulated 
by a sub-Commission under the Presidency of General Marietti. The object of 
these resolutions is to secure systematic organisation of the enquiry and to hasten 
its progress. The sub-Commission consequently requested the Secretariat to collate 
the official and public documents as quickly as possible, so that by July rsth, 
it may proceed to an exchange of views with regard to the general lines of a plan 
for the reduction of armaments. The Secretariat is authorised, wjth this object 
in view, to appoint the correspondents mentioned in the decisions of the Assembly, 
choosing them from among experts· qualified for their technical knowledge (Uni
versity professors, financial experts and accountants, heads of statistical bureaux). 

·• The Commission finally itpproved the general lines of the programme set forth 
by' Professor Benini and M. Janssen and authorised them to continue their work 

( . 
4· The Commission considered that in present circumstances one of the best . ' 

means for establishing the control of the private. manufacture of arms and muni-
tions of war appeared- to be the ratification of the Convention of St. Germain on 
the traffic in arms; it· thetefore asked the Secretariat to request the Governments 
which had been entrilsted by the~ouncil to negotiate with the Government of th'e 
United States on the occasion of the Washington Conference, to communicate 
the results of these negotiations in connection with the ratification of the Con
vention. The members of the Con1mission who took part in the work of the Wash
ington Conference have be.en re<:uested to report to the Commission on the state 
of the question from the point of view of the private manufacture of arms and 
munitions. 

As it is indispensable to continue the preparatory work' with a view to the 
summoning of a general conference for the control of the private manufacture of 
arms and munitions of war, the Secretariat was requested to examine all the legal · 
questions connected with such control and to collect all useful statistics concerning 
the production of arms and munitions, and the number of workmen employed in 
war industries. 

The Commission also examined the question of poison gas. In view of the 
agreements concluded in Washington with regard to the" employment of such gases, 
the Commission was of opinion that its inquir.Y, which is closely connected with 

'the general question of the laws of war, should be suspended until fufi details con
cerning the Washington agreements have been received and distributed. 

Before adjourning, the Commission authorised its sub-Commission to meet 
separately whenever they deemed it advisable for the progress of their work. This 
decision, and the work accomp'-ished in the course of this third Session, are evi
dence, as several members of the Commission remarked at the last meeting, of 
a general desire to carry on the work with activity and to achieve practical reali
sations without disregarding' the extent and complexity of the probl~m and the 
necessity of a thorough preparation of eventual solutions. "The speed of the work," 
l\L Viviani said, "the stability of metl~od, the competence of the individuals, are 
sure guarantees of the final result. " c 

IV. Organisation of the League. 

c I. AMENDMENT TO THE COVENANT. 

T?e B~lgian Ministry for Foreign Affairs informed the Secretariat of the League 
of Nations m a letter dated February 6th that it had decided to ratify the amendment 
to :he Covenant adopted by the Second Assembly of the League regarding the allo
catiOn of expenses among the States Members. The letter added that the draft 

• 
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Bill which has to be submitted to both legislative Chambers in ordt!r to make rati-• • "fication effective will shortl~ be read for the first time. • e J • 

• . 
• •2. REGISTRATION OF TR~ATIES . 

• 
Among the treaties presented during the past month for registration with 

the League figures a series of agreements concluded with different States by the 
British Governmelft. The Danish Government communicated a Convention 
between Denmark and Germany regarding the ,transfer of judicial administration 
in North Sleswig, and a Convention on Aerial Navigation concluded by Denmark • and Norway on July 27th, 1921. 

A Treaty of Friendship between the Persi1tn Empire and the Republic of China, 
signed on June 1st, 1g:io, at Rome, has a!so Been registered with the Secretariat. 

The fourth volume of the "Treaty Series and International Engageme!Tts • registered with.the Secretariat of th~ League of Nations" has been published. 
Beginning with 'he Preliminary• Peace '{reaty betweelf Poland and the Soviet 
Republics of Russia~nd Ukrafhia, this volume contains the text of twelve wter
national agreements registered with the Secretariat, including that of the Interna-
tional Sanitary Convention, Paris, 1912. • 

V. Technical Organisations . 
• 

I. WORK OF THE PROVISIONAL HEA'-TH ORGANISATION. 

• (a) The H~alth S~tuation in Eastern Europe in january 1922 . 

The Provisional Health Organisation has started the publication of periodical 
health reports giving information on the sanitary conditions of the world. For 
the present, these reports are appearing once or twice a week. 

The Russian situation has chiefly occupied the attention of the Health Organ
is'a.tion of the League on account of its special gravity. During the last few 
weeks information has actumulated, showing that the situation in Eastern Europe 
has rapidly become very serious, owing to the extension of the famine in Russia and 
the greatly increased incidence of epidemic diseases. The famine has developed iro 
a country ravaged by epidemic diseases, and the situation has been gravely affected 
by the mass emigration of the population. An illustration ot the magnitude of 
the repatriation movement to eastern districts of Poland is shown by the fact 
that through the one Polish quarantine statwn of Baranowicze, 301,287 re-emi
grants were dealt with between March and Decem~;r 1921. 

The· following figures plainly illustrate the health conditions of repatriated •• 
people wh~n they reach the frontier. Of the so,g8:i repatriated through Barano
wicze in October, 8og had to be admitted to hospital and 497 died, 368 of them 
before admission. In November, when winter had set in, of the 59,843 repatriated, 

• 1,227 were transferred to hospitals, while of the 1,406 dead, 1,131 died outside the 
hospital. In the first week of Decem~er, of the S40 who arrived at the station 
all had to be admitted to hospital, 179 of them died, 120 in hospital and 59 before 
admission. Ofthe 400 members ofthe personnel, 114are at present down with typhus. 
Such is the situation in surroundings where some sanitary organisation set up 
for the purpose actually exists; it is easy to realise the state,.of things in the open 
country, where no facilities of any kind are available. 

Grave as conditions have become during the last few months, it is to be" feared that 
the situation may be seriously aggravated when the famine reaches its culminating 
point, i.e., • probably in April. The famine conditions which have hitherto been 
regarded as limited to certain regions of Soviet Russia are extending, according 

• 
• 
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to the latest iri{?rmation, to the south-eastern and southern parts of the' Ukr;.aine. 
Unfc;tunately, these regions include the most fertile ter?tory of the Ukraine,_ to 
which tens of thousands of refugees from the northern provmces havt fled, expectmg 
to find shelter and food. ' . 

Cholera which had ended abruptly in August 1921, has reappeared in' various 
. places throdghout the Ukraine. Certain outbreaks have been traced to infection 

conveyed from the province of Riazan in Central Russia. During the last three 
months cases of cholera were of daily occurrence in Kharkoff, while during the period . 
from the middle of December 1921 to the week ending January II, 1922, no fewer 
than 239 fresh cases of cholera were reported at Kiew. 

There is great danger that the native population of the Ukraim may be com
pelled. to start a westward movement to search for food and escape from epi-
demics. . 

Th~ considerable increasP. which is to be observed in the movement of repatri
ati.m has already caused a break in the Polish sanitary cordon, with the re~.ult 
that during November and December the incidence of typhus ani relapsing fever 
showed an upward movement in the Polish distrkts of Nov,ogrodek, Polesia, and 
Volhynia; the district of Lublin is threatened with the epidemic, and typhus has 
never been so prevale"1t as now in the district of Vilna and the province of Brest
Lit<>vsk. Typhus haf cohsiderably increased in Warsaw, the monthly notifica
tions being: October, 27; Noveri1ber, 43; Dec~mber, 143; and during the first 
eleven days of January, 1922, 123. A centre of infection has been discovered as 
far west as the city of Bydgoscz (Bromberg) in Poznania. Energetic measures 
have been taken by the Polish authorities: a former Prime Minister has been appoint
ed Special Repatriation CommiE1ioner, and an Extraordinary Epidemic Commis
sioner has been nominated for Warsaw. The sanitary cordon is being reinforced 
with the assistance of the Epidemic Commission of the League of Nations, and 
steps have been taken by Russia and Poland to negotiate a' sanitary convention 
(see' Monthly Summary for January, page 8). 

It is clear, therefore, that at the beginning of 1922 the epidemic situation in 
Eastern Europe presents a real and immediate danger. Last year, the sanitary 
cordon organised by the Polish Public Health Service with the assistance of the 
Epidemic Commission of the League of Nations was completed, at any rate on the 
northern and central parts of the frontier; the epidemics in Russia seemed then 
to be diminishing and a considerable improvement had taken place in Poland, 
where the refugees arriving in the eastern provi11ces were being gradually absorbed 

'in the local population. This year, the famine has set in. motion hundreds of thou
sands of Russians, ·and the result has been the sudden increase of all the epidemics. 
Growing numbers of non-Russian re-emigrants are moving westwards. The 
sanitary defences of the Polish Health Administration are gravely threatened, 
while the problem of the set'l:l~:ment of the re-emigrants on the devastated land 
has become almost insoluble. 

In pecember 192! and. January 1922, typhus made its appearance in 
localities which had hitherto been practically free. It has, for example, invaded 
Lithuania, where the Government has been obliged to mobilise all the medical 
profession. German colonists repatriated to the eastern districts of Prussia have 
introduced it in the neighbour~ood of Fral1kfort-on-the-Oder, and convoys of repa
triated prisoners arriving in Riga and Narva have in the last two months had an 
unusually high percentage of typhus and other epidemic diseases. The extension 
of famine into the Ukraine and the appearance there of a serious and extensive 
epidemic of cholera (_lS early as January brings new danger to the southern and 
eastern parts of the cordon, where conditions have so far remained stable. 

The ~·hole frontier zone, therefore, between Russia and the Ukraine on the 
one hand, and Central Europe on the other, seems to be less prepared ~o withstand 
the probable shock of the increased movement of repatriation expected at the 
beginning of spring than it has been during the last two years. 
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. 
(b) International Anti-Epidemic Conference at l'Varsaw. 
• • 

The Polish Government, in view of the gravity of this situation, addressed 
to the i>resident of thE! ~ouncil of the League of :t-fations, on February rsth, a com
munication in which it proposed, with the concurrence of the League, to summon 
a European Conference with a view to establishing a common plan of action against 
epidemics. M. Paul Hymans, the President of the Council, has informed the Polish 
Government that •the Council unanimously approves its initiative and that it 
invites the Polish Government to summon for March 15th 1 next the representatives 
of European .states which consider themselves interested in the question. 

The Polish Government, in its letter to•the President of the Council, says it 
has taken note with the greatest intereS't of•the report of the Health Section of 
the League on the aggravation of the health situation in Eastern Europe; a.nd 
e~presses its appreciation of the Couneil's recognition of the gravity of the situa,ion 
in Russia and iathe Ukraine, wilh the imminent danger ~f the epidemics spreading 
first into the count~ies borde!oing on Sov~et Russia, and afterwards to the ~·hole 
of Europe. • , , 

Since rgr8 the Polish Government has fought with g~at energy against the 
development of these epidemics, It has created an ~ntieepidemic organisation, 

"as considerable as its means permit. Ov~r 130 epid~mi• hospitals have 
been opened, a sanitary cordon comprising 20 stations has been established, and 
already more than three million people lilave ~een cared for. The Polish Govern
ment hoped that this effort would fillfllly arrest the spread of the epidemics, 
and that with the re-establishment of peace onethe Eastern frontiers, any threat 
of recutrence had disappeared. Unfortunately the general conditions of Russia 
became aggravated by the famine, and epidemics again broke out in that country. 

"Their extension is • such that the Polish. Government is persuaded that typhus 
will shortly be followed by cholera, dysentery, and typhoid fever. It has therefore 
taken steps to do all that it can to prevent an extension, and is discussing with the 
Soviet Government plans for common action. 

It considers, however, that this situation necessitates action on the part of 
the whole of Europe, for the efforts now being made by the Soviet Government, 
the Polish Government, jind the other Governments on the borders of Russia, 
as well as by the Epidemic Commission of the League of Nations, will, without 
general sup.Port, be doqmed to failure. Consequently, the Polish Government 
considers that a European conference of all the interested States should be held 
as soon as possible in order to consider a5 a whole the situation created by the 
epidemics and to establish a common plan of action, the States taking part being 
represented by specialists from their healt~ servis;es. The Polish Government 
does not doubt that the Council of the League c1f Nations will continue the help 
which it has already given by means of the Epidemic Commission of the League.·. 

The J?olish Government then refers to the decisipn of the last Assembly of the 
League regarding special agreements between certain Members of the League. 
This decision declares that such agreements may be negotiated under the auspices 
of the League, for example in special co'llferences, with the League's assistance. 
The Polish Government therefore asks t!te Council of the League to give its approval 
to the special conference for which it asks. • , 

The general lines of the agenda for this conference would be as follows: 

r. Present epidemic situation in Eastern Europe. • 
2. Anti-epidemic measures to be taken by all interested Stat~s. 
3. Detailed plan of the sanitary zone to be established on both sides 

• of the frontier between Russia and the Ukraine and the neighbouring 
countries, and the means necessary for the carrying QUt of this work. 

' The date 'bf this Conference has since been fixed for March 2oth, • 
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:111;. Paul Hymans, President of the Council, replied by telegram to t~e President, 
of the Council of Ministers of Poland, stating that he had consulted lus colleagues 
on the Council, and they unanimeusly approved of the proposaL' The Council 
considered that the proposed c9.nference was in accorda11;c~ with the deci~ions of 
the last Assembly regarding special ,conferences which might be organised with 
the concurr-ence of the League and approved the general lines of the agenda. The 
Council invited the Polish Government to summon for March rsth next, at Warsaw, 1 

the technical representatives of European, States interested ip the matter, and 
as it. considered the conference and the work foreshadowed to be within the general 
sphere of the organisation of the League, he had asked the Secretary-General to 
put himself in communication with the Polish Government and to talre all necessary 
measures to ensure the co-operation, of the League of Nations at the conference. 

• ln accordance with this <;lecision, Sir Eric Drummond has telegraphed to the 
Polt;h Government placing at its disposal the organisations of the League. ~ 

' ' 
l' 

( 

( 2. TRANSIT AND CoMMUNICATIONS 0RGANI~ATION. PASSPORTS. 

;RESULT OF THE GRAZ CONFERENCE. . " 
' ' 

The Porto Rosa <Conference d~cided that a Conference should be held at Graz· 
between the States successors of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, in order to 
consider the application of the resolution~_ on passports adopted by the Conference 
held in Paris October 1920, under tlie auspices of the League of Nations Provisional 
Committee for Communications ('.nd Transit. · · 

The decisions taken a~ Graz have been incorporated in a Convention signed 
by the States successors of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Ratification within 
a short period is announced by some of these States; others "-'ill adhere later. 

As they stand, the results of the Grai Conference mark notable progress beyond 
existing methods- progress which concerns facilities for the issue of passports, and 
for the granting of visas, the period for which they are valid, and the charges. 
As soon as the Graz Convention comes into force, the chief n~easures recommended 
by the League of Nations will be in operation in the great majority of countries . 

.. 
VI. Administrative , Questions. 

I. SAAR BASIN. 

The three members of the Saar,Basin Frontier Delimitation Commission who 
were appointed by the Counci1 6f the League of Nations at their first meeting in 

: Paris on] anuary r6th, 1920, have announced the completion of their task and have 
forwarded to the Council a copy of their final reports and maps. 

2. FREE CI1Y OF DANZIG . 

.. 
In addition to the appeals'against decisions of the High Commissioner which 

were reported in the last Montlzly Summ'ary, both Poland and Danzig have decided 
to appeal against the decision concerning the conduct of the Foreign Affairs of the 
Free City. 

A summary revi~w of the eleven decisions given by General Haking since he 
took office,' together with an indication of the action taken with reo-ard to each has 
been printed in the Official Journal for March 1922, as well as in a se~arate docu~ent 
reviewing Danzig_ questions from September, 1921, to January, 1922. 

1 See footnote on preceding page. 
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3· ~ROTECTION OF MINORITIES . 

• 
(a). The Ruthenian Population Sou!lt. of the Carpathians. 

The,political party ,p{ the Ruthentans of Hung~ry addressed a petition to the 
League of Nations on September 1oth, 1921, .complaining that the Czecho-Slovak 
Government had not yet granted the autonomy to the Ruthenian territory south 
of the Carpathians, which it had undertaken to grant by the terms of Articles 10-13 
of the Treaty of S~ Germain of September 1oth, 1919. The petitioners declared, 
further, that the stipulations concerning the rights of minorities contained ino ther 
articles of the same Treaty had not been observed with regard to their territory. 

In its reply of November 18th, 1921, the Czecho-Slovak Government claimed 
that the obligations concerning the autonomy f>f the ~uthenian territory had been 
legally fulfilled by the fact that the relev<fnt ~ipulations of the Treaty had been 
incorporated. in the constitutional Charter of the c~echo-Slovak Republic. Blit 
the5e provisions .could only be carried -out progressively as the fundamental c~n
ditions for autontlmy, namely, ap enlightened populatioA and a staff of capable • native officials, did nfilt obtain !n the territory in question. The Czecho-Slovak • Government also described its efiorts to enable the people to govern themselves, 
and refuted the complaints concerning the non-executi.on.of fhe Minqrities clauses. 

~ In accordance with the Counc!l resolution of ~ctober 25tf1• 1920, a Committee• 
composed of the President of the Council (M. Hymans), and tw<f members (the 
Marquis Imperiali and Viscount Ishii), examined on] anuary 14th, 1922, the petition 
of the Ruthenians and the reply of the C:techo-lillovak Government. In its report 
to the Council, the Committee expressed its-confidence in the Czecho-Slovak Govern
ment an<1 its conviction that it woulq find the mea•ns in the near future of granting 
the Ruthenian territory autonomy within the Czecho-Slovak State, in accordance 
,.ith the Treaty of £t. Germain, and that it would continue to keep the League 
of Nations informed of the measures taken i• this connection, as it had done hitherto. 

(b) The German minority in Poland. 

The Council Committee also examined, at the same meeting, a question con
cerning the situation of the German minority in Poland. 

The Secretary-General," on November 9th, 1921, had received a telegram from 
the German League (Deutschtumsbund) of Bydgoszcz (Bromberg) in Poland, 
informing him that severa.I thousand families of colonists of German origin hap ~ 
been ordered by the Polish Government to evacuate their holdipg, before Decem
ber 1st, 1921. 

In accordance with the special and rapid procedure established for minorities 
questions when cases of exceptional urgency arise, etlte Secretary-General immedi
ately communicated the telegram of the German League to the Members of the • 
Council, after having informed the Polish representative in Geneva. The latter 
replied that the date of December Ist had been pr~rogued and that the Polish 
Government, guided by humanitarian considerations, had· decided, independently 
of the dates for eviction which might be fixed by the competent courts, that it 
would only proceed with these evictions. step by step, and in no case before May 
Ist, 1922. • 

Meanwhile, the Secretary-General had received two memoranda from the 
petitioners, dated November 7th and 12th respectively, giving a detailed expose 
of the question. The Polish Government made certain observ~tions on the petition 
of the German League to the Secretary-General, and informed him that it intended 
to forward some additional observations. • 

The Committee considered it difficult, before receiving this information, to 
determine whether this involved the danger of violation of a provision of the Minor
ities Treaty. ~owever, .as the German colonists were threatened with eviction 
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at an early date, the Committee considered it desi~able that it shou~d call the. 
attention of the Council to the matter, so that it might request the Polish Govern
ment to suspend all measures c?lculated to alter the actual condition of these 
colonists until the Council had had an oppcrtunity of exa!?ining the furt~er obser-, 
vations of the Polish Government. c 

Subsequently, on January 26th, 1922, the Polish representative i~ G~ne~a 
sent the Secretariat a memorandum on the situation of the Ge~man mmonty m 
Poland, and in particular ·on the question of the German colonists. This document 
has been communicated to the Members of the League. 

• 
Finally, the Committee examined a petition in thecase of Herr von Tiedemann, 

who had been ordered by the Polish authorities to present the deeds of sale of his 
estates in Poland before ] anuary 17th; 1922. The Committee considered it desir
able, also in this case, in view of the very short delay which had been granted, 
th~t the Council should request the Polish Government to sus~cnd any measure 
calculated to prejudice the definite soh1tion of t~e question, until it had examined 
the1 observations of the Polish Government. ' c 

In a letter dat'-:d January 17th, the Polish representative to the League 
of Nations informed the Sec~etary-General that,,;n consequence of the death of Herr 
von Tiedemann. th: Polish authorities had immediately ordered the suspension of 
the liquidation of his estates. 

VII. Political Questions . . 

r. THE NEGOTIATIONs oN UPPER SrLESIA. 

The first meeting of the resumed Germano-Polish Conference, summoned to draw 
up· a Convention on the Upper Silesian regime, was held at Geneva, under the pre
sidency of M. Calonder, on February 14th, 1922. 

The German Government was represented ~y the fonner Minister,,Herr Schiffer, 
' assisted by Dr. Lewald, Secretary of State. The Polish delegate to the Conference 

was M. Olsczows!,:i, Minister Plenipotentiary. The League Secret<triat provided 
the secretarial staff of the Conference. 

In welcoming the delegatiops. IJ. Calonder acknowledged the cordial reception 
, given him on his visit to Upper Silesia, and expressed his confidence that the spirit 

of conciliation and mo_deration of which both delegations had furnished abundant 
proof would enable the Conference to attain satisfactory results, the more so as the 
interests of Upper Silesia and those of the States represented at the Conference were 
not in conflict. The President's statem~nt was confirmed by both plenipotentiaries, 
who thanked M. Calonder for his excellen_t work in presiding over the negotiations. 
M. Calonder then suggested that the following procedure be adopted by the Con
ference: The different articles should be submitted to a drafting Sub-Committee, 
composed of a representative of the President and a representative of each dele
gation. Under the chairmanship of M. Calonder's representative, the Sub-Com
mittee would estabfuh a draft Convention to be submitted to the plenary Con
ference. .Meanwhile, the Sub-Commissions whose reports were not ready would 
continue. This proposal having been accepted by both plenipotentiaries, the 
drafting Sub-Committee was appointed as follows: Chairman, M. Kaeckenbeeck 
(of the SecretaFiat of the League), Herr Schlegelberger (Germany) and M. Wolny 
(Poland). 
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The Sub-Commissions on -• 
(r) Railways, 
(2) Water and Electricity, 

• (3) Monetary R.egime, 
(4) Postal and Telegraphic Service9; 
(5) Customs, 
(6) Coal and Mineral Products, 
(7) Associ~tions of Employers and Employed, 
(8) Social Insurance, 
(9) Frontier Permits, 

(ro) J.\1ghts of Nationality and Domicile, 
(rr) Protection of Minorities, 

• • 
appointed in accordance with the declsion of the Conference of Plenipotentia,ies 
at its first sessiol'l• (November 23rd, rg2r), have been worki!lg in Upper Silesia during 
the past two months and have stfl.died in ~etail the various articles to be embodied 
in the Convention. A twelfth Sub-Commission has been entrusted with the co!lsti
tution of two joint and perman;nt organisations provided 'or by the Conference, 
namely, an Upper Silesian Joint Commission to .supe\"v~e t~e carrying into effect 
Qf the Convention, and a Court of Arbitration to4lettle all privfl.te disputes resulting 
from the application of the new regime. The 7th, rrth, and r2th ~ub-Commissions 
will finish their work at Geneva, while the Conference is sitting. 

' . . 
The Conference will examine the reports presented by the Sub-Commissions 

and establish the final text of the Convention. • 
• 

• 
2. THE COMMISSION OF l'=NQUIRY ON ALBANIA. 

At the request of the Conference of Ambassadors, the Commission of Enquiry 
of the League of Nations had been asked to visit the neutral zone created between 
Albania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State. The Commission has transmitted to 
the Secretary-General the results of its enquiry, and its reports have been com
municated to the Council•and to the Members of the League. The Commission 
has noted on the part both of the Albanian and of the Serb-Croat-Slovene 
Government'" a genuine d~sire to n!spect the neutral zone; if certain violations of noo 
importance have been committed, through error or negligence, iq this strip of terri
tory, they have at once been righted at the request of the Commission. The latter 
found that the zone had been evacuated by the troops of both countries. 

The Commission had proposed that a mixed 1\lbano-Serb Military Commis-• sion should be created in the neutral zone to exercise control over it and to carry , 
out enquiries on "thi spot on any incidents which might oc<;ur there. The Council ' 
of the Lea~ue had, in fact, enjoined on the Commission, in its instructions of No
vember rgth, to" study and to indicate to the Council the best means of putting 
an end to the prest;nt troubles, and to propose any measures which it might deem 
necessary to prevent their repetition. " The proposal of the Commission, which 

• has been accepted .by the Albanian and Serb-Croat-Slovene Governments, is at 
present the subject ·of correspondence between the Conference of Ambassadors, 
whose opinion ·has been asked for, and the Secretary-General. The Commission of 
Enquiry will meet the Commission for the Delimitation of the Albanian frontier 
at Scutari, about the beginning of March. •· 

The former Commission for the Delimitation of the Albanian frontiers in the 
area between the. Lakes of Ochrida and Presba had to suspend its labours on the 
outbreak of.the world war. The Yugoslavs subsequently occupied a part of the 
non-delimited territory. The Commission of Enquiry has therefore proposed 
that the neutr~l zone should be extended from the south of the Lake of Ochrida 
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to the Greek fnmtier on the Lake of Presba. The suggestion has been app~.oved 
by tile Conference of Ambassadors. ,, 

On January r6th, the Secretar\:l.t received a request from the Aibanian Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs that it shoul~ use its good. offices in favol,lr ofthe re-establishme~t 
of diplomatic relations between Albania and the Serb-C:roat-Slovene State. Th1s 
request has been transmitted by the Secretariat to the two interested Gover.nments. 

The Commission has also drawn up a report on the situation in the part of the 
Albano-Greek frontier which has not yet been completely (ielimited, especially 
in the Koritza area; the Greeks have occupied a certain number of villages which 
appear to have formed part of the former Kaza of Koritza, originally attributed 
to Albania. There, too, the Commission has proposed the creation o1 a new neutral 
zone until the frontiers have been delimited. This proposal has also been accepted 
by the Conference of Ambassadors.., o 

The situation in the town of Koritza, which had been the subject of a dispute 
between the Greeks and the Albanians, has been carefully examip.ed by the Com
mission. The latter has ~oted that the p1ajority ,pf the populatiofi is Albanian, and 
in fact belongs to the Albanian Nationalist Part~ The Coonmissioners also reco
gnised that the information, according to which the Albanian authorities were stated 
to have threa,tened t<J bum the houses and confiscate the property of all political 

c • ( 
exiles who did not ret'um to their homes within .9- specified date, was inaccurate. 0 . ( 

3· POLAND AND LITHUANIA. 

0 

Replies to the decision of the Council dated January 13th6 1922, concerning the 
dispute between Lithuania and Poland, have been received from the two 
Governments concerned. The Lithuanian Government in a letter dated January 
zrst to ~I. Hym.ans, President of the Council of the League, states that it learnt 
with the deepest regret of the Resolution in which the Council declares that it 
feels compelled to abandon its efforts to settle the Lithuanian-Polish dispute. 

The Lithuanian Government, anxious to settle its dispute with Poland 
by peaceable methods, is prepared to establish diploma tie and consular relations with 
Poland whenever the attitude of that country towards Lithuania is in strict con-

,1 formity with the relations which should exist hetween two sovereign <and indepen
dent States. With regard to the Council's proposal to replace the neutral zones by a 
provisional line of demarcation, the Lithuanian Government again earnestly requests 
the Council to maintain its supervision of the territory in dispute by means of a 
High Commissioner. " 

, In reference to the protection of the various racial groups in that part of the 
' territory of Vilna which is under Polish military occupation, th~ Lithuanian Govern

ment declares its readiness to accept, unreservedly, all the measures whichothe Council 
may recommend to ensure the protection of these groups in the territory in question. 

In conclusion, the Lithuanian Govtrnment notes with satisfaction the Council's 
declaration to the effect that it could in no way recognise a solution of the Vilna 
dispute on the basis of the E:1ections organised by the Polish Government under 
military occupation. 

The reply of the Polish Government, dated January 23rd, 1922, expresses gratitude 
to all the ~!embers o.f the Council, and particularly M. Hymans, for the efforts they 
have made for the settlement of the dispute. 

The Polish Government, being entirely in agreement with the decision of the 
Council, declares that it is no longer necessary to maintain the Military Commission 
of Control, whose humanitarian task may be regarded as finished. I; accordance 
with the wishes of the Council, the Polish Government will re-esta?lish diplomatic 

' 
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• 
and consular relations with the Lithuanian Government. It recall~ the fact that . . 

• !l.t the Conference at Brussel-s, the two parties were already agreed in principle as 
to the necessity of appointing such representatives at Warsaw and at Kowno. If, 
however, it sho~ld be the case that a negative reply were received from the Lithuan
ian Govrrnment with regard to this subject, the Ponsh Government would be ready 
to entrust the defence of its interests in the territories administered by the Lithuan
ian Government to a friendly Power and to notify that Government-immediately. 

The Poiish Government also accepts the decision of the Council to substitute 
for the two neutral•zones in the districts of Suwalki and Vilna, a provisional line 
of demarcation, it being clearly understood that the territorial rights of the two 
States remain JVholly reserved. 

Concerning the protest of the Lithuania"Q- Government against the elections 
to the Vilna Diet, the Polish Government. is c;ompelled to make the most formal 
reservations with regard to the statements of the Lithuanian Government. 1 

• • 
• The Polish Government fully sha~s the opinion of the Council that it is !he 

duty of the Lith;;e.nian Governme!]t, in accordance with it,-.declaration of September 
14th, to apply to the, Minoritie~ under its fule, including Polish minorities, the ge-
neral principles of the Minoritie~ Treaties. • 

On the question of the protection of Minorities i~ -eola!td and l-ithuania, the 
f'olish Government is prepared tQ agree to the rresence of 'representatives of the 
Council in exceptional and urgent cases, with a view to obhin~ng all necessary 
information on the spot, provided of course that the Lithuanian Government ap
proves of the application of similar measu!'es in.the territory it administers. 

In consequence of the decision adopUd by the Council at its last meeting, the 
Military. Commission of Control was withdrawn from the territories concerned on 
February r7th. 

VIII. Humanitarian and Social Questions. 

I.~ CZECHO-SLOVAKIA AND RUSSIA. 

The Cz~ho-Slovak Governmei'lt has addressed a memorandum to the Leagueo 
of Nations outlining the work of that Government for the benefit of Russian refu
gees and the starving population of Russia, with the request •that copies of the 
memorandum be forwarded to the Governments of other countries, both Members 
and non-Members of the League. • • • 

The Foreign Minister, Dr. V. Girsa, in a covering letter, emphasises the fact , 
that, in the opinion of the Czecho-Slovak Government, the starving population 
of Russia ~an best be assisted by efforts exerted at tne. same time on behalf of the 
Russian refugees. The only really effective 'method of dealing with the famine 
is by the economic restoration of Russia herself, which would enable her to rely 
on her own resources for the feeding of th~ population. The Czecho-Slovak Govern
ment does not regard the present famine as an unexpected and transient evil, but 
as a direct result of the disastrous economic condition of Russia, which will last 
or recur as long as its cause - the economic collapse - continues . 

• 
t The Polish Government alludes (t) to a declaration made by the Lithuanian Government 

concerning the elections to the Vilna Diet which was read by the Prime Minister at a ~tting of the 
Consituent Assembly held on December 17th; (2) to a note addressed by the Lithuanian Government 
on December 14th to the Prime Minister, protesting against "the Polish manreuvres directed to reach 
a solution wh~h would give satisfaction to only one party, falsifying the expression of the popular 
will in the disputed territory, and declaring that if the .~ote of the Assembly •was to take place it 
would be considered from that moment as null and vo1d. 
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To restore- Russia, Russian agriculture must first of all be made efficient.. To 
achieve this end it is necessary (a) to feed the starving population in order that 
they may be able to work, (b) to furnish them \vith the necessary agricultural 
implements and also with seed, live-stock, etc., (c) to send to Russia the necessary 
experts to work the factories, railways, etc. ' ' c -

The Czecho-Slovak Governmen'"t is convinced that a sufficient number of 
foreign experts cannot be secured, for few will care to go to Russia and to work there_ 
under trying and difficult conditions. It would therefore be 11ecessary in the first 
place to utilise the services of Russian experts. As the Russian " intelligentsia " 
has suffered enormous losses from civil wars, famine, etc., it is necessary to have 
recourse at the outset to Russian refugees in foreign countries, and to induce them 
to work for the economic restoration, of their country. 

In order that they may carry out this task, they must first of all be fitted for 
these duties by receiving the required training and the necessary facilities for 
returning to Russia and entering upon theif work in that country., 

f• 

The best method of providing thel;e future'" <?rganisers of Russian economic 
life cvith the ne.cessary instruction would probably be to fu~ish the Russian stu
dents now in exile with the means of completing their education. Finally, safe-

. 1.. 

guards must 1e obtained,< OR their behalf, from the Russian Government for the 
protection of their liv~s and libe~ty on their refurn to Russia, and for the grant 
of at least sucll civil rights as are indispensable for the economic development 
of any country. 

c 
Setting aside the second question aS:. a political one, Dr. Girsa draws attention 

to the first question. The Czecho-Slovak Republic is dealing with the education 
0 

of nearly s,ooo Russian and Ukrainian students, and it is financially at the end of 
its resources. There are still nearly 1o,ooo Russian students. in Europe who an;, 
unable to complete their education; in Jact, only a limited number of them can 
continue their work in face of the difficulties which confront them. 

The Czecho-Slovak Government believes that the magnificent work of Dr. 
Nansen may be best advanced and given permanent value if the view which this 
Government has hitherto held is adopted, viz., that in order to secure the restoration 
of economic life in Russia, students, workers and peasant refugees must be given 
the opportunity of obtaining the instruction which will.fit them to return, in the 
near future, to their unhappy country and enable them to work for its economic 
• ·Nelfare by peaceable means and with the united ·support o~ the entire ~orld. 

The Czecho-Sl\)Vak Government considers that the League of Nations is the 
organisation best suited to take the initiative and that the League should suggest 
that all countries wishing to aid Rus~ia should have recourse to the same procedure 
as the Czecho-Slovak Governm'ent has adopted and considers highly effective . 

.' For this procedure is not only a practical one, but it would encourage all Russians 
to forget the differences which. formerly separated them and to work ir. close co
operation for the reconstruction of their country. 

The memorandum sets out in detdl the official and unofficial \Vork carried 
out by Czecho-Slovakia for the Russian and, Ukrainian emigrants and for the starving 
population in Russia. 

2. THE TRAFFIC IN OPIUM. 

The date for the meeting of the second session of the Advisory Committee 
on Traffic in Opium has been changed from April 25th, 1922, as announced in the 
last Monthly Su'!!mary, to April 19th, 1922, in .order to avoid conflict with the 
next session of the Council. 
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The Chinese Minister in Ro~e has resigned from the Committee .and has been 
r~plared by M. Chao-Hsin Chu, Chinese Charge d'Affaires in London. • • 

The agenda for thi~ second 'session of the Committee includes a consideration. 
of. reports on que"stions discussed during the first hleeting of the Committee in May 
192r. Among these repQrts will be one' concerning t~e replies to the Questionnaire 
and another concerning the system for Impo:;tation Certificates. Replies to the 
Questionnaire have been received to date from about fifty different governments 
and the explanatory note concerning the Importation Certificate system, which 
was provided for at tbe January session of the Council, has been forwarded to all 
the governments concerned. It points out that the certificate system provides 
not only for a control of importation but for a control of expo~tation as well, as 
under this systt!m the drugs concerned cannot be imported or exported without 
the specific authorisation in each case of the governments of both the exporting 
and importing countries. The second group of• questions on the agenda includes 
new items such as: the possibility of an enquiry into the approximate requirement!> 
of r4w opium, which was originally prop~sed by the Council in June, 1921, and tlie 
extension of the C<Jmmijtee's investigation t~ include other-dangerous drugs, which 
was proposed by the 4ssembly i:a September last. 1 

IX. Miscellaneous. 

I. BIBLIOGRAPHY . 
• • 

The following publications on matters•connect,ed with the League have been 
received Qy the Secretariat: 

FISHER, H. A. L.- An International Experiment. The Earl Grey Memorial Lecture, 
delivered February 26th, 1921, at the Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
Oxford 1921. 40 pages. 

HARRIS, H. Wilson. - Geneva 1921; an account of the Second Assembly of the Leag1te 
of Nations. London 192r. 32 pages. 

ScHUECKING, Walter. - Di.e Satzzmg des Volkerbunds kommentiert. Berlin 192r. 
521 pages . 

• 
2. OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS. 

Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. 

• • 
With the January number, the Monthly Bulletin of Statistics published by 

the League of Nations begins its third year . . 
Thanks to the courtesy of the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, 

the Bulletin reproduces a table supplied b:y that body giving the production of 
wheat, rye, barley and maize for the last agriculture year . . 

Since the publication of the last Bulletin, additional statistical information 
has been officially received from Australia, Switzerland, and the United States 
of America. 

' On page 192 of the Monthly Summary, No.9, 1921, the statement with' regard to opium should 
have read: "Steps have also been taken to regulate the traffic in opium; governments,have been 
urged to exercise a stricter supervision over imports and exports; an enquiry is being made to discover 
the average requirements of medicinal opium, cocaine, heroin. etc., for medicinal and other legitimate 
purposes, and the Advisory Committee ~as. been authorised to extend its investigations to ?ther 
dangerous drugs which produce effects s1m11ar to those produced by the drugs ~!ready ment10ned 
in the existing Inteooational Convention. " 
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.. 3· FoRTHCOMING EvENTS .. 

March I. (In session) First m'eeting of the Permanent Court of International 

" 
" 

I. 

I. 

Justice, The Hague. , , 
(In session) Conferene>e on Upper Silesia, Geneva. 
(In session) Sixth session of the Financial and Economic Com., 
mission, London. 

" 20. 

" 28. 

International Epidemics Conference, Warsaw. c 

Seco~d meeting of the General Council of the League of Red Cross 
Societies, Geneva. 

April rg. 

" 25. 
Second session of the Advisory Committee on Opium "fraffi.c, Geneva.. 
Seventeenth session of the Council of the League, Geneva. 

~ 

-·======~============== 

c 

DOCUMENTS 
OF THE ,, 

BARCELONA CONFERENCE 

.:jto . . 

VERBATIM REPORTS AND TEXTS 
RELATING TO THE CONVENTION 

ON 

FREEDOM "'OF TRANSIT 
March-April, 1921 

(English text) 

'• 

VERBATIM REPORTS AND TEXTS 
RELATING TO THE CONVENTION 

' ' 
ON THE 

IO/· 

REGIME OF NAVIGABLE WATERWAYS 

4 to • 

OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN AND THE DECLA

RATION RECOGNISING THE RIGHT TO A FLAG 0~' 

STATES HA
0

VI~G NO SEA COAST, March-April, 1921 

(English text) 

THE GENERAL SITUATION 
OF TRANSPbRTS IN 1 9 21 

J,.5f-

STATEJIIENTS PRESENTED BY THE STATES WHICH TOOK PART AT THE 

FIRST GENERAL CONFERENCE ON COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT HELD 

AT BARCELONA IN MARCH-APRIL, 1921, WITH AN INTRODUCTION 

c by Professor TAJANI 

2 vols. (in the pre.r.r.) 
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AGENTS FOl~ LEAGUE OF NATIONS PUBLICATIONS. 

AusTRALIA: A~stralasian Publishing ~o., Ltd., '229, Clarence Street, Sydney. 
AUSTRI~\ AND GERMAN"\'•: Rikola Verlag A.-G., Radetzkyplatz s. Vienna I II. 
BELGIUM: Librairie de la Lecture Universelle, 86, rue de la .Montagne, Brussels. 
CzECHOSLOVAKIA: F. Topic, II Narodni, Prague. 
DENIIIAHK: V. Pios Boghanclel- Povl Branner, I3, Norregade, Copenhagen. 
FRANCE: Editions G. Cres & Cie., 2I, rue Hautefeuille, Paris. 
GREAT BRITAIN, DOMINIONS AND COLONIES: Constable & Co. Ltd., IO and I2, 

Orange Street, London, W.C. 2 . • 
· HoLLAND: Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorhout g, S'Gravenlrage. 

HuNGARY: Ferdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler Btos), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 
Budapest, IV. Ker. 

INDIA: Oxford University Press, Bombay, Madras' &.'lld Calcutta. 
h'ALY: Librerh Fratelli Bocca, Via M<l.rco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. 
JAPAN: The l\Ia~uzen Co., Ltd .• (1\Iaruze.p-Kabushiki-Kttisha), II-I6, Nihonbashi 

Tori-Sanchome, •Tokio. 
LATVIA: A. Gulbis, 14, Souvoroff Str., Riga. 
NORWAY: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christianfa., , 

.SPAIN: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja" S. A., Calie de Valem.'ia 28, Madrid. 
SWEDEN: C. E. Fritze, Hofbokhandel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockh&tm., 
SwiTZERLAND: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, quai de Ia Poste, Geneva. 
UNITED STATES: World Peace Foundati~n. 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Boston g, Mass. 

For OTHER couNTRIES, apply to Publication~ Department, League of Nations, ,, 
Geneva. 

• 
• PRICE OF THE "MONTHLY SUMMARY" IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. 

Single Copy Yearly Subscription. 

Austria IOO cr. I200 cr. 
Belgium 7S cent. 9 frs. 
Bulgaria S leva 6o leva 
China IO cents I piastre 
Czechoslovakia 2 cr. 24 cr. 
Esthonia '30 marks 360 marks 
Finland 3 marks 36 marks 
France 7S cent. 

. 
9 frs. 

Germany and Danzig S marks 6o marks 
Great Britain and Dominions 6d. 6 shillings 
Greece so lepta 6 dr. 
Hungary 20 cr. 240 cr. 
Italy I.2S lire IS lire 
Japan IS sen I yen So sen 
Latvia 30 roubles 360 roubles • 
Lithuania S marks 6o marks 
Netherlands 2S cents 3 fl. 
Poland 7S marks goo marks 
Roumania 3-SO lei 42 lei 
Scandinavian countries so ore 6 cr. 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State 2 dinars • 24 dinars 
South America I fr. (French) I2 frs. (French) 
Spain so cent. 6 pesetas 
Switzerlal\d so cent. 6 frs. 
United States IS cents s I,75 
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(Engli>h anJ French Texts) 
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Court of International Justice. . 65/-
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~IONT-HLY SU~l~IARY OF THE . 
LEAGUE OF·· NATIONS 
February 
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• Information Section of the 
League of Nations, Geneva 

• 
• 

THE LEAGUE ·o~ NATIONS . 
• • • ~ts OrganisatiQn and Work . 

• • 

The idea of a League of Nations is very old. Long before the· war, people had 
realised the usefulness of an organisatio}\ which would facilitate smooth relations 
between States, and promote their co-operatio; in matters of common interest, of 

• which the most essential is the maintenance of pe¥e. After the war, such an orga-
nisation•seemed an even greater necessity. The way in which the war broke out, its 
developments and its consequences, showed how necessaty was an international 
body whose object should be to maintain peace and preserve civilisation from the 

• recurrence of such a.catastrophe. 
None of the general questions whose solution affects to-day not only the pros

perity, but the very existence of States, seems capable of satisfactory settlement by 
one State alone; they can be solved only by means of investigations pursued by 
States in common and of agreements concluded between them. 

An international organi.sation had therefore to be established; the authors of the 
Treaties saw this necessity and created the League of Nations. How is this League 
organised ? How does it work ? What has it accomplished ? These are the three 

' . . . . 
general questions now to be considered. 

• 

I. Organisation arld .Operation 

of the League of Nation~ . 
• 

ORIGIN, COMPOSITION AND AIM OF THE LEAGUE . 
• 

The Covenant of the League of Nafions was eitablished in virtue of the first 
twenty-six Articles of the Treaty of Versailles (June 28th, rgrg). It was the work 
of one of the Peace Conference Committees, presided over by Mr. Wilson. The aim 
of the League is thus defined in the Covenant:-

"The High Contracting Parties, 

"Ip order to promote international co-operation and to achieve internatio
nal peace and security by the acceptance of obligations not to ,resort to war, by 
the prescription of open, just and honourable relations between nations. by 
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the firm establishment of the understandings of international law a~ the 
"-Ctual rule of conduct among Governmentsl and by the maintenance ot ' 
justice and a scrupulous respect foi: all treaty obligations inrthe dealings of 
organised peoples with one arfother; 

"Agree to this C~vena~t of the League of Nations: " 

The. League of Nations has now sr Members. These comprise the States 
which signed the Treaties of Peace, named in the Annex to the Covenant; the 
States which the Treaty of Versailles invited to accede to athe Covenant; and, 
finally, the States elected by the First and Second Assemblies, namely: Albania, 
Austria Bulgaria the Republic of Costa Rica, Esthonia, Finland, Latvia, 

' ' ., 
Lithuania and Luxemburg. o 

0 

0 0 

The conditions for the a~mission of new States are as follows: 
• 

- "Any fully self-governing State, Dominion or Colony .......... may becofue 
a Member of the Le'ague if its ad8lission i~ agreed to by" two-thirds of the 

, Assembly, provided that it shall give effe<!tive guare.ntees of its sincere 
intention to observe its. international oblfgations, and shall accept such 
regulatior.s as m~y t>e <Prescribed by the League in regard to its military, 
naval and air fqrtes and ar$ments." e> • 

( 

0 

THE ESSENTIAL ORGANISATIONS OF THE LEAGUE. 
Cl 

' The League is directed and administered by two principal political srganisa-
tions: the Assembly and the Council, assisted by the permanent Secretariat. 

0 

0 

THE ASSEMBLY. 

The Assembly consists of the representatives of all the States Members. No 
State, whatever its importance, can have more than three delegates or more than 
one vote. " 

In the terms of the Covenant, the Assembly "may deal at its meetings with 
· any matter within the sphere of action of the League, 'br affecting 

the peace of the world. " 
"The Assembly shall meet at stated intervals and from time to time as 

occasion may require, at the Seat of the League or at such other place as may 
be decided upon." The Fir~t "(\ssembly, which met at Geneva, decided that its 
meetings should thenceforth take place every year at Geneva, beginning on the 
first Monday in September. The First Assembly, in rgzo, was presided over by 
M. Paul Hymans, Delegate oi Belgium; the Second, in rgzr, by M. van Karnebeek, 
Netherlands Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

THE CouNCIL. 

The Council of the League was to have comprised nine members, but the 
abstention of the United States reduced the number to eight. These are: 

The four Principal Allied Powers-- the Permanent Members of the Council
and four other Members of the League chosen freely by the Assembly. At present 
these are Belgium, Brazil, China and Spain. The representatives of the eight 
States Members of the Council are now : 
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(a) Mr.BALFOUR (British Empire), 
M. Leon BoURGli:OIS (France), 
The Marqt;is IMPERIAL! (Italy), 
The.Viscount IssHn (Japan) . 

. . 
(b) M. HYMANS (Belgium), 

M. DA CuNHA (Brazil), 

• 

Mr. WELLINGTON Koo (China). 
M. QUIOONES DE LEoN (Spain), 

• The represt!ntatives on the Council perform the duties of President by rotation, 
·according to the alphabetical order of the Stales represented. Each Member has 
one vote, and may not have more than OI!e mpresentative. Any Member of the 
League not represented on the Council is invited to send a representative to sit as tt 
Me~ber of the Council during the co~ideration of matters specially affecting 1\:s 
interests. • • • • 

The Council, like.the Assembly, may ~eal with any matter within the sp~ere 
of action of the League or affecting the peace of the world. In fact, it is perhaps 
not an exaggeration to say- although this is a delicate ~ue§tion of ~;onstitutional 
law -' that the Council, one-half j)f whose Memlilers are eleated by the Assembly, 
is an emanation of the latter body, and is entrustM with the c!rect,ion of affairs in 
the Assembly's absence. 

The Council has already held r6 sessions. • The earlier ones were at Paris, 
London, Rome, San Sebastian and Brussels. Since the beginning of 1921 it has met 
generally at Geneva at intervals of three months.• 

• 

SECRETA~IAT. 

The Secretariat, like the Commissions to which reference will be made later, 
is an auxiliary of the Council and the Assembly. While those bodies are in session, 
it is the Secretariat which draws up minutes and carries out the administrative work. 
It is the Secretariat which prepares the business for all meet0gs, and which sees to 
the execution of the decisio.ns taken; finally, it serves as an intermediary between 
the Assembly and the Council, between the League and its Members, and between 
the League al}d States which are not.Members. . 

At the head of the Secretariat there is a Secretary-General, assisted by a deputy 
Secretary-General and two Under-Secretaries-General. • 

The first Secretary-General is named in the Treaty of Peace. 'Hereafter, the 
Secretary-General is to be appointed by the Coun.cil "'ith the approval of the majority 
of the Assembly. The Secretaries and the staff of t!le•secretariat are appointed by 
the Secretary-General with the approval of the Council . 

• 
The Secretariat at present consists of ten sections: 

r. Section for Administrative Commis~ions (Saar Basin and Danzig) and for 
Minorities, directed by a Norwegirut. 

2 .. Economic and Financial Section, directed by" an Englishman. 
3· Legal Section, directed by a Dutchman. 
4· Political Section, directed by a Frenchman. 
s. Disarmament Section, directed by an Italian. 
6. Mandates Section, directed by a Swiss. 
7· Health Section, directed by ,a Pole. 
8. Transit Section, directed by an Italian. 
g. Information Section, directed by a Frenchman. 

ro. Social Questions Section in charge of an Englishwoman. 

S.d. N.- Vol. II, Suppl., 6,ooo.- 2/22, - Imp. A tar. 
• I ,000. - 3/:J2. 
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ORGANISATIONS. 

~ 

- In addition to these three essential political and administrati~e organisations, 
there are an International Lab>Jur Organisation and a j.udicial institution - the 
Permanent Court of International .)ustice. 

International Labour Organisation. 

The International Labour Organisation was established by Part XIII of the 
• Treaty of Versailles. It 'vorks by means of: • 

An International Conference, in which all the States Members of the League 
cA Nations,' together with Germany and Hungary, take part. 'Each country is 
r~presented by four delegates (two for the Government, one for the Work~n's 
Organisations, and one l'or the Emplo:Ycers' Organisations). Thi!, Conference meets 
onr.e a year. Up to the present it has met at Washingtol(', (November 1919), at 
Genoa (June 1920) and at Geneva (October 19::n); 

c (' c . 

A Governing Bo'Jy, consistir,g of 24 memb~..-s representing the most importa~?:t 
industrial Stat<s, cleets at intervals of about two months; · 

An International Labour Ojjic,e, wh~ch is a permanent institution analogous to 
the Secretariat of the League of Naticns. 

The task of the International Labour Organisation is to maintain social peace in 
all countries, just as it is the task of the League of Nations to maintain international 
peace between all countries. With, the collaboration of delegates from the 
Governments, and from Employers' and Workmen's Organisations, it draws up 
Labour Conventions, which must then be submitted to the appropriate authorities 
for ratification in each country. 

Permanent Court of International ,justice. 

" Drawn up in June 1920 at The Hague by a Committee of J urists.appointed by 
the Council of the League, the draft schefne for a Permanent Court of International 
Justice was adopted, with slight modifications, by the Council, and subsequently by 
the First Assembly of the League of Nations. To appreciate the importance ofthis 
achievement, it must be borne in 1;11ind that all former attempts had failed. The 
Hague Conferences of 1899 Land 1907 had succeeded in establishing a permanent 
Court of Arbitration, but had found it impossible to set up a Court of Arbitral 
Justiceior international disputes. The rivalries between the greatandsmall Powers 
contributed largely to this failure. ·The composition of the Council and the 
Assembly of the League made it possible tq overcome the difficulties which the 
Conferences of 1899 and 1907 had' been unable to resolve. While the Great 
Powers predominate in the Council of 't:he League, all States have equal rights in 
the Assembly. ' 

The method of election of the eleven judges and the four deputy-judges of the 
Court, as proposed by the Jurists' Committee, and put into practice by the Second 
Assembly, safeguar~s that balance between the great and small Powers which was 
established by the actual constitution of the League. The Assembly and the 
Council vote independently of one another in the election of judges. Those who 
obtain an absolute majority of votes in the Assembly and in the Council are elected. 
This was the 'p.rocedure followed by the Assembly and the Council in the election · 
of judges, on September 14th, 1921. 
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1;'he following are the names of the eleven jugdes and the four deputy-judges : 

]utlges: • 

• 0 • 

M. Rafael ALTAMIRA (Spain), 
Prof. Dionisio ANZILOTTI (Italy), 
M. Ruy BARBOSA (Brazil), 
Prof. Antonio .s. DE BUSTAMENTE (Cuba), 
Viscount Robert Bannatyne FINLAY (Great Britain), 
M. Ma..x HUBER (Switzerland), 
M. LODE~ (Netherlands), 
M. John Basset MooRE (United States .of America), 
M. Didrik Galtrup Gjedde NYHOLM .(Deprriark), 
Dr. Yorosu ODA (Japan), 
M. Charles Andre WEISS (Francrr) . 

• • 
Deputy-]jtdges: 

• 
M. Frederik Valdemar Nikolai BEICHMANN (Norway),e 
M. Demetre NEGULESCO (R~uiPania), 

M. WANG CHUNG Hui (Chin~. 
M. Michel YoVANOVITCH (Ser"\:J.-Croat-Slovene State) . 

• 

• 

So far (January 27th, 1922) 45 States have sitJned the Protocol of the Court; 
30 have <1eposited their instruments of ratification. 

The Statute of the· Permanent Court of International Justice does not establish 
compulsory jurisdicti~n. · That is to say tJlat a State in conflict with, another 
State cannot compel the latter to appear and to accept the Court's· judgment. 
One of the clauses of the Statute, however, gives the Contracting States the 
option of accepting compulsory jurisdiction for all or for certain classes of disputes. 
Up to the present r8 States have signed this clause on a reciprocal basis, and 
nine have ratified it. · 

The Permanent Court <lf International Justice, the seat of which is at The 
Hague, held its first Session on January 30th, 1922, in that city . 

• 
THE COMMITTEES AND TECHNICAL ORGANISATIONS . 

• 
The Assembly and the Council are assisted in t11.ei.i- political work by a certain 

number of Committees. Generally speaking, the object of these Committees is 
to supply to the political organs of the Leag·ue any in:Wrmation, advice, or reports 
that may be required on matters 'falling within their special competence. 

Some of these Committees are permanent, such as the Permanent Advisory 
Committee for Military, Naval and Air Quesrions, the Permanent Advisory Committee 
on Mandates, which advises the Council on all questio~s regarding the carrying out 
of the Mandates (former German colonies, and territories formerly under the sove
reign(~' of the Ottoman Empire, administered on behalf of the League of Nations 
by Mandatory Powers); the Advisory Committee for the suppr~ssion of the Traffic 
in Women and Children, and the Advisory Opium Committee. Other Committees 
are temporary, that is to say, they should cease to exist as soon as the special enquiry 
with which they have been entrusted has been completed and the report submitted: 
such was th; Blockade Committee. Others are the Committee on Am,endments to the 
Covenant and the Temporary Mixed Commission for the Reduction of Armaments . 

• 
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The League of Nations also comprises various technical organisation'\, the 
nurriber of which increases from time to time. Tpey enable the League to fulfil o 0 

the extremely varied duties which lre imposed upon it by the Covep.ant* or which it 
feels that it ought to undertake. • · 

There are at present thre"e technical organisations. • One is the Com"mittee on 
Communications and Transit (the org~isation of which is now more or less complete) 
dealing with questions relating to the freedom of transit and communication in the 
various countries of the world; the other is the Economic and Financial Committee, 

0 

still in process of formation, to which are referred questions of credit, of 
exchange, and the reduction of the cost of living. A third, the Provisional Health 
Organisation, co-ordinates the work of the various existing international organisa~ 
tions, maintains a closer connection between the health services of the various 

' countries and collaborates with tp.e J;nternational Labour Office, the Red Cross 
~nd other organisations. 

'" Such, in general outline, is the organisa±ion of the League- two political bogies 
(the Assembly and the Council), which are assisted by a certain w.I'inber of Commit
tees; three technical organisations, and a Secr~t('riat, whicJ:l assists the political 
borues, and the technical organisations; and, fipally, a judicial organisation, the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. Thus, the organisations provided for by 
the Covenant have be~n formed. , They are working. Have they proved serviceable? 

~ ' 
That is the next stbject for cot"sideration. · 

II. The Work of the League of Nations. 
0 

The Assembly, the Council, the Committees, the technical organisations, and 
the International Conferences which they have organised, have devoted themselves 
with equal ardour to the common task. We shall examine one after the other the 
political activities of the League, its administrative and economic work and its 
humanitarian achievements. 

r. PoLITICAL AcTIVITIES. ' 

On different occasions the :teague has been requested to undertake the settle
ment of various rolitical disputes which threaten the peace of the world. 

Tm JColis'h-Lithuanian Dispute. 

In 1920, the Polish Government' requested the Council of the League to 
endeavour to find means of averting the war which threatened between 'Poland and 
Lithuania concerning the Vilna territory. The Council succeeded in preventing the 
hostilities which seemed imminent. A. Commission sent to the spot by the League 
saw to the strict observance, by the two" parties, of the obligations which they had 
assumed. 

*In this connection the text of paragraphs {e) and (f) of Article 23 of the Covenant may be 
quoted: 

" Subject to and ''in accordance with the provisions of international conventions existing or 
hereafter t,o be agreed upon, the Members of the League: 

. " (e) .;ill ~ake p;ovlsio~ to. se~ure' and. m~int~in .fre~do:O of co,;,m~ni~ati~ns ~nd. of tra~sit.and 
equtta_hle treatment ~or the commerce of all Members of the League. In this connection, the special 
neceSSities Of the regiOnS devastated during the war of 1914-1918 shall be borne in mind • 

" (/) ~ill en'deavour to take steps in matters of international concern for the prev'ention and 
control of disease. " 
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It is true that neither Poland nor Lithuania saw its way toeaccept a draft 
• •agreement which had been drawn up by M. Paul Hymans, the Belgian Repreienta

tive, and recommen~d to them by the Council. Nevertheless, order was main
tained, and the danger of war was averted. 'Ihe spirit of conciliation which has 
anima tid the Council is ~xercising its influence O\ler the two parties. In spite of 
the difficulties which still separate them, ~heir representatives entered into a 
solemn engagement before the Council, in January 1922, to abstain in the future 
from any act of hostility. It may be hoped that, in the atmosphere of peace and 
goodwill created b~ the Council of the League, Poland and Lithuania will at last 
reach a settlement of their differences. 

The Albanian question . 
• 

During the year rgzr, the Council had~o aeal with a dispute which had arisen 
between Albania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene SOO.te, and which was caused 
plincipally by. the absence, until jus! recently, of any clearly defined fronrter. 
At the request ~ the British G,pvernment, whose attention had been drawn to 
serious incidents whV;h had oocurred wit~in the Albanian frontier as it existed 
in 1913, the Council of th"< LeagY.e was convened a few days before the Confe;ence 
of Ambassadors had published its decision regarding the delimitation of the 

.Albanian frontiers. The Alban~n Governmelilt and• the Serb~Croat-Slovene 
Government undertook to respect the decist'on of the ton~rence, and the 
Commission of the League, which was appointed to watch events on the spot, 
reported that the withdrawal of the troc.ps b~hind the newly fixed frontier-line 
was being accomplished without any inci~nt. The two countries have assured the 
Council of their desire to maintain neighbourly r@lations . 

• 
The A aland I stands . 

• The very difficult and delicate problem of the sovereignty of the Aaland Islands 
was solved by the League. The situation was as follows: 

Since rgr8, the inhabitants of the Aaland Islands had repeatedly declared that 
they wished to be separate.d from Finland and to be incorporated with Sweden. 
Sweden considered the wish of the Aaland Islanders legitimate, and claimed for 
them the right to hold a pl~iscite. Finland refused to entertain this solution on the 
grounds of the sovereign rights of the Finnish State over its own territory. 

The qu~stion was brQught befQre the League .. riot by one of the States directlY. 
concerned, but by Great Britain, in pursuance ·of Article II, paragraph 2, of the" 
Covenant, which recognises "the friendly right of each member of the League to 

· ;bring to the attention of the Assembly or of the Council any circumstance 
whatever affecting international relations, wh~ch threatens to disturb international 
peace or the good understanding between natio~ "upon which peace depends. " 

On the report of an International Commission of three l\Iembers which had •• 
made an .enquiry on the spot, the Council decide~ that sovereignty over the 
Aaland Islands should belong to Finland, but that in the interest of general 
peace and of future good relations between Finland and Sweden, and with a 
view to the prosperity and welfare of the" Islands themselves, further guarantees 
should be provided for the population of the Islands, and that the neutralisation 
and non-fortification of the archipelago should b"e assured by an international 
agreement. 

This agreement was concluded iri the form of a diplomatic convention guaran
teed by the Council of the League of Nations, which is entrusted with the duty 

G 

of taking the necessary measures to assure the observance and maintenance of the 
provisions of the Convention. This is the first European diplomatic tonvention 
concluded under the immediate auspices of the League of Nations. The League 
was thus the instrument of the satisfactory solution of a most difficult and complic-
ated problem. • · 
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Upper Silesia. 

< 

Among the questions with which the League has had ~o ~eaf there a~e :ew 
which have aroused so great arr interest as that of UppeJ: cSI.lesia. The ~nn~Ipal 
Allied Powers had not been able to reach an agreement on this matter, which IS of 
primary importance from the political as well as from the economic point of view. 
Finally, they decided to invite the Council of the League to submit a recommenda
tion on the subject of the delimitation of the frontiers of Upper S:ilesia between Ger
many and Poland. The Council agreed to this proposal. 

In drawing up its recommendation, the Council was necessarily bound by the 
clauses of the Treaty of Versailles, which laid down a certain number of defini!e " 
principles for the settlement of the fate of Upper Silesia. The Council subjected all 
the facts to an independent examinai:iml'and endeavoured to interpret loyally and 
in ·a spirit of equity the provisions of the Treaty, which stipulated that the tracing 
of the frontier should be based on the results of the plebiscite, taking into account 
the geographical and ec-ortomic situation,9f the dictrict. The Couflcil realised that 
thest provisions rendered a partition of the industtial region·-of Upper Silesia in
evitable, but in view of the present interdependence of the various parts of this 
region, with itr intense~ind•Jstrial activity, the Council took the necessary measures 
to assure the continu~ty of its ecol'!omic life, durin-g the provisional period of adapt-, 
ation. It therefcre fraced a frontier-line and at the same time recommended that 
Poland and Germany should adopt certain economic guarantees.which it considered 
indispensable in the interests of the ppula·don. This recommendation was accepted 
by the Principal Allied Powers, and the Conference of Ambassadors, which is the 
executive organ of these Powers, embodied it in an executive decision in accordance 
with Article 88 of the Treaty of Versailles. The proposed negotiations between 
Germany and Poland with a view to assuring the conclusion of ,the necessary agree-, 
ments for the transition period, are chal''l.cterised by a spirit of conciliation which 
gives reason to hope that the plan put forward by the Council will prove successful. 
M. Calonder, the former President of the Swiss Confederation, is presiding over these 
negotiations between Germany and Poland. Since the decision, the most complete 
calm has reigned in Upper Silesia, which before and after the plebiscite had been the 
scene of the most serious disturbances. 

Thus, the League of Nations has, in a number of cases, succeeded in settling 
disputes and preventing conflicts. It has diminished the causes of war. 

,. 
A1·maments. 

In order definitely to ensl~r~ pe<l:ce, however, it would be necessary, if not to 
. abolish, at least to reduce armaments. In this matter the League of Nations has 
· made some progress, t:hough it is necessarily proceeding with caution. In this 
field of action, as in some othe'rs, the League is hampered by a fact which' Members 
of the League must take into account, -it is not universal. 

For this reason the naval aspect of• the problem of armaments in particular, 
presented for the League practical difficulties which seemed almost insurmountable. 
The ~Vashington Conference, however, succeeded in bringing about a meeting 
between all the great naval Powers (which, for obvious reasons the League would, 
not have been able to do) and induced them to discuss this problem. From this 
point of view the American Conference was of the greatest value for the fulfilment 
of the very aim and object for which the League was founded. 

· The question of land armaments presents difficulties of a different order. The 
Second Assembly, however, adopted certain definite plans which provide the basis 
for a gradual ~olution. Thus, it requested the Temporary Mixed Commission 
to undertake a complete statistical enquiry into the armaments of all countries 

. ' 
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distinguishing the military and police forces necessary for internal seturity, and the 
• forces necessary for national defence. This enquiry must be the point of depaJture 

for an objective estirn.p.te with" regard to any reduction of armaments. It is the 
essential first stage. On its results the tempor<fry Mixed Commission will be able 
to draw·up the general fllom for reductton of armamints which it is to submit to the 
Council, if possible in time for the next AsseKJ.bly. 

The summoning of an International Conference on the private manufacture 
of, and traffic in, arms has also been approved to be held if possible before the 
next Assembly, anllan attempt will be rnade to obtain ratification by all States 
of the Convention of Saint-Germain on the arms traffic. A further appeal has 
been sent to t~ Governments asking them to undertake not to exceed, during the 
• two financial years following the next financial year, the total amount of military, 

• naval, and air expenditure provided for in this latter year. Finally, the Assembly • • 
adopted a number of resolutions which, it may be hoped, will mark 'the 

1

be<>inning of a definite movement towards reduction• of armaments. • 
o.~ • • 

2. ADMINISTRATIVE .WORK. 
• 4 

• 
By the administrative work of the League is meant the duti~ which devolve 

upon it as a result of certain articles in the Treaty of Versailles or in the other 
Treaties, and of Article 22 of the Coven:nt. • 

• 
The administration of the Saar Basin and th~ protection of the Free City of 

Danzig, tJoth entrusted to the League of Nations by the Treaty of Versailles, are 
experiments of a new and particularly delicate character. . . 

• 

Danzig . 

• 
The League is responsible for the protection of the Free City of Danzig; it 

guarantees its Constitution and appoints a High Commissioner, whose principal 
task is the settlement of any disputes which may arise between Danzig and Poland. 

The two. Government.<;, by direct negotiation~ have solved a large number of 
serious problems, as may be seen from the agreement which they concluded on 
October 24th, rgzr. The important and complicated question•of the ownership 
and administration of the Danzig railways was finally solved, however, by two 
decisions of the High Commissioner (General ijaking, an Englishman). 

• • 

., 

The establishment of a Danzig Harbour Board, on which Poles and citizens of • 
Danzig are equally represented under the presidency of a Swi~s. ensures collaboration • 
between the two parties in the administration of the"port, and contributes to the 
development and prosperity of the Free City . 

• 
e 

·Saar. 

In the Saar Basin, the Governing Commission, appointed by the League, has 
now almost finished the work of organisation which it was calleS. upon to accomplish. 
The social, economic, and political results of its labours are set out in J>eriodical 
reports addressed to the League of Nations, and published at regular intervals. 

The members of the Commission have, with one exception, been in office since 
the month of February, rgzo. Their names are as follows: • 



Dr. IIECTOR, of Saarlouis, 
M. LAMBERT (Belgian), 
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Comte de MoLTKE-HUITEFELDT (Dane), 
M. V. RAULT, Chairman'(Frenchman), 
Mr. R. D. WAUGH (Canadian). o 

Protection of Minorities. 

Although the Treaties of Peace which put an end to the world-war liberated 
a great number of nationalities, there still exist, in Central and ~stern Europe,

0 

religious, linguistic and ethnical minprities isolated in the midst of majorities which 
are alien to them. 

' c 
Certain clauses in the Treaties of Peace, and in other special treaties, provide 

fo~ their protectiOll under the guarantee of Jhe League of Nations. Q 

• 
When a petition rela!ing to the protection of.minorities, in ac;:;ordance with the 

Treaties, is received by the Secretariat;'Jall the Menbers of t~.e Council are notified 
of it; this enables them to exercise their right under the Treaties to call the Council's 
attention to a,ny acts :nfringing or threatening to infringe the Treaties. The State 
concerned als~ receives a ~opy of the petition and, if it so desires, submits its ob-;, 
servations on th"! m~tter. The Council, when such a request is brought before it, 
gives such instructions as it considers appropriate and effective. It may, for 
example, decide to send a Commis~ion o~ Enquiry to the spot. 

In this connection the Council has be~n able to settle the dispute between Poland 
and Austria with regard to the Jews who came from Eastern Galicia into Austria, 
and who were threatened with expulsion by Austria. It secured guara~tees for 
them from the two Governments concerned. It also intervened, to the satisfaction 
of both parties, in the question of the er"Tiigration of the Bulgarian minorities from 
Greece into Bulgaria and vice versa. 

Armenia. 

The Second Assembly asked the Council to urge upon the Principal Allied 
Powers the necessity of taking measures to safeguard the future of Armenia, and 
particularly of providing the Armenians with a national home entirely independent 
of Ottoman domiration. At the last Session of the Council the representative of 
France made a reassuring statement on the situation of Christian minorities ir. 
Cilicia. The French Government secured the insertion in the Angora Agreement 
of a number of guarantees wl-ticb. the Allied Powers consider indispensable for the 

" welfare of the ethnical and religious minorities, and it is supervising their observance. 
' The Council informed the Principal Allied Powers that it was ready to take 

• • I 

part m any measures which might be prescribed for the protection of minorities in 
the Ottoman Empire. 

Mandates. 

Article 22 of the Covenant of the League defines the term "Mandated Terri
tories ". They are: "those colonies and territories which, as a consequence of 
the late war,-have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which formerly 
governed them, and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by them
selves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world. " The tutelage of such 
peoples is entrusted to Powers which exercise it as mandatories on behalf of the 
League of Nations. 
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In accordance with the terms of Article 22, mandated territorie~may be divided 
• • into three classes, according to the degree of civilisation of the inhabitants: h Man

dates, comprising COUJltries fo;merly belonging to the Ottoman Empire; B Mandates, 
comprising th; mandated territories of Central.Africa; C Mandates, comprising the 
former· German PacifiC> Colonies, and" South-West•Africa. 

The Mandatory Powers must render t<J the Council an annual report with 
regard to the territory committed to their charge. To examine these reports 
and to advise the Council on all matters relating to the observance of mandates, a 
permanent Mandat'es Commission was appointed, and held its first meeting in 
October rg2r. 
. In spite of delay in the settlement of certain points which are not within the 

" competence of the League (the negotiations for example, between the United States 
and the Allied Powers as to the final terms of eertain mandates), it has been possible 
to apply the system of mandates. The" Ma'hdatory Powers have d~clared their 
intention of administering the territories, pending i'he Council's final approval• of 
tl!e draft mandates, in conformity·wi~ those drafts. • 

• • 

3· EcoNOMIC WoRK. . .. 
• 

In economic matters, the League has alrea!y rendered iifipm;tant services, and 
the fault does not lie with the League if these services have not been much more 
extensive. • • 

• The Labour Conjerf,flces . 
• 

First of all it endeavoured to assist the progress of international labour legisla-
.tion; thus, the Labour Conference, held at Washington in rgrg, dealt with the 
eight-hour law; the rg2o Conference, which met at Genoa, devoted itself to the 
conditions of labour for sailors in the Merchant Marine; the rg2I Conference, which 
met at Geneva, was concerned with agricultural labour. 

Taken as a whole, the drafts adopted by these Conferences constitute an im
portant improvement in the existing situation.* 

• 
The Brussels Conference . 

• • • ., 
In the second place, the League of Nations undertook the investigation of the 

problems of the financial and economic reconstruction of the .\•orld, and proposed 
• what it considered appropriate solutions for those problems. In this connection 

it convened a Financial Conference at Brussels in. September rgzo. Thirty-five 
nations were represented, including some whict are not yet Members of the 
League, as, for instance, the United States and Germany. '. 

Aftel" an enquiry into the international finan~al situation, which had been 
completely upset by the war, this Conference proposed a number of principles, the 
adoption of which would hasten the re-establishment of normal economic relations. 

The wide publicity given to this Conference, and the reforms suggested to the 
delegates by complete and thorough discussion, enw.bled many States to adopf new 
guiding principles in their financial policy. Further, the work of the Brussels 
Conference enabled the League to draw up interesting plans for international eco
nomic cr>-operation. One of these plans - called the ter J.,feulen Scheme, 
after its author, who is a member of the Economic and F.inancial Committee of 
the League, - deals with the granting of international credits to States and their 
nationals who need them to pay for essential imports. • 

• See the special pamphlets dealing with the work of the International Labour Office. 
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The Financial Reconstitution of.Austria . 
• 

• 
The League's plan for th.e fi~ancial reconstitution of Au~tria included s~eeping 

internal reforms, balance in the budget~ a domestic loan anci the reform of the mone
tary standard, together with external assistance supplied by the application of the 
Ter Meulen scheme. Austria agreed to carry out the fundamental reforms, and 
has already begun to do so. The. success of the Leagu~'s scheme entirely 
depends, however, on the willingness of the various Governments to postpone 
for twenty years their liens on Austria, either in accordance with the 
terms of the Treaty of Saint-Germain, or as surety for the creilits advanced ~ 
to Austria since the war. All the Gocvernments concerned, with only two or three 
provisional exceptions, have agreed to ppstpone the realisation of their securities, 
but amongst those which have not yet given a reply is Austria's most important 

< c 
creditor; and the latter is not a Member of tbJ.e League. The scheme cannot be Pl]t 
into final execution until this creditor has given definite assent. • • 

The preparation of th~ scheme, as far<as t):le Lea~ue is concerned, was completed 
sevenJ. months ago, and the Financial Committee. of the League cannot therefore 
be held responsible for the delay. It may. be hoped that, as soon as Austria's most 
important credftor has giv&l. a reply, all other difficulties will be quickly overcome. 

This sincere end€tlvour to restJre order in th'!tt part of Europe which, from a • 
financial point ofview, is most seriously effected, may perhaps herald a general 
improvement in Central Europe and proyide an example to be followed in other 
parts of Europe and throughout the "world. 

0 

The Barcelona Conference. 

0 

In the third place, the League of Nations has dealt with the problem of com-
munications and transit. A passport conference was convened by the League and 
met at Paris in October 1920 to consider the means of simplifying the formalities 
which are at present imposed upon travellers crossing !;)tate frontiers. The recom
mendations made by this Conference, although they were not obligatory, were so 
strongly endorsed by public opinion that the various Governments have, one after 
the other, decided to adopt them. 
c Still more important were the.results obtained by the ~arcelona CoQ.ference

the largest international meeting, with the exception of the two Assemblies, which 
has been held under the auspices of the League. 

After the war, and the various political and terri to rial changes resulting· from • 
the Peace Treaties, the recovery of ¢e exchanges was hindered by differences of · 
legislation and by the formalities•of all kinds imposed on international commerce . 
• H was necessary to remove these obstacles and reduce economic legislation for 
questions of transport to•a miiJ,imum which could be applied in all countries. 

International Conventions were signed at Barcelona on two questions of great 
importance: that of transport in transit (that is to say, transport which crosses a 
State but does not start from, and is not clestined for, any point within that State); 
and that of transport on navigable waterways of international concern. [] 

Complete liberty of transit" is stipulated in the Convention on transport in 
t 't t'" rans1 . 11;; 

The Convention concerning the regulations for navigable waterways also 
lays down the principle of complete liberty of navigation with equal treatment 
for all flags; no special customs duties, taxes, or vexatious dues are in any case 
to be impo!;ed. · 

In addition to these two Conventions the Conference adopted a declaration 
recognising the right to a flag of States having no sea-coast, and made other recom
mendations conce~ing ports placed under an international regime. 
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• 
4· THE HUMANITARIAN WoRK OF THE LEAGUE . 

• 
• 

The hum.:nitarian work undertaken by tHe League of Nations is of consider-
able extent. It is in th.ii field that th"e League, tha•ks to the international influence 
which it alone can exercise, has been able oo achieve the most prompt and satis
factory results. 

• The Campaign against Typhus. 

The League of Nations has,· from the outset, endeavoured to improve the 
health situati,pn in Europe, which was gravely endangered by the epidemics 
following upon the war. The League has, in particular, given every possible 
assistance to the Polish Government in_its c~mpaign against the typhus epidemic 
which is raging in Eastern Europe. In June, rgzo, the Council appealed to the 
various Governments for contribution.i', which were •promised by fourteen nat~~s. 
A" Committee "'as established which h:1" since become the Epidemic Commission . ~ . 
of the League of Nations. TM.nks to'~ endeavours, and those of the Polish 
health authorities, the typhu: epidemic was successfully checked. • 

A recurrence and even an increase of the danger has, however, been occasioned • by the health situation in Russia. Dr. "Rajchman,•t~ Medical l>irector of the 
• • • Health Committee of the League~ who carried Olit an enqui.rJI in Russia itself, gave 

the Council a graphic account, at its last meeting, of the manner ia which the reflux 
movement of hundreds of thousands of refugees from Russia to Poland had already 
occasioned a recrudescence of typhus. Dr. Rajchman submitted his programme 
for combating the epidemics. He sugge~ted th<~,t the Russian and Polish health 
authorities should agree upon and jointly carry out essential health measures. 
It is hoped that a meeting of Russian and Polish technical experts will shortly 

.take place. .. 
But the Polish and Russian Governli!ents appear to be unable to carry on the 

campaign against epidemics without external aid; they require the assistance of 
the Commission of the League. The Council has therefore made a further appeal 
to the Governments which promised financial support to the Epidemic Commission. 
It has also decided to form•a Committee of Experts to conduct an enquiry in the 
ports of the Black Sea and Easter1:1 Mediterranean and to consider the effectiveness 
of the measures taken "in these ports. A technical conference, convened in 
London by the League, considered the question of the standardisation of sera. 
To obtain ~uch standardisation, "international 'to-operation, such as the Leagu~ 
of Nations is able to command, is absolutely necessary. • 

Repatriation of Prisc!ners. of. War. 
. . 

The grave p~oblem of the repatriation of prisoners of war who, in rgzo, were • 
still detained in Eastern Europe and Asia, has been su~cessfUny solved by the League. 
Dr. Nansen, the Norwegian explorer, was entrusted with the direction of this work. 
At the end of rgzr he was able to repo.rt that, thanks to the assistance which 
he had obtained from the International Red Cross Committee and the American 
Red Cross, the work could be consider'ed as accol}lplished. Nearly 400,000 men 
were sent back to their homes at a total cost of about £ 40o,ooo. 

Russian Refugees. • 
Since then, the Council of the League of Nations has asked Dr.• Nansen to 

undertake the duties of High Commissioner for Russian refugees. Dr. Nansen 
entered immediately upon the work of assisting these unfortul!ate thousands, a 
great number of whom are entirely destitute. Once again, assisted by the Inter-

• 
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national Red a·oss Committee and other charitable organisations, and supported 
by the authority and influence of the Council of the League, Dr. Nansen is sparing" , 
no effort to establish these refugees in the countries which Jtre willing to receive 
them, and to find them employment. o 

• 
The Traffic m Opium. 

Measures have been taken to combat and regularise the <traffic in opium in 
accordance with Article 23 of the Covenant, which entrusts the League with the 
supervision of the Hague Convention on the Traffic in Narcotics. The Opium Com
mission, which was established for this purpose, invited all States, wh~ther members o 

of the League or not, to ratify thecHague Convention. It drew up a question
naire in order to collect the most complete information possible concerning the laws 
at'{lresent in force and the mea:;ures taken in the various countries against the abuse 
of narcotics, the practical result of these m:easures, the productiov, consumptitm 

' and traffic in opium and other dangef,dus dr~gs. The inforlflation thus will 
provide the Commission with a basis fot their recommendatio01s as to the measures 
which are necessary for the better execution of the provisions of the Hague 
Convention. ln the Llea~time, the League has invited all Governments to adopt 
a system of certificates whiCh 'permits the con1tol of the export and import of. 
opium. The Qpiuhl Commission will, at its next meeting, consider the 
desirability of holding an enquiry to determine the approximate average quan
tities of raw and prepared opium ~hich are necessary for the various countries. 
The Commission was also requested by th~ Second Assembly to extend its enquiries 
to all harmful drugs, whatever ·~heir origin. 

Traffic in~Woffien and Children. 

An International Conference for the suppression of the traffic in women and 
children was convened by the League of Nations. This Conference took note 
of the excellent results of the existing agreements for the suppression of the traffic. 
It also adopted a certain number of recommendations which have provided the 
text of a new convention, for which the Second Assembly ,decided to open a protocol 
of signature. Up to the present, twenty-six States have signed. Finally, in order 
cto ensure the continuity of all wq,rk, whether pr.ivate or g<Overnmental,. which aims 
at the suppression of the traffic, the Council has appointed an Advisory Committee 
on all international: questions concerning the traffic in women and children. This 
Committee includes nine members representing the Governments and five assessors." 
The latter will be provided by certain of the principal associations engaged in the 
campaign against the traffic. • " 

Deportation of Women and Children in Asia Minor. 

According to the report of a Commission of Enquiry which was sent to Turkey 
and the neighbouring countries, a considerable number .of women and children 
in these countries have been seized and taken into captivity. Thousands of women 
are shut up in Turkish harems, and the children have been placed in Islamic insti
tutions. The Assembly decided that a Commissioner of the League of Nations 
should be appointed ~t Constantinople to deal with the question of the restitution 
of these women and children. The Council, further, at its last meeting requested 
this Comm,ssioner to carry out an enquiry and submit a report if any new atrocities 
occurred in Greek and Turkish territory. 
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This is a rough outline of the work of the League of Nations. e_fhe Assembly, 
s ~he Council, the Committees, and the technical organisations have courageeusly 

and successfully grap~led with the vast and difficult problems which they have 
endeavoured to"solve. The League has fought ~gainst wrongs, either of a physical 
or moral nature, wherever they have been encouJttered, and in many directions 
it has been able to minimise their effects or•suppress them altogether. 

The League of Nations has inflexible opponents and enthusiastic supporters. 
It is open to criticism and grateful for praise. By the criticisms and taunts of its 
opponents it can measure the extent of its imperfections; from the praise and con
fidence of its supporters it can draw new encouragement for the future and new 
determination to persevere. It is also open to improvements. In the conceptions 

"Which guide it ~nd in the work which it carries out there is neither a rigid dogmatism 
nor a too conservative timidity. The League is, above all else, an endeavour to 
create, through international co-operation, -and•through the objective and detailed 
study of national interests and sentiments, the tme spirit of internationalism, 
which will faciJ.itate the settlement ot\disputes and problems arising in Eur~pe 
and the rest of tlte world. In PlJiSuanc~ this object, i~ follows a course of easy 
adaptation and gradual evolu~ion. 

' . 
The work so far accomplished is a promise of its potentialities for the future, 

when its principles and its system are accepted by all, and it' Memb~s avail them-
• a 

~elves of its help in all the tasks lVhich it is its mission to f~lfil. 
• • • 
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I. Summary of the Month. 

A special meeting of the Council was held in Paris towards the end of 
the month, the agenda including the question of the Genoa Conference, the 
election of the additional members to the Temporary !Iixed Commission for 
the Reduction of Armaments, and the relief of Russian refugees. The Council 
also dealt with two other matters,-namely, the constitution of a Consultative 
Council !!nd an Examining Committee (Contite d' Etudes) in the Saar territory, 
and the European Anti-Epidemic Conference at ·warsaw, the results of which 
it decided to communicate to the Genoa Conference. 
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There have been several meetings of the te~hnical organisations of the 
League. The Financial Committee omet in London, the E~onomk Committee 
and the Commission on Comm1l,11ications and Transit m~t ;in Geneva, and the 
European Anti-Epidemic Conference ~ummoned by the Polish Government was 
held at Warsaw under the auspices of the League, which provided the secretariat. 

The negotiations on Upper Silesia have made progress; the preliminary 
session of the Permanent Court of International Justice is d'awing to a con
clusion; and the Commission of Enquiry in Albania is engaged in drawing 
up its final report 

• 
. . . 

II. The League and the Genoa Conference. . -

The question of some form of Leape participation in th~ Genoa Con• 
ference came definitely ~efore the C~il in the shape of a proposal made 
by the Italian Government, that the Council of thl League ~hould send to the 
Genoa Conference representatives of the technica'l. organisations of the League • for Transit, Ec!momic ami Rinance qulstions, together with certain members • of the staff of the ~ecretariat, With the objec!t of lending, if required, the , 
assistance of thefr knowledge and information to the committees of the 
Conference. 

The Council, having noted thi~ proposal, authorised the Secretary-General 
to take the necessary steps to provide tire Genoa Conference with the technical . . 

assistance which might be requested, to the extent permitted by the exi~encies 
of the work for which the Secretary-General is responsible. 

M. Bourgeois made a declaration in the name of the Feench Government 
recalling that that Government had alreae.y announced publicly that it considered 
the League of Nations should be entrusted, subject to the decision of the 
Genoa Conference, with the application and ex·ecution of the recommendations 
of the Conference in so far as they concerned matters which the Covenant 
had confided to the League. 0 

III. The European Anti-Epidemic Conference. 

The first all-l!uropean conference in which Soviet Russia has taken part 
was held in Warsaw, March 2oth -28th. This was a Health Conference convened · 
by the Polish Government, with th~ approval of the Council and the help of 
the League Secretariat and 'H'ealth Organisation. The twenty-seven powers 
-~ttending the Conference were" Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia, 
Denmark, Esthonia, Finland, :!<'ranee, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, ._Holland, 
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Roumania, Serb-Croat
Slovene State, Soviet Russia, Soviet Ukraine, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and 
Turkey. The Free City of Danzig was~ also represented. Thus, in addition to 
Soviet Russia and Ukraine, the remaining three European Powers not members of 
the League of Nations-Ger~any, Hungary, and Turkey-took part in this 
Conference. A further tribute to the international character of the assembly 
was the fact that German, as well as French and English, was ayt official 
language; in practicet indeed, the language most in use. The nationalities of 
the delegates elected by the Conference as chairmen and vice-chairmen are 
also catholic: The President of the Conference was a Pole; the two Vice
Presidents, Finnish and French respectively. The Chairmen of the three 
Committees into y;hich the Conference was divided were British, Ge'rman, and 
Italian ; the six Vice-Chairmen, Belgian, Czech, Roumanian, Russian, Swedish, 
and Yugoslav 

' ' 
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The object of the Copference was to draw up a detailed report ~n the 
epidemic sit~ation oi.n Eastern Europe, and to submit plans for an international 
campaign~ The reasons that maC~.e this ~onference seem necessary are as 
follows: Russia has -been ravaged by disease•during the last four years, as 
a result of the mass movements of trooplf and refugees and the laying waste of 
whole provinces caused by the war, followed by the breakdown of administrative 
machinery and economic collapse during the revolution and the ensuing civil 
wars. The disea!es most rife are typhus, relapsing fever and cholera. Of these, 
the first two may be said to have become pandemic in Russia, and have 
increased !11.ore than thirtyfold as compared with their prevalence before the 
war. This situation _puts a heavy strain on the comparatively small new States 
that have been formed partly out of what were the western marches of Russia, 
especially as millions of the population ot these States were forcibly evacuated 
into Central Russia and even Siberia in 191~-16 by the Imperial Ru~sian 
•Armies, and•are now returning to~eir homes. The border States, espe~ially 
the Baltic States and Poland,• are th~ore faced b:1 the double task of filtering 
these masses of ~-emigrants through an efficient string of quarantine s~;ations, 
and finding work and homes• for them afterwards. This task has proved such 
a crushing burden to the border Sta~s, and is ~o .Pb"'ously a. matter affecting 
the whole of Europe, that as ~arly as 1920 ;the Coundi, at the instance of the 
first Assembly, set up a League Epidemic Commission fo ao5sist in the work 
of fighting epidemics in Eastern Europe. 

The Epidemic Commission has • cooperated successfully· throughout the 
last year with the Health authorities • of Poland, the country which has the - . . . 
longoot common frontier with Russia and far the greatest amount of re-
emigrants to handle. By last sumrrler epidemics showed a distinct downward 
trend in both Russia and the border States. In the autumn, however, the 
effects of the famine on the Volga a:t!d in the Ukraine began to make them
selves felt, both in setting up new waves of emigration and in increasing the 
susceptibility to disease of the whole population. The result was such an 
alarming increase of epidemic incidence in Russia and along the frontier that 
the Council felt impelle<f to issue a further urgent appeal to the Governments 
that had undertaken to contribute to the funds of the Epidemic Commission 
to pay in the sums promised as the present resources of the Commission are 
almost exhausted. This in turn led to the convening of the·present Conference . ' . . . 
by the Polish Government, with a view to preparing the ground for a •e-
sumption of the international anti-epidemic campaign on <; larger scale. 

The Conference, which was composed of technical Experts appointed by 
the different Governments has drawn up a general report; presenting the 
facts of the situation without rhetoric, but w~tb. full recognition of their signi
ficance. This report is based on a series of 11ational reports by the delegatiOI;!S 
present, including those of Soviet Russia and Soviet .Ukraine, as well as on 
the report of the Health Section of the League obtained on the spot in Russia, 
the report of Dr. Haigh; a member of the Epidemic Commission, who has just 
completed a prolonged inspection al!'ld enquiry in Moscow, Kieff, Kharkov, 
Odessa, and other chief towns of ~ssia and the Ukraine, and of Professor 
Muehlens, head of the German Red Cross in 1Yioscow, who has just come from 
the famine area. 

1~he Conference furthermore drew up a detailed plan of campaign, 
estimated to cost a million. and a half pounds sterling, for definitely overcoming 
the menace of epidemics. This plan is divided into (a) l'rnmediate measures for 
checking the spread of epidemics beyond the borders of Rusltia and (b) a 
scheme of aid to the Russian and Ukrainian health services as well as those 
of the l:forder states in an attack on the centres of infection. In this connection 
the Conference ~egistered its opinion that a purely defenmve campaign on 
the frontiers of Russia would merely prolong the problem indefinitely, thus 

• 
• • 

• 
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causing more expenditure in the end than a deci~iv~ anti-epidemic offensive 
undertaken for the purpose of quelling the epidemics at •their .source. The 
payment of the necessary moni~s for thjs campaign should be on a scale 
similar to that for payment of !he League budget _by members of the League. 
The Conference also resolved that the ~xecution of these measures and the control 
of the campaign should be entrusted to the League Health Organisation and 
Epidemic Commission, and added a rider insisting on the necessity for all 
States that take part in this campaign being represented on thtse organisations. 
The Soviet Russian and Ukrainian delegations. alone abstained from voting on 
this measure and presented instead an amendment asking that thi~ task should 
be entrusted to a special international commission, on which all the Powers 
concerned should be equally represented. 

Finally, the Conference approved ;;_ draft designed to serve as a model 
for •a series of sanitary conve•ntions to be concluded between the central and 
east • European States taking an active Aart in the anti-epid;mic campaign'. 
Such a convention is alr'eady being ~otiateci' between Soviet Russia and 
Polanel, and at the Conference the delegations of• the Balt!t States, Finland, 
Czechoslovakia, Germany, Poland, Roumania an~ Russia declared their readi
ness to begin mutual ~eg~tiajions immeaiately, with a view to concluding a 
series of similar sanit.ary convent~ns. The Con~rence unanimously approved 
a resolution movt!d by the Czechoslovak delegation declaring that if disputes 
should arise between contracting States on points concerning these sanitary con
ventions, the Health Section of theo League should ·be constituted as mediator 
but without prejudice to the right of arty State to have recourse to a different • • procedure. The German delegate, Dr. Otto, presented a resolut10n also a<Jopted 
by the Conference, insisting on the famine as one of the chief causes of epide
mics, and inviting all nations to take part in the campaign against the famine 
«Without which efficient measures again'!;t epidemics are impossible>>. 

The Organisation Committee and the Bureau of the President of the 
Conference sent a telegram to the C~mricil of the League urging the latter to 
bring the report and recommendations of the Conference to the notice of 
the forthcoming Genoa Conference, on the ground tflat this Conference is to 
deal with European economic reconstruction, and that a successful anti-epide
mic campaign in East Europe is an essential preliminary to, an·d part and 
parcel of, general-European reconstruction. 

t The Council has authorised • its President •to communicate the report and 
recommendations of the Warsaw Conference to the Genoa Conference . • 

• 
• 6 

IV. Orgaqisation of the League. 

1. THE PERMAN~T CoURT OF INTERNATIONAL JusTICE. o 

On February 14th, 1922, the President of the Lithuanian Republic ratified 
the Protocol and the optional clause oK the Court. 

Austria agrees to the same optiona.l clause on condition of reciprocity. 
The Austrian Republic recognises ipso facto and without special agreement in 
relation to any other Member State accepting the same obligations, the juris
diction of the Court for a period of five years. 

?"he Prelimi11ary Sessio11 of the Court. 

The preliminary session of the Court is drawing to a conclusion. Its 
main object has been to complete preparations for the first ordinary session, 
which will open on June 15th, 1922. 

The Court has drawn up its rules of procedure, whidh will shortly be 
published, and has appointed the members of its special chambers. 
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• • 
Under its Statute, tlt.e Court must constitute a Chamber of Summary 

Procedure tt> hear• and determine cases, if .the parties so demand. The Statute 
also provides for two other special chambers, ~me to deal with labour questions 
and the other with cases relating to transit and communications. 

. . 
These Chambers are composed as follows : 

The Chamber of Summary Procedure: 

M. LoDER ~resident); 
MM. WEISS and HUBER (members); 
Lord f'INLAY, M. ALTA~ITRA (deputy-members). 

Labour Chamber: • 
Lord FINLAY (President); • • 
MM. BusTAMENTE, ALTAMIRA, ANZILOTTI and .HuBER (members); 

• . MM. NYHOLM and MooRE (de:ruty-members). 

Trmzsit a11d ~mmu11icatio1ZS Cltambe~ 
M. WErss (Boresident) ;" 
MM. BARBOSA, NYHOLM, MooRE and 0DA (members); 
MM. ANZILOTTI and HUBER (deplfty-member•)· ,. • 

• • 
The mandate of the j~dges appointed of the l;hamber of Summary 

Procedure expires at the end of 1922; that of the judge; appointed to the 
Labour, and Transit and Communications Chambers at the end of 1924 . 

• 
• . . 

• 2. AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT . 

During March, the representatives of the Czechoslovak and Greek 
• Governments signed all the Protocols of the Amendments to the Covenant • adopted by the Second Assembly. 

The Swedish Minister at Berne signed, on behalf of his Government, the 
Protocols of the Amendments to the Covenant dealing with Articles 4 (Election 
of the non-permanent M~mbers of the Council), 6 (Allocation of the expenses 
of the League), 12, 13, 15 (Arbitration procedure and judicial settlement of 
international disputes),.I6 (Economic Blockade). The Protocols of the Amend
ments to Article 26 (Ratification of Amendments to the Covenant) had been 
signed b~ the Swedisp delegat.lil during the ~econd Assembly. 

The Norwegian Government deposited at the Secretariat the 
of ratification of 14 Protocols of Amendments to the c~venant 

• the Second Assembly. 

J. REGISTRATION t>F lRliATIES. 

• • mstruments 
adopted by 

During the last month several internatiorthl conventions were communicat~P. 
by the .Contracting Parties to the Secretariat fo.- registration and publication. 
Thus, the German and Polish Governments transmitted the texts of three 
Conventions concluded between them. The first, which was signed at Berlin on 
Novemper 9th, 1919, deals with the prt>visional settlement of questions relating 
to government officials; the second,•signed at Posen on September 2nd, 1920, 
rleals with the transfer of judicial administratron; the third, signed at Berlin 
on February 12th, 1921, is a Convention completing the Germano-Polish Treaty 
of October I't, 1919, and deals with the release of prisoners· in custody and 
the granting of an amnesty. • The Lithuanian and Polish Governments have forwarded for registration 
an ·Amnesty Protocol concluded under the auspices of the Mill'tary Control 
Commission of the League of Nations, signed at Kovno on November 29th, 1920. 

Th~ Secretariat has also registered an E."!:.change of Notes between Spain 
and Poland regarding the provisional regulation of coinmercial relations 
between the two countries. 
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Lastly, a Convention, signed at The Hague on•D,ecember r'', 1921, which 
deals with the application of the ,Extradition Convention bo~cluded be~ween 
the former Austro-Hungarian M~narchy and the Netherlands, stgned at Vtenna, 
November 24•h, r88o, was forwarded for registration by• the. Governments of 

Austria and the Netherlands. 

4· INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX. 

a) The l11ternatioual Hydrograplzic Bureau. 

The f11ter11atiottal Hydrographic Bureau, which was formally established at 
Monaco in July 1921 and which is the first "public,. internationa~ bureau to 
be taken under the direction of the League of Nations, has announced the 
adhesion of the Government of th~ United States of America. The Italian 
Government's contribution to 1!~1e Bureau confirms Italy"s full adhesion. 

~e participation of these two St~ completes the association of all 
those which were represt:nted at the ~,..cernational Hydrograpflic Conference 

{ 

in LoJOdon, 1919. ' .. 
b) l11ter11ational Orga11isatio11s. 

The Secrefariat or' th.- League of N"ations has just published a Handbook 
( ' ... of International Organi~ations, conWning a short uescription of such international 

bureaux, committe'es, associations, etc., as could be identified. For some years 
before the war there had been a steady increase of international organisations 

c 
of all kinds and of varying degrees' of importance, ranging from the Universal 
Postal Union in Berne, the scienti~c body&of the International Bureau of Weights 
and Measures in Paris, the International Institute of Agriculture in Rome, to 
the International Union of Dancing Masters' Societies and the International 
Association for the Eradication of Rats. Altogether there •were about soo. 
But during the war a large number of&·the organisations disappeared. There 
are now over 300 of them still in existence, some very active, others slowly 
regaining their place in international life. Most of them are certainly of a very 
interesting character and have done a great deal in bringing nations and 
peoples together. '" 

The trouble has been that these organisations were so little known. Up to 
the present the only more or less complete account of th"em was compiled by the 
Union of International Associations in Brussels, under the title "Annuaire de 
acVie internationale", published 'in 1909-10 ~nd again in 1911-1·2. It was 
voluminous and sp~cialised and many of the :organisations mentioned in it are 
now extinct Hence the need of a new compilation has been felt and the 
Handbook now issued by the Secretariat furnishes the latest information on 
some 313 international organi.sation§ scattered all over the world, g!ving for 
~:1ch its seat, date of foundation,. object, direction, members, finance, activities, 
etc. The general introdu.ctory statement on the League is printed in English 
and French, and the rest of tne book is in French. Being the only publication 
of its kind, it should be of considerable value to many who are interested 
in international affairs. 

5· THE REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS. 

The Council, in an extraordinary session held in Paris from March 24th 
to 28th, discussed the question of the reduction of armaments, and ,M. Qui
nones de Le6n, representative of Spain, presented a report on the work of the 
Temporary Mixed C01llmission for the Reduction of Armaments. 

The Second Assembly and the Council had decided, he said, to institute 
a statistical enquiry on the armaments of the different countries; this enquiry, 
based on official and public documents, constitutes a first necessary' step for 
determining the 'elements of fact indispensable for any attempt at reduction. 
Definite · proposal~ with a view to the reduction of armaments have already 
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been presented in the'sljape of a plan by Lord Esher. This, togetb"er with 
another proposal hy Captain Segrave, will be discussed by the Commission at . . . . . 
Its next meetmg. • 

While awaiting the results of the statistieal enquiry, and before any con
clusions can be arrived at on the propo§als of Lord Esher, the Council, on 
whom rests the responsibility of presenting all plans for the reduction of ar
maments to the different Go¥-vernments, is of the opinion that the time has 
come to ask e!l.ch Government to furnish it with the considerations which it 
deems advisable to present, having regard to the exigencies of its national se
curity, its international obligations, its geographical situation, and its special 
conditions. 

In the exposes of the Government!; the Council will find the elements 
for appreciating the particular situation o't eacji State in relation with the ge-
neral situation. • • 

• The Assembly had decided t,\._entrust the Temporary ML'ted Commfssion 
with the task • of preparing tl!e gener~ lines of a pfan for the reduction of 
armaments ; with• this ob~ct in view it had asked the Council to str!iJ1gthen 
the Commission in order to 'enable it to carry out its duties. It was absolutely 
necessary for this Commission to obelln the co-,ppwatron of JIP.rsons eminent 
in the economic and political•field, as well Jts of milicl7 experts. The Council 
selected the seven following persons : • 

· M. Gustave AnoR, (Switzerland).; 
Lord Robert CECIL, (Great Britain); • . . 
M. Nrrn, (Italy); 

•M. HoNTORIA, (Spain); 
M. LEBRUN, (France);_ 
H. H. Prin~e SAPIEHA, (Poland) ; 
M. URRUTIA, (Colombia). • 

Having thus strengthened the Temporary Mixed Commission, the Council 
requested it to have a further meeting as soon as possible. "The reduction of 
armaments ", said M. QuJnones de Le6n, in conclusion, "is a vast and compli
cated problem, the solution of which must be pursued by methodical and pa
tient studies ; it can • only be found by a common and sincere effort, which 
never loses sight of general aspirations and which takes account of realities." 

• • • 

6. EsPERANTO ENQUIRY. 

The Secretariat of the League of Nations, acting upon the instructions of 
the Second Assembly, is conducting an -en~i~ into the use of Esperanto as 
an international language. In this connection it has sent a questionnaire to the 

• • Governments and to the national Esperanto associations of all States Members 
of the "League, for the purpose of obtaining information on the results of their 
experience in this matter. 

Replies have been received f~;om the Governments of South Africa, 
France, Norway, Roumania, Switzerland and Czechoslovakia. 

• 
• 

V. Technical Organisations 

I. TBE PROVISIONAL HEALTH 0RGA!'.'ISATION . 

• 
a) The Bulletin of Epidemiological bztelligmce, No. 2 . 

• 
The epidemiological information service set up by the Health Committee of the 

League ~fNations has just published a second bulletin. The Monthly Summary No.9 
of 1921 announced the appearance of the first volume of epidemiological information, 
dealing with the health situation in Ea.'item Europe in 1921. The present issue 
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contain; a special article on the epidemics in Russi~ since I 9 I 4 ·in the form 
of a report presented to the Health. Committee of the Leagtte by .Professor L: 
Tarassevitch of Moscow. • 

. It is essential that the Eur~pean medical world shoMd be informed of the 
terrible epidemics which have raged" in Russia for the last four years and 
which constitute a permanent menace to Western Europe. A first condition of 
concerted action -which alone can master the scourge~is the possession of . . 

complete, regular, and reliable information on the origin, spread, and extent of 
the epidemics. For these reasons Dr. Rajchman; Medical Director of the Health 
Organisation of the League, decided to entrust the preparation o' the second 
volume of epidemiological information to Professor L. Tarassevitch, one of the 
~utstanding individualities in Russia,)o1J1 by reason of his personal studies in 
epidemiology arid by reason ofthe position he holds in the Health Department 
of t~ Soviet Government. He• is President ,jlf the Institute of Control of Sera 
and Vaccines, and of the Governing Couw,!il of the Scientific Iils1itute of'Public 
Health; in these capacitie; Professor T~:a:ssevitct ha.S been at pains sirice I 914 
to coltect the most accurate 'information and statistics avat\able in regard to 
the epidemics which in Russia are the normal re;ult of wars. 

These stat!stic~ a;e ~ep!Foduced in • the eleven tables of the new publi
cation. They are ac,.~mpanied 'y a short e~planatory note by Professor 
Tarassevitch and followed by charts showing in a clear form the results which 
can be deduced from the figures. • 

These figures are necessarily• incomplete and, as Professor Tarassevitch 
explains, they must be modifie<\ by a • "coefficient of correction" varying 
according to the epidemics, the localities and the periods of time; thios co
efficient is fixed by the most optimistic calculations at from 2 to 3 and by 
pessimistic calculations at more than 5· Two of these figures"will give an idea • 
of the extent of the multiple epidemics (typhus, recurring fever, small-pox, cholera, 
typhoid fever, influenza, etc.) which have spread i~ Russia "in a manner recalling 
the great epidemics of the past, which were believed· to have. disappeared for 
ever from the history of the civilised world"; the number of cases of typhus 
for the last four years must be estimated at 25-30 millions-that is to say, 
from 20 to 25 % of the population of Russia- and the mortality is estimated 
at from 21/z to 3 millions. • 

Professor Tarassevitch draws attention to the larP"e number of victims 
• r> < 

an1ong the Russian medical coq,s. In I9I9 one-third of the army doctors 
were affected, and qf this number I9.67% died. 

b) The Periodical Reports published by the Health Sectio1z. 

The Health Section of thet· League is continuing to publish periodical 
r~ports on the health situation iG Eastern Europe. The most recent of these 
reports appeared on Ma:r;ch 22nd. 

The information received since February shows that the situation, as 
regards both epidemics and famine, is tending to grow worse. 

In Soviet Russia, typhus is increasing in the 'Eastern and Northern 
governments (where the famine is at its worst) and in Central Russia. Relapsing 
fever is spreading in the gov'i)rnments of Tambov and Voronese, and in the 
governments of Samara, Saratov, and Oufa, which are famine centres. Cholera 
was reported in the Tambov government on February 22 nd and, in the 
Ekaterinoslav and Saratov governments on March 7th, 

At Moscow, although typhoid fever and dysentery are decreasing, a few 
cases of chGlera have been reported and there has beim a sharp increase in 
typhus. The spread of relapsing fever can only be compared to. the epidemic 
of typhus in I9I8, the most serious epidemic on record during recent centuries. 

There has been a very considerable increase of typhus in the Ukraine 
4340 cases in November I92Ij 6996 ·in December; and n,575 in January I922. 

. . 
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In White Russia, tll~ Vlortality from infectious enteritis, of which numerous 
cases have ~een rliported, is IOO per cent. Plague has been officially reported 
in the Saratov government. • . • . 

As regards thee countries outside Sovi~t Russia, the Health Section's 
reports provide the following information : 

In Latvia, 288 cases of typhus, Io8 cases of typhoid fever and 28 cases 
of relapsing fever were reported in January; at Constantinople, smallpox is 
assuming seriou~ proportions; in Poland, the cases reported during the five 
weeks ending February 41h (provisional figures) are as follows: 7996 of typhus, 
8094 of reli!lsing fever, 3000 of typhoid fever, 300 of smallpox. These figures 
are double those for the previous weeks. 

As regards the famine, a few figur~s will suffice to show the extreme 
gravity of the situation. • • 

In the Ukraine, the most fertile govern~ents were the most se18usly 
-affected by .the drought of I92I.~'\{or the population of these governments 
(9,633,400 inh~bitants, includil'lg 4,93~go children) the monthly ration of bread 
has fallen to I k~ 700 a h~ad. G 

In the Crimea, 2oo,ooo "out of a total of 7 32,ooo inhabitants were suffering 
from the famine in January last. • • • • • 

As was shown in the pl'evious reports;of the Headh Section, the principal 
• cause of the spread of epidemics, apart from the physical•exhaustion of the 

population by the famine, is still to be found in the continuous movement of 
emigrants fieeb:ig from the famine-stnckene or infected districts, and spreading 
on their way the contagion which th~y carry, or infecting themselves anew in 
the 1l'ains and stations. • 

At Moscow, where emigrants continue i:o pour in without interruption, 
Io,ooo to I 2,ooli persons were crowded together in the Kasan station in 
February; hundreds of corpses were ~emoved every morning. 

A report by the Relief Committee of the Society of Friends gives an 
idea of the hospital situation in the famine-stricken districts. 

At Bazuluk (Samara government), in the typhus hospitals, men, women, 
and children are crow~d together without discrimination, six or eight to 
a bed, dead and living side by side. In the children's hospitals, typhus and 
famine patients were put together; so per cent of them died. 

One particularly grave fact has been reported. In White Russia, enormous 
numbers "of refugees have sought shelter in •the forests along the frontier acd 

· are now proceeding towards Poland. Nothing further is known of them, either 
. . 

as regards their ~umbers or their condition of health. 
Medical aid is doing its utmost in the immense districts affected by the 

double scourge, but the hospitals are o"'erfiowjng, medical supplies and fuel • are lacking, and food is insufficient. • 

0 

'2. THE EcoNOMIC AND FINANCIAL CoMMISSION. 

a) Sixth Sessi(m of the Financial Committee . 
• 

The Financial Section of the Provisional Economic and Financial Committee 
• held its sixth session in London from Februar)' 23 rd to 1-iarch I '1 • Mr. Marcus 

Wallenberg (Sweden) was elected chairman. 
In the course of the Session, the Committee drew up the terms of reference 

to be given to the Subcommittee of experts appointed to deal with the question 
of double taxation, and drafted a report to be submitt~ to the Council on the 
work accomplished up to date by the International Credits Orgapisation. The 
Committee also adopted a resolution concerning the possibility of an International 
Agreement on the subject of lost, stolen, or destroyed securities, and approved 
the report of Messrs. Avenol and Janssen on the financial situation of the 
Free City of Danzig, of which a detailed statement is given under a separate 
heading. • 
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b) The Reconstruction of Austria. 
• • 

The action of the Financial ~ommittee . Of the League in the matter of 
Austria has been described in ptevious issue;. It will be. remembered that the 
examination of Austrian finances undertaken by the Financial Committee at 
the request of the Supreme Council, led to an agreement between the Committee 
and the Austrian Government on a plan of financial reform to be instituted by 
Austria. The execution of this plan has been delayed solely tJy reason of the 
difficulties in obtaining the suspension of the liens upon Austria which arise 
out of the claims of several Governments for Reparations and Relief Credits. In the • work of obtaining this suspension from the seventeen Governments concerned, 
the Financial Committee, through it!; individual members, has played a very 
large part. But progress is slow, add the grant of certain interim credits to 
Austria appeared to give an ol'portunity of immediately beginning the financial 
refor~s proposed by the League. Thes~edits are advanced, or are undel.' 
consideration, by the British, Czechosl<;J?K• French, and Italian• Governments, 
and t~e two former Governments invited the Fina!1cial Comtnittee to consider 
the appointment of a financial adviser in co"~peration with the Austrian 
Government in ~rder t<f as;ist in the ex~cution of the financial reforms. 

This request formed one ot the subjects• of the agenda for the sixth • session of the Firfancial Committee which was held in London from February 
x•t to March 3rd. Wishing to collaborate fully with the Austrian Government, 
the Financial Committee invited the•Aust~ian Minister of Finance to attend its 
meeting or to send a representative in <Jrder that they might hear the views 
of the Austrian Government reg~rding the appointment of a financial a~viser 
and the way in which the latter should carry out his task. Dr. Grimm, former 
Minister of Finance, and Dr. Patzauer, of the Finance Ministry, were present 
at the meeting as a result of this invitation. 

The Financial Committee asked them .whether the Austrian Government 
would welcome a financial adviser of the League of Nations, pointing out that 
an adviser nominated by the Committee would exercise a moral authority 
independent of the lending Governments and of th~ financial groups which 
might make loan to Austria in the future. In assisting the Austrian Govern
ment, he would therefore be able to ensure that no p~litical or financial end 
was served outside the interests of Austria herself. 

• • • 
c. The Austrian representatives replied that their Government hoped that, 

thanks to the credits.granted by the English, French, Italian, and Czechoslovak 
Governments, it would be able to pursue the execution of the financial reforms , 
planned in agreement with the Financial Committee. They added, however, 
that despite their importance, •these "credits would not be sufficient to achieve 
t[te work started by the Austrian.Government. The carrying out of the present 
programme would necessitate ~ifficult negotiations with the political P<trties of 
Austria and would involve great sacrifices on the part of all classes. In face 
of these difficulties, the Austrian Government informed the Committee that it 
did not believe the moment opportune for the appointment by the League of 
Nations of a financial adviser. The Government, however; attached great value 
to its relations with the FinanciM Committee, and asked whether the Committee 
would consider the appointment ot a permanent representative at Vienna to 
keep the Committee informed of the progress made in the execution of the 
financial programme. The Government would hold itself at liberty to 'consult 
this representative and• to follow his suggestions. The difficulties which would 
result from the formal control of the League of Nations would thus be avoided. 

In view of this declaration, the Financial Committee decided that it . was 
. not at present in a position to make the appointment suggested by the lending 
Governments and • resolved to ask the Council of the League. of Natio~s to 
communicate' this decision to thes~ Gov .. erntrients .. . 

• • 
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The Committee infOn~1ed the Austrian representatives that it woulc.f receive 
with the grfatest .interest information on the situation in Austria, but did not 
think the appointment of a per~anent representative at Vienna necessary for 
this purpose. • " · 

Finally, the Committee received a "request from the Austrian Government 
to declare its willingness to include the Czechoslovak credit in the general 
credit arrangements of their programme, in order that the State assets which 
will be taken a§ security by the Committee under this programme might also 
serve as security for the Czechoslovak credits. The Committee was of the 
opinion th~t this question should be examined as soon as the liens on Austria 
had been suspended, and the conditions attached to this suspension were known . 

• 
c) Tlu .Fourtlt Session &f tile Economic Committee. 

The Economic Section of the Economic a"hd Financial Committee lreld a 
• Session in -Geneva from March '!'\i-.4 th to 25th under the presidency • of M. 

Fernand de 't\routers d'Oplinter (Be~~um), in the ctfurse of which five questions 
of exceptional in'lportance •were consi~ered: - reciprocity of treatment of the 
branches of foreign banks in"different countries; unification ot bills of exchange; 
arbitration clauses voluntarily insertetl in comm'6rcii-l d:mtract~ between citizens 
of different States; unfair con'lpetition; and 1be equitablfl treatment of commerce . 

• 
Reciprocity of treatment oj foreign banks. - The eommittee was ot 

opinion that _this question, raised at. the Brussels Financial Conference, was 
bound up with that of the position of untlertakings and companies in foreign 
countries, and that it might be embodied ip that of the equitable treatment 
of cE>mmerce, which was also included in the agenda. 

Unification .• of legislatio~e on bills of exchange. - The unification of 
legislation on bills of exchange had .been before the war the subject of two 
Conferences held at the Hague in 1910 and 1912. The war prevented any 
practical effect being given to the work of these Conferences. 

The Committee was of opinion that it would be advisable to hold a new 
Conference in the autu~m of 1923 with the object, if not of unifying legislation 
on bills of exchange, in which are included cheques and promissory notes, at 
least of introducing a:a much uniformity as possible into the principles governing 
legislation on this matter. The Secretariat of the League, assisted by experts. 
should tle entrusted .with the •preparatory V:;Ork of this Conference. 

• 
Arbitration clauses voluntarily inserted in commercial contracts bet411Uit 

citizens of diffirmt States. - The Committee considere<l. the question of the 
. validity, from an international point of view, of arbitration clauses voluntarily 
inserted in commercial contracts betwee:R Citizens of different States. • • 

The difficulty is due to the fact that in cases of disagreement over the execution 
• • of a contract, one of the parties occasionally submits the matter to the Courts 

of his' own counQ-y, without considering the •arbit;ation contract concluded 
with the citizen of another country. Certain judicial decisions have quite recently 
called attention to this question, of whi,ch the International Chamber of Commerce 
has pointed out the considerable importance, and which continues to arouse 
the most widespread interest in th~ commerci;tl world. 

The Commitee recognised the great practical value of arbitration clauses. 
which avoid law-suits and favour commercial honesty. But the recognition ot 
their validity by the various jurisdictions, by means of a general convention, 
encounters serious difficulties of a legal character. It will therefore be advisable 
to proceed to a careful preliminary study of the question, bot~ from a legal 
and commercial point of view. 

This last consideration induced the Committee to decide that the preliminary 
study should be entrusted to a subcommittee of six experts- three eminent 
jurists and three qualified representatives of the commercial world chol:'en in 
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such a •.nanner as to represent the various commerci.al ·systems of the world
to whom would be added, in an advisory capacity, a "corret>pondipg member" 
belonging to one of the South American ReJ?ublics. 

U11j'air competitioll. The Ec"onomic Committee disc'ussed the measures 
to be taken with a view to extending and amending the International Con
ventions on the protection of industrial property and on the repression of false 
declarations of origin, with the object of more effectively securing the protec-

L 

tion of legitimate trade against unfair competition. 
The question arises in the following way: Twenty-eight States have 

adhered to the Madrid Convention on Industrial Property, amended in ~Vashington 
in 191 r, and ten States have ratified the agreement for the repression of false 
declarations of origin, known by the' name of the Madrid Accord, which was 
also amended .in Washington in 191 ~. • 

'The Committee deems it d'esirable that all important States should adhere 
to th; general Convention, and that the M~rid Agreement shou}d receive as • 
many adhesions as possibl~. Furthermo~it su~ested certain improvements 
to the .two existing Conventions on the following• points: theasures for the 
effective protection of persons who have suffered prejudice through unfair 
competition, including the iig~t of institu\ing legal proceedings; the extension 
of the meaning of the words "unf~ir competition'' to the illicit use of trade 
marks, etc., to falsoe d~clarations of origin, especially if given with criminal 
intent, etc., to the prohibition of illegally registering or imitating private or 
official trade marks; the submission of • conflicts arising between contracting 
States on the interpretation of the Convet\tion to a competent Court of Law, etc . .. 

The discussions of the Committee showed a special interest on. the 
question of agreements on regional denominations, which might be extended 
not only to vintage products, but also to all other products whose peculiar 
qualities are derived from a soil or a cli\nate possessing special characteristics. 
It also appeared important to specify that all new measures undertaken in 
connection with false declarations should not aim at strengthening customs 
barriers. 

For the realisation of these various recomm~ndations the Economic 
Committee considered it advisable. to have them included in the agenda of the 
next periodical Conference of the Union for the Protection of Industrial 
Property. This Conference is to meet at The Hague about the end of 1923. 

• • • 
"' Fair treatmmt of commerce. The Council of the League, in September 1921, 

had invited the Ecor..omic Committee to present a report on the meaning of 
the provisions concerning "the equitable treatment of commerce by members 
of the League" contained in Article 23 (e) of the Covenant'). • 

This question was one of·tl~se ··for which it was most difficult to find a 
c~plete solution, in view of •the vastness of the problem, the novelty 
and complexity of th~ •world. situation resulting from the war, ClJld the 
considerations of various kinds which must be taken into •account, the most 
important of which is the monetary crisis. · 

' The Committee considered that the <task entrusted to it by the Council 
was not of a theoretical, but of a practical character, and did not consist in 
attempting to produce an aca'demic definition of the "equitable treatment of 
commerce", but in discovering what practical obligations were imposed on 
Members or the League by Article 23 (e) of the Covenant. The Committee first 
of all agreed that the clause in question implied the duty of suppressing, in 

~ 

1
) The toxt of the Covenant alluded to by the Resolution of the Council: 

"S/1bject to and in accordance with the provisions of international conventions 
existing or hereafter to be agreed upon, the Members of the League ••• will make 
provision to secure and maintain .•. equitable treatment of commerce of ali"Members 
of the League. It> this connection the special necessities of the regions devastated during 
the war of 1914-18 shall be borne in mind." 
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every form, unfair compHi\ion capable of causing prejudice to Membed of the 
League. A general. international agreement in this connection is possible, either 
by means of a new Convention;. or by a'kending existing Conventions. The 
precise and practical ~olution adopted on this" point is set forth in the Report 
on Unfair Competition. • 

One of the first aspects of the problem therefore appears to have 
been settled. 

The decisi~ns which followed immediately brought out the fact, unani
mously realised by the Committee, that while the application of the principle 
of equitable• treatment might . appear desirable, any actual attempt to establish 
a general Convention on the question as a whole would be premature. The 
Committee, however, desiring to arrive• at a practical solution as soon as 
possible, noted that certain aspects of'" the" problem admitted of partial solutions, 
and that, while awaiting the possibility of realistng an international Convention, 

•certain special points might form f.:;e subJ'ect of bilateral or regional agree~ents. . ~ 

· The stuoy of these spe<Jial poir4 has been en'trusted to a subcommittee 
of six members, 1\Tho are t<5 set to wor\: at an early date and furnish ~report 
to the Committee. The lattt!'r will study the result of the work of the sub
committee and consult the Financial,.Section a~d J:he•Transiio> Commission of 
the League on the points con1ing within the J>rovince o~these two organisations. 
The Economic Committee hop~s in these circumstance~ t~ be in a position 
soon to present a report to the Council containing practical recommendations 
on this question. .. " 

• 
• 

· 3· SocoND SESSION OF THE ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL CoMMISSION oN CoMMUNICATIONS 

AND TRANSIT . .. 
The meeting of the Advisory e.nd Technical Commission on Communi

cations and Transit opened on March 291h in Geneva, and is still proceeding. 
It has a great deal of business to transact. 

Railway 7raf.fic. The agenda includes the examination of the draffgeneral 
convention on the Intefnational Regime of Railways, which the League of 
Nations, under Article 379 of the Treaty of Versailles, and in conformity 
with the recommendations of the Barcelona Conference, is called upon to 
prepare within a period of one year. It also includes certain other questions 
relating 'l:o sieeping-~ar traffic between countries of Central Europe, and the 
question of summer time in connection with railway services . • 

Water 7ra11s}ort. Under this heading comes the question of unifying the 
regulations governing maritime tonnage-measurement, with particular reference 

• ·to the differences in interpretation which are <so" often a matter of inconvenience 
in the shipping world, and also of unifying •the tonnage-measurement regu:ll;j.
tions f:or inland navigation. The latter unificat,ion, which has for some time 
been an accomplfshed. fact in Western Europe, is rendered necessary by 
present-day technical developments, which tend towards a European system 
of inland navigation. Finally, the Ct>mmission is considering the possibility 
of unifying commercial private law regarding inland navigation, at least in 
respect of large navigable waterways of international concern. 

Navigati01z by Air. The question ·here is the establishment of relations 
wii:h tlle International Commission for Navigation by Air, provided for in the 
Convention of 1919, and also certain aspects of a p1;.oblem with which this 
Convention did not deal-the co-ordination o~ commercial private law 
regarding air traffic, with a view to obviating any serious • discrepancy 
between. the laws of the various states. 

Road 7 ransport. A request for the institution of an iBternational driving 
licence is being brought before the Commission. 
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Ghural Questions. The agenda also includes .vanous general problems 
applying to all kinds of transport-the concession of hy.dro-el~ctric power 
between countries; equitable treat~ent for ocommerce, a subject which has 
also been brought before the ~conomic Section of the- League-in so far as 
it affects transport and the collaboratibn of the Transit Committee is necessary; 
the possible desirability of a reform of the calendar, in so far as this question 
may affect transport. . 

The Advisory Commission is also dealing with the pre~ent state ·of the 
questions under consideration. In particular, .it. will examine the progress 
achieved since the Conference on Customs Formalities and Through Tickets, . ~ 

held at Paris in October I92o, under the auspices of the League of Nations . 
. It will take note of the highly sa'lisfactory replies received from various 

Governments on this subject, and Will
0

inquire into the effect given to the 
Con'ventions and Recommend'!l.tions of the Barcelona Conference on Freedom 

cp !J 
of Transit and Communications. 

e 

0 

VI. Administratiye Questions. 
() () 

" 0 (j 

<.l I. THE Fl!tEE CITY OF DANZIG. 

" .a) Appeals against Decisions of the High Commissi01ter. 

The texts of appeals of theo GoV'ernments of the Free City and of 
Poland (Monthly Summary, Jan. I922) hltve now reached the Secretariat and 
will be placed on the agenda for" the next meeting of the Council. ~ 

b) Ji'inmzcial Situatio11 of Danzig. .. 

In accordance with a decision of' the Council of September I 61h, 192 I, 
a delegation from the Financial Committee of the League of Nations, composed 
of M. Avenol and M. Janssen, went to Danzig to carry out an enquiry on 
the financial situation of the Free City. 

This delegation presented its report to the F1nancia1 Committee at its 
meeting in London last February. The Committee, which adopted the report, 
considers it would be desirable for the Allied Powers to find means to modify 
the charges arising out of the occupation of Danzig; however, it does not 
bt'lieve that this burden exceedg> the Free City's ability to pay" so long 
as sufficiently radic.al measures are applied with the object of increasing the 
financial resources of the State. On the other hand, the Committee is of , 
opinion that payment for the whole of the value of the German property 
ceded to the Free City would. &ons'l:itute such a charge on the finances of 
:Qanzig that it would make it extremely difficult. to carry out credit operations. 
• The Committee, therefore, is of opinion that there are grounds for 
recommending to the Allied l>owers that certain facilities. be granted to the 
Free City in this direction, at the same time considering that, if relief is 
accorded to Danzig, it should only be done with a view to assuring its future 
and not to covering budget deficits. It ilj, for this reason that the Committee 
proposes that the Council of• the League of Nations should approach the 
Allied Governments only under the condition of sufficient guarantees to 
assure the balancing of the budget. The Committee thinks that these guarantees 
might consist more particularly in the production of a reasoned plan of 
economies and of bala'hcing of the budget. 

In any. case, concludes the Committee's Report, the Council should 
certainly inform the Free City that the League of Nations cannot act as an 
intermediary for the granting of credits, and that its role must be• confined 
to the improvement of the fundamental conditions upon which every operation 
of thir. kind necessarily depends. . . 
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2. THE SAAR. 

a) Decree fo't' the tonstitution of a Consultatio:e Council and an Examining Committee. 

In order to cre'lte close contact and coUaboration between the Governing 
Commission of the Saar and the. population of the territory, the 
Commission has recently promulgated a decree dated March 24, providing for 
the constitution of a Consultative Council and an Examining Committee (Comite 
d' Etude), whiCh 6.vil1 be formed within the next three months. 

The CounciJ of the League, at its meeting in Paris, took note of this 
decree, of which the principal provisions are as follows: 

The ~oltSZtltative Council will be composed of representatives elected by 
the territory as a whole, for a period of. three years. It will be called upon to 
give that advice, which. by the termg> o:li the Peace Treaty, the Governing 
Commission is required to obtain from the elected representatives o:(; the 

•population J;jefore proceeding to a~y modification of laws at present in fofce, or 
of taxes otheT than customs.dutie~~ Jt will consist ~f 30 members elected hy 
universal suffragf6 on a "learet vote, ~ according to the principles of propor
tional representation. Those .eligible for election, without distinction of ~ex, are 
persons over 25 years of age and of. Saar residence and origjn, and holding ., 
no elective and public positiQns outside the. Saar t~rritory. The President of 
the Council will be appointed by the • Govehing Comm+ssioJl from among the 
inhabitants of the Saar eligible for the CounciL Any discussions or decisions 
of the Council other than those submitte~ to it under the stipulations of the 
Peace Treaty, will be null and void . .,The budget established for each period 
will be communicated to the Consultative Cfluncil, which will be summoned 
by t~e Governing Commission. Each member of the Governing Commission will 
be able, for the .. business with which he is concerned, to appoint one or more 
representatives of the Commission to.,present and discuss before the· Consul
tative Council the matters which are submitted to it. The Council will meet at 
least once every three months, and the President and members will receive 
an annual allowance. 

The Examining Co,jnittee will be composed of at least eight members, 
appointed by the Governing Commission from among persons of the Saar 
population chosen for •their qualifications and carrying on no elective or public 
functions outside the territory. They will be appointed for one year. This 
Committee will give technical•advice on all. questions which are submitted • to 
it by the Governing Commission. 

The Council of the League of Nations congratu~ated the Governing 
Commission on the liberality of the initiative which it has just taken with the 
object of associating the population mor~ closely than hitherto with its govern
ing and administrative work. The Council i'il of the opinion that the provi
sions of the decree provide for profitable co'llaboration between the Governi'bg 
Commission and the inhabitants, and that they., are • in conformity with the 
provisions of the f>eace Treaty, since they do not abate in any degree the govern
ing powers of the Commission. 

~ . 
The establishment of this collaboration implies a political programme which, 

in its turn, must require continuity of a'ttion on the part oftheGoverningCommission. 
It has therefore seemed necessary to the Cou~cil of the League to give to the 
Commission and ·to its members greater stability than they have hitherto had. 
It has• decided to give the Commission the assurance that its mandate will be 
renewed on two further occasions, that is to say, up t~ the beginning of the 
year 1925, at the same time strictly reserving all rights of annual nomination 
which the Council holds under the Peace Treaty. • 

.. b) Voting lists for the Plebiscite . 

In a · memorandum which was circulated to the Council last December, 
certain political parties of the Saar Territory asserted that the lists of person!' 

• 
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entitled •to vote at the time of the plebiscite provide.d for in the Peace Treaty, 
could be drawn up at the present ti~e in complete and accvrate f~rm, but that 
in a few years this would become ~mpossibl~. The Governing Commission, in 
its xoth Report, stated that it -was in no sense a plebi51cite commission, and 
that the task of drawing up lists of voters for the plebiscite could only be 
carried out under the order and according to the instructions of the Council 

of the League of Nations. · 
The Council, at its meeting in Paris, entrusted one of its members, Mr. 

Wellington Koo, with the duty of presenting to. it, at a later session, proposals 
regarding the precautionary measures to be taken in view of the necessary 

• . f 
preparation by the Council, which will supervise the plebiscite, of the hsts o 
people who have the right to vote irf the plebiscite. 

• • 
c c) RedJtctioll of Frmch Troops. 

During its session last June the CouyJi1 asked the Saar Governing Com-e 
mission to give, in its p~riodical repo[t6 to the°Council, detail;d information 
regardbg the reduction of French troops and tlfe deveL:>p'inent of the local 
gendarmerie (Monthly Summary No. 6, 1921). • 

In a special report a ofcAugust 31st , l921, the President of the Commission 
informed the Secretar:rc-General th<l,t a rBduction 'Uad been effected, and supple
mentary informati6n has just been sent by the Secretary-General of the Com
mission. 

On February x•t, 1920, followitlg the demobilisation and reorganisation 'of 
the French Army of the Rhine, the 127.b Division, which had hitherto been 
employed for the occupation of the Saar, was reduced to 10,020 men, of whom 
7977 were available for duty; on July 15th, 1920, this division was disbanded 
and replaced by a detachment of all arms, called garrison troops of the Saar, 
composed of 7233 men, of whom 5138" were available for duty; since then, 
up to February xth, 1922, the composition of the troops in the Saar has again 
been modified and the number reduced to 4509, of whom 2736 are available 
for duty. · · 

Attached to this information is a plim showing that the total number 
of troops and police, which experience has shown to be necessary for the 
maintenance of order in the Saar, is 7 7 so men. c 

The statement is given in detail in the April number of the Official 
Jooarnal. · 

0 0 

• J. GERMAN MINORITIES m PoLAND. 

The last number of the Monthly Summary reported that the Council 
Committee examined on Janu!ll')'5 14., a question concerning certain petitions 
frpm the Germanic League (Deutschtumsb.und) in Poland, and that the Polish 
Government had decided. that it would only proceed to the expulsions of the 
families in question step by step and in no case before Ma)5 1st, 1922. • 

The report of the Committee, composed of M. Hymans, the Marquis 
Imp'eriali and Viscount Ishii, was submiHed to the Council at its last session. 
It related that the Committee had begutl the examination of the detailed 
observations regarding the petition of the Germanic League which the Polish 
Government transmitted to the President of the Council of the League of 
Nations on January 24 •h, 1922. These petitions deal with important and 
complicated questions, and the Committee was of the opinion that it' would 
perhaps be advisable •for the Council to request the Polish Government to 
postpone the execution of all measures regarding the expulsion of these colonists 
to a later date, as, for example, October 1 •1, 1922. · 

In order to explain the legal and political aspect of the matter, the 
Polish representative, M. Askenazy, who had been asked to come to the Council 
. table, submitted to the Council a detailed memorandum. As to the Council's 
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• suggestion that the Polish Government might postpone the execution of all 
measures regardin~ the expulsion of the CQlonists to a later date, M. Askenazy 
declared that he woultl support it and bririg it without delay to the knowledge .. 
of his Government, trhich would no doubt endeavour to conform to it as far 
as possible. • 

VII. Political Questions. 

i THE NEGOTIATIONS ON UPPER SILESIA . • 
The German-Polish Conference to prepare the Convention on Upper 

Silesia continued its work throughout.M;[Ch. It has been faced with difficulties 
both of form and substance. 

• Questions of form were refe:wed to a Drafting Subcommittee, whick• was 
instructed to" ~repare a French tex~n definite legal shape. It had to use as a 
basis German texts, which ~ere par~ularly difficu"lt on account of the novel 
nature of the legal questions raised. When it is remembered that t'IR! Con
vention has to make allowa;ces for the numerous and complex aspects of life • • in Upper Silesia, and that the agreement und!fl" discussion ~ill include more 
than 500 articles, the drafting alone "\fill e~lain the c;wparative slowness with 
which the work of the German-Polish Conference has had to proceed. 

As regards the substance of the question, the Conference has had to • 
contend with difficulties inherent in the pfoblems which it has to solve. Its aim 
is to arrive at a Convention which will in a.,certain sensebe a Constitution for 
Upp~ Silesia. It has to establish a regime which for fifteen years will govern 
the whole economic, and, in some respects, even the political, life of Upper 
Silesia. It has fo provide an immediate solution for complex problems such 
as those raised by the railways, tlre mines, and the relations between em
ployers' and employees' syndicates, and also for serious questions relating to 
minorities and to rights of nationality and domicile. 

Agreement has been reached without undue delay on almost all points. 
When, at the request of• the President of the Conference, the two Delegations 
submitted, on March ~3th, memoranda summarising the questions oil which it 
had not been possible to arrive at agreement, only three points remained in 
dispute t~e liquidatio~ of Ge{rr:an property and interests in the territory of 
Upper Silesia which had been allocated to Poland; the application to Pol!sh 
Upper Silesia of Article · 2 56 of the Treaty of Versailles • (transfer to Poland 
of property belonging to the Prussian State); and, finally, certain questions 
with regard to the protection of minorities. 

In order to solve these questions, M."Calt;m.Uer, President of the Conference, 
gave the Plenipotentiaries a choice between a procedure of mediatipn, tho which 
recours.e would be had at their request, or the arbitration which he was entitled 

£ . (• 

to exercise in vir&e of the decision of the Conference of Ambassadors. The 
Plenipotentiaries having chosen the first method, the last two series of questions 
were settled by agreement between the parties. The question of liquidation'was 
dealt with at a public meeting held.on March 23rd at the seat of the Secretariat 
of the League of Nations. This meeting opened the procedure of arbitration 
by which will be settled the question of liquidation, as well as some minor 
points _in connexion with minorities. 

• 
2. THE ENQUIRY COMMISSION IN ALBANIA. • 

'The 'League of Nations' Commission in Albania has rettifued in order to 
report ;n its mission. In spite of the changes in the Albanian Government at 
Tirana, in Dec·ember last, there was · no bloodshed during ·the period of the 
enquiry. 
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The Commission has had every reason to be 13atlsfied with its relations 
with the Albanian and the Yougoslav authorities, who haveo duly o fulfilled all 
engagements arising out of the decision of the, Conference of Ambassadors. The 
Commission was well received by the Greek military authcn-ities ori the Southern 
frontier of Albania, and it acknowledges the courtesy of the Italian authorities, 
who placed at its disposal all the means of communication they possess in 
Albania, which is not yet a member of the Universal Postal Union. -. 

The report which the Enquiry Commission is drawing "up will suggest 
methods to assure the future peace of Albania and to promote the development 
of the country. One of the members of the Commission is expecte,_ri to return 
to Albania for a short period, so as to be able to supply up-to-date information 
to the Council at its next session. 

0 

' c 
The Belgrade government recently informed the 

it h<t'> recognised the Albanfan Governm?lt and is 
representative to Tirana. 

c 

c 

Secretary-General that 
sending a diplomatic 

3· THE PousH-LITHUANIAN DrsPUTE. 
• 6 

(' 

The various term;; Of the Resolution on J:he Polish-Lithuanian dispute 
adopted at the sixJeeridl.Session di the eCouncil are being put into force r). 

The Council requested the Military Commission of Control before its 
withdrawal to enquire into the arre~~s of~ Lithuanians and White Russians at 
Vilna. With the co-operation of the Poli1<h Government, the Commission has 
succeeded in securing the releas~ of the prisoners, but the majority of them 
(33 out of 45) have been conducted to the borders of the neutral zon~ and 
expelled from the country where they were domiciled. The President of the 
Council has asked the Polish Governll}~nt to use all its i~:fl.uence to obtain ' 
permission from the authorities of Vilna for these expelled persons to return 
to their homes. 

The Council has obtained information with regard to the bad health 
conditions of persons belonging to the Polish minoriJy in Lithuania, who are 
detained in the prison of Kowno; and the President of the Council has asked 
the Lithuanian Government to consider the possibility of releasing these 
prisoners, unless they can be lodged under better hygienic conditions. 

With regard to the neutral ~ones 2 ), the c presideD:!: of the Co•mcil has 
informed the two Governments of his desire that they should endeavour to 
arrive at a mutual agreement concerning the line of demarcation recommended 
by resolution of the Council. 

The Lithuanian Government ha,ying lodged a complaint to the effect that 
the neutr:al zone had been violateU by Polish troops, the Council sent a telegram 
t0 the Polish Government reminding that Government that the neutral zone 
still exists, and must be resp~ted, until such time as the Council m~y have 
arrived at a final settlement. c 

- _ With regard to the establishment of diplomatic and consular relations 
between Poland and Lithuania, the P"resident of the Council received on 
March 9'h a letter from the Minister of Fureign Affairs of Lithuania, in which 
it is stated that:- ' 

"the Lithuanian Government feels that it must make the resumption 
of both direct and indirect diplomatic and consular relations with Poland 
depend upon the previous re-establishement of the statusquo created by 
the Co'lference of Suwalki of October 7th, 1920, and upon the remedying 
of the consequences following its violation by the Polish General 
Zeligowski." 

1) See Monthly 'summary, Volume 2, No. II, page 16. 
2) See Monthly Summary, Volume 2, No. U, page 38. 
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VIII. H~manitarian and social Questions . 
• • 

1. RussiAN ~UGEES . . 
a) The Wom accomplished by the League Higlt Commissioner . 

• 
Dr. Nansen, High Commissioner of the League of Nations for Russian 

Refugees, has presented a general report on the. work accomplished up to 
March 15th, I92J. The main task assigned to the High Commissioner lay in 
solving the problem arising out of the position of I'j.millions of Russian refugees 
in Europe by finding them productive employment. The High Commissioner 
was provid~ with no funds to enable him either to secure the consent ot 
countries where there was employment to be obtained to receive within their • frontiers further numbers of refugees. or ,to organise productive employment 
on even a small scale. During I 921 the interest~d Governments spent imll}ense 

.sums in maintaining Russian refuf;ees by a system of doles, and Dr. Ntt.nsen 
says that h"aQ even a small part ·~f these sums been placed at his disposal, 
and had he been invited with thes'e. sums in h;nd to secure productive • • employment, the problem 111ight have been solved very quickly, anti with 
a much less total expenditure than 

11
had ·already bee.n involved. Having no 

resources, however, but those
11

placed at his <Jisp~al "for.adminittrative purposes, 
together with what he had secured by the g~aerosity of "liOluntary-organisations, 
he was obliged to consider in the first place measures which he could take 
without undue expenditure to secu~e the dispersal of refugees from places 
where they were living in destitution to pla~es where they could obtain employ-• ment. To this end he proceeded to make .arrangements for the preparation 
of a •census which is now practically complete and affords an invaluable 
basis upon which further negotiations can be conducted. On the other hand 
the results of tiie enquiry made of the Governments as to the categories of 
refugees which they were able to rece~ve, were disappointing. The main reason 
being that owing to the universal economic depression it is impossible for 
them to hold out hopes that they can find work for the refugees. 

Dr. Nansen had hardly begun the preliminary organisation of his task • - in which he was assisted by Government representatives appointed to deal 
with the specific probl~m and the special Joint Committee appointed to col
laborate with him by a number of charitable organisations actually engaged 
in the problem for tl"le last tw,o years - when he was faced with an urgent 
problem 'or distress among refugees in Cons"tantinople. This distress did ~ot 
properly fall within his functions, but it was so widespread and so acute that 
it seemed useless to occupy himself with finding productive employment for 
people who were actually starving. The problem became acute by the sudden 

• announcement that the sources of supply b~Which 25.000 of the military and 
civil refugees in Constantinople and district l:tad been fed during ihe past yf!~r 
were tQ be cut off. On representations from the ,High Commissioner, the French 
Government agreeft to continue feeding the remainder of General Wrangel's army 
until such time as it could be evacuated to other countries. The American Red 
Cross, which had been m<ii.ntaining I'4.ooo civilians, was unable to accede to 
Dr. Nansen's request to continue their work but promised to hand over as 
large a residue of stores as possible to other agents when they withdrew. As 
a result, therefore, of the cessation of their work and of that done by the 
Frencll Government on behalf of civilians, there remained 25.000 refugees 
without visible means of support, of whom I 5.ooo were in actual danger of 
starvation. Dr. Nansen immediately took up the matter• with the Governments 
and international organisations and received certain gifts which• enabled him 
to send to Constantinople an amount of flour sufficient to supply bread for 
xo.ooo persons for a period of 2 months. 

It was essential in the meantime to do everything possible to secure the 
evacuation of the refugees. The first positive step in this direction was the 

• 
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securing of ·an undertaking from the Czechoslo'lak Government to accept 
sooo agricultural labourers, 1000 students and a number of t;;hildren and 
teachers. Great dicffiulties were ~xperienced in connection with transport, 
visas, and the feeding of the refugees en route. The trar1'sport difficulties were 
so great that a large number of agriculturists could only proceed with their 
journey by means of the ships used by the League of Nations for the repa
triation of prisoners in the Black Sea. At the present moment, however, the 
Czechoslovak Government does not find it possible to recefve the whole of 
the original 6ooo, but it is hoped that it may be· possible to secure the carrying 
out of the complete programme in the near future. o 

On the representations of Dr. Nansen and Sir Samuel Hoare, M. P., the 
British Government allocated to the ~efugees in Constantinople a special grant 

• c 
of £ 2o.ooo. Sir Samuel Hoare yvent ont a mission to the Balkan countries on 
behit.lf of the High Commissio~er, and he C<fllpleted the establishment in Con
stantinople of a League of Nations office end of other means o! to-ordinating 
and controlling the relief work. ('. . 0 

The Bulgarian Government made an offer to •Dr. Nansen in his capacity 
as Commissioner for the International Committe~ for Russian .Famine Relief 

' C• 

to receive 2o.ooo children cfrom the famine area of the Volga. There were such 
l c Q. 

great difficulties in s~uring the practical realisation· of this generous proposal, 
that the Bulgarian Government accepted· the proposal of Dr. Nansen that as 
a preliminary measure they should receive sooo destitute children from Con
stantinople, and a Government appropriation was secured for this purpose. 
255 children were transported to,,Bulgaria in December 1921, and Sir Samuel 
Hoare, during his visit to Constantinople, secured the further despatch o{ 250 . 
. The transport of children to Bulgaria is only delayed by the difficulty of 
securing adequate housmg accommodation. Dr. Nanse:n's representatives suc
ceeded in arranging with the Bulgarian t:iovernment for the accommodation of 
1000 children, and they are proceeding with the negotiations, which, it is hoped, 
will result in the placing of at least another Iooo in the near future. The 
Bulgarian Government has in several ways demonstrated its practical 
sympathy with the Russian refugees, 9000 of whom' had been transferred to 
Bulgaria. The League of Nations Office in Constantinople has also just obtained 
the authority of the Bulgarian Government to transfer 'Iooo agriculturists and 
their families with 350 children and ·I I 5 adults to Bulgaria. 

~ ( \... (., 

- There are also a great many refugees in Constantinople who have friends 
to whom they cou14 go in other countries or who have a certain sum ot 
money upon which they could support themselves in places where the cost of 
living is not so high; many, howev~r, are prevented from leaving owing .to 
passport difficulties, to which' tlie League office is now devoting its special 
attention. The office is also takh.g the necessary steps to secure facilities for 
the departure of 300 agricul,turists and their families and so students to 
Germany, and negotiations are now in progress for . the \.ransfer of another 
3000 men to a country where they will be able to secure work. At the same 
time the evacuation of refugees on . however ·small a scale ·is carried . out 
wherever possible, and the French Society• for saving Russian refugee children 
has agreed· to accept so children between the ages of I 2 and I 4 for education 
and maintenance in France. 

It· has · also been possible to facilitate the repatriation of a consi,derable 
numbe~ of refugees fo~erly but no longer of Russian nationality, including 
a cons1derable number of Esthonians. 

The qllestion of the financial arrangements to be ·made for :the conti
nuance of ·the work is one which is exercising ·the ·mind · of the ·High 
Commissioner. 

Dr. Nansen 'acknowledges the generosity of the Roumanian authorities 
in acceding to a r.equest from him regarding the great number of refugees who 
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had been able to settle "do~n to productive work in Roumanian territory. With 
regard ~ t~e prohlem of refugees in Poland, which is acute, the most impor
tant direction in which Dr. Nans~n hopes • to be able to assist for the time 
being is in connection with th~ securing of p"a.ssports and visas. The negotia
tions concerning this question and the ~eneral proplem of the legal status of 
the refugees are now considerably advanced, and if they come to a successful 
conclusion Dr. Nansen hopes to be able to make a real contribution towards 
the problem in i'oland. 

He expresses his admiration of the work of the Epidemic Commission 
of the Lea~e in their support of the Polish health authorities for· the purpose 
of securing the disinfection and sanitary control of all refugees going from 
Russia into Poland. 

. . . 
Dr. Nansen draws attention to the importance of an adequate and efficient 

system of labour exchanges and <tuotes the ex:mple of the Serb-Croat-Sl~\>-ene 
•state. Thr01tgh the services of the~- Commission d'Etat, which is responsible 
for refugee q~estions, I o.ooo • out of t~e 2 J.ooo abfe-bodied refugees in that 
State have secur~d employment and Dr. Nansen expresses his admir~on of 
the enlightened policy followed by the Serb-Croat-Slovene State authorities. 
"Few countries," he says, "have ma~e greater .saGll"ifices or •shown a larger 
spirit of liberality." • • ; • • 

"It is obvious, however," he says, "that in the long nfh there can be no 
final and satisfactory solution of the problem created by the presence in Europe 
of I 1/2 million refugees except by th:eir r~atriation to their native land". He 
has studied in detail the conditions 4which 1n his view would be necessary 
before this can be seriously taken up, but has made no attempt to give prac
tical effect to the results of his consideration because he does no think it right 
or practicable u11der present conditions to propose that large masses of refu
gees should return to their native cotmtry. Were there no other reason, the 
present ravages of famine arid ·disease .throughout Russian territory would 
preclude the execution of any such proposal. He points out that there is very 
close relation between the economic reconstruction of Russia and some aspects 
of the refugee problem.• Russia has lost the vast majority of its technical 
experts of every sort. Under present conditions the Russian universities are 

• not able to produce the numbers of technical experts who will be required 
for reconstruction~ The Czechoslovak Government, with splendid altruism, courage, • • • 
and foresight, undertook to support at its trniversity in Prague sooo Russhn 
students. Several Governments have in the past conduct.fd the same sort of 
policy; Great Britain, for instance, maintained a number of Serbian students 
at its universities during the war. Dr. Nansen hopes that a number of other 
Governments may be willing to take a shar~ )n dealing with the remaining 
xo.ooo Russian students still in Europe a.nd for whom no Rrovision has 
been made. ' . • The questioiP of refugee children is similarly connected with the general 
problem of Russian reconstruction. Dr. Nansen instructed his representatives • 

. to carry out a very special census of these children and of their mean!; of 
education, etc., and on the basis of .the census has made concrete suggestions 
to certain large charitable. institutions in the llope that they may be willing 
to assist in making adequate provision for the education of these children. He 
is co-o.Petating with the British Russian Relief and Reconstruction Fund in 
their effort to raise the money required for the establishment of a School to 
accoml;)1odate xooo children. • 

In conclusion, Dr. Nansen says that the League of Nations• has already 
accomplished something of real importance, it has secured intergovernmental 
action, i\ has laid the foundation for further and more extensive work, and in 
various-ways has lightened the lot of the refugees, but he 'emphasizes the fact 
that the principal task which he was asked to undertake has been rendered . - ·- . 
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incomparably more difficult than it would otherwise nave been by the general 
economic crisis throughout Europe.< He appeals to the Go'!!'ernme,nts for their 
fullest support for the proposals which he is making to them in a separate 

c 
report. • 

b) The Decisfoti of the Council. 

The Council had before it Dr. Nansen's report, together with a statement 
indicating the financial means necessary to carry out the eyacuations which 
the present situation of Russian refugees in the Near East renders essential. 
Sir Samuel Hoare attended the Council meeting and presented a report on the 
results of the mission entrusted to him by Dr. Nansen in connecfun with the 
refugees in Constantinople ahd the ~ear East. Sir Samuel Hoare informed the 
Council that the immediate task wall toe secure as soon as possible the evacua
tion of r s.ooo refugees in Cons~antinople and estimated the sum required for this 

· puri>Jse at £ 30.000. The Council, convincai that these unfortunate refugee~ 
were without resources il\ an overpopulate:'d city, that thE'y had: no means of 
finding work, that their condition wa:;"becoming 0 daily wo5se, especially as 
resourtes which hitherto had been placed at the .disposal of certain charitable 
organisations were now exhausted, and that a catastrophe was imminent, ex
pressed the view that ,the')r s"hou\d be evacuate1 without delay to countries 
where they would be able to fin\:1 work and easier conditions of life, and 
should, as far as "possible, be sent to Slav countries. 

The Council decided to forward to, the Governments, for their favourable 
consideration, the reports of Dr. N~nsen, and Sir Samuel Hoare. Mr. Fisher, 
the British representative on the Council, stated that the British Government 
would be prepared to contribute a sum not exceeding half of the entir& sum 
contributed by other Governments, it· being understood however, that it would 
in no case contribute more than £ ro.ooo and that the scheme to be put in ' 
force commended itself as providing a permanent solution of the problem. The 
Council noted the proposal made by the British Government that Dr. Nansen, 
in accocdance with certain arrangements to be concluded between them, should 
be entrusted with the care and subsequent evacuatio~ of the Russian refugees 
at present in Egypt, Cyprus, Malta, and Touzla. With the object of securing 
the success of this work, Dr. Nansen, in agreement vzith the British Govern
ment, has appointed Colonel Procter as his representative at Constantinople, 
a~d has entrusted Mr. Childs witp the executiQn of thi~ part of the,work. 

The Council also decided that to facilitate the evacuations, it was essential 
that steps should be taken as soon as possible to furnish the refugees with 
free identity certificates and visas; it therefore made a series of recommenda
tions in this connection to the various Governments concerned. 

c 
• 0 

0 

2. TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN • . 
< 

The 1921 Convention on Traffic in Women and Children was open€d for 
signature until March Jr•t, 1922. After that date, Governments can adhere but 
cannot be Signatories. Thirty-three countries have signed the Convention, among 
others, some non-Members of the LeagueoGermany and Hungary. 

A letter has been recetved from the Secretary of State of the United 
States of America, in which it is regretted that owing to certain clauses of the 
1910 Convention (which it is thought pertain to the Police function of several 
States of the Union, and which the Fe~eral Government would not beccapable 
of fulfilling) the United 'States could sign neither this Convention nor the Convention 
of 1921. The Secretary of State points out however, that the Government of 
the United States is in full sympathy with the laudable purposes of the 
Convention and is greatly interested in the suppression of the nefarious traffic 
in women and chHdren. To this end the Federal Statutes have been enacted 
which are within the purvue of Congressional action. 
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It is interesting to .note that there were I 3 Signatories to b&th the 
Agreement of I 904 and the Convention of• I 9 I o, whereas to the Convention of 
I92 I there are .33 original signatories~ 

• 

IX. Miscellaneous. 

BmuoGRAPHY. 

The f~lowing publications on matters connected with the League have 
been received by the Secretariat : 

AusTRIAN LEAGUE OF NATIONS. Vmd;r. Inquiry o1z the League of Natio1zs. 
Vienna I922. 67 pages. 

• • 
o RAY, J., legal adviser. to the Foreign Office. Commentaire du Pacteede la 
Societe des Nat4oRs. Tokio I92 I. I59·1Jages. . .. 

TEMPERLEY, ~ W. V. 7he Seco1zd ¥ear of the League. London I922 . 
• 

• 
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AGENTS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PUllLICATIONS. 

Australia: Australasian Publishing Co., Ltd., 229, Clarence Sn-eet. Sydney. 
Austria and Germany: RikQla Verlag .K.-G., Radetzkyplatz 5, Vimna III. 
Belgium: Librairie de la Lecture Universelle, 86, rue decla Montagne, Brussels. 
Czechoslovakia: F. TopiC, I I Narodn~ Prague. 
Denmark: V. Pios Bog handel - · Povl Branner, I 3, Norregade. Copmhagm. 
France: Editions G. Cres & Cie., 2 I, rue Hautefeuille, Paeis. 
Gnat Britain, Dominio1ts and Colo11ies: Constable & Co. Ltd., I o and I 2, 

Orange Street, London, W.C. 2. 

Holland: Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorhout 9, S'Gravmhage. 0 

Hungary: Ferdinand Pfeifer (l,eidler Bros), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 
Budapest, IV. Ker. • ~ . 

o India: Oxford University 0Press, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. 
Cftaly: Libreria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marl:o Minghetti 26-29, Rome. o 

Japmt: The Maruzen G., Ltd (Maruzen-Kabus~iki-Kaisha), I I-ct6', Nihonbashi 
Tori-Sanchome, 7 okio. o • 

Eatvia: A. Gulbis, I4, Souvoroff Str., Riga . • 
Norway: q1af NorY, Universitetsgat~ 24, Christiania. 
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I. Summary of the Month. • • 
During the last month, the Advisory Commission on Communications 

and Transit and the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium met in Gen'l'!va 
The Commission on Communi,.cations and Transit, which was specially 

instituted in order to promote freedom ot iaternational traffic had to deal 
with a series of questions hearing on the different means of communication. 

The. Opium Committee examined the reports submitted on questions 
brought under consideration at its session in May 1921. New subjects of 
inquiry, such as the approximate requirements of rmi' opium for legitimate 
purposes and the extension of the inquiry to all dangerous drpgs and the 
establishment of import certificates, were· brought before the Committee. 

The preliminary session of the Permanent Court of International Justice 
has drawn to a close. The Court has established its rules. of procedure and 
administrative methods and is ready to assume the functions attributed to it 
under its Statute. 

0 
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The Upper Silesian Conference has come to an • agreem{lnt on .the differ.ent 
points which were awaiting settlem~nt and it. is probable that the Convention 

will be signed shortly. • • . . 
In accordance with the instructit>ns issued by the Counctl at 1 ts March 

session, the Secretary-General has authorised a certain number of members 
of technical organisations of the Secretariat (Communications and Transit, 
Economic and Financial Organisation, Health Section) to pR:lceed to Genoa, 
with the object of lending, if necessary, the assistance of their special infor
mation to the committees of the Conference. 

" 

• • 
II. The ei~hteenth Council Meeting. , 

The 18th Session of the League £ouncil will open at• Geneva mf 
• • the 11th May. The President of the ~ouncil wm be M. Quinones de Leon, 

• • the SfS"anish representative. . 
At this session tee Council will decide whether two matters shall be 

submitted to the Permanwt <Sourt of International Justice for a legal opinion. 
One of these matters li;lates to thedntcrpretation f>f Article 389 of the Versailles • 
Treaty, concernirig the validity of the appointment of the Dutch labour 
delegates to the third International Labour Conference; the other whether 

• the International Labour Office is competent to concern itself with the question 
of agricultural labour. c e 

The Council will also consider a proposal made by the Nor\'iegian 
Government, asking that a Commission of Enquiry on the famine in Russia 
be appointed, as well as a request by the Albanian Government that the • 
League of Nations should appoint econo'inic experts, who would go to Albania 
and, after investigation, give an opinion on the measures necessary for the 
development of Albania's. natural resources. The agenda further includes 
a certain number of questions concerning the Free City of Danzig, such as 
the conduct of the Free City's foreign affairs by ?oland; the control and 
administration of the Vistula in the territory of the Free City, and its financial 
position, which has recently been studied by a delegation of the League
Financial Committee. There are also some questions concerning the protection 
or minorities in Alb!J.nia, Esthonia, Latvia, Lith~ania, antl Poland. • . 

Finally, the Co.Jlncil will appoint the members of a committee for studying 
questions of intellectual cooperation, and will deal with the work of certain 
advisory commissions and committees, such as the Opium Committee, which 
has just finished its second ses.siQn; fue Mandates Commission, whose chairman 
J:as drawn l1P a report on the. nationality of inhabitants of mandated terri
tories (B and C Mandates); the Military Control Commission at Vilna; the 
Financial Committee; the Commission of Enquiry to Alba~a . 

• 

III. General Questions. 

· I. THE PERMANENT CoURT OF INTERNATIONAL JusTICE. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice ot the League of"Nations 
is now ready to co~nknce its judicial and advisory activities. As has already 
been annou•ced, it· has constituted its various Chambers, and before the termi
nation of its first-preliminary-Session it had also completed its Rules of Court. 

These Rules were prepared in accordance with Article 30 of the Statute 
which was adopted by the First Assembly in 1920, and which has since bee~ 
signed by 45, and ratified by 32 States. The Rules are supplementary to the 
Stv.~te, and are irttended to fit into the framework constituted by that document. 
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f) 

The first chapter of the Rules deals with the constitution and work ot 
the Court. Details are· gi11en on such questions as the terms of offic; of the 
judges and•their Order of precedence; thi~ chapter· also includes rules govern
ing the convocation of deputy ~udges and the appointment of judges of the .. 
nationality of the pahies to sit in a given case, should the parties not happen . . 
to be represented on the Court. Likewise, the procedure for summoning the 
technical assessors, wo .are to assist the Court when dealing with Labour and 
with Transit and Communications cases, is explained.· • 

A special section regulates the election and the duties of the President 
and Vice-President and another section provides corresponding rules as regards 
the. three ~ecial Chambers, that is to say, the Chamber for summary procedure 
and the Chambers for Labour and for Transit and Communications questions 
respectively. Finally, there is a section ~containing rules with regard to the 
election and the work of the Registrar and furnishing an outline of the organi-

o sation and functions of the .Regist:t'y. The detaifs of the latter are to be .found 
in special l"mij:ructions and Staff R~gulations. 

Under the heading "wtlrking of the Court" a~e grouped Articles dealing 
with the dates a;,d hours ~f sessions :nd sittings, with the manner of sompos
ing the list of cases for each" session. Here are to be found also the provisions 
governing the method according to wfiich the Ca.1rt Js to arriv~ at its decisions : 
every member of the Court wf10 is pre~ent ai a delibera~"n is obliged to give a 
reasoned opinion, and the decision of the Court is to be based llpon the conclusions 
adopted after a final discussion of the various opinions expressed by the members. . . 

The second chapter of the Rules of'Court contams the Rules, other than 
those already given by the Statute, governi~g the procedure before the Court. 
The•first section of this chapter lays down the very important principle that 
the adoption of the Rules of Procedure does not preclude the adoption by the 
Court of such •other Rules as may be proposed by the parties concerned. 
Among the general provisions also atJpears a rule to the effect that time limits 
will be fixed having regard, as Jar as possible, to agreements between the parties. 

The chapter then goes on to outline the procedure before the Court. In 
doing so, it makes a distinction between procedure before the full Court and 
the special Chambers for Labour and for Transit and Communications cases 
on the one hand and the Chamber for Summary Procedure on the other. 

A suit is always" brought before the Court either by the notification of a 
special agreement between the parties (compromis) or, if the jurisdiction of the • • • 
Court is compulsory as regards the case in question or between the pa~ies 
concerned, by an application filed with the Court. The application or notifi-

• cation will make it clear whether the full Court or one of the Chambers is to 
deal with the case and whether assessors are to be present. 

Unless Summary Procedure is to 'be ~played, the following procedure 
will be observed. Upon receipt of a "speci.ftl agreement", the Court fi.."es ti.Jne 
limits .within which the parties must file their written. documents of procedurE!
cases, counter-cases, and replies; and, if the case is brought before the Court 
by application, the Court communicates the application to the other party who 
may make a special reply to it In~ circumstances, the Court fixes the-time 
within which the applicant has to .,file his case and, upon receipt of this case, 
the date before which the respondent must communicate his counter-case. The 
following add\tional written documents may also be filed: a reply to the counter
case, .by the applicant, and a rejoinder to the reply, by the respondent It is 
to be noted that if the respondent makes no reply, this is equivalent to a 
failure to enter an appearance; in such circumstanc~ the Court may, under 
the terms of the Statute, pass judgment by default, if, after dui! examination, 
it is satisfied that it has jurisdiction and that the claim advanced by the other 
party is well founded in fact and law. The same, of course, applies if the 
Court disallows an objection raised by the respondent against its jurisdiction. 

0 
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Upon the te~mination of the written proceedings tpe President fixes a date 
for the< commencement of the oral proceedings. This date must fall within one 
of the sessions of the Court, either '}'ithin the ordinary session whic.h generally 
begins on the 1 sth June, or within, an extraordinary sessio~ which the President 
always has power to summon. 

The oral proceedings consist of the hearing of witnesses and of the 
presentation of the case by the representatives and counsel of the parties. The 
Court may make arrangements for · hearing witnesses out of.,. Court and for 
obtaining expert opinions. It is obvious that any action taken on the territory 
of a given State at the request of the Court must be by arrangement with the 
Government under whose jurisdiction the territory is. ( 

At any time during the proceedinp,-s, the parties may conclude an agreement 
regarding the subject of the dispute cor Hkewise agree to withdraw from the 
Court. The Court will record. such agreements and the proceedings will be 

( 

termiQ'ited. In the normal course of events, :tiowever, the judgment constitutes • 
the termination of the pro<;edure. This ju<fgment)s final and W'~thout appeal, 
but an application for revision may be granted if hased on , the discovery of 
some I'cally new and very important fact. The. Rules of Court give full 
details regarding the pr~cedure to be followed both in the case of ordinary 
proceedings and 'in the ,<:as'e of prQceedings in re;-rision. . ' 

They also regulate the manner in which intervention as provided for in 
the Statute can be undertaken. This intervention is of two kinds : firstly inter
vention as an actual party to tlie, dispute, and secondly intervention by a 
signatory to a convention, the interpretat;on of which is in question, on the 
ground that it is desired to exercise an influence upon this interpret<\tion 
without however taking any interest in the subject matter of the dispute 
itself. In order to enable States to decide for themselves whether they desire 
to intervene, it has been provided that t~1e Court may instruct the Registrar 
to hold the cases and countercases of each suit at the disposal of the 
Government of any State which is- entitled to appear before the Court. 

The Summary procedure which is instituted "with a view to the speedy 
dispatch of business " in many respects resembles the procedure before the full 
Court and the special Chambers. There are, however, important differences. 
The Chamber for Summary Procedure can, for instance, • only deal with a case 
by virtue of a special agreement between the. parties concerned ; it is to be 
re<~<."iy to sit at any time, and the ihtention is th~t, if pos;ible, a decision shall 
be given on. the basis of two written documents only, one produced by each 

• party which should normally suffice to furnish a full explanation of the 
question from their respective points of view. The parties have, however, the 
right to indicate in the docume:Qts_ thtfs filed the evidence which they would 
wi~h to produce, should oral proceedings take place. Such proceedings may 
be• instituted ·by the Chatp.ber if it considers that fuller information than is. 
contained in the documents is necessary; such proceedings •can howe;er be 
eliminated all by agreement between the parties. The Judgment follows as in 
the oo-dinary procedure. • 

Under Article 14 of the Covenant, wilich constitutes the basis for the 
whole of the Court's activities, tlfe Court has not only to give judgments, but 
also to furnish advisory opinions at the request of the Council or the 
Assembly of the League of Nations; such opinions will always be giv~n by 
the full Court. The Rules of Court contain provisions concerning the giving of 
such opinions. It will Ire seen from these Rules that the Court is not likely 
to give opinions except on questions stated in precise terms and relating to
actual events. It will also be seen that the Court will be anxious to obtain 
information likely to throw light upon the question before it from Goverltments. 
or international organisations which are able to furnish such information. 
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2: AMENDMEZ.."TS TO THE COVENM'T. 

During, April~ six member States -.Bolivia, Costa Rica, Haiti, Liberia,. 
Panama, Paraguay - have signed the proto.,col of the amendments to the 
Covenant voted by th~ second Assembly,.. 

The amendments in question bear on article 4 (Election of the non-per
manent Members of the Council) ; article 6 (Allocation of the expenses of the 
League); Articles I2, I3 and IS (Arbitration procedure and judicial settlement • of international disputes); article I6 (Economic Blockade); article 26 (Ratifi-
cation of Amendments to the Covenant) . 

• 

' 3· TREATY R.EGI~TRATION.') 
• • 

Among the treaties and· agreements registered with the Secretariat ~ the 
0 I> 

League dunn!J the last months al'l:l the text of the agreement settling the 
question of West .Hungary,.signed at V,t!nice on October I3'h, by Austria and 
Hungary and communicated ~y Austria; the convention providing for t:Be eco
nomic union of Belgium and Luxemb"urg, signed on J 1.1Jy 25th, I 92 I at Brussels 
and communicated by the Bel~an Governme]J.t; the I'olipcal agteement between 
Austria and Czechoslovakia, signed :t Pr<!gue on Deoember I61h, 192I and 

• presented for registration by the Czechoslovak Government. This last agree-
' ment stipulates inter alia that the two States signing the agreement should 

henceforward submit their disputes ·f~r artitration to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice. • 

0 

4· THE AALAND IsLAND CoNVENTION . 

• The first deposit of the instruments of ratification of the convention signed 
at Geneva on October zo1h, I92I, concerning the non-fortification and the neu
tralisation of the Aaland Islands took place on April 61h, I922 at the Secretariat 
of the League of Nations, Article IO of the Convention provides for the draw
ing up of the act of ratification as soon as the majority of the signatory 
Powers, including Finland and Sweden, are able to sign it. 

DR. NASSE, counsellor of legation, representing Germany; 
• • • . • 

M. DE RICHELIEU, secretary of legation at Berne, representing the Danish 
Government ; o 

M. Carl ENCKELL, minister of Finland at Paris, representing the Finnish 
Government; • • • M. DE REFFYE, consul of France at Geneva, representing the French . 
Government; 

e • 

MR. Stanford LONDON, His Britannic Majesty's consul at Geneva, repre-
• senting Great Britain; 

M. ADLERKREUTZ, Swedish ministe;,r at Berne, representing the SweQ,isb 
Government; 

Sir Eric DRUMMOND, Secretary-~eneral of .the League of Nations 
signed the act of ratification. 

According to article IO of the Convention, the entry in force of the Con
vention • for each signatory Power coincides with the deposit of its respective 
instrument of ratification. The Convention is therefore i10 force for those States 
whose representatives signed the act of ratification on April 6th, I222. 

1) Erratum. - Vol. II, No. 3, page 49, third paragraph of the chapter on treaty regi
stration, re~d : 

·"an Exchange of Notes between Spain and Norway'' instea& of "an Exchange of 
Notes between Spain and Poland." 
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IV. Technical Organisati,ons. 
• 

1. THE PROVISI01.AL HEAL1H ORGANISATION . 

• 
a) 7 he periodical ReJorts of the Health "section. 

The three last reports. of the Provisional Health Organisation which 
were issued on March 25th, April 4th, and April 13th respectively, contain (1) 
general information on the epidemic situation in the fatfline zone of the 
Ukraine, (2) an enumeration of the cases of. cholera in the Ukraine and in 
Russia, and (3) the statistics ·of ·infectious diseases in Polandb Latvia and 
Hungary. 

1. In the Southern Ukraine, in the districts of Odessa and Nikolaiev, 
which are the most seriously affect~d, •25% of adult mortality and 4o•;, to so"f, 
of !nfant mortality is attribu~d directly or.indirectly to the famine. In Odessa 
itselt there were r8o births and 2028 deaths reaistered in Janw.ary, and Ift7 ' . .,. 

·births and 2 7 1 6 deaths in February ; the chief causes of de~th are famine 
and tjphus. Deaths per 1000 are ~o'jl0 to 90"/0 as coml'ared with 40"/o to 
so'lo in 1921 and 21"j, for the pre-war period. At Kherson, deaths ·from 
starvation have incre~e~ br the follo«'ing figures: 3 in September 1921, 6 
in October, 13 in No~mber, 39 tn Detiiember, '61 in January 1922, and u89 • 

• • in February. • 
Doctors report a fact that is particularly· impressive; the lessening of 

physiological resistance in the popAilatio~, due to the famine and the use of 
food substitutes. In many cases vaccina!i.on has no effect, although the vaccines 
''take." The intervals between tl!e attacks of relapsing fever are ofte~ very 
short and mortality has increased. Surgeons have observed that broken bones 
do not mend. • 

Another circumstance of increasing gravity with the approach of summer 
is the bad condition of the water-works. In Odessa the waterworks are no 
longer in use; the reservoirs which are 42 km from the town, in the 
middle o± the famine zone, have been abandoned by the workers. Water is sold in 
the streets at 25.000 roubles per jar; hospitals pro~de. themselves with water 
with great difficulty; the population uses snow and rain water, but this source 
.of supply will very soon fail. • 

At Ekaterinoslav the water for town use is brought from the river and 
~tered for distribution in the cEmtre of the t<twn, but•this is not 'i:he case in 
the suburbs and the cholera vibrion has been found is the river water. 

2. Information' concerning cholera received during the month of April 
shows a more serious spread of the disease than that indicated by the· figures ' 
for March. From January r•t to MaliCh 31•t, u6s cases werereported from the 
pkraine. The epidemic origi;at~d in the migrations of refugees from famine 
'Zones and it had spread along the railway lines, as is shown by the numerous 
-cases of cholera among' rail~aymen and in the towns situated on i'mportant 
railway lines. Strict sanitary control at railway junctions is urgently necessary . 

, In Russia proper, the Commissa~at of Public Health has reported 299 
cases of cholera between January r•t and February r8th, occurring in widely 
different localities. The reapRearance of" this disease over a wide extent of 
country and from the very beginning of the year, is the most disquieting 
-characteristic of the present epidemic reports. 

3· The epidemic condition of the countries bordering on Russia'· remains 
serious. From February 4th to 19th, according· to provisional information, 
there have ,been in Poland 5140 cases of relapsing fever with 208 deaths; 
other figures are as follows: Typhus 3730 and 275 deaths; enteric fever 1036 
and 68 deaths; dysentery 136 and ro deaths; small-pox ro6 and .:14 deaths. 

· The progress o{ relapsing fever in Poland has been as follows : In 19 19, 
2.376 cases and 153 deaths; in 1.920, 7079 and 293; in 1921, 14.163 and 414; 

• 
I o 
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0 finally for the first seven· weeks of 1922 13.415 cases and 582 deaths. • (The 
most affected districts are: Polesia, Bialystock, Lublin, Volhynia, an Novogrodek). 

In Latvia, in the month of ~ebruary \wo cases of leprosy have been 
reported, two of dysentery, 7 of relapsing fevet', 16 of small-pox, 57 of enteric 
fever, 90 of influenza, 96 of diphtheria, .1,8 of typhus, 188 of scarlatina. 

0 

0 

In Hungary, from October x•t to December 31"1, 1921 there have been 
10.944 declared cases of scarlatina and 1.459 deaths; 7.27 5 of measles and 
173 deaths; 3,15B-of enteric fever and 326 deaths; 1915 of dysentery and 135 
deaths; 1304 of diphtheria and .107 deaths; 10 of small-pox· and one of typhus. 
(The population of Hungary, according to ·the census of 1921 is 7,84o.ooo.) 

• 
b) 7 he Campaign agpinst 'Iyphus. 

0 • 

Fi11a11cial Contributions. - This month the French Government has paid 
in to the League of Nations the S'l¥11 of £ 5o.ooo, representing France's ._"on
trlbution to tii.e Anti-Typhus Campaign in Poland. 
, The credit of xoo.ooo fioi'ins for the same puti;>ose requested of Parlia-
• • • • ment by the Dutcli Government, has been granted by the Second Chamber of 
the Dutch States General on li'ebruary 7th; the Bill concerning this credit is 
at present being considered by the Upper House• • • • 

• • • • • • • 
2. WoRK oF THE LEAGUE EcoNO\fiC AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION.') 

• 
Three Memoranda of the E!onomic ind Fi'na11cial Sectio11. 

the Economic and Financial Section of the League Secretariat have just 
published the first . fruits of a very important line of research undertaken at 

·the request of the. Brussels Financial <;;onference of October 1920. This work 
consists of a study of Public Finance, Currency, and Central Banking in post
war Europe, America, and the Far East, and the results of this work hitherto. 
have now been embodied in three large memoranda containing the latest and. 
most up-to-date informatiQP. in their respective subjects, and dealing with 

1. Currency, 1913-1921 (incl.), 
2. Central Banks of Issue 1913; 1918-1921 (incl.), 
3· -Public Finance 1921. 

A spf!cial feature "of these "memoranda is the attempt made to get ovet 
the difficulty presented by the fact that currency statistics, bank balances, and 

• budgets are drawn up on very different lines and according • to widely differing 
systems in the various countries. In each case, therefore, the data presented 
have so far as possible been reduced to a COJil~On model, and accompanied 
by analytical notes giving an account of the steps by which this operatio1:3 

e • 
was effected, as well as explaining the significance of the data and drawing" 
certain general con~us.ions. • 

The Memora11dum o1z Currmcy givQS in the briefest possible form the me>st 
important currency statistics availabl~ for the period from 1913 up to the end 
of 1921. These include complete data_ on ex<;hange and discount rates, on 
note circulation, commercial and savings deposits, prices and gold movements 
Besides the analytical and descriptive notes of which an account has already 
been gi"en, a special section is devoted to the monetary changes in the Suc
cession States of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The rn!tlny note conversions 
that have been effected in these States during the last three ye~rs make it 

') Errat11m. - Vol. JI, No. 3, page 54· 
• In the second paragraph of the chapter on the reconstruction of Austria read 

" .... the sixth session of the Financial Committee which was held in London from February 23rd 
to March ]st." 
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necessary to adjust the figures given in the ban~. returns in order to arrive 
at figures of circulation comparable over the whole, period since . the 

Armistice. < 

In an introduction to the <.>tatistical tables . a com);:'arison has been made 
between the developments in various< countries. The fluctuations in prices, the 
connection between prices and note circulation, deposits, exchanges and gold 
movements have been set out in concise tabular form. A special discussion 
has been devoted to the discrepancy between the fall in ptcices and the con
traction in circulation. The currencies of the .various countries have through.
out been compared with the United States dollar, which has been taken to 
represent the value of gold. The study points to the conclusion c that with the ' 
exception of certain countries wher~ paper money is still being printed freely 
prices and exchanges in Europe ar€l to'-day moving within comparatively res-

tricrted limits. " c 
t. The Memorandum o1z Central Banks ef Issue is in the f~rst instance an 

analysis of the balance-s:heets of the banks cone:erned in 1913 and throughout 
the post-armistice period, i.e. rgi8-t921, and a 'grouping"'of the information 
thus obtained in such a way as to allow of in£ernational comparison in the 
manner already explai'ne<;l. In this cas~ the work has necessitated a consider
able amount ot recaldilation, w}\;ch is' explainE!d in a series of special notes. 

' The introduction' gives in a number of tables a comparison between the metallic 
reserve and total liabilities and note circulation, the actual amount of gold 
reserves, the movements in note drculation, deposits, loans and advances, and 
discusses further the very im~ortant ~ubject of the connection between the 
Central Banks of Issue and the Governments. 

With regard to the changes which have taken place during and since 
the war only in one case, namely, that of Bulgaria, where •the Bank was and · 
still is a State Institution, did the vari<fus claims on the Government constitute 
more than half of the principal assets of the Bank, exclusive of the metallic 
reserve, while at the end of 19 2 I, this was the case in more than half the 
banks under review. 

0 

The 1Wemora1zdmn o1z Public Finance gives a review of the present financial 
position of nearly all European and some extra-Eurppean countries, with an 

· analysis of the latest closed accounts and Budget estimates, the composition 
of the Public, Domestic, and Foreign Debts, c1aims from Governments etc. It 
.. ' c 
has, like the other memoranda, been compiled from official sources, and will 
therefore serve as ,',!. valuable book of reference for all persons interested in 
the financial position of the various States of Europe, particularly since it is · 
practically the first work of its kin.d and the only one containing data from 
so many countries and brougnt• down to the end of 1921. 

In an< introduction of 20 pages a comparison has been made between the 
developments in the di!ferent countries, both as regards budgets ai}d public 
debts. Thus, the changes are shown that have taken plac~ in the expenditure 
and revenue of various countries from I920-2I, to 192I-22, the taxation and 

• total revenue per head of population, the deficit as a percentage of total net 
expenditure, the gross debt per head of population and the changes in the 
debt during the last year. On 'the whole, no great improvement is shown, even 
if serious attempts have been made in a number of countries to increase taxa
tion and to reduce expenditure. 

c 

3· THE SECOND SESSION OF THE TECHNILAL AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 

' CoMMUNICATIONs AND TRANSIT. 

The Technical Advisory Committee on Communications and Transit held 
its &econd session at Geneva between March 29'h and April r st. Its Chairman 
was Mr. van Eysingha, and the members present were Mr. Stiev~nard (Belgium), 
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Mr. Montarroyos (Brazil), ~r. Amunategui (Chili), Mr. Chow-Wei (China), Mr. de 
Aguero y . Betha.Rcourt (Cuba), Mr. Holck-Oulding (Denmark), Mr. Pusta 
(Esthonie), Mr. Chargueraud (Fcance), Colollel J. G. Baldwin (Great Britain), 
Mr. Sinigalia (Italy),• Mr. Okuyama (Japan), Mr. Winiarski (Poland), Mr. Brock-

• mann (Spain), Mr. Herold (Switzerland), and Mr. Fernandes y Medina (Uruguay). 

Four technical advisers also took part in the discussions of the Committee, 
namely Dr. Lankas (Czechoslovakia), Mr. Bignani (Italy), Mr. Hostie, secretary 
general of the t::entral Commission for Navigation on the Rhine, and Mr. Char
gueraud-Hartmann, secretary general. of the Elbe and Oder Commissions. 

The ~enda dealt with questions concerning traffic on land, by water 
and in the air. . ~ 

I. Navigation by river and o1t the sea : private commercial law, displaccmmt . • - The Committee decided to in~stigate the possibility of establishing ._nifor-
"'mity in priv~te commercial law •with regard to .inland waterways, at least 

where important routes of iil.ternationaJ interest were concerned. 
The questi~n of est~blishing international uniformity for disp~cement 

regulations is a matter concerning both maritime and.river trade. The regula
tions for maritime trade are unifor~ in ppnci!>le <bu~ are interpreted in such 
widely different ways as oft~n to pr~ve a•serious emoorrassment. The Com-

• mittee is at present considering the possibility of getting measures enacted in 
order to ensure uniform application • of these regulations in all ports. Real uni
formity has ,already been achieved for riv•er traffic in Western Europe, but in 
view of the present tendency tow:rds thee f~rmation of a system of river 
traffic extending over the whole of Europe, it is necessary to secure unifor
mity in displacement regulations all over the continent. The Committee has 
·decided to co-opt a Roumanian expert for questions concerning traffic on in-
land waterways. • 

2. Air Traffic. - The 1919 Convention. provided for the setting up of an 
international air traffic committee, but did not deal with the question which 
the League Advisory t:ommittee has had to investigate, namely, the kind of 
legislation necessary to prevent differences between national air laws that might 

• prove a serious obstacle to the development of air traffic. The investigation 
already conducted by• the Advisory Committee on this point will henceforw:rd 
be continued in collaboration with the future "International Air Traffic Committee . 

• 
3· Summer Time. - There is at present no agreement among countries 

adopting the system of summer time as to dates for beginning and ending the 
• change in time. The result is a certain a11tottnt of confusion in international 

railway traffic. In order to put a stop to lhis confusion, the CGmmittee pl;.o
poses to ask the various Governments to state. their· views on summer time in 
order to allow of•reaching a permanent agreement for beginning and ending 
summer time each year. 

4· Passports. - Since the clinference on passports, customs formalities, 
and through tickets held under League auspi<!es in October 1920, very satis
factory replies have been received from various Governments to the sug
gestions and enquiries of the Committee. The Committee has noted the great ad
vance "already made towards simplifying the procedure in these matters. on the 

e 
lines suggested by the Paris conference, both as regards the price of and 
facility for obtaining passports and visas, and frontier control. ~ssports have 
even been abolished in some countries. It only remains to ask the Govern
ments to make the resulting changes in their time-tables and the length of 
stops at the frontier stations in order to improve connectidns at these stations. 
This the Committee has decided to do. 
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5.~ The Railway Convmtion. - In accordance ,with Article 379 of the 
Treaty of Versailles and the recommendations of the Bar<i'elona "Conference, 
the League is called upon to prep~re the d;aft of an international railway 
convention within a year from n~w. Preparations .for a general conference at 
which this convention will be d;afted 'kre being pushed on rapidly. In order to 
accomplish the preliminary work, the Committee has decided to co-opt a Serb
Croat-Slovene, a French and a German expert. 

6. Electric Ptr.vcr. - The agenda of this . session comprised a problem 
that is wholly novel to the League Tran~it and Communications qrganisation, 
namely, the transmission of electric power, the use of international waterways 
for producing electric power, and the[selling of electric power from one country 
to another for the electrification of impohant international trunk railway lines. 
The ~ommittee has begun to cstudy the in~ernational measures necessary to 
cope with these matters. ., · , 0 

The Committee has 15een asked to suggestothe creation o'f international 
· driving.licenses for motorists. 

( 

() 0 

cV• Admini~frati\Te Qudtions. 

I. THE FREE CITY OF DANZIG. 
~ l 

Depot for Polish War Material . • 
The High Commissioner of the League of Nations has just taken a de<rision 

with regard to the site to be set apart for the storage of Polish war material. 
Poland had asked for a site in Danzig Harbour as offering , important trans
shipment facilities. The Free City of Daooig emphasized the risks of explosion 
and obvious disadvantages of a site within the harbour and in proximity to 
the city. 

In his decision, dated April ih, 1922, the High Commissioner observes 
that Poland is entitled to transport her war matetial, including explosives, 
through the port of Danzig, but that as the exercise of this right involves an 
element of danger to the lives of the inhabitants and the' prosperity of the Free 
City, it is desirable that another site where there will be no danger from explosion 
to•the town and very little to the •channel, and "where better railway communi
cations will ensure the rapid dispatch of munitions, be selected for the impor
tation of Polish war~ material. The decision therefore stipulates that the Polish 
Government and the Danzig Government shall negotiate with a view to the 
construction of a canal and a dock on the left bank of the dead arm of the . ., 
Vistula mouth, but that, as a temporary measure, a specified portion of the . . ' 
ISland of Holm on the east side will be placed at the disposal of the Polish 
Government as a depot "for· war material in transit. The qeeision lays down, 
further, that the Polish Government shall undertake to accelerate in every 

• posglble way the transit through the· ten;,itory of the Free City of Danzig of 
the portion of this material which consists of explosives, and that, in the event 
of the explosion of these munitjpns, it wilf be responsible for the payment of 
reasonable compensation in all cases of injury to persons or property. It is 
further laid down that the regulations for unloading and forwarding explosives 
will be drawn up by a Joint Commission representing Danzig, Poland, and the 
Harbour Board, under (he presidency of a Polish representative. · 

2. THE SAAR BASIN. 

The Governing Commission has sent to the Secretary-General its periodical 
report for the first quarter of 1922, the main points of which are as follows: 
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• The economic situatir;m in the territory has hardly altered since the period 
dealt with .in the previous report (See Monthly Summary Vol. 11. 13) . 

• 
No increase has been notecJ.o in the num~er of unemployed (about 3000). 

There were no strike~ of any importance during these last three months, but 
• • 

the depreciation of the mark, which was accentuated at the end of March, had 
a disturbing effect on most of the industries. 

The politi<;ill agitation referred to in the previous report almost entirely 
ceased after the first weeks of 1922, although the local Assemblies, as a general 
rule, refused to consider the draft decrees submitted to them for their opinion, 
in spite of !he fact that several of these decrees were intended to meet urgent 
needs, and had nevertheless to be promulgated. 

The report further explains that 1!he &ommission's attention during its first 
two years of office, was almost completely absorbed by the work of govern~ntal 
01rganisatiqn~ and "that. therefore it•could not, at the outset, invite the co-t!pera
tion of the p~ple as it woulft havl wished to do. • 

The decree oiiMarch 2411>, establishin~ an Advisory Council and a Commission 
of Enquiry, is ample evidenoe that the Commission recognised the n:cessity 
of introducing a system of co-opera~n between the -.Jove~g Commission 
and the elected representativ.s of th~ inhal!litants. The report points out that 
there are already two Chambers of Comme~ce and a ctutrnber of Agriculture 
in the territory, and that the formation of a Labour Chamber is under 
consideration; it will certainly be co11tedecl, that the Governing Commission has, 
now that the Advisory Council and ~ommission of Enquiry have been created, 
left nothing undone to ensure to the inhabitants a wide measure of participation • in public affa\rs. 

In the last part of the report the Governing Commission gives an account 
of its administrative activities. A cenSills has been taken, arbitration tribunals 
have been created to give decisions regarding requests for a revision of farm 
leases and the Communes have been authorised to levy a tax on money 
exchange offices. As regards education, a Commission of 6o members chosen 
from the territory to in~stigate the reform of primary school curricula, and a 
Commission of 30 persons of both sexes and of various professions to consider 
the question of introdur:ing compulsory vocational schools in the territory have 
been appointed. 14.000 children have been registered for optional instruction 
in FrencH in the primary schools. • 

The Social Insurance Department, having noted the ever increasing 
number of foreign insurance companies established in the • territory, has taken 
all necessary steps to adapt to the Saar territory the legislative measures 
which, in Germany, ensure a control ovet p&ivJLte insurance concerns. During 
this quarter, the Department for Public Rel~ef has dealt with the distributign 
among necessitous. persons in the territory of a sum. of about 6o~,ooo ±rand;, 
the balance of the.credit of one million frand voted in August last. The 
Central Insurance Office for disabled sol<j.iers was entrusted with the task of 
distributing high cost of living bonuses which were introduced in the German 
Empire by a decree dated Decembe; x•t, 1921. 

Since November x•t, 1921,the Governing €ommission has assumed control 
over the provision of assistance for disabled soldiers, and has issued to them 
and their heirs payment orders amounting to a total sum of 14 million marks . 

• 
In conclusion, the report points out that the Commission has deYoted its 

attention to supplying the population with the means o~ taking a more direct 
part in public affairs. In accordance with the provisions of the deC'ree of March 
241h, the members of the Advisory Council will be elected, and the i:nembers 
of the ~ommittee of Enquiry appointed, in the course of the next quarter. 
The Governing Commission will then, without giving up arty of the rights or 
avoiding any of the responsibilities assigned to it by the Treaty of Yersailles 

• 
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be in a position to appeal to the co-operation of tlJ.~ i~hab~ta~ts: the necessity 
for which it made clear in its previous report, and wh1ch, if 1t IS fortunate to 
obtain it, cannot fail to contribute fo the welfare of the territory. 

c 

3· PROTECTION OF MrnORITffiS. 

In accordance with a Council Resolution of October zst", I9t_W, the President 
of the Council, M. Hymans, invited the Spanish, and Chinese representatives 
on the Council to form with him a c@mmittee for the examination of the 

following questions: ( 
1. The petition of . the Czechoslovak National Council in Vienna 

concerning school instruction for cJbchpslovak minorities, together with the 

replf of the Austrian Govermpent. . . 
,2. The petition of the Joint Foreign ~omm1ttee of the JeW!~h Board of 

Deputies and the Anglo-Jewish Associatiof1, and !'Alliance Israe!ite Universelle, 
concerning the right of 'option for Jrws from th,e former t\-ustro-Hungarian 
Empire, together with the reply of the Austrian !Jovernment. 

3· The petition ot the Bessarabian, delegation to the Peace Conference 
concerning the ~ositiol\. oi<- R11ssialJ min~rities in.,Bessarabia, together with the 
reply of the Roumanic;ln Governml!:nt · 

This committ~e of the council met in Paris on March z6t". After studying 
the documents concerning these question~, the members of the committee did 
not consider that there was any reason to draw the attention of the Council to • these matters, in accordance with the stipulations of the Minorities Treaties. 

No other member of the Council considered it necessary to submit•these 
matters to the Council. 

• 
VI. Political Questions. 

UPPER SILESIA. • 
The German and Polish plenipotentiaries under the presidency of 

M. Calonder, who have been negotiating at Geneva the Convention for the 
settlement of the economic regime of Upper Silesia, have come to an agreement 
om the questions which were still• outstanding. "The most important" of these 
questions was that of the liquidation of German property and interests in the 
territory awarded to" Poland. There were also certain points in connection with , 
the protection of minorities on which the two parties were still at issue. 

In order to solve the que,'>t\pn Of the liquidation of property, M. Calonder 
st,Fted at a public session held on March 23t", at the seat of the League, that 

• • h\l would exercise his arbitral powers, but that he would try once more to 
bring the two delegation; together by way of mediation. F~r this purpose, he 
summoned the two plenipotentiaries to a private conference on April gtn and 
made certain suggestions intended to serve as a basis for discussion with a 
view to reaching an agreement. • 

On the afternoon of the x~tn, the two plenipotentiaries transmitted to the 
President the text. of an agreement signed by both, so that M. Calonder, at 
the opening of the public sitting summoned in order to announce his decision 
as arbiter, had the pleasure of stating that there was no need for this d:ecision 
since a friendly conclu!sion had been reached, thanks to the conciliatory spirit 
displayed by. both sides. 

The text thus drawn up, which is toiform a part of the Germano-Polish 
Convention, contains the following provisions. German property siruated in 
Polish Upper Silesja wl;lich may be liquidated by the Polish Government, is 
divided into two groups: large industry and large rural property. No other 
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form of German property is subject to liquidation. For each of the two cate
gories of property subject to liquidation, the process to be observed has been 
laid down as follows: • 

• • • 
Large litdustry. - By large indu!itry is understood mines, blast furnaces, 

foundries, factories for explosive materials, as well as every kind of undertaking 
employing more than 6oo workers. 

For a I9eriod of IS years, in conformity with the decision of the 
Ambassadors' Conference, large industrial enterprises can be liquidated if, in 
the opinion of the Mixed Commission, expropriation is essential for their 
working. ~fter this period of IS years, Poland may liquidate any large industrial 
undertaking after giving two years noti~e. The process of liquidation must take 
place over a period of 4 years counting from the date of notification; up· to 
this date the owner of the undertaking is free to dispose of his prope~, but 

" after this date he cannot sell or .transfer it without obtaining the co~sent of 
the Polish ~vernment. Anv fictitious transfer can• be denounced by the Polish 
Government, wt.ich will have the riglU to verify from time to time w~o is the 
real owner of the undertak-ing and what are the controlling forces in a com
pany. An enterprise must be liquidated as a ~hol~ <fn.d not.partially. 

• • • • • • 
Large Rural Property. - Large rural property iso defined as estates 

comprising not less than IOO hectares. Rural property will not be liquidated 
whose owners are in residence and""have: according to the decision of the 
Ambassadors' Conference, the righti•of retaining their domicile in Polish Upper 
Sil~ia. Poland will have the right to liquidate one-third of the large rural 
properties except for forests, which are not to be liquidated. In calculating the 
amount of land. subject to liquidation, account is to be taken of expropriation 
resulting from the application of th~ German agrarian law of I919. 

Poland must give notice of intention to liquidate rural properties 
before January 1•t, 1925, and liquidation must take place two years after this 
notification. 

Any transfer of rt!ral property taking place after April 15th, 1922 within 
a period of one month after the change of sovereignty, shall be subject to the 
consent of the Polish" Government, which, in giving its consent . thereby frees 
the property from all risk of liquidation. Any . fictitious transfers of rural pro-
perty may be denounced by "the Polish Government. • 

In general, only large scale industrial enterprises and large estates belonging 
to German subjects or controlled by them on April 15th, 1g22 and still controlled 
by them at the date of notification, can be liquidated. 

The two parties agree to apply in•Upller Silesia the clauses of the Ver
sailles Treaty concerning mixed arbitral jurisdiction for the settl~ment of tlis
putes about the indemnifying of owners of liquidated .property. Jtte two countfies 
furthermore agrei to submit any difference "that may arise between them 
in the application of this agreement to the Permanent Court of International . . 
Justice. • • 

Having thus settled the question of the liquidation of property the two 
• plenipotentiaries, under the presidency of M .• Calonder, took up once more 

the question of the protection of minorities in the two parts of Upper 
Silesia. 

~.lthough the two delegations had agreed on the general lines of the 
minorities convention, they were still at issue on vari~us points relating to se
condary schools for linguistic minorities as well as on the pow~s concerning 
the protection of minorities to be granted to the members of the mL .... ed 
inter-g@lvernmental commissions. The bases for a give and take solution of these 
questions were suggested by the President and examined .by the two pleni
potentiaries. 
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After several sittings devoted to this subject, th~ two delegations reached 
an agreement on each and all of thes~ points and an agreed :el'.t was est~blished 
and transmitted to the President. There was thJJ,s no questton on whtch the 
latter had to exercise his arbitral powers and the two parties have come to 
an agreement on all points of the Convention. The French text of the conven
tion, which will probably be ready at the beginning of May, will be signed 
without further delay. 

VII. Social and Humani~arian Questions. 

1. THE SEcoND SESsiON oF THE ADVIsorY . ;oMMITTEE oN THE TRAFFrc IN OPIUM. 

The second session of the Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium 
was h~d in Geneva from April•191h to 29'h. o 

The Com~ittee was CQJ!lposed of the fbllowin$ members : 

Sir.Malcolm DELEVINGNE, Chairman CCGreat Britaoin); o 

Mr. BoURGEOIS, Vice-Chairman (France, in the -absence of Mr. Kahn); 
Mr. A. D. A.c;DE KATc~GEL$NO (Hollanll, in the absence of Mr. van Wettum); 
Dr. ANsELMINO (Gerfuany); c 

Mr. ARIYosm (sapan); 
Mr. CAMPBELL (India); 
Mr. CHAo-HSIN-CHU (China); 
Prince CHAROON (Siam); 

0 
Mr. FERREIRA (Portugal). • 
Three assessors, Mr. BRENIER (French), Sir John JoRDAN, G. C. I. E., K. C. B., 

K. C. M. G. (British), and Mrs. liAMn.TON WRIGHT (American) overe present in 
the capacity of experts, and Dame Rachel Crowdy, of the League Secretariat, 
acted as secretary to the Committee in the absence of Dr. Hawkling Yen. 

The Committee first discu'ssed the situation with regard to the ratification 
of the. Hague Opium Convention, with · the supervision of the execution of 
which the League is entrusted by the Covenant. It wa~ observed that of the 
fifty-one States Members of the League, fifteen had not ~et brought the Con
vention into force, viz., Albania, Argentine, Chili, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, 
Esthonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Paraguay, Persia, Salvador, Switzerland 
and' Venezuela. (It was reported, • however, th;t Chili, Colombia, Denmark, 
Finland, and Lithuani~ have announced their intention of bringing the Con
vention into force.) The Committee agreed to recommend to the Council that 
it should continue to urge all Members of the League to become parties. Stress 
was laid on the importance of thee fulf adherence of Persia and Turkey as two 
of the most i~portant opium-produdng countries in the world, and on the value 
of •the Opium Convention dause in the Treaty of Sevres. Regret was expressed 
that Switzerland, owing to constitutional difficulties, had no~ yet ratified the 

c Convention since her central position made the uncontrolled export of drugs 
a source of difficulty to other countries. It "Nas hoped that the proposed system 
of import certificates would be adopted by the Swiss Federal Government, as 
statistics showed a very large expc,rt of morphine and cocaine from Switzerland. 

This system of import certificates was recommended by the Advisory 
Committee last May, and later approved unanimously by the Council and 
Assembly. It provides that every application for permission to export dangerous 
drugs shall be accompa~ied by an importation certificate procured from the 
Government of the importing country. One of the important factors in the 
system is that all countries should adopt it simultaneously. The Committee 
agreed on the desirability of a definite date for the regulation to be put into 
practice, and, taking into account the delays in correspondence with distant 
countries, decided to invite the Council of the League to fix September r••, 1922 
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as the date on which the Governments in Europe, Africa, Amel'ka, and 
Australasia would be asked to bring the system into force, and Jati"uary 1'1, 1923 
as the date for G"overnments of the Far :!:ast. A form of certificate was drawn 
up and approved. • • The Report made by the Health Committee on the enquiry regarding the 
approximate requirements of medicinal opium, morphine, cocaine, etc., for 
legitimate purposes, did not yield very definite information. Dr. Norman White, 
who read the r~port, stated that there was great difficulty in procuring reliable 
data. Moreover, the opinions of different doctors were divergent as to what 
might be reckoned as a "legitimate" requirement, and the' needs varied with 
different cfimates. Some useful information had been obtained from Switzerland, 
Denmark, and other countries, but a t:eliable estimate could be reached only 
by an enquiry lasting over several yea~. The Committee recommended that 
the International Health. Committee should be. asked to continue its relj;earch 

~ and to extend it over a longer period. • 
. . 

The re~lies to the Qu&stionnaire which had l!leen sent out last year by 
the Secretariat, eprovided •useful statistics for the information of the ""dvisory 
Committee. On the subject af the production of and traffic in opium and other 
drugs in the Far East, the Committse passed several eresolutielns which will be • • submitted to the Council of tthe LeafJiue for its consi~ration on May 151h. The 
question of the introduction of morphine rnto China "'as :elso examined. The 
Japanese representative called attention to the stringent measures of control 
which were introduced by the J apar!'ese Government last year, an said that the 
Government would be willing to ltat.re the assistance of representatives of the 
Lea$Ue in conducting any investigations th~t might be necessary, and desired 
the co-operation of the exporting countries in the control of dangerous drugs. 

With a vi~w to achieving the gradual suppression of the use of prepared 
opium and of preventing illicit tradfi in all dangerous drugs, the Committee 
decided to recommend that all countries that are parties to The Hague Opium 
Convention or Members of the League, should be invited to furnish to the 
Secretariat by January 1'1, 1923, approximate statements of their total annual 
requirements, for internal consumption, of opium and its derivatives. This 
enquiry, it was observed, would also act as the first step in the enquiry into 
the approximate aver'!lge requirements of raw opium, the question of which 
was referred to the Committee by the Second Assembly of the League. It was 
also recommended that simila.r statements .as to the requirements of co~ine 

should be .requested. 
In connection with the proposal of the French Government that the 

investigations of the Committee should be extended to include all dangerous 
drugs, of whatever origin, it was decided that the list of dangerous drugs 
communicated by the French Government :h~uld be submitted to the various 
Govern~ents for the purpose of ascertaining "whether the drugs h;;id been fo~nd 
to be iiable to the. same abuse, and produce the" same" injurious effects as opium 
derivatives and cocaine. 

The Committee decided on a :Corm for the Annual Report which parties • 
to the Hague Convention are asked to make on the production, manufacture, 
and distribution of opium and other dangerou~ drugs in their territories, and of 
legislation, etc., .affecting the traffic. The Council of the League is asked to 
recommend to all Governments that they should adopt this model form in 
makitlg their Annual Reports. One important question contained in this model 
report refers to the names of owners and situatio». of factories in which 
morphine and cocaine are manufactured, and the annual output of each separate 
firm. Another presupposes international co-operation by asking, in connection 
with the prohibition of prepared opium, whether there are any special difficulties 
experienced, and if so, whether there is any other countrY, whose co-operation 
would be of value. A decision on the proposal of the Canadian GoYernment 
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that an "annual statement of the amount of narcotics in stock should be asked 
fot was postponed until a further study had been "made o\ statistics already 
received. It was considered, moreovE!r, that it. would be difficul~ to procure 
trustworthy information owing to ~be stocks in the hands Qf chemists and oth:r 

' small dealers, and it was decided that i'he opinion of the Governments on this 
point should be first ascertained. · . . . 

The importance of public opinion in combating the abuse of, and Illicit 
traffic in, opium and other dangerous drugs, was frequently re:Pcrred to in the 
course of the deliberations of the Committee. Wi~th his consideration in view, it 
was decided to accept an offer from the" League of Red Cross Societies to 
communicate with the National Red Cross Societies that are specially• interested, 
on the possibility of undertaking an (ducational campaign on the evil effects 
of the abuse of drugs, and also to plaee the subject on the agenda of the 
Oriental Red Cross Conferenc~ to be held at Bangkok in November. The 
Commfttee also recommended that Governm~nts should be asked 4;o consider
the advisability of undertak!mg educational ;ork as. to the dangers~f indulgence 
in dangfrous drugs. On offer of assist!tnce, in the lorm of i:aformation, from 
the International Council of Missionaries, was read to the Committee, which 
decided to recoiiliUend i~ ~cce~tance. 

• • 

2. RussiAN REFUGEES . 

• • 
The Secretary-General has communi~ated to the Governments Members 

of the League of Nations. the texteof the resolution passed by the Council at 
its session ot March 25th') concerning Russian Refugees in Constantinople.c 

In his letter, the Secretary-General requests the Governments to take 
note of tlte proposals put forward by the High Commissio"ner for Russian 
Refugees concerning passport and transp~rt facilities for the refugees. 

The Secretary-General furthermore points out that the High Commissioner 
attaches the greab~st importance to the acceptance of these proposals by the 
States Members of the League which would facilitate the., transfer of unemployed 
Russian refugees to countries where they can . find paid employment, and in 
particular, allow of the evacuation of the groups of refugees who are at present 
living in utter destitution and enforced idleness in Constantinople and certain 
other centres. 

~ 

• 
VIII. Miscellaneous. 

< 

I. FORTHCOMING MEETINGS. 
0 

o e 

May uth, ISth Session of the Council of the League of Nations, Geneva. 
May u'h, 3rd Session of the Health Committee, Paris. 

c May I 6th, 2nd session of the Committee of Control, Geneva. 
June~ 4th, Conference of the League of l\'a.tions Associations, Prague. 
July 25th, 13th Session of the Governing Bqdy, International Labour Office, 

Geneva. " 

2. OFFICIAL PUBLICATION'S. 

Numerous enquirie~. about the publications issued by the League of Nations 
are received by the Secretariat at Geneva, and for general convenience a list 
is appende:d giVing the authorised agents for these publications in various 
countries. The Publication Department at Geneva issues a catalogue which is 
periodically revised and sent regularly to those desiring it. ' 

1
) See Monthly Summary, Vol. II, No. 3, page 66. 
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It comprises: 
• 

The Official J.purnal and its six Special Supplements. 
The Treaty Series of Internatipnal Engagements registered by the Secretariat. 
The Monthly B1¥letin of Statistics. • 
The Minutes of the Sessions of the Council, from the 12th· to the 15th 

Session. 
The Reports of the Secretary-General to the 1•t and 2nd Assemblies. 
Report on the Financial Reconstitution of Austria. 
Verbatim Report of the International Financial Conference at Brussels. 
Documents, Reports and Dis;ussions on the Permanent Court of 

International• Justice . 

The Records of the First Asse;nbiif i~cluding Plenary Meetings and 
Meetings of the Committees. 

Records of the International Cs>nference on 'fraffic in Women and Chi!Pr"en. 
~ Minutes. of the Sessions of the.Provisional Health Committee. 

Records t>t the Conference regarding the ~on-fortification and the 
Neutralisation of ~e Aaland-Islands. • 

Report on certain aspects of the Raw Materials Problem . 
Memorandum on Currency, 1913~1921. • ~ 
Memorandum on Public Finance, •921, Jmd 
Memorandum on Central Banks 1913, 1918-I921. 

• 

3· AGENTS • FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PUBUCATIONS. 

Australia: Austral~ian Publishing Co., Ltd., 229, Clarence Street. Sydney. 
Austria and Germany: Rikola Verlag A.-G., Radet2kyplat2 s, Viemza III. 
Belgium: Librairie•de Ia Lecture Universelle, 86, rue de Ia Montagne, Brusse/4 
Czechoslovakia: F. Topic, II Narodni, Prague. 
Denmark: V. Pios Boghandel - Povl Branner, 13, Nofregade. Copmhagm. 
France: Editions G. Cres & Cie., 21, rue Hautefeuille, Paris . 
Great Britain, Dominions and Col011ies• Constable & Co. Ltd., 10 and 12, 

Orange Street, London, W.C. 2. 
• • 

Holland: Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorho'ut 9, S'Gravmhage. • 
-Hungary: Fer<linand Pfeifer (Zeidler Bros], Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 

Budapest, IV. Ker. 
bzdia: Oxford Univ~rsity Press, Bfmbay, Madras and Calcutta. 
Italy: Libreria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. 

.. 

Japan: The Maruzen C., Ltd (MarUzen-Kabu~hiki-Kaisha), I 1-16, Nihonbashi 
Tori-Sanchome, Tokio. 

Latvia: A. Gulbis, 14, Souvoroff Str., Riga. 
No~ay: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christiania. 
Spain: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja'" S. A., Calle de •Valencia 28, Jlfadrid. 
Sweden: C. E. Frit2e, Hofbokhandel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockholm. , 
Switzerland: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, quai de Ia Poste, Gmeva. 
Unit<d States: World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Bosto1z 9, Mass. 
For other countries, apply to Publications Department, L~ague of Nations, 

Gmeva. 
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I. Summary of the Month. 
• 

Several new and important developments in the evolution of t_he League 
of Nations, combined with a general progress in many lines of its regular work, 
may be noted during the month of May, when the Council, the Health Com
mittee, the" Committee of Control, the Committee of Conciliation and the Per
manent Military, Naval and Air Committee all held meetings.· 
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Outside the regular League work,. the Genoa ,Conference proved to have 
a close relationship with the League, for its technical discus~ions on finance and 
economics were largely based on • the Lea~e's Brussels Conference, and its 
transit work on the Conferencg at Barcelona. It was ~ut natural, therefore, 
that the permanent technical organihtions of the League should have been 
requested to take over the study of many of the questions raised. 

As regards Geneva itself, perhaps the most important single event of the 
month was the final settlement of the Upper Silesian questic.fn by the signing 
of a German-Polish Convention to regulate the transitional regime during the 
next fifteen years, and the appointm,ent by the Council of the fresidents of 
the two Mixed Commissions entrusted with overseeing the execution of that 
Convention. 

~ . 
Two interesting and rather novel "financial developments also took place, 

the', first when the Albanian Government0 requested the League to appoint 
financial, economic and legal advisers il'\c orderc to establish a situation whi€11 
would attract foreign capital to that country, and the second wflen the Czecho
Sloval: Government in a loan floated in London,<New Yol'k and Amsterdam, 
named the Council and the Financial Commission of the League as arbiter in 
certain possibl~.- disputes., ,, r 

The objections ,of the Unite~ Stares Government to the Palestine Mandate 
having been removed in direct negociations between Great Britain and America, 
the former asked the Council to confirm that mandate with its provision for 
a Jewish national home insofar a:s pos~ible given the non-ratification of the 
Treaty of Sevres. In view of t.lte fact,' however, that the negociations with 
America had been concluded only on the eve of the Council Meeting, aJld the 
other Members of the Council had not had opportunity to consider all the 
legal questions involved by the separate confirmation of the- Palestine Mandate , 
when_ the Treaty of Sevres itself was' not ratified, agreement was reached to 
discuss the question at a special Council Meeting before July 15 th. 

The Permanent Court of International Justice was made accessible to 
States not Members of the League and not mentioned in the Annex to the 
Covenant by a regulation of the Council laying d'bwn a detailed procedure 
for the accession of such States. At the same time the first two cases, both 
relating to the labour provisions of the Treaty of Versailles, were referred to 
the Court for an opinion. ' 
'· The first question to be discussed by the Council under the Minorities 
Treaties was take!). up in relation to the protests of certain Germans in Poland, 
and the Polish Government was requested to take no action prejudicial to the 
interests involved until the Council had had time to examine the question further.' 

For the first time, also, Americans appeared before the Council when 
chat body discussed the propo:>al of the. American Relief Administration and 

, the American Y. M. C. A. to contribute 150.ooo dollars for the maintenance 
and subsequent education or' the I5.ooo Russian refugeesdn Constantinople on 
condition that the Members of the League would raise the £ 30.ooo necessary 
for ·their transfer to other countries. ' 

The Health Committee, at its thii:;Ij session in Paris, reviewed the work 
already done and agreed oh tt. number of important future activities as regards 
epidemiological information, prevention of epidemics, and international cooperation 
in medical studies. The Council also approved all the recommendations of the 
Commi~sion for the s~ppression of the traffic in opium, cocaine, and otlier drugs. 

Fmally, a numl:ler of other questions which may be said to have entered 
into the. f!!aily life _of the League ~ere taken up, such as the summoning of 
the AdVIsory Comm1ttee on Traffic m Women and Children, the appointment 
of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, the establishment provisionally 
at Geneva of a Liaison Bureau with Latin America, the adoption of the Budget 
for 1923, the settlement of a number of cases relating to Danzig, and the like . 

• 
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II. Genoa and the League of Nations. 

The Genoa c<tnference immediately de¥eloped in its technical discussions 
a close connection with the work"already don~ or contemplated by the League 
of Nations. As nearly"all .the States rep~sented at Genoa were also Members 
of the League, and as many of the chief technical delegates were also members 
of the technical organisations of the League, it was but nat~ral that many of 
their discussionsashould be based upon work hitherto achieved by the League 
and that a considerable part of the future work to be carried on after the 
conclusion of the Genoa conference • should be entrusted to the continuing 
bodies withire the League . 

. At the official invitation of the Italian Government addressed to the ·council 
of the League, the Secretary-General s~nt to Genoa, for the purpose of giving 
the conference any technical information require~ of them, Professor Attolico, 
Y,.nder Secre~ry-General, in chargt of transit questions; M. Haas, Secretary
General of the ,J'ransit Commission M the League; aud Mr. Nixon, Director of .. 
the Economic and. Financial. Section of the Secretariat. Dr. Rajchman, Director 
of the Health Section, and ~ecretary-General of the European Anti-EpTdemic 
Conference at Warsaw, was also sent .tp Genoa in conniction with the presen
tation. to the Genoa conferen¥e> thro'~&h . t}vl: C~unCU .,f the \.eague of the 
resolutions adopted at Warsaw, the plan devised in t~se resolutions being • regarded as a necessary element in Russian reconstruction. 

As soon as the work of the teclinicat_ commissions began, the represen
tatives of the corresponding technical .,rganisations of the League were invited 

- to take part in a consultative capacity. In fal!t, the debates of the Economic 
and Financial Commissions i:ook the work of the Brussels Financial Conference 

· as a starting point, and those of the Transport Commission used the work of 
~ the Barcelona Tra~sit <:;onference in t~e same way. 

Generally speaking, the conference decided that· the League should continue 
the tasks upon which it is already engaged (this also applying to political 
questions) and should extend them in certain definite directions. Russia alone 
made reservations in conrnection with work referred to the League of Nations 
on the grounds that she was not a Member of the League and did not 
recognise it. These reservations were noted and the resolutions were adopted. 
The Financial and Economic-Commission of the League is meeting in Geneva 
early in J11'ne, and win then ctmsider such .of these matters as concern it. 

In the realm of transport, it was declared desirable that the competent 
technical organisations of the League of Nations with the addition of one 

• representative of any State which is not a Member of the League in cases in 
which such a State may be interested,' shouljl .be invited to examine from 
time to time the progress achieved in carryi~ into effect the pro-visions set 
forth in the resolutions of the Transport Commission, • and to this ~nd should" 
be invite"d to summ<iln, with the consent of the states concerned, special con
ferences of experts. The conference definitely interpreted this resolution to 
imply that in such conditions non"Members of the League should stand uptm 
a footing of complete equality wilh Members. All the European States 
signatories of the Conventions signed at Barcelcma were urged to ratify them 
at the earliest possible moment if they had not already done so, and other 
European States were urged to put them into operation without delay. The 
Italian d"elegation announced in plenary session that they were taking immediate 
steps to ratify the Barcelona conventions. The conference twted with satisfaction 
the work accomplished at Barcelona in regard to the regime of i!lternational 
ports. It deemed it desirable that the conventions relating to ports, railways, 
and waternays contemplated by the treaties of peace should be prepared and 
put into operation as soon as possible, and that the recommendations of the 
conference of Barcelona regarding the' international regime of railways should 

• 
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be put into operation without delay. The conferenc;e also expressed the view 
that in the matter of passport visa regulations, all countri~s should apply as 
soon and as widely as possible the< recomm!fndations and resolutions of the 
passport conference held at Paris in 1920 under the au~pices of the League. 
The report of the Transport Commission contains a summary of the conventions 
and recommendations adopted at Barcelona prepared by the two League 
experts in attendance. The President of the Transport Commission (M. Jaspar) 
declared that the work of the Commission had been greatly facilitated by the 
work accomplished by the League of Nations at Barcelona, and thanked the 
League for the continued help that it was able to give. 

0 
In the Financial and Economic sphere, M. Facta, the Italian Premier and Pre

sident of the Conference, stated that, the resolutions adopted by the Brussels 
Financial Conference bad in many points served as a basis for the financial 
work. at Genoa. The conference invited th~ League to consider measures in 
international cooperation to prevent tax f'tvasiono It considered thb.t this migHt 
be undertaken in connectitm with the problem crf double taxafion now being 
studiec' by a committee of .experts on 'behalf of th~ League.cEach country was 
urged to undertake the publication of frequent and complete statements of the 
conditions of its public tinance~, and it was suggested that such statements should 
be regularly supplied tR the League;. and that the League should continue to compile 
and issue periodic.tl volumes based on returns from as many countries as possible 
whether Members of the League or not The conference recalled the principle 
of equitable treatment of commerce set' out in Article 23 of the Covenant of 
the League, and recommended ~pat cot.omercial relations should be resumed 
upon the basis of commercial treaties resting, on the one hand, upon the 1\.YStem 
of reciprocity adapted to special circumstances, and containing, on the other 
hand, in those cases in which it is possible, the most favoured nation 'tlause. • 
The question relating to dumping and .Jifferential prices being amongst those 
which concern most closely the equitable treatment of commerce, it was declared 
desirable that the League should undertake at an early date an enquiry 
on the subject. The League, in collaboration with other competent organisations 
established by international convention, was invited cto facilitate the carrying 
into effect of the resolutions of the Economic Commission concerning the publi
cation of tariffs, of import and export restrictions, etc., and it was declared 
desirable that all Governments should inform the League of all modifications 
i:utroduced into their customs tariffs and in their regulations relating to import 
and export prohibitions or restrictions. The League was asked to continue the 
enquiries it was now making as to the best means of safeguarding the validity 
of voluntary agreements to refer to arbitration disputes arising out of com
mercial contracts. It was recgguise6. that double taxation should be avoided 
by agree~~nts between nations., and that the principles might suitably be 
elucidated by the exa~ination of tl:te matter now bei~g undertaken by the 
League.! ' 

As regards epidemics, Mr. Schanzer, Italian Foreign Minister, moved a 
re~>olution at the last plenary session en behalf of the inviting powers approv
ing the principle of the anti-epidemic .campaign of the League and of the 
plans adopted at the Warsaw Conference, and recommending to the European 
Governments to examine as a matter of urgency the putting into operation. 
of these plans, and to address an appeal to their respective parliaments with 
the object of obtaining the necessary financial means. A request from a ·mixed 
commission of the Red Cross organisations concerning the extension of the 
Geneva co~;vendons was transmitted to the League of Nations. 

On the political side of the Conference, it was decided that such questions 
as were definitely recognised to be within the competence of the League of 
Nations or were .already being dealt with by the League, should be left to it 
for final &ettlement. Technically, therefore, these matters were not brought before 

0 
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the Conference. They included the Bulgarian and Hungarian memoranda on the 
subject of Minorities, and,a petition from the Territory of the Saar. ·several 
other questions, s1,1ch as that raised by the Bulgarians regarding an outlet to 
the Aegean Sea, were also deciped by tl!e inviting powers to be within the 
competence of the si.gnatories of the Peace 'treaties, and in the same way the 
Conference was not asked to deal with• them .. 

Up to the time of the conclusion of the Council meeting at Geneva, the 
official notification of the questions referred by the Genoa Conference to the 
League had not been received in Geneva, but the Council passed a general 
resolution authorising the Secretary-General in consultation with the President 
of the Cou~cil to refer such technic~! questions to the proper technical orga
nisations. 

The President of the Conference has addressed a letter to Geneva ex
pressing gratitude for the services rendered by the League of Nations officials . 

• 
III. Tone Permanent Court of International Justice. • • 

I. POSITION OF STATES WffiCH ARE NOT ,MEMBERS OF THE .LEAGUE OR JviENTIONED IN 
• • THEeANNEX TO THE. COVENA!h .• 

0 

• • 
The conditions under which the Permanent Court of :Pnternational Justice 

is to be open to all nations not members of the League and not mentioned in 
the Annex to the Covenant, were latCl down at the May Meeting of the Council, 
when a definite procedure was dra~m up in accordance with the Statute of 
the Court and the Court made available to all nations. 

When, last February, the Court was drafting its rules of procedure, it 
foun<l it impossible to make definite provision for the procedure by which such 
States should be able to appear be:!it>re the Court, as this question had been 
entrusted to the Council of the League by Article 35 of the Court Statute on 
the condition that no nation be placed in a position of inequality before the 
Court, and subject to the provisions of the Treaties in force. Consequently the 
President of the Court. c"alled the Council's attention to the desirability of decid
ing the question as soon as possible. 

The Court felt that the main problem was whether the Council should 
draw up in advance general rules applicable to all cases, or deal separately 
with each case as it ·arose. The Council detided to adopt the first solution•by 
laying down a general rule that States not members of the League and not 
mentioned in the Annex to the Covenant may be parties to proceedings before 
the Court on condition that they shall have previously deposited a declaration 
accepting the jurisdiction of the Court ~nd.u~dertaking to carry out in full 
good faith its decisions, and not to resort J:o war against a State comply~ng 
herewith. The States concerned may fulfil this requirement by either a pat'ti
cular ~r a genera~ declaration. When making a gen~ral declaration, a· State is 
free to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, but unless there is a 
special convention to this effect, members of the League or States mentltmed 
in· the Annex to the Covenant whi~ have signed the optional clause for com
pulsory jurisdiction will not be required to 1!reat such a State on a basis of 
reciprocity. States which are not Members of the League will pay their pro
rata share of the Court's expenses when they are parties to proceedings before 
the C~urt. 

• 
2. CASES SUBMITTED FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION. • 

The first two cases to be presented to the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice were referred to it by the Council of the League at its May 
Meeting. 
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When, therefore, the Court meets in its first regular business session at 
the H~gue on June 15th, it will be able to begin aJ: once the role assigned it 
of interpreting international law. Both ·cases concern the labour provisions of 
the Peace Treaty, and were referred to the Court for an advisory opinion in 

C· 
accordance with Article 14 of tlie Covenant. · • 

The first question regards the interpretation of Article 389 of the Treaty 
of Versailles, dealing with the appointment of delegates by the States Members 
of the International Labour Conference in agTeement with the most represen-

" tative organisations of employers or workers. It will be recalled that some 
time before the International Labour Cqnference at Geneva in October 1921, 
the Netherlands Federation of Trades Unio·n protested against the clabour dele
gate appointed by the Dutch Government. In accordance with a resolution 
adopted by the Conference, the Govr,rnipg Body of the Labour Office placed 
the matter before the Council of the League, which now asks the Permanent 
Court to give an advisory opifiion upon the question: "whether the workers' 

( .,. .( 
delegate for the Netherlands at the Third (''Session of the InternatiOnal Labour · 

(, 

Conference was nominated" in accordance with tlfe provisions. of Paragraph 3 
of Artk;le 389 of the Versailles Treaty'~'. • ' 
. The second case concerns the competence of the International Labour 

Office in questicns con~eGted with agricultural labour, and was brought before 
the Council by the :f.tench Governmert't. The Council decided to request the 
Permanent Court <to give an advisory opinion upon the question : ·'Does the 
competence of the International Labour Organisation extend to international 
regulation of the conditions of labo'ur of persons employed in agriculture?" 

IV. General Questions. 
-~ 

I. AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT. 

During the last month, Australia, Canada, and the British Empire signed 
the protocol of the amendments to the Covenant, voted by the second 
Assembly, with the exception of those bearing on article I6 (Economic 
Blockade). New Zealand signed the protocol with the same exception and with 
a special reservation as regards article 6 (Allocation of Expenses). 

. The Italian Government signed the prrA:ocol of · the amendment to 
. article 6, having at a previous date ratified the others. The Cuban Government 

signed the protocol with the exception of the amendment to article 6. 

' Q 
2. REGISTRATION OF TREATIES AND INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS. . . 

Among the treaties and a!P'eements registered with the Secretariat. o{ the 
League in May may be mentioned exchanges of notes between the Netherlands, 
Spain and Bulgaria, communicated by the Dutch Government and defining the 
commercial relations between these coun~ries: Austria has deposited the text 
of an agreement on passports and visas concluded by Austria, Hungary, 
Poland, Roumania, Serbia and Czecho-Slovakia. 

Columbia has forwarded the text of a treaty concluded with the United 
States, signed at Bogota on April 16th, 1914, relative to the settlement of a 
dispute in connection .. with the Panama incidents of November 1903. The 
German Government has registered treaties of peace between Germany and 
China, signec:l May 2oth, 1921, at Peking. No exchange of instruments of 
ratification took place. The agreement ·came into force subsequent to 
reciprocal telegraphic notification of the ratificatiorr by the Gov~rnments 
concerned. 
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Up to the present date, two hundred and sixty-three intefnational 
conventions and treaties' have been registered with the Secretariat of the 
League. • 

• 
3· THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE ,PERMXNENT ADVISORY COMMISSION ON NAVAL, 

MILITARY AND Am QUEsTIONS. 

The Peq;nanent Advisory Commission on Naval, Military and Air 
Questions has just completed its ih session at Geneva, where it studied 
certain questions submitted · to ito by the Council of the League. This 
Commissiolll is a permanent, technical body and should not be confused with 
the Temporary Mixed Commission on the Reduction of Armaments. Regarding 
the request of this latter body for, a definition of the term "war material", 
the Permanent Consultative, Commission, in a~reement with the Committee of 

.Jurists of the Conference of Amb~sadors, decided that the only way to•attach 
a definite meining to "munttions Ttnd war material", the private manufacture 
of which is condemned bY. Article 8 qf the Covenant, is to draw up a list of • • 
materials serving exclusive\)' for war purposes. The Commission !towever, 
points out that the list can never be, final and is onl)i of relative value. 

As for the further re.,olutions of tpe ~ nd • ~sembly concerning the 
destruction of surplus war supplies 

0
left tlver from tlte war. the Commission . ' 

pointed out that this had already been done by the various governments 
concerned, and that the only que1ition remaining was that of war supplies • possessed by private individuals m; states that had no right to have them. 
This question comes within the scope of the St. Germain Arms Traffic 
Cont--ention and is, in the opinion of the Commission, a further urgent argument 
in 1fayour of the ratification of this Convention by the governments concerned. 

(For the decision of the Commission with regard to the manufacture of 
• aeroplane material in the Free City of Danzig see under special heading 

Da11zig.) 

4· IHE LEAGUE BUDGET AND AccoUNT. 

The draft budget for 1923, amounting to a total of Fr. Sw. 25,248.190, of 
• which Fr. Sw. 8,188.962 are required for the International Labour Office and 

z,ooo.ooo francs for the Permanent Court of International Justice, was approved 
for trans"mission to the Memb'ers of the Le~gue by the Committee of Con!rol 
which was appointed by the Council at the recommen~ation of the Second 
Assembly, and which met in Geneva during May. The Comittee consisted of 
M. NoBLEMAIRE, President (France), Sit James ALLEN (New Zealand), M. OsuSKY 
(Czecho-Slovakia), M. WADDINGTON (Chili), qnd, Dr. NEDERBRAGT (N~therlands), 
the latter acting as Rapporteur. • • ~ 

The accounts for 1921 have been audited by l\;lr. R. Zuyderhoff, Member 
• • of the Auditing Bepartment of the Netherlands, who, after an extensive exa-

mination, declared himself satisfied with the correctness both of the accounts • 
and of the book-keeping. His report •the Council also directed be distributed 
tQ the Members of the League. • 

5· CoMMITTEE oN INTELLECTUAL CooPERAnoN . 
• 
In its session ot the 15th May, the Council deeided to send invitations 

to eleven individuals of especial competence in different branches o_f sciences and 
of letters, as well as in matters of international intellectual organisation, asking 
them ta form part of the Committee on Intellectual Cooperation provided for by 
the Second Assembly. The following individuals, to whom a twelfth member is to 
be added later, were selected: 



i\I'M. D. N. BANERJEE, Professor of Political Economy at University of 
• 

Calcutta; . o 

H. BERGSoN, Honorary Profesg;)r of Philosophy at the College of France; 
Member of the French~ Academy; o · • 

Mlle BoNNEVIE, Professor of Zoology at the University of Ch:istiania, 
Norwegian Delegate to the Assembly of the League of Natwns; 

M. DE CASTRO, Director of the Medical Faculty at the University of Rio 

de Janeiro. E 

Mme CURIE SKLODOWSKA, Professor of Physics at the University of Paris, 
Honorary Professor at the Urfiversity of Warsaw; Member of the 
Paris Medical Academy, and of the Scientific Society 'Of Warsaw; 

MM. DESTREE, Formerly Minister of Science and Fine Arts; Member of the 
Royal Academy of Archeology of Belgium; 

<A. EINSTEIN, Professor o~ Physics at the University of Berlin ; Member 
of the Roy~l Academy of Amster'dam 

0
and of the Roya,l. Society oi, 

London, and of ,the Scientific A~ adem:;;_ of Berlin ; " 
G. A. MURRAY, Professor of Greek Philology at Dxford U{'iversity; Member 

,. of the Council of the British Academy<. Delegate for South African 
Unio~, to the' Assembly of thee League of Nations; 

G. DE REYNOLD, l?rotessor of Fre11ch Liter<tture at Berne University; 
F. RuFFINI, frofessor of Ecclesiastical Law at Turin University. Formerly 

Minister of Education; President of the Union of the Associations for 
the League of Nations; Vi<;~-Prooident of the Royal Academy of Turin. 

DE TORRES QuEVEDO, Director of tb.e Electro-Mechanical Laboratory ot 
1\Iadrld; member of the Spanish Academy of Science. 

The first session of the Committee will probably take place at Geneva on 
August r •1. While it is impossible to foresee the exact detail-ed program'me ot 
its studies, the discussions which have alr~ady taken place in the Assembly and 
the Council indicate the three following general lines of consideration : 

r. The possibility of encouraging and perfecting the international organisation 
of scientific research, especially in taking into account efforts made to the same 
end by the different associations. 

0 

2. International relations between the Universities, 1Jle means of facilitating 
• the exchange of professors and students, the different proposals for organising 

an International Universities' Bureau, and perhap~ of an international U,piversity; 

' 3· The international organisa:'tion of bibliography and the exchange ot 
scientific publication&) questions which are of special interest to countries of low 
exchange and distant fro!ll the great intellectual centres. 

' ' 
6. LATIN-A~lER!CAN LIAISON OFFICE. 

In 1921 the Commission oi" Enquiry, appointed to examine the orgai'Iisation 
of the Secretariat, proposed that in Latin-America a local information office 
should be established for the purpose o~ bringing this part of the world into 
close contact with the League. The following July the Secretary-General sent 
to Latin-America two members. of the Secretariat, whose mission it was to 
sound the opinions of the various Governments and to draw their own 
conclusions both as to the desirability of creating an information office and 
as to the locality best suited for the purpose. From their report based on 
investigations in Cuba,' Panama, Peru, Chile, Argentine, Uruguay and Brazil, 
it appeared ,that the. establishment of an American office would represent 
only a very slight saving of expense, but that, regarded from a moral and 
political point of view, it would be of distinct value. The various opinions as 
to the advantage of a Latin-America office were found however to differ 
considerably ' 



The Second Assemblr approYed the establishment of the office in principle 
and made the Secretary-General responsible, under the authority of the 
C<Juncil, for carrying out the details of tlfe scheme. 

The Council Jvl.s conside;ed it advisttble, however, to wait until the 
delegates from Latin-America should •have an opportunity of stating their 
opinions as to the next suitable site for the proposed office at the next 
meeting of the Assembly. But, in order that the recommendation of the 
Assembly migh't be adopted as far as possible without delay and that contact 
with Latin-America might b~ improved the Council decided to establish a 
small temporary ofllce in Geneva, af the seat of the Secretariat. The members 
of this offi~e are to be chosen from among the nationals of Latin-American 
States and shall be attached to those sections of the Secretariat which offer 
the best opportunities of becoming Umilfar with the work of the League . 

• • . .. 
7· THE lNTfRNATIONAL HYDROGRAP~C BUREAU. 

The progre"s of the •various nati~na:t hydrographic bureaux in SCJ.rveying 
and charting the world's s:l\ipping routes is illustrated in a series of reports 
transmitted from those bureaux by 'lhe Internatio~l \Iydro~aphic Bureau at 
Monaco, which has recent!:>' become affiJ;ated with •the League of Nations . • The Secretary-General of that bureau has forwarded to the i.eague's Secretariat 
at Geneva, and to the national hydrographic offices, reports received from 
the .hydrographic bureaux in Italy:" Sw@den, Norway, Denmark, the British 
Empire, the Netherlands, Greece, <fnd Fr'*nce. These reports discuss such 
que»tions as recent or projected surveys of seaboard and river trade routes, 
new sailing directions, new publications such as on Atlantic Ocean steamship 
routes and world sailing routes, the use of aircraft in detecting shoals and 
submerged rocks, and other importa!'lt problems. 

8. THE CmmrsswN oN CoNCILTAno:s-. 
• 

The Commission instituted in accordance with the decision of the Second 
Assembly to study thf;l proposals of the Norwegian and Swedish Governments 
for the development of a procedure of conciliation in international disputes, 
began its session at .Geneva on May 23'd. 

The Commission had before it a number of new and· interesting propo~als 
and ~xpected to sit for perhaps two weeks. Its membeJ;Ship was as follows : 

M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 
M. 

ADATCI (President), Japanese Ambassador to 
HoLD VoN FERNECK (Austria)"; • • • 
CHARLES DE VISSCHER (Belgium); • 
GIL FORTOUL, Venezuelian Minister to Paris; 
UNDEN (~weden). • • 

• 

Brussels: 

V. Technical Organisations . 
• 

l. THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH ORGANISATION. 

a) The third Session of the Healt/z Committee. 

The Health Committee held its third session ia Paris, under the chair
manship of Dr. Madsen, from May nth to May I 6th, 1922. On the agenda figured 
questions relating to the work of the International Conference o~ the Standard
isation.ofSera and Serological Tests, the Commission on International Agreements 
for the Prevention of Epidemic Diseases in the Near East, the work of the League 
Health Organisation, and the Warsaw Conference. 



The Committee authorised the chairman to sul!lmon a conference of the 
institutions engaged in the investigation of anti-diphtheric an,!l anti-tetanic sera 
as soon a.S the progress of the progran'ime set up. by the Internati~na.l Conferem:e 
on Sera justified this measure wi~out waiting for the co~pletion of the work . 

'r in other respects. It further drew the <Ittention of the Council of the League 
to the advisability of a prompt revision of the International Health Convention 
of i912, with a view to improving its epidemiological provisions and unifying 
quarantine regulations. As the French Government had already •been requested 
by the Office International d'Hygi€me Publique. to convene a conference for 
this very purpose, the League Health Committee expressed the holi,e that this 
meeting might take place before the end of the present year and that the 
Council of the League would appeal to States Members to do all in their 
power to facilitate the work of the conff!rence and hasten the ratification of 
the n~w convention. 

0 

After hearing the report of the Me~ical :Oirector on the work of theoo c 

Health Section of the Leagt:e, the Committee congratulated the Medical Secre
tariat op.. the publication· of epidemiol't>gical data ~on Easte::n Europe, and 
approved the pursuance of this activity, until a .l"egular service be organised 
in accordance wit!;\ the delision of the second Assembly. It further recommended 
that Governments be apt-ro~che"d w~th a ,yiew to organising - temporarily at 
least - an exchange o'f. members of the public health services. 

Regarding the incidence of sleeping sickness and tuberculosis in Equatorial 
Africa alld the adoption of suitable p.~ophylactic measures, the Committee was 
of the opinion that a technical committee •should be appointed by the African 
mandatory Powers with a view to centralising documentary evidence on, the 
subject. 

The gravity of the epidemic situation in Eastern Europfi>, as outlinw in 
the report of the Medical Director on ~he Warsaw Conference, afforded the 
Committee an opportunity of drawing the attention of the League Council to 
the urgency of securing means to adopt international measures for the pro
tection of the health of Europe. 

b) The Expenses of the Warsaw Cotlference. 

At its session of May uth the Council discussed the general question of 
the expenses incurred in connection with the participation of the League 
org<..nisations in the work of the 'Varsaw Conference. These expenses' amount 
to 40.ooo gold francs. 

There was no precedent in existence to guide the Council in its decision, 
for the \Varsaw Conference was the first of those special conferences which, 
in accordance with a resolutiop , pas~sed by the Second Assembly, may be 
callPd at the .request of a member yf the League. On the one hand the States 
invited to the Conference c;Iid not include all the members of the League, and 
on the other, they included certain states - for instance ,Germany, Soviet 
Russia, the Ukraine, Hungary and Turkey - that are non-members .. 

~'\.t Marquis Imperiali's suggestion, the Council decided that the League 
of Nations was morally bound to share i!l the organisation expenses of the 
Health Conference held under its. auspices, since all the nations belonging to 
the League would benefit by the work accomplished which in fact had been 
initiated by the Assembly itself. It was agreed, however, that this decision 

· should not form a precedent. 

2. THE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ORGANISATION. 

a) The Reports of tlze Economic and Fi1zancial Commission, . . 
The Council approved i1t toto the reports submitted by the Financial and 

Economic Commission, on the findings of the respective Committees. This means 
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• 
inu1· · alia that. the CommissioiJ. will push on preparations for an international 
conference in autiHlln 1923, v.rith the objec; of introducing as much uniformity 
as possible into the various s.ystems of legislation on bills of exchange, 

e 
including cheques and promissory notes. The Commission will also continue 
its study of the questions of reciprocal treatment of foreign banks, double 
taxation, arbitration clauses in commercial contracts between citizens of different 
states, unfair competition, lost, stolen or destroyed securities, and fair treatment 
of commerce (S~e the summary of the reports of the Financial and Economic 
Commission given in Vol. II. No. 3, ~f the Monthly Summary). 

The aapointment of M. Dvoracek (Czecho-Slovakia) and of Mrs. Campion 
(Australia) to the Economic Committee of the League organisation was also 
approved. • • 

ce 
b) The Czecho-Slovak Loan an~ the League. 

e . ·e 

A novel. departure in interna'i:ional finance Wii5 proposed to the Council 
• at its May meeting by the ,provisions of a loan recently issued for the Czecho-

Slovak Government in Lond~n, Amsterdam and New-York. Official notftication 
was given in a letter signed by Dr. P,_psposil, Czecho-Sk>vak .Financial Delegate • in London, and countersigne~ by Baring Brothefs, t!l.e .house of issue, that the 

0 

Council and the Financial Committee of ~he League • ha<! been constituted 
arbiter in certain disputes which might arise out of the terms of the agreement. 
In addition it was provided that·: .,. • 

• 
"In the event that the Government of C:techo-Slovakia does not fulfil its agreed 

'Obligations and in the event of the Government and Baring Brothers and Company Ltd., 
being unable to arrive at an arrangement mutually satisfactory, the Council of the League 
of Nations will> be empowered to make the best arrangements for the protection of 
bondholders. Provided that the previo~ consent of the majority of the value of bond
holders, at a meeting as provided in the General Bond, shall be obtained before any 
arrangement is accepted or the intervention of the Council of the League of Nations 
is invited." 

The Council inst~~c!ed the Financial Committee to . ascertain what respon
sibilities might be incurred as a result of the arrangement proposed, whether 

~ 

the League should accept these responsibilities, and, if so, on what terms. This 
question ·~s to be considered at the meeting beginning on June gth. 

• e. • 

VI. Administrative Questions. . . 
• ., . 

I. THE FREE CITY OF DANZIG . 
• • 

Tl;}.e Council at its eighteenth session was .,faced· once more with a consi
derable number ofequestions concerning Danzig, - in most cases appeals by • 
Poland or the Free City. against decisions of the High Commissioner. Se~eral ., 
of these questions, including the involved and far reaching problems of the 
conduct by Poland of the Foreign Relations of the Free City and the Judicial 
status of Polish Government Property Officials" and Ships in Danzig, - were 
first discussed in detail by Dr. Sahm, President ot the Senate of the Free 
City, apd Monsieur Askenazy, the Polish Representative, under th~ auspices 
of the rapporteur and with the cooperation of the High~ Commissioner, General 
Raking. During these conversations an agreement was reached on various 
special points in the High Commissioner's decisions and both p<frties agreed 
to withdraw their appeals against his ruling. The appeal of the Danzig 
Government against the decision with regard to the question of direct judicial 
relations between Danzig and Germany was also withdrawn as the result of 
similar negotiations and the Council set forth a general principle for the 
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settlement of the question of the expulsion of Polish nationals from the Fr:e 
City. Further practical arrangements< with regard to the latter are to be dis-
cussed by the two parties with t{\e High Commissioner in Danzig. . 

On the last day when Danzig oquestions were considered, the Htgh 
Commissioner called the attention of the Council to the fact that the two 
parties had been able to reach an agreement between themselves on all the 
cases of appeal against his decisions. He suggested therefor_r that the two 
parties should try to come to an understanding before they made an appeal 
to the Council, particularly as this woul((l. avoid much work and expense for 
the League. The Council supported the High Commissioner's viewcand agreed 
to his recommendation. 

The High Commissioner _ also, in{.ormed the Council that under the 
provisions of Article 103 of th~ Treaty of Peace of Versailles; he had agreed 
to thr; Constitution of the Free City as !'.mended in accordance with the 

0 • ( 

decisions of the Council 9f the League. ~-he Constitution, it -wm be remem-
bered, was placed under the guaranteec of the Le"a~ue in November 1920, but 
the am'dndment with regard to the term of office of the 'Senators was not 

0 

adopted by the Danzig r.Assembly until lj!;st April. 
Among oth'er thing-s <the Coul,lcil adopted th

0
e report of the Military Naval 

and Air Commission Df the Leagce wnich laid down that the Commission's 
definition of September 3o'h 1921 concerning Military aircraft could not be 
changed. Consequently consent could npt be given to the request of the 
Danzig Government for greater facilities ~s regards the manufacture of aircraft 
in the Free City. · '' 

The report of the Financial Committee of the League on the fim.ncial 
situation of the Free City was forwarded to the Danzig Government with 
a request for their observations. ,. w 

For summary of this report, se& the Monthly Summary, volume II, 
No. 3, page 59· 

2. THE PROTECTION oF MmoruTIES. 

The question of the protection of Minorities came before the Council in 
three ways, first from the fact of the admission of ce>.tain countries into the 
League, second as a result of the petitions addressed to the Council, and third 
as_ a consequence of the recent signature of the German• Polish Convention on 
Upper Silesia. 

r. Protection of llfinorities in Alba?tia, Est!tonia, Latvia and Lithuania. -
The Brazilian Representative was requ'3sted by the Council to continue the 

1 negotiations with the Albanian, Esthonian and Latvian Governments in order 
tQ give effect to the declaration • made by the representatives of these three 
countries· at the time of their Rdmission to the League. . 

The Council also approved the terms of a declaratio'n applicable to the 
whoJe of Lithuania, and by which the Lithuanian Government binds itself to 
give complete guarantees of liberty and justice to all the inhabitants in its 
territory of whatever· race, language or religion. This declaration contains the 
same stipulations as found in several Minorities treaties. It was accepted for 
Lithuania ,by Mr. Sidzikauskas, who declared that Lithuania would not fail to 
observe ·fully the dispositions contained in it and already, in fact, in force, in that 
country. 

2 •• German Mmorities in Poland.-.- The Council decided 'urgently to request 
the Polish Government to postpone, until the Council had time for further 
consideration, al.l ad~inistrative or. judicial measures which might be 1njurious 
to the normal sttuation of the agnculturists mentioned in the petitions of the 
,Deutschtumbund" of Bydgoszcz (Bromberg). At the same time it requested 
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the Representative of Polagd to examine with the Secretary-General the dlfferent 
legal questions raised in the report of the Committee of the Council in order 
to give the Council the opportunity of •deciding whether certain questions 
should be referred to !he Permanent Court of I;ternational Justice for an opinion . 

• 
3· Mhzorities i1z Upper Silesia. - As provided in the recommendation of 

the Council of the League to the Conference of Ambassadors, with regard to 
the stipulations •as to the protection of Minorities contained in the Germane
Polish Convention just concluded, the Council decided that after ratification of 
the Conven~on the guarantee of the League of Nations should be extended to 
these provisions in the same way as the stipulations of the Treaty concluded one 
June 28th, I9I9, between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and Poland. 

. .. 
• • 

• 3· MANDATES. ., 
• 

a? The Palestine Ma1ldate. • 
• • • 

Lord Balfour, at the opening meeting of the Council on May I Ith, r&:}uested • 
the addition to the Council's Agend\ of the question. of the approval of the 
terms of the British Mandate ~ver Palestine. He "anneunced that the Government 
of the United States had, as a result of nei-otiations ;i.th the British Govern
ment, given its most cordial assent to the general content; of the Mandate's 
terms. Lord Balfour said that he was.,Jvell aware that until the Treaty of Sevres .... 
is really ratified, the Mandate cannot be legally issued, but that his GoYern-
ment was of opinion that if the Council wouM announce that, so far as it can, 
it api>roves the terms of the Mandate, it would have a beneficent effect upon 
the a~ministration of Palestine. He added that the task before the Mandatory 
Power in Palesti~e is by no means an easy one, and that it is bound to be 
rendered still more difficult by the co•ntinuing uncertainty as to the final status 
of the territory. 

As this question had not been preciously announced to the Council, 
Marquis_ Imperiali and ~· Bourgeois suggested that it be postponed till th~:: 

next sitting. At the session of l\Iay I 7th, Lord Balfour made a general decla
ration in which, while ~xpressing disappointment that it did not seem possible 
for the Council to take action at this session, stated that this delay was not 
due to a..change in the gener<!-1 policy adopted by the Allied and Associated 
Powers and the League of Nations. Whate~er might happen to the Treaty• of 
Sevres, those parts of the Treaty dealing with Mandates would remain entirely 
unaffected. No one need be under the least fear, and no one need entertain 
the least hope, he added, that those broad. lines of policy would suffer any . -
alterations. The delay which had already taken place was due to the attitude 
of the United States, which very naturally cltaimed a full voice in.the questipn 
of Ma!J.dates. Now, however, that the United States• had approved the British 
Mandate, certain questions of a purely technical nature remained to be settled. 
by the Powers signatory to the Treaty of Sevres. Public opinion had no reason , 

• • to feel alarm lest the terms of the declaration known as the "Balfour Decla-
ration", which provides for a nati11nal home for the Jews, be modified. Lord 
Balfour, in conclusion, expressed deep surprisce 

"that any human being should suppose that Christian interests would suffer by the 
ttansfer of power in Palestine from a Mahommedan to a Christian power, and my sur
prise is not diminished when I reflect that that Christian power is Great Britain." 

He then requested that the question of the Pale;tine Mandate should be 
taken up at a meeting of the Council to be held within the next- six weeks at 
the latest. 

M: Adatci (Japan) also urged the necessity of an early ratification of the 
Mandates, on the ground that public opinion would ill-understand a further 
delay in approving them. 
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n:f: Bourgeois and Marquis Imperiali were also Qf the opinion that it was 
in the interests of all that this grave question of Mandatesoshould be settled 
with the least possible delay. M. B~urgeois sj:ated that France, who also had 
been entrusted with a Mandate, was suffering from theo same administrative 
difficulties as those mentioned by Lord Balfour. Both M. Bourgeois and Mar
quis Imperiali agreed with Lord Balfour that whatever may happen to the 
Treaty of Sevres, the Mandates principles have been established once and for 
all, that no change has been made in the general policy of., th~ Allied and 
Associated Powers, and that no problem 

0
of general politics could separate or 

divide the Allies. But the Powers other than Great Britain still a~ait the out
come of the negotiations undertaken with the United States to secure the 
recognition of the Mandates attributed to them. It seemed difficult to ratify one 
Mandate of Asia Minor without ratifying also the others, especially as the 
juridital basis of the Treaty of' Sevres is sti!J. unsettled. 

It was generally agreed by the Coun~l thate the Mandates 
8
qu'estion must • 

be examined again well in~advance of the Assembly and after some discussion 
agreem~nt was reached on Lord Balfou"r"s proposal"that the 'Council meet not 
later than July rs1h. 

0 

~ 0 Cl 

b) Tke Natio,fllity of the £nhabftants of Jr!andated Territories. 

The question~ of the nationality of inhabitants in Mandated Territories 
came up for discussion in the May ~eetillg of the Council. 

Marquis Theodoli, President of tht}, Permanent Mandates Commission, 
submitted the report of an enqtiiry made with two of his colleagues at the 
request of the Council, as to the views of the Mandatory Powers, namely . 
Australia, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Japan, New Zealand and South • 
Africa. All these Powers, it was statede were agreed that it would not be 
proper to assimilate these inhabitants to their own nationals, or to the inhabitants 
of their own colonies, but that in general it would be better to give them a 
special status conformable to the requirements of the new principle of the 
Mandates. ., 

The Council, as provided in the Covenant, requested the Permanent· 
Mandates Commission to make its own full recommenddions on the question. 

VII. Political Questions. 

L THE UPPER SJLE'SIAN SETTLEMENT. 

The disoute oyer Upper Sile'!ia, admittedly one of the most complicated 
phases of the reconstruction of ,Europe after the war, was finally settled ,during 

. the course of the month, when the German and Polish delE:gations concluded 
their six months' negotiations by the signature of joint Convention which. has 
been· called the "Charter of the economrc and social life of Upper Silesia", 
for the next fifteen years, and the Council of the League of Nations appointed 
the Presidents of the Mixed Con.missions and of the Arbitral Tribunal which 
are to supervise the execution of that Convention. The Convention itself, com
prising 6o6 Articles, is one of the most complex diplomatic documents ever 
drawn up, considerably, longer than the Versailles Treaty. It was dra~n up 
throughout by mutual agreement between the two parties, and at no time 
necessitated tke delivering of an arbitral decision by M. Calon<).er, the Swiss 
President of the Conference, appointed by the Council of the League . 

. The Convention was signed by the two plenipotentiaries at a' public 
meeting held at the League Secretariat at Geneva on May r s'h, in the presence 
of the Secretary-General of the League. 
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The meeting was opened by M. Calonder, who, in his capacity as Pre~ident, 
emphasized the immense significance of the conclusion of this Convention, 
which he hoped would open a new epoch in the relations of the two countries. 
Praising the conciliatory spirit shown by theetwo plenipotentiaries and their • 
governments and which had made it unRecessary for him to use his arbitral 
powers, M. Calender went on to speak of the confidence the two delegations 
had shown in the League and of which they had given practical proof by 
making the Cou4lcil and the Permanent Court of International Justice the 
court of appeal in case of qisputes arising out of certain clauses of the 
Convention. · • 

"~e Lea.iue of Nations", concluded M. Calender, "whose champion I am proud 
to have been in my own country, is not only written into the Articles of the Covenant. 
It is a way of thought, it is a method. of ection, it is an atmosphere. Has not the 
League of Nations appeared to you living in spirit and in action, already stronso and 
calmly confident in the tasks it hasoassumed, amid ~he factions and confusion th~ still 
trouble Europe?" • ., 

• • M. Schiffer, head of the German delegation, thereupon expressed his pro-• . . found gratitude to M. Calonder. He went on to remark that the dol!ument 
which had just been signed re"presented~.for Germany noJ: only a piece of work 
that had been well and intricately brotght to a ~~::onruusion, bu\ was 

• . 0 o. • 

f . • • b "the last act of a tragedy that or h1s country was not a pl.r on the stage, ut 
was a harsh reality. It was not of our own free will that we took part in the Geneva 
negotiations, but in accordance with an..engagement arising out of the decision of Oc
tober 2oth 1921. The reservation which we thfn made regarding this constraint is main
tained, and is in no wise affected by m~ signatute to this Convention ... Nevertheless, 
the importance of a historic moment is chiefly that it is not only an end, but also a 
~eginning. The 'finis' that we have written under the Convention is at the same time 
the starting point of fresh developments. That is why in order to do justice to the 
s;lemnity of th~ occasion we should not only look backwards, we should not only keep 
our eyes fixed on the present, we shoulcf also look forward. \Ve wish and we hope that 
the work we have just finished may prove a solid basis for the prosperity of Upper 
Silesia and for the establishment of frank and friendly relations between Germany and 
Poland." 

M. Olszewski, the Cltref of the Polish delegation, then spoke as follows: 

"The signing of the Convention has settled the Upper Silesian question by means 
of. free agreement betw~en Poland and Germany. This fact is of capital importance from 
the point of view of the new system of international relations for which the League of 
Nation~ stands. The !figning of !his Convention .proves that even the most difficult pr~ 
blems niay be solved by means of direct negotiation and a spirit of conciliation." 

M. Olszewski praised the wisdom displayed by , the Conference of Am-
• bassadors in deciding, on the recommendation of the League Council, that the 

negotiations should be presided over by a~n a~bi!er; he likewise complimented 
the Council on being so happily inspired as to choose for arbiter a man •;of •· . 
such gifts and such high authority as President Calonder", and joined with' 
the latteT in expres~ng the hope that the Government; and peoples concerned 
would ·apply the Convention in the same conciliatory spirit in which it was 
drawn up. • • 

The Convention consists of 6o6 articles, ample annexes and a final pro-
E 

tocol; it comprises 302 pages and is divided i11to two parts, each consisting 
of several chapters and sub-chapters. 

The first part, General Regulations, is divided into three chapters: the 
first lays down the system of law obtaining in the two parts of the plebiscite 
area; the second deals with the protection of acquired ~ndividual rights. and 
the third determines the conditions in which expropriation of big ipdustrial or 
landed property may or may not take place. 

The .second part is concerned with questions of nationality and domicile, 
and the steps by which inhabitants of the plebiscite area who wish to change 
their nationality can do so. 
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The third part deals with the question of proteftion of Min.orities a.nd lays , 
down the solution of numerous and difficult questions concermng particularly 
religion, schooling and language. It also indJcates the methods by which. the 
rights ot Minorities can be safeg-uarded. Article 7 2 decJttres that "these stipu
lations constitute obligations of an international character, placed under the 

guarantee ot the League of Nations". . . 
The fourth part is concerned with social questions, notably the orgamsatwn 

of Employers and Workmens' Unions, as well as of collecti.re contracts and 

social insurance. 
The fifth part, dealing with economic questions, is divided into eight 

chapters dealing respectively with the subjects of customs duties, fro'ntier permits, 
currency and banking systems, mineral products, distribution of water and 
electric power, post and telegraphs· anu finally railways, whose regulation is 
proYided for in great detail. . 

1The sixth and last part deals with the organisation of the Mixed Co~>l· 
mission and the Arbitral Tribunal stipulated by .the decision of the Conference 
of Ambassadors. The Mixed Commission is an or,san of CO::lciliation; the Ar
bitral Tribunal is a judicial organ. These two organs have been created for a 
period of fifteeP years. The Mixed Comrr.Ission is intended to mediate difficulties 
that might arise betwe.;n the twv countries as a result of applying the Con
vention. For que~>tioris of a technical nature, or requiring special knowledge 
such as, for instance, labour questions, the Mixed Commission will be assisted 
by experts, notably by a ConsultatiFe Lc.-i:Jour Committee, whose· chairman will 
be appointed by the Governing Board cf the International Labour Office. The 
Arbitral Tribunal, on the other hand, will primarily be an organ for interpreting 
the Convention in cases where individual rights are concerned. Its powers 
extend not only to civil, but also to administrative questions. ~ 

The Mixed Commission is to be composed of two members of each of 
the two countries and of a Chairman of some other nationality; the Arbitral 
Tribunal will be composed of an Arbiter from each of the countries and a 
President of some other nationality. The Chairman and the President are to be 
appointed by the Council of the League of Nations. This is not the only duty 
that will fall upon the Council of the League. There are other important duties, 
notably where the protection of Minorities is concerted. Two articles of the 
Convention establish the competence of the Permanent Court of International 
J•rstice for determining, on the one hand, in certain cases whether new laws 
can be substituted for existing laws of German Origin in Polish Upper Silesia; 
on the other to solV"e differences of opinion that might arise from the putting 
into execution of the expropriation clauses in the Convention. 

After the termination of the Upper Silesian Conference, M. Calonder was 
received by the Council of ·th~ League at a public meeting on May r6'h. 
M. Quiii.on~s de Leon, the President of the Council, expressed the thanks of 
this body for the manner in 'which M. Cal onder had dist:harged the• delicate 

' and onerous duties entrusted to him. M. Quinones de Leon thereupon announced 
the- decision of the Council to invite M Calonder to accept the Presidency of 
the Mixed Commission in Upper Silesia, and M. Kaeckenbeck to become the 
President of the Arbitral Tribunal. M. Kaeckenbeck is a Belgian jurist and a 
member of the League Secretariat, and took an active part in the work of the 
Conference as Chairman of the Drafting Committee which was responsible for fixing 
the final form of the Convention. The Council's choice in both cases was the·outcome 
of the spontaneous anu unanimous desire of the German and Polish delegations. 

Thus the Upper Silesian Convention, providing for an economic and 
cultural regime intended to preserve for the next fifteen years a certain living 
unity in the area divided by the politic& frontier proposed by the Ccuncil and 
laid down by the Ambassadors' Conference, has been concluded by way of 
agreement between the two parties concerned, after long and arduous negotiations. 
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2. ALBANIA. 

Further developments of considerable importance took . place in the 
• Albanian situation when the Council agreed to the proposal of the Albanian ., 

Governm~nt to follow up the results already accomplished through the League 
by the appointment of advisers to help e'ffect the reconstruction of that country. 
On May Izth in public session and in the presence of the members of the 
Commission of Enquiry sent to Albania, the Council considered the general 
report of that 'Gcimmission which brought out that, as a result of League 
cooperation, the country had been pacified, relations with neighbouring • countries Illade progressively better, and the Albanians themselves given 
opportunity to turn their attention to the development of their natural resources. 
Lord Balfour gave as reasons for this favorable development the goodwill of 
the Albanian and Serb-Croat-Slovene Gove~nment, the efforts of the Commission 
itself, and the continuous discussioo. of the question at Council meetings ihere 

'b'"oth Albanians and Jugo-Slavs wece present. 
~ . 

"No corporate body~·~ nation, n~ statesman in the world", said Lord Balfour, 
"could have ca"rried out what has been effected, except the League of Nation'!!. If the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene Governdlent and the Albanian Government have respected the 
decisions of the Assembly and tJ,e -C~ncil and of. the Cottmission..which the League 
sent out, the reason is this: that the A!]>aniaiu; and the jugt.-Slavs knew that the League 
itself, the Assembly and the Council, are work'ing for no sel~sh JlUrpose, and that they 
have given advice with the sole object of benefiting those to who;;, it is given." 

The Council, therefore, decided.,.to .ontinue its interest in the fate of 
Albania. In response to a request from the Albanian Government submitted 
by Mr. Frasheri and supported by the ComrrD.ssion of Enquiry, it was decided 

~ ' 

that instead of bringing the work of that Commission to an end, one of its 
• membi!rs should .• remain for the time being in Albania. Moreover, on the 

request of the Albanian Government., that the League give its aid in the 
problem of the internal reconstruction of the country in order to make it 
attractive to foreign capital, the, Council asked the Economic and Financial 
Commission to send ' experts to Albania to report on the measures best 
calculated for this purpo~, and the Financial Commission to submit to it a 
list of candidates for the post of Financial Adviser to the Albanian Government. 
Finally, regarding the •remaining frontier, the Council drew. the attention of 
the Conference of Ambassadors to the passage in the report of the Commission 
of Enquir)' regarding t'ne situation on the Albano-Greek frontier, and express .. d 
the hope that it may prove possible for the Conference of Ambassadors to 
find an early solution of this· question . 

• 
• • .. . 

,1· PoLAND AND LITiiUANIA. 

In• the presence of the delegates of the parties concerned - l\I. Askenazy 
~ 

for Poland, M. Sidzikauskas and Jonnynas for Lithuania- the Council adopted • 
two decisions which had been propose,!! by M. Hymans, the rapporteur on,the 
Lithuanian-Polish dispute. 

1. In view of the difficulties ~esulting from the maintenance, between 
Poland and Lithuania, of a neutral zone, in which no regular administration 
at present exists, the Council decided to recommend, once more as an urgent 
necessity, the establishment of a provisional line of demarcation across the 
neutral zone, in order to facilitate the civil and judici~l administ~ation of the 
communes included in that zone. A Commission will be sent to. the spot to 
consider the best position for such a line, and to report to the Council. For 
the rest, •the neutral zone will be maintained throughout its entire length, as 
regards military questions (quartering and transportation of troops and material 
of war). 
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2. In the interests of peace, the Council r~quested each of the two 
Governments to give it a separate assurance that they WSJUld pass an act of 
clemency annulling, whether in Lifnuania, ino Poland, or in the disputed terri
tory, any sentences passed upon or proceedings undertaken, against persons detained 
or expelled for political reasons, but not accused of breaking the ordinary 

criminal law. 
The Lithuanian representative feared that the first of the Council's resolutions 

0 • • 
would entail the implied recognition and regularisation of a ile facto s1tuatton, 
and he declared on behalf of his Government that he could not accept it. 
M. Askenazy, on the other hand, accepted the resolution ort Jt~half of the 
Polish ,Government. The representatives of Lithuania and Poland agreed to 
transmit to their Governments, and to recommend the acceptance of, the second 
decision of the Council regarding the release of political offenders. 

" .. 
VIII. Social and Humanitariap. Questions. 

i. Rr;sSIAN REFUGE](~ . ., 

a) General Situation. 

Dr. Nansen, High Commissicmer "f the League of Nations, presented a 
general report of the work accomplished :.n aid of the million and a half Russian 
refugees since the last meeting ~f the Council two months ago. Thouge. it is 
obvious that, in the long run, the only satisfactory solution of this problem 
lies in the repatriation of these refugees, reports from all jnternational relief 

0 

agencies in Russia prove that it is far~better for them to remain in Western 
and Central Europe than to attempt to return at the present time to their 
native country. Meanwhile, however, a considerable sum of money is essential 
to effect their proper distribution and absorption in their new economic 
surroundings. Dr. Nansen reported that Red Cross ~and other Societies have 
helped in the most generous manner to this end and even then, unfortunately, 
the funds available are insufficient to the needs. 

The British Government had asked the High Commissioner to take over, 
<16ainst a payment. of £ rso.ooo,-the 46oo refugees in Egypt, Cyprus and the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom. The High Commissioner has consented, and has 
arranged to send the majority of them to Bulgaria, where the cost of living 
is low, and work is comparatively plentiful. The Bulgarian Government has 
agreed to the admission of.. 26oo · of the refugees in Cyprus and Egypt. 
B.ungary is enquiring into the :possibility of employing about rooo Russians 
...s labourers, and Austria has agreed to take zoo agriculturists and their 
families and in addition 300 German-speaking refugees without payment'. Labour 
exchanges to assist refugees in finding employment are being established in 
Atl1ens, Belgrade and Sofia, and anothE-r is under consideration . for Germany. 
Negotiations are under way with the Canadian and Australian Governments 
with a· view to their accepting~.a substantial number of agriculturists. If these 
projects can be satisfactorily executed, a great step will have been taken 
towards the solution of this most difficult problem. 

As all plans for meeting the refugee problem involve a considerable 
transfer from one country to another, and as the Constantinople Office is 
spending over £ 200 a month· in the rather unproductive work of securing 
visas for passports, considerable attention has been devoted to the question of 
obtaining visas free of charge, or at reduced rates. The French Gdvernmimt 
has proposed a conference of Government representatives to consider this 
question. 
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The British Government has undertaken to grant all visas free of ~harge, 
and other Governments, including the Albanian, Argentine, Austrian, 
Brazilian, Greek, •Polish, Spanish and Swiss have greatly improved previous 
conditions. •· 

b) Russian Refugees. in Co?tStantinople. 

Early in May, the American Relief Administration approached the League of 
Nations with a proposal for cooperative action for the maintenance and evacuation of 
the 15.000 Russi<!n refugees now in Constantinople. During the Council Session, 1\Ir. 
Arthur C. Ringland, Representative of that Administration, and Major Davis of the 
American Red Cross, who were incide~tally the first Americans to appear before 

· the Council,. explained the American proposal in detail. Mr. Ringland stated 
that the American Relief Administration was willing to maintain the refugees 
at an estimated cost of 1oo.ooo dollars tor the four months necessary to complete 
their evacuation, on condition that<. the Members' of the League would ag;ee to 

•n!!.ise the :£ '.)o.ooo needed to ~ransf~r the refugees to other countries. He also 
added that th~· American Y .M. C. A. offered so.ooo dollars to assist in the 
education of the rdugees irt the countries of reception, while Major Davi!; stated 
that the American Red Cross •would probably be willing to continue its aid until 

. . .. 

• 

next autumn if it had some assurance th'at the other Go)l'ernments•would cooperate 
towards bringing about a final ~olution c;f the ,Problem. Bot,P spokesmen, however, 
pointed out that the matter was of extreme urgency and !hat the American 
offers would remain open only for a short time. 

Lord Balfour stated that, of the"":£ 30~00 which the American Relief Ad
ministration requested the Members of Ole League to provide a.S their contribution 
to th~t work, the British Government had already offered £ 1o.ooo, leaving a 
balance of only :£ 2o.ooo to be raised by the others. He expressed the opinion 
that tr.e America2. offer of cooperation should immediately be acted upon, not 
only because of the pitiable plight of <:he refugees, but also because failure to 
raise such a small sum . would create a most disastrous impression not only in 
the· United States, but also amongst the Members of the League. 

M. Leon Bourgeois stated that efforts were being made to secure a contri
bution from France, and that he hoped for success. The other Members of the 
Council agreed to press the matter to the attention of their Governments, and 
at a later Session M. Adatci, the Japanese Representative, stated that he had 
just received a cable to the effect that Japan agreed to appropriate JO.ooo Yen 
as its proportional shc:-re of the amount need:ed. Unofficial assurances were also 
received that other States Members of the League would cpntribute as soon as 
the necessary procedure had been complied with . 

• • 
2. THE RusSIAN F ~INE. 

The council in its session of May 16th lieard ·a report by Dr. Nansen, 
representing the Norwegian. Government, on the present famine situation ' 
in Russia and on the measur~s proposed by the Norwegian Governffi:ent 
for an examination of this situation. Dr. Nansen pointed out that 
according to reports from many ·different ~ources received by him, the 
Russian famine was even worse than was thought possible six months ago 
when the question came before the second Assembly of the ·League.· The 
famine •areas were the best agricultural provinces of Russia and the very 
provinces on which the whole of Russia was dependent' for most _of her food 
and coal. Moreover, the ravages of epidemics had been greatly aggravated by 
the famine as was shown by the reports of the League Epidemics Commission 
and the Warsaw Conference. The work of the economic reconstruction in 
Russia was not possible before famine had been relieved and the spread of 
epidemics stopped. · These three problems were closely connected and affected 
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the economic prosperity of the whole world, but above all that of the small 
countries that were Russia's neighbours and whicli, like Norway, were going 
through a very serious economic crisis. o 

Consequently, Dr. Nansen a~;~.d the Norwegian Government were of opinion 
that the right course would be to vndertake an impartial enquiry into the 
facts of the situation in Russia and their bearing on the wellbeing of Europe 
and of the world, as well as on the measures that it would be desirable to 
take in order to cope with the situation. The Norwegian {iovernment sug
gested the institution of a Commission of Enquiry for this purpose. Moreover, 
continued Dr. Nansen, the permanent organisation, the methods and the careful 
preparatory work of the League of Nations made this instituticm the only 
instrument capable of successfully conducting this work. 

On the proposal of Lord Ba1fou\", supported by M. Leon Bourgeois 
and the Marquis Imperiali, the Council decided to transmit an account of 
Dr. :hnsen's views and the Norwegian Go'\rernment's proposal to the Genoa 
Confer~nce, ancl according-ly a telegram alldressed to M. Fact<t, the Presid~nt 
of the Conference, asked that the Conference or bne of its commissions should 
carefuHy examine Dr. Nansen's proposal with ~ view tg coordinating all 

0 

available information 0'1 conditions in Russia, the famine, epidemics and their 
' c 

bearing on the ecol)OIPic reccJnst~uction of Eun;>pe. 
The Members o: the Counci~ made it clear that if the Genoa Conference 

was unable to take action on this question it could be examined anew by the 
League Council. 

After the Council Meeting, M. Fac!a, President of the Genoa Conference, 
telegraphed the Secretary-Generc..l that the telegram of the Council had reached 
Genoa too late for action and that he hoped, therefore, that the Council'".vould 
consider what action should be taken. 

• 
3· THE REPATRIATION OF WAR PRISONERS. 

At its last meeting, Dr. Nansen, the League High Commissioner for the 
repatriation of prisoners, informed the Council that the work of repatriation 
was almost finished as the last two outstanding ttases had been settled. 

These cases were : 
r. That of the Turkish war prisoners repatriabd from Vladivostok in 

April 192I on the Heimi-Maru, a Japanese vessel bound for Constantinople 
<1-11d seized by the Greek author\ ties. A resu!t · of the negotiations conducted 
by M. Schlemmer, acting for the International Committee of the Red 
Cross, the Greek: Government consented to intern these Turks in 
the Island of Asinara, put at their disposal for this purpose by Italy. The 
Governments of Constantinople ancl Angora were thereafter prevailed upon 
to give a guarantee that these '!'urks if repatriated would not be pressed into 
:nilitary or other war service; after which the Greek Government very 
obligingly set them free. D1•. Nansen reported to the Council that these ex-

~ prisoners were now on their way home. , , 
.. 2. Before this Dr. Nan sen had gecided to wind up the business of 

repatriation on the JI 5 t March, when he heard that 4.ooo prisoners anxious to 
be repatriated still remained i~ Russia. .After consulting his financial advisers 
and the International Committee of the Red Cross, the High Commissioner 
decided to continue his work during the two or three additional months 
necessary to repatriate the remaining prisoners in Russia. The two first 
convoys have just left Moscow. 

4· THE OPIUM TRAFFIC. 

~t its meeting on M~y r.s the the Council considered the report of the. Advisory 
Commrttee on the Traff1c m Opium and approved the following resolutions 
adopted by that Committee: 
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That the Council of the League should be requested to urge on alf States 
which have not yet done so; and in particular on Switzerland, Persia and T~rkey, 
the desirability of' bringing the Opium C~nvention of 1912 into force in its 
entirety without dela~. ' • 

That it is most desirable that the s:ystem of Importation Certificates ].mani
mously adopted by the Council and the Assembly of the League should be brought 
into force by/countries in Europe, America, Africa and Australia not later than 
September 1st, P922, and by other countries not later than January 1st, 1923; 

and the Governments should be asked to adopt the form of Importation Certificate 
proposed by the Advisory CommitteE!. 

That tte Health Committee of the League of Nations should be asked by . 
the Council to continue their enquiries into the requirements of the various 
countries of morphine and other dan~erous drugs for medicinal and scientific 
purposes. • 

• '" That t.-:1e Council should invi!f the Governments of aU States si~atory 
to the Convenfion ot 1912, and other States Member~ of the League, to furnish 
the Secretary-Ge!!eral of the 'League wtth a statement of their countri't5, total 
requirements for internal consumption per ammm of opium and its derivatives, 
indicating separately, if possible, the tt'l•antities employ~d resp~tively for medi-'1:- • • 

cinal, scientific and other use!. The statement should •Jistinguish the kinds of 
opium required and in the case of opium derivatives, t'he amounts ·should be 
given in terms of morphine content. · 

The Advisory Committee is fu?ther ~of the opinion that this statement 
should reach the Secretary-General• not la1er than January 1st, 1923, and 
that jt is of particular importance that the quantities of opium required for 
consumption in Far-Eastern countries, where the Chinese are the principal 
constimers, should be available by that date. 

That the Council of the Leagua should, if the necessity arises, invite 
the Governments of States which are parties to the Convention to facilitate 
the carrying out in their territories of joint investigations by commissions, 
appointed partly by the government concerned, and partly by the League, into 
any questions arising un3er the Opium Convention. 

That the Committee notes the promise of the Japanese Government, 
conveyed through its representative, to make the strictest possible investigation 
into the illicit traffic in morphine at present being carried on in the Far East; 
and it iecommends • that cooperation should be established between !he 
Japanese authorities and the Chinese Maritime Customs, with a view to tracing 
the sources of contraband morphine. It is further desirable that the discre
pancies between the Japanese import statistics and the export statistics of 

. . 
certain other countries should be cleared up1 , 

That in order to facilitate the general fO"ntrol of the traffic !n dangerous 
drugs, the Committee recommends : ' 

• • 
a) that the information with regard to the manufacture of cocaine should • 

be completed as soon as possible ; ~ • 
b) that the Council of the Lea¥ue should invite the Governments to furnish 

the Secretariat with as close an estimate as possible of the annual 
requirements of cocaine in their respective countries; 

9 that the Governments should arrange for the mutual exchange of full 
information concerning all seizures made by their respective Customs 
and Police authorities: • 

d) that the governments should consider the advisibilitiy of undertaking 
• educational work as to the dangers of indulgence in the drugs; 

e) that, as experience shows that, in consequence of the enormous profits 
realised by the illicit traffic in dangerous drugs, pecuniary penalties 
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are no longer a sufficient deterrent, the Governments should consider 
the question of providing for a substantial' sentence of imprisonment 
as an alternative penalty ; " 0 

j) that the list of d~ugs not' covered 'by ~he Convention of 1912, communi
cated by the French Governm'ent, should be referred to the interested 
Governments for their observations; and that pending the receipt of 
such information, the question of holding a further Interna~onal Conference 
should be postponed. . 

That the offer of the League of ReG, Cross.Societies to invite the National 
Red Cross Societies which are interested .in the Opium question ID undertake 
educational work as to the evil results of the abuse of opium should be accepted. 

That the Council should invite fue Governments, in making their annual 
repo~ to the League on opiull!. and other dangerous drugs, to adopt the form 
prepa:-ed by the Advisory Committee ; to furnish the report not" later tha~ o 

July 1 51 (in the case of \Yestern countries); and October I 51 (in the case of 
Eastern countries); and to make the :r,eport in <!>n,e or othll,r of the official 
languages of the League. 

' ' 
5· SuPPR~cssroN oF TRi.FFIC IN WoMEN AND CHILDREN. 

At its recent session the Council of the League of Nations invited the 
newly appointed Advisory Committe3 or. Traffic in Women and Children to 
meet on June 28th. This Committee was •appointed on the recommendation of 
the International Conference which met last summer in Geneva, and for the 
purpose of advising the Council on all matters connected with the execution 
of the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic. The Committee coo.sists 
of representatives of nine States: 

Dr. Estrid REIN (Denmark); M. REGNAULT (France); Mr. S. W. HARRis 
(Great Britain); Marquis RANIERO Paulucci DE CALBOU (Italy); M, S. 0KUYANA 
(Japan); M. Stanislaus PosNER (Poland); M. Margaritesco GRECIANA (Roumania); 
M. Avelino MoNTERO Rros Y VILLEGAS (Spain); Dr. Paulina LUISI (Uruguay); 
and of five assesors representing international organisations : 

Miss BAKER (International Bureau for the Suppression of the Traffic in 
Women and Children); Mme. de STE. CROIX (International Women's Organisa
tio:'ls); Mme. Baronne DE MoNTENAGH (Catholic Association for the Protection 
of Girls) ; Mr. CoHEN (Jewish Association for the Protection of Girls) ; 
Mme. STUDER-STEINHAUSLIN (Federal of National Unions for the Protection 
of Girls). ' 

June 

June 

June 

June 
June 

June 

IX. Miscellaneous. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS. 

' 61
\ Meeting of the Financial Committee of the League of Nations, 

Geneva. 
6th, Meeting of the German-Polish Social Insurance Committee (Art. 3 I 2 

of the Treaty of Versailles). International Labour Office, Geneva. 
8th, Meeting of the Economic Committee of the League of Nll.tions, 

· Geneva. 

rs 111
, First Session of the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

28th, Session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Women and 
Children. 

(end of month) Meeting of the Temporary Mixed Commission for 
the Limitation of Armaments. 
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July (beginning of month) Nineteenth Session of the Council of the League 
(Mandates): 

July 25th, Thirteenth Session of the G~erning Body, International Labour 
Office, Interlaken~ e 

August: Meeting of the Committee ov Intellectual Cooperation, Geneva. 

• OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS . 

Numerous enquiries about the publications issued by the League of Nations 
are received by the Secretariat at ~neva, and for general convenience a list 
is appendecf giving the authorised agents for these publications in various 
countries. The Publication Department at Geneva issues a catalogue which is 
periodically revised and sent regularl:t to• those desiring it. 

It comprises: • • 
0 <111 • • 

The Offi!ilial Journal an<l its s,x Special Supplements. 
~ . 

The Treaty ~eries of I11ternational ~ngagements registered by the Secretariat. 
The Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. • • 
The Minutes of the Sessions ~f the Council, fJiPm the 121h to the 15 rh 

S . • • 
ess1on. • • • • 

. 0 

The Reports of the Secretary-General "to the 111 a.ad 2nd Assemblies. 
Report on the Financial Reconstruction of Austria. • 
Verbatim Report of the Interd<j,tJ.onal Financial Conference at Brussels . 

• Documents, Reports and Di~cussions on the Permanent Cc;mrt of 
International Justice. • 

•The Records of the First Assembly including Plenary Meetings and 
Meetings of the Committees. 

Records of the International Conference on Traffic in Women and Children 
Minutes of the Sessions of the l>rovisional Health Committee. 
Records of the Conference regarding the Non-fortification and the 

Neutralisation of the Aaland-Islands. 
Report on certain aspects of the Raw Materials Problem. 
Memorandum on Currency, 1913-192I. 
Memorandum on .Public Finance, 192 I, and 
Memorandum on Central Banks I9I3, I9I8-I92I. 

• • 

AGENTS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PUBLICATlONS. 

Australia: Australasian Publishing Co., Ltd., 229, Clarence Street. Sydney. 
Austria and Germany: Rikola ~dag A.-G., Radetzkyplat2 s, Vmma III. 
Belgium: Librairie de la Lecture Univers:lle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Bnt.rtels 
Czechoslovakia: F. Topic, I I Narodni, frague. • 
Dmmark: V • Pios Boghandel - Povl Br<tnner, "13, Norregade. Copeuhagen. 
France: Editions G. Cres & Cie., 21, rue Hautefeuille, Paris. 
Great Britain, Dominions and Colonies: Constable & Co. Ltd., I o and 12. 

Orange Street, Lomion, W.C. 2. 

Holland: Martin us Nijhoff, La~ge Voorh"ut 9, S'Gravnzhage. 
Hungary: Ferdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler Bros), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 

Budapest, IV. Ker. 
!?rdia: Oxford University Press, Bombay, Madras and Calctttta. 
Italy: Libreria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. 
Japa11: The Maruzen C., Ltd (Maruzen-:f<:abushiki-Kaisha), I I-i6, Nihonbashi 

• Tori-Sanchome, Tokio. .,. 
L#ttvia: A. Gulbis, 14, Souvoroff Str., Ri,sa. 
Norway: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christiania. 
Spain: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja" S. A., Calle de Valencia 28, Madrid. 
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-Sp!edm: C. E. Fritze, Hofbokhandel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockholm. 
Switzerlm1d: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, quai: de la Poste, Gmeva. 
United States: World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon St!'eet, Bost01z 9, Mass. 
For other countries, apply to P~blication$ Department, League of Nations, 

• Gennm. • 
• 

PRICF: OF THF. "MONTHLY SUMMARY" IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIF:S. 

Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
China 
Czechoslovakia 
Esthonia 
Finland 
Frante o 

Germany and Danzig o 

Great ~ritain and Dominions 
Greece 
Hungary 
Italy 
Japan 
Latvia 
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I. Summmary of the Month 
• Several meetings of the League committees and organisations took place 

during the month of June, the outstanding event being the first art'nual session 
of the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

After settling various administrative questions, the Court began the exa
mination of the two points which have been referred to it for an advisory 
opinion. To this end, the Court is holding a series of public sessions for the 
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purpose of hearing representatives of certain States and international. or~ani
sations, which have notified the ~ourt of their desire to-present their VIews 

on the questions in point. , 
The session of the Economic and Financial ,Commission, at Geneva, was 

mainly devoted to the consideration 'of financial and economic questions re-
ferred by the Genoa Conference to the League of Nations. . 

Two committees met towards the end of the month: tpe Comm1ttee on 
Allocation of the Expenses of the League, at Paris, and the Permanent Ad
visory Committee on Traffic in Womtm and Children, which held its first 

session at Geneva. •· 
A member and the secretary of the Albanian Enquiry Commission have 

returned to Albania in order to ol;lserye developments. The League has been 
entt:Usted with the settlement of new political problems : certain questions con
cer~ing the Hungarian frontiers with Ausrda, Roumania, and the Serb-Croat; 
Slovene State ha,~e been referred for decis\on to'the Council; and the Bulgartan 

' ~ 

Government has requested the Council to intervene in a difference of o.pinion 
which''has arisen between Bulgaria a~d the neighbouring c8untries . . 

• 
II. The Permanent Court of International Justice 

The .First Ammal Session. - The f'irst Annual Session of the Permanent .._ 
Court of International Justice V'as opeil.ed at the Peace Palace at the Hague, 
in accordance with the Court Statute, on June 15th, when in addition~to the 
final settlement of several important administrative questions incidental to its 
establishment, the Court had before it the first two questions submittedv for its o 

examination, and upon which nine Go<ernments, one official international or
ganisation and four other international organisations expressed the desire to 
be heard. 

The Opening Session on June 1 5t1t was held in public, but without for
mality. The formal opening of the Court had take~ place last February when 
the President of the Council and the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations and the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands took part. 

Dr. Loder, President of the Court, announced that all the judges were 
present except MM. Barboza (Brazilian) and Huber (Swiss) who were detained 
by illness, and were replaced respectively by 1\fM. Beichmann (Norwegian) and 
Negulesco (Roumanian), deputy judges. At the same time, Mr. de Bustamante 
(Cuba), who was not present in February, subscribed to the solemn declaration • 
required of the judges, and wa'l fo·rm:auy enrolled as a·l\lember of the Court. 
The Court, was, therefore, constituted as follows : 

Dr. B. C. J. LODER, Pre:::ident (Dutch); 
Mr. Andre WEISs, Vice-President (French); 
Senator ALTAMIRA (Spanish); 
Commendatore ANZILOTTI (Italian)'; 
Mr. DE BusTAMANTE (Cuban); 
The Rt. Hon. Viscount :B'INLAY K. C. 1\f. G. (British); 
Mr. J. Bassett MooRE (American); 
Mr. D. C. G. NYHOLM (Danish); 
Dr. Yorozu 0DA, (Japanese); 
Mr. F. V. N. BEICHMANN (Norwegian); 
1\fr. D. NEGULESCO (Roumanian). 

~dmi11istrative Questio11s. - A series of quite important administrative 
·questions had to .. be resolved by the Court before it could be considered as 

completely establtshed and ready for its work. There was, for instance, the 
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question of the accessibility of the Court to States not Members of the League 
of Nations nor mentioned· in the Covenant; the finances of the Court, which 
come, of course, fr'bm the League of Natio11s; the status of the personnel; the 
Seal, and other questions. • • 

One question which might be e~ecially mentioned was that of esta
blishing the method by which the Court could communicate "direct" with 
Governments, as provided in Article 44 of the Statute, in certain contingencies 
such as the naiification of requests for witnesses to be heard on commission, 
i. e. by national courts on behalf of the Permanent Court. In order to learn 
the wishes of the various Governments, a letter was sent out in March to 
which the fellowing seventeen States Members of the League of Nations have 
now replied, the majority expressing the desire that such communication be 
made directly to ·the Foreign Office,. th~ others naming their diplomatic re
presentative at The Hague: Austria, Belgium, :Qenmark, France, Great Britain, 

.Ifjilly, Holla,p.d, Roumania, Serb-~roat-Slovene State, SwedE$fl, Czechoslo'takia, 
Finland, New lealand, Norway, Lu~emburg, Panam<j, and Greece . 

• In addition, .replies h<~ove been rec~ived from the United States and from 
Germany. The latter, signed. by Herr Rathenau, :Minister of Foreign ~airs, 
after stating that " the German Gove:~;nment learns wita deep interest that the 

• • Court whose lab0urs are to 1Je devoted to .the aevE!lo~ment of the lofty con-• ception of international justice has been cotfstituted ", su~ges.ted that the most 
practical channel of communication would be the German Legation at The 
Hague. •• • 

The American Reply, dated W~hington May 31•€ and signed by Charles 
E. Hughes, Secretary of State concluded as follows : 

ft The Department of State will be glad to receive any communications 
from the Court transmitted directly to the Department or through the American 

• Legation at The Hague. Any letters iogatory or commission for takitlg testi
mony which may be received will be forwarded to the appropriate executive 
authorities in the United States in order that they may be bro~ght to the 
attention of the courts for such action as it may be possible to take with re
ference to 'them under th~ laws of this country ..... " 

The first two quesjio11s before the Court. - The Registrar, Mr. Hammar
skjold, then announced the two questions before the Court Both had been re
ferred to oit by the <;ouncil o.,f the League of Nations, acting in accordance 
with Article l4 of the Covenant, which provides that, in addition to renderixrg 
decisions in disputes referred to it by national Governmepts "the Court may 

• also give an advisory opinion upon any dispute or question referred to it by 
the Council or the Assembly." • 

The two questions, the first initiated" by ethe Governing Body of the Inter
national Labour Office at the request of thee Third International I.abour Con
ference, and the second initiated by the French Government, were 

I.· .. whether tl'le workers' delegate for the Netherlands at the Third Sessicm 
of the International Labour Conference was nominated in accordance "'ith the 
provisions of paragraph 3 of Article 3"89 of the Versailles Treaty?" and 

z. "does the competence of tlu~ International Labour Organisation extend 
to international regulation of the conditions of' labour of persons employed in 
agriculture?" 

Alldress of British Attor11ey-Gmeral. - The President gave notice of the 
presence at the session of Sir Ernest Pollock, British ~ttorney-General, as it 
had previously been communicated that the British Government desired to be 
heard in both cases. On the invitation of the President, Sir Ernest made a • 
short adtiress, from which the following may be quoted: 

" ..... This morning a Court begins its career-a Court which has been 
found~d by the League of Nations in response to the demand for justice, in 
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purpose of hearing representatives of certain States and international. or~ani
sations which have notified the Court of their desire to-present their VIews ' . 
on the questions in point. , 

The session of the Economic and Financial ,Commission, at Geneva, was 
mainly devoted to the consideration 'of financial and economic questions re-
ferred by the Genoa Conference to the League of Nations. . 

Two committees met towards the end of the month: tpe Committee on 
Allocation of the Expenses of the League, at Paris, and the Permanent Ad
visory Committee on Traffic in Worn,~n and Children, which held its first 
session at Geneva. f• ,, 

A member and the secretary of the Albanian Enquiry Commission have 
returned to Albania in order to ol;lse11-·e developments. The League has been 
entrusted with the settlement of new political problems : certain questions con
cer~ing the Hungarian frontiers with Ausfcia, Roumania, and the Serb-Croat~ 
Slovene State ha\~e been referred for decis\on to'the Council; and the Bulgartan 

"' Government has request~d the Counc,il to intervene in a difference of o.pinion 
which''has arisen between Bulgaria and the neighbouring c8untries. 

£• 

II. The Permanent Court of International Justice 

The First A111Z11al Session. - 'Ihe :l:'lrst Annual Session of the Permanent " 
Court of International Justice v•as operted at the Peace Palace at the Hague, 
in accordance with the Court Statute, on June I 5th, when in addition .to the 
final settlement of several important administrative questions incidental to its 
establishment, the Court had before it the first two questiol15 submitted• for its o 

examination, and upon which nine Go;ernments, one official international or
ganisation and four other international organisations expressed the desire to 
be heard. · 

The Opening Session on June I 5th was held in public, but without for
mality. The formal opening of the Court had take~ place last February when 
the President of the Council and the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations and the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands took part. 

Dr. Loder, President of the Court, announced that all the judges were 
present except MM. Barboza (Brazilian) and Huber (Swiss) who were detained 
by illness, and were replaced respectively by MM. Beichmann (Norwegian) and 
Negulesco (Roumanian), deputy judges. At the same time, Mr. de Bustamante 
(Cuba), who was not present in February, subscribed to the solemn declaration • 
required of the judges, and wa'l form'ally enrolled as a· Member of the Court. 
The Court, was, therefore, constituted as follows : 

Dr. B. C. J. LODER, Pre~;ident (Dutch); 
Mr. Andre WEISS, Vice-President (French); 
Senator ALTAMIRA (Spanish); 
Commendatore ANZILOTTI (Italian)'; 
Mr. DE BUSTAMANTE (Cuban); 
The Rt. Ron. Viscount F'INLAY K. C. M. G. (British); 
Mr. J. Bassett MooRE (American); 
Mr. D. C. G. NYHOLM (Danish); 
Dr. Yorozu OoA, (Japanese); 
Mr. F. V. N. BEJCHMANN (Nonvegian); 
Mr. D. NEGULESCo (Roumanian). 

-:tdmi11istrative Questio1t..r. - A series of quite important administrative 
· questwns had to .be resolved by the Court before it could be considered as 

completely established and ready for its work. There ·was, for instance, the 
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question of the accessibility of the Court to States not Members of the League 
of Nations nor mentioned· in the Covenant; the finances of the Court, which 
come, of course, fr'bm the League of Natio11s; the status of the personnel; the 
Seal, and other questions. • • 

One question which might be e!;pecially mentioned was that of esta
blishing the method by which the Court could communicate "direct" with 
Governments, as provided in Article 44 of the Statute, in certain contingencies 
such as the noofication of requests for witnesses to be heard on commission, 
i. e. by national courts on behalf of the Permanent Court In order to learn 
the wishes of the various Governments, a letter was sent out in March to 
which the fl!llowing seventeen States Members of the League of Nations have 
now replied, the majority expressing the desire that such communication be 
made directly to -the Foreign Office,. th~ others naming their diplomatic re
presentative at The Hague: Austria, Belgium, :Qenmark, France, Great Britain, 

.Iljflly, Holl<lJld, Roumania, Serb-~roat-Slovene State, Swed!$Il, Czechoslott-akia, 
Finland, New lealand, Norway, Lu~emburg, Panam<j, and Greece . 

• In addition, .replies h<~.ve been rec~ived from the United States and from 
Germany. The latter, signed. by Herr Rathenau, :Minister of Foreign ~airs, 
after stating that " the German Gove:1;11ment learns wita deep interest that the 

• • Court whose lab0urs are to 1Je devoted to .the aevE!Io~ment of the lofty con-• ception of international justice has been cotfstituted ", su~ges.ted that the most 
practical channel of communication would be the German Legation at The 
Hague. •• • 

The American Reply, dated W~hington May 31•£ and signed by Charles 
E. Hughes, Secretary of State concluded as follows : 

ft The Department of State will be glad to receive any communications 
from the Court transmitted directly to the Department or through the American 

• Legation at The Hague. Any letters iogatory or commission for takitlg testi-
mony which may be received will be forwarded to the appropriate executive 
authorities in the United States in order that they may be bro~ght to the 
attention of the courts for such action as it may be possible to take with re
ference to 'them under th~ laws of this country ..... " 

The first two quesjio11s before the Court. - The Registrar, Mr. Hammar
skjold, then announced the two questions before the Court Both had been re
ferred to )t by the <;ouncil o.,f the League of Nations, acting in accordance 
with Article l4 of the Covenant, which provides that, in addition to renderiz!g 
decisions in disputes referred to it by national Governmepts "the Court may 

• also give an advisory opinion upon any dispute or question referred to it by 
the Council or the Assembly." • 

The two questions, the first initiated" byethe Governing Body of the Inter
national Labour Office at the request of thea Third International I.abour Con
ference, and the second initiated by the French Government, were 

1. • .. whether tl'le workers' delegate for the Netherlands at the Third Session 
of the International Labour Conference was nominated in accordance ·with ilie 
provisions of paragraph 3 of Article 3''89 of the Versailles Treaty?" and 

z. "does the competence of tlt& International Labour Organisation extend 
to international regulation of the conditions of' labour of persons employed in 
agriculture? " 

Al!dress of British Attor11ey-Gmeral. - The President gave notice of the 
presence at the session of Sir Ernest Pollock, British ~ttorney-General, as it 
had previously been communicated that the British Government desired to be 
heard in both cases. On the invitation of the President, Sir Ernest made a -
short adtiress, from which the following may be quoted: 

" ..... This morning a Court begins its career-a Court which has been 
found~d by the League of Nations in response to the demand for justice, in 
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the beiief that the recognition of law is the true b~is for peace, .in the hope 
that such a Court can remove those seeds of estrangem;nt whtc~ so often 
grow and ripen into serious quarrllls and al!t~~onisms betw~en nations. ~e 
fact that this Court is to functi~n is a recogmtwn that }aw lS the foundatwn 
of our civilisation .... . " • 

The Session was concluded with several other announcements, the ~ost 
important being that the Court woul~ hear, in .pu~lic se~sion, representatlv~: 
of any duly-qualified State or internatiOnal orgamsatwn whtch, "'efore June 23 ' 

should express its desire to be heard. A!ter these ~earin?"s: th: Cour~ would 
examine the question in private and then announce 1ts optmon m •publtc. 

States desirittg to be !teard.- Nine Governments, taking advantage ofthe Court's 
offer, gave notice that they desired to te heard; Great. B~tain and Czecho
slov.!E:ia in both cases; Hollattd in the cas~ of the nommat10n of the Dutch 
Labour Represent!tive; Hungary, Roumania, France, Denmark aftd Italy <!5 • 

regards the competence 'bf the International J!abour Office h agricultural 
questiotls, and Portugal without specif)'-ing as betwten the dlses. 

Regarding Hungary, the President announct!d that that country had the 
right to appear•before • t!J& CQurt for fl!e purpose of supplying information, 
since the Court was ~en to all ~tates• in accol'dance with Article 35 of the 
Statute. She coull! be admitted on the same conditions as the Members of the 
League, having regard to the fact that the Council of the League of ,Nations 
had not fixed any special conditimts for• advisory opinions. Furthermore, the 
Treaty of Trianon which embodJed the• Statute of the International Labour 
Organisation had been duly ratified by Hungary. 

Orgattisations desiring to be heard. The International Laeour Office, •which , 
was cotlcerned in both cases, sent worli that it desired to be heard by the 
Court, reserving, however, . the privilege of deciding later whether or not it . 
would be opportune to make use of this privilege in the question of agri
cultural labour. 

As regards other organisations, the Internatio!:tal Federation of Trades 
Unions asked to be heard in both cases; the International Federation of 
Christian Trades Unions regarding the nomination • of the Dutch Labour 
Representative; and tlie International Agricultural Commission on the agri
cultural question. The Internatiofl.al Association for th~ L~gal , Protection of 
Workers appointed a representative to be present, if necessary, to give its views 
and other organisations, such as the Society of Landowners of France and 
the Central Agricultural Syndicate submitted memoranda . 

• • • • 

T!te Fjrst Hearing.- The hfarings began in public session on June 22nd. 

Mr. G. J. Talbot, K. C. representing the British Government, stated that that 
Government wished to present its view on the legal il'l.terpretation· ~f the 
Article dealing with the nomination by Governments of their Labour Delegates 
to th~ International Labour Office, withtlut of course considering the question 
of whether or not the Netherlands GoverJ).ment had faithfully applied its own 
interpretation of the Article. Mr. Talbot outlined two interpretations: th~ first, 
that States were bound to act in agreement with the organisation possessing 
the largest number of Members, the second, that they were free to act in 
agreement with organisations together containing a number of workers • greater 
than the number poss~~sed by a particular organisation. · 

The British Government supported this second interpretation, which was 
in fact that applied by the Netherlands Government. Mr. Talbot gave three 
reasons: first, that the form of the Article was not that of a statutory provision, 
but rather of an obligation freely undertaken where it was right to place confi
dence in the good faith of the governments interpreting it; second, that the plura:t 

• 
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was used in the words "most representative organisations" and, third, that 
"the most representative" was by no means necessarily the "most numerous" . 

• • 
Tlte Second Hearing. - • In the sec~nd public session on June 241h, 

M. Mendels, RepreMntative of the International Federation of Trades Unions 
expressed regret that the question before the Court applied to the nomination 
of the Dutch Labour Representative only, as the same issues had been 
presented as iegards the Argentine, Japanese and South African Delegates at 
the First International Labour Conference, and the Polish, Latvian and Japanese 
Delegates at the Third. He mainJ:ained that the Netherlands Federation of 
Trades Uiiions, which had originally protested against the Dutch Government's 
nomination was not only the largest organisation in Holland, composed as it 
was of 225,320 Members as against z8.6,ooo for the three others together, but 
also that it was the most representative as regards trades. He claimed that it 
certainly was not a correct intePpretation of tli.e Treaty to permit the no4Pination 

' '"'to be ma.de .in conjunctiot! wit11> ~· temporary or chance• grouping of smaller 
organisations brought toge\her solely to defeat the organisation which was both 
the most nume~ous and most represe~tative. He argued that if the int~Mpretation 
of the Dutch Government were followed, the cohesioll of the Labour Delegates 
at the Labour Conference would be ·greatly weAkened, and th~ whole functioning 
of the International Labo~r Office" jeo~rdised, toe ~e great regret of the 
twenty-three million members of the International Federati:bn of Trades Unions 
who have supported the Organisation. .. . ' 

Tlte Third Hearing. M. • Serrarsns, representing the International 
F~eration of Christian Trades Unions, stated that his organisation believed 
that the nomination of the Dutch Labour Delegate had taken place in conformity 
witil the Treatt of Versailles, both in letter and in spirit. He argued that, in 
order to effect the representation sof all the workers of a country, it is not 
sufficient for a Government to consult one federation only, even if that 
federation be the largest, but that it must consult all federations. To consult 
only one, especially in a country like Holland where the Trades Union movement ., 
has assumed five different forms, would be to give to one minority group the 
exclusive right to r~present all the workers of the country; in other words, 
in Holland the International Organisation at Amsterdam would be given a 
monopoly of repre~entation to the complete exclusion of the Christian Trades 
Union •movement. In the c"ase in dispute, the Netherlands Governmene had 
come to an agreement with three federations representiyg a large majority of 
the organised workers in the Netherlands, a course of action which 
M. Serrarens claimed was in accord~nce with the Treaty . 

• " . 
• 

III. General Question~ 

I. REGISTRATION OF TREATI!!:S AND INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 

Among the international agreements deposited for registration with the 
Secretariat of the League during the last month may be mentioned a convention 
concluded March 10th, 1921 at Prague, between Austria and Czechoslovakia. 
Thi~ agreement deals .with the common frontiers of the two signatories and 

. questions relating thereto. ~ 

As a general rule, conventions, treaties and international ag-reements enter 
into force subsequent to an exchange of instruments of ratification, which 
formality in the case in point, took place on May 3oth, 1922 at Prague. A 
novel• departure, however, in this special case is the provision that the conven
tion shall enter into force only after registration with the Secretariat of the League. 
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grow and ripen into serious quar~ls and ax:tagonisms betw~en nations. ~e 
fact that this Court is to functi~n is a recognition that Jaw lS the foundat10n 

of our civilisation ... .. " • 
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important being that the Court would hear, in public session, representatives 
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regards the competence ~f the International ~hour Office ~n agricultural 
questiOils, and Portugal without specif)Hng as betwten the dtses. 

Regarding Hungary, the President announct!d that that country had the 
right to appear•before •t~ CQurt for t'l!e purpose of supplying information, 
since the Court was ~en to all ~tates• in accoPdance with Article 35 of the 
Statute. She coul~ be admitted on the same conditions as the Members of the 
League, having regard to the fact that the Council of the League of ,Nations 
had not fixed any special conditi01!s for• advisory opinions. Furthermore, the 
Treaty of Trianon which embo<ijed the• Statute of the International Labour 
Organisation had been duly ratified by Hungary. • 

Organisati01zs desiring to be heard. The International Lal!our Office, -which • 
was cotlcerned in both cases, sent wort! that it desired to be heard by the 
Court, reserving, however, . the privilege of deciding later whether or not it 
would be opportune to make use of this privilege in the question of agri
cultural labour. 

As regards other organisations, the Internatio!Jal Federation of Trades 
Unions asked to be heard in both cases; the International Federation of 
Christian Trades Unions regarding the nomination • of the Dutch Labour 
Representative; and tlfe International Agricultural Cozr.mission on the agri
cultural question. The Internatioflal Association for the L~gal , Protection of 
Workers appointed • a representative to be present, if necessary, to give its views 
and other organisations, such as the Society of Landowners of France and 
the Central Agricultural Syndicate subfiitted memoranda. • 

• • • 
The Fjrst Hearing.- The lJ&arings began in public session on June zznd • 

. Mr. G. J. Talbot, K. C. representing the British Government, stated that that 
Gfo~ernment. wished to present its view on the legal ho1terpretation • of the 
Article deahng with the nomination by Governments of their Labour Delegates 
to th~ International Labour Office, witht>ut of course considering the question 
?f whethe: or not the Netherlands Gover~ment had faithfully applied its own 
mterpretation of the Article. Mr. Talbot outlined two interpretations: th~ first, 
that 

1 
States were bound to act in agreement with the organisation possessing 

the argest ~umber of Members, the second, that they were free to act in 
agreement Wlth organisations together containing a number of workers· greater 
than the number possessed by a particular organisation. · 

The ~ritish Government supported this second interpretation, which was 
in fact that applied by the Netherlands Government. Mr. Talbot gave three 
reasons: first, that the form of the Article was not that of a statutory provision · 
but rather of an obligation fr 1 d · · ' ee Y un ertaken where 1t was nght to place confi-
dence in the good faith of the · · · · · governments lnterpreting 1t; second, that the plural 
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was used in the words "most representative organisations" and, third, that 
"the most representative" was by no means necessarily the "most numerous" . 

• • 
The Second Hearing. -•In the sec,&>nd public session on June 241h, 

M. Mendels, RepreMntative of the International Federation of Trades Unions 
expressed regret that the question before the Court applied to the nomination 
of the Dutch Labour Representative only, as the same issues had been 
presented as ;egards the Argentine, Japanese and South African Delegates at 
the First International Labour Conference, and the Polish, Latvian and Japanese 
Delegates at the Third. He main.tained that the Netherlands Federation of 
Trades Ui!ions, which had originally protested against the Dutch Government's 
nomination was not only the largest organisation in Holland, composed as it 
was of 225,320 Members as against 28.6,ooo for the three others together, but 
also that it was the most representative as regards trades. He claimed that it 
certainly was not a correct intePpretation of tlle Treaty to permit the no~ination 

o a to be made 
0

in conjunctiorf witht ~·temporary or chance" grouping of smaller 
organisations brought together solely to defeat th~ organisation which was both 
the most nume~ous and most represe;_tative. He argued that if the int«pretation 
of the Dutch Government were followed, the cohesio~ of the Labour 'Delegates 
at the Labour Conference would be 

0
greatly weake~d, and thl! whole functioning 

of the International Labo~r Office • jeo~rdised, to • ~e great regret of the 
twenty-three million members of the International Federati'on of Trades Unions 
who have supported the Organisation. .. .. 

The Third Hearing. M. • Serrar8ns, representing the International 
Fetleration of Christian Trades Unions, stated that his organisation believed 
that the nomination of the Dutch Labour Delegate had taken place in conformity 
witil the Treat:t of Versailles, both in letter and in spirit. He argued that, in 
order to effect the representation •of all the workers of a country, it is not 
sufficient for a Government to consult one federation only, even if that 
federation be the largest, but that it must consult all federations. To consult 
only one, especially in 'i, country like Holland where the Trades Union movement 
has assumed five different forms, would be to give to one minority group the 
exclusive right to r_!!present all the workers of the country; in other words, 
in Holland the International Organisation at Amsterdam would be given a 
monopqly of reprel!entation to the complete exclusion of the Christian Trades 
Union movement. In the c"ase in dispute, the Netherl~nds Governmene had 
come to an agreement with three federations representi\lg a large majority of 
the organised workers in the Netherlands, a course of action which 
M. Serrarens claimed was in accord~nce with the Treaty . 

• .. . 
• 

III. General Question~ 

I. REGISTRATION OF TREATIES AND INTER.,.,ATIONAL AGREEMENTS 0 • 

Among the international agreements deposited for registration with the 
Secretariat of the League during the last month may be mentioned a convention 
concluded March 1oth, 1921 at Prague, between Austria and Czechoslovakia. 
This. agreement deals .with the common frontiers of the two signatories and 

. questions relating thereto. • 
As a general rule, conventions, treaties and international atreements enter 

into · force subsequent to an exchange of instruments of radfication, which 
formaJity in the case in point, took place on May 30th, 1922 at Prague. A 
novel departure, however, in this special case is the provision that the conven
tion shall enter into force only after registration with the Secretariat of the League. 
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Exahanges of Notes between Sweden and Austria and Spain and Non~ay, 
and a postal agreement between Denmark and Finland were also deposited 

for registration. 

• 
2 • THE FORTHCOMING SESSIO!II OF THE TEMPOR.\RY MIXED CmiMISSION FOR THE 

REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS 

The Temporary Mixed ·commission will meet at Paris o::. the 3'd July, 
with M. Viviani in the chair, and study th

0
e following reports : a) Report on 

answers returned by the various governments concerning the connexi~ between 
disarmament and their geographical position, international obligations, and other 
special circumstances; b) Report on the replies of the various governments 
to the recommendation of the Assembly • in respect of limitation of military, 
naval, 'and air budgets. o ,. . . 

Other questions will also come up b~<rore tne committee, s~ch as, e. g. 
that of the St Germain Convention, of the traffic !\n arms, the private manu
facture a-:. arms, the destruction of su

0

rplus war stocks, an~ the statistical 
enquiry on armaments in different countr~es in 19°21 as compared with 1913. 

Furthermore,' the C0minission }vill consider r~ports on the results of the 
Washington and Genoa Conferences; as \vell as the proposals of Lord Esher 
for limitation of land armaments and the proposals of Rear-Admiral Segrave 
for extending the provisions of the \Yash\~gton Naval Agreement to include 
powers not represented at \Vashington. c· 

As this is the last session before the Third Assembly, the Commission 
• will no doubt take steps to prepare the report it must present to the Assembly. 

It will be remembered that in pursuance of ·a resolution. passed by •the 
second Afsembly, the Council of the Le~gue added seven new members to 
the Temporary Mbc:ed Commission, namely: Lord Robert Cecil (Great Britain);· 
MM. Lebrun, former Minister of the Colonies (France); Urrutia, Columbian 
Minister at Berne; Prince Sapieha, former Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs; 
Colonel Lohner, State Councillor of the Canton of B~ne and member of the 
National Council (Switzerland); Torre, former Minister (Italy); Alcala Zamora, 
former ·Minister (Spain). • 

The Temporary MiXed Commission is therefore composed as follows: 
thirt~en civilian members (two British, one Chilian,' one Col~mbian, two "French, 
two Italians, one Japanese, one Pole, one Spaniard, one Swede and one Swiss); 
six military experts s~lected from the members of the permanent Consultative 
Commission for military, naval, and air q~estions; two economic experts chosen 
from the League Economic Colll111itte'e; two financial experts chosen from 
the League Financial Committee; t};lree labour and employers' delegates. 

3· TilE Co~!MlTTEE oN INTELLECTUAL CooPERATION 
( 

The Secretary-General of the League };las been informed that Dr. George 
Ellery Hale has accepted the imitation of the Council to form part of the 
Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, which was appointed by the Council 
of the League at its eighteenth session on May 15th, 1922. 

Dr. Hale is a well-known American scientist, director of the 1\fount 
Wilson Observatory and professor of astrophysics at Chicago University. He is 
a member of the executive committee of the International Research Council. 

. . . ~s all the othe: ind.ividuals selected by the Council . have accep~ed its 
InVItatiOn, the Committee Is now complete and consists of twelve members as 
provided for by a decision of the Second Assembly. 
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4· THE CoMMITTEE OF ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES 

The Committee of Allocation of the Expenses of the League met on 
June 28th at Paris~ The Committee was composed as follows: 

M. Reveillaud, chairman tFrai:tce); Si't H. Strakosch (South African • 
Union); M. Barboza Carneiro (Bra2il); .M. Marcello Soleri, late minister (Italy); 
M. Jancovici (Roumania). 

It will be recalled that the second Assembly authorised the prolongation 
of the mandate•of this Committee, which dates from 1920, in order to permit 
of its preparing a new report on. the allocation of the expenses of the League, to 
be submitted to the third Assembly. • 

• 

• • 
IV. Technical Organi:;ations 

• 
• • 

I. THE PROVISIO~\L HEALTH ORGANISATION 
• • 

a) Jhe League "and the c~mpatgn agai11St EpidemiCS 

· It will be remembered "that the 
0 

Genoa Conferen•e approved the recom
mendations of the Warsaw H;alth Conferenfe relatil'!g .to an a;ti-epidemic cam
paign in Russia and the border Statet, andt asked the i:uropean Governments 
represented at Genoa to consider as a matter of urgency the carrying out of 
this plan, and to make appeals to •l1eir ~respective legislatures for obtaining 
the necessary funds. ') • 

It will be recalled, also, that the \Varsa~ Conference entrusted the League 
Health Organisation with the execution of its decisions, and stated its belief 
that the League Epidemics Commission (which is attached to the Health 
Secti~n of the League Secretariat and so is a part of the League Health 
Organisation) should be the organisltion having charge of the contributions 
made by the various States to this campaign, and generally in control of the 
League's share in the fight against epidemics. 

Consequently, in Jupe, the Secretary-General sent a circular letter to all 
the Governments represented at the Warsaw Conference asking them to inform 
him of what steps they; proposed to take in order to comply with the resolu
tion their representatives had passed at Genoa. 

At Ule same time, tlle l\Jedical Director of the" Health Section of tlle . ~ 

League Secretariat, who had acted as the Secretary-General of the \Varsaw 
Conference, sent a letter to the principal delegates at thl.s Conference, remin-

• ding them of tlle seriousness of the epidemic situation and asking tllem to 
renew their efforts with their Governments. 

In addition to the plan for an anti:epi~mic campaign requiring financial 
contributions from Governments, the Warsa~ Conference had laid down \he . 
lines ft;~r a series of sanitary conventions betw~n the States directly concerned 
in the fight agains\ epidemics. These States are: Soviet Russia, Soviet Ukraine, . 
:Finland, the Baltic States, Poland, Roumania, and tlleir neighbours. The Healtll 

• 0 

Section of the Secretariat has put itself at the service of tlle States concerned, 
and a series of agreements are no\• being negotiated. 

On tlle oilier hand, the Epidemics Commission is pressing on its work in 
Poland and Russia. It has concluded a preliminary technical agreement with 
the Ry.ssian Health Commissariat, providing _guarantees and facilities which 
the Epidemics Commission and its agents are to enjqy on Russian territory, 
on the lines of the agreement concluded between the Health • Commissariat 
and the French Red Cross. The Commission is, moreover, cd'nsidering tlle 
questioiJ of extending its work to Lithuania and Latvia. Measures are now 
being taken for sending medical stores to the worst affected regions of Russia 

1) :Monthly Summary, vol. IT, No. 5, page 9;:. 
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Finally, the Warsaw Conference recommended the organisation,. as soon 
as possible, in two or three centres, of courses of study for pubhc health 
officers, doctors, nurses, etc., in Eastern Europe. In the s~me centres perma
nent museums should be erecte:l in order "to spread knowledge among the 
public of the most effective methods of prevention. For tliis purpose, the Health 
Section of the League has got into touch with the League of Red Cross 
Societies which thanks to the donation of certain funds by the American Red , , . 
Cross, has been able to accumulate a reserve of £ 5,ooo fw. this educatlve 

purpose. 
c 

b) Periodical Reports of the Health Section • 

The four last epidemiological reports of the Health Section of the League 
Secretariat appeared respectively on .April< 27th, May 26th, and June 3rd and I71

\ and 
give the following information on the incid~nce of epidemics in Eastern and 
Centtal Europe. , • • • • 

. D 
' . 

. Russian Federal Soviet Republic. - Cholera: T~ ~oscow H~alth Commissariat 
report~' 3,301 cases for the period ending May 6.. In the Ukraine, where .there 
have been 1,132 cases between January x~t and April22nd the epidemic is increas
ing, contrary t~ what , is o. usually, the case at tj;tis season. At the same time, 

< 
the lack of all medicl<.l stores an'd hospital facilities in the Ukraine is worse 

l 

than ever; one hospital after the other has had to be closed; although there 
are no exact statistics, it is believeq. tha.to hospital accommodation has decrea
sed by So%. Cholera is spreading tt;_ough. the villages and the death-rate 
is 6o%. " 

Typhus and relapsing fever: According to provisional statistics tJ.p to 
May 2nd the number of cases for Soviet Russia, the Caucasus~ and Centr~l Asia 
has be~n 5IJ,JI9 for typhus, as .compar;d with 326,665 during the correspond- • 
ing period last year; and 467,07 8 for relapsing fever, as compared with 
498,206 during the first three months of 1921 .. These diseases are increasing 
as rapidly as cholera. Along the railways in particular, there have been 
x6x,832 cases of typhus and 140,127 of relapsing iever during the first three 
months of this year, as compared with u,461 and 12,938 respectively, for the 
same period in 1921. In Turkestan, cases of typhus h11.ve increased from 1,595 
in January to 7,271 in ,February. 

<· Bubonic plague: In the Kirghiz Republic, bordering on the province ot 
Saratov, 25 cases of plague and 17 deaths have been reported between thee 
months of August •1921 and February 1922. · 

Famine areas : Information received from the German Red Cross and • 
from Dr. N ansen's Organisation g1vec an idea of health conditions in the 
famine areas. Of the 3,125,2'7{ inhabitants of the Tatar Republic two and ' , 
<'·half millions had died of starvation by March. FromJanuary x•t to March 13th 
there were 392,390 cases of' infectious disease, with 45,383 deaths .• In the 
Ukraine, 5 millions are literally dying of starvation. At Kharkov (Soo,ooo in
hal;>itants, ot whom 50o,ooo starving) t~e average number od deaths is 4o,ooo 
per month. Between March x•t and March 2oth 125,ooo people died of hunger . 

• 
Poland. - Epidemiologicai Reports Nos. x6 and 17 publish the number of 

cases of epidemic disease and show their incidence. 
E~idemics are most marked in the Eastern marches. Since Janu.ary the 

approXImate number of cases of typhus has been 29,645 with 2,3 14 deaths· 
28,523 case~ of relapsing fever with I,131 deaths; 7,985 cases of enteric feve; 
with 650 deaths; and 1,098 cases of measles with 297 deaths. In East Poland 
the approximate totals are as follows: 18,295 cases of typhus (1 22 z. deaths)~ 
22,828 of relapsing fever (86x) ; 3,700 of enteric fever (x~S) ; 268 0; 
measles (18). 
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Other countt<ies. - The Reports moreover give the figures for Finland, 
Latvia, Lithuania, tlungary, Upper Silesia, .Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria . 

• • • 
• 

c) Report of the League Commission of Enquiry on the presmt system of Prevmtion 
of epidemic diseases in tlu Near East (the Eastern Mediterratzean; the areas in
volved in the an11Ual pilgrimages to Mecca; Constantinople and the Black Sea ports) 

The world war has made the ~uestion of defence against "plague and 
pestilence " @oming from the East a graver and more urgent question than it has 
been for a century. It was in order to cope with this situation that the League 
Health Organisation was created and, through the work of the EpidemiCs 
Commission and the Warsaw Health Conferenc~, has been helping the S~ates 

.of Norther!\ and Central Europe to organise a system of defence againat the 
tide of disease. that is devastiting ~ussia. In order to follo~ up this effort in 

• • Southern Europe jnd the Ntar East, an<l in view of the approaching revision') 
of the International Sanitary <;onvention concluded at Paris in I 9 I 2, the !..eague 
Health Committee and Office InternatiOJ1al d'HygiEme PuWique, with the approval 
of the Council, sent a mixed ~ommissi~n of. En~uirJ ~ studl the working of 
public health and anti-epidemic measures irf: 1. Egypt and Suez; 2. the King-

" dom of the Hedjaz (on the Red Sea coast of Arabia and including Mecca), 
Palestine and Syria; 3· ConstantinopJe afl.d the ports of the Black Sea. The 
object of this enquiry was to ascertaJn the changes caused by the war and 
the break-up of Turkey in the public healtl? situation of these territories, as 
well !t.s to recommend what changes in the present system of hygiene and in 
the teJ(t of parts II and ill of the Paris Convention, on which public health . 
administration in the Near East is based, would be desirable to meet the needs .. . 
of the new situation. 

The Commission of Enquiry was composed as follows : Dr. Madsen, 
member of the Superi?r Board of Health, Copenhagen; Sir George Buchanan, 
British Ministry of Heabh; Dr. N. M. Josephus Gitta, Director- General of 
Public Health, Holland; Professor Ricardo Gorge, Director- General of Public 
Health, Portugal; Dr. H.o Violle, of the Pasteur Institute and the Conseil Superieur 
de !'Hygiene Publique, France. Two members of the C.ommittee were members 
of the League Health •Committee; the other .three, members of the Permane~t 
Committee of the Office International d'Hygiene Publique. 

The Commission in the course of its enquiry visited ~ 
1. The Suez Canal and the Ports controlled by the Sanitary Maritime and 

Quarantine Board of Egypt; • • 
2. The Red Sea (Mecca Pilgrimage and ~edjaz Railway); 
3· Mediterranean Coast of Asia Minor; • 
4·. Constantinople and the Straits, also the Black Sea ports. 
From the moment of its arrival in Egypt on February 2oth the Com- 5 

mission of Enquiry was accompanied. by Dr. Alexander Granville, Presigent • 
of the Sanitary Maritime and Quarantine Board of Egypt and member of the 
Permanent Committee of the Office "International. 

• 

I. Suez Canal and neighbouring territories. - The necessity for sanitary 
control. at this point has long been recognised, since the Suez Canal is the 
gateway to India and the Far East, where epidemics .9ccur that occasionally 
penetrate as far as the Hedjaz. • 

Public Health administration is at present under two bodies : 'the Egyptian 
Public f!ealth Department, which deals with public health questions within 
the country and on its frontiers, and the Sanitary Maritime and Quarantine 
Board of Egypt, which is an international organisation and responsible for 

1
) See the Monthly Summary for May, 1922. 
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sanitary measures on the Canal and in Egyptian ports. Th~ ·Commission was 
of opinion that the present system fs efficient,.and will continue to work well, 
especially if it is based on the revised text of the Paris. Conven~on of 191_2, 

recommended by the Office International d"Hygi!me Publique, and If the special 
measures provided for by the Convention continue to be applied, with the 
slight changes indicated. 

2. The Red Sea and the Pilgrimage ,j~ Mecca. - The annual journey of 
pilgrims to Mecca and Medina, the Holy Places of the Hedja2f' has often 
resulted in the spread of cholera and other epidemics. The full gravity of 
this fact can be realised when it is reme,mbered that these pilgrims come from 
India. from Asia Minor, from Central Asia, from Europe ·and from the North. 
of Afc·ica. ' 0 

· • • • 

The Commission was from the first a*are t:hat no effectiv!'s collaboration, 
from the point of view of 'the prevention of epidemics, could be expected from ( • c 
the He&jaz. Moreover another difficulty arose from the natural susceptibility 

• of the Mussulmans, wh((l were liable to r~gard any Western interference as an 
attempt made against tpeil' rel•;giops freedom. ., 

There are three routes taken' by the Mecca pilgrims : 
1. The Suez tanal, where the supervision is satisfactory; 
2. The Red Sea Ports: Tor, the Isla~g. of Kamaran, Jeddah. The quarantine 

l 

station of Tor, which has recently been J?Ut in order, is in very good working 
condition ; but the one on the Island of Kamaran has suffered greatly during 
the war. The British and Indian Governments are at present taking stef>s to 

- re-open this station. As for the Red Sea ports, their connection with the present 
quarantine stations is either defective or non-existent. • • 

3· The Hedja2 Railway, which 'was"' partially destroyed during the, War 
and is now being gradually rebuilt, calls for special measures, the chiet 
one being the establishment of an important sanitary station just outside the 
territory of the Hedjaz. The position of this station.is at present being dis
cussed. 

The Commission has approved the constitution of a.n International Sanitary 
Committee for co-ordi~ating work on pilgrimage questions. This Committee 
would undertake the exchange of information and the co-Grdination of.the work 

~ . 
of the various health departments, and would be appointed by and respon- _ 
sible to the Council ,of the League. 

3· Mediter~anean Co07t of ..js{rz Mm:W. - After visiting the Suez Canal and 
Tur, the Co!llmission went to Pal~stine and Syria. The journey was broken at 
Jerusalem, for conversation with the Public Health, authorities ofPalestine at the 

' ' port of Haifa, and at Deraa, w'hich is under the supervision of the • health 
' authorities of Syria, and where the frontier station and quarantine docks 

were inspected. The Commission also sh,pped at Beirut, where it studied the 
- health administration ot the harbour, and ,proceeded thence by sea to Con
stantinople, calling on the way 't several ports on the coast and islands of 
the Aegean Sea. . 

· The Commission was glad to observe that, thanks to the Mandatory 
authorities of Palestine and Syria, distinct progress had been made "in the 
organisation ~f the health and epidemic departments, as well as in the matter 
of compulsocy declaration of .infectious illnesses, of their treatment, of vacci
nation and other similar measures. 

Syria; like Palestine, is continually traversed by pilgrims, caravans, emi
gran:S and, at present, also by refugees. This necessitates the taking of 
special measures to prevent the spread of infectious diseases. Still, if the 
hea~th precautions .observed in the ports are kept up to their present standard, 
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the Committee is of opmton that the general prov1s1ons of the Convention 
will be carried o~t satisfactorily and intenational interests adequately safeguarded . 

• • 
4· Constanti11ople, the Straits and Jhe Black Sea Ports. - The question of 

protection against epidemics at Constantinople, in the Straits and in the Black 
Sea Ports, is at present of exceptional importance, owing to the diseased con
dition of Ruooia, and because traffic on the Black Sea has been resumed and 
is sure to increase. 

The number of refugees stati~ned at, or passing through Constantinople 
was at it'!:l maximum in I9I9-I920; it" is, however, probable that it will re
main fairly high for some time, and that the return to normal traffic con
ditions will be followed by a oonsiderable affluence of pilgrims from the 
Mahommedan countries of Central Asia • • 

• It ii therefore evident tha' an effective sanitary control at the .entrance 
of the Bosphorus, organisid in t'\ie same way as.in the ·suez Canal, the Red 
Sea, and the }Jediterraneaft, is a meisure of absolute necessity. 

Constantinople is the. principal centre of the whole region. Th~ city and 
its surroundings are crowded with.,foreigners, most "f whom are destitute and 
suffering from malnutrition. Since ;he QCcu~atioh ~f Con~tantinople by the 
Allies an Interallied Sa~itar)r Commissilm has takeR pr~visional measures ot 
which , the results have been as satisfactory as limited resources and staff 
permitted. This city, of more thaa. a ~illion inhabitants, possesses neither a 
hospital for contagious diseases no& a desinfecting plant nor baths enough to cope 
with typhus and recurrent fever. The fact t?tat the present sanitary administration 

• which has been organised on a temporary basis, has not the elements of 
stapility neces~ary for the execution of a comprehensive and rigid programme 
only increases the difficulties of the situation. It must be remembered that 
. . . 
Constantinople is an important port, in which it would be necessary to have 
a sanitary administration with authority over not only the port but also the 
Straits. Since the Al!ied occupation of the Straits, Interallied expert committees 
have succeeded to theuConstantinople Sanitary Board of Health. These com
mittees have taken measures to re-establish a port sanitary service within the 
Straits zone. ·' •· 

Several sanitary stations are already established: at Kavak near the 
northem. end of th~ Bosph@rus; at Touzta, a sanitary station better equij>ped 
for modern requirements, with a disinfecting plant; at Chanak in the Darda
nelles etc. The present sanitary ~dministration makes the best possible use ot 
the material, but its development is hampered by the uncertainty that exists 
regarding the authority which wm i,p. future be responsible for this service. 
In order to prevent the introduction of epidemic diseases, it is essential that 
a properly equipped sanitary station be p"i-ovided. • • 

• It will be recalled that one of the basi~ principles of the proposed re
vision of the I 9 I 2 Convention is the avoidance as far as possible of needle~s • 
and vexatious interference with int~rnational traffic. The Commission lJas ha~ 
this principle constantly in mind, and has been able to check by personal ex
perience the disadvantages resulfing from a lack of unification in quarantine 
regulations, when passing from one nation.:! sphere to another, from a French 
mandated territory to Turkish countries, from Cyprus, a British possession, to 
Rhodes, which belongs to Italy, from the Grecian island of Samos to Chanak, 
which is under interallied occupation. At each ~age the Commission was 
subjected to repeated medical examinations, according to varying regulations, 
and charged numerous taxes, fees and dues of all sizes and in many currencies. 

;I'he Commission has annexed to its report the text of the modifications 
proposed in parts II and Ill of the I9I2 Convention, which are based on the 
modifications of the text of Part I, adopted by the Office International d'Hy
gi?me Publique in October I 921. 
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2. THE FINANCIAL AND EcoNoMic ORGANISATION , 

• 
a) The seventh Sessi~1 of the Fin!mcial Committee 

• 
The late Genoa Conference, it will te remembered, referred most of its 

economic and financial decisions to the League technical organisations for 
execution. Consequently, the League Financial and Economic Committees wich 
met last month in Geneva discussed, among other agenda, how they were to 

carry out this work. 
,, 

The Fina11Cial Committee. - The session of the Financial Committee began 
on June 6th under the chairmanship of M. Marcus Wallenberg, the Swedish 

' •• MMA" member of the committee. The rest of the members present were · ra1 
Gapan)', Avenol (France), Comm&ndatore Bianchini (Italy), Figueras (Spain), 
Janssen'·(Belgium), Niemeyer, representing Sie Bas!! Blackett (G~eaf Britain), • 
Pospisil (Czechoslovakia) anG. Tornquist (Argentine l 

" . ., 
r. G~noa Confermce. - Theflight of capital and double taxation. - One 

of the most important quf:stions dealt with cat Genoa along the lines laid down 
v ,. 

by the BrYssels ConferenCe was that of internat.iOJfal cooperation to solve the 
problem of currency..; a conference o'r Banks of Issue was suggested for this 
purpose. Without wishing in any way to trespass within the domain of the work 
to be accomplished by this conference1 the'Financial Committee was of opinion 
that the matters referred to it by the Genou Conference gave it the opportunity 

" of assisting in the settlement of international currency problems. One of t;he 
most burning of these and one that was made the subject of a resolution by 
the Brussels Conference in 1920 is how to avoid the evih~ of too rapid 
deflation. This subject raised a lively discu5sion in the Financial Committee, 
where the two policies of deflation and devaluation were set forth and' criticised 
at length. The Financial Committee proposed that enquiries should be started 
as to the best method of avoiding the difficulties of too rapid deflation, while 
at the same time stabilising currency, and what intern<ftional measures would 
be desirable to facilitate the attainment of these ends. 

The question of the flight of capital, which was referred to the League 
by Genoa, is closely connf:cted with that of double taxation, with which the 
Fina'lcial Committee is already deali::lg. On the one hand "it is necessary to 
prevent firms anxious to do business in more than one country being discouraged 
by the imposition of double taxation, while on the other hand the inter-state 
agreements concerning double taxation will be of great use owing to the 
information they. provide in contrqlling the movement of capital from one 
state .to another. 

' 
• The Financial Committee has requested the experts, whom it has charged 

with studying the question of dob.ble taxation, to produce at~ least the main 
lines of their report before August I st. As regards the extremely wide question 
of tax dodging, the Committee decided ton ask for information through the 
Secretariat from various states-Great Britain, ;France, Belgium, Italy, Holland 
Switzerland-among which some have already concluded special conventions 
on this subject. The object of this enquiry is to gain an idea of the scope 
and working of the existing agreements, and as to whether it is possible to 
extend these agreements either by making them include a further number of 
countries or by, using thetu. as the basis for working out a general internatio
nal convention., 

2. Publications of the Financial Section of the Secretariat. - The "Monthly 
Summary" of April, I922, gave an account of the volumes issued by the Financial 
Section of the League Secretariat, and dealing respectively with currency, 
Central Banks of Issue and public finance. Resolution No. IS, of the Genoa 
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Conference paid a tribute to the usefulness of the information on public finance 
thus made availabl~. The Financial Committee was of opinion that it could 
now also undertake a. comparativ"e study of '!;ystems of taxation in different 
countries, without at· present going into f!uch matters as a comparison of the 
burden of taxation per individual. The information of Central Banks of Issue 
will, it .was decided, henceforward be publi~hed annually at the end of spring. 
Moreover, the Fiftancial Section of the Secretariat is to study these commercial 
banks, which are the best calculatefl. to give an idea of the movement of 
business and characteristic changes in 'the banking situation . 

• 
3· Application of the Resolutions of the Brussels Conference. -Various states 

have already communicated to the S~cretariat their replies on the measures 
they have taken to put into force .the resolutionf> of the Brussels Confereflce. 
~bese replies will be published in o~e volume. The important reply hand:d in 
by the Italian Gevernment will. immediately be issued •as a separate publication 
and others may follow. • • · • • 

• 
4· Austria. - In addition to re~ewing the past e...vork oi the Financial • • Section of the Secretariat an(} indicatil\g new lines of ~nquiry, the Financial 

Committee discussed a certa.in number of q~estions in \rhioo the League is 
concerned. 

It will be remembered that die L'l!agu~ Financial Committee took an active 
part in the attempt to secure favouraele conq,ttions for the financial recovery 
of Au"tria. Any financial programme for Austria is dependent on a raising 
of the liens now held by the Allies of Austrian State assets in the name of 

• reparations, since .without a raising of these liens Austrian State assets cannot 
be pledged to secure credits. The coumries which have furnished credit-s have 
all agreed to raise their liens provisionally, but a certain number of States 
remain, which still cling to their liens as reparations claims.') 

On the 23rd May, the Austrian Government applied to the Reparations 
Commission to obtain a s'tlspension of the liens from reparation claims and 
has informed the Financial Committee of this step. 

5· The Czechoslovak Lomt. - The Czechoslovak Gcwernment when floating 
a loan throti.gh a British0 banking- house had inserted a clause in the agreement 
with this banking house that constituted the Council of the League arbiter in 
case of difficulties arising in connection with the agreerbent. The Council 

• referred to the Financial Commitee for an opinion on whether the role thus 
assigned it should be accepted.') The Financial Committee found that Czecho
slovak Government's request was a further de~elopment of an idea put forw~d 
at the Brussels Conference to the effect that the League might With benefit 
act as go-between jn the relations between gevernments and their foreign 
creditors. Moreover, said the Committee, the terms of the Czechoslovak govern
ment's agreement with its bank did noS suggest any function for the Couacil 
that was not compatible with the principles of the League. On these grounds 
the committee recommended the Council to acc~pt the rllle of arbiter that had 
been suggested. 

6 . .A.lbmzia. - In accordance with the decision of the second Assembly 
the League Secretariat informed all states members of .the League that the 
League of Nations financial and economic organisation could, if they so desired, 
place financial advisers at their disposal. Albania has made this the occasion 
for asking the Council to appoint a financial adviser to aid the Albanian Govern
ment in putting the financial system of this young country on a sound basis. 

1) See the "Monthly Summary" for March, 1922. 

') , , for May, 1922. 
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Previously, on the zsili March, the Albanian Government, • also in conne~tion 
with this circular of the Secretariat, had asked the League to send a comm1ttee 
of experts to Albania for the purpose of·ex"amining wh~t economic possibilities 
the country offers for foreign capital•and enterprise.') 

The Financial Committee in response to the Council's request for an 
opinion studied the various reports handed in by the Committee of Enqu~ry 
that was sent to Albania last November, and in addition obtained verbal: m
forrnation from persons familiar with Albanian affairs. The committee is of 
opinion that the first thing necessary is to bring about an improvement of the 
administrative, economic and financial organisation of the Albanfan state. This ' 
task will be entrusted to an expert who after staying two months in the country 
and working in complete agreement wt•h the Albanian Government, will ad
vise as to the conditions and.terms on wl:tich a League financial adviser to 
Alb~nia could be- appointed. 

b) The fiftlt Sessio1Z of the Ecouomic Committee · 
r c 

( . 

The Economic C<?mmitt~e IDP.t frqm June {1-14 with Mr. Barboza Carneiro , 
(Brazil) in the CJtair. 'The other members present were: Mr. Campion (Australia); 
Dvoracek . (Czechoslavakia); Gignoux (France); Heer (Switzerland); Jensen 
(Denmark); Sir Hubert Llewellyn ,Smit;h (Great Britain); Matsuyama Oapan); 
Neculcea (Roumania); di Nola (Italy); {le Wouters d'Oppinter (Belgium). 

" 
Resolutio1t of the Genoa Couference. - Equitable Treatmmt of Commlrce. -. 

The League Economic Committee studied the report of the Economic Commis-
• u 

sion of the Genoa Conference. All the questions dealt with by the latter commission " 
may b~ grouped under the general he;'ding of equitable treatment of commerce. 
But the obligation to study this question is laid down in· Article 23, Para
graph E of the League Covenant, which declares that the necessary steps shall 
be taken to secure equitable treatment of commer~e to all the Members of 
the League. The Economic Committee is already studying the question. ") The 
Subcommittee set up for this purpose at. the previous, meeting of the Economic 
Committee ") will therefore examine the resolutions of the Genoa Conference 

' and their bearing on the equitable treatment of oommerce, a.."ld in this 
' < . 

connection will investigate such questions as customs tariffs, regulation of im-
ports and exports, ,questions of dumping and differential prices, and the treat
ment of alien traders. 

The Subcommittee is compose<! as follows: Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith, 
C_hairman (Great Britain); M. 'B'ct.rboza Carneiro (Brazil); Brunet (Belgium); 
pvoracek ' (Czechoslovakia); Glgnoux (France, representing M. Serruys); 
Matsuyama (Japan); di Nola (Italy). c 

The Subcommittee first tackled those aspects of the problem which could 
be, solved in the near future by means,, of international agreements, and con
sequently dealt with: 

a) The treatment of forei&'ll businesses and foreign traders in every 
country; 

b) Customs and other frontier formalities; 
c) Differential treatment in customs tariffs. 

The Subcommittea drew up the broad lines for a draft convention on 
each of the~e points, for submission to the Council of the League. At its sub
sequent meetings, the Subcommittee will deal with further aspects of the 
question of equitable treatment ot commerce. 

1
) See "Monthly Summary", May 1922. 

") , , March 1922. 

" 1922. 
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Publication oj Customs Tariffs and Export and Import Regulations. - In its 
report to the Gen~a Conference, the Economic Commission of that Conference 
requested all Governments to intorm the Le~ue immediately of all changes 
in their .customs tari:lts and import and .export prohibitions or regulations, and 
the League technical organisations were asked "in co-operation with other or
ganisations created for this purpose by international conventions, such as the 
International Imtitute of Agriculture, to facilitate execution of Articles 2 and 8 
of the . Economic Commission's r~ort." Article 2 referred to lay down the 
principle that customs tariffs should ile published, and insists on the necessity 
for a unifo~ system in dealing with economic statistics. Article 8 recommends 

'that the methods of making ex.ceptions to export and import prohibitions should 
be made as simple and stable as pos:oible. 

The League Economic Committee decided t{;> study the questions of CUitoms 
• tjriffs and &hanges in import. and" export regulations, and tQ take up at• some 

future date tha question of El,Stablisting uniformity i,p statistical systems. A few 
members of the ~ommittee. Mr. Brunet,. Heer, and di Nola, were formed into 
a subcommittee for the ques!ion of customs tariffs. • 

The Subcommittee were of the 8pinion that the c•eation .of new organisa
tions should be avoided, ale(i ~hat sjnce .the "Int~rnational Bureau for the 
Publication of Customs Tariffs, founded in ~russels in ,890• is already in the 
field and works very satisfactorily, the best method of applying the resolutions 
of the Genoa Conference would be to iind a. way of co~eperating with this Bureau . 

• 
Arbitration Clauses. - The enquiry un?J.ertaken by the League Financial 

and ~conomic organisations on this subject was approved by the Genoa Confe
rence. (Article 14 of the Economic Commission's report.) 

" . The Subcommittee to be set up by the Economic Committee • for this 
purpose ') was appointed at this session as follows, the appointments being 
made with regard to the different legal systems of the world: Mr. Me Kinnon 
of London ; Professor Percerou of Paris; M. Meyer of Copenhagen; M. Hodac 
of Prague; Mr. Kan-Ichi J(ayama of Japan. A German and a Brazilian member 
will be added to this list. 

The Subcommitt6e will meet towards the end of June or the beginning 
of July, and will then deal particularly with • 

a) A study of th; scope Of the agreements concluded between persons "'f 
different nationalities for the purpose of submitting to arbitration disputes 
arising out of commercial contracts; the examination of obstacles that 
might stand in the way of carrying out these agreements in practice owing 
to the jurlsdiction of domestic courts 0~ questions in connection with the 
said agreements; and a study of the. e~.tent to which these ~bstacles can 
be overcome ; • 

b) Establishing i:Ontact with the organisations or persons whose opinion the 
Subcommittee considers valuable in connection with these studies. "' 

• 
Unfair Competitiotz. - The Economic Committee had suggested to the 

Council that its report on Unfair tompetitio!J ") including the draft clauses 
to be inserted in the Washington Convention for the protection of industrial 
property (patent rights) should be distributed to the States Members of the 
League and to the non-Member States. The Council approved this resolution 
in its session of May 13 last. " 

In accordance with this resolution, the Secretary-General has ient a circular 
letter to all the States Members as well as to Germany, Hungary, and the 
United States, drawing attention to the report of the Economic Committee and 
asking these States to transmit any remarks and suggestions that they might 

1) Sec ,Monthly Summary" March 1922. 

.. 1922 • 
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consider called for by these documents. Copies of the report have also been 
sent to the United International Offir.es for industrial patents and literary and 
artistic copyright at Berne, as well .J.S to the International Chamber of Comm~rce. 

0 . 

Bills of Exchange. - The Committee approved the measures taken for 
preparing an international conference on this subject.') The object of this con
ference will be to try to establish as uniform principles as po~sible for legis
lation in all countries on questions concerning bills of exchange. 

> 

V. Administrative Questions 

• 
1. THE FREE CrrY oF DANZIG 

'"J1te establishmmt of a 'Polish Post, Telegral>h and 7 eleplzone service aj,flanzig. -o o 

The Polish-Danzig Treaty of November 9th, 1920, provided for thE!' establishment 
in the port of Danzig of a post, telegrapL, and teleph:me servi® communicating 
directly with Poland, and for the lease or sale to ,,Poland by the Free City on 
equitable terms 'lf the necessary land cr buildings for the establishment of 
this service. This service was to handlP all post::.l, telegraphic and telephonic 
communications between Danzig and Poland and those between Poland and 
foreign countries which pass through Danzig. Postal, telegraphic and telephonic 
communications within the territory "Jf the Free City or between the Free City 
and other countries were to be dealt with• by Danzig. 

A decision of the High Commissioner, dated May 5th, 1922, concern~ the 
settlement of certain details of this question. 

0 0 

The Constitution of the Free City. - The text of the Constitution of the 
Free City, as agreed to by the High Commissioner on May I Ith, 1922, will be 
published shortly in the Official Journal of the League (special supplement 
No. 7). This supplement will contain the German text of the Constitution as 
well as translations in French and English. ... 

2. PROTECTION OF MINORITIES 

• ... ·l ' The President of the Counc1l of the League has recently received two 
letters from M. Schanzer, the Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs, containi~g 
the complaints and ~equests of certain Bulgarian and Hungarian minorities. 
These letters are simply the text of the memoranda presented by the Bulgarian 
and Hungarian delegations at tl}e.Ger,oa Conference, which referred the matter 
to the compt;tent organ of the Le~tzl\e, in this case the Council. 

J. MANDATES 

The Secretary-General of the League has been informed that the High 
Commissioners for Australia and New Zeal~nd, Sir Joseph Cook and Sir James 
Allen will represent their respective countries at the forthcoming session of the 
Permanent Mandates Commission, which is to meef at Geneva on August Ith. 

It will be recalled that Australia received a mandate for certain German 
possessions in the Paci1if south of the Equator, while New Zealand h~lds a 
mandate for Samoa. A mandatory power has the right to appoint a duly 
accredited representative to the Mandates Commission, which is now going to 
consider for the first time the annual reports on the administration of man
dated territories, which the mandatory powers are obliged to present to te 
the Council. 

') See ,Mol)thly Summary" March 1922. 
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The rules of procedure of the Mandates Commission provide 'for the 
presence on certain occasions of representatives of the mandatory po:wers. 
Thus the consideration and discussion of .the annual reports are to take place 
before a representative of the ntandatory power by whom the report in question 
has been made. This representative, m~reover, has the right to add his remarks 
to those of the Commission when the report is transmitted to the Council. 

Further, tbe Commission, after it has registered its comments on all the 
reports submitred, may, if the majority of its members so desire, hold a 
public sitting in which it will con!iult the representatives of the mandatory 
powers on points which, in its opi~on, should be submitted by the Council 
to the ma:r1tlatory powers and other members of the League. 

Besides reports on the administration of territories under Japanese, New
Zealand, and British mandates (Na1o1ru), the Secretariat has received from 
Australia a report on the administration of New puinea. The French Goverpment 

• ~as comiiJ41nicated to the Perm~nent Mandates Commission the repoB made 
to the Frenc:I. Parliament o~ the !tdministration of the Ca~eroons during I92 I, . ~ . 
in spite of the f~ct that tlJG Oferms of qJandate have not as yet been confirmed 
by the Council of the Leag_ue: • 

• 
• • 0 

VI. Political QUestions 

I. THE ENQUIRY .<;oM¥ISSION IN A!-BANIA 
. . 

A member of the League Enql!iry Go~mission in Albania, M. Sederholm 
(Finland), and Count Frederick Moltke (Denmark), Secretary of the Com
mission, have returned to Albania. 

•In order to comply with a request of the Albanian Government, which 
was supported by the Enquiry Comooission, the Council of the Leag(le, at its 
May session, decided, as a temporary measure, to maintain in Albania a 
member and the secretary of the Commission. 

M. Sederholm and Count Moltke, who will carry on the work of the 
Commission and observt developments, will presently be joined by an expert 
appointed by the Financial Committee of the League.') .. 

• 
• 

2. THE AusTRo-HuNGARIAN FRONTIER 

a) Tlze Burgenland Question • 
Certain questions concerning the frontier between Austria and Hungary 

have been referred for decision to th~ €ou11ci! of the League at the request 
of both the interested parties. By the terms of the Treaty of Trianon (Article •. 27), 
a tract of territory south of the Danube, know~ as ~he Burg~nland, which 
had liithertho fol'med part of the Kingdom • of Hungary, was assigned to 
Austria, because it is inhabited by a population predominantly German." 
The new frontier was to be delimite"d by a Commission specially appointed ' 
by the Peace Conference. Accordillg to the terms of reference as set forth in 
a letter dated May 6th, 1922, sent to the Hungarian Government by M. Millerand 
on behalf of the Allied Powers, this Commission, if it deemed it necessary 
to apply certain modifications to the frontiers exceeding such changes of de
tail as could be effected by any frontier commission, should report on the 
matter to the Council of the League, who, if one of the parti,.es so desired 
might offer their good offices to facilitate a settlement. , 

When, however, the time came for the territory to be handed over to 
the Alfstrian authorities, the Hungarian Government and the local Hungarian 

') See decision of Financial Committee on this subject. 
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authorities opposed the measure, claiming that the Burgenland had always 
· been historically Hungarian and that the population wished to remain attached 
to Hungary, Part of the .inhabitants, especially in the more eastern. distri?ts 
and in the town of Oedenburg (43opron) als& openly expressed the1r des1re 

0 

to remain under Hungarian rule. . 
The Burgenland question was subsequently referred to another Conference 

held in Venice under the auspices of the Italian Government. As a result ot 
the good offices of the latter, the following protocol was agreed to by both 
parties: . 

"In view of the urgency of hastenirg the work of the Inter-Allied Corn
mission for the delimitation of the frontier of Austria and H''ungary, the 
Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs will take up the matter with the Conference 
of Ambassadors. Austria undertakes ~o agree, as far as possible, to the de
cisiOJ:>S of this commission. Nevertheless, should Austria feel obliged to appeal 
agaim.t these decis~ons, she agrees to accept thet decision which • will be r~- o 

commended by the Council of the League 'of Narions." ., 
As a result of the Venice agree!l'ent, a plebi!u:ite was ~eld in the town 

and dis'trict of Oedenburg on December 13th, 192b; a majority was returned 
in favour of H~pgary,, and it was the~;2fore decided by the Conference ot 
Ambassadors that that .,!:own and distric,t should ~e assigned to the latter Power. 

The Delirnit'\tion• Commission, after a careful study of the whole frontier, 
proposed that the three following districts should also be left to Hungary: 

1. The area round t!le village qf Po:,ohagen, because it controls a system 
of irrigation and navigation canals a,ffectirig a wide area of Hungary; 

2. A group of villages to the' East and South-East of Liebing, because they 
• gravitate round the town of Guns which remains in Hungary; 

3· A narrow strip of territory some 20 to 25 ".ks. in le11gth to the. East 
of the I;Iungarian town of Szornbathely (Steinamanger) inhabitated by a mixed 
Hungarian, German, and Croatian population, of which the economic centre 
is the said town of Szombathely. 

The Austrian Government objected to these modifications of the frontier 
in favour of Hungary, but informed the Conference of Ambassadors in a letter 
dated May 4th, 1922, that it confirmed its undertaking to accept any recom
mendation which the Council of the League might make, provided such 
recommendation were agreed to unanimously in accordance with Article 5 of 
t~ Covenant. The Hungarian Go1(ernment had -already ~ent a request to the 
Secretary-General of the League in this connection. 

TI1e Conferenct; of Ambassadors, having thus assured itself that the 
appeal to the Council of the League was accepted by both parties, has reques- ' 
ted that body to examine the questiQn •at its next meeting. The subject has 
consequently been placed on 'th'e agenda of the 19th meeting to be held in 
]\•i'y. The Council rn~y examine {be question in any way it thinks fit, and 
either issue its recornrneridatioi<;. after studying the docurne11ts of the oase, or 

• send out a commission to conduct an enquiry on the spot. In the meantime 
· the Secretary-General of the League has, written to the Austrian and Hungarian 

Governments, informing them that the Council will take up the matter . 
• 

b) Huugary's Frontiers wit!t Roumania and tlte Serb-Croat-Slovme State 

The Conference o£ Ambassadors has informed the Council of the League 
that, in the~ opinion of the Boundary cornmis'sions, which have been tracing 
Hungary's frontiers with Rournania and with the Serb-Croat-Slovene State 

' , 
certain changes are necessary in the frontiers laid down by the 'Ireaty of 
Trianon. The Conference of Ambassadors furthermore requests the Council to 
deal with this matter at its next session. 
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• 
This step has been taken in accordance with the covering letter of May 6th, 

1920, to the Treaty of Trianon, stipulating that the commissions for tracing 
Hungary's frontiers ~auld make representati~ns to the Council ot the League, 
if they considered that the frontiers laid down j)y the Treaty of Trianon needed 
adjustement at any po1'nt. In this case the Allied and Associated Powers agree, 
if one of the interested parties so dema~ds, that the Council should lend its 
good offices for a rectification of the frontier by friendly negotiation between 
the two parties. 

7 
• 

• 3· Tmi BuLG,~RIAN REQUEST 

• At its next session, the Council of the League will consider a request 
of .the Bulgarian Government, based on the second paragraph of Article II 
of the Covenant and concerning a diffe"rence of opinion between Bulgaria and 
the border States, i. e. Greece, Ro~mania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene St~te. 
• • This di~pute has been coosed ~y armed raids in the frontier distric~ ot 
the countries b~rdering on B<Ulgaria. In a letter to 'the Secretary-General ot 

• the League, the B~lgarian <lovernment ~scribes the steps taken with ~view 
to quelling the disturbance, at ethe same time expressing regret that the means 
of repression of which it disposes...!.mainly f~ces. ntised by volunteer re-

• cruitment as stipulated in theerreaty of .NeJtilly-are 1tot sufficient to ensure 
• the success of these measures. • 

As the situation may become more and more critical, the Bulgarian Go-
' vernment has requested the intervenl:i~h of"the Councn of the League, either 

in the form of an international inquir:f comm~sion on the spot or otherwise, 
as the .Council may decide. This request is based on Article It, paragraph 2 

of the Covenant, under which any member of the League has "the friendly right 
• to bring to the attention of the Assembly or of the Council any circumstance 
whatever affecting international relations which threatens to disturb eitlrer the 
peace or the good understanding between nations upon which peace depends. " 

• 
VII. Social and Humanitarian Questions . 

I. RussiAN REFUGEES • 
• . 

a) Russian Refitgecs at Constantinople 

• 
~ In response to the appeal of the Council'), a few Governments have an-
nounced their readiness to contribute t.9ward the sum of £ JO,ooo needed to 
make available the American Relief Administraaio.n's offer of an equal amount') 
for the maintenance of the Russian refugee~* at Constantinople d1,1ring fou1· 
months, pending their evacuation to countries whete they can find em-· 
ployment 8 • 

'The sums promised so far are as follows: the Belgian Government, 
so,ooo Belgian francs; the Brazilian G6vernment, £ soo; the British Govern
ment, £ IO,ooo; the Chinese Government, s,ooo French francs; the Czecho
slovakian Government, soo,ooo Czech crown~; the Japanese Government, 
JO,ooo yen; the Swiss Government, to,ooo Swiss francs. Some of these sums, 
which at present amount to approximately £ I7,ooo, have been promised con
ditionally on the whole £ JO,ooo being raised. 

Meanwhile, the American Relief Administration has "requested ~nformation 
as to the prospects of the necessary sum being found, since their first ship
ment of food and other stores left New York on June 7th and is due at Con-

• 
') See "Monthly Summary", for :May, 1922. 

') " " " 
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• 
stan6nople about July 1•t. If the required £ Jo,ooo has not been raised by 
that date, the American Relief Administration will consider itself obliged to 
forward this shipment direct to Odessa. • ,, 

' c 

b) Passeports and Visas for Russia1t Refugees 

A meeting of Government representatives will be held at Geneva under 
League auspices on July 3rd, to discuss the question of special passport and 
visa regulations for Russian Refugees. 

' 2. THE TRAFFIC IN WoMEN AND CmLDREN 

a) First Session oj the Advisory Committa o1t Traffic i11 Womm aud CM!dren 

The first Session of the Ad~isory Committee on Traffic in Women and 
Cliildren will open on June ~8th. The Corr.mittee, which was appointed on the 
recommendation' of the International C.:mfere-hce on Traffic in Women oan"d 

0 

Children (June 19 21 ), for the purpose of advi,~ing the Council on all matters 
connected with the execution of the existing conventions 9for the suppression 
of the traffic, is composed of representatives of 'Denmark, France, Great Britain, 
Italy, Japan, :?oland,~ R'>umJ.nia, Spait';, and Uruguay, and five assessors re
presenting voluntacy,internation?l organisation~ interested in this question. The • 
agenda includes~ a consideration of reports on the work accomplished by the 
League in connection with the suppressio:t of the traffic since the International 

.I 4 {"•' :"" 

Conference. ' -
The ratifications of the existing 'international agreements on the subject 

-- the International Agreement of 1904 and the Conventions of I~o and 
192 I - will be one of the most important questions dealt with. The Inter
national Convention of I92I, which embodies the recommeddations oft:l\.e Inter-• 
natiorlal Conference and was presenteG for signature in conformity with a re
solution of the Second Assembly, has been signed by thirty-three governments, 
including two non-members of the League - Germany and Hungary. Whereas 
only a comparatively small number of States wer~ Parties to the Conventions 
of '1904 and 1910, a large number of new States will now cooperate for the_ 
first time in the international movement, as under Article 1 of the new Con
vention the High Contracting Parties agree to adhere and ratify the two 
previo\].S Conventions. r • • 

Another important item before the Committee is the report on replies 
received to the Questionnaire on legislative measures to combat the traffic. As 
the International Conference dealt with all replies received up to June 192I. 
the Advisory Committee will only have to consider those sent in since this 
date, in all about forty a!ls-:;ers: mainly from British Colonies and Pro
·•ectorates 

The Committee wm further consider reports from voluntary organisations 
represented on the Committee and also methods of dea]ing with information 
from other sources. Other questions on the agenda concern the Central 
Authorities appointed under Article I' of the International Agreement of 1904, 
and the employment abroad of women by entertainment agencies. 

The Committee will also deliberate on the form of an Annual Report on 
repressive measures to be supplied by the signatories of the existing inter
national agreements on the subject. 

• 

b) Ratifications of the I11teruatioual Convention 

The Belgian government has deposited at the Secretariat General of the 
League the instruments of ratification of the International Convention for the 
suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children, done at G;neva, Sep
tember JOth, 1921. 
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This is the first deposit of instruments of ratification of the said Con
vention which has taken place . 

In session: 
,, ,, 
" , 

July 3rd: 

• 

VIII. Miscellaneous 

• I. FORTHCOllllNG MEETINGS 

The Permanent Court .of International Justice, The Hague. 
The Committee on Allocation of Expenses. 

• The Advisory Committee on Traffic in \Vomen and Children, 
Geneva. 

The Temporary Mixed €ommission for the Limitation of Arma-
ments, Paris. • • • • Jt~ly 3rd: • Conference of Government representatives to. consider theo legal • 

July: 
July 25th: 

August 11h: 

August 1th: 

• 

• status of Rull,sian refugees, Geneva .• 
SeSoilion of Ciluhcil. • 
Thirteenth ses~on of the Governing Body, International-r.abour 

Office, Interlaken. • • 
First session of 4the Com~ttee i>n Intell~ctelal Cooperation, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Permanent Mc!ndates ComPniss~on, Geneva. 

• 
2. THE MoNTHLY ~ULLETm. oF STATISTICS 

' The Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, which is published by the Secretariat 
of tl:re League, t:ontains data of increasing accuracy and scope, based on 
reports furnished by the national stati.';tical offices. A careful selection. is made 
from these documents with a view . to enabling the public to follow with the 
greatest precision the progress of the industrial and commercial movement in 
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In number five of the Monthly Bulletin of Statistics is given a new index 
number of wholesale prices for Belgium .• This index, which has been communi
cated by the Belgian Government, has be;n "based on a pre-war period in 
order to allow of comparison of the pric: movements in Belgidm since t_he 
outbre~k of war .with those in the other countries for which indices are 
published in the Bulletin. 

• 
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I. Summary of the Month 
c 

c • . 
The meeting of the Temporary Mixed Commission • for the Reduction ot 

Armaments at Paris and the nineteenth session of the Council of the League, 
which was held in London, were the main events of the past month. 

The Temporary Mixed Commission had to consider certain questions of 
a technical nature, such as the destruction of surplus war supplies, the use of 
poisonous gases in war, and the private 'manufacture of and trade in arms 
and munitions. The Commission also took note of the replies of vovernments 
to the recommendations of the Second Assembly regarding the limitation of 
military expenditure, as well as to the request for a statement on the position 
of each country in view of its need· for national security and its international 
obligations. The agenda of thl:! meeting inchded questions dealing with dis-
arm~ment both by land and by sea. .. " • 0 

• 

At its May session,· the Council had decid~d to hold a~ extraordinary 
sessior:' in July in order to discuss tlie terms of'the "A" tlnd "B" mandates. 
During the interval, the League organisations proceeded with the work in 
hand. The Pernoanent Advisor.y Committee for the Suppression of the Tr~ffic 
in Women and Children met f<)r tte first tfme. Various questions, mainly 
political, were adJed to the agenda of the forthcoming Council meeting. 

Representatives of the Austrian, Bulg;-rian, Greek, Hungarian, Roumanian, 
and Serb-Croat-Slovene Governments, i. "e.lthe parties to the questions under 
debate; attended sessions of the July meeting, in which matters touching their 
particular interests were dealt with. Two questions of a political nature had> been 
submitted to the Council. The first, which had been brought before it by the 
Bulgarian Government, concerned the invasion by marauding bands "of the 
territories of States bordering on Bulgar-ia. The second dealt with the Hungarian 
frontiers with Austria and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State. 

The A and B Mandates were one of the principal questions on the agenda 
and their provisions have now been definitely confirmed. The London meeting 
of the Council may therefore be said to have made ~emarkable progress in the 
application of the Mandates system. 

~ 

The Norwegian Government submitted for discussion at the same meeting 
the question of the Russian famine and its influence on the general economic 

Q • 

sicuation in Europe. • ' o 

Finally, the Council considered reports presented for approval by ethe 
various commissions and organisations of the League-in particular, the 
resolutions of the following bodies: the Temporary Mixed Commission for the 
Reduction of Armaments, the Permane~t Advisory Committee for the Suppres
sicm of th~ Traffic in Women (l.nd Children, the Health Committee and the 
Committee for the Procedure of Conciliation, and took the necessary steps 
to ensure their application, " ~ • 

The first annual session of the Permanent Court of International Justice 
continued throughout the past montli. The Court is proceeding with the 
examination of the requests for advisory opinions which have been presented. 

II. The Permanent Court of International Justice • 

I. THE FIRST ANNUAL SESSION 

During the earlier part of the foregoing month, the Court pur~ued the 
series of hearings commenced in June on the two questions submitted to it 
for an advisory opinion. 
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Advisory OPinio11 No. I. - By a Resolution dated May 12th 1922, the 
Council of the .League of Nations requested the Court, in accordance 
with Article 14 of the Covenant, to give • an. advisory opinion on the following 
questions : • 

"Was the Workers' Delegate for the Netherlands ad the Third 
Session of the International Labour Conference nominated. in accordance 
with the provisions of Paragraph 3 of Article 389 of the Treaty of 
Versaille; ?" ( 1) 

. . 
The. representative of the Dutch Government, M. Limburg, after stating • that as a 111atter of fact the Delegate in question had been admitted to the 

Conference to sit, contended that the 3rd Paragraph of Article 389 of' the 
Treaty of Versailles did not provide.tha.t the appointment should be made in 
agreement with the one most representative • Trade Union organisatiop, but 
with the. most representative orglnisations in the country concerned. WOI.en no . . ' . 
agreement co~ld be reachea bet~een the Govern~ent and the one most im-
portant organisation, the foMier could not be compelled to accept the nominee • • • 
of the latter. The Dutch Government, after trying to arrive at an ~quitable 
result, but having been un·able t<> e~each a general, agre~ment, decided to 
appoint the Workers' DelegaJe alternativelx frO'm dhe.of the two chief groups 
into which the Dutch organisations a;e diV'ided; when •he delegate was chosen • from one of these groups, the technical advisers were chosen from the other. 

M. Albert Thomas, speaking\qn behalf of the International Labour Office, 
'' . 

first explained that the question put.to the Court had been worded as it was 
at present only in order to place before tl!e Court a strictly defined legal 
poirft: to which it would be possible to answer. He then indicated the general 
principles on which Article 389 was based. That Article was, he said, a com-

a • 
promise between the conception of national sovereignty and idea of granting 
the industrial organisations an ind:pendent and autonomous posirlon. He 
emphasised the fact that the \Vorkers' Delegate had been the representative 
of the workers' organisations generally and that the groups of workers specially 
interested in general que,stions before the Labour Conference had, as a rule, 
been represented by technical advisers. He laid stress on the practice of 
arranging a kind of paoportional representation : the nominee of one of the 
most representative workers' organisations was usually appointed a delegate, 
whereas .:technical a<ivis_ers were chosen frpm the members of other repre~n
taA:ive workers' organisations, if any existed. Failing an agreement, and failing 
such proportional representation, the question would be whi&:h single organisation 
was the most representative in the country. 

M. Thomas concluded that the La~our Organisation hoped to obtain from 
the Court indications as to the test for dete&l'ning the representative character 
of the different organisations. The ultimate !t.im of the Labour Or~anisation )n 
appro~ching the Court had been to obtain a botsis for the agree_ments between 
the Governments ~nd Trades Union Organisations, and between these organisa- .. 
tions themselves, agreements which '¥ere necessary for the application oi Ar- .. 
ticle 389 of the Treaty. 

The Court, after summing up•the history of the case, the facts established 
in connection with it, and the arguments on both sides, came to the following 
conclusion : 

• "The Court is of opinion that the vVorkers' Delegate from the 
Netherlands at the Third Session of the Internat00nal Labour Conference 
was nominated in accordance with the provisions of Para~aph 3 of Ar
ticle· 389 of the Treaty of Versailles, and therefore answers the question in 

· the affirmative." 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. II, No. 6, page 1 q. 
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. 2. A FURTHER REQUEST FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION 

c 
At its May session the Council d.t the instance of the French Government, 

' ' requested the Permanent Court of Justice to give an advispry opinion on the 
following question: 

"Does the competence of 
extend to international regulation 
employed in agriculture ? " 

the International Labour Organisation 
of the labour conditions of persons 

0 

·In compliance with this request the Court began to examine the question 
on the opening of its first annual session at The Hague on June q;'h. 

In the meantime, the French Prime Minister, M. Poincare, had sent a 
letter, dated June 13th, to the Council of the League asking it to invite the 
Court to give its opinion on another question relating to agricultural labour. 
M. Poi!' care said in his letter: '' 

( 0 0 0 

"The Governing 1;\ody of the Inte~nation<;l Labour Office was called 
upon to examine at its recent meetirgs a prop6s1:1.l made at 0 the 3rd General 
Lab'our Conference on the means for improvi_ng agricultural production. 
The question. of ag>icultural labour I-.as_ already given rise to numerous 
protests in France en 'the 'part of members cf Parliament and in agri
cultural circle:;;,. A' further extension of the competence of the Labour 
Organisation must, a fortiori, produce demands in Parliament for expla
nations from the Govarnment. The Fr~r;bh Government, therefore, con
siders it highly desirable that the q1·estion of the competence of the 
Labour Organisation in agricti.ltural matters should be forthwith examined 
in all its bearings "by the Permanent Court of International Justice. With 
this object in view, I have the honour to communicate tq you a request 
for ~ supplementary opinion, formul~~ed in the following terms: 

"Does examination of proposals for the organisation and development 
of methods of agricultural production, and of · other questions of a 
like character, fall within the competence of the International Labour 
Organisation ? " ~-

Official information was received of this second ,request, but, since it 
could not be presented except by the Council or the Assembly, the Court 
decided to proceed with its deliberations whilst, awaiting- a decision of the 
Council on the subject. ' 

The question came before the Council on July rSth. 

M. Albert Thomas, Director of the International Labour Office, who was 
present at the meeting, declared that the.. International Labour Office did not 
pretend to be competent in matter\! o( agricultural production and was con
cern'ed with the methode and meall:s of production only in so far as they 

· affected labour problems. ' 
M. Viviani remarked that some uncertainty existed oh the question of 

, comp~tence in matters connected with agricultural labour and that as the 
Labour Conference might possibly be led one day to exceed the limits imposed 
on it by. the Treaty, it would be better in" these circumstances to ask the 
advice of the Court of Justite. M. Hymans pointed out that the request of 
the French Government was complementary to another request for an opinon 
which the Court of Justice was at that moment engaged in discussing. lJ this 
new request were also s'!bmitted, the Court would have an opportunity of 
studying in al>. its bearings the problem of the competence of the Labour 
Organisation with regard to agricultural matters. 

The Council agreed with this opinion and decided to ask the Court to 
give a ruling on the question put by· the French Government. The Marquis 
Imperiali, although agreeing with M. Albert Thomas, declared that he did not 
wish to stand out against the unanimous opinion of his colleagues. 
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· III. General Questions 

AMENDMENTS To THE CovENANT 

a) The. meetilzg oj the Committee 
0 

• 
At its meeting of January 10th ·1922 (1) the Council decided that it was II 

better to postpone the me'ltting of the Committee on Amendments until later, in 
case any further draft amendments should be sent in by the members of the 
League. Sine~ then, however, no further draft amendments have been received. 

As far as amendments . to Aliticles 1 o and I 8 are concerned, they have 
been discussed by the Committee, on Amendments in its first and second 
Reports. • 

The Council has entrusted to Lord Balfour the duty of fixing the date 
on which the Committee shall mee~ pdor to the Third Assembly of the League 

• b) Ratifications 
0 

• • 
The Dani"Sh Government has in!ormed the Secretariat Genei'Al of the 

League that the King o:r Denmark has ratified Jhe protocols of all the . ·• 
amendments to the Covenant approved by the s~ond Ass&bly and that the 
deposit of the instruments '"or ratifica,ion o~ill take pi~ce shortly . 

• 
~~ ... 0. 

2. REGISTkAT!ON ~D RATIFICATIONS 

• 
During the past month twenty-five t!eaties were deposited for registration . . . 

and publication by the Secretariat of the League. Of this number, eleven were 
pr!!Sented by tpe British Government, eight by the Esthonian Government, and 
others by the Bolivian, Chinese, panish, French, Japanese and ,.Norwegian 
Governments. 

Of special interest is the treaty concluded on February 2 11d 1922 at 
Washington by China and Japan, which deals with the settlement of the 
Shantung question an5. is the first agreement between Powers attending the 
\Vashington Conference which has been ratified and subsequently registered 
with the Secretariat. • 

The Convention on Aerial Navigation, done at.Paris on October 13'h 1919, 

with itS additional"Pr.otocoi dated :May ,I51 I920, which came into for~ on 
july I I 1h 1922, subsequent to the deposit on June 1 51 of the instruments of 
ratification by Belgium, Bolivia, the British Empire, • France, Greece, Japan, 
Portugal, the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and Siam, has been presented for re
gistration by the League of NationiS Service of the French Government 

The Bulgarian representative to the 
0 

L"eague of Nations has deposi~ed at • 
the Secretariat General the instruments 0of the ratification by the Bulgarian 
Go"l'ernment of jtll the conventions drawn UJ?' by tlie Barcelona Conference, i.e.: ·' 

r. the Convention and Statute on Freedom of Transit; • 
2. the Convention and Statut~ on the regime of na>;gable water•Kays of 

international concern ; 
3· the Declaration recognis!ng the riE"ht to a flag of States haYing no 

.sea-coast. 

3· THE REDUCTION OF AR~L\~IFXTS 

.a) The Session of the Temporary J}fixed Commissioll fo'l- the Rcductjo11 of Armaments 

• At its session in Paris, July 3rd to 7'h, the Temporary Mixed Commission 
for the Reduction of Armaments, strengthened by the addition of seYen new 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. If, N• I, page J. 
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member~, and under the chairmanship of M. Viviani, dealt with some far_ 
reaching resolutions intended to comply with the request of the Second 
Assembly that the Commission should "make proposals on general lines for 

0 

the reduction of national armaments which, in order to secure precision, should 
be in the form of a draft treaty, or other equaily definite plan to be presented 
to the Council, if possible, before the A3sembly next year". 

Lord Robert Cecil, one of the new members o~ the Commission, put be
fore it a plan for a collective guarantee through the League to all States 
accepting an agreed standard of armaments, that formed the cpolitical com
plement to proposals for a limitation of lanj armaments, and for the extension 
of the Washington Naval Convention to 'all Members- of the Lea[flle, made 
respectively by Lord Esher and Rear-Admiral Segrave, two other members 
of the Commission. In addition, the Commission dealt with a number of technical 
questions, such as the destruction of 'surplus war stores, the employment ot 
gas in·war, the private manufact·ue of arms and munitions, and the statistical 
enquiry'' into milita~r, naval and air budgets suggested by the Se-cond As-o 0 

sembly. .. ,· "' 
There· will be one more meeting, just before the Assemblo/' in September, 

after which the Commission expects to be able to present the Assembly with 
a series of detailerl prop..;sals for a scheme of reduction of armaments, based 
on the work done betw.,eri then ar.d new on the' draft resolutions tabled by 
Lord Robert, Lord :E'sher and Rear-Admiral Segrave, as well as on the technical 
questions with which the Commission grappled at Paris. 

In order to deal with its work, "the t€Cf~mission divided into three sub
committees, of which the first dealt with t.tchnical questions, the second with 
the general plan for reduction of armaments demanded by the Second ,b.s
sembly, and the third, which will meet in Geneva at the end of July, will 
assemble and put into order the results of the statistical enq~tiry undertaken 
by the LE<ague Secretariat at the request {-If the Assembly .. These three com
mittees are composed as follows : 

First Sub-Committee: 

Lord EsHER (Chairman), 
M. HODAC, 
MM. JANCOVIC! and JANSSEN (interchangeable), 
M. JoUHAux, · 
Captain KIYOKAWA, 
General MARIETII, 

" Rear-Admiral SEGRAVE, 
M. F. J. URRUTIA, 
M. Rivas VICuNA. 

Second Sub-Commitee · 

M. LEBRUN (Chairman), 
M. Alcala ZAMORA, 
M. BRANTING, 
Lord Robert CECIL, • 
Marshal FAYOLLE (replaced by Lieut.-Colonel REQuiN), 
M. JANCOVIC!, 
The Marquis DI SALuzzo, 
Dr. OERSTED, c 

' M. TATS~ (replaced by M. HoNDA), 
M. THORBERG (replaced by M. Sven BACKLUND), 
M. TORRE, 
M. URRUTIA. 
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7 hird Sub-Committee: 

Professor BENIN!, • 
Sir J. BRUNYATE, 
Colonel CARNEGIE. 
Marshal FAYOLLE (replaced by Lieut.-Colonel REourn), 
M. ]ANSSEN, 
Colonel LOHNER, 
The Marquis DE MAGAZ, 
M. 0UDEGEEST, 
Admiral PENIDO, • The Marquis DI SALUZZO, 

·M. TORRE 

I. The Reducti01z of Armamen~. - Lord Robert Cecifs a11d Lord Esiler's 
.pr.posals. -•Lord Esher's pro~osals.for a limitation of land armaments., and 
Lord Robert C~il's plan for ,.a collective guarantee • to States accepting this 
limitation were studied toge~her. The foi.R" articles of "Lord Robert Cecil;,<; pro-
posal declare that: • • ~ . . 

1. No scheme for a reduction of armaments can susceed unles~ it is general; 
2. In the present state of the world<most

0
Governments 0could not take the respon

sibility of a considerable reduction of armaments without rece1vinge in e.xchange satis
factory guarantees for the security of their respective countries; 

J. Such a guarantee can be a~'?r.sl~d. by
0 

a general d<!iensh·e agreement among all 
the countries concerned, providing that these countries should all, or in groups, give 
immediate and effective assistance accor3ing to a.pre-arranged plan to any one of their 
QPmber that is attacked. However, in cases where for historic, geographic or other 
reasons a coun'try is in a parlicularly exposed position, special measures may be taken 
tq, defend it on Jhe lines of the above plan. 

4· It is, of course, understood that these resolutions can only become o;erative 
upon the carrying out of a reduction of•armaments on lines laid down beforehand and 
upon the creation of an effective organisation for ascertaining that this reduction has 
been <"arried out and is adhered to. 

Lord ·Robert Cecil pr!(.faced his explanation as to the scope and purpose 
of his scheme by stressing the fact that it expressed his personal views, and 
not those of the British 1Jovernment, which he did not represent any more 
than any of the members of the Commission represented his Government. The 

• four resolutions were iJltended to lay down the general principles of disarma-
ment. The~~ general princfples ~ould only become effective. there could only 
be a considerable reduction of armaments and so true djsarmament, if the 

.scheme were adopted by all the States of Europe and even of the whole world. 
On the other hand, all countries have t~e right to demand guarantees of their 
safety. Perhaps, said Lord Robert, this principle .does. not apply quite so cate
gorically to my own country, but certainly th~ States on the Continent hav'e 
the righ~ to demand guarantees. • • • 

A general defeflsive agreement among all the countries concerned would, 
in Lord Robert's opinion, be in harmon)' with the general idea of the Lea~e 
Covenant to which all the States Members are pledged. This agreement must 
hold good not only for Europe but for other parts of the world as well. 
Nevertheless it is not feasible to ask nations at "one ~nd of the world to come 
to the aid of nations threatened at the other end. Hence the obligations to 
render a~sistance is limited to countries situated in the same part of the globe. 
To make a defensive agreement effective it is necessary to provide machinery 

" capable of coming into action promptly in case of attack. As regarfls this side 
of the question Lord Robert Cecil quoted M. Leon Bourgeois' exJ!ression "il 
faut prevoir et preparer! " 

The "Commission decided to form a special Sub-Committee which would 
report at its next session on the way to apply in practice the general plan 
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sketched by Lord Robert Cecil. The Sub-Committee will also examine Lord 
Esher's proposal. It is composed as follows : 

Lord Robert CECIL, 
General MARIETTI, 
General lNAGAKI, 

Colonel REQUIN, 
Colonel LoHNER, 
M. JANSSEN. 

Lord Esher's and Lord Robert Cecil's proposals will also be transmitted to 
the Permanent Consultative Commission 'for study. 0 

2. Limitation of Naval Armamn.ts. - The Naval Treaty agreed upon at 
the 'Nashington Conference hal:. resulted in the reduction of the naval armaments 

" of the Great Pow,rs. _ ~ o . o o 

Rear-Admiral Segrave put before the Temporary Mixecb Commission a 
propos~! for extending tl.e provisione, of the Wa.~hington \;onvention, which 
may be regarded as the application to naval a~;_lllaments of the principle of 
reduction of arMaments laid down in th~ Covenant, to States Members of the 
League but not signa~ories to ti::e Cgnvention.:· The Marquis di Saluzzo and 
Colonel Requin ~<J,oved amendments to Rear-Admiral Segrave's proposal. 

The Commission declared its agreement with the general idea of an 
extension of the Washington Conver..tion<t.:>/other States. It furthermore decided 
to ask the Council to request the navaL section of the Permanent Consultative 
Commission to investigate the technical aspects of this question and to hand 

0 

in a report on this subject before the end of July. · 
At its next session, the Temporary Mixed Commissi~n will stuey this 

report :and draw up specific proposals ~P be presented to the Third Assembly, 
with a view to summoning an international conference of the Governments 
concerned. 

c. 
3· The Limitation of Armaments Budgets and the Replies of Governmmts. 

At the request of the Second Assembly, the Council o had asked the Govern
ments Members of the League to reply to a questionnaire on the considerations 
0f national security, international obligations, geograt>hieal position oand special 
circumstances governing their policies of national defence. A few Govern!lllints 

·replied to this quertionnaire. 
The Commission, which considers replies to this questionnaire an essential o 

factor in the problem of reducing armat:1ents, and a way of bringing the whole 
problem down to the plane of practical realities, has requested the Council to 
ask the Governments that have '!tot yet replied to be good enough to send 
in their answers before the 1 51h August, and in a form as explicit and, detailed 
as possible. " 

The Commission furthermore reqttests the Council to press for additional 
replies to the recommendation of the Second Assembly as to the limitation of 
military budgets. Only fourteen Staates have replied to this suggestion, namely, 
Belgium, Colombia, Czecllo-Slovakia, Denmark, France, Great Britain, Greece, 
Holland, India, Latvia, Peru, Poland. Sweden and the Union of South Africa:. 

The Commission was of opinion that it would be useful to put before the 
Asse~bly t~e results .0btained hitherto by Governments in limiting their ex
penditure o;' armaments. For this reason the Council was asked to request 
those Governments that have not yet. replied to do so before the I stb A t 
Th 1

. . ugus. 
ese rep tes Will be put before the Third Assembly The Com · · 1 . . mtsston a so 

dectd:d, at the suggestion of M. Lebrun, to put before the Assembl tables 
~~~= y 
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• a) Reductions in military expenditure effected by the various Governments 
in 1921 and 1922, in comparison with preceding budgets and as a result 
of the Assem'flly's recommendations; o 

b) Changes in military expenditure in the fears 1913 (pre-war budgets) and 
in I 922, as expr~ssed in both paper money and gold; 

c) The relative importance of military budgets as compared with total 
budgets for the three years 1913, 1918 and 1922. This work will be done 
by the Thin! Sub-Committee (on statistics) which is to meet in Geneva in July. 

. 0 

4· Destruction of Surplus War-Sto~es.- The Permanent Consultative Com-
mission, whoM opinion was asked on this matter by the Temporary Mixed 
Commission, stated that this question had already been solved since all the 
countries concerned had by this time de.stro.yed, or were destroying, the surplus 
war-material in existence at the Armistice. 

0 • • 
0 0 • il 

5· The Us~ of Poison Gci til War-time. - The Washi"ngton Conference 
dealt with the question of ~o'l.sonous an.,d asphyxiattng gases in war-time. It 
even drew up a C'onvention on this subject which the Temporary Mixe& Com
mission sugested putting befo~e the 1Jembers of the ~ague not represented 
at Washington. The Commissio.n will take ste,ps a> can~ out tl~is plan as soon 
as it has been informed that the Washi~gtoN Convention. has been ratified by 
the ·signatory Powers and communicated to the non-signafory powers. The 
Commission furthermore decided fq o'!sk the Commi.J:tee of Intellectual Co
operation which is to meet on August I 5t, • to give an opinion on the way in • which te co-operation of scientists could be e1ilisted, for publishing discoveries 
in poi!lon gases and the development of chemical warfare. The Second Assembly 
passed a resolution on the advisability of addressing an appeal to scientists 
on this" subject. • 

0 

6. The St. Germain Arms 7 raffle Convmtio11. - Both the First and Second 
Assemblies of the League passed resolutions insisting on the urgent impor
tance of securing the ratification of the St. Germain Convention controlling 

.. :e 
the traffic in arms. The Secretary-General of the League has addressed en-
quiries on this subject to. all the Members of the League. Thirtythree Govern
ments have already sent replies and a further letter has been sent to the 
States who~,e answers g.ave no! yet been received. Tem States have ratified 
this .Convention cir adhered. to it. Most of the' Powers replying to the question'1 
naire have made their ratification contingent upon that of the Signatory Powers . 

• • Taking note of this fact the Commission has stated its opinion that the St. Ger-
main Convention, which is of such great. importance to the peace of the world, 
will remain a dead letter so long as th~ Powor& that signed this Convention, 
whether Members of the League or not, and., including the United.States, _do 
not consider themselves able to ratify it. Consequen1Jy, the Commission re.! 

• • quested the Council•of the League to ask all the Members of the League that 
have not yet ratified the Convention to take all the necessary "preparatory" 
steps for ratification, so that the final <'tct of ratification can be deposited the 
moment the Principal Powers are re<uly to deposit theirs. 

• • 
7· Private ll:fmmfacture oj Arms. - Acting on the instructions of the 

Council, the Secretariat-General of the League has collected a great deal of 
information on this subject, and some members of the Temporary l\IL'-ed Com
mission have· presented memoranda on the subject ot the private tpanufacture 
of arms. The information gathered, and the memoranda submitted "\\'ill be com
municated to the council at its next session and are intended to furnish 
material teJ be considered by an international conference on the private manu
facture of arms and munitions, in accordance with a resolution of the Second 
Assembly. 
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b) The Resolutir11is of the Council 

At its session of July 201\ thee Council approved all the resolutions which 
had been adopted by the TempQrary Mixed 'Commission and took measures 
to ensure their fulfilment. " • 

c) The Meetings of the Statistical Sub-Commission of the Temporary Mixed Com
mission for the Reduction of Armammts, and the Naval Sub-Commission of tlte 

Perma1zent Advisory Commission for Military, Naval and Air Questions 
0 • 

The preparations for action by th~ Third Assembly on the question of 
reduction of armaments have been carried a step further by the <meetings at 
Geneva of the Third or Statistical Sub-Commission of the Temporary Mixed 
Commission and the Naval Sub-Cummission of the Permanent Advisory 
ComJilission. 

0 

These meetinlls were undertaken in J;>UrsuaJlce of resolution& passed_ .;t.t o 

the last session of the 'J.'emporary Mixed Com
0
mission. The .Statistical Sub

Commission, which sat frcm July 2Istc-23rd with .the Mar<41uis di Saluzzo in 
the Chair, studied the results obtained hitherto iy. the work of statistical en
quiry undertakei]- by tl".e League .Secretanat at the request of the Second As
sembly. The object of ~,his enquiry is \9 presento the Third Assembly with data 
concerning the m,,litart forces, military budgets, geographical areas, population. 
lengths of frontiers, etc. of all States, as such data are considered to be a 

I' 
preliminary and essential. condition for <3~:--aJing with the problem of reducing 
armaments. c 

At its present meeting, the Statistical Sub-Commission decided to ask for 
• certain additional information to be obtained through the Council by means 

of a questionnaire drawn up by the Commission and addressed to the G~vern
ments ~embers of the League; to take ... the year 1922 for the after-war peace 
figures that are to be compared to the statistics for 1913; and to include in 
its report to the Assembly data on the raw materials, land and water transport 
facilities, and industrial capacity of the States concerned, for the bearing these 
particulars may have on defensive power. o 

The Naval Sub-Commission of the Permanent Advisory Commission, 
which met on July 22°d-27th with the Marquis de Magaz in the Chair, had 
been asked by the Couacil, at the request of the Temporary Mixed Commission 
tCb examine the technical asP.eCt;J of the plaa sublnit'ted to the "femporary 
Mixed Commission by Rear-Admiral Segrave, and intended to extend "the 
principles of the We.shington Convention for the limitation of naval armaments 
to all States Members of the League but non-signatories to this Convention. • 
The Naval Sub-Commission produce.d 0 a draft convention which will be con
si~ered by the Temporary Mi:1e8 Commission and the Council and then.passed 
Q,n to the Third Assembly. " 

In other words, the" findings of the two Sub-Commis~ons, which •contain 
c only nationals of some Members of the League, and in no case authorised · 

representatives, are purely tentative and, preliminary, to be studied in the first 
place by the Temporary Mixed Commission and the Council, both of which 
bodies are to hold plenary sessions just 'before the Third Assembly in Sep
tember, and in the secori:d pl~ce by the Assembly itself, where all Govern
ments of the League are represented by duly accredited delegations. The As
sembly may then, in its turn, suggest, as regards the Naval propos-al, the 
su~moning of an international conference of the interested Governments to 
consider the' draft convention . 

• 
The Sub-commissions were composed as follows : 

Statistical !jub-Commission.- The Marquis di Saluzzo, Charmain~ M. Jan
ssen ; Professor Benini ; M. Oudegeest ; Colonel Carnegie ; Lieut.-Col. Requin 
(replacing Marshal Fayolle); Marquis de Magaz; Rear-Admiral Penido. 
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0 

Naval Sub-Commission. - Rear-Admiral Penido (Brazil); Rear-Admiral 
Segrave, Commander Phillips, Paymaster Lieut. Commander Maynard (Great 
Britain);. Rear-A'\:lmiral J ehenne; Cap. d~ Corvette Deleuze, Lt. de Vaisseau de 
Chaumie (!<'ranee); Vice-Admiral Acton; °Cap. de Fregate Ruspoli, Lt. de 
Vaisseau Torre Q~adra (Italy); Captain Kiyokawa, Lieut. Commander Sato 
(Japan); Admiral de Magaz (Chairman), Captain Montagut (Spain). 

4· THE BUDGET 

The Accounts of the League• during the third fiscal period (I921) were 
audited a~d approved in April by \ member of the Auditing Department of 
the Netherlands. They were then submitted to the Commission of Control who 
proposed to adopt them in the form passed by. the representative of the 

. 0 • 

Dutch Government. · · 
Owing to the short time at its disposal "before the period expires., 

0
during 

• "which the modifications n?ade in the budget must be 't:ommunicated to the 
members of "the League, tl~e Council decided, at i~s meeting of July I 7th I922, 
not to examine"the budg'et for the fifih fiscal perlod (I923) during the course 
of that session. It reaffir~d its rizht however, to have the budget examined 
or amended by its representatives during the.Asscm~ly. 0 

• • • v 

5· THE CoMMITTEE FOR THE P;OCEDURE oF toN<!ILIATION 

. . ., 
The Committee appointed t<l> .exa111ine the procedure of conciliation (I) 

has prepared a draft resolution, w~ch the Council is requested to submit to 
the Assembly.· • .. 

This draft resolution, which was presented to the Council by Mr. de 
Vis:>cher, the ~pporteur to the Committee, contains, in the first place, a re
commendation inviting all the Stites Members of the League to~ conclude 
among themselves reciprocal conventions by which they ·undertake to lay their 
disputes before Conciliation Commission, and, secondly, rules ~f procedure 
proposed for adoption by the various States, which however, would still remain 
free to determine for ·tf::emselves the organisation, competence and procedure 
of the Commissions. 

The draft resolufion provides, moreover, for certain action to be taken 
by the organs of the League, either by the Secrfi'tariat or the Council. As 
regards the latter, it" wots proposed at tha C~mncil meeting of July I 8th., by 
M. Viviani, the Rapporteur on this question, that it should be clearly under
stood that the constitution of commissions of conciliation must not affect the 
rights and prerogatives possessed by the Council under the Covenant in the 
settlement of disputes. .:: o 

The Council agreed to this and furth:r ·decided to lay before the A~sem
bly the Committee's Report and the draft '}esolution, with a sliglit modification 
in tire text of Aitlcle 9 regarding the action 'to be' taken by the Council should _, 
the Committee fail in its attempt to settle a dispute. 0 

~ 

IV. Techilical Organisations 
0 0 

I. THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH SECTION 

a) The Periodical Reports oj the Health Secti01z 

The last six Epidemiological Reports of the Health Sectiorl of the League 
Secretariat appeared on the 4'h, 7th, 12th, qth and 24th July, and on the 
1st August, respectively, and contained information on the incidence of epide
mics in East and Central Europe. 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. II, No 5· page 97· 
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• 
The 'Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic 

A) Cholera. - According to information received from the Peoples' Com
missar for Public Health asiatic chokra has become very ~evere since the 

. ' . 
beginning of the year (25,000 caserf during the six first mopths of 1922) espe-

\ dally in the Zaporozhe and Poltava provinces of the Ukraine. The situation 
in Odessa is particularly bad. Since the beginning of summer the epidemic. got 
worse in the towns and thence spread to the country, reaching the Volga 
region. The northern and eastern provinces (Petrograd, the proVInces Vitebsk 
and Smolensk) were almost untouched untilcJ uly;. recently centres of infection 
have been reported in the north. o 

It looks as though the epidemic were going to be far more §evere this 
year than last During the first four months of 1922 there were three times as 
many cases as during the corresponding •months of 192 1. The death-rate is 
high amounting to some so"/. of, all the cases.

0 
The epide~ic spreads chiefly 

along tlle rail lines, l,. e. those of the Ukraine
0 

and 6Jf northern Caucasus (from e 

Rostov on the Don to Vlad~kavkas and Baku). • 0 

In the Crimea and th~ Ukraine ar.ti-cholera 'vaccination .has been made 
compulsory but is very far from being generally u~ed. 95o,ooo soldiers of the 
Red Army have br.en va.tcinated since Jur& 15t. There has been a movement 
of refugees towards the Volhyni~ and Pqdolia whi:zh threaten Galicia. 

c 

B) Typhus and~Reld:psing Fever. - I·,OIJ,185 cases of typhus and 876,043 
of relapsing fever had been reported by the and of May. This is about twice 
the number reported for the same period for: least; year. The districts chiefly 
affected have been the east and ce~tre of Russia (Saratov, Simbirsk, Samara, 
Perm, Ekaterinburg). Whereas the epidemic would normally decline by ¢he 
beginning of summer an increase in the number ·of typhus cases· was reported 
in April from 17 provinces and relapsing fever in 26 province§. ~ · 

C) Pizmhze. - The famine gets worse daily; the famine-stricken popula
tions now number some 40 millions. Relief work is insufficient. The sixth All
Russian Bacteriological and Epidemiological Conference which met the 3'd to 
the 8th May 192 2, declared that the famine "must beL considered as a funda
mental epidemiological fact". It sent an urgent appeal to the medical organi
sations of Europe and America to save the dying people. 

D) Plague. - Twenty-four suspected cases with seventeen deaths have ,. 
been reported from the Kalmuck territory. · L 

Other Countries 

Eleven new cases of cholera have been reported from Rovne in Poland 
From the 21st May to the 1•t July there have been 5,191 cases of typhus and 
3,690 cases of relapsing fever, for the most part in the eastern provinces . 

• Typhus and relapsing fever h<l:ve also been reported from Lithuania (492 
cases of typhus with 24 deaths and 27 cases of relapsing feyer, no deatbs, in 
May); and from Bulgaria ( 151 cases of typhus with 16 deaths from the 1st May 
:o the ,16th July, 25 of these cases were aMong the Russian refugees). 

In Roumania cholera was reported from Bessarabia in the middle of July; 
rigorous measures were at once taken to is6late infected persons and to stop 
the spread of disease. ' · 

The reports, moreover, contain the figures for Finland, Esthonia, the Free 
City of Danzig, Czechoslovakia and Constantinople. Finland alone has <been 
completely free from typb:us and cholera during the months of May and June, 
but suffered from a severe epidemic of grippe during the war. 

The sixth Pan-Russian Bacteriological and Epidemiological Conference 
expressed its gratification at the results of the Warsaw Conference, and warmly 
endorsed the resolutions of this Conference concerning a joint anti-epidemic 
campaign by all States. 
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b) The Epidemical Bulletbt Nr 3 

The Health. Committee has just p~blished the third edition of the Epi
demiological Bulletin, containing informatio& on the following subjects: 

1. The epidenfic situation in eastern and central Europe during the year 
1~21 with statistical tables and diagrams on the evolution of epidemics during 
the period January-April 1922. 

2. The' Jlresent position as regards anti-epidemic defence in East Europe. 
3· A table of the numbers of deaths caused by grippe in European cities 

. e 
during the year 1921-22. 

" The jnformation contained in the first part of the Bulletin is drawn from 
reports presented by the various Delegations attending the. European Co~fe
rence held at Warsaw on the 20th l;o z.Sth March. (See the Monthly Summary 
for March 1922.) . .. Theotables deal with: • • • 

a) Typhus." - In Poland, Czechoslovakia, and0 other countries of Central 
Europe, tlfis epidem'lc • has show8 less violenc~ during the first ;nonths of 
1922 than during the"corresponding period of 1~21; on the other hand, 
the figures for Russia mark an increase 0 (580,909 13 cases instead of 

• () • 0 ~ 

341,838). .. " 
b) Relapsing fever. - In Lithuania and chiefly in Poland, "the statistical tables 

show an increase of this epidemic as compared with the situation in 1921 
0. • .:. 

(22,212 cases instead of 2,675). 
0 () 

c) Typhoid fever. - This disease is pre\%lent throughout Europe, especially 
0 in the Eastern and Southern regions. The death-rate remains high, 8 to 

xo% and more in Poland and Russia. In the latter country the epidemic 
• • 

appears to be on the decrease, but detailed information as r~ards the 
death-rate is not to be obtaine8. 

d) Cholera. - The data are incomplete, but sufficient to show that the centres 
of infection in the Ukraine and the Black Sea regions remained active 
during the winter ;o this fact is of great importance in the development 
of the disease. 

The second part • of the Bulletin is devoted to the study of the measures 
for health protection in Russia and in the countries bordering on Western 
Russia. fn Russia, the i'nedicit.l staff comprises. 25,020 doctors and 45,146 a'Ssis-
• tants. The number of hospital beds reserved for epidemic cases is about 2o,ooo 

in Russia and 30,350 in the Ukraine. There are 31 iso~ation and observation 
centres with 1,075 beds. The railway stations of Viazma, Smolensk, Orsha, 
Minsk and Vitebsk, which are importarrt repa,triation bases, have been adapted 
for the reception and treatment of patienss and dispose of 5,22~ beds. As a 
general rule, there is a lack of fuel for the baths an9- the desinfecting apparatus 
is in ·bad conditilln. The means of transport•for the sick are practically non
existent. In 1921, the control stations in the interior and the frontier station~ 

~ 

had to supervise the return of 758,853 individuals. Refugees have b·rought 
about a further increase of the :t;;ailway traffic and the railways have become 
the principal means of transmission of epidemics .. 

In Esthonia, quarantine stations are in operation at Narva for railway 
traffic and Reval for the sea-route. In Latvia, there are quarantine stations at 
Rossitten and Riga; the Lithuanian station is at Obeliai. Last year 46o,ooo 
individuals returned to Poland; four large hospitals With 2,500 I:Jeds at Barano
wicze, Bialystok, Rovne, and Dorvhusk were reserTed for epidemic cases. 
Several epidemiological institutes have been founded and prophylactic measures 
have been taken in view of an outbreak of cholera. 

In Roumania, the army is in charge of the sanitary protection of the 
frontiers. This is simplified by the fact that the frontier line follows the course 
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of the Dniester. If refugees manage to elude inspection at the frontier, they 
are sent to camps in the interior of the country, as soon as they are dis
covered. The public health service W(\!lld appear to be suffici@:nt. 

Part three of the Bulletin gh-es informatibn regarding the influenza epi
' . demic, which swept Northwestern Europe in November al!d December, 1921. . 

It has been impossible to trace evidence of transference of infection in any 
definite direction. Deaths were due mainly to heart and lung diseases . 

• 
c) The Resolutions qji the Council 

The Council, at its meeting of 2oth July, took note of the work accom
plished by the Health Committee of tlte Eeague of Nations during its session 
in Paris in May last ( 1 ), of which the chief fe~tures were the. preparations for 
a revisi1sn of the Intern<ttional Sanitary Conrentio11 of 191 i, a rep art on the., 
execution of the decisions of the Warsaw Health Cpnference, and' the offer of 
financial c'>upport by the Rbckefeller Fcmndation. 'The Councia congratulated 
the Commission, sent out by the League Health.,Committee and the Office 
International d'Hy,.i(me :Publique to undeMake an epidemiological enquiry in 

<> ' t 

the Near East, on the it\.lportant wt~rk k had aocomplished in a very short 
space of time and tin the results it had obtained. 

The Council decided to draw the attention of the governments to the 
very great importance of the internat<:ona1 'sanitary conference which will be 
convoked in the near future by the Frendt Government, with a view to revis-,, 
ing the international sanitary convention of 1912 .. It sent to the Office Inter
national d'Hygi(me Publique, for the purposes of study, the revised text of 
Parts II, III and IV of the International Sanitary Convention prepared by.the 
Health C~mmittee of the League, as a r~'>ult ·of first-hand study of present
day public health problems in the Near East. Finally, it authorised the Secre
tary-General to place the technical services of the League of Nations at the 
disposal of the French Government and of the Conference. 

The Council expressed its gratitude to the RoE:kefeller Foundation for 
the generous support it is giving to the humanitarian work of the Health 
Organisation of the League. The Rockefeller Foundation :l'!as decided to place at 
the disposal of the Health Organisation of the League the sum of 3o,ooo dollars 
annually in order to assure, dur\ng• five years, a'n epideJJiological and statis
tical intelligence service on a large scale; as well as the sum of 6o,ooo dollars 
yearly during three years, to assure the interchange of sanitary staff, as recom
mended by the Health Committee at its last session (2). Each State is, however, 
of course free to take the attituqe ~it judges best on the subject of this inter
change. At it~ session in August thr Health Committee will draw up a detailed 
programme for the use a~d administration of the sums received from the 

' Rockefeller Foundation. 0 u 
~ The vVarsaw Conference had insisted upon the ne_cessity of including 
among" the members of the Health Organi§ation of the League experts belong
ing to States which are not members of the League of Nations, such as Ger-., 
many and Russia. The Cou._ncil has decided to invite the Health Committee 
to co-opt a member of German nationality. It has also authorised the Secre
tary-General to remind the States which took part in the Genoa Conference, 
of the resolution, adopted by that Conference, by the terms of whicfi the 
European gove,mments were invited to consider urgently the application of the 
principles of the fight against epidemics and sanitary protection adopted at 
Warsaw, and to address an appe11.l to their respective governments with a 
view to obtaining the necessary funds. 

(1) (2) See Monthly Summary, Vol. IT, No. 5, page 97. 
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It will be remembered that the Warsaw Conference had drawn up" a text 
intended as a -model for a series of sanitary conventions to be concluded 
between the States of Central and Eastern Europe which take an active part 

0 

in the struggle against epidemics• One of the~ Conventions has just been signed 
between Poland and Latvia. This Convention takes for granted the collaboration 

~ 

of the Health Organisation of the League, to which it attributes in certain 
cases the role of mediator. 

0 

2. THE EcoNb:!.IIC A"ND FINANCIAL CoMMISSION. 
0 

The C8uncil studied the reports of the Economic and Financial Committees 
of the League submitted at its meeting of July 2oth. The Economic Committee 
was asked to continue the study of 'the •various questions with which it was 
dealing ( 1 ), particularly as regarcJ;; the application of the Resolutions p,ll.ssed 

• h¥ the Ec<momic C~mmissiOii?> of tije Genoa Conference: • 0 

The CouRcil asked the. Financial Committee ·to continue its enquiries on 
the question of tbe stabilisation of currencies and of minimising the d,!sadvan
tages of abrubt changes in money values. 

The Council, moreover, requeste~. the Secr0eta~-~neral ,Jto ask for infor
mation from certain States colfcerning questions of fisc£ evasion and the scope 
and effect of existing international conventi~ns on this ~ub}oct. These Govern
ments will be asked to give thei~<o views on extending the conventions of this 
sort, either between certain countri~~ or•in the form of general international 
conventions. e 

0 

0 The Council accepted the role of arbiter in certain contingencies provided 
for in the contract between the Czechoslovak Government and the Bank of 
Baring Brothers, .the bank of issue for the recent loan to Czechoslovakia. · 

The sending to Albania of an e~pert chosen by the FinanCial C0mmittee 
was also approved. This expert will make a survey of the financial and eco
nomic conditions of the country and report to the Council, after which the 
Council will proceed to appoint a financial advise to help the Albanian Govern
ment. This expert, 'Jho ~s already on the way to Albania, is M. Calmes, a 
Luxemburg economist of wide experience, and well-known for his work in 
Luxemburg and in other European countries. It is hoped that his report will 
be ready by the end of September. • 

The touncil finally o de~Iared its desire- to• be of assistance to Austria lin 
any way that it could, and for this purpose to collaborate in any action under
taken to relieve the desperate situation of that country. :Yt also congratulated 

• the Financial Committee on the efforts hitherto made to this end by the work
ing out of the project of financial reform '!}lg international credits, and the 
effort to get all the liens on Austria raised. 

0) 

V. Administr-ative Questions 

I. PERIODICAL REPORT <QF THE GoVERNING CoMMISSION 

1 he Saar Basi1z. - The periodical report of the Saar Governing Commission 
for the second quarter of 1922-tho which was annexed the budget of the 
territory for 1922-1923 and a copy of the programme of the different poli
tical parties and economic groups published before~ the elect~ons for the 
Advisory Council-has been received, and will be published in• the Official 
Journal. An outline of some of the more important features of the report is 
given be1ow: 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. II, No. 6, page I2.J. 
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• 
Political Situation. Elections for the Advisory Council that was established in the Saar 

territory by a decree of the Governing Commission dated March 24th I922 (see M. S. for 
March I922), were held on Sunday, June 25th. Over 350,000 electors were registered, of which 
over I93,000 voted. Votes were cast for niNe different parties, which hO:d each prepared a list 
of 30 candidates. As a result of the v~ing the seats • in the Advisory Council are divided 
as follows : ' 

Centre Party • . • . '. . 
Social Democratic Party 
Liberal Peoples Party 
Union of Land Owners 
Communist Party . . . . . . 
German Democratic Party 

0 

I6 
5 
4 
2 

2 

• 
Six of the 30 members are secretaries of Trades Unions, 4 are Lawyers, 3 Mechanics, 

3' Farmers, 2 Manufacturers, 2 Journalists, 2 Office employees, 2 Workmen, I Teacher, 
I Clergyman, I Business man, and I Architect. 'One of the 30 is a woman. 

'The report states that unjustifi~ attacks again~t the Governing Commission have been 
made dtficially by vari~us members of the German Govern,ment and 1n particul&~r by the laJe 

0 

Minister for Foreign Affairs and. Cif.llS attention to th'l: serious difficulties cre"led thereby . 
• 

EcqtJomic Situation. - Tlte economic sitl"ltion has 1~p.oved notabl,y during the period 
covered by the report, as is shown by the fact that the number of unemployed was reduced • from 3 ooo during the previ(:lus quarter, to less than 2,000 during April, May and June. The 

J f'" ~ 
net production of coal averagei co.1siderably over 8oo,ooo tons per month. Cast-iron and 
wrought-iron have been sold" for good prl{:es K) Germany0 and the metal working industries 

' appear to be busy. Tile building trade has been active and complaints have been made on 
account of the rarity of workers in the territory. Thill activity has been largely due to the 
efforts of the intercommunal·· Association <for .the construction of cheap dwelling-houses, 
founded by the Governing Commission. In I92I, 585 houses were const~ucted with the aid of 

<· 
this Association, and in the first half of <.i922, 8SI houses. Certain industries have recently been 
started in the territory, such as factories for bicycles, perfumery, etc., and an Am•rican 
house, after examining various localities in Europe where a large factory of steel office-fur
niture might be established under the best conditions, have decided to 'iet up their ~nt in 
the Saar. , 

" 
Administrative Problems. - Negotiations with the German Government. - Negotiations have 

been going on with the German Government concerning the situation of the war-wounded in 
the territory, but no agreement has yet been arrived at. 

Budget. - The General Budget of the territory for the0 year I 922- I 923, which was 
approved by the Commission in May, shows a balance between receipts and expenses, both 
ordinary and extraordinary expenses being covered by normal receipts. 

The railway, post, telep\JOne and telegraph department has reduced its estimated deficit 
fro.;n 16,ooo,ooo francs the preceding year· to S,soo,ooo fra~cs for I%!2 --1923. It hes, however, 
been nece>sary to increase the allowance' for the payment of salaries of officials who were 
previously paid in marks. The expenses for materials have also gone up. • 

The coal tax is expected to realise 40,000,000 francs and the customs Io,ooo,ooo. The 
total expenses in francs were expected to amount to 68,ooo,ooo francs . .. 

Fiscal Measttres. - A draft conv,encion "designed to do away with double taxation be-
twean France and the Saar is awaiting ratification by the French Government. 

' ' 
Food Supply. - The report explains how the dearth of potatoes was overcome by the 

}mportation of 20,000 tons from outs\de the territory, one half of thi&. amount corning from 
Poland. Difficulties with regard to the supply of meat have increased and negotiations have 

- been c'arried on with producers in Denmark, Cze::hoslovakia, Germany, and even Argentine. 

Public Works, Railroads, Posts, Telegraph and Telephone. Certain reductions have 
~ 

been made in railroad rates for tJte bepefit of Saar industries and the number of railroad 
officials and employees is being reduced. 

The postal-cheque service with an office at Saarbruck for current accounts either in 
marks and francs, or in either currency separately, has been in operation since the 
I5 t of June. • 

Much attention has be~n paid to improving the condition of the roads and to the 
requirements of traffic on them. 

Public Relief. - The Central Office for Public Relief has given aid to a large number 
of needy and indigent, particularly to mothers and children, and it has· assisted in C'dmpaigns 
against tuberculosis, nervous diseases, alcoholism, and venereal diseases. A new hospital for 
the territory will be opened on August t•t. 
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. ' 
The 1,ooo,ooo francs which was voted for distribution to the needy was dislributed at 

three different intervals during the past 12 months, and a new credit of 3,ooo,ooo has been 
provided for the coming year • 

• 
Commerfe, l11dustry, a11d Labour. - Investi~at!ons of mining accidents have been con-

ducted as usual. About.one-third of the total number of accidents were caused by the falling 
of stones or coal, and the officials of the Mining Control Service are continuing to give 
particular attention to measures for the prevention of these accidents. 

Co11clusio11. - The report concludes as follows: "The second quarter of the year 1922 
was marked in "the Saar Basin by an appreciable recovery in the economic situation. The 
Governing Commission trusts that. the wprk of the Advisory Council elected on June 25th 
will permit it, by appropriate measures, to increase and develop still further this prosperity 
and to mak8 it even more stable. The co"mmission is, on its part, resolved to exert all its 
efforts in order to obtain, within the limits of the Treaty of Peace and of the Decree of 
March 24th 1922, interpreted in a liberal manner, fruitful collaboration with the elected represen-
tatives of the inhabitants." 0 

• 

G 

2. T5ffi PR,?TECTION OF MINORITIES 

0 
Two minority questi'Qns came before the 'Council at its meeting on 

July 2oth, namely, one re1ating to the" protection of minorities in Pc!and, and 
one concerning German an'Cl Polish minorities in Up~er Silesia. 

• 3 
0 , 

I. Protection of Mi?zorittes in Polt3nd. -·- A letter "was read to the Council 
from the Polish Minister for Foreign Aff~irs, M. Narutovicz, in reply to the 
Council Resolution of May I 7th .•. The letter declared that in accordance with 
the wish expressed by the Council" 'in tltis Resoluti'on the Polish Government 
had suspended the expropriation mQasures

0
which it had been taking against 

cert;ain classes of German farmers in Posen, until the end of the next session 
of the Council. 

• Moreover, • the Polish representative for League affairs had com
municated to the Secretariat a detaiJ.J')d memorandum on the questions of fact 
and law raised by the report on this subject of the Council Committee of 
May 17th. The Secretary-General of the League and the Polish representative 
will study this question jointly in order to present the Council with a 
final report at its nex~ §'ession. 

2. Minorities in Ufller Silesia. -The Council confirmed the Resolution passed 
at its last .meeting, by which it assumes responsibility for the minority clauses 
of the l.:.Pper Silesiam. <;onveption conclud~d between Germany and Polan«; . 
• 

. Finally, the Council took cognisance of two memoranda communicated 
to it by the Genoa Conference relating to the protection • of national minorities 
of Bulgarian and Hungarian origin. 

0 

These two memoranda contain infbrmu.ti,pn of a rather general character 
and do not make accusations against any Darticular State, and dCJ not me:ation 
specifically any infractions of the Minorities Treattes. For these reasons, •the 
Coun~il decided tb request the Secretary-General to inform the Bulgarian an9-
Hungarian Governments· that it would always be ready to examine petitions or, 
information concerning the protection of minorities brought to its notice by 
one of its Members in accordanc~ with the Minorities Treaties and the proce
dure established by the Council. 

3· MANDATES 

a) "A" a11d "B" Ma11date~ 
• 

The Mandates system was brought into full operation at ilie July session 
of the Council in London. At that time all the outstanding mandates, including 
Syria, • Palestine and certain Central African· territories, and excluding only 
Mesopotamia, were approved by the Council. 
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Tht:: "B" mandates for Central Africa, which 'include British Togo land, 
Cameroons and East Africa, French Togoland and Cameroons, and Belgian 
East Africa, entered into force immediately; the British J;:alestine mandate 
and the French Syrian mandate wyl 'enter into, force as soon as the President 
of the Council is notified by the French and Italian Goverw.ments of the com
pletion of negotiations now pending between the two Governments on certain 
points. At the same time, the provisions in the Palestine mandate for safe
guarding the Holy Places are to be worked out in detail by tq_e British Go-· 
vernment and to be submitted to the Council at its next session at Geneva on 

August 30 tb, 
•0 

As the "C" mandates for the Pacific tslands and South West ~frica were 
confirmed in December 1920, and the Permanent Mandates Commission, which 
ha:; to advise the Council on all questions concerning mandates, was set up in 
December 1921, this means that the ·wh~le mandatory mechanism is now in 
operation, with the single exd;ption of Mes~potamia, theo draft mandate for 
which has not yet' been formally placed tlefore0 the Council by the British" 
Government. ·• ;: 

0 

<e 
"B" .~.lfandates. The deliberations on the ~rms of the , B " mandates, 

which took place ..;:.t a pilblic se~sion of th~ Council on July 18 tb did not give 
rise to any discussion. 1:-h; rapport~ur, :Viscount 'ishii, enumerated in the first 
place the causes of~the 'delay in the approval of these mandates and recalled 
the long and minute negotiations held with a ;view to surmounting the objec
tions presented to the Couricil by the"'Unite'd States eighteen months ago. He 
then stated that the new drafts ,differed but little from those considered in 
February 1921. He noted, however, certain changes which had been m11de 
with a view to giving greater precision to the obligation imposed on the Man
datories to refrain from granting concessions having the cha\'acter of a 'ino
nopoly; t& safeguarding freedom of conscience and unifying the drafts of the 
various mandates on this point; to ensuring the observance of the article of 
the Convenant dealing with the commercial equality in mandated territories to 
be afforded to States-Members; and, finally, to providing that no modification 
of the drafts should be adopted without the unanimous"' decision of the Council. 
Viscount Ishii added that all these changes were made in order to follow as 
faithfully as possible the spirit of the Covenant. ~ 

A certain number of'changes in phraseology, propos~d by Visco,unt Ishii 
in h1s first report, remained too be cdiscussed. Tnese "amendments had bee!J 
suggested in order to bring the provisions of the "B " mandates into confor
mity with the terms of the " C " mandates. A drafting committee, presided over 
by Viscount Ishii, and entrusted with these alterations, finished its task before 
the end of the session. o ~ • 

.Lord B<;l)four then announceg that the British Government had been 
negotiating with the United, States regarding the rights and privileges of mis
sionaries in the districts under British mandate. In the origin<tl text of Article 
~hree of the draft-mandate for East Africa, these rights and privileges are de-
fined as follows: ~ . 

"Subject to the provisions of any. local law for the maintenance of 
public order and mora:ls, tile mandatory shall ensure in the territory 
freedom of conscience and the free exercise of all forms of worship, and 
:;;hall, subject to such control as may be necessary for the maintenance 
of good government, allow all missionaries, nationals of any State Me~ber 
of the Leo.gue of Nations, to enter into, travel and reside in the territory 
for the purpose of prosecuting their calling, to acquire and possess pro
perty, to erect buildings for religious purposes and to open schools. " 

The United States Government objected to the phrase: , subject t; such 
control as may be necessary for the maintenance of good government." The 
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' . British Government therefore proposed to insert in the draft, with slig:it mo-
difications of wording, a formula taken from the Yap Treaty concluded between 
the United States ~nd Japan on the subject of the Pacific islands north of the 
Equator. The formula runs as follows: ., 

} 

"The Mandatory shall ensur~ in the territory complete freedom of 
conscience and the free exercise of all forms of worship which are· con
sonant with public order and morality. Missionaries who are nationals of 
States M=bers of the League of Nations shall be free to enter the 
territory and to travel and resi~e therein, to acquire and possess property, 
to erect religious buildings, and to open schools throughout the territories, 
it being understood however, th~t the mandatory shall have the right to 
exercise such control as may be necessary for the maintenance of public 
order and good government and, to, take all measures required for sucn 
control." 

" . ) 

o Lord Balfour added that. the ~ritish Government had i;J.formed the United 
States of this 0 amendment ap.d had also notified th~ French and Belgian Go
vernments in or.ner that ~tney might·> bring the corresponding text in their 
mandates into agreement with the British draft if they so wished. •J 

M. Viviani and M. Hymans accepted this propos&! subj.~ct to agreement 
in the drafting Sub-Committee, and .,the •ma~date's awere thereby formally 
approved. 

0 
• 0 

Thereupon, Viscount Ishii introduced a resolution on the prohibition of 
the abuse of the traffic in alcohu1• which is covl!red by Article 22 of the 
Covenant. This res'blution, which was OJ.nanimgusly adopted, expressed the wish 
that the Mandatory Powers, in view of the obligations imposed upon them by 
the Covenant and the danger of the traffic for the native population of Central 
Africa, do all bJ. their power to protect the population from this peril. The 
Permanent Mandates Commission Wi}S also requested to devote p~nicular 
attention to the measures taken by the Mandatary Powers, and to inform the 
Council of its findings in this connection. 

"A" Mmzdates. - <In two sessions held on July 22 nd, the Council con
sidered and approved the Syriano and the Palestinian Mandates. 

Marquis Imperiali • informed the Council that his Government, upon 
learning that the French Government wished to discu.ss the Syrian Mandate 
at this ses'lliO!l, had afranged :Sor a prompt 'exshange of views between tl}e 
two Governments. The Italian Government was desirous of obtaining from the 
French Government similar assurances as regards Syria tGJ those received from 
England in connection with Palestine. Marquis Imperiali stated that he was 
author_ised to approve the Syrian Ma1id<}te as soon as the negotiations in 
question had come to an end. " ' 

As no other objection was voiced, the ·-council opened the deliberations 
' on the•Palestine MJtndate. The discussion centr~d on' Article 14 of the draft, 

which deals with the safeguarding of the Holy Places. The Council adopted , 
a revision of this article which now r~ads : 

"A special commission slJall be appointed by the mandatory to 
study and define the rights and claims, in s;onnection with the Holy 
Places and the rights and claims relating to the different religious com
munities in Palestine. The method of nomination, the composition and 
the functions of this commission shall be submitted to the Council of the 
League for its approval and the commission shaH not be, appointed or 
enter upon its functions until approved by the Council." 

Consequently, the Council unanimously agreed that the terms of the 
French Mandate for Syria and the British Mandate for Palestine should be 
confirmed, to enter into force automatically on the announcement to the 
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• 
President of the Council that an agreement had been reached by the French 
and Italian Governments on certain points concerning Syria. 

The Council will meet again on August J01n in order to arrive at a 
decision on certain questions sub.!nitted to i~ concerning Article 14 of· the 
Palestine Mandate. In this connection, .the Spanish repre1entative, M. Quinones 
de Le6n, read a declaration to the effect that the Spanish Government con
sidered the presence of a Spanish member of the Commission as indispensable. 
The French, Italian and Belgian representatives on the Counc~ made simifar 
declarations in the name of their respective Governments. 

In a public session on July 23rd the orators were M. Viviani, Lord 
Balfour and Marquis Imperali. M. Viviani drew attention to the importance of 
this session, in which the Council has made notable progress in the application 
of the Mandates system. France, he ,saiQ_, had considered and Great Britain 
agre~d that the Mandates for Palestine and Syria were parts of one whole. 
As reo-ards the negotiations between the Itaftan and Fre!l.ch Gove1nments on • 

, 0 .. 

the Syrian Mandate, it might be taken for "granted that an agteement would 
be reached before long. c ~ 

0 
., 

Lc.rd Balfour said that the long period of delay in defining and approving 
0 • 

the Mandates was now at an end, as fa!( as the Counc1l was concerned. There 
would be a further-debate< on ~he Holy Places. !-ong historical controversies 
were involved in the !'onsideration·•of this part of the mandate, which required 
careful study. The British Government only desired to administer justice, 
taking into consideration . the historic interests of the communities concerned. 
There was no desire to deprive any co~munity of its established rights or to 

L 

ignore any of the religious interests involved. 
At the same time, every precaution had been taken that the provisfon ot 

a national Jewish home should not encroach upon the inter~sts or su~cepti

bilities of any section of the population. 
As the representative of a Catholic·country, Marquis Imperiali declared 

that he attached the greatest importance to a settlement of the questions 
relating to the Holy Places mentioned in Article 14 of the Palestine Mandate 
It was essential, he concluded, that an agreement o be reached among the 
members of the Council before the next session of the Assembly . 

• 
b) The Permanmt Mandates Commisszon 

The second session of the I.'ermanent M<:.ndat~s 'Commission• will take 
place at Geneva on August r•< • 

The principal t:tsk before the Commission is the consideration of the 
annual reports on the administration of territories under " C" Mandates, which • 
is provided for in the Covenant. Th~ territories specially concerned are the 
Pacific islands north of the Equator (placed 1!-nder Japanese Mandate), Samoa, 
Nauru, New'Guinea and South West Africa. These Mandates were confirmed 
a year ago by the Council. Th~ consideration of the reports ,by the Commission 

JWill take place before accredited representatives of the Mandatory Powers 
• concf'rned. 

The Commission will further consider reports transmitted to the Secre
tariat dealing with the administration of French Togoland and Cameroons, 
British Togoland and Cameroons, Syria and French Lebanon. Reports on 
Palestine, British Tanganyika and Belgian East Africa have also been an
nounced. The Mandates for these territories were recently confirmed by the Oouncil. 

It will be recalled .. that the problem of the nationality of the inhabitants 
of mandated ' areas came before the Commission last year, since when it has 
collected information on the subject · from the various Mandatory Powers. 
These data will form the basis for a decision, which, according to the 
instructions of the Council, the Commission will endeavour to reach at its 
second session. 
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VI. Political Questions 
0 

1. HcrNGARY's FRomiERs 
0 

The Council had to deal with two 'questions concerning the laying down 
of Hungary's frontiers. One of these questions came before the Council owing 
to •the terms of 

0
the Protocol of Venice (settling the question of the Burgen

land between Austria and Hungary); the other, owing to the covering letter 
that accompanied the Treaty of Trianon (the frontier between Hungary and 
the Serb-Croe-t-Slovene State). 0 

I. 7he frontier between Austria mzd Htmgary. M. Pfl.iigl, the AustriaTh 
Representative, and Count Szapary for' Htingary, put their respective cases in 
this matter before the Council, in .jts meeting of' July 19th. The Austrian 'Re-

oprosentative0stated that the propos~s of the Boundary Commi.ssion would result 
in depriving Aflstria of a secY.on of the Burgenland, «:omprising 24,000 hectares 
and several thouGand · inha:'Ditants. Thu9, the Peace Treaty had gh:yn the 
Burgenland to Austria as o compensation for economic losses incurred 
elsewhere. ~ • o 

., 0 

These alterations in the ft-ontier would <>1'ender illu§ory economic compen-
sation intended by the Peace Treaty when giving Austri~ the> Burgenland, and 
which the plebiscite of Oedenburg<\Sopron) had already impaired. Furthermore, 
Austria will look .\!pon its frontier with Hangary as a political frontier and 
not an economic llarrier. The Austri<tll Rep~;esentative ended his statement 
by requesting the Council to uphold the frontier laid down by the Peace 
Treaty. 

'Fhe Hungarian Representative pointed out that the proposals of the 
Boundary Commission had been acceptw by all its Members except the },ustrian 
Delegate. Moreover, Austria, by signing the Protocol of Venice, implied its 
agreement in principle to a modification· of the frontier. Finally, the Commis
sion's proposals affect only a small part of the Burgenland. 

The Council firstof £11 decided to accept the role of arbiter suggested 
for it by the Protocol of Venice, and, secondly, asked lVL Hymans to prepare 
a report on this question for its next session in August. This report would be 
drawn up yvith the help of experts representing the tWo countries concerned, 
ando by the Secretariat GE:Jneral~ •J 

2. The frontier between Hungary atzd the Serb-Croat-Sl01Yene State. - Hun-
o gary, basing its request on the terms of the covering letter of the Treaty of 

Trianon, had asked the Council to lend' its good offices for the final settlement 
v J 

of its frontier on the basis of the proposals made by the Boundary Commissiqn, 
dealing with frontiers between Hungary and tile Serb-Croat-Slovene JState. This_ 
questiort came befo~te the Council on July 19th. " ~ 

M. HYMANs, the Rapporteur, pointed out that the Council was entirely '-' 
at liberty to decide whether it wishes cto offer its good offices or not for effect
ing a friendly settlement of the issue. · 

0 
Count SzAPARY for Hungary, and M. YOV-:}NOVIJCH for the Serb-Croat-Slo-

vene State, were invited to take part in the Council meeting. The Hungarian 
representative stated that the Boundary Commission had proposed, for geo
graphic• and economic reasons, to cede to Hungary a strip of territory in the 
Mur district, containing about 18,ooo inhabitants, of whDm the m~jority were 
Hungarian. The Commission took this decision unanimously (the J four Allied 
Representatives and the Hungarian delegate) except for the representative of 
the Serb.Croat-Slovene State, who voted in the negative. 

The representative of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State pointed out that the 
Boundary Commission had taken this decision at the very beginning of itg 
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proceedings, whereas, according to its instructions, it should not have . made 
any recommendation until after completing its study of th~ whole fron~e~ b~
tween the two States. This frontier cis 360 kms. long, and the Commtsston s 
decision was taken after having ~tudied only • 6o kms. of. this line. Afterwards, 
the Commission went on to investigate the 300 remaining kms. When this had 
been done the Serb-Croat-Slovene representative on the Commission had made 
proposals for altering the line by means of mutual concession~, but the H~n-
garian representative did not accept these proposals. . 

Before offering its good offices, and dn order first to see whether a ~n~ndly 
settlement was not possible, the Council ,decided to undertake a prehmmary 
investigation of the Hungarian and Serb-Croat-Slovene cases. For'this purpose, 
it asked M. Hymans to get into touch· with the parties concerned, and to pre
pare a report with the assistance of"the·· Secretariat on the whole question ·f~r 
subn.ission to the Council at ifs next sessior;t, in order to enable the Counctl 
if ne&ssary, to offer its good offices for effecting a frien;l.ly settlement. Tae 9 

Council asked the two pa~ties to show their goo£1.-will, in ordef' to make this 
preliminary· work as usefu.l and effectic!e as possfbl~. o 

~ 

2. BuLGARIA ~No THE INcur.sroNs oF 'i\!ARAuornG BANDS 
" ' 

The question of the incursions of II)'lrauding bands in the territory of 
States bordering on Bulgaria was c:msi<?.t'red at two Council sessions, on July 
18th and 19th. This question had been b:-ought before the Omncil by the Bul
garian Government which was represented at the London session by M. Jheo
doroff, the Bulgarian minister at Belgrad. The border States in question were 
represented at these sessions by M. Rengabe (Greece), M. Titulesco (Roumania) 
and M. Boshkovitch (Serb-Croat-SlovenE' State). 

The Bulgarian representative stated that Bulgaria had loyally endeavoured 
to execute the Treaty of Neuilly; the Bulgarian Government had, however, 
been accused by the frontier States of allowing bands to invade their terri
tories. The Bulgarian Government had repeatedly pfoposed the constitution of 
a Committee of Inquiry, but this proposal had never been accepted. On 
June 14th, the Bulgarian Government was officially noHfied by the Roumanian 
representative at Sofia, in the name of the three border States, that these 
G )Vernments considered Bulgaria ~esponsible for the• situation and t'hat serious 
consequences might ensue if no remedial st~ps were taken. Bulgaria, th~re
fore, had appealed tt> the League under Article XI of the Covenant. The Bul
garian Government considered the situation most serious; it was of the opinion o 

that an investigation must be made, bUt that this could only be done on the 
spot and by an impartial authority such as the League of Nations. 

The Roumanian minister in London, M. Titulesco, declared that the States 
bordering on Bulgaria had en·Jeavoured to settle this disp•tte by direcf nego-

. tiations. The communication addressed to the Bulgarian Government on 
Juner 14th stated only that the incursion~ of armed bands into the neighbouring 
territories, which had already given rise to numerous complaints and whose 
existence had never been contested by Bulgaria, were becoming more frequent 
and dangerous. On the strength of the assurances given at Genoa by 
M. Stambouliisky to M. Bratiano, the interested Governments had renounced 
steps of a threatening character. They simply requested the Bulgarian Go
vernment to, consider 'l>eriously this question in order to make possible the 
maintenance , of good relations between the interested States. Shortly after 
M. Stambouliisky, the Bulgarian Premier, replied to this note by a proposai 
of direct negotiations. -The frontier States accepted the proposal Sl:!bject to 
certain modifications. M. Titulesco declared that the step taken on June 

14
th b 

the frontier States did not have an unfriendly character, but that, on the co:. 
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trary, the Go,vernments of the frontier States and Bulgaria were in process of 
finding, by direct negotiations, a solution of the present difficulties. Under 
these circumstances, M. Titulesco was <Df opinion that there was no occasion 
for the Council to intervene for the mometlt. If the direct negotiations failed, 
the frontier States ;hich were members of the League would submit the matter 
to the Council. 

Thereupon M. Boshkovitch and M. Rengabe explained the views of their 
respective Go'Vernments. M. Boshkovitch said that the note of June 14th cer
tainly had a friendly character and. that it could not in any case come under 
the provisions of Article XI of theoCovenant, as it did not contain a threat of 
war. Like" the neighbouring States, the Serb-Croat-Slovene State had, in con
formity with the spirit of the Covenant, entered upon direct negotiations wh~ch 
it hoped would succeed. " ' 

M. Rengabe stated that ~e Greek Gcwemment would be the :first to 
,;~.ppeal toothe League, if itodid 'rwt believe that the differ~nce of opinf0n with 
Bulgaria could be settled,.by direct negotiation. Be was also of opinion that 
the joint action of the 6nferested Stntes was not:'of a nature to affect adver
sely international relations., but, on ~he- contrary, aimed at means of prevent-
ing war. . s_ · • 

0 

After noting these statements Jhe Cou;cil 0re~uested Viscount Ishii to 
prepare a draft resolution, which was ~nanimously "apptoved the next day. 
Under this resolution, the Cou~;~_eil takes note of the fact that the steps taken 
on June 14th by the Governments 0 6lf the States tordering on Bulgaria were 
not of a threatel:ling or unfriendly ..ature, and that negotiations are proceeding 

0 
betJVeen the interested Governments with a view to putting an end to the 
frontier raids. Under these circumstances the Council is of the opinion that 
all ..possibility i>f violent proceedings contrary to the stipulations of· the Co
venant appears to ce excluded . fot the present. The Council theq;fore con
siders that recourse to another procedure, while direct negotiations are in 
progress, would only complicate matters. 

The Council requested the parties to keep it informed of the result ot 
the negotiations. In the ~case of the failure of the negotiations giving rise to a 
situation which might endanger. peace in the Balkans, the representatives of 
the interested Governments formally assured the Council that the matter would 
be referred to it. o 

The decision of <the Council was accepted by the representatives ofi_. the 
Governments of Bulgaria and the States bordering on Bulgaria. 

u v 

3. TRANSFER BY THE GERMAN TO THE POLirH GOVERNMENT OF ~ CAPITAL" AND 

RESERVES FOR CONTINUING SoCIAL INSURANCE IN THE GERMAN TERRITORY CEDEC• TO 

(> POLAND 
,_, 

Article 3 I 2 of the Versailles uTreaty has provided for the tranofer, irt 
German Territs>ries ceded to Poland, of the reserve accumulated by Germany 
for the carrying on of Social or §tate Insu:JCance.)n these territories. It is also 
laid down that the terms of the transfer shall be determined by a special 
convention concluded between the parties concerned. 

• A German-Polish commission, which met for this purpose, was unable 
to come to an agreement. In conformity with a Glause of Article 31 z, the 
Polish Government therefore submitted the question to the ~ecision of the 
Council of the League. A Commission was appointed by the Governing Body 
of the- International Labour Organisation, and was composed of five members, 
three chosen by the Governing Body, one by the German Government and 
one by the Polish <iovernment. 
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The Commission accomplished its task and submitted to the Council a 
series of draft recommendations, accompanied by a report, in which it drew 
attention to the importance, from the point of view of the sbcial institutio~s 
in question, of as prompt a decisiou as possible on the pfrt of the Council. 
The Council examined and approved the- recommendations at its meeting of 

July I 7'h. 
By the terms of Article JIZ of the Treaty of Versailles, Germany ando 

Poland are obliged to consider the decision of the Council as final. 

VII. Social and Humanitarian Questions 

I. RussiAN REFuGEES 

a) The-bztenzational Confermce en RuJsian Refu;;ees 
"' ' An international confer .. mce of Gove,":"Ilment repre3entatives, summoned by 

Dr. Nansei;;, High Commissioner of the League of NP.tions for Russian refugees, 
met in Geneva from July .;·d to s•h. The obje~t of this conference was to discuss 
Dr. Nansen's report to the Council, dated, March I r'h, which had already been 
circulated among the Meritbers ot the League and had elicited a certain number 
of replies. The report contained definite propo&'l.ls as to ihe issue of identity 
cards to those among the Russian refl.;geee. whose passports might be insuffi
cient from an international point ofyiew. ... 

Sixteen countries sent representatives to the conference, namely: Austria, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Germany, Great-Britain, Greece, 
Hungary, Japan, Poland, Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Yugo
slavia. 

The conference was successful in reaching unanimous agreement on a 
simplified form of identity card, resembling in all important respects those 
already issued by certain countries, e. g., Czechoslovakia and Germany. 

Dr. Nansen will immediately ask all countries intt:rested in the problem 
of Russian refugees whether they are willing to adopt this form of identity 
card for refugees within their territory, and to recognise similar documents 
issued by other Governments. The proposed document contains all information 
usua'Jy included in a passport anti states that the bear~ is a Russian national 
by origin and that he has acquired no other nationality. The document will 
cease to be valid if the:; bearer enters Russian territory at any moment, and 
will be issued subject to the laws and regulations with regard to the control 
of foreigners in force in the States _conoemed. 

Jhe conference agreed unanimously that an international agreement on 
this form of identity paper, even if accepted at the beginning by only a small 
number of countries, would be a -great step towards a more .equitable distri
b1..tion of Russian refugees. 

b) The Council Resolution • 
At its session of July zuth tire Council heard a report by Dr. Nansen, 

the League High Commissioner for Russian refugees. 
Dr. Nansen was able to inform the Council that, thanks to the g<~ne-

. rosity of the American Red Cross, the whole sum of thirty thousand 
pounds sterling needed for the evacuation of the Russian refugees at Con
stantinople (I) had been found. As a first result, the High Commissioner has 
been able to enter upon negotiations for the transfer to Bulgaria of a certain 
number of refugees, and for the return to Vladivostok of about a tho~sand 

(1) See the Monthly Summary for May and June I922. 
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Siberians. Dr. Nansen is proceeding with the organisation of labour exchanges 
in various countries with a view to finding employment for refugees either in 
Europe or in ov~.rsea countries. The High Commissariat has received promises 
of co-operation from several "private 6rg11nisations regarding notably the 

·transfer of Jewish 11~fugees to Palestine and the establishment and maintenance ,, 
in Poland and Roumania of League offices similar to that in Constantinople. 

Subsequent to arrangements concluded with the British Government, the 
High Commhwioner had further assumed responsibility for the evacuation of 
some 2,6oo refugees in Egypt and Cyprus. The progress made in this matter 
is satisfactory. Most of the· camps in Egypt and Cyprus have been closed; 
refugees f:JOpm these countries have 'been landed in Bulgaria, where many of 
them have already found work. Progress has also been made in finding employ
ment for the 2,ooo Russian refugees in the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, _who were 

..... ~ 

hitherto supporte<l:by the British Government. 
After consid~ring the work of the Conference of Government R(presen

'l:atives, which was held <ft Ge!9'eva at the beginning 8f July, the Council 
decided to ''invite the Sta~es Members of the r;,eague and the Government 
of all_ countrie§ intereste'd in the pr8blem 9f Russian refugees to •'3.dopt the 
form of identity certificate 'approved by' the Conference. 

~ . . 
" 

2. THE RussiAN FAMINE 

The Council was faced onq;.mor~ with th\\ request of the Norwegian 
Government th~t it should study the question of sending a Committee of 
Enquiry to Russia. This question tame beo:'ore the Council at its 1\fay session 
anti was then referred to the Genoa Conference, since the latter was at that 
time dealing with the whole question of Russia. The Council"s Resolution, 
however, arriveCl too late at the Conference and was therefore referred back to 
the Council. " " 

The Norwegian Government, which was again represented by Dr. Nansen, 
is of opinion that the question of studying the Russian famine and the con
sequences it may entail,.b9th for Russia and the economic position of the rest 
of Europe, is urgently necessary. It believes that it is not possible to hope for 
a disappearance of .the' famine by next year and that consequently the 
question of epidemics, which is intimately joi~ed up with that of the 
famine, ;will remain .as pressing as ever. The Norwegian Government sees the - . () ,_, ·) . 
llest remedy for this situation in the revival "of Russian agriculture, and does 
not believe that thfs task offers as great difficulties as~is generally imagined. 
This is why Dr. Nansen, in the name of the Norwegian Government, suggested 
setting up a Committee of Enquiry ..f9r studying the economic consequences 
of the famine in Russia and the possibilit)'' ~f reviving agriculture. 

After hearing Dr. Nansen's explanatbns, the Council decided to request 
the Secretariat of the League to collect all the information it could frorri the 
~ari;us Governrri'ents, relief and other organi-sations operating in Russia, al;'d ' 
from any other available sources,., in order to present the Council :~vith a~ 

detailed and complete a picture as possible of the actual position of affairs in 
Russia for the enlightening of public _opinion. The Council"s Resolution con
cluded as follows : 

"That when this 'York is finished and provided that the information 
o thus collected justifies it, a Commission of Experts be appointed to make 

use of the material thus obtained to examine,_ what conclusions can be 
drawn therefrom with .the object of setting forth what in its opinion 
are the effects of the Russian famine on the Russian situation m 
general and on the financial, economic and health situation of Europe as a 
whole-in a word establishing a connection bet\veen the Russian situa
tion and European reconstruction." 
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At the end of the Council meeting, letters were sent to all Governments 
as well as to .the relief organisations in order to obtain the information asked 
for by the Council's Resolution. The Secretariat has immediately begun the 

' work it was asked to perform. 
0 

3· THE SUPPRESSION OF THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

• 
a) 1 he first sessio1t of the Advisory Committee 0 

The Permanent Advisory Committee on the ·suppression of the Traffic 
in Women and Children held its first session at Geneva from JUJle 28th till 
July 1•• 1922. (For the Members of the Committee see Monthly Summary, 
Vel. II, No. 5, page 110. M. Regnault was however replaced by M. Bourgeois, 
M. Posner by M. Sokal, and Dr. Paulina Luisi was not present.) According to 
the alphabetical order of the F1·ench names of the stat~, the chair auto
matically fell to Mme. Estrid Hein (Denmar:t), who, however, ;ref'erred to

0 

waive her right until some future date. Mr. S. W. Harris (British Empire) 
therefore took the chair, and Mme. Estrld Hein becatne Vice-'thairman. The 
Secretary to the Committee was Dame Rachel Cro'\vdy. 

The results c.f the Committee's deliberations are embodied in a series of 
resolutions which have b~en submitt'P.d tG the Cotincil for approval prior to 
their being laid befOre the Assembly in September. In the first place the 
Council was requested to ask all States that ltl:e members of the League and 
that have not yet signed tiie 1921 ConvenH~n to do so as soon as possible. 
The Committee also recommended ~hat Germany and the United States, in 
view of the interest they had shown in the suppression of the traffic, sho<ald 
be invited to appoint members to serve on the Advisory Committee. 

Close contact among the various bodies engaged in" the work
0 

of 
suppressic..n . of the traffic was urged. The Committee recommended that all 
Governments who had not yet appointed Central Authorities specially competent 
to deal with the question and attached to some executive department, should 
do so without delay, and that these should keep in constant touch with the . '-
Secretariat of the League and the voluntary international associations, so as 
to facilitate prompt action. The Advisory Committee als<;> recommended close 
co-operation with the International Emigration Commission and welcomed the 
measures contained in the "Resolutions of this Commission which ~med at 
chedking the traffic in women and children. A f~rm of annual report was 
drawn up, which Governments should be asked to furnish to the League, 
showing the measures ·taken by them to prevent the traffic in women and 
children. These reports are intended to form the basis of a yearly general 
statement prepared by the Secrt>tariat ' for the use of the Committee and 
show!ng the situation and the progress made all over the world. 

Some practical measures were also proposed by the Advisory Committee, 
r n?tably for the protection of "women and girls seeking" employmeu"t in 

theatres, music-halls etc. The Committee recommended that the competent 
authorities when applied to for passports, should be instructed to warn girls 
seeking employment abroad and to advise trem as. to the fairness of their 
contracts; also that Governmttnts 5hould be urged to ascertain the conditions 
under which girls, both foreigners and their own nationals, are employed in 
theatres, music-halls etc., and to consider the desirability of legislating to 
protect minors seeking employment abroad. 

c 

Submission, of the Report to the Cou1zcil. - On July 181h the Council 
examined the Advisory Committee's Report. The Chairman of the Committee . , 
Mr. Harns, was present and gave the Council information, furnished by the 
voluntary associations, showing that present conditions in Germany and the 
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United States are such as might give rise to a recrudescence of the traffic. 
In these circumstances the Council considered it advisable to invite the two -
countries each to appoint a member to serve on the Committee. 

• f 

The Council also instructed .the Secretar,y-General to take the necessary 
steps for the immediate execution of the recommendations of the Advisory 
Committee. ,. 

b) The Ratification of the International Convmtion 

" During th& foregoing month the instruments of ratification of the Inter
national Convention of I 92 I f?r Suppression of the Traffic ·in Women and 
Children were deposited at the Secretariat-General of the League by the 

~ 

Government of Great Britain (for herself and her Colonies) and of Siam . 

.. 
4· THE DEPORTATION oF WoMEN AND CHILDREN IN AsiA MINOR 

n 

o ., On July q'h th~ Council• deci~ed to inform the Commission of Enquiry 
that it was autltorised to pro~ed with the work of re::laiming deported women 
and children in Tukey. The; Council alsl!l requested t:ne Commission to ,submit 
a report on the situation to tt:e next Assembly . 

• .. • 
5· THE TRAFFIC IN~ OPIUM 

a) System OJ Import Certificates 
t, • • ., 

The system of import certificates t-recomrpended by the Opium Advisory 
Comm,htee for controlling the traffic in opium and dangerous drugs (I) has, 
up to the present date, been accepted by twenty States Members of the League: 

.kustria '' Greece Norway 
Belgium Haiti • Peru •· 
Canada India Poland 

. China Italy Portugal 
Czechoslovakia Japan Siam 
France 

a 
· Netherlands South Africa 

Great Britain and New Zealand. 
her colonies 

~ 

Germapy has also, agreed to act in accordance with the recommendations 
• • 

of t~e Advisory Committee on the subject of import certificates. As regards 
the United States of America, information has been rec~ived, through the 
Netherlands G:overnment, that the United States Government already has in 

• practice a system of control by means ·rf import certificates somewhat similar 
to the one recommended by the Advisory Cmnmittee . 

• 
b) The Report of tlte Advisory Committee 

On July 21st tli'e Council examined the qu~stion of certain passages of ' 
the Advisory Committee's Report, whic,h had already been returned by .the 
Council at its last session to the Committee for reconsideration. The Council 
decided to request the Advisory Committee to discuss the matter again and 
to hold a special meeting for this purpose before submission of the question 
to the Assembly. 

v 

VIII. Forthcoming Events 
'. 

First session of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 
Geneva. 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. I, No. 6, Vol. II, No. 4· 
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Augt.st r•t: 
August 30th : 

September r•t: 

Second session of the Permanent Mandates Commission, Geneva. 
Twentieth session of the Council of the League, Geneva. 
Meeting of the Temporary Mixed Commissi~n for the Reduction-

of Armamentl5, Geneva. 
September 4th: Third Assembly' of the Leag~e of Natiops, Geneva. 
October r8th: -Fourth session of theclnternational Labour Conference, Geneva._ 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 

Numerous enquiries about the publications· issued by the Leagu~ of Natio~s 
are receiv~d by the Secretariat at Gen~va, and for general conv~ntence a hst 
is appended giving the authorised agents for these publications -in v~rio~s 
•countries. The Publication Department at Geneva issues a catalogue wh1ch 1s 
periodically revised and sent regularly to those desiring it. 

· It. comprises~ 

The Official Journal· and its six Special Stfpplements. 
'l'he Treaty Series of InternationafEngagements registere'd by the Secretariat. 
The Monthly Bulletin of Statistics: ., . 
The Miml'"•es of" th~ St'Ssions o( the Council, from the 121h to the I51

h 

Session. 
. ( 

The Reports of the Secretary-General to the I'1 and 2nd Assemblies. 
Report on the Financial Reconstructid"n of Austria. 
Verbatim Report of the Interhatio'nal Financial Conference at Brussels. 
Documents, Reports and-' DiscU:ssions on the Pe~manent Court of 

International Justice. • -
The Records of the First Assembly inCluding Plenary Meetings and 

Meetings of the Committees. • 
JXecords of the International Confe!."ence on Traffic in ·women and Children. 
Minutes of the Sessions of the Provisional Health Committee. 
Records of the Conference regarding the Non-fortification and the 

Neutralisation of the Aaland-Islands. 
( 

Report on C!'!rtain aspects of the Raw Materials Problem. 
Memorandum on Currency, I9I3-I92I. 
Memorandum on Public Finance, I92I, and 
Memorandum on· 'Central Banks I9IJ, I9J8-I92J;o 

- c 

AGENTS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PUBLICATIONS 

Australia: Australasian PujJlisldng Co., Ltd., 229, Clarence Street. Sydney. 
Austria and Germany: Rik<?la Verlag A.-G., Radetzkyplatz 5, Vimna III. 
Belgium: Librairie de la Lecture Universelle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Brussels 
Czechoslovakia: F. ':ropic~ 1 I Narodni, Prague. , • 
Denmark: V. Pios Boghandel - Povl Branner, IJ, Norregade. Copenhagm. 

' France: Editions G. Cres & Cie., \.! r, rue Hautefeuille, Paris. 
Great Britain, Dominions and ColoJties: Constable & Co. Ltd. IO and I 2. 

0 < ' 
Orange Street, Lond01t, \V.C. 2. 

• 0 

Holland: Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorhout 9, S'Gravnzhage. 
Hungary: Ferdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler Bros), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 

Budapest, IV. Ker. 

India=. Oxford University Press, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. 
Italy: .Libreria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. -

. Japan: The Maruzen C., Ltd (Maruzen-Kabushiki-Kaisha), I I-I6, Nihonbashi 
Ton-Sanchome, Tokio. 

Latvia: A. Gulbis, I4, Souvoroff Str., Riga. 
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Norway: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christiania. 
Spailt: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja" S. A., Calle de Valencia 28, Madrid_ 
Swedm: C. E. 'Fritze, Hofbo~handel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockholm. 
Switzerla11d: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, quai de la Poste, G;1zeva. 
lf11ited States: World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Boston 9, Mass. 
For other cou1ztries, apply to Publications Department, League of Nations, · 

Gmeva. 
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

MEMORANDUM ON CURRENCY 
1913--1921 • • 

This volume gives details of exchange rates, note circulation, gold reserves, deposits of 
commercial banks, deposits of central banks and 'wholesale prices for the whole penod ~913 
to 1921. It is supplementary to the currency figures published in the Mon~hly Bulletrn of 
Statistics, as it includes not only deposits, but more complete information Withoreference to 
currency circulation and notes explaining any important alterations in the currency systems 

obtaining in the different countries, together with an Introduction. 
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0 () 

This lhemorandum contains a review of tl,e financial po•ition of nearly all European and 
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I. Summary "'f the Month 

The work of the League" of N<ftions during August began with Meetings 
of the Commissions on Mandates, Health and Intellectual Cooperation, saw 
the conclusion of the First Session of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice,. and terminated with the Meetings of seven other Commissions and 
the Twentieth Session of the Council preparatory to th~ Meeting of the Third 
Assembly on September 4th. • 

The First Session of the Permanent Court of International.Justice was 
terminat~d. at The Hague on August 12th with the delivery of its second and 
third Advisory opinions. During this session also the Chamber for Summary 
Procedure for 1923 and many other important administrative questions were 
finally settled. 
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The Permanent Mandates Commission had before it the first Annual 
Reports of the "C" mandates as provided for in the Covevant, and, after a 
detailed examination in the prese~ce" of Australian, New Zealand and Japanese 
representatives, prepared a report for the Council approvang of the administra
tion of the Pacific Islands Mandates e~cept for two questions raised regarding 
the Island of Nauru and the importation of Chinese labour. The Commission 
also examined reports presented by the Powers entrusted wi1Jl "A'' and "B" 
Mandates and drew up a series of important conclusions thereon. 

The Health Committee at its 4th Se'l;sion ·accepted the proposal of the 
Rockefeller Foundation for financial cooperation as regards the 0 interchange 
of public health personnel and the publication of epidemiological intelligence, 
drew up a programme for the appli~ati~n of the Warsaw Conference recom
mendations, decided }n principle upon sending a Commission of Enquiry to 
the :f·ar East to consider cholera and plagu~, and resolHed to coopt a Ger
man Member for its next Session on Janua:~-y 4tli' when it is h~ed that both o 

the Brazilian and Americah Members can also b~ present. 
· Th<:! Committee of Intellectual Cooperation gave an irftensive study to 

the many proposals supmitted to, it for t]:e betterment of international intellec
tual relations, se~cted a C"!rtah number of outstanding questions where co
operation could be eff~ctive, and 'rlrafted a detafied Report for submission to 
the Assembly. -

In the political field the British Prime Minister, as President of the Con
ference of Prime Ministe;s which met at London,· forwarded. to the Council 
the documents regarding the ecc. nomic 'and financial situation of Austria as 
brought before that Conference, while at the same time, the Austrian Go\rern
ment sent a telegram to the Council requesting the earliest possible assistance 
in order to prevent the break-up of Austria with all the consequences that it 
would 'nave for Europe. · The Council' began to discuss this question on 
August 315t. 

The investigation into the economic and financial situation in Russia, 
particularly as regards agriculture, which had been cf.Uthorised by the Council 
as an outgrowth of the Norwegian Government's proposal of a Commission 
of Enquiry, was initiated during the month by a lett~r from the President of 
the Council asking all <fovernments to transmit to the Secretariat any infor
mation which they might consider relevant. At the samfi time, the <iffer of the 
American Relief Administration to· cooperate with th~ League in the care tmd 
evacuation of Russi~n Refugees at Constantinople was formally accepted by 
the League upon fulfilment of the condition named that the League raise • 
£ 30.000 as its share of the financing0 of the work. Finally, two Boundary 
Conferences were held in Gena.vi:: du~ing the month, the first on the Austro
Hungarian ~nd the second on the Serbo-Hungarian frontiers. 

The last week of August" was crowded with the meetings of the <;ouncil, 
and the Armaments, Economics, Transit and Control Com~issions, and all the 
preparatory work for the Third Assemb!y which began on September 4th. The 
Council had before it an important Agenda including the definition of the 
Commission of the Holy Places of Palesane, the Report of the Mandates 
Commission, questions of Minorhies in Albania, Latvia, Esthonia and Poland, 
the reconstruction of Austria, an Anglo-French question regarding Tunis, 
Marocco and the like. 

The Armaments ~ommissions had to consider a proposal for disar:Oament 
based on a b.niversal treaty of guarantees with military responsibilities limited 
to nations oh the same continent, for the fixing of a definite· scale by which a 
comparative reduction of armaments may be effected, for the extension to all 
other naval powers of the principles of naval reduction agreed "upon in 
Washington, together with reports received from some 20 different nations on 
the political questions under-lying their present system of armament, and 
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various other more detailed questions, such as the proposal for an internatio
nal convention cOiltrolling the private ma51ufacture of arms, the limitation of 
the sale of arms in backward cbuntries, etc.• 

The Economic ~ommittee met to •consider the possibility of preparing 
international Conventions for the standardisation of the nomenclature of customs 
tariffs, the equitable treatment of foreigners engaged in commerce, frontier 
:mrmalities as •egards imports, customs, right of search and the obligation of 
analysis of goods ; and the insertio~ of the most-favoured nation clause in all 
customs tariffs. • 

The Gommission on Communications and Transit met to discuss a series 
of questions continuing the work of the Barcelona Conference or referred ~o 
it by the Genoa Conference, including the preparation of a General Conven
tion on Railways, consideration of a prelii;pinary draft convention @n the 
transmissiop of hydto-electri~ po~er across national frontit;,rs, controlo ~f the 
opium traffic ~ free ports, and th~ interpretation of the Convention on Inter-
national Waterways. ~ • o 

• 0 0 
The Committee of Control of Leag~e finances also met to consider all 

subjects relevant to the League Bud!Jet, inclliding the ~udit ~f the past year 
and the estimates for the coqdng year• • • • • 

Preparations for the Third Assembly ~pening on Sl!pte~ber 4th went ahead 
rapidly during the last part of t~e month. Most of the various reports to that 
body were put into shape and the •q.mes. of Repre~ntatives of the various 
Governments began to be received. 

. . - . . ' . 
II. Permanent Court of. International Justice . -· . . . . 

I. THE FIRST ANNUAL SESSION 

The first ordinary session of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice, which in accordai'lce with the Statute had bpened on June 15th, ad
journed on August 121h. During this session the Court held fifty meetings, 
fifteen of which were public. The Court gave three advisory opinions on 
questions brought before it by the Council of the Le~gue, the first of which 
is to be fOund in the"Ju!.y mtmber of the Monthly Summary. • 

• 
Advisory opinio1t No. 2. -· On July 3rd the Court lteld its first public 

• hearing with regard to the following question put before it by the Council 
on the request of the French GoverntneJlt: · . ~ . 

"Does the competence of the :{pternational Labour .Organisation 
extend to international regulation of the labovr conditions of persd'ns 
employed in ~griculture ?" • Q 

During this hearing and the su~sequent four, which took place eitqer in ~ 

the Grand Hall or in the Small Hall of Justice of the Hague Peace Palace, 
the following were heard : • • 

M. DE LAPRADELLE (France) 
Mr. TALBOT (Great Britain) 
M. Caeiro DA MATTA (Portugal) 
M. Charles DE MAYER (Hungary) e 

M. Jules MAENHAUT (International Commission of Agricu{ture at Paris) 
M. Albert THOMAS, Director of the International Labour Office 
M, JoUHAux (International Federation of Trade-Unions). 

M. de Lapradelle, in stating the case of the French Government, ex
plained that in their view neither that Part of the Peace Treaty which em
bodies the constitution of the International Labour Organisation, nor. the 
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preparatory documents on which it was based, established pr?cis: ru~es with 
regard to the competence of the Internation':l Labour Orgc!msatwn m agri
cultural matters. During the drafting of this text, proposals to adopt such 
rules, or even a general declaration on°which a future ;egulation should be 
laid down, 'had been constantly rejected, M, de Lapradelle agreed that all 
kinds of labourers, including agricultural workers, were covered . by th.e 
general expressions used in the Labour Part, as for instance, id' the Preamble, 
but stated that no articles establishing predse rules . were applicable . to agri
culture, and since the Labou Part of ,the Treaty certainly restricted the 
sovereignty of States, in the opinion of the French Government 1ft> e:--tensive 
interpretation could be based on it. He pointed out, moreover, that owing to 
its very chara~ter, agricultural labour waJ hardly suitable for uniform national 
regulation, and still less for uniform internatipnal regulation. 

Mr.1 Talbot, sp"!aking on behalf of thiS Bri~ish Gov~rnment, o while ai- o 

mitting that it would be in~xpedient at this tim~"' to subject agriculture to 
international regulation by•the methods-. furnished' b~r the Int~national Labour 
Organisation, expressed the opinion that, from th~ purely legal point of view, 
that organisation.,was cvmpetent ·~o deal ..vith agriculture. In support of this 
contention, Mr. Talbot put forward- threr- main a~:guments : 

x. Firstly, if <1gricultural work was to be outside the scope of the Labour 
Organisation because of its special character, Geveral other important industries, 
for i~stance that of fishing, would ~ irt 'much the same position. Yet the. 
competence of the International.Labour·Organisation with o regard to these 
other industries had been universally recognised. o 

2. Secondly, to exclude agriculture from the scope of the Treaty express 
words were needed, and the mere fact that agriculture wasv not specib.cally 
mentioned was not suf.ficient argument f.Dr .its exclusion. 

3· Thirdly, although it was true that during the preparation of the Treaty 
proposals to make special mention of agriculture had not been successful, this 
had been due to reasons other than a contention that agriculture should be 
outside the competence of the International Labour Organisation. 

Moreover, the preamble to the Labour Part was· worded in general terms 
including all kinds of labour and had obtained force of law by the reference 
made to it in Article 38] of the Treaty. _ · 

" Mr. Caeiro da Matta, repre.sen'ting the Portuguese Government, o suppor~ed 
the view that the International Labour OrganisaJ;ion is competent in questions 
concerning agriculture. 

M. Charles de Mayer, on behalf of the Hungarian Government, maintained 'I 

· the opposite view, in support of ~hich he pointed out, amongst otheP things, 
that the Governing Body of the I[lternational Labour Organisation, which was 
to include representatives ,of the eight States of chief industrial importance, did 
not include members chosen with a view to represent chieflyc agricultural States. 
This seemed to indicate that the terminology of the Treaty did not cover 
agriculture, and resulted at any rate in rendering the Governing Body of the 
Organisation incompetent to deal with que~tions ~oncerning agricultural labour. 

M. Jules Maenhaut, spe;tking: in the name of the International Commission 
of Agriculture at Paris, also contested the competence of the International 
Labour Organisation. 

M. Albert Thomas, on behalf of the International Labour Office, ' urged 
that, the ques~ion put to the Court being a question of law, reasons of expe-
diency should· not be involved. · 

. Considering the competence of the International Labour Organisation in 
agncultural matters as a legal problem, he had arrived at the ~onclusion that, 
both by actual interpretation of the text and by a study of the preparatory 
documents, the. competence of the Labour Organisation in these matters could 
not pe contested. 
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As regards the interf!\"etation of the Treaty texts and the termino:ogy of 
the Treaty, M. Thomas entirely adhered to the conclusion arrive·d at by 
Mr. Talbot. 

With referen"ce to the failure to mootion agriculture specifically in the 
labour part of the Peace TreatY, M. Thoma~ drew attention to the fact that 

• the authors of the text had feared that•the inclusion in the International Labour 
Organisation of special representatives of agriculture would lead to the forma
tion of a too numerous assembly and the creation of dissatisfaction in countries 
with greatly de\.eloped manufacturing industries. Moreover, there was a general 
lack of organisation among o.f agritmltural workers, who indeed . would be re
presented through the Governments .or by technical advisers. 

M. Thtmas recalled that the members of the Commission who drew up 
this part of the Treaty had clearly expressed the intention that agricultu;e 
should be considered as covered by•the1.r draft, an intention that had been 
solemnly repeated when the labqpr part was qilopted by a full meeting ~f the 
~eace Conierence ;nd again .reaffiwJ"med when the President; of· the Paa& Con
ference inforn!ed the Hung~j.rian Delegation that the Treaty applied to agri· 
cultural workers. as well as to workers. in industry oand commerce. 

" M. Thomas finally stat~ that an a21reement had been concluded between 
the International Labour Office and •the International tl!nstitl\te of Agriculture 
at Rome which recognised tlle comp(ll:enctt or" the• Labour Organisation with 
regard to agricultural labour. • • • 

M. Jouhaux, speaking on btihalf of the International Federation of Trade 
Unions, pointed out that it could i!()t ha!le been th-e intention of the framers 
of the Treaty to• exclude from its e.pplicatJon any special group of workers. 

• The Court, having also considered several documents submitted by certain 
Governments and Organisations which found it impossible to furnish oral ex
planations, gave. the following advisory opinion, which has since been trans-
mitted to the Council of the League e • • 

"The Court is of opinion that the competence of the International 
Labour Organisation does extend to international regulation of the con
ditions of labour of persons employed in agriculture and, therefore, 

e " 
answers in the affirmative the question referred to it. " 

In a Note appentied to this opinion it is mentioned that Mr, \Veiss, 
Vice-President of the Court, and Mr. Negulesco, Deputy Judge, declared that 
they were• unable to ~oncur in the opinion. gi~en by the Court. • 

• Mr. Beichmann, Deputy Judge, took part in the deliberations of the Court 
concerning this question, but was compelled to leave foc Norway before the 

• terms of the opinion were finally settled . 
• 

• 0 ~ 
Advisory opinion No. 3· - (Additional ~uestion to No. z.) In the July 

number of the Monthly Summary were recounted the circumst>ances under 
0 

which the Counci~ of the League, on the reql,lest af the French Government, 
had referred to the Court the following additional question on agricultural, 
matters: • • 

"Does examination of proposals for the organisation and develop-
ment of methods of atrricult11ral production and of other questions of 
a like character fall within the competence• of the International Labour 
Organisation? " 

~L de Lapradelle, in a public hearing on August 3ni, explained, on behalf 
of the French Government why that Government hall. asked an, opinion from 
the Court on this question. He said that the French Government belie;ves that 
the International Labour Organisation is trying to extend its competence 
):awards" agricultural production, and is desirous, therefore, to protect its own 
rights as well as those of others. 

" 
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Ih support of this statement, l\t de Lapradelfe quoted remarks made by 
the Secretary-General of the Labour Conference, on the occasion of M. Zumeta's 
amendment, and recalled the procedure by which the sai9. amendment was 
transformed into a special propositil!ln. He likewise drew tlle attention of the 
Court to negotiations with the &overning B~dy of the ~nternational Institute 
of Agriculture in Rome, in order to 0come to an agreement concerning the 
respective competencies of these two bodies with regard to agriculture. The 
vague nature of the actual terms of this agreement were held fully to justify 
the fears of the French Government. Though it is true that the International 
Labour Organisation itself does not claim. competence with regard to agri
cultural production, the French Governm11:nt believes that this question cannot 

. be dissociated from agricultural labour questions, 'and therefore 
0 
desired the 

opinion of the Court thereto. 
M. Albert Thomas, Director 6f fhe International Labour Office, on 

August gth, also in public sesdon, explaine~ the view of that Organisation. 
c 

Accorllirlg to him," the International Labou,,. Organisation does not claim t9 o 

have any special competer..-<:e with regard to agric;:ultural production, although 
naturally its activities may'' occasionally touch upon othis prohlem. 

The Court, in the same public ll'ession, in the course of which it gave its 
opinion on the f.':'st agricultural !luestion" also gave its opinion on the second. 
The following paragraph of this · opini.on expl~ns the point of view of the 

' Court: 
"It follows from what has been said, that the Court understands the 

question to be wether the co11sideration of the means of production in 
itself, and particularly from .the spedfic points in respect of which powers 
are conferred upon the International Labour Organisation by the Tt;"!aty, 
falls within the competence of that Organisation. 

1 his questio11, for the reasons above stated, the Court answers wz the 
negative." • 

2. CHAMBER OF S~RY PROCEDURE 

During this session, the Court also settled _i.larious important internal 
questions, amongst others the Chamber for "Summary Procedure" for the year 
1923. The following Judges were appointed as memi:>ers of this Chamber: 
Mr. Loder (Holland) Pr.~sident of the Court, President, Mr. Weiss (France) 
Vi.'::e-President of the Court ang l\:[r. Moore (U .. S. A,) tnembers, Lbrd Finlay 
(England) and Mr. Altamira (Spain), substitute members. " 

The Chamber .:or Summary Procedure is established by Article 29 of 
the Statutes of the Court with a view to the speedy dispatch of business. At " 
the request of the parties to a di:,mt~, tais Chamber may hear and d~termine 
cas.es without the necessity of summoning the other eigth Judges. The Cham
be,r follows much the same procetlure as the full Court. 

III. General Questions 

•1. TAE THIRD AssEMBLY 

The Assembly, which opened on September 4th, 1922, had to deal first 
with the Report presented by the Secretary-General on the work of the" Coun
cil and the Secretariat lnd the measures taken to execute the decisions of the 
Assembly. • 

It had then to examine the questions submitted to it in. accordance with
the ~ules .of procedure, concerning specially the constitution. of the"League 
and mcludmg Amendments to the Covenant (the Canadian Amendment for the 
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suppression of Article X <!nd the Dutch Amendment regarding the registra
tion of treaties), the report on the .procedure of conciliation and, finally, the 
allocation of the expenses of the League . 

• The activities of the technical organ2sations of the League were to come 
under discussion thrpugh the reports of the tconomic and Financial Committees, 
the Committee on Communications ancf Transit, and the Health Organisation. 

With regard to disarmament, the Assembly had before it the report of 
tile TemporarY. Mixed Commission created last year. . . 

The Assembly had further before it various reports on the humanitarian 
work of the League, including tho§e of Dr. Nansen, the High Commissioner 
for Russian Refugees, the Adviso1")' Committee on Traffic in Opium, the .. 
Committee for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children, the . 
Commission of Enquiry into the deportation of women and children in Turk~y 
and Asia Minor and the Committee bn !ntellectual Cooperation. 

In the politic'll domain, the Assembly <had to decide on HungarJ's re
lfuest for admission to the ~eagui and to examine the 'pnltest of th~ 'Lithua
nian GovermT!ent regardin~ the Vilna territory, oas well as other questions. 

Various fiftancial qtl.estions ·of 'the League 0 administration ha..,d to be 
settled, including the budget" for 1923. • 

• 
• • 

2. AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT- • 

• 
The Danish and Siamese GovelOilme.pts have deposited at the Secretariat 

the instruments of ratification of all ~the amendments to the Covenant adopted 
• by j;he second Assembly. 

The .Italian Government has ratified all amendments with the exception 
· of tloose relative. to Article VI of the Covenant (Allocation of Expenses) . 

• • • 

3· REGISTRATION AND RATIFICATION OF L.'ITERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 

During the past xroonth, a series of sixty international agreements was 
presented for registration and publication by the German Government, most 
of which had already been deposited by one or other of the contracting parties. 
This series includes the treaty abolishing the state .of war between Germany 
and the "nited State~ qf. America. • • • 

The Japanese Government deposited the text of the treaty concluded 
during the Washington Conference by Japan and the .Pnited States. which 
deals with Yap and the Pacific Islands placed under Japanese Mandate. This 
treaty i;> the second of those follO\wns- upon the Washington Conference to 
be ratified by the signatories and thus read'} <for registration. The first of the 
series was the Shantung agreement whi& was presented in •July by • the 
Chinese and J apa~ese Governments. • • • 

More than three hundred treaties have been registered to date by thQ 
Secretariat of the League. • 0 

* 
* * • • 

The British and Italian Governments have .deposited at the Secretariat 
the instruments of ratification of the Conventions drawn up at the Conference 
of B(\rcelona (1921). The ratification of the British Govermnent is on behalf 
of Great Britain and Ireland, New Zealand, India, Newfoundland and certain 
other colonies. " o 

The Barcelona Conventions and the additional Protocol willo enter in force 
on October 31st, 1922, i. e. ninety days after the reception by the Secretary

.Gener;l of the League of the fifth ratification. The Conventions have already 
been ratified by Albania and Bulgaria. 
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4· THE FINANCES OF THE LEAGUE 

The auditing of the League's accounts for the year 1921 has now been 
completed, showing that the receipt~ during that period frow States Members 
of the League have been sufficien~ not only to meet all expenses, but to pro
vide for the small working capital conddered necessary for possible emergen
cies. While not all of the sums due have yet been paid in, the cost of adminis
tration of the League has been appreciably less than had been originally pro
vided for, owing largely to careful supervision of expenses. At the same time, 
the assets of the League have increased greatly .in value. 

5· THE FIRST SESSION OF THE CoMMITTEE O:-< INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION 

The League of Nations Committee f~r the study of international questions 
conc~~[ling intellectual cooperation held its first sessio:1 at Ge,neva from 
August ~·t to 5th, 1922 ( r ). ; 

All members were p•esent with the exceptioti of Professor Einstein, who 
had info_·med the Committ~e that his d~parture for Japan wo~ld unfortunately 
prevent his attending t~e first ses_sio~; b~t had assured his colleagues of his 
whole hearted co·operation on Lis return next spring. 

Dr. Hale's stat~ c(health ma."de if necessa;y for him to be assisted by 
an alternate, Mr. R. A. Millikan, director of the Norman Bridge Laboratory 
of Physics at the Technological Institute of 'California, Vice-Chairman of the 
National Research Councii, and Me~ber ·of the International Research Council. 

After electing the Chairman,·· Profes~or Bergson, and the Vice-Chairman, 
Professor Gilbert Murray, the Committee took a preliminary survey of' the 
possible scope of its work. "The number of questions which may be addressed . " to the Committee is practically unlimited," remarked the Chairman. The 
Committee then made a selection of particularly urgent problems and of such 
as offer chances of relatively easy and rapid settlement. These questions
concerning -the position of brain workers in various countries, international 
bibliography, the spreading of scientific information al'}d the results of research, 
inter-university relations, and intellectual property-offer immediate opportunity 
for international cooperation. 

The Committee real~sed at once that it would be impossible to achieve 
pr~ctical results so long as it did ~ot broach the. material. side of the. question. 
It therefore considered in the first place the situation of intellectual labour in 
various countries an<! the question of intellectual property. 

As regards the first of these two points, the Committee· suggests to the 
Council that it should investigate the po.<>ition of intellectual workers, the evils 
from which they are sufferins- . and the possible remedies, paying special 
attention to ~he economic aspects .. of the matter. The Committee wished to 
draw the Council's attenticn to the disastrous conditions prevalent in certain 
'European countries and the urgent need of appropriate action. 

To this end, Professor de Reynold and Madame Curie have been requested 
to prepare reports on conditions in Austria and Poland respectively. 

The Committee also asked Mr. Millik<..n to report on a scheme for the 
institution of an international loans and ·credits office, with a view to facilitating 
scientific research. 

The Committee noted the fact that intellectual property, especially when 
scientific, is not sufficiently protected, in fact not even recognised. It is true 
that the use cf inventions is protected by patents but the idea, the discovery 
itself, on which the invention hangs, is not. A sub-committee -consisting of 
MM. Destree, Millikan, Ruffini, and Torres 'Quevedo, was requested t<;> study 

(r) !Oee Monthly Summary, Vol. II. Nos. 5 and 6. 
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this question and to consult • all persJn~ and institutions likely to bP. of 
assistance, in partioular the Internati<;mal Office for Literary and Industrial 
Property at Berne, the International Research Council and the Confederation 
of Intellectual Workers. 
• The pro~em of international cooperation in scientific research was also 
examined by the Committee. In scientific research collaboration is, of course, 
one of the best methods of bringing men together through their common efforts 
on behalf cj peace and civilisation. '"The Committee does not wish to interfere 
in the organisation and work of scientific societies and has therefore decided 
that this collaboration should be the task of the learned societies themselves, • • 
offering, however. all assistance in its power. • 

The Committee asked M. !'{uffini to prepare a report on the dr1Vo!ing up 
~ an international agreerrien\ for •the discovery and publication of antiquities. 
In spite of th~ zeal shown I'Jy many nations in the: discovery and preservation 
of antiquities, a •considerable number o1 documents of the greatest i>alue are 
still buried or unknown to t!he world of •science. Ther~' is no doubt that inter-'" . ,. 
national collaboration in these matters is legitimat~ and nec1\ssary: in fact, it • • • already exists between certain nations.• Bu• internation.t ruling is in force for 
a just distribution of this work, its costs and its results. It • should be agreed 
that not the possession, but the knowledge of all the equal monuments of 
humanity is the equal right of all ~·atio~s. An int~rnational agreement, con
sequently, might he proposed: ( 1) to • draw l!p a list of archeological sites not 
yet -exhaustively explored; ( 2) to make a general plan of research; (3) to 
establish rules for the methods of research; ( 4) to make international regulations 
for tfle preservat!on and disposai of monuments of antiquity. 

Another group of questions sttdied by the Committee concerns inter
University relations, the exchange of publications and the international organi
sation of bibliography; that is to say, the means of preserving and circulating 
knowledge as quickly as .,possible. , 

A sub-committee composed of MM. de Castro, Destrees, Millikan, Murray, 
de Reynold, will mak~ arrangements for an international Congress of the 
Universities, both state and independent, in all countljes. The Committee con
siders thai it would oo '!seful. to. convoke s_uch a CongTess. if the Council a~P.e 
an4 circumstances permit, so that those interested may be consulted on the 
possibilities of intellectual cooperation. Inter-University fOOperation may be 

• looked at from various points of view. The sub-committee charged with the 
arrangement of the Congress will be!Pn by examining the following points: 
the excllange of professors and of stude'iits, ~he equivalent values of university 
courses and degrees, the institution of interncational scholarships, of-international 
vacation courses and of a central office for infprmation on university matte~s. 
Naturally, in the e~amination of these questions, the sovereign right of nations., 
to make their laws in matters of education must be respected, as well <~,s the ., 

• 
autonomy of the universities. 

In connection with the ~xchatige <?f publications there are already certain 
conventions in existence, drawn up in Bruss~s in•r886. The Committee con
siders that it is in the interest of intellectual cooperation that these conventions 
should, be adhered to as widely as possible; also that the measures they con
tain should be put into full operation, improved and rleveloped, notably by the 
concession of free postage and the extension of the facilities • accorded by 
these conventions to all publications, non-official publications incfuded. 

The Committee considered the question whether existing bibliographical . . 

institutions should be entrusted with the task of organising international biblio-
graphy or whether it would be better to obtain the services of the experts' 
translations in the various scientific branches. It was of the opinion that the 
collaboration of the experts and bibliographers was absolutely necessary. and 
that, moreover, the time was not yet ripe .for entrusting any institution with 
rile care of organising international bibliography. ' 
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4· THE FINANCES OF THL' LEAGUE 

The auditing of the League's accounts for the year 1921 has now been 
completed, showing that the receipt~ during that period frow States Members 
of the League have been sufficien~ not only to meet all expenses, but to pro
vide for the small working capital conddered necessary for possible emergen
cies. While not all of the sums due have yet been paid in, the cost of adminis
tration of the League has been appreciably less than had been originally pro
vided for, owing largely to careful supervision of expenses. At the same time, 
the assets of the League have increased greatly .in value. 

5· THE FIRST SESSION oF nm CoMMITTEE o:< INtELLECTUAL CooPERATION 

The League of Nations Committee f~r the study of international questions 
conc~~!ling intellectual coopeni.tion held its first sessio::I at Gep.eva from 
"\.ugust ;.t to s'h, 1922 (r). • 

All members were p:o~sent with the exceptioii of Professor Einstein, who 
had info:med the Committ~e that his d~parture for Japan wo~ld unfortunately 
prevent his attending t~e first ses_sio~; b~t had assured his colleagues of his 
whole hearted co·operation on !.is return next spring. 

Dr. Hale's statt! cfhealth ma"de if necessa;y for him to be assisted by 
an alternate, Mr. R. A. Millikan, director of the Norman Bridge Laboratory 
of Physics at the Technological Institute of 'California, Vice-Chairman of the 
National Research Councii, and Me~ber ~f the International Research Council. 

After electing the Chairman,· Profes~or Bergson, ·and the Vice-Chairman, 
Professor Gilbert Murray, the Committee took a preliminary survey of' the 
possible scope of its work. "The number of questions which may be addressed . ,, 
to the Committee is practically unlimited," remarked the Chairman. The 
Committee then made a selection of partlcularly urgent problems and of such 
as offer chances of relatively easy and rapid settlement. These questions
concerning -the position of brain workers in various countries, international 
bibliography, the spreading of scientific information al}d the results of research, 
inter-university relations, and intellectual property-offer immediate opportunity 
for international cooperation. 

The Committee realised at once that it would be impossible to achieve 
pr~ctical results so long as it did ~ot broach the. materi~ side of the. question. 
It therefore considered in the first place the situation of intellectual labour in 
various countries an~ the question of intellectual property. 

As regards the first of these two points, the Committee· suggests to the 
Council that it should investigate the po,~ition of intellectual workers, the evils 
from which they are sufferin5 . and the possible remedies, paying special 
attention to :he economic aspects .. of the matter. The Committee wished to 
draw the Council's attenticn to the disastrous conditions prevalent in certain 
"Europeaa countries and the urgent need of appropriate action. 

To this end, Professor de Reynold and Madame Curie have been requested 
to prepare reports on conditions in Austria and Poland respectively. 

The Committee also asked Mr. Millik.:.n to report on a scheme for the 
institution of an international loans and credits office, with a view to facilitating 
scientific research. 

The Committee noted the fact that intellectual property, especially when 
scientific, is not sufficiently protected, in fact not even recognised. It is true 
that the use cf inventions is protected by patents but the idea, the discovery 
itself, on which the invention hangs, is not. A sub-committee consisting of 
MM. Destree, Millikan, Ruffini, and Torres 'Quevedo, was requested to study 

T 
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this question and to con:mlt • all persJn~ and institutions likely to be of 
assistance, in partioular the Internati<;mal Office for Literary and Industrial 
Property at Berne, the International Research Council and the Confederation 
of Intellectual Workers. 
• The pro~em of international cooperation in scientific research was also 
examined by the Committee. In scientific research collaboration is, of course, 
one of the best methods of bringing men together through their common efforts 
on behalf cj peace and civilisation. -rhe Committee does not wish to interfere 
in the organisation and work of scientific societies and has therefore decided 
that this collaboration should be the task of the learned societies themselves, • • 
offering, however. all assistance in its power. • 

The Committee asked M. ~uffini to prepare a report on the dr~~ng up 
~ an international agreem"ent for •the discovery and publication of antiquities. 
In spite of th~ zeal shown t_jy many nations in the: discovery and preservation 
of antiquities, a •considerable number ot documents of the greatest i>alue are 
still buried or unknown to the world of •science. Ther, is no doubt that inter-"' . .. 
national collaboration in these matters is legitimatli and nec~ssary: in fact, it • • • already exists between certain nations.• Bu• internation.t ruling is in force for 
a just distribution of this work, its costs and its results. It • should be agreed 
that not the possession, but the knowledge of all the equal monuments of 
humanity is the equal right of all •n"atio~s. An int;rnational agreement, con
sequently, might he proposed: ( 1) to • draw t!p a list of archeological sites not 
yet "exhaustively explored; (2) to make a general plan of research; (3) to 
establish rules for the methods of research; (4) to make international regulations 
for t:l\e preservat!on and disposai of monuments of antiquity. 

Another group of questions sttdied by the Committee conce~s inter
University relations, the exchange of publications and the international organi
sation of bibliography; that is to say, the means of preserving and circulating 
knowledge as quickly as .possible. , 

A sub-committee composed of MM. de Castro, Destrees, Millikan, Murray, 
de Reynold, will mak~ arrangements for an international Congress of the 
Universities, both state and independent, in all countt;ies. The Committee con
siders tha'i it would ~ useful to convoke such a CongTess, if the Council asrree . . - . 0. 
and circumstances permit, so that those interested may be consulted on the 
possibilities of intellectual cooperation. Inter-University fOOperation may be 

• looked at from various points of view. The sub-committee charged with the 
arrangement of the Congress will be~n by examining the following points: 
the excllange of professors and of stude~ts, ~he equivalent values of university 
courses and degrees, the institution of interrl<ll.tional scholarships, of-international 
vacation courses and of a central office for infprmati.on on university matte~s. 
Naturally, in the e~amination of these questions, the sovereign right of nations.. 
to make their laws in matters of education must be respected, as well 'l,S the ., • 
autonomy of the universities. 

In connection with the ~xchamge c;>f publications there are already certain 
conventions in existence, drawn up in Brusst¥ls in• r886. The Committee con
skiers that it is in the interest of intellectual cooperation that these conventions 
should. be adhered to as widely as possible; also that the measures they con
tain should be put into full operation, improved and <1eveloped, notably by the 
concession of free postage and the extension of the facilities • accorded by 
these conventions to all publications, non-official publications induded. 

The Committee considered the question whether existing bibliographical 
i.nstituti~ns should be entrusted with the task of organising international biblio
graphy or whether it would be better to obtain the services of the experts' 
translations in the various scientific branches. It was of the opinion that the 
collaboration of the experts and bibliographers was absolutely necessary. and 
that, moreover, the time was not yet ripe Jor entrusting any institution with 
rile care of organising international bibliography. " 
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As this question is of first., irhportance,. and lies at the foundation of 
international intellectual cooperation, th~ Committee decidi!d to appoint a sub
committee, composed of Mme Curie and M. Destn~e, who will coopt a certain 
number of persons belonging to the categories of intellectual workers whose 
collaboration appears to be essential, viz., bibliographers on.,. the one hand, 
specialists in their subjects on the other. The sub-committee may also gather 
opinions from other quarters, especially fr&m sc1entific bodies. 

The Committee will also study the" questions, brought for~ard by the 
President, of a legal international obligation to deposit books and of the cons
titution of one or more international libraries formed by this means. The 

< 0 

difficulty would be, as a rule to find buildings for such accumulations of 
book~ 0- pot in France, howevet, for M. Bergson believes0 that the don jon of 
Vincennes might be given for this purpose. 0 ~ •· • 

Finally, the Committe'e expressed its opinion:on a questiori: submitted to 
it by the Commission for 'the Reducti6n of Armaments, reg!irding a recom
mendation adopted by ~he 2nd A~sen~bly 

0 
on the 'Utility of an appeal to scien

tists to publish their disc~~>veries concerning poison-gases. Members of the 
I. ,, <· Q • 0 • 

Committee of Intellectual Cooperatwn who are competent to gtve an opmton 
in this matter, have declared that this appeal would be useless, since it would 
not be adopted and could not be made ~;ffehive. In these circumstances the 
Committee of Intellectual' Cooperati~n d"ecided to inform the Commission for 
the Reduction of Armaments that"' it was

6 
unable to suggest ~ethods by which 

the collaboration of the scientists of the whole world could be obtained> for 
the publication of discoveries relating to poison-gases and the de,_;elopment of 
chemical warfare. • 0 

The best description of the work "of this session is given in the words 
pronounced by the chairman at the close of the last meeting. 

"To sum up," said M. Bergson, "the results achieved by our discussions 
are that our purpose is IJOW clearly defined, and ~at we have before us a 
large number of questions to be examined, together with definite methods of 
solving them ". . . . . "I believe, " he added, that it is .the wish of all, before 
separating, to send a me,r;sage to the League of Nations saying, in the name 
ofe the whole world- whom we 11;re supposed. to r~pmsent here.,--- that we 
consider that the League has • conceived a great and beautiful idea, that ,we 
have done all in our .POWer to promote it ·and that, after careful study and dis
cussion, we have come to the conclusion that this idea is capable of full , 
realisation. " 

< 

IV. Technical Organisations 

I. THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH ORGANISATION 
0 

a) The foufth Session of the Health Committee 

The fourth session of the League Health Committee, which met in Geneva 
. from August ~4111-21 51 , dealt with a long list of questions, comprisi~g the 

arrangement owtth t~e ~ockefeller Foundation, the interchange of sanitary 
personnel, th>e apphcatton of the recommendations of the Warsaw Health 
Conferenc?, re~orts on ~he. work of the Health Organisation since last May and 
of the Eptdemtc Commtsswn during the last year, a report on the epidemio
logical situation in the Far East, and other matters. The Committee concluded 
its session ~y deciding to co-opt a German member and to meet again in 
pleDil~~ sesswn op the 4111 of January, when it was hoped Dr. Chagas 
(Brazthan) and Dr. Josephine Baker (American) could also be present. 

( 
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• 
The fourth session is the last beforeQ tlJe Third Assembly, and so reveals 

the position of the l?rovisional Health ~rganisation at the end of its first year 
of existence: On the one hand the arrangement has been practically concluded 
with the International Health Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, by which 
t+Je latter undEtrtakes to finance two special bran'ches of the Health Commission's 
work-namely, epidemiological intelligence and investigations, and the interchange 
of sanitary staff-to the extent of "respectively 3o,ooo dollars a year for five 
years and .6o,ooo dollars a year :f!lr three years. On the other hand, the 
Health Organisation is referred to as the mediator in the sanitary conventions 
now being concluded between the States of East and Central Europe, a11d 
was designated by the All-European \va;saw Health Conference as the executor 
of the latter's plan&, for an anti-epidemie camifaign in East Europe. Meanwhile 
~e Epidemic Commission o! thee Health Organisation h~s been st~adily at 
work in Polan•d, and its plaJts for extending its acti~ities northward into Latvia 
and eastward in~o the western march~s of Russia o and the Ukraine have just 
been approved by the Health-committee. the Committee supported this approval 
by a strongly worded resolution to the Co~ncil. u;ging 'the necessity for 
obtaining fresh funds for this purpose, ~ince.Russia is stijl ravaged by epidemics, 
and great numbers of refugees and repatriated persons art still crossing the 
frontier into the Border States. :rn the cou~se of its work in East Europe, the 

• • • • Health Organisation has established close contact with both the Border State 
and the Soviet h~alth authorities. • • 

• A Mixed Commission of Enquiry, sent by the Health Committee and the 
Office International d'HygiEme Publique to investigate the working of sanitary 
admihistration in" the Near East, has prepared a revised draft text of Parts II, 
III and IV of the International Sanit!rry Convention, a~d suggested measures 
of co-ordination. The text and the suggestions will be put at the disposal of 
the Office International d'HygiEme Publique, as well as of the international 
conference to be summon~d by the French Governmept for revising the sanitary 
convention of I 9 I 2. At the session just concluded, the Health Committee decided 
in principle upon sendijlg a small commission of enquiry to the Far East, with 
.a view to studying the prevalence of cholera and plas-ue in ports, the measures 
taken to lirevent the • transmission of epidemic diseases, such as plague and 
cholera, by. sea-borne tr~ffic, ;tc. At the last" sitting it was also decided•to 
appoint three experts for an enqui-ry into sleeping sick!less and tuberculosis 

• in equatorial Africa, and to cooperate with the Mandates Commission in drawing 
up its questionnaire on these subject~ 

Th"e first essay in interchange oi sat.i.tary staff is to begin in October, 
and will take the form of a two weeks' CO\i>rse at Brussels for ft~reign public 
health officers, followed by two months of firs~-hand observation of the actual 
working in practi~e of various public health systems. The 20 odd official~ 
taking this course are drawn from .the health services of Belgium (2)0 Bul
garia (I), Czechoslovakia (2), Italy (5), Poland (5), Soviet Russia and Ukraine 
(5), Serb-Croat-Slovene State (2). • It js hoped that this first experiment in 
cultivating the international spirit and giving'l.nter11ational experience in public 
health service will reveal many and fruitful possibilities. 

4-s regards international organisation, the Health Organisation has absorbed 
the Epidemic Commission, established a basis for practical cooperation with the • Office International d'HygiEme Publique, and is collaborating wi~h the League 
Mandates and Opium Commissions and International Labour Offtce. 

b) The periodical Reports of the Health Section 

On August I 1 th and r6'h respectively the Health Section of the League 
Secretariat issued two further reports on the incidence of epidemics in •East 
and Central Europe . 
• 
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I. Russia and the Ukraine 

According to the reports cholera is still on the" increase throughout 
Russia, the Ukraine, and Allied territories, new centres of infection having 
been discovered in the provinces of Voronezh, Stavropol, Saratov, Tyumen 
(3 centres), Tver, Nijni Novgorod and Terek as well as in the city of Rybinsk 
and in the Mari-Cheremiss territory. Condi\ions in Rostov-on-Don are catastro
phic: The river Don and the local water,supply contain cholera germs, and 
the disease has spread from the railway stations throughout tke town. In. 
Crimea the situation is grave: The epidemic of cholera is increasing. There 
h~ve been rooo cases since May, and the mortality rate is over so0f... Typhus, in 
spite of the warm weather, is '."'idespread. I~. Odessa the number of cholera 
cases i:.; f'tbout 120 , a day, and the number of <;arriers v£i.ries fro~ 25 to 7 J· 
There is a great shortage pi water and hospitals have great difticulty in get
ting transport for the sick , 3.nd dead. :QP.sinfection ,' i11 practical!y impossible for 
the sam~ reason. '· < 

In general there,· have bean 27,34c cases of cholera notified in Russia, 
l. 

Siberia, the Ukraine and,thl'l' CaJcasns between Jannuary 151 and July 22nd. The 
mortality rate was, So Co roo% durtng the first months of the epidemic; so% 
in May; 40% in June. 

I c 

II. Pola11d 

Provisional returns showing the incidence of epidemic diseases during the 
two weeks ending July IS'\ include: 873 cases of typhus with so deaths; 874 
cases of relapsing fever with 31 deaths; S27 cases of enteric fever' with 
2s deaths; 401 cases of dysentery with 44 deaths; 56 cases of smallpox with 
8 deaths; 6 cases of cholera with 3 deaths; 1,432 cases of malaria with no 
death. Of these cases the Eastern marches were responsible for the greater 
part. , , 

Between July 261h and 31 51 nine cases, with five deaths, of cholera were 
reported from various points in East Poland. 

If{. Finland . c 

The following infectious diseases were ,notified in Finland from July 1st to 15th, 
1922:- 218 cases (;f influenza; 105 cases of.enteric fever; 57 cases of diph
theria; 38 cases of scarlet fever; 11 cas,es of dysentery; 5 cases of poliomye
litis acuta. 

IV. Latvia 

249 cases of typhus; 127 cases of scarlet fever; 66 cases of diphtheria; 
63 cases of enteric fever; 30 cases of sraallpox; 12 cases of· relapsing fever; 
2 cases of cerebrospinal meningitis ; 3 cases of leprosy, were notified in May, 
1922. Contrary to former e~perie,nce at this time ~f year, a downward tendency 
of the typhus wave is not marked. 

V. Himgary 
-

895 cases of scarlet fever with 20 deaths; 288 cases of enteric fever with 
34 deaths; 2oo cases of diphtheria with r6 deaths; 43 cases of dysentery with 
~ deaths occurred in Hungary in May 1922. 

VI. Co11stantinople 

,A case 
July 30'"· 

suspected to be bubonic plague rs reported from Constantinople, 
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2.
0 Trm LEAGUE AND AUSTRl!AN RECONSTRUCTION 

• <> 

The discussion of the financial sitaation of Austria was begun at the first 
meeting· of the twentieth session of the Council, which opened on August 31 51 • 

T,Pe debates were public and took place in the presence of Dr. Griinberger, 
the Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs and Count Mensdorf-Pouilly. 

The British Prime Minister, acting on behalf of the Prime Ministers" Con
ference which was recently held in ~ondon, had communicated to the Council 
the correspd'hdence exchanged by the Austrian Government and himself. The 
Conference thereby entrusted the Council with the investigation of the Austrian 

• J 

question. ~ • 

Moreover, the~Austrian G0overnment had addressed to the Secretary
General of•the League, for l')()mm!l.nication to the Presiden1: of the Cau'hcil, a 
telegram referPing to the ~bb!ve mentioned decision,o concluding : 

.- . 
"Confident ~n the ~sdom and justice of the League of Nati..,ns, the 

Austrian Government is con~inced that the ~eague will see its way to granting 
immediate and real assistance so that the immtnen~ danger 8f the collapse of 
Austria and the consequent disastrous"resuats for EurgBe may be averted." 

" At the opening session, the P,resident addressed the members of the Council 
as follows : a • ., o 

"Before w~ oegin our discussion"of the ,questions on the agenda I should 
like <to make a proposal as to procedure in regard to one of them-the question 
of Austria. · 

"This problefl1 is, as we all realise, at once of .the gravest importance and 
the greatest urgency. The Council wiS. doubtless, there!"ore, desir~ tao arrange 
a procedure which will both admit of careful consideration of the problem now 
submitted to it and will also avoid any waste of time. 

The Austrian problem has of course already been studied in detail by the 
Financial Committee, andethe Council made definite tecommendations as to the 
conditions on which they considered the Austrian finances could be put upon 
a stable and permanent foundation. 

For reasons whifh I do not now need to recalf. these recommendations 
we.re unhappily not giveh effect to and the ,fundamental evils from wh:th 
Austria was then suffering remain, 'lond in an aggravated form. 

We have now been asked again to examine and feport in even more 
difficult circumstances, and the Council will doubtless desire to consider very 
carefully whether it is in a position t~ -ttssi~ ,in solving the problem in its 
present state, and if so upon what conditioys. The problem has. of course at 
the present moment many aspects, some of which" are graver than when ~he 
Financial Commit~e last examined the questid'n. One important element, in > 

any case, however, in the question as now presented, is the financial position~ 
with the changes that have occurred•in the last eighteen months. ~ "' 

I suggest, therefore, thi}t the, Council should at once, this afternoon. in
struct the Financial Committee again to exai>J.ine !he question so far as it falls 
within their competence, and report to the Council as soon as possible. 

I suggest as to their terms of reference that they should take the question 
as defined in the relevant portions of the letter written by the British Prime 
Minister on behalf of the Powers at the London Cotlference tC! the Austrian 
:Minister, and should furnish a report on the financial aspects of this question 
as one element in the problem with which the Council is confronted. 

• I "suggest secondly, however, that without waiting for the completion of 
this work which will commence at once, but must necessarily take somt> littlP 
time, the Council should set aside a df'finitP day, say \Vedn!"sday next. fur 
hearing at length the exposition of the Austrian situation in all its aspPcts Ly 
the Austrian representatives, whu are now 'with us. ' • 
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The Council will of course thJT)ughout conduct its disl!ussions and arrive 
at its decisions in continuous consultation witb the Representatives of Austria . • 
For it is one of the fundamental prin6ples of the Covenant that a country, 
though not formally a member of the Council, becomes a member with full 
and equal rights when questions especially affecting its interests are dealt witl1.': ., 

3· TnE THIRD SESSION OF THE TECHNICAL '\ND ADVISORY CoMMITTEE ON CoMMUNi-

CATIONS AND TRANSIT t> 

The Technical and Advisory Commjttee on Communications and Transit 
met at Geneva, on August 30'\ x922, with M. Van Eysinga in the chair. 

Th~ technical advisers appointed by the Committee t"VO~ part in the dis
cussions. The German Government, who had been specially req,t.ested to name 
an adviser, has proposed ]\f. Wolf, ministerial adviser to the ;t'Jinistry of Com
municaf..nis at Berlin. 

Various sub-comP}ittees (oTJ. the equitable 'treatment of commerce, on 
transport by rail; on g~p.e:•al questjons, and hydro-electric power) met during 
the sessions of the Tenhnical and J.,_dvisory Committee. The principal questions 
before the Committee include : 

a) The resolutio11s of the Genoa Co11j"erence. - The resolution on the sub
ject of transports adopted by the Genoa ·conference was referred to the Tech
nical Committee by a resolution of the Council of the League. Under a1'ticle 
8 of the Genoa resolution, the Technical and Advisory Committee is called 
upon to examine from tim~ to time the progress achieved 'in carrying into 
effect the provisions set forth in articles 1 to 7 and, to this end, to summon, 
if necessary, special conferences of experts. As a matter of fact, besides, the 
provisions. dealing directly with the Barcelona Conventions and recommenda
tions, and a convention regarding the international regime of railways, articles 
I to 7 contain a certain number of clauses relative to international cooperation 
as regards the improvement of railroads, ports, watE'rways as well as the 
inspection of such by competent technicians to be organised by the States 
requiring the same. 

Moreover, the articles in question provide for: ,, 

1. The carrying' into effect of the Berne Convention of October r8go, 
whilst awaiting a new convention on transport by rail of passengers, luggage 
and goods; o 

2. the summoning by the French railway administrations of a conference 
of technical representatives of all the railway administrations of European and 
other interested states ; ·" 

J. the provisional formation of motor transport services, if considered 
desirable, pending the restoration of rail-'' and waterways; 

4· the carrying into effect of the Porto-Rol'e agreement and the. exten
sion of the principles enunciated therein to the whole of Europe. 

b) The supervision of the opium traffic in free ports. - The Advisory Com
mitee on the Traffic in opium has requested the Technical Committee t~ con
sider this question and to examine suggestions with a view to the suppression 
of illegal traffic in drugs. 

c) The equitable treatment of commerce. - The sub-committee of the 
League Economic Committee raised certain questions relating to the fair treat
ment of commerce, which, as well as a resolution of the Genoa Conference 
on t~e same. subject: have been submitted to careful study. The transport 
questions subJect to International regulation are those dealing with customs 

0 
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formalities and th~ treatment of ships in~ port. A general convention on an 
international port re~ime, which • is provided' for by the Peace Treaties and 
supported by the Genoa Conference, "would ensure equitable treatment to 
all flags. 

d) Gmera~ Convention ou the international regime rif 1'aihilfl)'S, - The tf'ch
nical advisers of the Railway .Sub-C,?mmittee have examined the measures to 

·be recommended as a result of reP. lies received from various Governments . ~ 

regarding t~ drawing up of a General Convention on the international regime 
of railways. This should, in the first place, be regarded as a summary inter
national code of recognised internatiQna1 obligations concerning transport by 
rail, and would further render possible a more or less univPrsal applicati.9n of 
c~rtain principles o£0 existing .,spe~ial conventi;ns. This wo~lcl pmbab..ty.., result 
sooner or lata~" in the conclusion "'of new conventions defining the transport 

e • 
regime. • e • .. " 

Moreover, clauses deali~ with pracpcal improvements deemed ':lesirable 
by the Conference of Railway Acl&ninistrations, but. impossible to realise 
without special . agreements !~tween 4;overJ1ments . .,might bi included in the 
Convention. '" '" .. 

• e) H_ydro-electric Power. - The <;~mmLssion purslted the investigation begun 
at its last session. of questions of int~rnational cooperation in the use of elec
tric fower. It dealt chiefly with the transmission of electric power, the use of 
international waterways for producing electric power, and the sale of electric 
powe,r from one <jOUntry to another for the electrification of international trunk 
railway lines. 

V. Administrative questions 

I. DANZIG • 

Two questions regarding Danzig figure on the agenda of the forthcoming 
Council meeting: " 

• • 
o a) Depot for Polis'h War Material: The ~overnments of the Free Cty 

and Poland have appealed against tQe decision of the High Commissioner of 
• April i\ 1922, concerning a site to be set apart for the ~torage of Polish war 

material. At its May session the Council approved the suggestion of the High 
" Commis!>ioner that direct negotiations l:>et~ep the interested parties should 

precede appeals. to the Council. Acoordingl~, negotiations on thi,s and ot;her 
subjects have been taking place at Danzig and wijl be pursued at Geneva; 
the High CommisSioner and the Polish and Danzig delegations arrived in the " 

"' latter town on August 28th.· 

The Council will intervene only• in the case of the failure of all attempts " 
at conciliation. 

• 
b) The finances of thee Fre City: Xt the eighteenth sessiOn of the 

Council, the Government of the Free City was requested to present to the 
Council any remarks it mig·ht have to make on the report of the League 
Financial Committee. 

2. THE SAAR BASIN . 

Tnree questions concerning the Saar territory appear on the agenda list 
for the next session of the Council : a) the appointment of the Saar member 
of the Governing· Commission; b) the question of placing a certain number of 
Saar officials at the disposal of the German Government, and, finally, c) pre-
cautionary measures to be taken in Yiew of the plebiscite.' • ' 
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a) The mandate held by Dr. Jiector, the Saar membef of the Governing 
Commission, expires on Septeml5er 2oth, 192•2, and the • Council must decide 
whether or not it shall be renewed. DT. Hector was originally appointed for 
one year on SP-ptember 2oth, 1920, and his mandate was renewed on August 
30th, 1921. ~ 

It may be remembered that the Council decided at its M£rch session to 
give the Commission the assurance that, except. in special circumstances, its 
mandate would be twice renewed, that is, to say, that it would continue until 
the beginning of 1925; the Council however reserved the right t'!onferred by 
the Peace Treaty of cancelling, or refusing to renew, any member's appointment. 
The German Government rai"sed a protoot against this decision, in reply to 
which the Council declared tha): none of the <provisions of the Treaty had been 

" jeopar. :lir:ed. • , "' 0 o 0 

Representations of ce.rtain political parties o~ the Saar Dis~ict, who have 
shown that they hold twer.ty-six of th'(' thirty seMa in the Advisory Council, 
have recently addressed to the Secretary-General,0 through the Governing Com
mission, a letter in whi·::h they a!>k that Dr. Hector's mandate should not be 
renewed this year and that the people: themselves, or the Advisory Council, 
should be authoril"ed tb propose tli:e names of candidates in whom they have 
confidence. On the other hand the Chamber cof agriculture of the Saar Basin 
which is the official rep:-esentative ~of ,~l,e agriculturers of the district, has 
transmitted, through the Governi~~ Comnission, a resolutiono declaring that it 
does not support the request of the above-mentioned political parties and aV;:ing 
the Council of the League to renew Dr. Hector's mandate. 

0 

b) ,:I'he CommissiC?,n has let it be known that, for reasons of economy, a 
certain number of officials, at present employed in the Saar Basin, will be 
placed at the disposal of the German Government As a result of this the latter 
has written to the Secretary-General, declaring itself opposed to the measure 
and stating, moreover, that no preliminary arrangemen't had been made between 
the Governing Commission and the German Government. 

During the summer there was an exchange of ~orrespondence on this 
subject bet\veen the Governing Commission and the German Government. As 
a cesult, the two parties concerred, have declared th~mselves ready to enter 

0 

into direct negotiations in order to come to an agreement. 
0 

c) Finally, the Chinese representative will present to the Council his Report 
on the precautionary measures to be ta~n in connection with the p}ebiscite 
(See Monthly Summary, II, 61). 0 L 

' 
• 

0 

3· THE PROTECTION OF MINORITIES 

a) Minorities in Albania. - On Oct6ber zmt, 1921, the Albanian represen
tative signed in the presence of the Leagul! a de.c;laration regarding the rights 
of minorities in Albania. 0!1,P- of .the articles of this declaration stipulates that 
Albania shall supply the Council with detailed information concerning the 
legal status of religious communities, churches, schools, convents, establish
ments and charitable associations belonging to racial, religious, and linguistic 
minorities and, further take into consideration any advice on this subject re
ceived from-tl>e League of Nations. 

The Albanian Minister for Foreign Affairs has recently forwarded to 
the Secretary-General a report dealing with the general situation of mfnorities" 
in Albania. 

The report points out that the laws in force and .. the customs of the 
country ensure to a~l inhabitants c?mplete equality as regards public, civil and 
social rights witho\.it distinction of race, language or religion. In order to show . . 
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the respective proportions o'r the Mahommedan and Christian populations, the 
report states that there are forty-three Mahommedan and twenty-eight 
Christian deputies, ninety-eight Mahommedan and sixty-five Christian 

• officials in ministerial departmen~. The total population of Albania is estimated .. 
at one million, exclu1\l.ve of the Greek-speaking element in Southern Albania 
which numbers sixteen thousand. Schools for the Greek population are 
supported by the State, and the administrative and judicial authorities 
d" not in any 't'ay prevent the population from speaking and writing their 
own language. 

Instruction in Serbian is· given •at two schools in Scutari for the 18oo Or
thodox Slavs residing in that town. '!'he Ministry of Education maintains five • hundred schools for the Albanian population. 

As regards religious sects, the Albanian Catholic and Orthodox com
munities form, under the authority of•thelr religio~s heads, bodies enjoying the 
status of legal entitir;s. The irksome formalitie~ attending .changes of reTigion 
w:h.ich existed under the Turk'ish rP:le are entirely abolished~ In Nort1'ie~n Al
bania a conv~rsion from islam to Catholicism provokes neither comment 
nor resentment. 'lhe Alban'ia~ Governmt!nt does not recognise an es~blished 
church. • • 

b) The Germmt mbwrities ilt Pola'ltd. - :-\t. its" fo:'thcom!ng session, the 
Council will have to consider•the result of jlegotiations .between the represen
tative of the Polish Government and the Secretary-General ~n various legal 
questions raised in the report to The Council on the petitions of the "Deutsch
tumbund" (See Monthly Summary, "&I. Ir. p. I, IOIJ. 

c) Minorities in Latvia and Estho1tia. - .,During the session of the Coun
cil, t:h.e Brazilian representative will continue to negotiate with the representa
tives of the Latvian and Esthonian Governments with a view to settling the 
minorlties questidn in ·these two countries, in accordance with declarations 
made by their representatives on the eccasion of their admission to the-League. 
The result of these negotiations will be submitted to the Council. 

4· THE SECOND sd'sroN OF THE PERMANENT MA.&DATES COMMISSION 

The second sessiotl. of the Permanent Mandates Commission was held at 
the seat of the League during the first ten days of August. 

Durirfg this sessi~n .the <!:om mission ruet .seventeen times, and twice ~n 
pubiic. All the members of the Commission attended except M. Freire d'Andrade, 
who could not leave Portugal on account of his health. Tile following members 

• were present : 

Mal'quis THEonou 
M. VAN REEs 

• • (It~y_), Chairman, 
(Holland), Vice-Chairman, 

e • 
Count BALLOBAR (Spain), 
?II. BEAU 8 (FranCe), 
Madame Anna BuGGE-WrcKSELL (Sweden), 
The Ron. W. Ormsby GoRE, M. 'P. (Great Britain), 
M. 0RTS , • (Belgium), 
M. Kunio YENAGIDA • (Jap,p.n). • 
Mr. GR!MSHA w, delegate. of the International Labour Office, took part in 

the discussions and gave his opinion on questions relating 
to the regulation of labour. 

The Commission examined (1) the Annual Report~ of the Powers entrusted 
with •• C " Mandates, ( 2) the Reports presented by the Powers entrusted ·with 
•' A" and •· B" Mandates, (3) the national status of the inhabitants of territories 
nlaced ~nder mandates "B" and "C ", (4) Land tenure in territories under" B" 
and "C " mandates. 
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1. The Annual Reports of tlte PouJers eutru'sted with "C" mandates. -
Several of these reports were drawn up in the form of answers to the ques
tionnaire prepared by the Commission during its first ses~ion. The terms of 
these mandates had already been defined by th.e Council on December 17

111 
I 920. 

At its recent session the Comn':ission was called upo11 for the first time to 
examine the administration of territori;s under " C " mandates in the light of 
the Annual Report provided for in Article 22 of the Covenant. This category 
includes the following territories. Pacific Islands North of the .Equator, under 
Japanese mandate; Nauru, under the mandate of His Britanic Majesty; New 
Guinea, under Australian mandate; Western' Samoa, under New Zealand 
mandate; South West Africa, under the 'mandate of the South Ajrican Union. 

These Reports were examined in the presence of the accredited represen
tatives of the Mandatory Powers: Sir Joseph Cook, for Australia; Sir James 
Allen, for New Zealand; and M. Mat;uda~ for Japan. The South African Govern-
ment' was not represented. ' <· 0 

1.1\'e Commission studied these rep<'irts, taking as its basis the ques
tionnaire sent to the ManUatories and asking tl-tcir representafives to furnish 
explanations and additional informatioft whenever t'he report'S seemed lacking 
in clearness and precision. The Coin mission cafne to· the conclusion that, · in 
ge~eral, the pr6vision~ qf tlze 'mandafes were being strictly carried out: 
slavery, even .in a dqihestic form~ does not exTst in these territories ; forced 
labour is practically unknown and liberty of conscience is everywhere 
guaranteed; traffic in arms and munitions is' rigorously controlled, the impor-

' ( tation and consumption of liquor by the natives is strictly forbidden; finally, 
these territories are entirely dem\Htarised. " 

On two points only did the Commission make any reservation. Th€ first 
concerned the presence in all the Pacific Islands of Chinese workmen who had 
been brought there in order to compensate the lack of rtative laboui. The 
situatioh of these workmen, who in moSt cases have signed contracts for three 
years, might perhaps cause some anxiety. Moreover, the Commission foresaw 
the possibility of social evils arising from the presence among the native 
population of these work;men without their wives. !t therefore requested the 
Mandatories to keep it informed of the measures taken to protect these Chinese. 
workmen and to prevent the social evils that might a.:rise from their presence. 

The second question concerned the administration of Nauru, an island in 
the Pacific, about eight ·~quare miles in area, and containing very erich phos
p1hates deposits. This island, the mandate for which ~as given to His Britaanic 
Majesty, is at presept administered by Australia. The exploitation of the phos
phates is under the control of three Commissioners appointed respectively by • 
the Governments of Australia, Great Britain and New Zealand. The Commission 
wondered whether a state of a.ffdirs involving the exercise by the Mandatory 
of· a monopoly for the exploitatiqn of the sole natural wealth of the island 

' was compatible with the .spirit, of the Covenant. Moreover, it would appear to 
' give the phosphates commissioners a position which might endanger the 

auth?rity of the Administrator responsible for the material and moral welfare 
of the inhabitants. As a matter of fact, 'the Commissioners are appointed for 
an unlimited term of years by the British, Australian and New Zealand Govern
ments, while the Administrator •of th~ island is appointed for five years by the 
Australian Government. The Commission decided to draw the attention of the 
Council to the situation and to ask the Mandatory for supplementary info:r.;mation. 

2. Reports dealt"ug Lwitlt "A" aud "B" maudates. - The territories under 
"B" mandate are the following: British and French Togoland, British and 
Fren~h .. Cameroons, Tanganyika (British), Ruanda and Urundi (Bel~ian). As 
the B ~a~dates had only .been confi!med ten days be_fore the meeting Qf 
the Commtsswn, the Mandatones were obliged neither to submit annual re-
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ports on the administration• of these territories nor to send representatives to 
the session. They nevertheless communicated to the :Mandates Commission re
ports drawn up b:r. the administrators for their respective Governments, several 

• 
of which followed closely the quj:!stionnair~ ~!epared by the Commission. Thus 
the Commission was .able to form a general idea of the situation of the terri-• tories under "B" mandate and, without waiting for next year's annual reports, 
to request the Mandatories to furn}sh certain supplementary information. 

• The attenV,on of the Commission was particularly drawn to two questions 
of a general order: the importation of alcohol and the sanitary situation in 
Equatorial Africa. "' 

All the Mandatories Powers ha'v-e taken steps to ensure the application • of the terms of the mandate dealing with the control of the liquor trade. 
However, according to information received by the Commission, a certab 
amount of smuggling takes place, generally through neighbouring states where 
duty is lower than i~ the man dared territories. •In order tC> obtain accura(e in
fO!'mation on this point, the 'ComiY.ission was of the opinioil that detrul~d im
portation and ~ale statistics V!ould be necessary. It therefore recommended that 
the Council shouru request•the Mandatcl'des to suppfy detailed statistieji of the 
importation and sale of alcl'lholic drink~ and asked the Mandates Section to 
make a comparative study of the subject. In~ th;s w~y, •the C'!lmmission would 
be able to appreciate the enlieavours ~f tl~e Mandatonli.s to combat this evil, 
which is a source of particular danger for the natives. ., 

The Commission noted that" several of the Mandatories had made con
siderable pecuniarl sacrifices in ord:r· to combat tropical diseases and to pro
vide the territories placed under th~ir administration with hospitals and dis
pens<!ries. In order to co-ordinate information on this subject, the Commission 
requested the Health Committee to draw up a special questionnaire to be sub
mittecf to Mandatories concerning the nature and incidence of tropical diseases 
prevalent in mandated territories. • 

Besides these two resolutions of a general order, the Commission made 
several special recommfmdations. 

At its first session in October 1921, the Commission had drawn attention 
0 • 

to a possible conflict in the application of paragraph 5 of Article 22 of the 
Covenant, which providE:,S for economic equality, and the clause whereby a Man
datory Power may incorporate a mandated territory into a customs union 
with its own neighbcw.ring colonies. "Whilst noting that the Belgian, English 
and. French colonies within the conventiar Coilgo Basin are provided with •a 
regime of economic equality, the C~mmission expressed the wish to be in-

• formed whether a preferential tariff obtained in any of the mandated terri
tories of Central Africa. • 

Antlther special recommendation c(mc&I\ed Ruanda. According to the 
Orts-Milner agreement, the Eastern part of this territory is ced.ed to Great 
Britain to be incorporated with Tanganyika. The Commission has been i'h
formed from several quarters that this is highly detrimental to the political .. 
and economic unity of this native kingdom, which by the terms of the 
agreement in question, is deprived ~f a part of its best pasture land.' The " 
Commission decided to draw the attention of the Council to a situation which 
seemed likely to impair the development of the coo.ntry. 

The only report preseilted on territories under "A" mandate concerned 
Syria <;nd Lebanon, it was duly considered by the Commission. 

3· National status of tlze inhabitants of territories under "/3" and "C" 
Mandates. - Several sessions were devoted· to the discussion of -this question. 
The Council of the League had specially requested the Permanent Mandates 
<;ommis~ion to give its opinion on this question and a sub-commission had 
been appointed to collect information on the subject from the different Go
vernments. 
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At its recent session the Commission decicl'ed to submit lo the Council 
certain recommendations regarding the desirability of conferring on native in
habitants of mandated territories a national status distinct from that of subjects 
of the Mandatory and the possibjlifr for the )atter to deter~ine the conditions 
subject to which the inhabitants of m~ndated territories r;nay acquire the status 
of subject of the Mandatory. At the same time, a brief summary of the con
siderations upon which these recommendations are founded was prepared for 
submission. 

0 
o 

4· System of land tenure. This questbn, upon which the present welfare 
and the future development of the native populations depend in a great 
measure, is dealt with in a special clause of the questionnaire on °"B" and "C" 
~Tandates. After considering the replies received on this subject, the Com
mission was of the opinion that the 'wb<.Jle question of land tenure, especially 
as rugards the resP,ective rigrts of the M('.ndatory and

0 
the natives to un

apprupt:ated land should be more thorougl:!ly gxamined, and requested tlcat 
all laws and regulations b force be communicatey:i. Moreover, fhe Commission 
requested one of its mem:Jers to prepre a comparative stul:ly of the ·systems 
of land" tenure in the various territor:es under "B:: and "C" Mandates, in order 
that this import'!,nt matter_ may ile thor0ughly examined at its next session. 

c 

VI. Poli~ical ~uestions 

THE HUNGARIAN FRONTIERS 

In accordance with a decision of the Council at its July session, two 
0 0 

conferences were held at the Secretariat on August 14'h, for the purpose of 
drawing up a report for the Council orf questions connected with the Austro
Hungarian and Serbo-Hungarian frontiers. 

The Austrian Government was represented by M. Neugebauer; the Serb
Croat-Slovene Government by His Excellency M. Yrvanovitch, minister of the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State at Berne, and Colonel Antitch; and the Hungarian 
Government by Baron Villani for all questions relating to the Austrian 
frontier, and Baron Vest for the Serb-Croat-Slovene frontier . . , 

VII. Social and Humanitarian Questions 

1. TilE' RuSsiAN REFUGEES 

~ . 'J 

The offer of the American Relief Association to feed the Russian 
refugees in Constantinople ±or four months and make. a contribution of 

' 25,000 dollars ±or evacuation purposes on condition that the League of 
" Nati<Jns should raise £ JO,ooo for the ,.;arne purpose bas been formally ac

cepted by the League following the fulfilment of the condition named. The 
Acting Secretary General. in 11 letter th Mr.' Lyman Brown concluded as 
follows: 

v 

"In these circumstances I have the honour on Dr. Nansen's behalf 
to accept the offer made to the Council by Dr. Ringland on your" behalf 
and to ,express, in the name of all. the Members of the League of 
Nations, their profound sense of the generosity of the American Relief 
Association. I confidently hope that the 1:ollaboration secured between 
your Administration and the League of Nations will do much"towards 
solving the problem of Russian Refugees . in Constantinople." · 
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The High Commissioner has appointed a special Committee in Con
stantinople to deal•with the administration., of the' £ 3o,ooo fund, consisting of 
his delegates, Colonel Procter ana M. Burniet, Mr. Ringland of the American 
Relief Association a~d Major Davis df the American Red Cross. Admiral 
Bristol, the U. S. High Commissioner in Constantinople, has also consented 
to co-operate with the Committee. . . 

Since the ~stablishment of the High Commissariat g,ooo refugees have 
been evacuated from Constantinopl~ whilst r,ooo have been provided with 
permanent employment in the vicinit¥. Thus one-third of the evacuation has 
been effecte~, r8,ooo refugees still remaining to be dealt with. The solution 
of this proble~ will be greatly faciiitated by the generous offer of th~ 
American Relief Association. The refvge~ camps in Egypt and Cyprus have 
been closed and negotiations are;, in progress .by which it is hoped tha' the 
G~vernment. of the Serb-Croa~-Slov.ene State will assume th,.e responsil.ility for 
the remaining 11,500 Lemnos refugees . 

• 

0 

2. INFORMATION ON QrHE ST,'PrE oF Ru91!IA • • • 
In order to facilitate th: accomp,ishO:ent by the • ~ecretariat of the task 

confided to it by the Council on July zoth, which consiste~ in conducting a 
thorough investigation of the situition in Russia, the President of the Council 

.~. . . 
besides taking th~ matter up with the relief and other private organisations • has sent a circular letter to the government~ members of the League, asking 
them•to be good enough to communicate any information they think helpful 
concerning Russia, particularly with regard to: 

0 • 

1. Agricultural production including livestock, internal movement of crops, 
import and export of agriculturaf products. • • 

2. Rail, river and road transport conditions particularly the physical con
ditions, the organisation and labour conditions of the railways. 
The condition of theo ports. • 

3· Statistics in regard to the increase or decrease and the migration of the 
population. • 
Vital statistics, with special reference to the effe~ts of famine and disease. 

4· The et>ndition of "living of the agricultural and urban population in various ., . . .. 
Q districts. · 

The letter concludes as follows~ • 
"In view of the urgency of this question and of the serious situa

tion caused by the famine, the c .. uncil regards it as of the utmost impor
tan~e that no time should be lost i~ prlsenting this report. I very greatly 
hope, therefore, that you will see your way to treat this m!ltter as one 
of exceptional. urgency, and to arrange for the -information in the posse~
sion of your Government to be collated and forwarded to the Secretariato 
in Geneva, even if not complEitely classified, at the earliest po:;sible ., 
moment, so that the work of preparation may be undertaken at once." 

3· THE DEPORTATION•OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN ASIA MINOR 

Itiformation has been received from Constantinople that the Commission 
of Enquiry is already making satisfactory progress in ~arrying c;mt the task 
of reclaiming deported women and children, with · which it wa~ temporarily 
entrusted by the Council of the League. 

Suitable premises have been found for the Neutral House where women 
a"nd children are received and cared for until they can be restored to their 
homes. The staff has been engaged and furniture procured and the House is 
now in working order. 
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The Armenian and Greek patriarchates have been invited to name their 
representatives on the Mixed Commission of Enquiry into doubtful cases and 
the Allied High Commissioners ~ave been rE:quested to apply to the Ottoman 
Government for the appointment of a •Turkish representative. The promise of 
assistance from the Allied Commission of Control of the Constantinople Police 
has also been obtained for cases where police assistance is necessary for the 

0 

recovery of women and children. o 

VIII. Forthcoming Events 

In Session September 1st 

In Session September 1st 

In, Session September 1st 

In Session September 1st 

In Session ·\September 1st 

In Session ;;;eptember I st 

September 2nd 

September 4th 

September 4th 

October 181h 

Advisory and Technical Committee on Com
municati'-'>ns and TraD:sit; 

Temporary Mixed Commission for the Re-
duction of A;maments ; ' 

Council of the League (tWentieth session); 
Committee of Control; 

· Permanent Advisory Committee on Traffic 
in Opium; ' 

Sub-Committee 
Sub-Committee 

II C ' Commerce; 

on Tariff Nomenclature; 
on Equitable Treatment of 

Assembly of the League (third session); 
Economic and Financial Commission; 
International Labour Conference (fourth 

session). 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 

Numerous enquiries_ about the publications issuw by the League of Nations 
are received by the Secretariat at Geneva; and for general convenience a list 
is appended giving the authorised agents for these- publications in various 
countries. The Publicatinn Department at Geneva issues a catalogue which is 
pP.riodically revised and sent regularly to those desiring it. 

It comprises: 

The Official Journal and its six Special Supplements. 
The Treaty Series oflnternational Engagements registered by the Secretariat. o 

The Monthly Bulletin of St~.tisti::s. , 
The Minutes of the Ses~ions of the Council, from the 12th to the 15th 

s~ssion. 

The Reports of the Secretary-General to the ·1•1 and .znd Assemblies. 
Report on the Financial Reconstruction of Austria. 
Verbatim Report of the International Financial Conference at Brussels. 
Documents, Reports and Discussiqns Otl the Permanent Court of 

International Justice.· 
The Records of the First Assembly including Plenary Meetings and 

Meetings of the Committees. 
Records of the International Conference on Traffic in Women and Children. 
Minutes, of the Se:ssions of the Provisional Health Committee. 
Record~ of the Conference regarding the Non-fortification and the 

Neutralisation of the Aaland-Islands. 
Report on certain aspects of the Raw Materials Problem. 
Memorandum on Currency, I9I3-1921. 

Memorandum on Public Finance, 1921, and 
Memorandum on Central Banks 1913, I9I8-1921. 
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AGENTS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PuBLICATIONS 

Australia: Au'Stralasian Publishing Co_, Ltd., 229, Clarence Street. Sydney. 
Austria and Germany: Rikofa Verlag h.-G., Radet2kyplat2 s, Vienna III. 
Belgium: Librain~ de la LectUre Uni'Verselle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Brussels. 
Czechoslovakia: F. Topic, I I Narodni, Prague. 

• Denmark: V. Pios Boghandel - Povl Branner, I 3, Norregade. Copenhagen. 
France: E~tions G. Cres & Cie., 2I, rue Hautefeuille, Paris. 
Great Britain, Dominions .and Cqfonies: Constable & Co. Ltd., I o and I 2. 

Orange Street, London, W.C. 2. • 
Hollan~ Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorhout 9, S'Gravmhage. 
Hungary: Ferdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler Bros), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ,;, 

Budapest, IV. Ker. • 
India: Oxford University Press, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. • 
Italy: Libreria l<ratelli }\occ~ Via Marco Minghetti ;6;29, Rome. • • . .._ . . 
Japan: TOO Maruzen C., ~td. (Maruzen-Kabushiki;Kaisha), I I-I6, Nihonbashi 

Tori-Sanchome, J;pkio. • • • • 
Latvia: A. Gulbis, Sou"'Wrowa eela, H Riga. • 
Norway: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten _241, Christimtia. • 
Spain : Editorial "Saturnbto Calleja; S . .A., t:allt! ~ Valencia 2 8, Madrid. 
Sweden: C. E. Frit2e, Hofbokhandel, F~edsgatan 2, '!StockJzolm. 
Switzerland: Editions Fred. Boissonnas; 4, quai de la Poste, Gmeva. 
United States: World Peace Founia.tion.4o, Mt. Ve~non Street, Boston 9, Mass. 
For other countries, apply to Pu~cations Department, League of Nations, 

• Gmt:7Ja. 

0 PRICE pF THE ''MONTHLY SUMMARY" IN DIFFERENT CoUNTRIES 

Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
China 
Czechoslovakia 
Esthonia 
Finland 
France • 
Germany and Danzi& 
Great Britain and Dominions 

• Greece 
Hungary • Italy 
Japan 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Netherlands 
Poland 
Roumania 
Scandinavian countries 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
South •America 
Spain 
Swit2erland 
United States 

• 

• 

Slnile Copy 

IOO cr. 
7S cent. 
s leva 

IO cent:; 
2 cr. 

30 marks 
3 marks 

7S cent .• 
s marks 
M. 

• 

so lepta 
2o•cr. • 

I'2S lire • 
IS sen • 
30 roubles • 
s marks 

2S• cents 
7S marks 
• 3'SO lei 
so ore 

2 dinars 
I fr. (French) 

so cent. 
so cent. 
IS cents 

• 

Ye:rly Subserfptlon 

I2oo cr. 
9 frs. 

6o leva 
• I piastre 

24 cr. 
360 marks 
•36 marks 

9 frs. 
6o marks 
6 ihillings 
6 dr. 

240 cr . 
IS lire 

I yen So sen 
• 360 roubles 

6o marks 
3 fl. 

900 marks 
42 lei 

6 cr . 
24 dinars 
I 2 frs. (Frch.) 

• 6 pesetas 
6 frs. • 
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Summary of the Month • . . . 
the League of Nations entered ipto its period of fpllest activity dunng 

the month of September with the Meeting of the Fourth Assembly, the 2oth 
Session of the Council and a series of special Committee Meetings. 

The Assembly, sitting from September 4th to September 3oth inclusi•·e, 
with 45 States present at the start and one new State admitted during the 
Session, took a general survey over the whole held of League activities and 
made a series of important decisions 0 advancing practically ejery line of 
League work. In addition to what may be called the day-to-day activities of 
the League, the Assembly admitted Hungary to membership, approved the 
Council"s recommendation for the increase of the non-permanent Members of 
the Council from fo:1r to six, Q.greed upon principles for cit reduction in anna
ments, and after a general debate urged tl.e extreme importance of an ea!'ly 
settlement of the Reparations, Inter-Allied Debt~; and Near E~tern Problems. 

'Ire Council, while also having much detail "work, W'as faced by the 
extremely difficult question of the financial recoiistructio'n of Austria referred 
to it by the All~d Prime, Micisters Meeting in London on August 15th, 1922. 
Having heard Dr. Seine!, the Aust~an Chancellor~ in public session, the Council, 
with CzechoslovaKia and Austria as Members ad hoc and in consultation with 
the League's Financial Committee, succ~~ded in overcoming nearly all the 
difficulties involved in a complete pian 'to set Austria finall:r on her feet, and 
was able, therefore, to make anc optimfstic announcement to the Assembly . 

• 



First Part THE COUNCIL 
• 

I. The Austrian Problem 
• 

In conformity with the request of the Conference of Allied Prime Ministers 
held in London July-August last, t~ Council of the League of Nations, in its 
meeting of ~eptember 61h began the tonsideration of the question of the resto
ration of the Austrian State Finances, and three weeks later, by the end of 
the month, the solution of this very difficult problem was virtually ready io 
be communicated to the Assembly and to the world at large. 

The first actio!li taken by tbe Council was to invit~ Monseigneur 3eipel, 
tlfe Austrian Chancellor, to ~xpla9n the case of his coantry. MOJfsligneur 
Seipel did so !n a public meeting which was held 'On September 6tli, when in • 
accordance with Article 4 of the CovenanP, both Monse"igneur Seipel and ~1. Benes, 
Prime Minister of Czecho-Sl~akia, beca~e. Members of the Council as repre-
senting countries especially interested' in the 

0
pr.,blew. • • 

In his speech, Monseign~ur Seipe1, af~r having ~XJ>lained the very great 
financial, economic, and political difficulties from which 11'l.s country is at 
present suffering, pointed out tha~ the situation had now developed to a degree 
where disaster se~med imminent uniess tire country "could count on help from 
outside. He recalled the enquiry whi<!h the :»inancial Committee of the League 
at tlfe request of the Allies had already held in Austria in the spring· of 1921, 

and the circumstances which made it practically impossible to apply its re
commendations. lie then appealed to the Council in the following terms: 
"The London Conference has again -referred the Austrian problem• to the 

·League of Nations, and we hope-we pray-that this time it is not with 
a view to further enquiries which will cause a loss of precious time but with 
a view to rapid decision!j;" He concluded by declaring that Austria stood 
ready to make serious reforms in the form of econC:mies and even to accept 
a financial control not 61-ffecting her sovereignty, but he also pointed out that 
the Austrian people would not make any sacrifices of this kind unless credits 
were granted to thelilt · • 

" That same day the" Cou~cil instituted "a 51Jecial sub-committee, includ~g 
Lord Balfour, M. Hanotaux, the Marquiilmperiali, Monseigneur Seipel, and M. Benes. 

, This sub-committee, which worked uninterruptedly for more than three weeks, 
had at its disposal the whole technic~! organisation of the League. After de
terminiifg the general outline of the dl'fferebt, · questions requiring solution, it 
obtained expert advice, first from the Fill6lncial Committee, w4ich inchtdes 
some of the leading bankers and Treasury officials. of the world, then frt>m 
the Economic Com~ittee, simil~rly composed of"seven leading economic expert1! 
and finally from a legal committee, formed partly from the permanent officials 
of the League and partly from the legal experts of the various Delegations ' 
of the Assembly. With all this teclmical assistance regularly at its disposal, 
the Austrian Committee also had the a"dvantage oi the concentration of poli
tical authority in the Council and of working in an atmosphere of general 
world. opinion as represented in the Assembly of the League of Nations in 
session at the time. 

In these circumstances, the Committee was in a position by September 30 1h 

to communicate the broad outlines of its scheme for the finanuial restoration 
of Austria to the Assembly, which on that day held its last meeting. The 

.definite" text of this agreement and the principal documents relating to it will 
be published in a special edition of the Monthly Summary. 

(See also article on Austria under tlte Assembl,)') 
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II. General Questions 
0 

1. INCREASE oF THE NoN;-P~RMANENT MEMBERS OF THE CoUNCIL 

At its session of September 19ur; the Council decided to increase from 
four to six the number of Members to be selected by the Assembly for represen
tation on the CounciL Article IV of the Covenant stipulates that the Coun~cil 
should be composed of representatives of France, Great Britain, Italy and 
Japan and of four other Members of th~ League, selected by the Assembly. 
The Article in question also provides that, subject to the approval of the 
Assembly, the Council can increase the number of non-permadcnt Members. 

The grounds for the Council's decision are stated in a letter addressed 
~n September I sth to the Presiden~ of the Council by M. Leon Bourgeois, 
actir.g on behalf of the Frenclt. Government, and Lord Balfour for the British 

~ ~ Q -

Gove_ n. nent : " , o 0 

" In view of tl,e increase in the Members of the teague and in 
ot;Q.er to allow those' Members which are not 'permanenOy represented on 
tlre Council, to take an active' part in its'-work, it seems advisable to 
increase t~ numbe:r;; of li\On-permanent seats from four to six. 

We must J,lOt lose sight~of ti1e fact that, if this solution were adopted, 
the criticism might be made that the new formation of the Council would 
consist of four permanent States and oi six non-permanent States, whereas 
the Covenant lays down that 'it should consist of five permanent States 
and four non-permanent S"ates. but this objection c'!m hardly be con
sidered a serious one, since by Article V of tlre Covenant, the decisions 
of the Council are-except where otherwise provided-taken unanimously 
by the Members represented at the Meeting. The question of a mfl.jority 
therefore does not arise as far as ilie Council is concerned. It is advisable 
moreover to provide for a future increase of permanent Members." 

In the proposal submitted by the Council to the Assembly, the latter 
point is particularly emphasised : () 

"The first paragraph of Article IV is based on a certain principle 
concerning tlre number of the permanent an& of the non-permanent 
Members of the Council The proposed augmentation of the number of 
the non-permanent Membflrs produces a cbnsidsraf>le ~odification in this 
principle. Nevertheless, a subsequent augmentation of the number of per
manent Membus would re-establisho the principle of which Article IV is 
the application, without its being possible to consider that the change 
proposed to-day prejudicedtsuck re-establishment." 0 

" 

2. DETERMINATION OF THE EIGHT STATES OF CHIEF INDUSTaiAL IMPORTANCE 

,At its Meeting on September 301h the Council drew up a list of the eight 
States which are of chief industrial imp;rtance, and which are, in consequence, 
entitled to be permanently represented OJl the Governing Body of the Inter-
national Labour Office. • • • 

Under Article 393 of the Treaty of Versailles, the Governing Body con
sists of twenty-four persons, of whom twelve represent Governments. Of these 
twelv~, eight are ~omin:-ted by the States of "chief industrial importancec", Any 
questiOn as U> whrch are the States of chief industrial importance has to be 
decided by the Council of the League of Nations. 

A prelim~nary list of eight States drawn up by the Organising Committee 
of the International Labour Conference in 1919, was protested against by Indi.-, 
Poland and ~ther States. The Council considered the question at its Meeting 
at San Sebastian on August S1h, 1920 and decided not to modify the composition 
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of the Governing Body until the expiration of the term of office of the States 
then composing it; it further instructed the Secretary-General, in agreement 
with the Governing Body of tl}e International Labour Office, to appoint a 
Commission to draw. up criteria for ~eter~ining the eight States of cllief 
industrial importance. 

The report of this Commission has been considered by the Council, which 
al11o received d~ring its present session, verbal statements from the Represen
tatives of India, Poland and Switzerland. As the term of office of the present 
Members of the Governing Botly willo expire at the fourth Meeting of the Inter
national Labour Conference which is to be held at Geneva in October, the 
Council deci<1ed upon the following list of States as of chief industrial impor
tance: • 

Belgium, Canada, France, Germafly, "Great Britain, India, Italy and Japan . 

• • 
• • 

3• CuBA AND THE LEAGUE • 
• • • • • 

Subsequent to the submjssion of th~ report on the second Ass~bly to 
the Cuban Government by Dr. CosmfQ de la ;rorriente y Peraza, President of 
the Cuban Delegation, the CuQ,an Forei~n Mipistfy hms inform~d the Secretariat 
that the President of the Republic has appro\>"ed the recommendations contained • in the report and that a League gf Nations Office has been formed within the 
Department for Foreign Affairs. • • • • 

Meanwhile a' Committee has beE'Jl appointed under the direction of the 
Foreign Ministry, which will examine all quettions referred to it by the Govern
ment regarding the relations between the Republic of Cuba and the League 
of Najions. 

• 4· INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX 

a) Request of the lntemational bzstitute of Commerce 

The Council has recgived from this Institute a 'request that it should be 
placed under the direction of the League of Nations and has authorised the 

• Secretary-General to refer this request for preliminary consideration to the 
Economic ~ommittee -~f the League. • 

• • • • 
b) Request of the litter national Associction for the Promotion of Child Welfare 

• 
The International Association for the Promotion of Child Welfare, which 

has its $eat in Brussels, had applied' to be
0 

taken under the direction of the 
League, in accordance with Article 24 of the ~ov;enant. 

This association was founded in 1913, ~ubsequent to the first International 
. . 
conference for the 'i>romotion of child welfare.• Under its regulations, States, 
associations, national or international institutions, as well as individuals maY
be received as members. The Governing Body of the Association is the Jnter- • 
national Committee, elected in July 1922 during the first ordinary session of· . . . . 
the Assoctatwn. · • 

Before coming to a final decision on th~ application of the Association, 
the Council decided in its s:ssion of September 131h to ask for further infor
mation regarding the constitution and work of the Association . 

• 

5· Co.MAUTTEE oN· INTELLECTUAL Co-oPERATION 

• D;. George Ellery Hale, Director of the Mount Wilson Observatory, 
Pasadena, California, has resigned for reasons of ill health as a Member of the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation; Dr. Robert Andrews Millikan, Director 
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of the Norman Bridge Laboratory of Physics, California Institute of Technology, 
and Member of the International Research Council, who was present at the 
first session of the Committee as .. substitute f~r Dr. Hale, has been appointed 
in his stead by the Council of the Le<'gue. 

III. Technical Organisations 
" 

I. THE PROVISIONAL H~AI.TH ORGANISATION 

.'>taudardisatiou of Sera and Serological te~ts 

•The work on standardis11tion of sera <1-nd serological tests begun at the 
Leagul:l'! London Hedical Conference in Drceml:>er 192 I (I), was carried qne 
step further by the agre~ment upon internatioval standards ,:or testing and 
measuring tetanus and diphtheria anti-tmdns arrived, at in a cy:mference held at 
Geneva "'from September 251h to 27th, At this con.ference, which was attended 
by representativE','> of b1e State bc~.cteriolcgical institutes of Denmark, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan) 'sovi~t RJ.ssiq, and th'- United States, the unit for 
diphtheria anti-to:-in was precisely''defined, and arrangements made to keep it 
unchanged in the future. An intermediate u:~it for tetanus anti-toxin was adop
ted for use in all countri.,s, as hitherto ~l.e standard has varied so widely that 
e. g. one German unit correspopded mughly to sixty-seven American or 
2,500 French units. .. 

Research work is still being carried on in regard to the other sera, and 
progress will be reported at a conference to be conve.'1ed at Paris in 
November. • 

The necessity for a uniform set of standards in every country is obvious, 
since the want of it leads to great confusion and many difficulties, not only 
between country and country, but sometimes even between different laborato
nes in the same country:· 

The .members of the Conference were: 

Chairma11, Prof. Th,. MADSEN. Director of the State Serum Institute of Den
mark and C~airr,nan of the Health Cofnmittee of tne League; 

Prof. B. Gosro, Head of the Bacteriological Laboratory, Italian 
Health Service, Rome;' 

Prof. W. KoLLE, Director of the Institute of Experimental Patho
logy (Frankfurt on ~bin); ,. ' 

Dr. G. W. Mc:::oY, Director of the Hygienic Laboratory, 
Washington ; 

Prof. Louis MARTIN, Vice-Director of the In~titut Pasteur, Paris; 
Prof. MIYA.JIMA, Kitasato Institute, Japan; 
Prof. TARASSEVITCH, Head, of the Scientific Institute for Public 

Health, Moscow. 

2. THE EcoNmuc AND FINANCIAL~Cmu.nTTEES 

a) Confermce on Customs Formalities. - In accordance with its general 
program of wprk the Ecvnomic Committee has proceeded with the examination 
of certain asl?ects of the equ~table treatment of commerce. The first step has 
been to propose the convocat10n of an International Conference on Customs 
Formalities, which will probably take place next May, at Geneva. A:s it was 
agreed that arbitrary or unfair customs formalities cause· the greatest in con~ 

(!) See Monthly Summary, Vol, I. No. 9, p. 203. 
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venience to commerce, it was thought that an International Conference could 
go far towards simplifying or rendering more uniform such formalities, especially 
as regards the payment of dues, warehousing and so forth, and without prejudice 
to the tariff policy or the existing commerci11 treaties of the nations. 

o e 
In order to facilitate the Conference, the Economic Committee has already 

elaborated certain proposals which the Council has decided will be sent out 
a! the same tii"Qe as the invitations. These proposals suggest that the nations 
give the fullest publicity not only in their own territories but throughout the 
world through the League of"Natio!!s to their customs legislations and regula
tions; that t~ey agree to abstain frolfl any discrimination against the commerce 
of a Participating State in all the various matters of Customs and other similar 
regulations dealt with in these proposals; that they agree to reduce import ~r 

·export prohibitions or restrictions as tnuch as possible; that they place certifi-
cates required for the constitutioA, purity, quality, etc., ot; imported goods on 
a •uniform, 1nternational basis~ and•that they simplify or sta~dardise thE!'f,lssage 
of goods thro;gh the custome, the examination of trao,rellers' luggage, the system 
of temporary acfmissioo, 'th~ conditiodtl.l payment 0 or deposit of duties, the " . 
system of goods in bond, ete. 

e . 
b) Other aspects of the Equitable Trt!at11zmt of Com11!t'rce .• - In conformity 

with the Resolution of the Gen~;~a Conference, and a recommendation of the 
Economic Committee, the Council alse ;tppJ;Pved a Resolution to be communicated 
to States Members of the League, as. follows: 

• 
""that all States should endeavour to assure that their custom tariffs 

should remain applicable over substantial periods of time and that their 
'changes in r~tes and classification should be effected as seldom as possible, 
and only when they are require!! by the actual ~anomie need3' of the 
country." 

The Council also requested the Economic Committee to continue its 
enquiries with a view to e!aborating definite proposals· for the equitable treatment 
of foreign persons, firms or companies, who have been duly admitted to carry 
on business within other States. 

• 
0 0 

• c) Other economic qr;estio11;,- The Council !>imilarly decided to communic!te 
to Members of the League a Repon regarding the introduction of arbitration 

• • clauses in commercial contracts, with the recommendation that States whose 
legislation is still adverse to such 'i&'reements encourage their conclusion as 
much as possible. • 0 

• 

With regard to the introduction of mOII'e uniformity in natio!!allegisla'tion 
on bills of exchangp, the Council approved the ~conomic Committee's sugges~on 
that three experts, Dr. Josephus Jitta, President of the Royal Dutch Commissio~ 
of private international Law, one exn,ert from Great Britain or a country with 
similar legislation, and Professor Lyon Caen of France be asked to prepare 
memoranda on the legal situlttion ~f flle question in order that a committee 
of experts may meet early in 1923 to see to wh<'l.t extent unification is now 
possible. • 

d) Fi11ancial Questio11s. - With regard to the questron uf double taxation and • 
fiscal evasion referred to the League by the Genoa Conferen<oe, the Council 
approved the initiative taken by the Financial Committee in requesting France, 

.Belgium, Great Britain, Switzerland, Holland and Italy to appoint representatives 
of their financial administrations to meet and consider these two questions from 
the administrative and practical points of view. 
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The Council also approved the decision of the Financial Committee to 
appoint a financial adviser to the Albanian Government . and requested the 
Committee to take a final recommendation as sopn as possible. cFinally, the Coun
cil authorised the publication of 

0 
the replies received ~rom various nations 

regarding the application of the principles of the Brussels Financial Conference, 
together with a general introduction summarising the main deductions to be 
drawn therefrom. 

3· THE TERM OF OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN ° OF THE PERMANENT COMM~SSION ON Tllli 

DANUBE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

During its September session the {;:ouncil deliberated on the appointment 
and the term of office of the Chairman of the Permanent Commission on the 
Danu~e. Hydraulic .system • c • 0 

• o 

In accordance with the terms of Articfe 293 of the Treaf;y of Trianon, 
by which this appointment has to be IJ~ade by thoe ~ouncil of the League, the 
Council·named the Chairman in Office, M. Charguerand, last November for 

' () 

one year. At its twent;:•-first. sess!on the 
0
Council decided to prolong M. Char-

guerand's manda~e and in-:ited the Commission, cvhen drawing ·up its statutes, . ' 
to insert a clause rela~ive to the nvminal duration of the Chairman's term of 

" office. As soon as the statutes enter in force~ the Council reserves to itself the 
right of reconsidering th~ appointrp.ent. ,.Should, however, the statutes not 
enter in force before a year's delay hasrexpired, the extensi<iln of the term of 
office of the Chairman will come .-before the Council before the end of the J'ear. 

4· UNIFICATION OF CURRENCIES .. • 
·At its meeting of September 3oth, the Council examined a proposal of the 

first Roumanian Delegate, M. Dissesco, regarding the unification of currencies. 
At his suggestion the Council requests for investigation by the Financial and 
Economic Committee of the League the question of the practicability of 
unifying the currencies of the States Members of the League of Nations. 

IV. Administrath·e Questions 

I. DAJ!ZIG 

· The President ot the Danzig Senate, M. Sahm, the Polish representative 
to the League ot Nation§, M. ,Askenazy, the Polish representative in Danzig, 
M. Plucinski and General Raking, the High Commissioner at Danzig, were 
present at Geneva early in September when three questions concerning th~ 
Free City were considered by the Council. 

As a result of the. High Commissioner's recommendation, previously 
approved by the Council, tl>at th~ Polish and Danzig Governments should try 
to come to an understanding before appealing to the Council on differences 
between them, negotiations were held at Danzig and at the Secretariat in 
Geneva, under. the aus~~ce~ of the High Commissioner, on appeals against 
three of the Htgh Comm1ss1oner's decisions. 

During t.hese negotiations the High Commissioner gave an 1'nt . t t' 
f h . d · · . erpre a wn 

o IS ec1s1on concermng the establishment of a Polish postal t 1 h 1 
1 . . . , e egrap anc 

te ephone serv1ce m Danztg, as a result of which Poland withd h · 1 
A d. rew er appea , 

s 1rect agreement was not reached regarding the two other d · · b h 
b · d . ectswns, . ot 

were su m1ttc to the Council. The decision regarding a depot for Polish war 
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material in Danzig against which both Governments had appealed, was con
firmed by the Council after full statements had been made by both parties. 
The decision rega;ding the control and 11he administration of the Vistula in 
the territory of Danzig was also confirllled, the Council expressing the desire 
that the important political problem of the administration of the river might 
soon be solved in accordance with the Treaty provisions. 

• The third. question was the financial situation of the Free City. As 
requested by the Council, the High Commissioner and the Danzig Government 
had submitted their observati~ns on•the report of the Financial Committee of 
the League. In the opinion of the•High Commissioner, the heavy charges 
thrown upo~. Danzig: by the Allied Powers under the existing Treaties should 
be definitely cancelleP.. The Danzig Senate emphasised the same point, showE¥1. 
that considerable economy had alrea<!y been effected in the administration ot 
the Free City, and eiplained the .Iifficulty of tke monetar)!" situation in Da.nzig, 
where the t"ierman Mark was •the oorrency employed. The }einancial CdM!nittee, 
which was aglin asked its eopinion, stated that it -.vas desirable that the Re
paration Commis~on shourd "consider granting som€! postponement of .the Free 
City"s financial obligations, th>at the Allie<! Allocation Commission should finish 
without delay its work of dividing*'between panzig •and l*Jland the former .. 
German State property, and "that the 'Free; City shoutd at once take in hand 
the question of introducing a new currency. These :ecot1lmendations were 
approved by the Council. '" 

•• • • 
2. THE ~AAR B,\siN 

· • The Council, during its September session, considered three questions 
relating to the Saar. 

' .. 
Doctor Hector, the Saar member of the Governing Commission whose 

term of office was to expire on Septe~ber 20th, 1922, ~as re-appoint~d for a 
period of one year. Several petitions had been received from different groups 
in the Saar Territory both for and against his re-appointment. Furthermore 
certain charges were mad!) against him by the repres~ntatives of certain political 
parties there. Dr. Hector, when· informed of these submitted to the Council a 
detailed confutation of <he charges. 

With regard to the Governing Commission's £lacing certain officials in 
the Saar at the disposal of tl\e German Government, the Council considered it 

• • • inadvisable to give an opinion at that time, as"both parties were contemplating 
negotiations on the matter in the near future, and as it. was understood that 

• in the meanwhile the material situation of the officials would be safeguarded. 
In pursuance of a previous decision of the Council concerning the Saar 

plebiscite, the Councif provided for mea~ure~ io be taken for the safeguarding 
of local official Saar records which might be found useful when t'he time c~me 
to determine whet.her an individual did or <\id not possess the qualificati~ns 
for participation in the plebiscite. Provision was also made for the appointmen\o 
for a period not exceeding one yea~ of a Provisional Records Commi~sioner 
for the plebiscite, charged in the first instance with reporting to the next 
session of the Council on t~ dooomepts which should be placed under the 
special protection of the League in view of the piebiscite. On September 261h, 

Monsieur Alfred Bonzon, fotmer Vice-Chancellor of the Swiss Federation, was 
appointed tho this post. 

Finally another note has been received from the German Government alleg-
• ing that the presence of French troops is contrary to the previsions of the 

Peace Treaty, and is incompatible with the character of the Sa<tr Territory as 
a plebi~cite area. 

• A copy of this note having been communicated to the Governing Com-
mission, M. Rault, President of the Commission, set forth the situation with 
regard to the local gendarmerie, and enumerated the legal and practical reasons 
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which in the opinion of the entire Commission· made it indispensable that the 
armed forces which had been placed at its disposal ~ree o! charge should be 

maintained in the Saar Territory. • • 
This question will be placed on • the agenda of th.e next session of the 

Council. 

3· PROTECTION OF MINORITIES_ . . . . . . 
The Council during its 21st sessioJ1 had to deal wtth vanous mmonty 

problems. In the cases of Albania, Esthonia, and Latvia, the CouKCil was only 
concerned with the continuation of pourparlers between the Council and the 
Governments of these three countries. on. the details . of the application of their 
inter~;~ational obligations in the matter. 

1.tw-P cases only of protection of minorjtles ~arne bef8re 
on the situation of German minorities in Poland, and the 

' . 
minorities in Hungary. • 

'• 

the Council, one 
0 

olifler on Jewish 

0 

a) Albmtia. - Th.~ Council took" note of the 
0 

report of the Foreign Minis
ter of Albania, containipg·· inft~rm~tion c on the ~egal status of religious com
munities (churches, cf'nvents, andc benevolent institutions) of racial, religious 
and linguistic minorities. ( 1) The Council instr'[lcted the Secretary-General to col
lect and submit to it at aJl opportuiJ,e ~o111ent later information Oil' the legis
lative steps taken and to be taken in A~bania on this subjeGt . .. 

b) Esthotzia and Latvia. - The Council also took note of. declara\ions 
regarding the protection of minorities in Esthonia· and Latvia. These declara-• . 
tions are analogous to those formerly signed by the representatives of Albania 
and Lithuania(2) in execution of the recommendation of the First Assembly. 

c) Germmz Minorities itt Poland. - This question, which had been raised 
by certain petitions from the Germanic League of Bydgoszsz (Bromberg), had 
already been the subject· of consideration by the Council at several of its 
meetings. During the course of this 21st session, thEt Council referred to a 
committee of Jurists the following questions: 

1. Whether the colonists, who, before the datt' of tl!e 'armistice h<fd received 
official contracts with the German Colonisation Commission, but who •be
fore that date !;lad not been registered (had not obtained "Auflassung ") 
were liable to expulsion from their properties by the Polish Government. 

2. Whether the colonists who_ hac ~eceived contracts from the cGerman 
Colonisation Commission after the date of the Armistice should be treated 
in a sp-~cial manner :nd for what reasons. 

3· The question of the right 'of re-purchase laid down in< the contracts with 
the German Colonisation Commission. 

The Jurists replied to the first question that it would scarcely seem fair 
to invoke the lack of legal title against<· these colonists-a fact which was 
no fault of theirs-if they Ilad f~lfilled all the stipulations entailed by their 

" contracts. 
On the second question, the Jurists replied that these contracts g'tanted 

after the Armistice shodd not be put forward as against the interests of the 
Polish Gover~ment as everyone knew that the territories, in respect of which 
the Prussian Government granted the .contracts to Germans, would cease to 
belong to Germany. 

(1) See Monthly Summary. 

(2) " " " 
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Regarding the right of re-purchase, the Committe of Jurists declared that 
the Polish Government was entitled to exercise in respect of these contracts 

• in the first category the right .of re-purooase which is one of the conditions • of the contracts whi~h remain in force4 

With regard to the interpretation of Article 4 (recognition of Polish 
nationality) of the Minorities Treaty, the question is whether this Article refers 
t~ the domicil~ of the parents at the time . of the birth of an individual for 
whom Polish nationality is desired, or at the moment of the coming into force 
of the Treaty. The Jurists C"ommittt!e, to which this point had also been sub
mitted, declwed itself in favour of tlfe former interpretation. 

The Council requested the representative of the Polish Government to 
bring the Jurists Report to the notice of his Government at the earliest poo-
sible moment. • • 

• • • • • 
• d) Je-:Vish Minorities in Hung•'J'· The Committee ~f the Cot!ntil en-

trusted with ~e examinatioe1 of petitions addressefi. to the League by certain 
Jewish Associatiens regat'tli~g the dif~culties created by a Hungarian law of 
19.20 for the entry of Jewisl9 students. i1Ho universities and other in~titutions 
for higher education, was of opiniofl that ft was nechsai)Ot to take account 
first of all of the way in w:Rich the mw i~ applied a~d to decide whether in • practice the legitimate rights of minorities are violated. fn these circumstances, 
the Council at its meeting on ~eptember 30th decided to ask the Hungarian 
Government to be good enough to •stlppl,- the nece~sary information in order 
that it might be· able to follow in cl~tail fo; a certain time the application of 
the •law to which the petitions refer. Count Banffy, the Hungarian Foreign 
JI.Hnister, while observing that the law had been applied very liberally with 
regard to Jews, ~xpressed his readiness to supply the Council with all the in-
formation it desired on the subject. • · 

~· MANDATES 

The Council was. ocs:upied on several occasion~ with mandates questions. 

National status of 11lhabttants o.f jlfandated Territorit-s. - Pe-titioJtS .from 
Populations o.f Mandated Territories. - The Council took note at its meeting 
on Septe111ber 2nd of J>roposals from the Mandates Ctnnmission on the subject 
of J;he national status of"inhaOitants of the territories under Mandates " B" a.1d 
" C ". It decided to transmit these P,roposals to the Members of the League, • 
drawing the particular attention of the Mandatory P<1\vers to the subject 
and informing them that the question would be discussed by the Council at 
its next session. The Council also • decidoo to transmit to the Permanent 
Mandates Commission, which will be asked to give its views before the .end 
of the current year, a memorandum fro~ the British Govern~ent on the 
procedure which m'lght be followed regarding p'l:!titio~s addressed to the League 
of Nations by inhabitants of mandated territories. To assist the Commissi01' 
in its work, the Council instructed tl!e Secretariat to provide the Comn1ission • 
with a summary of the proc~dure followed by the Council in connection with 

• minority petitions and petitions from irfhabit~nts o_f the Saar. 

Report o.f tlte Mandates•Commission. - The Council devoted its meeting 
of September 4111 to the examination of the report of the Mandates Commission. 

It requested its President to fonvard to the • Mandatory Powers the 
recommendations contained in the report concerning the present<!tion of reports 
of Mandatory Powers at least a month before the meeting of th"e Commission, 
the inc~usion in these reports of all such legislative and administrative texts , 

<as would assist the Commission in its study of the reports; the attendance 
at the meeting of the Commission of duly accredited representatives of all 
Mandatory Powers. 
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The Council further decided to transmit to the l\Iandatory Powers requests 
for supplementary information presented by the Commissio~ on the :o.llowing 
points: The exact status of the Isl<tnd of Napru; the samtary cond1t1ons of 

• M d " A " d " B " the the native population b the territorie!l, under an ateso an • .. 
customs situation in the British Cameroons, French Togoland, and Bnttsh 
Togo land; documents on the importation and consumption of spirituous 
liquors in mandated territories. The Council also decided to torward to the 
Governments of Belgium and Great Britain for their information, the observations 
of the Commission on the subject of the• fronti~r of Ruanda, under Belgian 
Mandate, and British Tanganyika. • ,. 

Finally the Council decided to communicate to the French and British 
Governments the questionnaire prepared by the Commission for the purpose 
of assisting these Governments in "the" preparation of their future annual 
reports on the mand'tted territc;ries of Syri<tl Lebanon, <~:nd Palestine, when 
these Mandates ha,·e definitely come into fd'rce. 0 

• 
0 

0 
0 

Palestine Mandate.- T!1e Council tQok note at'itscmeeting 0f August 31st ot 
the draft presented by Lord Balf<Xlr on behalf of the British Government 
concerning the Commh.sion for ti•e Holy· Places. 

At its meeti~g of September r6th, the Counfil decided that in accordance 
with Article 25 of the • Palestine M~ndate, the provisions regarding the con
stitution of a Jewish National Home did n6t apply to the region known as 
Trans-Jordania, which con.prises the· teri..tory situated between the Jordan and 
the eastern frontier of Palestine. , c • 

0 

Commmts oj the Mandatory Powers o1z the obser71atiotzs of the Permanmt ./Jifa11dates 
Commission. - After the meeting of the Permanent Mandate% Commissio:g, the 
accredited representatives of two ofthe Powers entrusted with the administration of 
"C" mandated areas availed themselves '-of a provision contained in the Rules 
of Procedure of the Commission, according to which these representatives may 
add their own remarks on the observations of the Commission. 

These statements submitted by Sir Joseph Cook <m behalf of the Mandatory 
for the Island of Nauru and by M. Matsuda on behalf of the Japanese Govern
ment, have been communicated to the Council who considered them in connection 
with the reports and observations of the Commission. 

Sir Joseph Cook in his statement supplied infQrmation notalfty on the 
following points : .. 

Q 

1. He explained how the Australian Government came to be entrusted for 
a period of five years with the administration of the Island of Nauru and 

. ~ . 
stated that the Governmentwas actmg merely as agent for the Mandatory 
Power,. i. e. the British Empir~; 

2. He showed the origin and, development of the phosp~ate monopoly and 
pointed out that the Governments of the United Kingdom, Australia and 
~ew Zealand, by purchasing for 31

/ 0 million pounds the rights formerly 
vested in a registered English company, merely effected the substitution 
of a public owned monopoly for gne <l:hat \\las privately owned;. 

J. He further explained tilat the freedom. of the phosphate Commissioners 
from Governmental control, to which the Co~mission had called attention . ' was not mterpreted by the Governments concerned to include freedom 
of control in regarel to . conditions of labour · 

0 ' 

4· The rektions between the population of Nauru and the phosphate 
Commissioners are also commented upon in Sir Joseph Cook's observations. 

It is stated that whereas the population is confined to narrow" coastak 
strips, the phosphate deposits of the Island of Nauru are situated in the 
centre of the Island in an area that is neither populated nor food-producing. 

{' ' 

0 
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As the Island is five thousand acres in extent and as the annual extension 
of the working of the phosphate beds is about seven acres, Sir Joseph 
Cook declare"d that there ":as no goound for assuming either that the 
agriculture of the Island was being interfered with nor that the future • • 
development of the native population was jeopardised. 

5· Finally, it is stated in the report that the Governments concerned derive 
no profi~ .whatever from the working of the phosphate deposite and that 
there is thus no justification for the fear that the administration of Nauru 
is in any way contrary to the •disinterested spirit which, according to the 
Perma~ent Mandates Commission, should characterise the mission of a 
Mandatory State. 

• The brief comments of the a£Cr8dited representative of the Japanese 
Government merely communicat~ the intentio.n of the Japanese Goven~ment 
t~ supply i:ully in ti'!.e next a51nua~ report the supplementar:Jr informatienewhich 
the Commissi<Ml requested ~th respect to the adnVnistration of the Japanese 
Mandated island~ in the Ra.ctfic . 

• . .. v: Politicat Qpestions 

THE !i"UNGARIAN FRONTIERS 
• • • • 

At its publie sessions of September 19th and 3oth, the Council announced • its <lecision regarding the Austro-Hungarian frontier and approved the terms 
of a reply to be made . to the Conference of Ambassadors in answer to a 
letter, received from that body concerning the frontier between Hungary and 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene State. The nei"otiations provide~ for by the ~ouncil's 
resolutions at its July session had been pursued in the interval by the 
experts of the interested parties, presided over by M. Hymans and assisted 
by the General Secretariat. The representatives of the interested parties had 
been heard several times "by the Council. -~ 

r. The Austro-HU1!![Jarimt Frontier. - The Council gave a final decision 
which modified in some respects the proposals of t~e Boundary Commission. 
The decishm leaves te> 4-.ust!¥ the localities of Pamhagen, Hammer and Leka; 
the' communes in the valley of the Pinka, • south of Pornoapati, the commu~e 
of Csem; the villages of Felso-Alsoo-Beled, and Szenpete~fa. 

• It returns to Hungary the locality of Liebing, the communal forests 
belonging to the city of Koseg, the .village of Rattersdorf; the valley of the 
Pinka ~orth of Pornoapati, and Pornoapati. 

41 
• 

As regards Pamhagen the Council de€ided that a special protocol shbuld 
be drawn up by t~e Boundary Commission wpich would be binding with the 
two Governments in question .to avoid any prejudice to the hydro-technic~ 
interests of this district. The supervi~ion of this protocol would be envusted • 
to the Permanent Hydraulic System Commission instituted by the Treaty ot 
Trianon. • • • 

The Council also recommends that the •Austtian and Hungarian Govern
ments, assisted by the Bodndaries Commission, should take permanent or 
provisional measures to avoid disturbances in the economic relations and 
frontier communications which may arise out of the ~ew frontier line . 

• 
2. The fro11tier betwem Hungary and tlte Serb-Croat-Slovme StMe.- This que

stion was brought before the Council by a letter addressed by the Allied Powers 
.to the Hungarian Government on May 6th 1922. In this case, the Council was 
not called upon to intervene as an arbiter, but merely, at the request of one 
of the interested parties, to offer its services in order to obtain a friendly 
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settlement. The Council and its rapporteur, M. Hymans did everything in 
their power to reach an agreement of principle, which o would enable the 
Council to persuade the interestep parties to ,undertake by friendly settlement 
a rectification of the frontier traced in cthe Peace Treatyo 

On September 30th, the Council considered the replies of the interested 
parties on the possibilities of a compromise. These replies shewed that each 
of the parties maintained the position already taken up. · " e 

The Serb-Croat-Slovene State refused to cede to Hungary the strip of 
territory known as Prekomourie on the gr&unds that this frontier has been fixed 
by a Treaty which has been ratified by the Serb-Croat-Sloven~ parliament 
and that the consent of the latter would be indispensable for such a consider
a:"ble alteration. The Serb-Croat-Slovene State, however, declared its readiness 
to cede to Hungary a road crossing t'he north-western extremety of Preko
mourie together with a village on that roa6', provided that Hung-ary would 
conse~t'"to an exchange of territory in the 'eastefn section of t~e frontier. " 
· The representative of the Hungarian Goverqment stated that an exchange 
in the e'l.Stern section of this frontier /;ould only be contemplated on condition 
that the Serb-Croat-Slovene wou_ld 'accept arbitration by the Council of the 
League regarding the district vf Prekom'ourie w~ich the Boundary Commission 
proposed to allocate in its entiret~ toe Hungary. The Hungarian Government 
considered that tlie proposed transfer of ro.ad in the north-western angle of 
Prekomourie would be too small a concepsion. 

Under these circum~tances, the Council decided to infprm the Ambassa
dors' Conference that, in spite of its efforts, it had been unable to persuade 
the interested parties to contemplate a friendly settlement of the questio8. 

< " VI. Social and Humanitarian Questions 

I. MEMORANDUM OF THE RED CROSS ORGANISATIONS 

In a public session bn September r••, the Cougcil examined a memoran
dum which had been referred to it by the Genoa ConJerence, acting on behalf 
of the Joint Committee of the International Committee of the Red Cross and 
the League of Red Cross Societies and also of the Italian Red Crpss. 

J The Chairman of the Italian ~ed Cross, SEmato:t' Giovanni Ciraolo, gave 
additional information to the Council. regarding the memorandum which 
deals with two distfnct questions : the conclusion of a new convention with a 
view to more ample recognition of the Red Cross and its role in time of peace; 
and a proposal relative to the fo::mdation of an international relief organisation 
for unforeseen disasters of national importance. 

After hearing Marquis Imperiali's report on the subject, the Council 
decided to await the result of the measures taken by the International Red 
Cross Committee for a revision of the Geneva· Convention, and to request the 
Secretariat of the League to study careiully the international relief scheme 
from legal, political, administrative and financial, points of view. The liaison 
which might be established. between an organisation of this nature and the 
technical organisations of the League was also t{J be examined by the Secre
tariat. The Secretariat should, if necessary, consult the Health Committee 
of the League and the Red Cross organisations. A general report • on the 
subject will b~ submitted to the Council for consideration by the fourth Assembly. 

2. THE TRAFFIC IN OPIUM 

At a special session, held at Geneva on September x•', the Advisory 
Committee on the Opium Traffic agreed that it was desirable to invite the 
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Chinese Government to make further investigations into the revival of the 
cultivation of the poppy in China; that the Commissions of Enquiry should 
include members of the Chambe' of Comdle\ce and educational associations, 
and that members of. the Anti-Opium 4-ssociation in Peking should accompany 
the Commissiorrs on their journeys of investigation and make a separate report 
to the League. This resolution was submitted to the Council and· included in 
tl!e Report pre~ented to the Third Assembly. 

· The Committee also appointed two of its members to sit on the joint 
sub-committee formed in conjunctiotT with the He~lth Committee for the pur- . 
pose of mat.Jng an estimate of the v.'orld's legitimate requirements of opium 
and other dangerous drugs. 

• ---------
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0 

THE ASSEMBLY Second Part 
0 

I. Introduction r 

The Third Assembly of the League 0 of Natlons sat at Geneva from Sep
tember 4th to 30th, inclusive. Representatives of 45 of the 51 Sta~es Members 
of the League were present at the outset leaving the Argentine, Bolivia, Hon
duras, Nicaragua, Peru and Salvador, no~ represented, while during the course 
of the Session one new Member, Hungary, was admitted to the League. The 
list of participating \States was, therefore, as follows: 0 

Albania Finland Norwayc 

Australia France Panaltla 

Austria Greecf' Paraguay 

Belgium Gt:atemala Persia 

The British Empi~e •" 'Haiti Poland ,_ 

Brazil Hungary Portugal 

Bulgaria India Roumania 

Canada Italy Serb-Croat-SloveneState 

Chili Jap!in Siamc 

China Latvia South Africa 
Colombia Liberia Spain 
Costa Rica Lithuania Sweden 
Cuba Luxemburg- Switzerland 
Czechoslovakia The Netherlands Uruguay 
Denmark New Zealand Venezuela. 
Esthonia 

The proceedings we.-e opened under the provisional chairmanship ot 
M. da Gama (Brazil), by virtue of his position as Acting President of the 
Council. M. da Gama, in a short address, stated that 'the League of Nations 
was finally welded into the political machinery of the world as a necessary 

0 0 

p~rt of its organic life, and that i.t was now ofily a '1llatter of continuing the 
task so well begun without being disturbed by those who fear that the Le~gue 

c 
may become a supe.--state encroaching upon national sovereignty. 

a) Electioll of the Presidmt. - Mr. {\.gustin Edwards (Chili) was the elected 
President, receiving 42 votes out 'bf 44 cast. Mr. Edwards, after interp~eting his 
election as a proof of the high p1ace held in the League by Latin-America, 
stated that the Third Ass~mbly had before it the task of consolidating and 

0 
, co-ordinating those organisations created at the previous Meetings in which the 

, seed ,of universal international co-operation had already taken root. 

b) Distributio?l of the Work. - Th': worf. of the Assembly was then 
distributed amongst six main C~mmittaes on the same lines as in previous 
years. As each nation was fepresented on each Committee and as all the Com-

' mittees were open to the public, it was possible to develop the work along 
several lines at the same time. The Committees, with their work, were as 
follows: " 

No. 1. l.egal and constitutional questions, such as the Amendment of Ar
ticle 10 and Article 18 of the Covenant, the Report of the Committee 
on the Procedure of Conciliation, the allocation of the expenses of 
the League, and the election of the Non-Permanent Members of 
the Council. 

f. 

C. 

0 
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No. 2. The work of the technical organisations, including the Transit, tiw 
Health and the Economic and Financial Organisations, and the 
work of the Committee on In11ellectual Co-operation. 

• • 
No. J. The Red,pction of Armam~nts. 
No. 4· The Budget and other financial questions of the League. 
No. 5· Social and general questions, ::;uch as the Traffic in Opium and 

in Women and Children, Rus;;ian Refugees, the Dtportation of . . 
Women and Children in Turkey, etc. 

No. 6. Political question~, inclu~ing the admission of new States. 

These <;ommittees, which were ~onstituted on the second day of the 
_'\ssembly, at once proceeded to the election of their officers, with the following 
results: • 

• Committee I 
• 

Chair111an: M. 5ciALOJA ~Itary). - Vice-~hairman: Marquis DE tfiRALTA 
• (Costa Rica\: • • 

• • • Committee If . . . • 0 

1I. CHODZKO ~lPoland). --- Vice-Chairman: :.r. DE n!fol!CKERE 
(Belgium); • • • • 

Chairman: 

• Commitve IU • .. • • 
Chairman : M. TORRIENTE 

lFinland); 

• 
Y PERAZA (Cuba). Vice!Ch~rman : 1\f. HoLST! 

Combtntee ofV • 

Chairman: 1\l. ZAHLE (Denmark). •- Vice.Chairman: Jonkheer VAN EYSINGA 
• (Netherlands) ; 

Committee V 

thairman: ~r. FIELDING (Canada). Vice-Chairman : Mile BoNNEVIE 
(Norway); • • • 

Committee VI 

Chairman: The Jonkheer J. LouDON (Netherlands). - Vice-Chairman: 
M. riA GA. '\lA (Brazil); 

The Presidents of these Committees became ipso facto Vice-Presidents of 
the Assembly. After their designation, the Assembly proceeded to the election 
of six other Vice-Presidents to form the Bureau of tfte Assembly, consisting 
of the Presfdent, the S~cretary-General and the twelve Vice-Presidents. The s~. 
Vice"-Presidents chosen by vote of the Assembly were as follows: 

• 
Lord BALFOUR (British Empire), 
M. BRANTING (Sweden), • 
1.11~ Count DE GIMENO (Spain), 

M. Teixeira GoMls (Portugal), 
1!. HANOTAUX (France), 

• M. <N~NTCHITCH (Serb-Croat-Slovene 
• State). • 

• c) The Gmeralo Debate. - The actual dis<mssiofl of the business before 
the Assembly was thus enabled to begin on the second day of the Session, • 
when the Report on the 'Vork ofthe.Council was brought under review.•This • 
debate covered a considerably wider field than the similar debate last year, 
running through six Sessio11s a~d ca'l'ling. forth statements from Reprl'sentatives 
of 2 2 nations. • • 

II. The Austrian Problem • 
• 

In the closing meeting of the Assembly, on September J01h,•when all the 
regular ;vork of the Session had been completed, Lord Balfour, speaking on 
behalf of the Austrian Committee of the Council, communicated the broad lines 
of the scheme for the restoration of the Austrian State finances which this 
Committee had elaborated after three weeks' work. 'Though at that moment 
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several details of the plan still remained to be settled, the Council's general 
announcement, at the moment the Assembly ,was about to disperse, of the 
almost certain success of a negotiation which had been in •the background of 
the whole Assembly proceedings,• was receiv;d with the deepest interest. 

Having briefly described the situatron in which Austr~a finds herself to-day, 
Lord Balfour outlined the general tendency of the plan, the full text of which 
will shortly be published in a special edition of the Monthly Summary. \{e 

• • then concluded by saymg: 

"No greater object has ever bt!en presented to the League. In my 
opinion this is the fateful moment fof' the Austrian Republic. V thi~ scheme 
goes through, as I believe it will, there is no reason why Austna should 
not r~cover herself; there is every reason why she should recover 
herself and then there will ·be • removed from the map of Europe 

· what is now .• a blot u~on it, there "Will be rem~ed from the world 
0{ commerce and finance a communify wl\ich is now a burden ratl'.er 
than an assistance to the economic well-beitzg of the worl~, and we shall 
ha;re restored to self-respect and' ultimately I •hope to •full prosperity a 
country which is one of ourselves, and witn whom all of us must sym-

• r; (' 

pathise. ·· ,,, • 
"But if, OI) the other h/tnd, 'which I do not think will happen either 

by the fault of Austria or by an unhappy accident, this effort of the 
League of Nations should fail, great will be the failure, not merely for 

' ' the League but for the world' at large. We cannot tolerate in our midst 
these derelict States, an . ur,happin'ess to themselves, 'a danger to their 
neighbours, and a burden upon the industry of the world. If, as I Hrmly 
believe, we are successful in bringing this great work to an issue, the 
benefits which we shall confer upon others will not b"e confined \:o the 
limits of the Austrian Republic: t;1ey will spread far and wide over the 
whole of Europe, and, through Europe, over the whole world, and we 
shall have done something really important, really material and feally 
lasting to remove f~om ourselves the charge t,!tat we are unable to deal 
with the economic difficulties of the world, and to remove from the world 
the heavy burden which those difficulties are nQw inflicting upon it" 

M. Mensdorff-PouiUy-Dietrichstein, the Austrian Delegate to the Assembly, 
tpen expressed his country's h~arifelt and prof<ilund gratitude to th~ League of 
Nations, to ~he Members of the Council, and to Lord Balfour in. parti~ular, 

whilst regretting th.~t a definitive agreement had not been concluded before the 
end of the session. He concluded by saying, on behalf of the Austrian Chan- , 
cellor, that he desired to assure the Assembly that once the agreement is 
concluded Austria would not los~· a slngle day in setting on foot the 

0

measures : 
which she had undertaken to adopt, and that she would do so with firmness 
and with energy, undiscourage:l by criticism and undeterr~d by opposition . 

. ~ Finally, M. Bourgeois, France, declared that, even though it had not as 
yet t-een possible to conclude an agreemE;>nt, the ultimate success of the scheme 
drawn up by the League was a matter on which the Assembly should feel 
no doubt. 

III. General Questions 

' 1. THE NoN-PERMANENT MEMBERs OF THE CoUNciL 

The Assembly approved the decision of the Council to increase from 
four to six the number of non-permanent members of the Council elected by 
the Assembly. The voting resulted in the re-election of Brazil, Spain Belgiu~ 
and China, and the addition of Sweden and Uruguay. ' 
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There has from the first been considerable difference of legal opm10n as 
to whether the Assembly can, under the Covenant as it stands, . make regu
lations fixing the petiod. of office and condi~ons of re-eligibility of the non
permanent members of the CounciL The Sec~nd Assembly to be on the safe 
side adopted an amen~ment to the C~venant which would empower the 

' Assembly to make such regulations by a two-thirds majority. This amendment 
to the Covenant, however, has not yet been ratified by a sufficient number of 
Member States, lnd the Third Assembly, faced with this difficulty, took the 
following course : • • 

Contemplating that the amendment to the Covenant would have come into 
force before t:li'e next Assembly and would thereby give the Assembly authority 
to fix the term of office and conditions of re-eligibility, it recommended that the. 
Fourth Assembly should establish rules• whereby Members should hold office 
for three years and remain ineligiqJe for the thr~e subsequ~nt years ; two • of 
the • six non.-permane~t members ~ould retire each yea• The prfn!ipal 
arguments in fa1'our of the re~;ommendation to adopt. these rules were that it 
is desirable that nQil-permanenf members .,should holdo office sufficiently: long 
to enable them to perform useS!l service; tkat the 'fhole of the non-per~anent 
part of the Council, which provisional.lo/ form~ f majofity oi the Council, 
should not change simultane~sly, but. that there .. s~uld be a system of 
partial renewal; and that retiring members • should not •be timmediately re
eligible in order that it may be pGSsible for the members of the League 
successively to serve without implyfng <my want of confidence in retiring 
members. • 

• 
2. REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS 

Tne subject of" reduction of armaments gave rise to debates of great 
interest and importance, and the resolutl'hns finally passe<! by the Ass~mbly 
constituted one of the chief accomplishments of the meeting. 

The problem had been considered during the past year by the Temporary 
Mixed Commission for the <>Reduction - of Armamen~ set up by the First 
Assembly. This Commission considered the subject in all its aspects
technical, political, econQmic and social-and presented a comprehensive 
report which was closely examined by the Third Committee of the Assembly 
and by the ~ssembly it:oelf. As a result of the investigations already made, 
the elements of the problem ha;e been deterininM with an exactitude which • 
it was generally accepted had not beeli equalled hitherto, and a precise pro-

• 
~amme was given to the Temporary Mixed Commission for its work between 
now and the next Assembly. . . ' 
• Three main points were brought out 'in me. resolutions adopted. The first 
is the necessity for -an early settlement of t~e question of reparations and 
inter-Governmental debts; the second deals with the means of providing by
mutual guarantees t:l!e security which will en~ble Governments to accept • 
reduction of armaments ; and the third provides for an international conference 
for the extension of the principles of the Naval Treaty of Washington to" all 
non-signatory States. • • 

Moral disarmament, which could only be achie'Jed in an atmosphere of 
mutual confidence and securit)l! was held to be an essential preliminary to 

- material disarmament, and such confidence could not be attained under the 
existing •economic disorganisation caused in a large measure by the uncer
tainty regarding reparations and inter-Governmental inaebtedness • which the 
general debate indicated is embarrassing not only the States immediately 
involved, but practically all nations. The Assembly therefore urged upon the 
GQvernments concerned, in so far as proved possible by the unaided efforts 
of the European nations, the importance of the earliest possible general 
settlement of the problem of reparations and inter-Governmental debts. At tht> 
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same time it recommended the Council to devote constant attention t~ every 
effort made in this direction, it being understood that, the Council could 
usefully assist in the solution ci fhese prohtems only if requested to do so 

by the Governments concerned. • . ' . . . . . · 
Having enunciated this general view on the prehmmanes wh1ch 1t ~on-

sidered necessary in order to restore confidence, the Assembly recogmsed 
that many Go\·ernments could not effect a serious reducticen. of ar~am~n~s 
without receiving in exchange a satisfactory g~arantee for the1r secunty .. Th~s 
guarantee might be supplied either J5y means of a gen~ral tre~ty, wh~ch IS 

described as the most desirable plan, or by. means of part1al t~at1es des1gned 
to be extended and open to all countries. The treaty would carry with it a 

'general reduction of armaments, pr,op~rtionate in each ca~e to the guarantees 
offered. The Council was asked to forward the resolutwn of the Assembly 
to 'the different Gevernments '1or their con~deration and> independent dedsion. 

' ihe closer' study of these propmfals ~s well as of ~he • details of the 
obligations imposed by a mutual guarantee tre;tty, the means whereby they 
should be effectually ca;ried out, ana the process· and m:chinery by which 

0 • . 
the two measures o\ guar<'lntee,s and r~eduction could come into force together 
is entrusted to' the Tem..,oraFy Mixed Commission, with the object of enabling 

<' :&. " 0 c 
it to submit precis~ proposals tO' the next Assembly. 

The third' of the principal points in the Assembly decisions was the 
request to the Council ·to summon as spo~ as possible an international con
ference to which all , States sh~uldc be invited, wheth~r Members of the 

( 

League or not, for the purposE!' of considering the extension of the principles 
of the Washington Treaty on the limitation of naval armaments to all" States 
not signatories to that Treaty. The draft convention which will be submitted 

• • 
to the conference is similar to that concluded at the Washington conference, 
but the conference 'is not to be restrfcted by the draft treaty and will be free 
to take into consideration any special circumstances, such as that of new 
States which at present have no navies. 

In additon to this.broad line of progress, thi Assembly took a number 
of subsidiary decisions. It noted with satisfaction the work accomplished in 
the collection of statistical data relating to armamen(s, and decided that this 
form of enquiry sho'l\ld be centred on the two principal factors by which 
peace-time military strength is expressed-na~pely, armaments ana expenditure 

0 • • • 
on armament~-as a first step towards the preparation of a general sc:l.le for 
the reduction of armaments. • • 

A proposal for the control of private manufacture of armaments was 
adopted by the Temp(;'rary Mixed Cop1mission which has been instructed to 
elaborate this proposal in the •for~ of a draft convention. The l:ouncil has 
been asked to summon at the appropriate moment an international conference 

'to consider this convention. ~11 States, whether Member~ of the League or not, 
r are to be invited to co-operate. This international conference when summoned, 

wil! also deal with a plan for the control of the international trade in arrns. 
The refusal of the United States Gov;rnment to ratify the St. Germain Arms 
Traffic Convention having put an e~td t<t the 'hopes that this Convention would 
become effective, as, altl!.ougl\ the other powers immediately conceived were 
prepared to ratify the ratification was contingent f>f that of America, the Assembly 
expressed the view that it is highly desirable that the United States Govern
ment. should ~tate its, objections to that Convention with a view to finding a · 
solutwn of• th1s problem on a universal basis. 

A~o~~st other details, the Assembly recommended that European States 
whose JUridical status had not been modified by the war 'or which were not 
engaged in miltary operations. should be invited to reduc~ their ~tal arlna
ments expenditure to the figures of 1913; expressed the hope that the Members 
of the League who had not sent in statements on the requirements ofnational 
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security would do so as soon as possible ; asked the Council to consider 
whether the time had come to discuss the application of the provision in the 
Covenant relating t~ the exchange of milit~y information between Members 
of the League; expressed its satisfaction at •the work accomplished at the 
\Vashington Conferenc~, and welcomed the Chilian Government's intention to 
submit the question of disarmament to the Pan-American Congress at Santiago 
ne]it March, adding the hope that the Congress might arrive at practical 

• solutions which could be fitted into the more general scheme of disarmament 
which was the subject of tl\e League's own labours. It also decided that 
the technical organisations of the Lea!Jue should if required be at the disposal 
of the conferetce, the Chilian delegate, M. Rivas Vicuna, having expressed the 
opinion that this co-operation might prove of considerable value. 

• • 
3· AME~miElfrs To THE CovENANT • 

• • 
The Amendtwents to Article 10 anf4 Article 18 oof the Covenant, which 

had been referred to this year':o Assei_Ilbly lty last y~ar's Meeting, were drscussed 
at some length by the Assembly, and 'lhe dedsion made" that ~t would not be 

·wise now to make any chan~e in either of:D the
0

se A}tides until further study 
and experience could be had. • • • 

The Canadian proposal for t~ suppression of Article 10, which had been 
presented at the First Assembly and •Qiscuesed at bo~h the First and Second 
meetings, was first• considered at a s~cial ~eting of the Amendments Com
mitte~ during the present Assembly. The Committee reported almost imme
diately that it did not find that any new consideration had arisen, since its 
last di'!;cussion of i.'he Article, which rendered it necessary to make fresh re-
commendations. • • • 

When, the question came before the Assembly, the Canadian Delegation 
being satisfied that it would be impossible at present to obtain the abrogation 
of Article 10, withdrew its original proposal and suggested certain changes in 
the Article calculated to eliminate all doubt as to itS effect and remove the 
misunderstandings resultjng from its present tenor. These two amendments 
provided in general that, in applying the Article, account should be taken ot 
the political and geogr,flphical circumstances of each• State and that while 
Members of the League• should use theh• u~most endeavours to confor•1 
to any conclusions . of the Council, 11o State should be under the obligation 
to engage in any act of war without the consent of its p!rliament, legislature 
or other representative body. 

• Th~ Assembly did not feel it oppoPtune; to discuss the substance of these 
proposals until the Governments should hav: ;hance of considerin~ them mpst 
carefully, especially as to any connection between the principle of a univer'ifl.l 
guarantee contained' in Article 10 and the proposal ·of guarantees by special 
convention considered in relation to the problem of disarmament. The Assembly,• 
therefore adjourned the Canadian proposal until the Fourth Assembly, le'll.ving • 
it to the Council to provide f~ anY. detailed study necessary. 

Similarly, the proposal made to thtl Firs.t As~embly for the amendment 
of Article 18, by which Statfjls Members of the League agree to submit all 
their treaties for registration and publication was also adjourned to a future 
sessio~ of the Assembly. The majority of the Committee on Constitution of 
Questions of the Assembly reported that as the practite of pres~nting treaties 
is becoming more and more familiar to the various Governmentlj, and as the 
·number of treaties registered is steadily increasing, it would be best to have 
further experience before making any change in an Article which was de
scribed as one of the principal pivots on which the whole ~ystem of the League 
of Nations stands, 
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4· THE PROCEDURE OF CoNCILIATION 0 

D • 

The Covenant provides t~o new methods for the pacific settlement of 
• D 

international disputes ; reference to the Council, and reference to the Permanent ~ 
Court of International Justice. At the First Assembly, Norway and Sweden 
proposed to incorporate also in the Covenant definite provisio

0
ns for settlement 

of disputes by the action of commissions of arbitration and conciliation. The 
Assembly at its second session decidedc not ttl amend · the Covenant but to 
cause a committee of jurists to examine the poss1bility of giving effect to the 
Norwegian and Swedish suggestions within the terms and in accordance with 

0
the spirit of the Covenant. This committee proposed that the Assembly re
commend the Members of the League, <subject always to the provisions of the 
Covenant, to concl);lde conventions establishlng commissi,sms of conciliation for 
the &rfdcable settbm~nt of disputes, and drew up a number of Ar'ticles suitb.ble 
for inclusion in such conventions with the p~':ticular objece of defining the 
relations between the sy&tem of cona'.liation co;'utftissions and the machinery 
for the settlement of interQational cdisputes coutained in the Covenant. The 
Committee's scljeme was verz fully distussed at the Assembly. The wish was 
expressed by several Jelegations 'thatc.a generaf convention might be drawn up 
which would be open to signatur~ and ratification by all Members of the League, 
and to adhesion by other States. The Ass·embly ultimately adopted with some 

·amendments the proposal of the jurists' committee, which only contemplates 
the conclusion of conventions bP,tween pairs of States. The idea of a general 
convention was not found practicable, but the report adopted by the As~mbly 
notes that development of the system of bilateral conventions may ultimately 
make a general convention desirable and possible. o • 

'f,he Assembly's. resolution does aot create any new machinery for the 
preservation of peace, but is intended to give an impetus to the formation of 
agreements for peaceful settlement of disputes through their submission . to 
commissions consisting of nominees of the parties with an impartial chairman. 

Conciliation commissions may be of assistanc~ to the Council in dealing 
with disputes and are connected in two ways with t!Je permanent Secretariat. 
Members of the League desirous of concluding a conciliation convention, may 
ask for the assistance of the Secretariat, and, in the. absence o' a contrary 
.:.ecision, a conciliation commi.ssion will meet • at Geneva and may asli the 
Secretary-General to assist it in its worl£. 

0 " . 
5· Tlffi ADMISSION OF HUNGARY 

Hungary was admitted ¢o the League by the unanimous vote of the 
' Third Assembly. 

'Hungary's application was first co~~idered by the Sixth Committee which 
in accordance with precedent took as the basis for its deliberati;ns the 
questionnaire employe~ in ;onn~ction •Witlt the ·admission of new members by 

.the ~rst two Assembhe~. Count Banffy, the H~ngarian Minister for Foreign 
Affa1rs, stated to a spec1al Sub-Committee, that his Government -

"in requesting that Hungary should '\Je admitted to the Leag~e, was 
s~pport~d. by an 6verwhelming majority of the nation, and that Hungary 
smcerely mtended to respect the principles of the League of Nations as 
well as all the Treaties and international engagements she had assum~d." 
The Committee, considering that the conditio~s laid down in the Covenarrt 

were fulfilled by Count Banffy's declarations, thereupon recommended that the 
:\ssembly should admit Hungary to the League of Nations_ .. 

I 

0 



6. FINANCES OF THE LEAGUE 

The Assembl_t, on the recommendatio~ of its Fourth Committee, approved 
the general budget of the League for the fi~al period 1923, amounting in all 
to 25,673,508 gold trancs as against 22, 238,335 francs in 1922. Of this 
budget xs,593,046 francs is for the general Secretariat, 8,200,462 francs for the 
II\ternational Labour Organisation and x,88o,ooo francs for the Permanent 
Court of Intern~tional Justice. 

The original budget as ~pproved by the Commission of Control at its 
spring session, had amounted to 25.248,190 francs. The Fourth Committee, 
however, vo&d a total reduction in this estimate of 318,682 francs, while on 
the other hand, various Assembly decisions made it necessary to add supple-. . 
mentary credits to an amount of 744,6loo•francs. 

Regarding the general questiam of increase.in expendi~ure the Assembloy ex
pJ.tessed agrl!ement with the Set!retaiV-General's statement that.the League'! tncrea
sed budget is ~ainly due to the new tasks continuallyo thrust upon it and came to 
the conclusion t11tl.t, althoagt it is pos»ible to redu'te the expenditure of the 
various national administratiol'1S which had ~reatly lleveloped during and•owing to 
the war, it would be by no means easf to make. a simil~r redelction as regards 
the League, inasmuch as the •latter's s!!ope "is conti~a'\ly being extended. In 
order, however, -to keep the League's expe~diture withrn tbe closest possible 
limits, the Assembly requested the'· Council of the League and the Governing 
Body of the Labour Office to see tlrat w<1rk involvil'ig new expenditure, even 
if contemplated by Conventions or res~lutions. antedating the present Assembly, 
be uttdertaken only in cases of extreme urgency. 

In order to put the whole financial administration of the League on a 
sound basis, and on recommendation of the First and Second Assemblies, the 
Commission of Control had elaborated-very detailed fina~tcial regulatiom which 
this year's Assembly formally adopted. 

With regard to the very delicate question of the allocation of League 
expenses, which occupied- a special Committee during the whole of 1922 
and 1921 and also a considerable part of the time of the First and Fourth 
Committees of the AS£embly, a· scale of contributions for x 923 was finally 
established. This scale which has a provisional character only is generally 
recognised• as more e~ui;able .than that of the Universal Postal Union, on the 
basts of which contributions have been made" up hitherto. Its adoption V;~S 
much facilitated by the generous ~ttidude of Poland which declared itself 
ready to accept a considerably .·higher contribution than "the Allocation Com
mittee had originally suggested.

4 

At the same time, the Assembly requested 
the Co~mittees for the Allocation 6f" Expeuses to continue its researches 
with a view to preparing a definitive scqJ.e for submission to .a subseqtient 
llssembly. • 

~ . 
Finally, the Assembly treated a number of miscellaneous questions, two • of which have a certain general importance. 
The first concerns the establishment of a liaison office with Centr~ and 

South llmerica. Upon the pPoposil of all the Latin-llmerican delegations, it 
was decided that this office will be e;tablisned ill Geneva and not in Latin-
America. The adoption of•a roster will enable nationals from each South 
and Central llmerican Republic to serve in turn in the office. 

• The second question concerns the seat of the League. In order to aid the • League to acquire premises suitable for the holding of the lls3embly and for 
use as offices by the International Labour Office, the Swiss Cotffederation, the 
RepubUc and Canton of Geneva, and the City of Geneva offered two sites as 

•a gift to the League. The Assembly, expressing its warm appreciation of the 
generosity and goodwill which inspired these offers, authorised the Council tu 
accept them. It also decided to start the building of an office for the Inter-
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national Labour Organh!ation as soJn as possible and devised a scheme 
whereby the construction of a building would not increas~ the budget of the 
League, the first instalments being paid only oo. completion of the payments for 

the Hotel National. o c 

7· THE ComnTIEE o;:; I;)ITELLECTUAL Co-oPERATION 

The work of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation,c, which held lts 
first session at the beginning of August was approved by the Assembly and 
the material resources necessary for the accompiishment of the more urgent 
tasks provided. c 

At its first session the Committee confined itself to establishing the pro
g-J."amme which the second Assembly had instructed it to draw up; during the 
coming year it will examine the pos;ibifities of putting its scheme into prac
tice. The Assembly was of the &pinion that tfie League should as far as practic
able assist intellectual workers and intellectual effort. Thus it approved the 
investigation undertaken by the Committee regarcting the material situation of 
intellechtal workers in different countries and int!~hectual p'roprietary rights. 
Reports by M:. de Reynold c.nd M:ad~me Curie on the situation in Austria and 

~ ( 0 

Poland respectivt,ly had ;:.l,ready been submitted to the Council and were ap-
proved by the Assempiy. The Ass~mbly also approved the Committee's recom
mendation regardmg the urgency and possibility of an international initiative 
in favour of rapid ·and complete distribut~o~' of scientific information and en
suring better co-operation- in research work. 

·' As stated by M:. de J ouvettel, the rapporteur to the Assembly, the 
Committee's action in this domain should in no wise duplicate or replace 
that of private and semi-official organisations for the development of inter
national scientific relations, for inter-university intercourse or that of le'arned 
bodies. 'The task of the Committee should be the co-ordination of these acti
vities and the organisation of international co-operation. 

This also is the aim of the resolutions of the Committee dealing with 
co-operation in research ,work, with bibliographic {>rganisation, with the ex
change of publications, and with inter-university intercourse. The Assembly 
f\lrther suggested a form of intellectual co-operation consisting in the procuring 
of books and scientific ~ocuments for universities and schools in those coun
tries which, on account of dep~eciated curr~ncy,. csannot afford to pay 
for them. b 

8. ESPERANTO 

In accordance with a request of the second Assembly, the Secretary
General presented to the third Assembly a report on Esperanto. After a brief 
historical stc:.tement, the report out1.ines the efforts of the Esperanto associations 
and the results to date and dellcribes the attitude of the different Governments 
towards Esperanto as a factor in general education. e 

A general debate on the subject took place at the sessions of the Fifth 
Assembly Committee. Acting on a propos~! of the French delegate, the Commit
tee referred the whole question of the ytili.ty of "an auxiliary international tan-· 
guage to the Committee on •InteUectual Co-operation. 

< 

IV. Technical Organisations 

I. THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH ORGANISATION 

. The Third Assembly, believing that "the Health Organisation" of the, 
League of Nations is undertaking a task of permanent utility and th t 't · 
· d' b · a I IS 
m rspensa le that lt should continue its activities," considered that "it may be 
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possible, before the meeting of the fourth Assembly, to prepare, on the basis 
and according to th~ principles adopted by the first Assembly for the Tech
nical Organisation~ of the Lea~ue, the QPnstitution of a permanent Health 
Organisation, which will be submitted to tfle fourth Assembly for approval. • • In such case this organisation will undertake the duties laid down in the re-
solutions of the first and the second Assemblies. It may, if necessary, function 
meanwhile within the limits of the budget and in anticipation of the above-• 
mentioned approval of the fourth Assembly. To this end the Assembly autho-
rises the Council to take adv!ntage .of such general conference as may be con
voked, it being understood that all States Members of the League of Nations 
shall be invired to send delegates thereto. It also suggests to the Council that 
an attempt be made at the forthcoming conferences to make such arrangemen1s 
as may be necessary to avoid duplicct'tiod." · 

The Assembly <»stressed _the .importance of.continuing.the campaign against 
e1Jidemics l'n Eastern Europ~ noW!d that the governments- represent~ eat the 
Genoa Confer!nce agreed iQ principle to the participation of all European 
states in the exp~nses of ~uch a campaign under tile direction of the League 
Epidemic Commission, and afinally note~ that IJle British govern~ent has 
offered a contribution of i 10o,ooo ,.or this·p~1rpose, ~roviQ,ed other govern-

. . -ments contribute £ 20o,ooo b~tween them. it • 
• • The Assembly expressed the hope that the governmen-. members of the 

League will be able to respond tc1 this generous offer at an early date. 
In reply to this appeal the Sw~&'!> Federal Govt!rnment has already pre

pared a bill wh1ch it is submittin~ to Pi-rliament appropriating frs. so,ooo 
(abotJ.t £ 2,100) for this purpose and the Czechoslovak government has pro

. mised one million crowns. (about £ S,ooo ) . 

0 

• • 

z. Tm: EcoNOMIC AND.FINANCIAL ORGANISATION 

The Assembly approved the work of the Economic and Financial Com
mission of the League, and expressed the hope that, while scrupulously respect-.. 
ing state sovereignty, it would continue to work for the application of the 
principles of sound fin'\nce that were recommended by the Brussels Conference. 
The Assembly furthermore recommended that the financial and economic pub
lications already start~d be continued and extended \vithin prudent limits, in 
order to collate and distribute information ~n the most important national ~d 
international financial questions. • 

Moreover, the Assembly considered that there wa!; a special class of 
questions, to wit, those dealing with the stabilisation of exchanges, that deserved 
special ~ttention, whether or not therr final~ solution should prove to depend • 
on the settlement of greater financial probl¥ms, such as those of .inter-gov~rn-
mental debts. The Assembly expressed its convicti.on that the Economic and 
Financial Organisation would always be glad to give its assistance in case the 
League were called upon to help in working out a solution of the proble~1 
of reparations and inter-allied debts. • • • 

As regards the Economic Co.mmittee, which is dealing particularly with 
the question of equitable treatment of commerce,. the Assembly expressed the 
hope that investigations aleeady successfully begun would be extended and 
contiqued uninterruptedly so as to secure the widest and most rapid application 
possible of the principle of equitable treatment of commerce . 

• • 
• 

J. THE AuvrsoRY 0RGANIS.\TION ON CoMMUNICATIONS Al''!D TRANSIT 
• 

The Assembly approved the work accomplished by the Advisory Organi
sation for Communications and Transit along the lines laid down by the Cove
nant and. the first Assembly. 
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-· In general the Transit Organisation gathers all relevant information on 
qtiestions of communications and transit, serves as intermedia~~ between differe~t 
states for facilitating co-operation <in questiqns of transports and communi
cations. Thus the Transit Organi~ation" ( 1) watches over c the way decisions of 
previous Transit conferences are being carried out; ( 2) studies methods for 
ensuring freedom of communications and transit as laid down in the Covenant; 
(3) applies the resolutions on transport and communications ~dopted by tae 
Genoa Conferen~e and accepted by the Council in its resolution of May 13th, 1922. 

The Assembly was informed of what had c been done to discharge the 
duties devolving upon the Transit Organisll.tion under ( 1) : The rec~mmendations 
of the Paris Passport Conference had been put into practice by most of the 
states concerned. The recommendations and conventions of the Barcelona 
Transit Conference were approved by the Genoa Conference. The general Con
vention on freedom • of transit ~and the ge~eral. Conven~on on international 
waterways with annexes had been ratifi~d0 by &ore than five" states and ~o 
were about to come into force. : · 

As,regards (2) the A'$sembly noted with satisfaction whfit had been done 
to study ways of applying the principles relating 'i:o freedom of communications 
laid down in the <::ove~anL Some cof thesec studies were suggested to the Transit 
Organisation by previo,us Conferences, o'r the resol'Utions of the second Assembly 
(e. g. the report 'on the Convention concerning international railway traffic; 
study on the international . use of electric • energy derived from water-power) ; 
some ~ere undertaken by ,.the Transtt Org~nisation on its iniSiative (e. g. study 
of tonnage measurements for shif!ping employed on internal waterways; uni
fication of tonnage measurements for sea-going vessels; unification of loss •con
cerning shipping on internal waterways ; calander reforms, etc.). In pursuance · 
of these investigations the Transit Organisation has kept in• close touch• with 
the other technical organisations of the 'League .. Under (3) the Assembly was 
informed of the resolutions passed by the Genoa Conference entrusting the 
Transit Organisation with the duty of carrying out the decisions implied in 
these resolutions. 

0 

Finally, the Assembly noted with satisfaction that the French Railway 
Administration had invited the Transit Organisation it> send a representative 
to the Conference of Railway Administrations that is to be held at Paris on 
October r 7th. • 

d • • 
0 

V. Administrative Questions 

" . 
PROTECTION OF MINORITIES 

"' " The Assembly dealt at length with the question of Minorities as 
. ~ 0 ' 

pefitted the great Importance and complexity of this problem. The discussions 
, in the, Sixt Committee of the Assembly had as their basis a draft Resolution 

drawn up by Professor Gilbert Murray,• as a result of long and careful 
research, and exhaustive discussion with pcrsonS' from many different countries 
and classes. This Draft was approved as a whole by the Committee and by 
the Assembly. • 

In 'explaining. his proposals, Professor Murray pointed out that thi;; was 
a political as well as a • humanitarian and moral problem, that touched very 
closely the wr.ole question and the stability of the Central European States. 
The true attitude of the League in this matter, in Professor Murray's opinion, 
wa~ t~. secure that justice and good relations obtained between minoritjes and 
maJOrities. Consequently, the Assembly, while recognising the fundamental• 
~ig~t of minorities to be protected by the League against all oppression, also 
tns1sted on the duty of minorities to be loyal to the nations of w)lich they 

" 
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now form a part. Thus, one of the Assembly Resolutions calls upon the Secre
tariat of the Lea~ue to help the Council in ascertaining how persons belong
ing to racial, religious and linguistic mifw;ities discharge their duties toward 
their State. • • 

The Council exercises its functions in this matter according to a care
fully elaborated method and procedure. This method which consists in friendly 
~nd semi-officioal communications with the various Governments, was recog
nised by the Assembly as well calculated, in ordinary circumstances, to secure 
the establishment of good ~elatiorrs between the Governments and minorities 
concerned. ;rile procedure consists briefly in the following steps: the Secre
tariat when it receives a petition from a minority, communicates it to the 
Government concerned, before even pas.sing it on to the Council, in order"to 
permit this Government to make any remarks it considers necessary. There 
upon, the petition~ is studied, together with "'the rem arb> of the Government 

• • •• toncei'ned, b~ a Council CommTttee consisting of the -president and two 
Members of the Council. It this Committee consitlers that action should be 
taken on the p;tition, th~ latter is c<!mmunicated• to the Council, -.hich can 
henceforward decide on wh~t ·measures •it consitiers ~uitable. This procedure . . -. 
was approved by the Assewbly, which decic!ed i:~ ferfec~the machinery at 
the disposal of the Council' for this p~rp~e by stren~ening the personel of 
the Secretariat dealing with the 9-uestion of Minorities. • 

The Assembly, while appro1;'ing both the method and the procedure, ' . . 
recommended r~sort by the Counc~ to the Court of International Justice in 
certain cases and with as little delay as p~sible. 

• Professor Gilbert Murray also pointed out that in certain districts where 
conflicts were frequent and serious owing to a mixed population order had • • 
often been maintained and peace restored simply by the presence of Consuls 
or other representatives of foreign <1overnments who being in a pd'sition to 
draw up an objective Report on the situation, brought to bear the influence 
of a wider public opinion. In this view circumstances might arise when the 
presence of such repres'Giltatives of the League II)ight exert still more bene
ficent influence owing to the League's disinterestedness and moral prestige. 
He, therefore, suggested tha~ th~. Council might consider sending occasionally, 
with the consent of the. Government concerned, sucp. representatives, in order 
to tranqu'illise public" f~eling,. and so gradually restore peace and order in the 

• • • di~turbed districts. 
The Assembly recognised the• cogency of these r~marks and took note 

of them, but in view of the great variety of possible cases and the wide 
powers possessed by the Council, c~nsidered it preferable not to give these 
remarks the form of a definite resoluti"on. 0 

• · 

Finally, the Assembly expressed the -hope that the States not bound to 
the League by aw legal obligation, such as. that <:ontained in the l\Iinorlties 
Treaties, would nevertheless observe in their relations with racial, religious ,_r • 
linguistic Minorities, at· least the silme degree of justice and toleranc;e as i~ 
required by the treaties watched over by the Council. 

M. Walters, the represe"ntathoe o:t: Latvia, had expressed the desire that 
the result of the discussions of the Sixth Committee might be the establish
ment of a uniform regulatitm respecting the rights of minorities by means of ' 
a general formula applicable to all States Members of the League. He ulti
mately supported a proposal of the Finnish Delegate4 that the Assembly should 
iflvite the Council to appoint a Commission for studying the questi~n of the protec
tion of minorities in general, in order to submit a Report to the"next Assembly. 
This ~roposal was withdrawn in view of the fact that the Resolutions adopted 

' by the Committee provided for exhaustive study of the question of minorities 
through the Council and Secretariat-General, and also in view of the conside
rable expense that might be involved by the setting up of such a Committt>t>. 

• 4 
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2. MANDATES . 

The Assembly, having examined the reports of t~e Council and of 
the Permanent Mandates Commissi~n~ expressed its satisfaction that the system 
of mandates had come into operation. • • 

With regard to the Island of Nauru, the Assembly took note of the 
statements made by the Delegates of Australia, and New Zealand explaining (1) 
that it would be more accurate to say that "the British Empir~ had provided 
for the administration of the Island of Nauru by Great Britain, Australia and • • 
New Zealand" instead of stating that "the British Empire had transferred the 
responsibility for the administration of th~ Island of Nauru" to t)J)se Govern
ments .. ; (z) that these Governments worked the phosphate deposits not as 
m~ndatories but as purchasers, owing tp the voluntary sale of a concession 
which was formerly in the possession of a private company; (3) that the 
indep~t;~d~nce of the· Phosphate c'Commissione;s ¥ regard~ the Adplinistrato.,r 
did not extend to labour legislation; (4) thit the natives in the fertile parts 
of the Island are not liable: to be expropriated. : • • 

The•• Assembly learned with sati~f~ction that jt was the intention of the 
Permanent Mandates Cor;-1mission tQ investi£"ate further the questions ofindentured 
labour in the Padtic Island.;; of'the laws of land tenure in mandated territories, . t 0 

of the liquor legislatior. and the importation of alcoholic liquors in those areas, 
and further the Ma~dates Commission had dr(\wn the attention of the Mandatory 
Powers to the possible social, econt;Jmic. ~nd political effects of the Ruanda 
frontier. " • 

A memorandum from the British Government on the subject of • the 
procedure to be followed in forwarding to the League petitions from 
inhabitants of mandated areas had been brought before the PeQI~anent Man\1ates 
Commission. As the latter had not yet been officially informed by the Council 
of this memorandum, it had not been in ~ position to examine it at its second 
session. The Assembly having considered this question, expressed the hope 
that this right might be defined in such a way that all petitions emanating 
from inhabitants of mandated areas would be sent to~>the Permanent Mandates 
Commission through the intermediary of the Mandatory Power, and that all 
petitions concerning the inhabitants of mandated areas• emanating from other 
sources would not be c(lnsidered by the Permanent Mandates Commission 
before the Mandatory Power ha<J. h~d full opport'-!nity , of expressing •its views. 

On September 5th Sir Edgar Walton, Delegate of the Union of South 
Africa, had handed i(' to the General Committee of the Assembly a report on 
the recent native insurrection in the district of Bondelzwart, for which South " 
Africa had received a mandate, and ha..d announced that a Commission of . ' . 
Enquiry had been appointed. Th~ Assembly noted these statements with satis-
faction; recommended that the Man\latory Power should come to the assistance 

, of the victims of the insurrection, and should be responsibl~ for the economic 
restoration of the country, and that the Permanent Mandates Commission, to 

• which • this question had been referred, tuight at its next session report that 
satisfactory conditions had been established. 

VI. Political Questions 

I. THE NEAR EAST 

Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, head of the Norwegian Delegation, in a letter to the 
President o.f the Assembly, moved a Resolution under Article II of the c;venant. 
requesting the Council to consider without delay what steps it could take, 
whether by the offer of its good offices to the belligerent parties or otherwise, 
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with a view t~ the immediate cessation of hostilities in the Near East. 
question, not being on the Agenda of the Assembly, was referred 
Committee on A"genda which reported .in favour of its discussion 

This 
to the 
by thP 

Assembly. • • 
A long debate' thereupon took •place in the Sixth Committee. Dr. Nansen 

argued that the War in the Near East was a matter of concern to the whole 
l-eague and that the League was bour.d, in accordance with Articles 3 and I I . -
ot the Covenant to take any action which might prove wise and effectual to 
bring hostilities to an end. 'l!ihe deQilte which followed, in which representatives 
of Australia, Persia, China, British E!llpire, South Africa, France, Italy, Bulgaria, 
Greece anc! Japan took ;part, developed two divergent lines of thought; the 
first that a direct responsibility rested upon the Members of the League. to 
use the League as a method of settl~ment of the difficulties, and the second 
that, as negotiations had alre~ly been und~rtaken by the belligerent Powers 

w • 
11specially• concerned, the L~agu~ while always standing ready to g;.~ its aid, 
ought not t~ endeavour to injeci' itself into th~ situation unless specifically 
asked to do so,.Dr. Nan~n= Mr. Fishe,J> and Visc01mt Ishii having all- submitted 
Resolutions on this questien, the mattJer was .referred to a speci!l Drafting 
Committee, which brought. forward' a corrlbi~ed Reselutio~ to the effect that 
the Assembly, desirous of ~eeing peace re-establi~etl in the Near East and of 
supporting any action which may be tak:n to achieve• tha\ object, learnt with 

-satisfaction that it was proposed• tQ )fold a special Conference to conside"r the 
present situation and trusted that fhe Ceuncil, without interfering in any way 
with the present negotiations, wo\!ld adopt such measures as it might deem 
timely and warranted by the stage reached in the negotiations, in order to 
give effect to the unanimous wish of the Assembly for an early restoration of 
pe<fce. • 

This Resolution was unanimowsly approved by. the 6th Com!l4ittee and, 
shortly after, by the Assembly itself. 

2. ARMENIA 

• • 
The· Assembly noted with gratitude the action taken by the Council with 

respect to Armenia and passed• a Resolution recommendig that in the nego
tiations for peace with Turkey the necessity for providing a National Home 
for Armenians should not be overlooked, and requested the Council to take 
atl steps which it might thi;,k useful to sect!re this Resolution. • 

• 

3· GEORGIA • • • !) 

The Assembly also invited the Counci:!' to follow attentively the course • 
of events as regards Georgia so that it tnay be able to seize any oppo~tunity • 
which might occtur to help in the restoratio~ of that country to normal· cone 
ditions by any peaceful means, in accordance with the rules of Inter-
national Law. . • • • 

• 4· !3:ASVRN GALICV\ 
• • 

The Assembly ren8~ed the wish expressed at its 
the Council draw the atfention of the Principal Allied 
to the desirability of determining at an early date 

.Galicia. • 

Meeting last year thar. 
and Associated Powers 
the status of Eastern 

• 
• s. THE CoMPLAII(T OF THE LITHUANIAN Gon:RNME:>.'T 

• 
F;inally, the Assembly took cognisance of the Complaint of the Lithua

nian Government relative to the treatment of the non-Polish population in 
the Vilna district, the Sixth Committee hearing the Lithuanian rt>presentatin• • 
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in support of this Complaint and the Polish representative in r:futation o! it. 
The Committee, and later the Assembly, decided that the questwns so ratsed 
were among those with which the Council reserved to itself ,the right to deal 
when it drew up its final recommmdation for' the settlement of the Polish
Lithuanian difficulty. The Council had, ill effect reserved its right of intervening 
in favour of the minorities in the Vilna district and of requesting the two 
Governments, if it felt it necessary, that League representatives should proceed 
to the territories in. question for the purpose ot making a report. Without 
rejecting the possibility of a Commission of Enq~t\ry, the Assembly considered 
it preferable to leave the Council full libep:y as regards the procedure to be 
followed, while referring to its special consideration the questio;~ submitted 
by the Lithuanian Government. 

VII. Sociai and Humanitarian Questions c 
- . ·+ 

I 

,, 1.- GREEK AND ARME.<IAN REFUGEES .. 
c -

Swift action was t'lken by the :A.ssembly in organising succour for the 
Greek and Armeni~n refugees from Asia M\nor who had been placed in 
a position of great jeopardy as a result o(the recent hostilities there. Within 
twenty-four hours of the receipt of a te~egram from Constantinople which 
Dr. Nansen brought to the notice 6f the Assembly, the subject was discussed 
by the Fifth Committee of the Assembly, a resolution was presented to the 
Assembly and unanimously carried, and the Council met im'nediately after
wards to take a decision in the terms requested by the Assembly. 

At the request of Dr. Nansen, who, .... in addition to being the first Nor
wegian Delegate, is also the League's High Commissioner for Russian refugees, 
the League gave him authority to use his Russian refugee organisation · for 
the benefit .of over 2oo,ooo xefugees from Asia Minor.•· 

While the Assembly undertook no responsibility for these refugees, the 
C~uncil on its recommendation, appropriated 'out of ''lJnforeseen Expenses" 
the sum of roo,ooo Swiss francs to enable Dr. Nansen to take the necessary 
administrative measures for a period sufficient to allowo adequate fin~nces to 

, be received from other sources. · • 
Soon after this decision had been arrived at, Lord Balfour, again drawing 

the attention of the Assembly to the extreme urgency of bringing effective 
aid to the refugees in the Near East, ai).n<.unced that the British Gove141ment 
would contribute £ so,ooo on conuitlon that other Governments contributed an 

' equal' amount •between them. This w'as followed .by an offer of £ r,ooo from 
.,New' Zealand, whose delegation proposed a resolution, una111imously carried, 
re1_uesting the delegations at the Assembly to place the situation before their 
~espectiye Governments and to recommend ·an immediate and adequate finan
cial contribution. 

L 

Notice was subsequently received of the following contributions: Greece, 
£ s,ooo; Canada, £ s,ooo; Spain, .£ 2,ooo; and Sweden, Norway and Denmark 

L ~ > 

£ r,ooo each. Luxemburg promised a contribution without stating a definite 
amount. 

M. Ad or,· the chairmq,n of the International Committee of the Red Cross 
announced that 'the International Committee had already sent delegates t; 
Constantinople, Smyrna and Brussa, in order to report on the situation of the 
population, an·d to bring them the assistance which the British Red Cross 
and the Union internationale de secours had put at the disposal •of the ' 
Committee. 
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2. DEPORTATIONS IN ASIA MINOR 

Dr. Kennedy's report on the work of reclaiming deported women and • children in Asia Minor (the substance of "\ich was given in last month's 
Summary) was submi\ted to ·the Third .Assembly and its conclusions unani
mously approved. 

The Fifth Comittee which studied this question reported that art office 
art'd stat!: have ieen established at Constantinople, that Neutral House has been 
taken over, that the support of the Allied Authorities has been most generously 
given, and that the work is proceediflg along the broadest lines without con
sideration of :lace or religion. The A&'!;embly decided that the work should be 
continued, and requested the Council to urge all Governments concerned to 
give their support to the Commission of Enquiry. • 

Special mention was made of th~ work of Miss Jeppe, who, working 
alone at Aleppo, t"a.s established a rescue •house and. is returning a 'iarge 
nlfmber o( d•eporte~ womett atfd. boys to their hom~. In or~!' that 
this work at Aleppo migt.t be continued the • Assembly voted that a 
further sum of £•1,500 should be alloc<!ted to the i'hnds of the Commission of • Enquiry. 

-· 3. RussrA~ REtuGEES 

The general situation of the telief work for Russian refugees also came 
before the Assembly in a report su~itte<l by the Fj.fth Committee. This re
port, after touching briefly on the iniyation of the work, dealt in the main 
with.the development of the relief orgahisatfon under the direction of the 
League High Commissioner, Dr .. Nansen. 

J)uring the nast year, the High Commissioner has grappled with the va
rious urgent and complicated aspects of the question by means of measures . . . . . 
ensunng: 

a) the maintenance of necessitous refugees ; 

b) the evacuation of ~ussian refugees and their distribution m countries 
offering them the means of ogtaining a livelihood; and 

c) the legal ·status of" Russian ;efugees. 

A pa;ticu\arly u.-gent problem, calling for immediate solution, was that 
of the tragic situation of the 'Russian refugoees.in Constantinople. Thanks to ~e 
valuable aid received · from States Members of the League and charitable 

• 
organisations such as the American -Red Cross and the American Relief 
Administration, it was possible greatly to alleviate the distress of tirese .. 
refugees. • .. 

The Assembly approved the conclusions • of the report with a warm tri-
~ . . 

bute to the work of the High Commissioner and voted resolutions to the effect 
that the Council should invite the States Mem"bers to continue to assist the • 
High Commissioner notably as regards the development of means of educati~ 
and the securing of employment for "the refugees, and to consider the adoption• 
of identity certificates for R~sian refugees as proposed by the Conference • held at Geneva in July 1922. • -. • 

A chapter of the repQOt dealing with tire proposed repatriation of Russian , 
refugees gave rise to a protracted debate. This question was first raised in a 
mem~randum of the Czechoslovak Government suggesting that the problem 
of the economic reconstruction of Russia might be st>lved by tire repatriation 
of a certain number of Russian refugees~ The High Commissioper is carefully 
studying the possibilities of repatriation, which would be subject to a definite 

• agree~ent with the Soviet Government ensuring guarantees of security; and 
has formally assured the Assembly that no refugee would be repatriated against 
his will. 
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4· REPATRIATION OF PRISONERS OF \VAR 

Dr. Fridtjof Nansen presented to the Assembly a R.eport showing that 
his work as High Commissiona:r 0of the LMgue of Nations for Prisoners of 
War had now been terminated with the return of the last few hundred men 
to their homes. The Fifth Comittee of the Assembly, having made the c 

necessary studies, thereupon submitted a final statement as to this great wo!k 
now so happily concluded. The. Report revealed that while~ in April 1920 
many great charitable organisations, such as J:he . International Red Cross 

Committee the American Red Cross, the .§candinavian Red Cross, the League of ' . 
Red Cross Societies and the International Young Men's Christian A'l.isociation, had 
been doing their best to alleviate the tragic condition of this great number of men, 
tne problem so over-reached allprivat~ efj;ort that an estimate was made that be
tween 12o,ooo and 2oo,ooo people would probably die during the winter of 1920/21. 
In th'ecSEf. circumstancces, Dr. Nansen was entru~~ed py the Council with the duty of 
co-ordinating all the efforts which had hitherto been made andcthough he had 
to contend with a great 1ransport crisis, with :tlw mistru6t of the Soviet 
Governn:.ent and with scarcity of fup.d~, 1oo,ooo

0 
men had been returned by 

September IS'h, 1920, oso,oo& bydune, \.921, and a total of 427,386 belonging 
to 26 different nationaliti€-& by<the time the worll: was completed; all of this 

c c c 

with funds not exceea.ing £ 40o,ooo. The Assembly, in adopting a Report to 
the effect that the story of this great enterprise "would contain tales of heroic 
endeavour worthy of those ·related in t~~accounts of the crossing of Green
land and the great Arctic voyage", pass~d a Resolution of• gratitude stating 
that "Dr. Nansen had indeed deserved well of humanity". 0 

5· SLAVERY 
c 

The question of the recrudescence of slavery was raised by Sir Arthur 
Steel-Maitland, member of the New Zealand delegation, who said there was 
reason to believe there had been a revival of sla"!l'ery recently due to the 
continued existence of tl~ traffic in arms and ammunition, especially in 
Abyssinia, whose ruler was unable to supJ?ress it owing to ·difficulties for 
which he was not responsible. · The Assembly decided that, the question of 
slavery should be included in the a~enda of the ~Q.urth. A'Ssembly an& requested 
the Council to obtain all practicable information and present a report on the sub)ect . 

• 

6. TRAFFIC IN WOMI(N AND CHILDREN 

. The R~port of the Permanent Advisory Committee on Traffic in Women 
anci Children was submitted to the Third Assembly and carefully studied in 
the Fifth Committee. As • a result, the Assembly unanimo"usly approved the 
{vork done, drawing particular attention to the necessity of the appointment of 

· Centra1 Authorities in all States, the co-ot-dination of the work of those Autho
rities and the voluntary organisations through tb"! Secretariat, to the need of 
greater protection for women, acce,_>Jting engagements abroad in theatres, music_ 
halls, etc., and to the request to Governments to furnish an annual Report on 
measures taken to deal with the Traffic. 

The Assembly expressed satisfaction that 33 nations had already ~igned 
a new Convei!,tion for c&ntrol of the Traffic but pointed out that so far only 
ten (South .A.frica, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Great Britain, Canada, India, 
New Zealand, Norway and Siam) had ratified it. Information was however 
received from the delegates of Chili, China, Cuba, Greece, Italy, Jap~n, Poland'o 
Portugal, Roumania, the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, Sweden, and SwitzPrland 
that their Governments hoped to ratify the Convention before long. 
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Finally, aft~r a valuable discussion initiated by the statement of the Polish 
Delegate that the • system of state-regulated houses had been abandoned in 
Poland, the Assembly passed a Resolution • i~viting: 

• 

"The Advi~ry Committee to• consider whether, pending the abolition 
of the · system of state regulation, it could be agreed that no foreign 
woman should be employed or carry on her profession as a prostitute in 
any licens~d houses, and that the recommendations of the Advisory Com
mittee on the subject ~ould ,be included in their next Report to the 
Council." 

• 
' . 

7. TRAFFIC m OPIUM 

• 
The Advisory Committee on tht! Traffic in Opium submitted a detailed 

Report to the Asse91bly which was examined. very closelY and unanimtmsly 
apt>roved by the Fifth Commfttee. • The attention of the Assembly cetft~d on 
the two main ~bjects of the owork of the Committee, viz., the effective control 
of the trade in l!angerous• d;ugs and tile limitation• of their production to the 
world's legitimate needs. • • • • 

It decided to urge on all GovernTnents tfte. vital ne~essit]i of adopting the •• import and export certificate •system ''fithoJlt delay, <lhd developed the new 
proposal that the Advisory Committee should examine ·whe!her it would be 
advisable to ask Governments not •too issue licences for the import of opium 
and other dangerous drugs except fro•rrt co~ntries which had ratified the Opium 
Convention and adopted the system ot impo:tt and export certificates. 

-rhe Assembly made a further appeal to Governments for information as 
to the amount of opium and other drugs required by each country for internal 
consu"mption, and "recommended that the enquiry now being made into the 
legitimate needs of the whole world shcJOt!.ld be pressed forward as much as possible. 

Finally, the Assembly, convinced of the urgent necessity of the fullest 
possible international co-operation in this work, and in view of the fact that 
the United States is one of the most important manufacturing and importing 

" countries, recommended to the Council that it address a pressing invitation to 
the United States to nop1inate a Member to serve on the Advisory Committee . 

• • 
8. "TRinE: m OBSCENE •PURUCATIONS 

At the instance of the British ~overnment acting under Article 24 of the 
• 

• Covenant the question of the trade in obscene publications was placed on the 
agenda of the Third Assembly. This 'luestion had already been considered at 
the Inte~national Conference held in Parts in" 1.910, which resulted in an admi
nistrative Agreement for the international &tchange of information• and a d'taft 
legislative Convent4Jn. The Agreement, which ·was signed by fifteen states, Has 
been of value in combating the traffic, but the draft Convention, providing fo1; 
uniform legislative measures in the diiferent states, unfortunately never r~ached • 
the stage of signature. 

In view of these facts th~ As•em~ly passed a resolution urging all states 
to accede to the Agreement and to give full "effec* to its provisions. It con
sidered, however, that the dfaft Convention, which involved the conformity of 
penal ·laws in different countries, needed modification and extension. It therefore 
proposed that the Council should send a copy of the <lraft Convention, together 
willi a questionnaire, to every state, with the request that it s~wuld forward 
its comments to the Secretariat of the League. The result woult:r be communi
cated tQ the French Government, which would be asked, in view of the lead 
"given by,it in 1910, to convene at Geneva about the time of the next Assembly 
under the auspices of the League, .a conference composed of plenipotentiaries 
empowered to draw up and sign a new convention. 



Third Part- ASSEMOBLY RESOLUTIONS 
(I hese versio1lS not being dejimtive, the Resolutions may be subfect to slight modijicatio1t.) 

• • 
I. Procedure of •the Assembly 

AMEND?.lENTS TO ARTICL~S ". AND 7 OF THE RULES OF 

PROCEDURE OF THE ASSEMBLY 
0 • • • 

S"!ie Assemblv a~opts the following amendm~ts te Articles 4 and 7 of" the Rules• of 
Procedure of the Assembly aJQ,pted on November• 3oth, 19~: • 

• (1) The following te><t sh!:ll be substituted for the origin"-! te><t of A'ticle 4, paragraph I, 
0 

and paragraph 2 (a} and (b): • • • 

,_ 

"1. The 'a!Pnda s~all be drt~w~ up by lhe Secretary-General with the approval of the 
President of tlf;, e-ouncil. Tne complete agellda shall be circulated as nearly as 
possiblt;: four"months before 'the date fixed for the opening of the session. 

"2. The agenda of a general session shall tnclude: 

"(a) A report on 'the work of the C.;uncil since the last session, on the work of 
the Secretariat, and on tpe mea!R!res taken. to execute 0 the decisions of the 
Assembly." •· 

Sub-paragraphs (c), (d), (e), (f) shall be respectively numbered (b), (c), (d), (e). 

(2) The following te><t shall be substituted for the original text o( Article 7: 

c, I. The officers ol the Assembly shall consist of a President and of si>< Vice-Presidents, 
together with the Chairmen of the main Committees of the Assembly, who shall 
be ex-officio Vice-Presidents of the Assembly. These officers shall form the 
General Committee. 

"2. The President sha'tl be elected at the beginning of each session. 
"J. Until the election of the President, the President of the Council shall act as 

President of the Assembly. " . 
"4· The election of ,the Vice-Presidents shall take place at one of the early meetings 

of the session., ~ 

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I4 OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ASSEMBLY 

The Assembly adopts the followin~ am~nd:nent to Rule 14 of its Rules of Prqcedure: 

Rule I4~ paragraph 2, shall read a~ follows : 

2. The Assembly shall not decide items on the agenda in full meeting until the 
report of a Committee upon them has been presented ·and circulat.!d, unless the Assembly 
itself, by a two-thirds majority, determines otherwise. 
, Reports by a Committee involving the expenditure of money must ·indicate whether 
the expenditure will constitute part of the'' general expenses [of the League or whether 
it will be recovered from the Members of the Leagc:~e particularly concerned. 

_ Reports by a Comm,ittee other th~n the Finance Committee recommending action 
which will involve the expenditure of money shall be accompanied by as close an 
estimate as time and circumstances allow of the amount of the expenditure involved. 
This estimate shall, before the matter is brought before the Assembly, be subntitted to 
the Fourth Committee in order that it may be checked by that Committee. 

No .resolution iri'volving expenditure shall in any case be voted by the Asse,.bly 
before thct Finance Committee shall have expressed its opinion on the advisability of 
the proposed expenditure from the point of view of general budgetary resources. 

The Assembly at the same time decides that paragraph 2 of Article 19 of the R~gulation~ 
for the Financial Administration of the League of Nations shall read as follows : t 

In accordance with paragraph 2 of Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure of the Assemblv 
and subject to any a'l\endment thereof, t~e following rules shall apply : . 1 
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• a) Reports by a Committee involving the expenditure of money mu;t indicale 
whether the expenditure will constitute part of the general expenses of the League or 
whether it will b~ recovered from the Memb<ers ·of the League par1icularly conc .. rned . . • b) Reports b{ a Committee othe~ than the F;nance Committee recommending 
action which will involve the expenditure of money shall be accompanied by as close 
an estimate as time and circumstances allow of the amount of the expenditure involved. 
This estimate shall, before the matter is brought before the Assembly, be submitted to 
the Fourth <!ommittee in order that it may be checked by that Committee. 

c) No resolution involv~g expenditure shall in any case be voted by the Assembly 
·before the Finance Committee shall ~ave expressed its opinion on the advisability of 
the propo~ed expenditure from the poirtt of view of general budgetary resources. 

• • 
II. Gtmeral Questions • • • • • • 

SELECTION oF THE ~ON-PERMANENT MEMBERS "oF THE CoUNCIL • • • • 
• Resolutt1ms • .. .. . 

• • I. The Assembly adopts, for tit!! election ~ the • non-penll.!lniOt Members of the Council, 
the following rules of procedure; • • 

The Members whose representative% are to sit on the Council as no~-pennanent Members 
of that body shall be selected by the Assem~ly by secret ballot. · 

Where several seats are to be filled, tfle eTection shan• be made by voting a list of 
names. Any ballot paper containing more na~es thane there are seats to be filled shall be 
null and void. 

No Member shall be elected at the first or at the second ballot unless it has obtained 
at lea~ the absolute tpajority of the votes. If, after two ballots, there still remain seats to be 
filled, a third ballot shall be held upon a list consisting of the candidates which obtained 
most votes at the second ballot, up to a num~er double that of th• seats still to ec filled, 
and those Members shall be elected which obtain the greatest number of votes. 

It two or more Members obtain the same number of votes and there is not a seat 
available for each, a special ballot shall be held between them; if they again obtain an equal 
number of votes, the President<•shall decide between them by drawing lots. · 

II. Pending the ratification by the ;>tales of the amendment to Article 4 of the Covenant 
voted by the Assembly in I9;t, and without prejudice to the right of the Assembly to "select 
in its discretion", in accordance with the provisions of the <;ovenant, the non-permanent 
Members of the Council, the. Assentbly recommends that the fourth Assembly adopt the 
follo\lting rules : • • • 

The non-permanent Members of the ~ouncil are elected for a period of three years, 
• commencing on the first day of January following the date of their erection. 

Retiring Members are not eligible for re-election until the expiration of a period of .. 
• three years. • ,. 

One-third of the non-permanent part of the Coun~il shall be renewed each year. 
If one or two of the Members now on the Co'"uncil are re,elected, their l'nandates ~hall 

terminate at the end of, the first year. • • 
If more than two Members now on the Council are re-elected, lots shall be drawn to 

determine which one or which two of them shall not retire until the end of the second year~ 
If necessary, lots will be drawn to det~rmine the order of retirement as between• newly 1 

elected Members, so as to bring up to two the number of Members retiring . • If, for any reason, a seat on the C~ncil. filled by any State should become vacaut 
during the first period of three years, the State shall be con!idered as having retired, wtth the 
result that, if such vacancy occurs'during the first year, lots shall only be drawn for one 
seat, a(\,d if the vacancy occurs during the second year, lots shall again only be drawn for 
one seat. 

0 If such a vacancy occurs after the expiration of the first• period of three years, the 
Assembly shall fill it at the session following it• occurence, but the Memher '\;o elected shall 
only complete the current mandate. • 

• 
• RecQinmmdatt(m • 

It is desirable that the Assembly, in electing the six non-permanent l\I~mbt•rs of the 
Council, should make its choice with due consid~ration for the main geographical divisions of 
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the world, the great ethnical groups, the different religious traditions, t~e various types of 

civilisation and the chief sources of wealth. 
0 

INcREASE m THE NuMBER oF THE NoN':.PERMANENT MEMBiRs OF THE CouNCIL 

The Assembly approves the decision of the Council to increase the number of Mem hers 
of the League chosen by the Assembly for representation on the Council Jrom four to 9ix. 

This decision shaH come into force immediately. 

REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS 

I. a) The Assembly considers it desi,.rable that the Temporary Mixed Commissi~n 
should be asked to continue for another year the work which it has begun and that rts 
report be submitt~d at an early- date previous tc-·that of the nex~ Assembly. The Assembly 
~u. ther requests the Council to invite the Merr hers uf the League to lend 'their assist~ce 
to the Commission in its difficult task, an"d to give their assistan~ and advice with 
regard to proposals for r~duction of land armaments and a Treaty c.of Mutual Guarantee. 

b) The Assembly desires to ex:>ress its sense rf the great value of the coilaboration 
that has existed bet1··een the Tenporary Hixed Commission and the Permanent Advisory 
Commission, and trusts :hat j, will continue and, if possible, increase. The Assembly is 
of opinion that the. g~eat technical ,competence of the Permanent Advisory Commission 
cannot but be of e~sential service in the study, from the technical military point of 
view, of the questions with which the Tem;JO.-ary Mixed Commission deals. 

II. The Assembly recommends that, as a preliminary step, the European States 
existing before the war of 1914, · mder th~ir present description,' whose juridical status 
has not been altered by the war, and which are not, at the moment, engaged in military 
operations which justify their armaments, be invited to reduce the total of their military, 
naval and air expenditure to the figures fo( 1913, calculated OP the basis of vre-war 
prices according to the method employed by the Temporary Mixed Commission. 

HI. The Assembly expresses its satisfaction at the remarkable work accomplished 
in coiiecting and drawing up statistical data in an entirely new and lleculiarly difficult 
field. 

Taking into account the work accomplished, and r~serving the question of the scope 
which it might be nece~sary to give to a statistical enquriy at a later date, the Assembly 
desires to determine for the coming year th~ programme which appears to it both 
fmmediately useful and practicable. It therefore proposes that this programme should 
be limited to the two .'oilowing points: -

(I) Peace-time arma~en!;'; 
(2) Expenditure on armaments. 

The Assembly considers it desirable that the Council should request the Per
manent Advisory Commission to collaborate with the Temporary Mixed Commission " 
in that part of the work which deals with technical military, naval and air questions. 

' 
IV. The Assemuly, having ''considered the 

mission; is of opinion that the olrly step which 
with surplus stocks of ~.rms a!ld ammunition is 
in arms. 

w " 
report of the Temporary Mixed Com-
could usefully be taken in connection 
the control of the international traffic 

V. The Assembly, having .noted the proposal of the Temporary Mixed Commission 
for an international agreement for the control of the manufacture of arms by private 
companies, urges on the Council to consider the aivisability of summoning, at an appro
priate moment, a conference of the Mdnbers of the League to embody this agreement 
in the form of a conventi;;n. The Assembly is further of the opinion that States not 
Members of the League should be invited to participate in this couference ancl to co
operate in the policy on which it may agree. 

a) The Assemb!v considers it highly desirable that the Government of the United 
States sht.uld express the objections which it has to formulate to the provisions of' the 
Conventi6n of St. Germain, as well as any proposals which it may care to make as to 
the way in which these objections can be overcome. 

b) The Assembly is of the opinion that the Temporary Mixed Commission shouW 
be instructed to prepare a scheme for the control of the international trAffic in arms 
to be considered by the Conference which is to deal with the private manufactur~ 
of arms. 
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c) The "Assembly requests the Council to take such steps as it thinks advisable to 
carry out the purposes above indicated . 

• 
VII ,a). The Assembly, hawng consid~e~ the report of the Temporary Mixed 

Commission on the subject of the develqpment of chemical warfare, approves its action 
in establishing a sp~cial Sub-Committee to report on the probable effects of chemical 
discoveries in future wars, and requests the Council and the Temporary Mixed Com
mission to take every possible measure to secure the fullest publicity for the report of 
this Sub-Colbmittee, 

b) The Assembly requests the Council to recommend the Members of the League • and other nations to adhere to the Trhty of Washington (February 6th, 1922) concerning 
the use of asphyxiating gas and subma'Hnes in war, and other similar matters • • 

VIII. The Assembly, having considered the answers from the Governments of 
twenty-six Members of the League to the ~nquiry issued to them by the Council, as f'o . . 
the requirements of their national security desires to state that it attaches the utmost 
importance to th{lSe replies as ~ffording a basi.- for the fuJ1her deliberations ~f the 
Temporary Mixed Commissio'l, an« recommends to the Counotl that it she~d once 
again urge~he Members of Jhe Leag~e which have no~ yet sent in their replies to do 
so without deJiy. • • 0 • • IX. The Assembly apP!-oves the recoTnmendati•n of the Temporary Mixed Com-
mission that the Council should consTder whelhei the tim~ has i)Ot ·come to discuss 
the application of the parag~ph of Arti .. e 8 .,f the Co"v"enant relating to the exchange 
of military information between States Memblrs of the Leag~. • 

The Assembly expresses its §atisfaction at the work accomplished at Washington 
in connection with the reduction of .;aval armaments. 

• • • 
XI. a) "nie Assembly welcomes Owith in~erest the Chiiian Government's initiative 

.in submitting the question of disarmament to the Pan-American Conference which is to 
meet at Santiago in March 1923. 

The Assembly expresses the hope that the Conference may arrive at practical • • solutions capable of being fitted into the more general scheme of disarmament which 
is being considered by the League of Nations. • • 

b) The Assembly recommends to the Council that the expert services of the 
League of Nations should eventually be authorised to co-operate in the work of the 
Pan-American Conference of Santiago. 
The Assembly recommeilds: ..-

XII. a) That ao1 lnternati<111al Conference should be summoned by the Council 
as soon as possible, to which all States, whether Members of the League or not, should 
be in);ited, with a vJew to considering the extension to a'll non-signatory States of the 

• principles of the Waskingt(ln' Treaty for th~ liipitation of naval armaments, it beijg 
understood that any special cases, including those of the new States, shall be given due 
consideration at the Conference. • • 

b) That the report of the Temporary Mixed Commission, together with the re-
port and the draft Convention prepar•d by the Permanent Advisory Commission, as 
weft as the text o( the \Vashington Treaty, sl-""uld be forwarded immediately to the 
various Governments for consideration. • 

• 
XUI. The .Assembly, having examined the .-eport oaf the Temporary Mixed C~m

mission on the general principles of land and air disarmament, instructs the Commission • 
to continue its investigations on the basis of these principles, with a view to preparin; 
for the consideration of the next Assetnbly a definite scheme for the general re"duction • 
of land and air armaments. • 

• • 
XIV. a) The Assembly. having considered the rep01;t of the Temporary Mixed Commis-

sion on the question of a seneral Treaty of Mutual Guarantee, being of opinion that 
this report can in no way affect the complete validity of all the Treaties of Peact: or 
.;ther agreements which are known to exist between States; and considering that this re
port contains valuable suggestions as to the methods iY which a Treaty of Mutual 
Guarantee could be made effective, is of the opinion that: • 

1. No scheme for the reduction of armaments, within the mea~ing of Article 8 
ofothe Covenant, can be fully successful unless it is genet al. 

1 2. In the present state of the world many Governments would be unable to accept 
the responsibility for a serious reduction of armaments unless they received in exchange 
a satisfactory guarantee of the safety of their country. 
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3. Such a guarantee can be found in a defensive agreement which should be open 
to all countries binding them to provide immediate and effective assistance in accordance 
with a pre-arra~ged plan in the event of one of them being attarked, provided that the 
obligation to render assistance to ~ cbuntry attacked shall be limited in principle to those 
countries situated in the same part of th"! globe. In cases, ho~ever, where, f?r historical, 
geographical, or other reasons, a country is in special danger of attack, detatled arrange
ments should be made for its defence in accordance with the above-mentioned plan. 

4. As a general_ reduction of armaments is the object of the th~ee preceding st~,te
ments, and the Treaty of Mutual Guarantee the means of achieving that object, previous 
consent to this reduction is therefore the first condition for the Treaty. 

This reduction could be carried out ~ither by means of a general Treaty, which 
is the most desirable plan, or by means of partial treaties designed to pe extended and 
open to all countries. 

In the former case, the Treaty will carry with it a general reduction of armaments. 
In the latter case, the reduction shoulJ be proportionate to the guarantees afforded by 
the Treaty. • . 

The Counc;l of the League, after having 'taken the ad vi& of the Ternporary Mixed 
(., (t· ·\. t 0 • , .. 
Commission, which will examine how each 1p these two systems cou!d .be earned out, 
should further formulate and submit to the Governments for their consideration and 
sovereign decision the pl .. n of the macl·inery, both political and !Stilitary, necessary to 
bring them clearly into effect. ,. c 

b) The, Assenioly requests 'the Court'-.:i\ to submit to the various Governments the 
above propos;ls for tiJeit' observati"Jns, ~nd request!:· the Temporary Mixed Commission 
to continue its invc>tigations, and, 'in order to give precision to the above statements, to 
prepare a draft Treaty embodying the princip~_es contained therein. . 

' 
XV. The Assembly, 

0 

Whilst declaring that the rtl:luction ··of armaments contemplated by Article 8 of 
the Covenant cannot achieve its full effect for world-peace unless it be general, 0 

Desires to emphasise the importance of regional agreements for the purpose of 
reducing armaments-agreements which, if necessary, might ceven go beyoCid the 
measures decided upon in respect of general reduction, 

And requests the Council to ask the Temporary Mixed Commission to take into 
consideration, during its subsequent work, the possibility of recommending the con
clusion of similar agree~ents to States which might be concerned. 

•' 
XVI. The AssemblY, 

Considering that moral disarmament is en essential preliminary condition of ma
terial disarmament, and that this moral disarmament can only be achieved in an atmo
sphere of mutual confi<lence and security; 

Declares: 

That such confidence cannot be attained so long as the world continu~s to suffer 
from disorganisathn of the exchan<:es, economic chaos and unemployment, and that the 
only method of remedying these evils is to put an end to the uncertainty which prevails 
regarding the means for the restoration of the devastated regions and the settlement of 
the inter-Allied debts; , 

Expresses the hope that, in ,fo far as these questions can be regulated by the 
unaided efforts of the European nations, the Governments signatories of the international 
treaties and agreements which .;eal with these questions, and wit:tin the framework of 
which they must be envisaged, will achieve as soon as possible a general settlement of 
the problem of reparations and inter-Allied debts; 

It further recommends: 

That the Council shall devote co:~stan' atterition to every effort made in this 
dir~cti~n by the ~overnmet.ts concerned, it being understood that it can only usefully 
asstst m the solutton of these problems if requested ~o do so by the Governments in 
question. 

:·RATIFICATION OF THE AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT 

The Assembly declares that it is of the highest importance that the amendmentJ to the 
Covenant already passed, with the exception of amendments 2 and 3 to Art' 1 6 h ld b • 

'fi d b h G tc e ,.,s ou e 
rail e Y t e overnments of the States M<mbers of the League and it requests the Council 
to take all proper measures to secure this result. 
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• AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I o oF THE CoVENANT 

The Assembly o~ the League of Nations decides that the Canadian proposal with regard 
to Article IO of the Covenant shall be ,adjourned t!!t~ the fourth Assembly, in order that the 
subject may be considered in all its bearings. ]"he Assembly leaves it to the Council to decide 
on the steps to be taken lo provide for a detailed study of the Canadian proposal before the 
meeting of the fourth Assembly. 

AMENDMENT .;ro ARTICLE I 8 OF THE COVENANT • 
Consider~ng that, according to the in~rmation furnished by the Secretariat, the practice 

of presenting treaties and international engagements for registration and for publication is 
becoming more and more familiar to the Governments of Members of the League, and desiri~g 
to profit by experience gained over a longelit peo-iod before re-opening the discussion on a 
possible amendment to Article 18 of the Covenant: 

The As.sembly dectdes to postoon: such a discussi~n to a futur~ session of the_As;embly. 
• • • • • • • 

TiiE PROCEDURE 'oF CoNCILIA~ION 
• • • • 

• • • • •• 
With a view to promoting the development 8f the procedur• of c~nciliation in the case 

of international disputes, in accordance l'ith the spirit of the Covenant, the Assembly recom
mends the Members of the League, subject t§ the rights and obligations mentioned in Article 15 
of the Covenant, to conclude agreements witf! the1 object of laying their disputes before Con-

• ciliation Commissions formed by themselves.• • • 
• The organisation of these Commissions, their competence and the procedure to be 

followed before them, shall be freely determined by the Contracting Parties. The Parties are 
reco~mended in thiSJOOnnection to look for guidance to the provisions contained in the Hague 
Convention of October 18th, 1907, for the pacific settlement of international disputes, and, in 
particular, to the provisions concerning the ift,aring of witnesses, procedure by empleyment of 
expert•, rogatory commissions, inspection of places, replacement· of members of the Commission. 
The rules laid down in the following Articles are recommended to them for adoption. At the 
request of the Members concerned, the SecretarY-General may offer them the assistance of the 
Secretariat for the conclusion 'bf Con~iliation Conventions. • 

Apart from the other means placed at its disposal by the Covenant to assure the main
tenance of peace, the Couneil may, if n~cessary, have recourse to the service of the Conciliation 
Commission formed by the Parties; it may invite them to bring their dispute before the Com
mission, or .it may refer \P the Commission any dispute which ~ay have been submitted to it 
by ~me of the Parties in vir!'Ue of Article 15 of th~Co-.enant. A Conciliation Convention Illjde 
between two States of which one only is a Member of the League of Nations, or of which 
neither is a Member of the League, will b~ applicable subject to the procedure established by • Article 17 of the Covenant. 

The Assembly expresses the hope that the competence of Conciliation Commissions 
will extend to the greatest possible number ~f odispu~es, and that the practical application of 
particular Conventions between States, as recommencJea in the present resolution, will in the 
near future make possible the establishment of a g~neral Convention open to"the adhesi~n of 
all States. 1 o 

Rules 
Article I. • 

The Conciliation CommissiC>i- shall be constituted as follows: -
Each Party shall appoint two mem,ers,•one from among its own nationals, the other 

from among the nationals of a third State. The two Partie~ shall jointly appoint the Chairman 
of the Commission from among 0the nationals of a third State. 

,The Parties may app~int the members of the Commission beforehand and for a period 
which they themselves shall determine. They may also confine themselves to appointing only 
t~e Chairman beforehand, in which case the other members shall ~e appointed after consultation 
with the Chairman at the moment when a dispute arises, their mandate befng limited to the . . 
settlement of such dtspute . 

• 
' Article 2. 

1 
Disputes which fall · within the competence of the Conciliation Commission shall be 

referred to it for consideration by means of a notification made by one of the Contracting 

• 
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Parties to the Chairman of the Commission and to the oth~r Party. The potification shall be 
communicated to the Secretary-General of the League. , 

If all the members of the Commission have been appointed beforehand, the Chairman 
shall convene the Commission as soon 't' possible. If they have nd't been so appointed, 
the Chairman shall invite the Parties to 'appoint the other members within a period laid down 
by the Convention. . {} 

Article 3· 
• The Conciliation Commission shall meet at the seat of the League, amless the Parties 

have fixed a different place of meeting in the Convention made by them or for the purposes 
of a particular case. The Commission, if it consid('rs it nlecessary, may meet at a different 
place. The Commission may in all circumstances aotk the Secretary-General to render it assistance 
in its work. o 

A:ticle 4· 
< Q 

Subject to the right of the Parties and of the Commission~ itself to extend this period, 
the Conciliation Commi~pion shall complete its work within a periodcaf six months from the 
day on q~·.>ich it first rr.et. 0 

•-

Article s. 
0 

Bot!. Parties shall be heard by the Cqp1mission. ., 
The Parties shall fur,!lish th~ Cott~mission avith all the information which may be useful 

for the enquiry and C(he drawiiVl up of the report, and sht)l in every respect assist it ·m the 
I. h f . k <· 0 0 accomp IS ment o Its tas . - e 

The Commissie-n sh~ll itself regulate all details of procedure not provided for in the 
Convention, and establish rules of procedure for tJ>e&obtaining of evidence. 

• • • • 
Article 6. 

• • • 
The Commission shall take its decis~ons by a majority vote of its members; the pr~ence 

of all the members is required for a valid decision. Each member shall have one vote . 

Article ;. • • 
The Commission sh~l make a report on ~ach dispute submitted to it. In proper cases 

the report shall include a proposal for the settlement of the dispute. The reasoned opinion of 
the members who are in the minority shall be recorded in the report. 

The Chairman of the Commission shall immediately bring the report to the knowledge 
of the Parties and of the Secretary-General of the League. • 

< 

Article 8. • • 
The report of the Conciliation Commission may be published by one of the Parties 

before the settlement of the dispute only if the other Party gives it!j, consent. • 
l The Commission may, by unanill'ous, vote, decree the"imme~iatc publication of its report. 

Article 9· . 
Each Party shall pay the allowances of the members of the Commission which it has 

appointed and shall pay half of the allowances ot the Chairman. 
Each Party shall bear the costs ofcprocedure which it has incurred and half •of those • 

which the Commission may declare to • be joint costs. 
0 ~ 

lNDEMKIT!ES PAYABLE TO CERTAIN JUDGES AND 'fECHNICAL ASSESSORS OF THE PERMANENT 

COURT OF INTERNATIONAL !UST!CE 
L • 

The Assembly of the League'' of N~tions, 
~ 

Having considered proposals made to it by the Council, in accordance with Article 32 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice, 

Accepts th.e proposals , of the Council, subject to certain changes as to ,he amounts 
payable, and decdes as follows: 

0 

. I. A judg:'sittin_g in the Permanent Court of International Justice who has been selected 
m accordance W>th Article 31 of the. Statute of the Court and who is not a dt·puty juc!ge, shall 
be granted from the. funds of. the Court a daily duty allowance and a daily subsistence allowance • 
and repayment of h1s travelling expenses, according to the rates and cond1't•10 ~·I' bl t _ . . . ns app 1ca e o a deputy JUdge takmg part m a sesswn of the Court. 
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2. Technical ¥Sessors summoned to assist the Court in accordance with the prov1s10ns 
of Article 26 of the Statute of the Court shall be granted from the funds of the Court a daily 
subsistence allowance {'f fifty florins during the period for which their functions oblige them 
to reside at the place at which the session i,<; held, unle~ thry habitually reside there, or, if they reside 
at such place, a daily subsistence allowance of twenty~ five florins; and, further, the necessary 
travelling expenses of the?e assessors .shall be ;efunded to them out of the funds of the Court. 

3. Technical assessors sitting in cases connected with transit and communications, and, 
ineparticu1ar, cases coming under Part XH (Ports, Waterways and Railways) of the Treaty of 
Versailles and the ~orresponding parts of the other Treaties of Peace referred to in Article 27 
of the Statute of the Court, shall b' treated in the same manner as the assessors referred to 
in paragraph 2 above if they sit by virtue oT a decision of the Court. If the technical assessors 
sit at the reque*t of the parties, the allowan~es and travelling expenses shall be borne by the 
parties in accordance with rules to be made by the Court . 

• • 
F~NANCIAL ADlojiNISTRATION OF. THE LEAGUE 

• • 
• 

• ~solutio1ts 
• 

• 
• 

l. The Assemb1y of the L~ague of Natiol'ls finally pas~es the expenditure and income • accounts for the third fiscal periocPending Decenfber 31st, 1.921. 

II. The Assembly adopts the first repo?t of the toV'mission •of Co'8trol and the supple
mentary report in so far as their r~commendalions •have not •a,nmdy been acted upon or are · 
not at variance with other specific decisions or the third A~embj,Y or of. its Fourth 
Committee. • • 

III. Whereas the work undertaken Io~ the S::ommittee ~n Intellectual Co-operation in 
accordance with the ~ecision of the second Assembly cannot be satisfactorily carried out without c • . 
adequate financial provisions in the Budget. • 

• The Assembly decides to raise the credit for this purpose under the Item of "Inter
national Bureaux and Miscellaneous Questions" from 125,000 francs as proposed by the fourth 
Com~ittee to 175,00~ francs. 

IV. The Assembly of the League of Notions, in accordance with Article 4 of the recom-" . . mendation adopted by the first Assembly on the administration of the finances of the League 
of Nations, dated December 17th, 1920, 

Approves, for the fiscal period 1923, the general Budget of the League, the Budget for 
the International Labour OrgaJlisation, and the supplementary credits, amounting in all to 
25,673,508 francs; • 

And decides that these budgets shall be published in the Official Journal. • • 
V. The Assembly of the League of Nations, 
Having noted the letter f10m the Swiss Delegation dated ~eptember qth, 1922, addressed 

to the Secrhariat of the "Leiigueooi Nations on behalf of the Federal Council and on behalf 
of tT1e Council of State of the Republic and Canton "of Geneva and of the Administrative 
Council of the City of Geneva, by whic'- subject to the ratification by the constitutional 
powers both Federal and Genevese, and in order to assist the Leag'be to build in due time 
premises suitable for the holding of the Assembly and for use as offices by the International 
Labour Office, by obtaining possession of l<fncJ. in 9eneva suitably placed for their require-
ments, the following sites are offered as a gift: ~ • 

(1) On the part of the Swiss Confederation, "!he premises situated at IS-! Rue de•Lau-
sanne, on 1he sh.ores.of the Lake, and having an area .of 35.&.!3 square metres; • 

(2) On the part of the Republic and Canton of Geneva and the City of Geneva the land adjacent ' 
to the Secretariat on the side nearest to the city, and having an area of 4.-!93 square metre~. 

Expresses its warm appreciation of til.e generosity and the goodwill shown tO\fards th~ 
League of Nations which inspired these offers, and gives full powers to the Council: 

(1) To accept the offers as :oon a~ the¥ have both been definitely made; and 
(2) To authorise the Secretary-General ta carr/ out •n behalf of the League of Nations 

the transfer of the property righfs. 

• VI. The Assembly, with regard to the decision of the Council dated July zrst. 1922, 
desires to express its full approval of the principle that expenditure incurred for special 
i~vestigations in the particular interests of one or mo•e Memb!rs of the League shall be met 
by that or those Members of the League. • 

• VII. The Assembly, 
Gonsidering that the present financial pos111on of all countries renders the strictest 

• economy i'ecessary on the part of the League of Nations, especially in so far as new work 
involving the League in new expenditure is concerned, even if this work was contemplated 
by conventions or resolutions ante-dating the present session of the Assembly: 

Li 
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Requests the Council of the League and the Governing Body »f the International 
Labour Office to see that work of this nature is undertaken between the third and fourth 

Assemblies only in cases of extreme urgency; . 
- And requests the Council of the Le~gue und the Governing Body of the Internaltonal 

Labour Office to submit to the fourth Assembly a statement of new work, involving new 
expenditure on the part of the League, undertaken in accordance with the conditions men

tioned in the first paragraph. 

VIH. The Assembly, 
Whereas the fourth Committee only received the report of the Salaries Adjustment 

Committee on the subject of a deferred pay ar.d pensiuns scheme for the Secretariat and 
International Labour Office at its last meeting, lwo days before the close of the Assembly, 

· Whereas it was impos~ible in these circumstances to consider this c,.uestion with the 

necessary care : 
Decides to transmit the report to the Commission of Control and to request the 

Council to submit to the Members of the League a final report four months before the 
openhg of the fourth session of the _Assembly. 

( 

Recommendation 
( 

Th• Assembly recommends that, in view of the nece%ity of realising economies in the 
financial administration of .the· Le~gue, .~he Counor-il should always hold its sessions at Geneva 
except in the. case of absoxtely l!xceptional circumsta11ces necessitating a session in some 

• c c 
other town. 

REGULATIONS FOR THE FINANCIAL ADMINISTiATION OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

Whereas the recom.rendation of the Assembly adopted on Decelhber 17th, 1920, with 
regard to the administration of the finances of the League of Nations, as modified bY the 
recommendation of October 4th, 1921, requested the Council to prepare, for the annual 
session of the Assembly in 1922, a final resolution concerning the administration of the 
League of Nations; 

0 0 

And whereas the Council requested the ~upervisory Commission to prepare a draft of 
such resolution and the C~mmission has submitted such draft,' which has been considered by 
the Assembly: 

The Assembly of the League of Nations adopts the Regulations for the administration 
of the finances of the League of Nations. (A. 54· (2). 1922. X.)0 

0 

ALLOCATION OF THE EXPENSES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

0 0 
The Assembly, • • • 
Considering that the present p~siti~~ of the finances of the League of Nations ,;akes 

it imperatively necessary to modify as soon as postible the system of allocation of the expenses 
of the League of Nations among its Members and to replace the scale of the Universal Postal 
Union now in force by a more just and equitable scale; 

And considering that the scale an~exed_to•the present resolution (see Document A. 154. 

19221 has been recognised by general t"onsent as establishing a more just and equitable system 
for ihe allocatiton of the said expenses, afid that it is recognised to be desirable to secure the 
imr.Jediate application of this scale as a provisional measure: 

L v 
Approves the application of the above· mentioned scale for the allocation of the said 

expenses for the year nineteen hundred and twenty-three; 
a.rd requests the Council to ask the Commiltee on the Allocation of Expenses, presided 

over by M. Reveillaud, to continue its researches with a view to preparing a definitive scale 
which may be submitted to a subsequent Asse'l!bly. "The A-ssembly leaves it to the Council to 
modify the composition of the Co...'llmitt~e as it thinks desirable. 

The Assembly begs the Council to notify the MembMs of the League of Nations that 
it is no longer necessary to continue the ratification of the Amendments No. 2 and No. 3 
of Article 6, voted by the Assembly of 1922, but, on the other hand, to urge them to ratify 
the first amendement as soon_ as possible. 

• 

Unpaid Contributtons 

The As.<embly approves the principles and proposals which are laid down in~the report • 
of the Fourth Committee (A. 145. 1922) concerning the contributions still remaining to be 
paid for the fiscal years up to January 1922. 
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• 

Contribut~lt of the State of Salvador to the Expenses of the League 

The Assembly dicides that the report which the First Committee has received fr,om its 
Sub-Committee on the claim of Salvadpr be trans111itted without discussion to the Council of 
the League, together with copies of the proces-ver~aux containing the discussions of the 
Committee, in order tha~ the Council may take such -action in the matter as it considers 
appropriate. 

• Esperanto as a?t Auxiliary International Language • 
I.· The Assembly adopts the r•port of the Secretariat on Esperanto as an auxiliary inter

national language, subject to the following'amendements: 

• 

• 
a) That oihe corrections communicated by the British Delegation be made and that · 

Chapter V of the report be omitted ; 

b) That an ·annex be added to the rep
0
ort,.consisting of the whole of the brief and i~

partial report made by the Paris Chamber of Commerce on February gth, I92I, of 
which certain f)assages only ~ave be.en quote.;; • • 

• • •• 
c) That t~ resolutions adopted b~ 41he Committee be annexed fo the report. 

• • 
2. The questi~¥~s relating Lo <the teaching of Esperanto !ijJall be referred to the Committee • on Intellectual Co-operation, in or~er that that CoJilmittee may give its opinion on llhe various 

aspects of the problem of an auxiliary inter'lational I'1flgua~e. • 

• • 
THE WoRK OF THE CoMMITIEE oN INTELLECTUAL Co-d!>ERATION 

~ • 
I. The Assembly takes note of the ref>Qrt of.the CommiHee on Intellectual Co-operation, 

and highly appreciares the work accomplish~ by that Committee .during its first session, and 
also the systematic and judicious method in accorda8ce with which the Committee has drawn • up the programme of its future work; the Assembly congratulates the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Intellectual Co-operation, M. H. Bergson, together with his colleagues, upon their 
usefuf and remarkabte work, and expresses the hope that the Committee will pursue its work 
with the help of the most competent men of.atl countries to the e~tent attowed by 1he credits 
voted by the Assembly. 

2. The Assembl~ notes with satisfaction the resolutions by which the Council has autho
rised the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation to undertake an enquiry into the position 
with r~gard to intettectua) wofk, and to appoint three sub-committees to investigate questions 
of bibliography, questions of inter-university co-operation, and questions of intettectual pro-
prietary rights. • 

3. The Assembly decides to send and appeal to all countr.ies which have not yet accepted 
the ConvenTions relating ~o ~he iflrernational exchange of publications signed at Brussels on 
March ISth, I886, asking them to give their adhesi~n ttereto. • 

4· The Assembly has noted with m~ch interest the detailed investigations carried out 
• by the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation regarding the conditions of intellectual life in 

countries where its continuance is especially.endangered. The Assembly invites the Council to 
• fottow u

0
p this important question within the lifnits l'r'6Posed by the Committee on Intellectual 

Co-operation. • • 

S· The Assem4lY invites the Council to stimul11te an• intellectual co operation b'!tsed 
upon international solidarity, in order to procure scientific books and documents for the uni- • • versities and schools of those countries whtch, as a result of war, have been deprived of them 
and which have not sufficient resources to ~cquire them. • • • 

• • • 
III. T ecbnical Organisations • 

THE PAN-AMERICAN CoNGRESS AND THE TECHNICAL ORGANISATIONS OF THE LE.AGUE 

• The Assembly expresses: a desite that, at the next Pan-A~erican Con!Vess, the Members 
of the League of Nations represented at the Congress should call the att~ntion of the latter 
to the work of the Technical Organisations of the League of Nations; 

lixpresses a desire that these Members should consider the means by which any future 
• action co11templated by the Pan-American Congress in connection with the question which is 

being dealt with by the Technical Organisations of the League of Nations may, as far as pos
sible, be carried on in co-operation with these organisations, and 
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Recommends that, if necessary, the Council should authorise the" Technicai' Organi
sations to co-operate in any action of general interest which the Pan-American Congress may 
decide to take. o 

e 
THE HEALTH ORGANISATION 

Resolutio1t I 

r. The Assembly not.es with satisfaction: 

a) The assistance given by the Health Or&<nisatiotf to the work of the Health Confe
rence at Warsaw. It notes also that the Genoa <;onference, having considered the report of 
the VVarsaw Conference in accordance with the request contained in the rtnolution of the 
Council forwarded on April 3rd, approved the pri"nciples of the anti-epidemic campaign adopted 
by the Warsaw Conference, and that in consequence of this resolution of the Genoa Con
ference, transmitted to the Health Organisation fly a resolution of the Council dated July 2rst, 

the Health Organisation bas been cqarged with the (<luty of carryi,ng out the programme 
outline<! ry the Confer~nce; ( r, 

b) That the Health Organisation has been ~uthorisedc by various counl~ies to undertake 
he duties of mediation en truster to it by certain bilateral' sanitary conrentions which have 
been concl.1ded as a result of the \N arsaw <;onference, and,.. that the Council has approved the 
discharge of these duties; .. ., 

c) The co· operation est<'hlished between the Health. Organisation and the other Tech
nical Organisations of the, League of Nati-,ns, 'notably the Permanent Advisory Committee on 
the Traffic in Opium', the Advisory and Technical Committee on Communications and Transit 
and the Permanent Mandates Commission; 

d) The assistance given by the Health Organisation in the work preparatory to the 
revision of the International" Sanitary Co~:vention''of 1912, and the realisa"tion of co· operation 
with the " Office international d'Hygiene publique" thus effected, and the fact that the C<mncil 
has decided to place this Organisation at the disposal of the Conference which is shortly to 
be convened by the "Office international d'Hygiene publique "; c 

0 

e) The co·operation effected by the Healt}! Organisation in experimental research con
cerning the standardisation of sera and serological tests, the first results of which will be 
presented to a conference to be convened at Geneva in the near future; 

f) The development of the activities of the Health Organisation with regard to epidemiologi
cal intelligence, which should not be limited to problems whio'l are of importance to only a 
limited number of countries ; • 

g) The initiative taken by the Health Organisa<ion with rogard to an interchange of 
the sanitary personnel of various Governments which it desires should be made applicable to 
as large a number of countrieo as po~sible. 

2. The Assembly desires to express its appreciation to the Rockefeller Foundationv for 
the financial assistance which has been offered to· the Health Organisation to assist in the 
development of certain ot its activities. 

3· The Assembly considers that the Health• Organisation of the League of N~tions is 
undertaking a task of permanent utility> and that it is indispensable that is should continue its 
activities. 1 

•' The Assembly considers that it may be possible, before the meeting of the fourth 
Assembly, to prepare, on the basis 'and according to the principles adopted by the first 
A'!;sembly for the Technical Organisations of the League, the constitution of a permanent 
Health Grganisation, which will be submitted to the fourth Assl'mbly for approval. In such 
case this Organisation will undertake the duties laid down in the resolutions of the first and 
the second Assemblies. It may, if necessary, function mt:anwhile within the limits of the 
budget and in anticipation of the a,bove-mentioned approval of the fourth Assembly. To this 
end the Assembly authorises the Council to take advantage ,of such general conference as 
may be convoked, it being understood that all States Members of the League of Nations shall 
be invited to send delegates thereto. 

It also suggests to the Council that an attempt be made at the forthcoming conferences 
to make such arra:~gements as may be necessary to avoid duplication. • 

Resolutio1t II 
• 

The Assembly expresses the opinion that the persistence of epidemics in Eastetn E 
'II · . · - urope stt constitutes a senous danger to the world, and prejudices the re-establishment f 1 

· d' · · h . o norma economic con 11tons m t e countnes affected by these epidemics and in the whole world. 

• 
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The Assembl' notes that all the Governments represented at the International Economic 
Conference of Genoa accepted the principle of the participation of a1f European States in the 
expenditure n~cessaryofor the anti-epidemic campaign, and agreed to entrust the direction of 
this campaign to the Temporary Epidemic Commi:siin. 

The Assembly has taken note of conside~~able financial effort made by the States border
" ing on Russia in order to carry on the campaign in their own territories. 

The Assembly notes that, in conformity with the Genoa resolution, the British Govern
lllt'nt has offered a contribution of £ 1oo,ooo to the Temporary Epidemic Commission, subject 
to the condition t'tat the total contributions of other Governments equal a sum of not less than 
£ 200,000. The Assembly notes als~ that the Council has decided to acquaint the Delegations 
of all Members of the League of Nations pl'esent at the Assembly with this offer, asking them 
to make, if possible before the end of the A~sembly, an announcement regarding the assistance 
which their resZective Governments will be ready to give. The Assembly hopes that the Mem
bers of the League of Nations will be able to respond at an early date. 

• • • 
Tempora'l Epidemic Commission 

0 • • • 
• Tile Assem,bly notes that, hithetto, the Temporary Epidemic CommiiSion, of whiclt lille funds 

are pro~ided ent1rely by voluntarY. contribuTions intended tor .the campaign against epidemics 
and freely granted t.Y certain Slates, has undertaken a series ~f epidemiological enquiries and 
JJas established a closer co-operation with the rechnical administrations necessary .in view of 
the aim which it pursues; but thar its activities h•ave been !nad~ use of by the Health Organi-

. f . . • • • 
satlon or rls own reqUirements, and -. • 

\V'!iereas, under these circuui'stances, it ~es tlot seem ~~u~able that the cost of this 
work, in which all the States are interested, shourd be borne o"ly !,_. certain States, and 
whereas this expenditure should rather !!>e • provided for under the ordinary budget of the 
League ; and • • • • Whereas it is ,.not admissible that these sums should be paid out ol the contributions 
made by certain States for the clear and" well-d.tined purpos"e of the campaign against 
cpid~mics properly so-called; and 

Whereas the effective continuation of this work and regard for its best results from the 
econemic point of 11iew renders it desirable that the Temporary Epidemic Commission should 
continue to be entrusted with it : 

Decides that a sum of so,ooo francs s~all be induced in th" budget of the tl:ealth Or-
ganisation as a contribution to the Temporary Epidemic Commission . 

• • 
ORGANISATION FOR COMMUNICATIONS A"l-m TRANSIT 

r. Tile Assembly, afte~ taking cog"nisance of the first and second reports of the Advisory 
and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit on the work of the organisation 
for Commlfllications and•Transit lletween the second and third" Assemblies, . . . 

• • • • Notes with satisfaction ; 

a) The progress achieved in giving•practical effect to the recommendations adopted by 
the Conference on Passports, Customs, Formalities and Through 'rickets, held at Paris in 
October, 1920, and also to the Conventions and recommendations adopted at the Barcelona • Conferettce; • • 

b) The efforts made by the Organisation fo. C~mniunications and Tr'!.nsit to faijilitate 
the ratifications of the Barcelona Conventions or the adhesions to those Conventions; 

• 
c) The investi~ations undertaken for the purp~se of drawing up the Convention on • 

the International Regime of Railways, as well as a General Convention on the lnternatioli<ll 
Regime of Ports and for the purpose of a~plying in the domain of transport the pri.p.ciple ol 
equitable treatment for commerce; 

d) The measures taken witll a vi&r.v to carrying out the resolutions of the Genoa Con
ference, transmitted to the Organisations for <:omm .. nicati£>nS and Transit by the Council of 
the League with the object of developing the restoration of the actual means of transport in • 
Europe, and : . 

• Invites the Organisation for Communication and Transit, which will hold a second 
General Conference at Geneva during the year 1923, in accordilnce with the recommendation 
~f the General Conference of Barcelona. approved by the Council of the U!ague at its meeting 
of June rSth, 1921, to continue, on the lines at present adopted, to carry ~ut the duties with 
which it has been entrusted. 

".rhe Assembly believes that the investigations now undertaken will be prosecuted with 
sufficienteenergy to ensure that all those which appear likely to give rise to an international 
agreement may form the subject of definite proposals to be submitted without delay to the 
second General Conference. 
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II. The Assembly recomm•nds the Organisation for Communication8 and Transit of the 
League to transmit to the various Governments concerned, at least three months before the 
meeting of the Conference which shall ·be Jleld during 1923, the draft e:onventions or recom-
mendations which it has prepared. ~ • 

Ill. The Assembly takes note with satisfa~tion of the immineti't meeting at Paris of the 
Conference of Railway Administrations, convened by the French railway Administrations, in 
conformity with the decisions of the Genoa Conference, and draws the attention of the Coun.cil 
to the fact that it is desirable that measures should be taken for the relfresentation of the 
Communications and Transit Organisation of the League at the Conference in question, 
which Organisation has been entrusted, in virtue cf the d{cisions referred to above (which have 
been accepted by the Council and the Assembly);- with the task of examining the progress 
achieved in carrying them out. 0 

" EcoNoMic 'AND FINANCIAL CqMMITIEE 
r 

r_ 

The'"Assembly has noted with satisfactitln the services,which the Financial Committee has 
rendered to the Council iv its several tasks, no~ably in regard to the finances of Danzig, the 
technical aid to be ~iven to A-lhania,1 and the restoration <;>f the financial condition of Austria. 
It highly appreciates the aJ:hvities of the Committee, and it hopes that the Committee will con
sider practical propotals on all specific subjects which, in present conditions, might be ripe for 
solution by collaboration between States, and that tf.e Committee will pursue its enquiries on 
practical lines, so as to arriv~ at positive re~u:ts. It hopes that the study of the various 
questions connected with the stabilisation of curJencies, and in particult:r that of the foreign 
trade balance and balance of payment {.,f various States, which is an essential element of the 
problem, will be actively pressed forward so as to lead to the publication of reports ~hich 
will throw light on this question, which is one of urgent importance. 

II'· 
The Assembly has again had its attention drawn to the persistent gravity of the financial 

dislocation and its increasingly serious effects upon the commercial and industrial structure of 
the whole world. It reiterates its belief that an essential part of the remedy for these evils is 
the application of the rules c;>f finance laid down in the reso!\ltions adopted at the Brussels 
Financial Conference and recently endorsed at the Genoa Conference. It invites the Ftnancial 
Committee to renew the inquiries which it undertook last year on the progress made in the 
application of these resolutions by various Governments. It also invites the Committee to in
vestigate, with a view to eff~ctive results, and in collaboration, formal or informal, with the 
Governments concerned, all practical proposals which may be m~de 

0
for the compl:test possible 

application of the principle of sound finance which these resolutions embody. • 

III 

The Assembly, appreciating the advantages,_ which may accrue, for the finances of various 
countrks, from the disinterested assista>.ce of an international body of impartial experts, in
vites, the Financial Committee to hold itfelf at the disposal of the Governments of the States 
Members of the League, and to render them all assistance in its power for such questions, 
and in such forms as may be found n.ost appropriate. $ 

IV 

a) The Assembly notes with satisfaction the thorough enquiry which the Economic 
Committee has made into the questions concerningcthe e~uitable treatment of commerce and 
the progress achieved in regard toe certam aspects of the problem. 

b) It looks forward to a modification of the existing mternational conventions on unfair 
competition in consequence of the Committee's proposals, and approves the procedure apopted 
by the Council with a view to securing this end. 

c) It appro'{es the propci'sal to convene a Conference of experts on customs formalitits 
It trusts that all gossible measures will be taken, not only to promote the success of the Con~ 
ference, but also t? follow up its conclusions in such a way as to secure practical action by 
the Governments wtth the least possible delay. 

0 

d) The Assembly notes the further work undertaken in connection with the tJ bl f " 
th · bl - pro em o 

e equtta e treatment of commerce. It counts upon valuable recommendatt"ons b · b · d . emg su -
mttte at an early date m regard to the treatment of foreign persons and firms . ._ 
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e) It hopes, l'lowever, that the investigation thus successfully begun will be extended 
and continued without interruption, in order that the principle of equitable treatment of com
merce may be given the earliest and most general jPPlication possible . . • 

The Assembly has noted the progress made and the results achieved by the Economic 
Committee in the other tasks which it has undertaken, partly as a consequence of the resolu
ti<1ns of the Genoa Conference (dumping, statistical methods, etc.), and partly as regards other 
matters (bills of exchange). It is anxious that the attention of the States Members of the 
League should be drawn in a speci'-1 mannar to the recommendations in regard to commercial 
arbitration (Ia clause compromissoire) and the &tabilisation of customs tariffs . 

• 

• 
VI 

• The Assembly, having taken note of th& docisions of the General Labour Conference of 
1921 calling for an enquiry into the national and international aspects of the unempl~ment 
crisis and the nieans 00 combating it,•and requesting \he Internatio11al Labour Office to call 
inlb co-operaiion the Economic anll FimltJc~al Section of the League of"Nations for th•e !olution 
of the financial a•nd economic qu~tions raised by the enquiry.: 

Requests the &conomic ood"Financial O~anisation to arrange the scope and method of 
such collaboration at an early date10 and to bring .o the enquiry.conducted by the It!\ernational 
Labour Office any information which it has ~ its po~essio"n. • 

•• •• • 
\I'll : •• 

.. 
The Assembly invites the States M~mbers of the League of Natio~s to assist in the work 

of the Economic and Financial Committee• by furnishing as fully -and as speedily as possible 
the information for which the Committee ~~y asl, especially in connection with its various 
publications and its rnvestigations in regard Ri the e._uitable treat~ent of commerce • 

• 
VIII 

• The Assembly .notes that the Council proposes to maintain for the present the Economic 
and Financial Organisation under its existing provisional form, in order to pursue the work 
which it has already undertaken, subject to s~ch changes in the co~position of the ~wo Com
mittees as the Council may decide . 

• • 

1V. Administrative Questions 

• • • MANDAT~ • 

I. The Assembly wishes to express 1ts keen satisfaction that tJ!e terms of the mandates_ 
which had not been promulgated in 1921 have now been defined; that reports on the admi
nistration of mandated territories have been ,presented to the Permar.ent Mandates Commission 
and exa'lnined in the presence of duly accretlited.,.epresentatives of the man~atory Powers; 
and that the mandates system has thereby been br'1Pght fully into force. • • 

The Assembly wishes, in particular, to express its deep gratitude to the Permanent 
Mandates Commissioa for the great care and imparti:llity wHich it has devoted to the ac~om- • 
plishment of its important and delicate task. • 

II. The Assembly, highly appreciati~ the action taken by the Government of South• 
Africa in communicating, in its c"iacity of mandatory Power for South-\Vest Africa, the report 
of the Bondelzwart Rebellion, 1922; • • 

Moved by feelings of great anxiety for the welfare at"ld the relief of the survivors: • • Resolves to express : · 

•a) Its profound satisfaction with the official statement made by Sir Edgar Walton, 
Delegate for South Africa, that a full and impartial enquiry wUl be made into all the facts of 
t"e Bondelzwart Rebellion and its repression; • 

b) The confident hope that the Permanent Mandates Commission, at its next session, 
will consider this question and be able to report that satisfactory conditions have been esta-

• blished; and that, in the meanwhile, the mandatory Power will make every effort to relieve 
the suffe~g of the victims, particularly the women and children, and that it will ensure pro
tection and restitution of the remaining livestock, and, in general, the restoration of the eco
nomic life in the Bondelzwart district. 
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III. The Assembly, having considered the matter of the right of f'ctitio_n a!ludcd to in 
the report of the Permanent Mandates Commission, expresses the hope that thts rtght may be 

defined in such a manner as to ensure· that: • 
a) All petitions emanating from <inhabitants of •mandated areas wil~ ?e se_nt to the Per- · 

manent Mandates Commission through the intc!rmediary of the locaj admm1stratton and of the 

mandatory Power; 
b) No petition concerning the welfare of the inhabitants of ·mandated _ar:as emanating 

from other sources will be considered by the Permanent Mandates ConemiSSIOn before 'he 
mandatory Power has had full opportunity of expressing its views . 

• • 
PROTECTION OF MINORITIES • 

The Assembly approves the report of the Sixth Committee with regard to the protection 
of minorities and accordingly takes the following resolutions: 

x. While in case~ of grave inf-action of the !v.Knorities TreatiiS 1t IS necessary that the 
Counci: .bnould retain cts full power of direct action,<>the Assembly recognises tliat in ordi""-ry 
circumstances the League can best promote go8d relatio~s between the ~arious signatory 
Governments and persons belons;ing to racial, religious ~ lW:Jguistic mielorilies placed under 
their soveneignty by benevolent and informaf communications with those Governments. For 
this purpose, the Assembly sugge>'ts th~t th~ Co~ncil mighT require to have a larger secretarial 

staff at its disposal. c • ( 0 0 

2. In case of differwce of opinion cas to questions of law or fact arising out of the 
provisions of the Minorities Treaties, between the~ Government concerned and one of the 
States Members of the Co.,ncil of the League of "Nations, the Assembly recommends that the 
Members of the Council appeal without" um'ie~essary delay to the Permanent Court of 
International Justice for a decision i'il accorddnce with the Minoriti~s Treaties, it being 
understood that the other methods of conciliation provided for by the Covenant may ~ways 
be employed. 

3. \Vhile the Assembly recognises the primary right of the Mi~rities to be pretected 
by the League from oppression, it also emphasisis the duty incumbent upon persons belonging 
to racial,< religious or lingu~stic minorities to co-operate as loyal fellow-citizens with the nations 
to which they now belong. 

4· The Assembly expresses the hope that the States which are not bound by any legal 
obligations to the League wi(Jl respect to Minorities will ne-.ertheless observe in the treat
ment of their own racial, religious or linguistic minorities at least as high a stan~ard of 
justice and toleration as is required by any of the ':Freaties ando by the regular action of the 
Council. · 

• 5- The Secretariat, which has the duty of collecting. ipfor~atlbn concerninlt the manner 
in' which the Minorities Treaties are '!:arried out, should not only assist the Council il'l the 
study of complaints concerning infractions of ~ese Treaties, but should also assist the 
Council in ascertaining in what manner the persons belonging to racial, linguistic or religious 
minorities fulfil their duties towards their States. The information thus collected might be 
placed at the disposal of the States Members of •he League of Nations if they so de

0
sire. • • • 

' CoMPLAINTS 
• Cl 
BY THE LITHUANIAN GoVERNMENT RELATIVE TO THE TREATMENT OF THE 

NON-PoLISH PoPULATION IN THE TERRITORY oF VlLNA 

The Assembly of the League of Nations: • 
In virtue of its resolution of September 15th, 1922; 
Having heard the complaints of the Lithpanidn Gov~rnment relative to the treatment of 

the non-Polish population in the Vilna tlistrict; 
. And having also heard the replies of the Polish Dele~te to these accusations; 

Considering that the questions thus raised are among those with which the Council 
by its resolution of January 13th, 1922, - after having drawn up its final recommenda~on fo; 

·the settlement of the Polish, Lithuanian dispute, - reserved to itself the right to deal, if 
necessary, by re<fuesting the two Governments to allow it to send representatives to the spot 

. for the purpose (if making a report: 
Considering that the Council has already made use of the powers which it thus reserved 

to itself and that its intervention in this matter is in conformity with its general activities ino 
regard to the protection of minorities; t1 

Refers to the Council for its special consider~tion the question which has been suhmitterl 
to the Assembly by the Lithuanian Government. 
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V. Political Questions 

T~p: NEAR F!\sT 
• 

The Assembly, anim:t.ed by a sincere desrre to see peace re-established in the Near East 
and to support any acrion which may be taken to achieve that object, learns with satisfaction 
that .it is proposed to hold a special Conference to consider the present siluation wi1h a view 
to o6nding a soluri,.n. 

The Assembly trusts that the Council, without in1erfering in any way with the proposed 
negotiations, will adopt such measure' as it fl\i!Y deem timely and warranted by the stage reach
ed in the negotiations in order to give. eff~ct to 1he unanimous wish of the Assembly for 
an early restoratjpn of peace. 

ARMENIA • • • 
The Assembly notes with gratitude the action taken by the Council with respect to Arll'enia, 

and recommends that, in<>the negotiatiols for a peace w~h Turkey, the necessity for groviding 
a N'ational Home for the Armenians" sho~Ad.not be overlooked, and rel!uests the Cmfncil to 
take all steps whi~h it may think 16Seful to secure this result. • 

• • • 
.. • 

• GE~RGIA • . .. -
The Assembly of the League ol Nations, 11!lvin( considered tl'le position of Georgia, in

vites the Council to follow attentively the course of events in this ~art ai the world, so that 
it may be able to seize any opportunity '-'hich may occur to help in the restoration of this 
country to normal conditions by any peacef,.'i 

0
mea,.s in accor<lfl.nce" with the rules of inter

national law. • • • • 
• STATUS OF EASTERN GAUCL<\ 

The Assembly of the League of Nations renews its wish, expressed in the resolution 
adopted by the second Assembly on September 27th, 1921, that the Council of the League 

- draw the attention of the Principal Allied and -..\ssociated Powers to. the desirability ef deter
mining at an early date the status of Eastern Galicia. 

REQUEST OF THE LITHUA~N GOVERNMENT TO INCLUDE A NEW QUESTION IN THE .. 

q . 'AGENDA OF TH£ A5SEMBLY • 

• • 
The third Assembly being requested by the Lithuanian Government to include on its 

agenda a new question drafted as follows: • • • 
• "Protest against ~rbitrary actions of theo Pol~h Government in connection with tlte 

territory of Vilna subsequent to the Council's recommendation of January 13th , 1922." 

In view of the letter of the Polish Go'\>ernment raising the prev,jous question; 
In view of the reply of the Lithuanian Government dated September 6th , 1922; 

Ap"roves the report presented on behllf of the special Committee by M. Hymans, the 
• • • delegate of Belgium; • 

Decides, in consequence, that the previous qu ... tion should be adopted oas regards-the 
Lithuanian complaint brought against the statute of Vilna, and .the elections which the Polish 
Government proposed ro hold in that district; • ~ 

Maintains on the agenda the new question so far as it concerns abusive treatment alleged" 
to have been inflicted upon the Lithuanian wpulation in the Vilna district; • • 

And, as it is not desirable that the discussion of the Lithuanian allegations should be 
raised at the Assembly before the c~pete01t Committee has had an opportunity of investi
gating them, refers the question, thus clearly d~fined, odirect\r and without discussion, to the 
sixth Committee of the Assembl~ which is responsible for the investigation of political 
questions . 

• 

• 
VI. Humanitarian and Social Questions 

• 
GREEK AND ARMENIAN· REFUGEES FROM AsiA ML'IOR IN CcNsT..\..'i;TINOPLE 

Th't Assembly : 

Havilfg heard Dr. Nansen's statement regarding the critical situation of more than two 
hundred thousand refugees from Asia Minor and his offer of the services of his Russian re
fugee organisation for administration of any funds contributed for the benefit of the refugees; 

• 7 
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And, considering that this is a work which demands immediate action by the League: 

RecoonmemJs: • 
That the High Commissioner of the League be "authorised to utilise the services of the 

Russian refugee organisation for assisting the ;!.oney collected for tl'1is purpose, it being under
stood that the League undertakes no responsibility for these refugees, that the work for Russian 
refugees shall continue without hindrance, aud that this additional activity be considered of a 
temporary nature; " 

And, recognising the 
these refugees : 

urgency of providing· an adequate administrative organisation for 
c 

Invites: 

The Council to consider whether it cannot place at the disposal of Dr. Nansen, from the 
item "Unforeseen expenditure" a sum sufficient to enable the necessary administrative measures 
to be taken for a period which will allow f~r adeQuate arrangements to be made from other 
sourcl!s. " 

RELIEF FOR REFUGEES iN '!HE J\.TEAR EAST 
c 

Th< Assembly, having heard the state!llent of Lord ?alfour, and recognising the extreme 
urgency of bringing effective aid 'to the refugee~ in the Near East, from which purpose financial 
assistance from the various Go.,ernrrents would be of ,the greatest value, decides that its 
Members will at once pla_ce the situation ,befo•e their respective Governments, recommending 
an immediate and a!.cquate financial contribution to Dr. Nansen's organisation. 

,, 
< . 

RussiAN F.:EFUGEES 
,, 

The Assembly, having heard the report of the High Commissioner of the League of 
Nations for Russian refugees on the work which he has accomplished during the past year, 

Approves this report (A. 84), ,, • 
Md wishes to ex[lress its entire satis''ic.tion with the way in which the High Corn

missioner has discharged the duties entrusted to him, and to record its high appreciation of 
the services he has rendered to the refugees and to the League. 

As the work is not yet finished, the Assembly invites the High Commissioner to continue 
to apply the same methods of work as hitherto. c 

It further decides: ', 

I. To invite the Council to request the Governments of'' the Members of the League 
to continue to lend to the High Commissioner the support and assistance which they have 
hitherto given him, especially as regards the development of the means of general and pfo
f~sional education and the securing :of etnploymcnt for the refugees; 

2. To invite the Council to draw the atten:ion ol the Governments of the Members of 
the League to the importance of the system of identity certificates adopted at the Conference 
on the subject held at Geneva in July I922, and to reQuest those Governments which have not 
yet given a favourable reply to consider whether they cannot, without delay, bring t~is system 
into force; 

3- To reQuest the Council to provide by international co-operation for the maintenance 
of the Russian refugees who are inc3'pable of providing for their own 'livelihood in the States 

· where they are congregated. 

REPATRIATION OF 'f'RISvNERS- OF WAR 

The Assembly adopts the report (A. 32. (1). I922) of Or. Nansen, High Commissioner of 
the League of Nations for the repatriation of 'prisoners of war, and desires to siate that in the 
accomplishment of h.is mission, Dr. Nansen has indeed deserved well of humanity. ' 

" 
TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

The Assembly decides : 

I. That the report of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Women and Children (A. 9 
(1). 1922.) be adopted; 
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2. That, in view of the fact that the system of State regulation which exists in certain 
countries is thought in many quarters to encourage the traffic in women, the Advisory 
Committee should be ijSked by the Council to consider whether, pending the abolition of the 
system, it coul<l be agreed that no foreign woman ~h~juld be employed or carry on her pro
fession as a prostitute in l-IlY licensed houses, 41nd that the recom.mendations of the Advisory 
Committee on the subject"should be included in its next report to the Council. 

'EPORTATION OF WoMEN A:-iD CHILDREN 

• • 
I. The Assembly approves the conclusions of the report presented by Dr. Kennedy, 

Chairman of th'8 Commission of Enquiry o; Deported Women and Children {A. V/15}, and 
is of the opinion that the League of Nati:ms should continue its work in this direction. 

2. The Assembly requests the Council to .urge the Governments responsible for ady 
territories, either under mandate or under Allied control, where members of the Commission 
for the Reclamation of Women and Chfldren are workiag, to instruct

0 
their officials in" these 

ter9itories to give strong support at!d assestance to the Commission ana its member'·" 
• • 

3· A further sum of £ I,St\J shall be allocated to th<! funds of the Commission, in 
order that the valuatle work at • present being tfndertaken by n1e Commission in Aleppo may 
be continued. a 

.. 
OBscENE P~w.AnoNs 

The Assembly decides : 
• 

1. To ask the Council of the League,•ip acC¥>rdance wiflh A;ticle 24 of the Covenant, 
to authorise the Secretariat to assist Member~ of the League and illlY other States which are 
parties to the international movement for the sup~ression of obscene publications, in all • measures which may be necessary for this purpose. 

,;z. To ask the l;ouncil to draw the attention of all States to the International Agreement 
of 1910: those States which have signed or acceded to it should be asked to give full effect 
to its provisions, and those States which are l!ot yet parties to it sllould be urged !b accede 
to it at an early date. 

3. To invite the Council to communicate the draft Convention of 1910 with a question
naire to every State with tha request that it should forward its comments thereon to the 
Secretal'iat of the League of Nations. The Secretariat will co-o;dinate the replies received and 
submit them as a whole to ~he French Covernment, requesting it, on behalf of the Council, 
in view of the initiative taken by that Government in 1910, to convene a new conference under 
the auspices of the League, to be held at Geneva about the tim._ of the fourth Assembly and 
to be comp~sed of plenip~tevtiari.es.empowered to draw up the text of a new convention and 
to si&n such a convention. • • • 

• 

• • 
TRAFFIC IN OPIUM AND OTHER DANGEROUS DRUGS • • • 

1. The Assembly being convinced that the most t>ractic'!l means of exercising control 
over the traffic in dangerous drugs is by means of'\he import and export cettificate sys,em, 
and believing that ol\ly international action can mak~ this .system a success, urges on• all 
Governments the vital necessity of adopting this import and export certificate system with
out delay. • 

• • • 
2. The Assembly inclines to the view that the Governments which are Parties to the 

International ~ium Convention shdbld b~ asked to agree not to issue licences for the import 
of opium, or the other drugs to which the C.'\nventilln ap~lies, from any country which has 
not yet ratified and put into fore, the Convention, and adopted the system for the control of 
exports and imports approved by the second Assembly in paragraph I (3) of the resolution 
adopted on September 30th, 1921, and previously approved by the Council on June z8th, 1921. 

The Assembly considers this question important and urgent, but, recognising the complicated 
anti technical character of the issues involved, it is of opini~n that the ,p1atter should be 
examined in detail by the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium, before any definite action 
is taken. It therefore requests the Council to convene a meeting of the Advisory Committee, 
as soon "as possible, to study the question, and should that Committee report in favour of the 

• proposal, lite Council is asked to act at the earliest possible date on the recommendations of 
the Advisory Committee in the form approved by the Council, and withont further reference 
to the Assembly if the Council considers such reference unnecessary. 

7• 
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3· The Assembly, being of the opinion that the first step· necessary ill limiting the world's 
supply of dangerous drugs to legitimate uses is a knowledge of the amount of drugs required 
by each country for internal consumption, urges the Governments to supply the returns asked 
for with the least possible delay and with' the greate~t accuracy in th~ir power. The various 
Governments should, with a view to all~wing comparison to be made, state clearly the system 
adopted in arriving at the estimate, and should supply a seconda~Y statement showing esti
mated consumption per IOo,ooo inhabitants. 

4· The Assembly of the League of Nations again desires to emphasise ,the view expres~ed 
in the report of the Advisory Committee that so long as the d1ugs to which Part III, parti
cularly· Article 9, of the Opium Convention applies are p,roduced in quantities exceeding the 
legitimate requirements, there is a great danger that the surplus will find its way into illegi
timate channels, and that the control of production, so as to limit it to the ,amount required 
for medical and legitimate purposes, is the most effective, method of putting a stop to the 
illicit traffic. It recommends that the enquiry now proceeding into the world's legitimate 
requirements should be pressed forward as rapidly as possible, and expresses the hope that a 
provis_ional estimate and scheme will be submitted to the Assembly next year. 

t I f'.' 

~ o:'he Assembly,' convinced of the urgent n·ecesslry of securing the fullest possl~le 
co-operation in the work of the .Advisory Committe'e on Tra(jic in Opium and other dangerous 
drugs, and considering the fact, that the United States of Amrrica is onct of the most impor
tant manu!acturing and importing countries, recommends to the Council of the League that 
it should address a pressing i~vit:Hion to th~ Government 'of the United States to nominate a 

( ' ( 

member to serve on. the Comrp~ttee. " 

,, 'SLAVERY 

The Assembly decides th(lt the question of 'flavery shall be included in the agenda of 
the fourth Assembly and requests the Coun~il t~ present to the fourth Assembly a report on 
the information which it shall have rece..'ved on 'the matter. ' 
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• 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 

. Numerous enquiries about the publications issued by the League of Nations 
are received by th~ Secretariat ij.t Geneva,• and for general convenience a list 

. . . 
is appended giving t}le authorised a~ents for these publications in various 
countries. The Public~tion Department at Geneva issues a catalogue which is 
periodically revised and sent regularly to those desiring it. 

• It compri¥S: 
The Official Journal and its six Special Supplements. 
The Treaty Series oflntefnational Engagements registered by the Secretariat. 
The Monthly Bulletin of Statisties. 
The Mi~utes of the Sessions of the Council, from the u'h to the 151h 

Session. 
The Reports of the Secretary-Ge~eral to the 1'' and 2nd Assemblies. 
Report on the ;Financial Ratonstruction ~f Austria. • • 

• 

• Verbatim • Report of the 'Intel'tl~tional Financial Confe~nce at B~~els. 
Documents, Reports and Discussions on tohe Permanent Court of 

International Jus~ce. • • • • 
• The Records of the Frtst AssembPy incluil.ing Plenary Meetings and 

Meetings of the Committees. • • • • • • •• Records of the International Confe!enc<! on Traffic ,n• Women and Children. 
Minutes of the Sessions of the Provisional Health Com!nittee. 
Records of the Conference' regarding the No11rfortification and the 

Neutralisation of the Aaland-Islands.• • • • 
Report on c~rtain aspects of the•Raw Materials Problem. 

"Memorandum on Currency, I9IJ-I92I. 
Memorandum on Public Finance, I92I, and 
"Memorandum on Central Banks I91J, I918-I921. 

• • 

AGENTS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PuBLICATIONS 

Australia: Australasi,oln Publishing Co., Ltd., 22~, Clarence Street, Sydney. 
Austria and Germany: Rikola Verlag A.-G., Radet2kyplat2 s, Viemza III. 
Belgium: Librairie de la Lechfre Universelle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Brussels. 
Canada': wm Tyrrell & Go., Ltd., 78o Yonge Street, Toronto. 
CzecllfJslovakia: P. '{opil';,. I I Narodni, Prague. • 

.. Denmark: V. Pios Boghandel - PovlBninner, IJ, Norregade, Copnzhag:n. 
Fratzce: Editions G. Cres & CiEJ., 2 I, rue Hautefeuille, Paris. 

. . 
Great Britain, Dominions and Colotzies: Constable & Co. Ltd., IO and I 2. 

Orange Street, Londott, W.C. 2. • 
Greece: Eleftheroudakis & Barth, L"ibra~ii internationale, Athms, 
Holland: Martinus Nijhoff, Lange VooPhout 9, SGravmhagt. • • 
Hungary: Fe~jdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler Bri>s), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 ~z., 

Budapest, IV. Ker. • 
India: Oxford University Press, Bombay, .11;/adras and Calcutta. • 
Italy: Libreria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. 
Japan: The Maruzen C., Ud. (Maru~en-Kabushiki-Kaisha), I 1-16, Nihonbashi 

Tori-Sanchome, Tokio. • • 
Latvia: A. Gulbis, Soutvorowa eela 14, Riga. 
Norway: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christimzia. 
Poland: Gebethner & Wolff, Ulica Sienkiewicza ~ (Zgoda 12), Warsaw. 

• Spaitz: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja" S. A., Calle de Valenda 28, .11/adrid. 
Swednz: C. E. Friue, Hofbokhandel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockhol1!t. 
Switserlatzd: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, quai de la Paste, Gmr.•a. 
Uttiffd States: World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Bos/im 9, Mass . 
For other countries, apply to Publications Department, League of Nations, 

Gmeva. 
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I. Summary" of the Month 
• 

The most important work or' tile l!eagu~ of Nations for October was the 
final settlement by the CounG,il of the plan for th; restoration of Austria and 
the carrying forward towards execution of a number of resolutions of the 
Assembly. 

• The Austrian plan was concluded at a public s!ssion of the Council of 
October .J, when detailed arrangements were announced for n~intaining the 
independence of Austria, for effecting the necessary internal reforms and for 
rpising <1 foreign loan. Shortly afterwards, a small delegation representing the 
Financial tommission of the League went to Vienna and entered into contact 
with the Austrian Government. 
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The Council also took several necessary steps towar(is executing the 
decisions of the Assembly. Certain decisions were taken as regards the dis
armament programme, notably that of sending to all Members of the League 
for their comments the general plan for a Treaty of Guarantee. The necessary 
letters were also sent out as regards the Opium Traffic {nd Obscene Literature, 
and other steps taken regarding intellectual co-operation. 

In the political field the Council, on the proposal of the British and 
French representatives, agreed to ask the Permanent Court "of Internatio~al 
Justice for an advisory opinion on the french,. nationality Decrees in Tunis 
and Marocco, a question on which th~ two Governments had hitherto been 
unable to reach agreement. The Commission to be set up undev the Palestine 
Mandate for safeguarding the Holy Places was discussed at length by the 
Council, but without definite agreemen~ and with the result that the Govern
ment<> have been asked once more to study ,all the angles of this question. 

A.( the same ,time the British Governwentoforward~d to the Leagueoits 
new Treaty with the Kingdom of Iraq, 'l:ogethe~ with the stc..tement of the 
British Commissioner-Gent:_Tal at Bagdad and otueo inform"'J:ion to the effect 

c 
that Bri\.ain had made this 

0
Treaty i:n the light 0 of her obligations as a Man-

datory Power, 'l:_lld ht.:d agreed cto supp.::~rt the admission of Iraq to Member-
ship in the League of cNMionsc: c <' o 
. The first eJG!:harlge of sanitary personnel was initiated at Brussels when 

representatives of nine Health Administrations came together for a month's 
study. This exchange, 'it will be rememb~rod, has been worked out in connection 
with the financial aid <;>f the RockefelleD Foundation. 

0 
The question of Refugees in Asia Minor became a pressing oneowith 

reports from Dr. Nansen at Constantinople to the effect that o;v-er 7 so,ooo re
fugees were without proper food and clothing. Several St1.tes in addi~on to 
those <tlready announ,ced offered finantial or other contributions during the 
month, Brazil giving £ 1000, and Italy and Belgium hospital supplies and tents. 

An interesting Report was received from the Greco-Bulgarian Inter-Emi
gration Commission, showing that most of the practical difficulties before the 
interchange of appreciab1e numbers of refugees anci minorities had nqw been 
overcome, and that the interchange itself may begin shortly. 

There was also published during the ~onth a fong Report on the eco
nomic conditions in Ru&sia, especially as regards agriculture, which had been 
1::-:ought together in consequertce ,of the Norwegian,request for a Committee 
of Investigation into Russia, and which was based on the confidential reports 
of many Governments and Relief Agencies, as well as .the reports of the Soviet 
Government. The Report on the Financial and Economic Situation in Albania, 
which grew out of Albania's reguest t& the League for a Financial Adviser, 
was also completed during the month. 

II. General Questions 

• 
I. AMENDMENTS TO THE COVEN ANT 

At its meeting on. October 4th, the Council, in accordance with the reso. 
lution adopted by the third Assembly, authorised the Secretary-General to 
address a letter on its Lehalt to the Members of the League, requesting t~em 
to proceed urs-ently to the ratification of the amendment to Article IV of the 
Covenant regarding the non-permanent Council Members and the amendment 
to the last paragraph of Article VI, giving the Assembly power to"allocat~ 
the expenses of the League. The Council also drew attention to the Uesirability 
of ratifying all amendments. 
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The Bulgallian Government has deposited the instruments of ratification 
of the protocols of all the amendments to the Covenant adopted by the second 
Assembly. Siam h!tS ratified a certain nu~ber of amendments. 

' 

2. REGISTRATION AND RATIFICATION 

0 During th~ last two months twenty-eight treaties and international agree
ments were presented for registration with the Secretariat of the League. 

The Roumanian, Serb-Croat-Sl~vene and Czechoslovakian delegations to 
• the Assembl;a presented for registration the international engagement under-

taken by Hungary in connection with the Hapsburg dynasty. 
The declaration of the British, Ftenr;h, Italian arid Japanese Governments 

regarding Albania, which was si§:ned at Paris on November 9th, 19 2 1, w~ re-
gistered witp the Sel!retariat hy the Conferenc~ of Amba$adors. ., • • • • q 

The Ausvian Protocols (Gene~, October 4•h, 1922) were also registered. 
The Swiss Go~ernment. ~egistered a treaty .of arbitration and con
ciliation concluded with Germany on'" necember Jrd, 1921, at Berr.e, and a • a • , 
commercial Convention with Poland,-<¥Jne at Wartaw Oi June 26th, 1922. The 
British Government presentedofor registo-atiop. arl' exchl~e of•notes concerning 
the application to Canada of the Anglo•Russian Commeriial Agreement of 
March 16th, 1922. . • 

• • 
• • • • 

• 3· REDUCTION
8

0F ARMAMENTS • .. 
. . •At its meeting on October 4th the Council examined the resolutions pas

sed by the Assembly on the subject of the Reduction of Armaments. It deci
ded ttl extend, for•a year, the mandate of the Temporary Jl,li.-..ed Commission 
for the Reduction of Armaments and 9nstructed the Seocetary-Genei:al• to col
lect the necessary information to enable the Council at its next meeting to 
study the steps to be taken on two of the Assembly"s resolutions. One of 
these asks the Council to consider the desirability of summoning at an oppor-• tune rrfoment, a Conference of Members of the League, with the object of 
giving the form of a co~vention to an international agreement on the Control 
of Private Manufacture of Arms. The other concerns the method of co-opera
tion to be ~stablished •vith the government of the Umted States ot America 
for tfie purpose of ensurrng ·c~ntrol of the int~national traffic in arms. • 

The Council adjourned until its. next meeting the consideration of two 
other resolutions-one inviting the Council to recommend Members of the 
League and other States to adhere to the Treaty of Washington on the use 

• of asphfxiating gases and of submarine~ in 1i.~e of war, and on other similar 
questions; the other, recommending the C<lllncil to summon, as ~oon as pos
sible, an international conference to consider t~e ext~nsion to all non-signa-. . 
tory Powers of the principles of the Treaty of Washington on the limitation of • naval armaments. • 

The Council took note of the h~pe expressed by the Assembly that the 
Governm~nts concerned would•arrh·~, as soon as possible, at a general settle
ment of the problem of reparations and rnterg"vernJ;Dental debts as a necessary 
stage in achieving an atmosphere of mutual confidence which is the essential 
prelimipary to disarmament. The Assembly also invited the Council to give its 
constant attention to all efforts made in this direction. 

• The Council transmitted to the Temporary Mil~ed Commijsion and the 
Permanent Advisory Commission for :1\Iilitary, Naval and Air ~uestions, the 
otqer re~olutions passed by the Assembly, togeth<:>r with the report by the 
·~'hird Commission of the Assembly .. :H the same time it decided, if necessary 
to give in:tructions during the course of its next meeting to these two Com~ 
missions regarding the resolutions transmitted to them. 
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The President was requested to inform the Government&•of the proposals 
for a Treaty of Mutual Guarantee in order that their views on the subject 

might be obtained. 

III. Technical Organisations 

1. THE l'ROVlSIONAL I-IEo'\LTH 0\tGANlSA'flUN 

( 

a) bttel·changt: of Public Health Persomul 

' The first interchange of public health personnel organised by the League 
of Nations, with the help ot financial s~pp~rt from the Rockefeller Foundation ( 1 ), 

was 'be{un in: Bruss:~ls · on October 9th. Twenty-two medi<Jdl officers are taking 
part, alod eight countries are represented,cnamely, Belgium, Bulga;ia, Czecho
slovakia, Italy, Poland, Russia, the Serb-Croat-Sl~vepe State c~nd the Ukraine. 

· The- object of this sdl.eme for the interchange of public health officers 
is to develop the spit]: ~f ihterllJltio~al ,rollabonition in the Health Adminis
trations of the V:drious G.Qllntr.:es by means ofc establishing direct relations 
between the officials.< Up to now 'cert'itin of the principal authorities on public 
health may have"met once or twice a year. but there has been no opportunity 
for contact between the v~rious staffs. It"Js, of course,· of the greatest value 
that health officers shpuld be kept "info£med as to the practi-cal solutions dis
covered in the various countries \:or all sanitary problems as well as t~ the 
working of the public health departments. It is only by close co-operation of 
this khtd that the international service of puhlic health can.be promoted, and 
it is with this end in view that the scheme of interchanging· public health 
staffs lias been formed. by the League 6f Nations. 

The way in which the interchange is carried out at present is that a 
certain number of health officers, chosen by their own Governments, ·are sent 
to a specified country wlt,ere they have courses of bstruction, attend l~ctures 

and hav.e the benefit of practical training. 
The courses of instruction deal with th'e general •and sanitary legislation 

of the country and with the nature of its political, civil, social, and sanitary 
o!ganisation; also with the state o{ public opinion qp. • health pro'blems and 
~ith the work of the various public health departments. The lectures • deal 
with special health l?roblems and are illustrated by visits of inspection to pri
vate and public sanitary institutions. The practical experience then follows, 
which is the most important part of all. The foreign officials are distributed 
among the various health depallt&!en~ where they share the experi'ence of ' 
the'ir colleagues, accompany them 'bn their tours of inspection, and join in their 
office work and technical • consultations. It may be seen,o therefore, that the 
,'lystem of interchange is of an essentially practical nature. ·The actual 

~ conditions are studied on the spot ~here the legislation in question has 
evolved. 

In order that the maximum ~f bEMefits" may be derived from the ex
perience, the delegates are txpeded to meet before they leave and give their 
reasoned opinions on the arrangements for the eichange and on the results 
obtained by themselves while taking advantage of the scheme. 

This is the progr,amme at present, but it is possible that once the 
scheme has b~;en tried at Brussels, it may be found advisable to make certain 
changes. c · 

Up to the present, the officials who are taking part have attend-=d lec
tures on international measures for the prevention of disease, on health in-. 

(1) Sec Monthly Summary, J9I2, No.· 7, p. 150, No. 8, p. 18o. 
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• 
spection, especialJy medical inspection of schools, on the housing problem, the 
training of nurses, and the campaign against venereal diseases and tuber-
culosis in Belgiuma ,. 

They have also visited trairiing colleges' for nurses, public educational in
stitutions fitted up ~th baths, dispensaries, hospitals, and the quarantine 
station at Doel ; and from October 29th onwards they have accompaliied the 
health inspectors of the Belgian Government and aquired practical experience . . . 
of their_ work. • 

:, 

0 

b) Periodical Repo?-ts oj the Health Sectio?Z 
• 

Recent ~eports on the epidemiological situation in Central and Eastern 
Europe, published by the Health Section of the League on October 4th and 
13~, shew the following· returns: • • 

19 • • • • 
• Russia ·aud the Ukrai~~t . ._ J<ai fresh cases of cholera •(224 confirnlC'd and 

77 suspected) •were notified &luring ~he first week ".of September_ These data 
are probably incd!nplete' aS' t~e returns from the ukraine are not yet available. 
The cases are reported from the*iovernment~f KubaJlo T~rkestan and the Caucasus. 

The epidemiological report of Ocfuber 4tlf' g;ives inf~rmatiam regarding the 
first Ukrainian Sanitary Confe"rence, w~ch "\vas heid !t Kharkov in the first 

• • • 
week of August. From reports presented at the Conferen~ it appears that 
this year's cholera epidemic was r~sponsible for more. cases than any other 
outbreak during the last ten years. The rl'umber of "cases notified was half as 
high again as _in 1921. The cas~s notitied in tfte Ukraine represent 
6z"2'"'j0 of those reported in Russia in Europe and 4 7"8 °/0 of the registered 
total in the entire Russian Federation. The outbreak of the epidemic, the anti
epidefnic measures" taken and the difficulties met with in combating the scourge 
were discussed at the Conference, wl:Mch was of opini@>n that a reG'Ilrrence 
of the cholera epidemic might be expected in 1923. 

According to a report received by the Epidemic Commission, which is 
summarised in the epide~iological report of October IJth, the cholera epidemic 
in Odegsa is on the wane. Details are given of the ma!n features of the outbreak. 

At Kherson the &.it.uation in July last was still extremely serious, the 
death-rate being ten times higher than the pre-war level. This city, once the 
chief town. qf the G~i~vernment, is almost abandon~d. In the surrounding 
distrkr,' however, the epiCJ.em1c" seems to ha\>-e eeased. • 

• Polaud. - The publication of the special cholera bUlletin of the Polish 
' Health Ministry has been discontinued, as, during the fortnight ending Sep
' tember ljth, no fresh cholera case and ~c- death from this disease were reported_ 

Returns for the six weeks ending Au&ust z6th shew 1144 ~phus cases 
and 21 16 cases of recurrent fever. • 

• • 
39 cases of edcephalitis lethargica were notified in \Varsaw from July 1st 

to September 16th, " 

• 
Other Countries. - The ~idemiological reports also furnish data on the 

epidemiological situation in Esthon~ Latvia, ,Lithuania, Finland, the Free City 
of Danzig, the Serb-Croat-Sl~vene State, Bulgaria "and Constantinople. 

2. THE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL 0RGAtiiS.\TION 

a) The Austrian Scheme 

• r. "The resolutiou of the Council. -The final term~ of the League of Nations 
scheme f<9r the financial restoration of Austria received unanimous approval at 
a public meeting of the Council held in Geneva, on October 2. 
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Three protocols were signed. The first aims to assure the~tatus of Austria 
as an independent state; the second ·contains the provisions for the guarantee 
of loans by the governments of ,Great Britain, France, .Jtaly and Czecho
slovakia, the appointment by the' Council of 'a Commissioner-General, and the 
·creation of a Commission of Control' composed of n~presentatives of the 
guaranteeing Powers; the third sets out the obligations of the Austrian 
Government. , 

Lord Balfour, as' chairman of the Council ComiVittee whfch worked out 
the details of the plan, explained the general•· character of the conclusions 
arrived at, and the other members of the Council declared their adhesion to 
the scheme. They were followed by the Austrian Chancellor, \\ho expressed 
Austria's thanks for the work that had been accomplished. 

The full texts of the three pro!:ocols, the report of. the Financial 
Comraittee of the L~ague, a geJleral account.. of the sche:;ne and the speeches 
delive~U at the m£eting of the Council arE!t contained in a special· supplem{'nt 
of the 11onthly Summary devoted to the ~ustria12 question. " ,. 

• • • . l 

2. The Council Dd't!gation at Vienna. - During the past month the 
League took the,.first '!ltep~ to\va'l-ds putfing into practice the scheme for the 
financial restoration of< Austria which was approved by the Council at its 

l c 
session of October 4111• 

Under the second article of the thiri,i Protocol • • 
"the Austrian Government ',fill, wifhin one month, in collaboration either: 
with the Commissioner-General ... or with such provisional delegati«n of 
the Council of the League of Nations as may be appointed for the pur- · 
pose, draw up a programme of reforms and improvement to be roolised 
b)" stages and designed to enable Austria to re-establish a permanent 
equilibrium of her budget within two years ... " 

Pending the nomination of the Commissioner-General, a provisional 
delegation of the Council, was sent to Vienna. The ~elegation is composed of 
a president, M. Janssen (Belgium) and six members: M. Avenal (f'rance), 
M. Ferraris (Italy), M. Niemeyer (Englan'd), M. , ~spisil (Czechoslovakia), 
M. Sarazin (Switzerland), and Sir Henry Strakosch (South Africa), all of whom 
ace members of the League Financial Committae~ it. mil assist t11e Austrian 
Government to draw up, as so~n ~s possible, the programme of refor~s· and 
improvement provided for by article 2. • 

On October 181h, the delegation was officially received by the Austrian , 
Chancellor, Monsignor Seipel, who expllained the parliamentary negotiations 
in .course regarding the Gentw: Co~ventions, the measures taken • by the < 

Gqvernment"to establish promptly•a programme of reforms and other special 
provisions contained in rtle Pt'otocols. In his answering .,speech M. Janssen 
<made a statement to the effect that the members of the delegation wished to 

• emphasise that they did not separately r~present their respective Governments 
or political parties, but were emissaries of the League of Nations and responsible 
to that body. • Q 

0 

The President of the i\.ustrlan Republic, M. Hainisch, received the dele
gation on October 241h, on which occasion M. J.inssen drew attention to the 
necessity of the Austrian Government's promptly taking 

"all mea..<>ures in ib power to reduc~ its deficit, in accordance with the 
engagem'"nts entered upon at Geneva. In so doing, a twofold end wo~1ld 
be achieved: 1) Austria's credit would be improved, a fact which would 
promote loan operations in the intermediate period, at the same tiinf( 
furnishing a primary element of stabilisation of Austrian curren..':y; 2) the 
Guarantor States would be better able to justify before their n~spective 
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Parliaments their dema~d for the ratification of guarantees, if they c~uld 
0 

append to their statement texts of laws voted by the Austrian Parliament 
in executiol'\, of the Geneva Conventions and the measures taken to 
reduce the budgetary deficit." 

0 
o 

• • 
M. Hainisch assttred the delegation that " the Austrian people, its Parliament 

and its Government would do their utmost to co-operate with the delegation in 
the work undwtaken by the League." 

On October 25th, the Austrian Government, in agreement with the 
delegation, presented to P<fi-liamen,t a bill designed to authorise the loan 
operations necessary for State requirements until the end of the year without 
having recorlhe to new -issues of paper money . 

e • 
. b) Tg~ economtc and finm~cial Situation in--Albania • 

• 
• • Q - Q ~q 

The re~rt of Professor Alb~t Calmes (Luxembourg) on the financial 
and economic s~uation o£ Albania, prepared for Jhe Financial Committee of 

· the League has now been s~bmitted t~ )jhe Council ~tnd published. The Council 
has decided as a matter of urgency J;o arraBge ~y telfigl"aph for the appoint
men:i: of a financial adviser mthoutw<oiting tilf its"l'le~t meetng. 

Professor Calmes, after noting the improvement it? th~ internal political 
situation and the foreign relations- of Albania, says that despite the stormy 
history of the last thirteen years o~i5ce~ant risings an(i wars, Albania emerged 
comparatively uKharmed. This was c!liefly owing to the fact that her people 
refvsed to accept any foreign paper mon~y and amassed gold and silver 
during the world war, with the result that Albania is to-day one of the few 
couptries enjoying a metal currency on an effective gold basis. 

The economic life of Albania depends upon her agricultural production, 
. a - • a 

but her economic system and methods· of cultivation are primitive. Ploughs 
with wooden shares are used and the furrow is seldom more than twenty. 
centimetres deep. The use of manures and artificial fertilisers is unknown and 
farm~rs are ignorant of-the system of rotation of firops. Albania is compelled 

. to import food-stuffs which she could quite well cultivate herself, and some 
striking examples are "given of the consequences of lack of communications. 
Scutari exports its surplus skins to Italy,· and Argyrokastron must go to Italy 
to .buy ttl em. Valon~ ex:ports ·oil to Italy .for .Scutari to reimport into Alb<!Jlia. 
These districts have certain means of· communications with Italy but none 
with each other. The Government 1s awar~ of these nee.ds and has introduced 
a system of forced labour on the roads for in six days the year. It bas also 
introd,jl.ced measures for improving !n~thods of farming. Albania has no normal 

g 

gauge railway but possesses some narrow gauge light railways which are, 
however, in need of repair. · ., • • · 

Albania has> large State domains, cumfucy based on a gold sta~darcJ.. 
a sober and intelligent population open to progress, forests and mineral weakh, 
uncultivated but fertile lands, and ~ State budget which, without being remaP. 
kably good, does not resemble budgets \vith large deficits so frequent in 

. . 
Europe (the deficit in 1921 _was !V2 .million gold francs). But on the other 
hand there are the res'!lts of five centurie!f of governmental incapacity. 
an uneducated and sparse population, few or no roads, ·rudimentary public 
edueation, no newspapers, no credits, no banks, inadequate production and an 
alarming balance of trade (the deficit in 1921 wa~ 15V! million gold francs). 
• The general remedy prescribed by Professor Calmes is :,production. The 
country possesses all the necessary elements for becoming a prosperous state, 

'but its wealth exists only in a latent form, and must be exploited. Albania"s 
task isGformidable and her most urgent problems are the making of roads. 
the !fevelopment of agriculture, together with the draining of marshes and the 
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cam;aign against maleria; the establishment of a • bank of · i~sue; and pro
specting for ·mineral wealth, especially coal and petroleum. Professor Cal~es 
estimates that sixty million gold· francs will be necessary fo10 the constructiOn 
of roads, fifty million for the draiJ:l,ing of marshes and ten to fifteen million for 
the establishment 9f a bank of issue .. €apital is hoard;d in gold by the 
man whQ can only save a li'ttle as well as by the millionaire, with the result 
that Albania possesses a large stock of precious metals , valued by some at 
fifty million and by others at xoo million gold francs, besides '"gold investea 

, in' jewelry. This capital which, if put to use, w~uld be sufficient to place 
Albania on the road to progress, is hiddenG through lack of confidence. The 
best way to create confidence would be the establishment of a b;enk directed 
by foreigners. 

< The expenditure on the draining • ot • marshes would be profitable em
ployment ·of capital for which the State might offer to private companies for 

·a certain number of. years conce§Sions for the 
0ex~loitation • of State; lands, i.f 

the comp';;.nies under'l:ook to carry out the mlcessary draining aBd sanitation 
work .. The State alone could assume the burden of:e~penditur~ on roads which 
is not strir,tly. productive of" revenue, and Professor Calmes says a foreign 

e 0 f) 

loan is highly desirable 
0
to en'able .,Albani'\, to hasten on the construction of 

indispensable roadfways. Ik this <loan is not forthq,1ming Albania could employ 
c 0 0 • 1 

budget credits allocatecl to public W(llrks and supplement them by the partta 
transformation of ciilitary service into ~ervice. on public works. The draining of 

. marshes might also be ftndt6rtake~ b~ tr~Q,ps, and Professor Calmes believes 
·public opinion would re<tdily adopt this s~lution. • 

A loan would certainly hasfun Albania's. economic development, ¥td 
would contribute to securing political stability in· the Balkans, but Albania 
would do well to rely· rather on her own resources. The co'l\Utry is far fJ;om 
being devoid of capital and when a bank has been ·established-an institution 
which AlBania needs most, and which wo~ld be most profitable for those who 
undertook it-possibilities of credit will not be slow to open' both at home 
and abroad. Professor Calmes concludes by drawing attention to the fact that 
credit means confidence afld that there is no confitience without sec~rity. 

Security from without is guaranteed to Albania by the League ot Nations. 
" Security from within depends solely on the Atbanians dlemselves. 

0 

• 
• • . . • 

c) Fami11e and agricultural Conditio11s in Russia ( 1) 
• 

The report on fa~ine and agricultural conditions in Russia prepared at 
the request of the Council by the Secretaaiat with the valuable assistance of 

, the International Labour Office will ~e p~blished at the beginning of Nove~ber. 
c In sofne 73 pages (supplemented b:;" a further xoo pages of Appendices) it 

gives'' a picture not only of•the iainine of the last year but. also of Russian 
agriculture before and during the war and since the revolution, of the work 
oJ the r~ief organisations, and of the present situation . 

• 

Sources of lizjormation. - The report is 'based upon official statistics and 
yublications of the Soviet Gov~rnment,• upon inform.ation in the possession of 
a number of other governments which has been supplied to the League for the 
purpose, upon reports from relief agencies, and upon statements of individual 
observers and travellers. Ot these the first has been much the most important. 
. In essence,~ therefore, the Report, as any report prepared in existing" 

Circumstances must be, is based upon official statistics and statements of the 
Russian Government. These are necessarily seriously defective. • 

(x) Economic Conditions in Russia: with special reference to the Famine in x92 x. 
I 
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"Evebl before the -war, information about Russian agriculture, though 
fairly comprehensive, contained a more than usually large element of 
estimation owing to the enormous extent of its territory and the illiteracy 

0 

of the great majority of "its population. But these defects have been 
immensely magJlified by the rev(j}ution and the civil wars. Large numbers 
of the population have been in a state of migration, the territory within 
the 'control of the Central Government has constantly changed, while the 
personnei' of the administration has been largely replaced. The defects in 
the existing data about Russia are inherent in the conditions, and it is ., 
extremely doubtful whether an~y enquiry into the situation would be able 

• to tap 0my important new sources of information. On the other hand, 
there · are many ambiguities and contradictions in the data which reach 
Western Europe which could ~nly be resolved by enquiry in Russia. 
Such an enquiry would be a safeguard against the very real dan;;er of 
puttiqg false interpreta1Jon° on inadequai'e data, bu~ 

0
to be effecj:ive such 

investig~tion would necessa~l::f be very prolonged~. ? 
0 • 

0 0 • 

Extent of tlu Fami11e. "'!be Russian Famine of 192 I-,;!2 is the 
worst, both as regard~ the n15mb~rs 

0
affeded• ayd as regards mortality 

from starvation and dis.ase, which has ot:cun!!d ". 3 

. 0 • g 

The famine area comprises 20 provi~ces out of 79 a:nd a population ot 
20-24 mil.lions out of i 15. The • e:;timates of mortality vary from an excess 
mortality of 1 '/. millions due to b8th. faa:.ine and tlisease, 2-. -3 ·millions from 
starvation alone. • These figures com_pb.re wi;h tlae official estimate of r 'f. mil
lions of excess mortality in the great Indian Famine in 1900. Unhappily, the 
area struck by the famine included some ot the chief grainproducing provinces 
of tke Middle anti Lower Volga and Eastern Russia and the southern provinces 
of the Ukraine. 0 • 

Causes of the Famine. - "The famine was due to a combination of. 
a number of economic causes and of an exceptionally severe drought . 
• '\.lready before the'" famine, nearly half the a7able land had gone out of 
cultivation; and even on the reminder the yield had fallen, the total har
vest in 1920 being only 43~/0 of the pre-war harvest.·· 

The .proportionate reduction in individual consumption was not, of course. 
as g-reat as this. Export" (wi.ch used to amount to one-sixth of the total) ceas~d ; 
the population P,ad already diminis~ed through the war, emigration and epide
mics, by about S"fo. Moreover, the quantities consumed oy cattle and used for 
vodka were never considerably redused (before the war the Russian 

0 • " 

"exported h1s wheat, used his barley for making vodka, fed his t:;,attle 
with his oats, and lived upon his rye "). • 

• • 0 

But with every allowance for these factors it is clear that the standard ~ 
~ 

of human consumption had already fallen immensely by 1920. 
0 

"The main influences in this decline were: • • • 
I. Lack of machinery, implemmts a11d d'rauglfl animals. - Certain classes 

of implements wer~ former!~ imported in large quantities, but the trade was J 

interoopted by the war, by the ensuing blockade, and by the economic reYolu
tion which made trade between Russia and Europ• impossible. The lo~s in 
c!tttle which also started with army needs during the world" war, was part 

0 

cause and part consequence of Russia's rapid agricultural impoYerishment . 

• 
2. [he revolutioll ilz Land Tmure. - The confiscation of the proprietor·,_ 

estates, the restoration of the "commune" in villagas where the endosur,• 
movement had begun to establish privately owned farmsteads and in man\-
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cases the division of land of wealthier peasants among the l~ndless peasants 
or emigrants from the towns, means retrogression · to the least progressive 
methods of agriculture; and togeth~r with the ravages of iJl,sects and the de
terioration of seed corn is respon~ble for the falling yield from the area actu-

, . ally sown. 
• 

• • 
3· The breach betwem tow11 and country . . - The breakdown of industry in 

the early days of the Revolution and the depreciation of the~ rouble mearft 
c that there were neither manufactured goods nor a reliable currency to offer 

& 

the peasant in exchange for his surplus (vhich he, therefore, withheld from 
market; and as these conditions persisted he began to reduce h~ production. 

4· The Requisitions a11d the Food Ta:ns~ - The Government being com
pelled' to secure food for the pt,rmy and to ~ep the ind~strial workers from 
famine <i.>i:LS constraine"d to resort to compulso,:-y measures to secure grain froJn 
the peasant,~ as these reqll;isitions unlike 

0
those Qj the pension~ goverpment 

were based on the principl.e that all .Production •in" excess of minimum food 
requiremeiJ.ts belonged to< th,e state liWhO would ilmake itse'tf responsible for 
meeting any othe~ neecFs of the

0
p'easant, 'the plan finally removed any induce

ment he may have had '<.o"' produce •a stiorplus ove't his own requirements. 
A most drastic r~duction of ;gricultural output would have had compa

ratively little effect if ~t had occured for ,m'ie year only in Russia fifty years 
ago; tor it was the custom for the peasatl'try to insure against the variations 
of nature by hoarding it least a y~ar's stlpply of grain. But this practice had 
been less observed in recent years as transport made it possible for a lecal 
shortage to be met from other sources. Moreover, in I92I stocks had been 
depleted by requisitions, seizures in the Civil War and by cotltinued shrinkage 
of prod~tion year by year; while the ~ituation was rendered far more dan
gerous by the fact that the population had increased 2tj2 fold in 6o years, 
while the cultivated area m the hands of the peasants had hardly increased 

. at all." 
I) ' • ~ 

Effect of the Drought. -· "In the famine provinces the average • yield 
per desyatin (= 2·7 acres or n hectare~ fell fro!l'l. 42 poods (I pood = 
36 lbs. Of 16•4 kilos) before the war, and 25 poods in I920, to II poods 

~ only ... The meaning ot this figur:_e· is clear w~ev. it. is- realised that, taking 
all kmds of cereals, roughly 8 poods per desyatin are needed for s!!ed. 
Over large areas the total yield was insufficient to supply the seed needed 
for the next year and in many cases it was not possible to gather any 
harvest at all. In the spring of I<lli!2. it was stated in an appeal to the 
American nation that if h~P' were not forthcoming, IS million persons 

·would b& condemned to death why starvation; and through the organised 
feeding on famine rations .by the Soviet agencies and, by the American 
and European relief missions of over 7 million people in April, rising to 
12 .. million in July,, has prevented a catastrophe on so great a scale, the 
inhabitants of these provinces who h.:ve survived have been impoverished 
by the sale of goods for food and b)' the "loss of their cattle and have 
been weakened by unde~feedi'ng and disease. As is always the case in 
very severe famines, there was considerable t!migration from the famine 
area; while the mortality has left a large number of orphans whq. will 
become a charge upgn the state or upon private charity." 

The fact that the average yield outside the area was better than in thye 
previous year did little to help the conditions within it, for the actual area 
~nder cultivation had again diminished. Food was not more than sufficient even 
m the non-famine area. ~hove all, with demoralised transport, largel)'' due to ' 
the collapse of her fuel mdustry, each port of R1:1ssia is almost entirely left 
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• 
to its own reso01rces, and is deprived of those means of combating local shor
tages which in the developed communities of the modern world are afforded 
by transport, credit, or the control of ecopomic resources by the Government. 

" 
Relation of.. agriculture and Industry. - "The entire disappearance of 

any agricultural surplus, one of the original causes o!whicb was the 
suspension of industrial production after the revolution, is now one of 
the main° obstacles to industry. The peasant reduced his cultivation when 
he found that he couJd not obtain industrial products in exchange for 
his surplus; and now even ~hen these industrial products, ot which he • 
is in tl:le most urgent need, can be available, he has no surplus to give 
in return for them. The possibility of any reasonable exchange between 
the products of industry and of agriculture has thus, for the time beibg. 
disappeared. The new Economic Policy has undoubtedly had a remark-, . 
able .effect in~ restoring sot6le signs or life in commerce, morl;j freedom 
of trav~ etc. The reawakenin~ of town ·life in particular has p>;.oduced 
a marked 0 change i,n !Moscow and the larg,~ towns where conditions of 
living have become m~e tolerable!) But the d~sordered conditbns of the 
currency and of prices persist., and it .is ngt yet, clear what success will 
attend the new conditicms of indjlstrijll ebterpPis;. For~the moment there 
is little evidence of increasing outpu~ in the stapl~ inqustries, still less in 
agriculture, while foreign commerce is not yet free." . • 

• ~ 0 0 

Presmt situatton. ~ "The.,yield of the h~est of 1922 has fortuna-
tely been much better than that of'1921, though by no means to the 
extent anticipated in the . early summer. But the lack of draught cattle 
and, in spi~ of all relief efforts, the insuffieiency of seed-corn has with 
other influences produced a further shrinkage of the cultivated area; and 
even the Soviet Government ~stimates do not show a total crop m1>1Ch 
in excess of these. It is, moreover, particularly serious that the shrinkage 
continues in the outlying parts of Russia, which might, in other circum-' 

.;;tances, have conmibuted to the needs of the.famine areas." 

The evidence as. to the present situation, however, is too complicated 
and conflicting to admit of a short summary without danger of misinterpreta
tion. It ~ill be best,. therefore, to conclude by quoting the last paragraph of 
the, Report. • • • • ., 

"For the present year, even if the current estimates of the Govern-. . . 

ment are fulfilled, the famine areas present a psoblem of the greatest 
difficulty. As has already been indicated, one of the after-effects of fa
mines is the large number of .orpqans who become dependent upon 
State or private charity, and this probll!m may perhaps have been inten-, . ' 
sified by the fact that at the outset special efforts were made to save 
the childrelf; and though during the' last 'four or five months all the, 
relief agencies have added adult feeding to their activities, the problem 
of the orphans will remain a •very great one for many years thl'Oughoul: 
this part of Russia. 4-gain, universal impoverishment, both as regards 
personal effects which are S

0
old >for fo,od, lack of implements of agricul

ture and means of .obtaining seed-corn ·and cattle, always mean that .> 

State assistance is needed for some years to come, and this need has 
' been greatly accentuated by the deplorable conditions of Russia prior to 
the fqmine. This impoverishment also mean'S that conditions continue 
which are undoubtedly favourable to the spread of epiqemics. It is for 
thel'e reasons that the American· organisation proposes to continue its 
'medical relief. and its work for the care of orphans, while many of the 
organisations associated with Dr. Nansen's Commissariat have similarly 
decided to continue th,eir operations." 
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3· CoMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL Co-OPERATION ~ 

In order to promote the Committee's investigation of the conditions of 
intellectual life in countries where its continuapce is especiafiy imperilled, the 
Council, at its session of October 4th, auJ:horised the Com,!llittee to appoint an 
Austrian corr~spondent to keep it informed of the needs "of intellectual life in 
his country. The Council also authorised. the Committee to appeal on Austria's 
behalf to learned institutions and associations of all countries. lJ; further invi" 
ted the Committei} to present more detailed proposals concerning local institu-

c tions to be selected in various countrieso to rep'brt to the Committee on the· 
more urgent needs of sc~olars and learneli bodies, more especiall; as regards 
the exchange of books and instruments of research. I 

" Finally, the Council instructed its President to appeal to all countries 
which have not as yet accepted the Conv'ilntions on the international exchange 
of pubUcations (Brussels r886) t~ give their adhesion thereto. 

. ~ (., . V G 

Q 

IV. A~inistrative Quesdoos ,, 0 

~ ~ . Gr. rlAN~G " 
a) T!te Amerzcan Relief Ad~intst1'aliu!f at"Daniig " 

At its meeting of·October 2nd the Council, at the suggestion of General 
Raking, and on the occasion of the closiqg• down of the work in Danzig of 
the American Relief Adm~nistrationo (E1Jre>pean Children's Fund), requested 
the Secretary-General tc express the gr11titude of the Leagde of Nations to 

0 
that Administration for the relief given to Danzig children during the past 
three and a half years. 

b) Foreign /Qans for Danztg 

The" High Commissioner has recentYy given three decisions on important 
Danzig questions. · 

The first, dated August 22nd, 1922, concerns Article 7 of the Danzig-Polish 
Treaty of November 9th, r~2o, which proVides that othe Free City max not 
contract foreign loans except after previous consultation with the Polish Go
vernment. The Danzig Government requested the High Commissioner to decide 
whether a foreign loan contracted by a municipality or other public body of 
Danzig was a loan within" the meaning of this ArtiGle. Jh~ High Com'tnissioner 
held that, though it was easy to '·seplarate a public _body like the municipality 
of Danzig from the State, so far as any intornal affairs were concerned it was 

·- ' 
I difficult to do so when it was a question of foreign relations. He therefore 
decided that a foreign loan negotiated by~a municipality or any similar orga-
nisation of the State comes withia 'the terms of that Article. 0 

- v c) The Polish diplomattc represmtative 
• c ~ 

The second decision, dated August 23•d, 1922, concerns the competence 
. ot the Polish diplomatic representative of Danzig, including the right of the 
l'olish Government to welcome foreign fleets officially in Danzig. The High 
Commissioner decided that the competence of Jhe P\)lish diplomatic representative 
\vas limited by Article 1 of the ,Polish-Dan'zig Treaty; that the Polish Government 
had not the right, either through its diplomatic reiYresentative in Danzig or in 
any other way, to welcome officially in Danzig waters or on Danzig soil a 
foreign fleet visiting the Free City, but that, if the Polish Government wlshed 
to welcome a foreign fleet in Danzig, the Danzig Government should be 
approached, not•as a Polish right, but as a Polish request. 

d) Representatton oj the Free City 

The third decision, dated August 24th, 1922, concerns the representation 
of the Free City at International Conferences. T~e High Commissioner held 
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that under the t,erms of the Treaty of Versailles and of the November Treaty, 
Danzig had not the right of separate representation and separate vote at 
International Conferences, but that she ~ad the right to send one or more 
delegates to such conferences aild that these delegates, while not having the 
right of independent'. vote, would be permitted to take part in any discussions 
of an economic nature which affected the well-being and prosperity of the Free 
~ity. He added that the terms of his decision concerning the conduct by 
.Poland of the"foreign relations of Danzig, dated December 27th, 1921 (see a 
Monthly Summary, No. 9, IQ21, p. 200), and the agreement subsequent thereto, 
should apply to this matter, and that'~othing in his decision should interfere v.ith 
the rights of.1:he Council or Assembly of the League to authorise representation 
by Danzig in international gatherings. . 

c) Polish War .Material 
9 ., -: 

~ Negotiations have been,goiw on in Danzig v.ith regard to the -e,Jecution 
ofthe High C<lmmissioner's ~ecision concerning the folish Depot for \VarMaterial 
and Explosives. (See Mon~hty Summary, No. 4, 192~, p. 78.) On October 17th, the 
High Commissioner report~ that Danzig and P?la'ld had agreed wat as the 
Harbour Board was deriving consider:1ble inccme from l~tting ~he ground allotted 
to Poland, the Harbour Board could co:").tim•.e to

0 
let 'ta€' ground, and that Poland 

would give as long notice as possible when she required th~ whole or any part of it. 

0 

0 

0 

0 {) ... -

RESPECTING R.EciPkOC.'\1. A:SD VOLUNTARY E.MIGRATION 
0 

GREECE AND B11LGARIA 

BETWEE:S 

The Mixed Commission on Greco-Bulgarian emigration was constituted in 
accl'>rdance with0 the Greco-Bulgarian Convention regarding reciprocal emi
gration, signed at Neuilly sjSeine 0'3 November 27th, 1919. The Commission 
consists of four members; a delegate of the Bulgarian Government, a delegate 
<>f the Greek Government and two members appointed by the Council of the League, 

The object of the Convention is to regulate the reciprocal and voluntary 
-emigfation between GJ;"eece and Bulgaria of racial, religious and linguistic 
minorities and to assi,st such #migration in various ways, particularly . by 
guaranteeing to emigrants compensation for real estate which they leave be
hind. At.the same ti,me, the Convention deals withopersons who formerly be
longed to these minorities. and emigratedo to ,the country to which they vere 
bound by racial, religious or lin~istic ties before it came into operation. It 

0 

guarantees them the right to the present value of the Froperty left by them in 
the country from which they emigrated. 

&enerally speaking, the duties
0
o£ the~Mi..."'l:ed Commission are to supervise 

and facilitate this emigration. It determirjes o the methods to b~ adopte~ and 
is responsible for the liquidation of the property of persons who are emigrating 
or have emigrate"d. • • " 

The Mixed Commission, which entered upon its duties in December, 1920, 

has addressed to the Secretary-GeHeral a report on the progress of i'ts work. 
The practical applicati()Il of the emigration Convention has required e~1:en-

~ 

sive preliminary work to render possible, from a legislative and financial point 
of view, the exercise of the rights arising fro-:n it. The Commission had to _ 
determine the interpretation of the Convention and to draw up, on this basis, 

· det;iled regulations for its application. The Greek and Bulgarian Governments 
\lad then to take the necessary legislative measure&> to render possible, in their 
respective territories, the exercise of the rights which the Cox'lmission decided 
were derived from the Convention and to give force of law to the regulations 

, ·drawn up by it. The principal legislative measure of this nature necessarily 
consistJd in the abrogation of the exceptional measures taken against the pro
perty of emigrants and ref11gees. 
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c The report points out that the different negotiations are .now so well ad
vanced that only a few differences on matters of detail remain, which will be 
settled immediately by friendly agreement or by a decision of the Commission. 
The report states that there is every reason to hope that the Emigration Con
vention of Neuilly will at last be carried into practical e\(ect. 

Tho application of the Convention. will benefit ( three classes of persons: 
it will allow of the emigration of such ra~\al minorities as still remain ; tq,e 
Greeks state that about thirty thousand of their compatriots wil(leave· Bulgaria. 
At· the same time the Convention will enable a c,ertain number of Bulgarians 
settled in Greece to rejoin the heads of th~ir families, who h~d fled to Bulgaria; 
up to now this was impossible. ;· 

It will allow refugees• who wish to settle definitely in the country with 
which they are connected by race a~.d "who have at different dates between 
1900 ;;nd 1920 lost the right of disposal over, property left by them in their 
country of origin to :ecover sucn property or its equivalent value. · . 

' . Finally, the application of the Conve,ltion will benefit th0se Bulganan 
refugees who do not desire. to avail themselves of~- it'! provisions and who hope 
to ret~rn _one day to their homes, in, accord~nce, with the Treaty regarding 
minorities in Greece; tb.e Mtxed Commi~~ion has been able to persuade the 
Greek Governmeri't to rett.T'tl·tlfeir property to th.!se refugees, as in the case 
of refugees stating tha~ they have tiefinitely emigrated. According to Govern
ment statistics the number of persons included in these two categories is some 
thirty thousand Greeks' ancl one hun<ired and fifty or two hundred thousand 
Bulgarians ( 1 ). ' 

The report concludes with a ;tatement to the effect that the beginning 
of the practical application of the Convention will doubtless mark the end of 
the period of the Mixed Commission's greatest difficulties. ·The enforcement 
of the Convention will signify that a whole series of definite results has been - . .\ ~ 

attained~ it will show furthermo:t:e, that, even where prejudices on both sides 
were exceedingly strong, a friendly agreement has been possible between the 
two Governments and that sane, honest and even generous ideas have carried 
the day. 

J. MANDATES. 

a) Protectzrm of the Holy Places 
' ' I L '- C' 

At the Meeting of the Council in London last July when the Palestine 
Mandate was approved, the British Government agreed to submit a new project 
for the Commission on the Holy Places provided for in Article 14. In con
formity with that agreement, Lord Balfour- presented to the recent Gouncil 
Meeting in Geneva a plan which· h~ hoped would rally the support of all the 
religious and national interests concerned in that very difficult problem . ..o.fter 

_ disciission with his colleagues in. the Council, however, Lord Balfour, in the 
S(,Ssion of October 41h, made a general statement that, as unfortunately this 
<project 'had met with disfavour from those who represented Catholic opinion. 
throughout the world, had not commanded the ge!leral assent of his colleagues 
in the Council, the British Government did 'hot wish to press it further. 

Lord Balfour the1_1 pointed out that he had ,.hoped that some scheme 
acceptable to· all religious interests might be_ arrived at by common consent, 
but unfortunately agreement had not been reached between these of his colleagues 
on the Council who repre!Sented countries in which the great majority qt 
Christians are (:atholics., He declared that the Mandatory Power had the duty 
of seeing that justice is done between Catholic and Orthodox, Orthodox and 

' 
(1) As the Treaty of Sevres and the Treaty relating to Thrace, concluded on Allgust 1oth, ' 

I~ at Sevres by the Principal Allied Powers and Greece, have not been ratified, the Commission 
has not considered Thrace as Greek territory and has not arplied the Convention thereto. 
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Jew, Christian a!ild Moslims, indeed between all religious interests who have 
for centuries disputed over questions of the management, ritual, times, and 
seasons of the cecemonies connected wit~ those ancient and sacred Places. 

_ H~ laid particular stress on the position of t!.1e Orthodox Church, which, though 
embracing very larg~ populations and" having been ardently interested in the 
Holy Places for centuries, has no State of its faith on the Council and but 
few of its faith in the League itself. -
• 

Lord Baliour concluded by stating that the Mandatory Power was mo5t 
anxious to arrive at a soluti@ of the problem of the Commission for the Holy 
Places. He asked for the co-operati~g of his colleagues to effect a solution of 
their own difficulties, and to assist in bringing about a general agreement which 
shall be regarded as equitable by opinion all over the world, whether it be 
Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant or indijfetent to all those religions. · 

M. Hanotaux ~ranee) agreed that the question should be adjourn~d for 
st.udy by the interested GovP.,rn~~nts and th<it the first' .('tage shou~ct be to 
reach agreem~nt among the CatholiC Powers and then between the Catholic 
and Orthodox. ,.. • : " 

. ""\ ·~ 

~I. Quinones de Leon ~pain) anu ,the Marquis Imperiali (Ita!:.:) agreed 
to inform their Governments of Lord, Balfou;-'s d~clara'Jon and expressed the 
conviction that their Governments would make every effort to suggest a scheme 
which· might form a basis for the further 'i::onsideration of the Council. 

.. 
b) Treaty bet"..veen 'Great Britaitt a1td Iraq .. 

The British Government on October 1 Ith communicated to the Secretariat 
of t'Qe League of.Nations the text of the Treaty between Great Britain and 
Iraq signed on October 10th, ·1922, together with a copy of the announcement 
ty the British High Commissioner at Bagdad on behalf of the Bntish Go
vernment which is to accompany the publication of the Treaty in Iraq. 

-i) British Declaratifm. - The British Govemment in forwarding these 
documents drew attention to the statement made by l\fr. Fisher on behalf of 
the Government at a meeting or' the Council of the League on November I 7th, 
1921. In this declaration, published in the "Monthly Summary" of December 
I92h Mr. 'Fisher expfai~ed ·that the overwhelrp.ing desire of the people of Iraq 
for the formation of a national Government {tnder an Arab ruler had led the 
British Government to ·the conclusion that their obligations vis-a-vis the League 
could best be discharged in the form of a Treaty between Britain and Iraq. 
The Treaty would serve merely to r~gp.late. the relations between the Govern
ment, as mandatory Power, and the Governm:ent of Iraq, and was not intended 
as a substitute for the mandate, which wo~ld remain the operative document 
defining the oblig~tions undertaken by the British Government on behalf of 
the League of Nations. ., 

b) Summary of the TreaJ:y. - The Treaty, which was eventually signed 
on October ro'h, 1922, and which rs naw communicated to the League, contains 
eighteen articles. • · 

The British Government undertakes, at the request of the King of Iraq, 
to provide the State with such advice and assistance as may be required 
c),uring the period of the Treaty without prejudice to ~raq's national sovereignty; 
the British Government will be represented in Iraq by a HigJl Commissioner 

and a Consul-General. 
~·or the period of the Treaty no gazetted official of 

national.\y is to be appointed without the concurrence 

Government. 

other than Iraq 
of the British 
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The King of Iraq agrees to present . to the Constituent Asse.mbly an~ to 
give effect to an Organic Law, which shall take account of the nghts, wtshes 
and interests of all populations inh;,>,biting Iraq. " 

The King agrees to be gui<t~d by British advice on all important matters 
affecting international and financial ob'iigations and inferests of the British 
Governrilent, and will consult the High Commissioner on, what is conducive 
to sound financial and fiscal policy, to ensure the stability .. and good orgaqi
sation of the finances of Iraq, so .long as it is under financiaf obligations to 
the British Government. .. 

0 

The King has right of representatiop in London ~nd in such other places 
as may be agreed upon, and where he ·is not represented ho entrusts the 
protection of Iraq nationals to Great Britain. 

c Great Britain undertakes to use rhet; good offices to secure the admission 
ot Ir~q to membership of the League of Nati~ns as soon as possible. It under
takes to( provide sup'i1 support and assistan<;;e tQ:. the ar~ed forces; of Iraq (IS 

may fr~m tim to time. be agreed upon. 0 o 
• No territory in Iraq is to be ceded or le<!Sed or in o any way placed 

' ( 

under th(, control of any ,other Powey. 
0 

There is to be ro · discrimination c against the nationals of any State 
· Member· of the L~ague cOf 'bf aby Stat~ to whicK the British Government has' 
agreed by Treaty, tha~ the same tights should be ensured· as it would enjoy 
if it were a Member of the League, as ,c6mpared with British nationals or 
those of any foreign State cin matterE\ CO,tlCSerning taxation, commerce, ' exercise 
of industries or professions, etc. Nor is there to be any discrimination against 
goods originating in or destined for any of these States. ,, 

So far as conditions permit, Iraq is . to co-operate in the execution of 
policy adopted by the League for preventing and combating disease. · ,. 

. A 
0
Law is to be ~ntroduced assurinj;:" equality of treatment in the matter 

of · archaeological research to the nationals of al~ States Members of the 
, League or of any State. enjoying the same rigths as Member of the League. 

The Treaty is to come into force as soon as it has been ratified and 
will remain in force for twenty years. Termination'' will be subject ro con

- finnation by the League of Nations, unless b~fore that date Iraq 'is a Member 
of the League, in which case notice of termination will be communicated to 
the Council of ·the Leag~. .. 

Q, ' 

High Commissio!ler's Decla~atto1l. - The announcement by the .Brltish 
High Commissioner Lat Bagdad declares tl!at the British Government will do 
everything in its power to secure the speedy definition of the frontiers of 
Iraq, in order that Iraq may be in ': position, when. the Treaty hfl:S been 

. ratified and the Organic Law br.ought into effect, to apply for admissi~n into 
the 'League. ' 

' The British Governmtnt lo\Jks forward to this applicat:on being made as 
!'\')On as the frontiers are settled and a stable government set up, in accor

ctdance ~..,·ith the Organic Law, when they ~ill use their good offices, provided 
effect is being given to the provision5 of the Treaty, to secure the admission 
of Iraq to the League, a step which i{l their opinion affords the sole means 

L by Which the mandatory relatiOn Can be legally t~rminated, 

"V. Political Questions 

I. DISPUTE BETWEEN FRANCE AND GREAT· BRITAIN AS TO NATIO:-IALITY DECREES 

ISSUED IN TUNIS AND MoROCCO ON NOVEMBER STH, 1-921 ,. 

At the instance of the British Government the Council includi!d in the ·· 
ag~nda of its twenty-first session the question qf a dispute between France 
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and Great Britail" regarding Nationality Decrees issued in Tunis and Morocco 
(French Zone) on November Sth, 1921, and their application to British subjects. 
The interested Go>ernments had not as ye': b'een able to come to an agree-
ment on the subject: · 

As a result of fFiendly conversations during ·the Council session between 
the representatives of the. French and British Governments, a draft resolution 
Wjj.S presented :nd adopted at the Council meeting of October 3rd. 

Under the terms of this resolution, the Council decided that the question 
whether the dispute is or is no' by international law solely a matter of domestic 
jurisdiction should be referred to thE' Permanent Court of internacional Justice 

I 

for its opiniog. The French and British Governments were requested to agree 
as to methods by the date on which they would bring the question before 
the Court. ' • 

Furthermore, tpe Council ~.took note that, if the Court concluderl that 
the case in· point was not so:Jely .a matter of domestic JUrisdiction, .tl•e two 
Governments •nad agreed t!;) refer~ the whole . question to arbitration or to 
judicial settlemeP-t under eo1iditions to ,be agreed t•pon between them . 

• 
. « • 

2. Por.Axo .-\.!;o LITHuA~"IA 
" 

M. Saura, the Consul-General 't>( Spain at Brussels, has returned to Geneva 
after a visit to the neutral zone bet:Veen Poland ard tithuania in the district 
of Vilna. The Council of the League had requested \I. Saura to study the 
possibility of establishing a provisional fron{ier to replace the neutral zone. 

M. Saura was received on his mission by the Government authorities at 
Kovg.o and 'Vars'lw and was able to visit the entire district. It is probable 
that M. Saura·s report, which is in cop.rse of preparation, will be presented to 
the Council at its next session . 

.. 
VI. Stlcial and. humanitarian Questions· 

.• 
I. RiFVGEES FROM ·AS!A 1\llNOR 

According to reports received 'from Dr. Nansen and his assistants in Con
stantinople and Greece the number of refugees from Asia Minor for whom 
relief will have to be provided amour:ts. to n.ot less than 75o,ooo. It is probable 
that So"' of these refugees are women and c~1ildren; the men are mostly old lo • 
or between fourteen and seventeen years of age. 

The major p.:rtion of the fugitives is entirely <iestitute and without shelter 
for the coming winter. In certain cases the Greek Government has been able 
to allow half a ration of bread pe,r head a day, but by far the larger pro ... 
portion is absolutely unprovided for. The High Commissioner has arranged 
for urgent supplies of flour to b.; trMsported from Egypt and Bulgaria for 
the most necessitous cases, ~but the small funds a( his disposal have minimised 
his efforts in this direction. 

In addition to the contributions already promised the Brazilian Govern
ment has offered £ 1000 towards the relief fund. J'he unhealthy conditions 
c~used by the enormous influx of refugees into Thrace has ~!ready resulted 
in the outbreak of typhus and other epidemic diseases, and a representative 
of the· League Epidemic Commission has been sent to Constantinople to cope 

· with the • matter. The Italian Red Cross kas sent a tent hospital of ~oo beds. 
a medical and administrath·e .staff and sufficient stores, which sailed from 
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Brindisi under the direc~on of Dr. Ernesto Basso.· The Bel(,rian Government 
has contributed 2000 tents and as mamy blankets and bas offered to send 
clothing if necessary. . . c 

Dr. Nansen · arrived in Concta~tinople in the first week of October and 
,immediately discussed the situation witli the relief orgarifsations1 interested: A 
general co-operation scheme with the American. Red Cross, the Amencan · 
Relief Administration, the Near East Relief and other bodies has been adopteod. 
The American Organisations b~ve formed a joint committee presided by Ad
miral Bristol, who has promised all possible assh;tance. At a meeting convened· 
by Dr. Nansen, on his arrival, it was decided that, as the funds at the disposal 
of the League were necessarily limited, Dr. Nansen's action shnuld be based 
upon the prln~iple of limiting direct assistance to a . plan which should be 
dp.able of completion taking into cons_ideration the funds available. It was 
therefore proposed to establish a minimum organisation operating in various 
centres ,._throughout~ ~he affected' areas, capa6le ,pf enlar[em~nt as and wh~n 
further' funds became available . 

• 2. RussL\N REFUGEE~-,, 

At its meett'ng on p.:.ober 2"~ the. Council Jecided, in order to give effect 
to the Resolutions of the Assembl), to request the Governments of the States 
Members of the League to continue to lelld to the High Commissioner the 
support and assistance which they had, titherto afforded him, especially as 
regards the promotion 0f general and PY:Ofessional education• and the securing 
of employment for Russian refugees. c 

The Council also decidf"d to draw the attention of the Governments ot 
States Members to the importance of thesystem ·of identity certificates adnpted 
at the Conference -held at Geneva in July 1922 and to request Governments 

I ' 

which have not as yet given a favourable reply to consider whether they 
cannot promptly bring this system into force. 

It was further decided to _urge the Governments of States Members to 
consider favourably the R~solution of the Assembl) ·regarding provis_i.on by 
international co-operation for the maintenance of Russian refugees who are m
capable of earning their living in the countries where they are settled . 

. An Agreement with the Bulgarian Gover11mmt. - The High Commissioner 
of the League of Nations has concluded an arrangement with the Bulgarian 
Government relative ,to the settlement at \'arna of sooo Russian refugees who 
are at present being fed by the ·American Relief Administration at Constanti
nople. This agreement practically reso'ves the problem of the necessitous 
Constantinople refugees. The America~ Relief Administration will conti~ue for ' 
som'e months to supply them wiih food. The High Commissioner will be 
responsible for evacuation and <.stablishment expenses. 

3· TRAFFIC INV OPIUM 

a) invitation. to tile U11ited States of America· 

In accordance with the recommendation of the third Assembly and the 
Resolution of the Council· at its meeting on September 26th, the Secretary
General of the League h?s addressed an invitation to the Government of the 
United States cof America to appomt a member to serve on the Advisory 
Committee on Traffic in Opium. 

At a recent meeting of the Advisory Committee certain questions- arose, 
the discussion of which, the Committee was of opinion, would be con.;iderably 
facilitated by direct official information from th~ United States Government. 
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The invitation st'ltes that the presence of a representative of the United States 
Government would not only be of the greatest possible- assistance to the Com
mittee, but by the- collaboration of America with the efforts of other nations 
would help to make, effective the measureS'· the United States have already 
taken. 

b) Rep!it·s to enquiries instituted by the Advisory Committu 

• During t~ past month replies to enquiries conducted by the Advis0ry 
Committee have been received from the Governments of several States. The In
dian and Siamese Governmei'tts hav~ transmitted observations regarding the 

.extension of the scope of the Opium· Convention of 1912 to various chemical 
products det~iled on the list furnished by the French Government at the 
occasion of the second meeting of the Committee. The Australian and Danish 
Governments have announced that tht!y prepared to adopt the system of cer
tificates of importa~on as reco:nmended by . the Advisory Committee at its 
m~etlng in ·A~ril 1922. The Ft>lislr<J:overnment has forward3d an anm.c'·report 
on the opium traffic in Poland in 192 r. . 

(l . 0 :1 

(t 

+ TR,\FFJC IX W.:>ME~ A:.\D CHJLDRE.i 
C) 

At its meeting of October 2nd the Cc~ncil, having noted the resolutions 
concerning the traffic in women and children adopted by the Assembly on 
September 25th, instructed the SecretarY-General to invite the Advisory Com
mittee on Traffic.in Women and Chiljlren to ~onsider whether, pending. the 
aboijtion of the system of State regulation which obtains in certain countries. 
it could be agreed that no foreign women should be employed or carry on 
her profession as .a prostitute in licensed houses. 

The Committee's recommendation on the subject will be included in its 
next report. 

) 

5· DEPORTAT10)1 OF \VoMEX A.'ID CHILDREX 

~t its session of 011tober 2nd the Council recognised that the work of the . 
Commission of Enquiry on Deported \Vomen and Children in Constantinople, 
Aleppo and other place"s to which, under the resolution of the first Assembly, 
the members of the Commission may have to extend, their activity, would be 
greatly facilitated by" the .assistance of _Government representatives in the 

• 0 ' 

districts concerned. The Council therefore requested those of its Members 
whose Governments are responsible> for any such territory, whether under 
j\-[andate or Allied control, to urge their Governments to instruct their officials 
in thes; territories to give all possib~ support and assistance to the Members 
of the Commission. ' J , 

• 6. 0BSCE.'IE Pulluc.>JriOXS o 

On October 2"d the Council decided, in accordance with the Resolutions 
of the Assembly, to draw the a~ntion of all States to the International 
Agreement of 1910. The Staus w~ich have signed the Agreement in question 
will be invited to give full effect to it~ provision~; the States which are not 
as yet parties thereto will be urged to accede to it at an early date. 

Further, the Council will address the draft Convention of 1910 with 
a qu;stionnaire to all States, requesting them to forward their comments on 
the subject to the Secretariat of the League. After w-ordination of the replie;< 
the Secretariat will submit them as a whole to the French Covernment, in
'~iting it, as the initiator of the Conference of 1910, to convene a ne\Y Con-

• ference under the auspices of the League, to be held at Geneva about the time 
of the f~urth Assembly and to be composed of plenipotentiaries empowered 
to draw up and sign a new £Onvention. 
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VII. Commissions of the League of Nations 

LIST OF MEMBERS 
(This list is subject to modifications) 

Allocatioll Committee 

M. F .. R. REvEui.Aun 
Sir Henry STRAKOSCH 
Signor SoLERI 
M. J. A Barboza CARNEIRO 
::vf. J ANCOVICI 

. l 

"' 
c(France) 

(South Africa) 
(Italy) 

,. (Brazil) 
(Roamania) 

'c' 
0 : 

c 
0 

0 Q (1 

jl!fixed Temporary .. :ommission for the Reduction oj Armammts 
C· 

Ctvil 1111.'1/tbers c .J 
M. Rene VIVL\NI (France) 
M.A. LEBRUN (F~:ance) 

M. H. BRANTING tsweden) 
Lord Robert CECIL :(Great Britain). 
Lord EsHER (Great Britain) 
Marquis DI SALUZZO (Italy) 
M. Andrea TORRE (Italy) 
Prince LuBOMIRSKI (Poland) 
M. rAlcala ZAMOR . ..: (Spain) 
M. E. LOH."'ER (Switzerland) · 

. M. K.- HoNDA (Japan) 
M. F. J. URRUTIA (Colombia) o 

M. Rivas VICUNA (Chili) 

b) Rrmanmt Advisory Commissioll on Military, Naval and Air Questir:ms 

General L"'AGAKI 
Marquis DE MAGAZ 
Admiral J. M. :gENIDO 
Field-Marshal FAYOLLE 
General MARIETTI 
Rear-Admiral SEGRAVE 

c) Members of the Economic CoJnlrtittee 

c 

L 

M. D. JANCOVIC! 
Piofessor BENIN~ 

d) ll'fembers of the Financial Committee 

Sir James BRUNYATE 
M. A. JANSSEN 

(Japan)" • o 

(Spain) 
· (l3razil) · 

(France) 
, \Italy) 

(Great Britain) 

(Roumania) 
(Italy) 

(India) 
(Belgium) 

~) Represmtativel oj ~Vorktrs nominated by tlu T¥orkers' Group · oj tlu Go<,en1itrg 
Body•of the International Labour Office 

J\IL JoUHAUX (France) 
· M. THORBERG (Sweden) 

M. 0UDEGEEST (Hollan~) 
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f) Repnsmtatives of Employer] 
f) 

0 

M. HooAcz 
M. LANGK]AER ~ 
Colonel David CARNEGIE 

> 

"' 
0 

(Czechoslovakia) 
(:{)en mark) 
(C<i'nada) 

Advisory and Technical Committee olt Com1mmications and Transit 
0 

Dr. Aristide DE AGUERO Y B:ETHANCOURT (Cuba) 
M. AMUNTAGUI 0 

, (Chili) 
M. AvRAMOVITCH (expert) 0 (Serb-Croate-Slovene State) · 

0 
M. J. G. BALDWIN (Great Britain) 
Signor P. BrGNANI (expert) (Italy) 
M. G. BROCKMANN " •(Spain) 
M. A. CHARGUERRND 0 (Fra=e) 

0 J onkhe"er JJr. M. Y. M. V~N EY~GA (Holland) 
M, B. FERNANDEZ Y MEillNA (Uruguay)' 
Dr. Robert ~EROLD • • o (_Switzerlarld) 
M. P. A. Howcx-CoLDrxa ~Denmarl<) ' 

0 " 0 l\I. J. HasTIE (expert) 
0 

(Franoe) 0 0 

M. IsABELLE (expert) "' (Fjance) "
0 

M. KROLLER (expert) • (Holland) 
Dr. Ottokar LANKAS (expert) (Czechoslovakia) 
M. MoNTARRO_YOS 

0 
0 (Brazil) ' 
" M. S. 0KUYAMA (Japan) 

~I. PoPESCO (expert) (Roumania) 
~I. C. R. PusTA (Esthonia) 
br. STIEVENAR'i> (Belgium) 
Dr. TCHEou-WEI 0 (China) 
Dr. TSANG-Ou (expert) (China) 
M. WINIARSKI (Poland) 

· M. WoLF (expert) " (Germany) . , 

• • ]vi. G. NOBLEMAIRE 
Sir James ALLEN 
Dr. NEDERBRAGT 
Dr. S. OsusxY 
l\f .• L. \VADDINGTOX 

• 
Committee o.f Control 

. .. ... 
0 

(_Eranfe) 
(New Zealand) 
(Holland) 
(Czechoslovakia) 

,. • (Chjli) 
• 

• Economic and Financial c:'ommittee 

M. Gustave ADoR (President) (Switzerland) 
M. E. ALLL~TA (sits on both Con1-

mittees) • .. (Italy) 
• 

• 
11) Financial Committee 

M.s. ARAI 

• 

(Japan) 
(France) 
(,Italy) 

• 

M. J. AVENOL 
• Commendatore BrAl\CmNr 

Sir Basil BLACKETr, K. C. B. 
• Seiior J. FIGUERAS 

M. Et GLUCKSTADT 
M. JANSSEN 

• 

(,United Kingdom) 
(Spain) 
(Denmark) 
(Belgium) 
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M. c. E. TER MEULEX 
M. Kengo MORT 
Dr. V. PosPISIL 
Sir Henry STRAKoscrr 
:rvr. C. A. ToRNQUIST 
M. Marcus WALLEN1!ERG 

b) Eco/lo/1/ic Committee 

{Holland), 
(Japan) 
(Czechoslovakia) 
(South Africa) 
(Argentine Republic) 
(Sweden) 

l\1. J. A. Barboza CARXEIRO .(Brazil) 
M. Jan DvoRACEK (Czechoslovakia) 
M. Henri HEER (Switzerland) 
1\I. Adolphe. JENSEN (Denmark) · 
Professor E. NECULCEA , ~ (Roumania) 
,Dr. Alberto PIRELLI (Italy) 
j}J.4, D. SERRUYS (F.ranc-:l) 
Sir Herbert Llewellyn s~IITH ~UnitedKingdom) 

1\I. T. SEKIBA (Japan) 
1\Ir. CAMPION " ., (Unitech Kingdom) 
_Chev. Fern and DE 'NouTERS D'JPLL'<"TEI, (Belgium) 
Hon. C. TUFToN, \.111. G. (Unitea Kingdom) 

Health Committee 

Dr. CAROZZI 
Professor CALMETTE 
Sir G. BucHANAN 
PP::>fessor Leon BERNARD 
Professor Th. MADSEN 
Commendatore BIANCHLXI 
Professor· SANTOLIQUIDo 
M. 0. VELGHE . 

Dr. A: PULIDO 
Dr. M. MrYAJIMA 
Dr. Alberto LUTRAR:to 
Dr. CHODZKO 
Sir HAVELOCK Charles, G. C. V. 0. 
Dr. CARRIERE 

(Italy) 
(France) 
(Great Britain) 

., (France) 

(Denmark) 
(Italy) 
(Italy) 
(Belgium) 
(Sr.ain) 
(Japan) 
(Italy) 
(Poland) 
{Great Britain) 
(Switzerland) 

Committu ou Intellectual Cooperation 

Professor BANNERJEE 
P..rofessor BERGSON 
l\f. LUCHAIRE 
Mlle BoNNEVIE 
M. A. DE CASTRO 
Mme Curie SKLODOWSKA 
M. J. DESTREE 
Professor EINSTEIN 
Professot~· Gilbert MuRRAY 
Professor~ G. DE REYNOLD 
M. RUFFINI 

M. L. DE TORRES QUEVEDO 
Dr. Robert Andrews MILLIK.'\N 

(India) 
_(France) 
(France) 
(~orway) 
(Brazil) 
(France) 
(Belgium) 
(Germany) 
(Great Britain) 
(Switzerland) 
(Italy) 
(Spain) 
(United States) 
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Perm;:nent Mandates Commission 

H. E. M. Freire D'ANDRADE (Portugal) 
(:l.fr.jince) 
(Great Britain) 
(Holland) 
(Italy) 
(Sweden) 
(Japan) 
(Belgium) 
(Spain) 

~ 

H. E. M. BEAU 
Hon. vV .. 0RMSB'Y GoRE, M. P. 
H. E. M. VAN R~ES 

0 

H. E. Marquis THEODOLI 
1'lme Anna BuGGE-WICKSELL 
H. E. M. Kunio YANAI.fD,\ 
H. E. M. P. 0RTS 

0 

Duque D_,E TERRAXOVA 

• • 
J'ermaumt Ad11isorJ' Co11111ti.~tee on lJli!itary, iVm,al and Air Questions, 

~ , 
o. 

0 

Lt. Gener'dl DE CEuXIN<;K 
0 0 

,C<J!onel V.\X CROMBRUGI.E 
0 , 

Bdgiuw .o 

0 ° 0 ,) 
Lt. ColoneloAndrade NEVES Bra :::it: 
Re2lrcAclmirab J. ~L PENrrib' 

3 

Britislt Empire : Lt. Colo'hel LowE 
0 

Rear-Admirp.l &GRAVE 
Commande:o. PmLLIPS 

• The British Air R:epresentative Captain TWEEDIE 

• Spain: General PrcAsso 

France: 

• 
Italy: 

Japan: 

Lt. Colonel 
0
Espinosa DE LOS ~IoNTEROs 

Rear-Admiral Marques DE MAG.\Z 
Capitain J. MoNTAGUT 
General EcHAGUE 

,. Lt. Colonel Garcia DE PRID"ED.\ 

• Field-1\Iarshall F,\YOLLE 
Lt. Colonel REQUIN 

• Rear-Admiral ]EH.&'\XE 
Capitain DELEUSE 
General .bUMESNIL 
Colonel FAURE .. 

• 
General MARIETTI • 
Colonel L. TAPPI 
Vice-Admiral Baro~ 
Capitain E. RuSPou 
Com. Car1o GRAZB.NI 

• 
General" lN~AKI • 
General 0TAKE 
Capitain BIRo 

ACTON 

Lt. Colonel TATEKAWA 
Vice-Admiral Baron Kiy<hcazu Aso 
Capitain TAKF.N.\K,\ 
Capitain Ichiro S.no 
General SmzuM 
Capitain 0GURA 
C9mm. of Ca\'alry 1£akino MASSAMIC'HI 
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Advisory Committee ott Traffi/ in Opium 

H. E. M. ARIYOSHI 
Dr. ANSELMINO 
Mr. J. C,\MPBELL 
S. E. Prince CHAROON 
Mr. CHAo-HsiN-CHu 
Sir Malcom DELEVINGNE, K. C. B. 
H. E. M. FERREIRA 
Sir John JoRDAN, G. C. I. E., 

K. C. B., K. C. M. G. (Assessor) 
M. G .. KAHN 
M. BouRGEOIS (substitute for M. 

Kahn) 
M. VAN WETTU.M 

( 

1{'-b. Hamilton- WRIGHT (Assessor) 
M. BRENIER (Assessor) 

,. 

(Japan) 
(Germany) 
(India) 
(Siam) 
(China) 
(Great Britain) 
(Portugal) 

c(Great Britain) 
(France) 

• (France) 
(HoEand) 
(U'Ilited> States) 
tFrance)c 

( ( 

( c 
Advi.~ory Gbmmittee on Tra.ffii: in Womf!ll a11d Childreu 

' ( ' c 
Dr. Estrid HEIN 
M. REGNAULT. 

(Denmark). 
(F.:-ance) 

Mr. S. W. HARRIS' 
' ( c 

(.G-reat Britain) 
Marquis R. Paulu<(ci DE CALBOLI , (Italy) 
M. S. 0KUYAMA (Japan) 
M. S. PosNER (Poland) 
M. M. GRECIANU (Roumania) 
M. Avelino MoNTERO Rros Y VILLEGAS (Spain) 
Dr:· Paulina Lursr •· - (Uruguay) 
Miss BAKER (Assessor) (Great Britain) 
Mme DE SAINTE-CROIX (Assessor) (France) 
Baronne DE MoNTENA<;H (Assessor) (Switzerland) 
M. CoHEN (Assessor) · (Great Britain) 
Mme STUDER-STEn;mxusuN ' 

(Assessor) (Switzerland) 

' c 
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 
·' 

Numerous enquiries about the publications issued by the League of Nations 
are received by th2 Secretariat at Geneva,., and for general convenience a list 
is appended giving the authorised agents ior these publications in various 
countries. The Public~tion Depa:rtmenf at Geneva issues a catalogue which is 

· periodically revised and sent regularly to those desiring it. 
• It comprises: 

The Offici~! Journal and its Special Supplements. 
The Treaty Series of Intemational Engagements registered by the Secretariat. 
The Monthly Bulletin of Statist1r_s. 
The Mi~tes of the Sessions of the Council, from the 12th to the 15'h 

Session.(The minutes of the succeeding sessions appear as issues of the Official journal). 
The Reports of the Secretary-Ge}ler3.l to the r" and 2nd Assemblies. 
Report on the .financial Rt;construction of Austria. 

• Verbatim Report of the J:ntetnational Financial Conf.,rence at Br?ssels. 
Documelfis, Reports e-nd Discussions on the Permanent Court of 

International J usiice. o o 

The Records of the F~rst and St:_cond As;emblies including. Plenary 
Meetings and Meetings of the Commi::tees. .. ~ ~ 

Records of the Internatio'll.al Conferenc~,> on "Traffic ~n Woinen and Children. 
Minutes of the Sessions of the Provis'ional Health Coii1Jilittee. 
Records of the Conference • regarding the Non-fortification and the 

Neutralisation of the Aaland-Island~ " 
Report on Certain Aspects of tl'.l! Raw Materials Froblem. 

o Memorandum on Currency, 19I3-1921: 

Memorandum on Public Finance, 1921, and 
•Memoranduni on Central Banks 1913, 1918-1921. 

The Restoration of Austria: Agretments arranged by the League of Nations 
and signed at Geneva on October 4th, 1022, with the relevant documents. 

AGENTS FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS PUBLICATIONS 

Australia: Australa.S1an Publishing Co., Ltd., 2.!9, Clarence Street, Sydney. 
Austria a1zd Germ~ny: RikoJa Verlag A.-G., Radet2kyplat2 5, Vunna III. 
Belgium: Librairie de la Lecture U niverselle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Brussels. 
Cana.fla: wm Tyrrell & Co., Ltd., 78 Yonge StrP.et, Toronto . 

.. Czechoslovakia: F. 'fopi.~ II Narodni,. Pmgue. , 
Dmmark: V. Pios Boghandel- Povl Branner, 13, Norregade, Copmhagm. 
France: Editions G. Cres & Cie., 21, rue Hautefeuill.,, Paris. 
Great BritaiTz, Dominions and Colonies: Constable & Co. Ltd., 10 and 12. 

Orange Street, LondoTZ, \V.C. 2. " 

Greece: Eleftheroudakis & Barth, Libraine internationale, Athms, . -
• Holland: Martinus Nijhoff, Lange Voorhout 9, S'Gravmhage. 

Hungary: F~rdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler Bros), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 
Budapest, IV. Ker. 

India: Oxford University Press, Bombay, •lladras and Cakutta. 
Italy: Libreria Fratelli ~occa, Via Marco 1\-Iinghetti 26-29, Rtmu. 
Japmz: The Maruzen Compaby, -Ltd. (Maruzen-Kabushiki-Kaisha), II-II\ 

Nihonbashi Tori-Sanchome,.,Tokio. 
Latvia: A. Gulbis, Souworowa eeli 14, Riga. 

"Norway: Olaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christiania. 
Poland: Gebethner & Wolff, Ulica Sienkiewicza 9 (Zgoda 11). mzrsa-..:•. 
Spain: Editorial "Saturnino Calleja" S. A., Calle de Valencia 28, .Jiadrid. 
Swedm: C. E. Frit2e, Hofbokhandel, Fredsgatan 2, Stockholm. 
Switzerland: Editions Fred. Boissonnas, 4, quai de la Poste, Gm~·a. 
United States: World Peace Foundation, 40, Mt. Vernon Street, Boston 9, Mass. 
For otlurcormtries, apply to Publications Department, League ofN ations, G,m~·,z. 
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PRICE oF THE "MoNTHLY SuMMARY" IN DIFFERENT CouNTRIES 

Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 

China " 
Czechoslovakia 
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Finland 
France 
Germany and Danzig 
Great Britain and Dominions 
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Hungary 
Italy 
Japan -
Latvia 
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Poland 
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OF 
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AGREEMENTS · 

arranged by the League of Nations and signed at Geneva on October 4 .. , 19zz, with 
the relevant docurr.ents and public statements . 

., 
z/6 s 0'50 Swiss Fr. z·5o 

' MEMORANDUM 
J 

-, ON 

CUR:RENCY 
,· 

. . 
t91J ,- t9Zt 

' This volume gives details of exchange rates, llote circulttion; gold reserves, deposits of 
commercial banks, deposits of central b'""ks and vholesale pri...rs for the whole period 
1913 to 19z1. It is supplementAry to the .currency >figurG . published ·in the Monthly 
Bulletin of Statistics, as it includes not only <feposits, but more complete information 
with reference to currency circulation and notes explaining arl'y im?ortant alteration 
in the currency systems obtaining in tlte different countries, together with an Introduction. 
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MEMORANDUM 
ON 

PUBLIC ·FINANCE 
t9Zt 

This memorandum contains a review of the financial position of nearly all European 
and certain extra•Europ~an countries, giving an analysis of the latest Closed Accounts 
lind Budget Estimates, the composition of the Public, D.Jmestic and Foreigu Debt, 

claims on foreign Governments, etc. 

to/- S z·- Swiss Fr. to'-

MEMORANDUM 
ON 

. CENTRAL B~NKS OF ISSUE 
In this volume is given a statement of the" balatfce sheets of the various Central Banks 
as at the end of 1913 and the end of 19z1, the ~arious balance sheets being summarised 

..7 in so far as possible on a unifo!"" system. • 
4 ~ 

3/6 Swiss fr. no 

REPORT .:ro THE THIRD ASSEMBLY 
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OF THE LEAGUE 

ON THE WORK OF THE COUNCIL 
• AND ON THE MEASURES TAKEN TO EXECUTE THE DECISIONS OF THE ASSE~IBLY 
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Report of the Third Committee to the Third Assembly 

Rapporteur: Lord Robert Cecil 
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MONTH"LY SU~i~IARY OF THE . ) 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 
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• 
I. Preface. 

The Leagu~ of Nations was . first as~;:ed to study the problem of the 
restoration of Austria in March 1921. After a Conference in London in that 
month, the League was informed that the Governments of Great Britain, Franc~ 
Italy, and Japan had decided to release, for a period of years to be deter.:· 
mined later, their liens in res'pect .of all claims against Austria, whether for 
relief credits, reparation obligations, or the costs of~he armies of occupation. This 
decision was subject to th"e conditions that other interested Governments 
woul.d agree to a similar postponement and that Austria was prepared to place 
the administration of assets in the hands of the League under the International 

Credits scheme. '" 
This scheme was then under the control of the Financial Committee ot 

t'he League which therefore at once met and on April 4th stated the main 
• conditio:ts on which they considered that the restoration of Austria could be 

achieved. Among these were the early decision by the thirteen other Govern-

s. E. 
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mefits holding liens upon Austria to agree to a similar
0 

postponement, a 
decision by all the seventeen Governments that the postponement should be 
for a sufficiently long period, such as 20 'years, and the wiJlingness of Austria 
herself to undertake drastic intenJ,a{ reforms. At the same time, the Committee 
sent a Delegation to Vienna, whicho studied the posii'lon on the spot from 
April IcSih to May 10th, and recommended a far reaching and detailed scheme 
which was. approved by the Council of the League and forwarded to t~e 
Supreme Council of the Allies on June 3rd. It was a cardinal feature of these 
recommendations that .Austria could only· be·

0 
saved by ·a comprehensive 

scheme, including internal reform, sufficieftt credits, and a cent~al control of 
these credits which would ensure tha~ they were so used ascto assist, and 
secure, the internal reform. 

, At the time when this scheme was framed, Austria's credit position 
0 C' 

(apart from the liens upon her assets) was relatively good, • and hat not been 
seriously impaired jly fears a:s> to her soci'il.l and poli'~ical stal{,ility. It Wcf-S 

. 0 

believeJ; and with reason, that, .as soon ar her assets were frel') they would 
serve as a sufficient 'securi'i:y for private credits ;pt~out the 12Jeed for Govern-
ment gue.rantees (I). 

0 
c-

The scheme was ~olf put int6 oueration because the negotiations with c ( tJ 
the many Governb.tents wi;'Q'3e c~msent was necessv-y to the release of the liens 

C G 0 
encountered many dif!iculties, and proved to be very protracted. It was not 
before July that !i way appeared to be opening for a scheme based upon the 

0 
use of Austria's assets> 

0 0 0 

• 
The Early ll:fonths /i; I922. -<ln the 

0
meantime, by February I922, Austria's 

. 0 

needs had become imperative, and, unless assistance had been forthcoming, a 
collapse must have taken place in the early part of this year. In this crisis, 

• 0 

Great Britain, France, Italy and Czechoslovakia came to the rescue by providing 
for assictance from pu~lic funds. Great Britain advanced£ 2,250,000 (of which 
£ 250,000 was required for the repayment of an earlier debt), France made 

' provision for the advance of 55 million francs, Italy made provision for the 
advance of 70 million lire'c.and Czechoslovakia arrang;ed to supply 500 ~illion 
Czech crowns. Of these sums the British advance has been entirely expended, 
but considerable proportions of the French a1.1d Italian" grants, and a smaller 
proportion of the Czechoslovak grant re~ain available (as will be seen below') 
to assist the initial stages of the new scheme. o • 

0 • 0 

' These advances were clearly drstinguished from the earlier credits: the 
repayment of which was to be postpone& [or 20 years. Some of them (such 
as the British) were 'Specifically to be repayable out of the first loans raised 
by Austria; others (such as the Czechos]9vak) were based upon certain assets 
specfully released by the ReparilctiGn tommission for the purpose, ~ith the 
stipulation that these securities wo~>.ld be incorporated into any securities upon 
whi::h a League of NatiOJIS la:an 'scheme might ultimatt,ly be based ;<...:.all 

· · r:mained as a pressing and inevitable charge upon Austria's immediate budgets. 

The appeal to the At!ied Powers at tlze" London Conference in August, r922. _ 

By these means an actual collapse was arreste~ in the first six months of 
0 

this year. But the advances , servad no • further purpose. They were granted 
' independently by the several Governments; they were subject to no ce.r;J.tral 

control. They were, as was natural in the circumstances, consumed for current 
needs and were not the basis of any effective reform. Austria's fin~ncial 
disorganisation, proceede<Y, and at an accelerated pace. The crown was, !n 
~ugust, worth only I/10 of its value six months before, only about I 1100 of 
1ts value a year before, only Iji5,ooo of its· gold value. 

0 ' 0 

. (r) The lull. documents relatin~ to t_his scheme have been published. (Financial recon- 0 

·structton of Austna. Report of the Fmanctal Committee of the Council [with relevant papers] 
Constable & Co. Ltd. Lontlon 1921.) t 
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. . 
The Austrian Government made a desperate appeal to the Allied Powers .. 

then meeting in London. The Austrian Minister' stated that some of Austria's 
assets had at last J;leen released to form securities for a loan, "but the foreign • bankers who, a year· ago, were still willing to.grant such a loan, to-day declare 
that it is impossible \o do so, because to them and to the general public the 

• continued existence of Austria has become doubtful. The bankers cons;.der the 
revenues offered by the Austrian Government a sufficient financial guarantee ; 
th'"ey demand, lfowever, a second guarantee which can only be given by the 
chief Allied Powers." ·He staled that Austria was. attsmpting to establish a 
Bank of Issue, to which the right ot issuing notes would be transferred from 
the Governme,pt, in order to arrest the depreciation of the crown ; and that 
Austria was embarking on a programme of budget reform and economy. He 
added, however, that "everything de.!'en.ds upon whether, during the perie,d 
required for the carrying thr6ugh of the financial reforms, a foreign loan 
will give A~1stria the~ assurance t1-tat she will n"t have to :cesort to the printing 
press again ir• order to cov:r th~ •requirements of the s'l:ate, othe~r;e the 
financial reforms.would be. <kfinitely doomed to failure. A further depreciation 
of the Krone must necessarily render i"mpossible the indispensable ::;~urchases • • • of food-stuffs and coal from abroad, .and le~d t~ sue~ social upheavals as 
would constitute the gravest. dangers for th~ peaGe of C~tral Europe and . . . . 
would mean the end of an independent•Austria. Eve!<¥ day by which. the 
assurance of the foreign credit i.s delayed renders it doubtful whether the 
measures which Austria is taking lor h~r own sitlvation will then still be 
possible." He, tt.erefore, appealed f~r Government g-uarantees to assist in 
rais~ng a loan of £ 1 s,ooo,ooo. • 

• Reply of the .Allied Po'wers. - This communication was considered by the 
Supreme Council, on behalf of which Mr. Lloyd George, on the 15th August, 
replied that "the representatives of t'he Allied Governments have com~ to the 
decision that they are unable to hold out. any hope of further fiiJancial 
assistance being given to Austria by their G-overnments. They have agreed, • 
howe\<er, to a proposal mat the Austrian situation ,should be referred to the 
League of Nations for investigation and report, the League being informed ·at 
the same time that, ha~ing regard to the heavy burdens already borne by the 
taxpayers of the Allied Powers, there is no prospect of further financial 
assi~tance • to Austria "fr~m the Allied Powers, unless" the League were able to 
propose such a programme of reconstru~tio~, containing definite guaranttes 
that further subscriptions would pr~duce substantial improvement and not be 
thrown away like those made in the past, as would induce financiers in our 
respective countries to come to the pes.cue of Austria The representatives of 
the Allied Powers have reached the above •doocision with much reluctance and 
frcm no lack of sympathy with the AU'strian people, but th~y have been 
obliged to take _ir!to consideration the crushiifg ta~tion which their respe<!tive 
countries already support in consequence of the war". • 

This correspondence was then .forwarded to the League ·with the. request,. 
that it should be placed· on the agenda of the next meeting of the Council. • • 

• 
Conditions 1111der wltick Jhe problem was rejei-red to the League. - The 

reply of the Allies to the Austrian Government was not such as to afford 
any relief to the anxieties of the immediate future. Its request to the League 
Vias only "for investigation and report", and it was ~oupled with the statement 
that the Allied Governments were unable themselves to hold ~'Ut any prospect 
of further financial assistance, and that there was no hope therefore, unless 

. a sch~me could be devised which would attract money from private sources. 
In this hisis, in the interval between the London Conference and the meeting 
of the Counciel of the ~eague, l\Igr. Seipel, the Austrian Chancellor, 

1* 
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• 
visiled Prague, Berlin and Verona, to discuss tile situation of his country 
with the Governments of Czechoslovakia, Germany and ItaTy. It w_as ~lear 
to the world that the financial and, economic disorganisatio~ and ~he Immm:nt 
dangers of social distress and di~urbance hatl developed to a pomt at . whi~h 
they had created also a grave political i>roblem. It was :~so clear that, m. this 
political situation, it was more than ever hopeless to expect that, private 
credits would be forthcoming on the basis of Austria's own assets. I< or best 
seturities her revenues from the customs and the tobacco mol10poly, howe1'er 
sufficient' in normal circumstances, could not be relied upon in the event of 
serious social or political disturbances. • The "scheme was possible unless 
they could be supplemented by Governmental guarentees; and th.se guarantees, 
difficult in any event, would be more difficult unless something could be done 

to relieve the political tension. • • 
·The League's methods of wotk· - The Ciluncil was t~us confronted with 

a complex problem;' political as well as fin~cial•in its character. ~t its fitrst 
meeting on August 31 st, it at once instrtcted ¢e Financial •committee to 
examine the financial aspects of the p!joblem, wlriM careful~ reserving any 
decision as to whether it- w')uld undortake any responsibility for the problem 
and if so on wh~t conditions. 'i't · then° deferred further discussion on the 

' ' Cl . • 
subject till the following WednesElay,o September 6th, partly to enable the 
Financial Commit~ee to proceed with its work, and partly to give time for 
Mgr. Seipel, who desired to present • .Austria's case in person, to join 
the Austrian Delegation in Geneva. 0 On• ~eptember 6th he made his appeal 
in a public meeting of the Counci:J-. He 'il.escribed Austria's Jistress, explained 
the need for a guarantee for a loan to help her through the period ~hen 

she was achieving reform and release from some of the impediments to 
Austrian commerce. He added that Austria was ready to a~cept a systeth of 
control ,as a corollary do assistance, and&> expressed the opinion that, with such 
assistance, she could soon become economically self-sufficient. He concluded 
however, with a grave warning that without such assistance the condition of 
Austria constituted a serious danger to the peace of the world, which it was 
the duty of the League of Nations to examine and :vert. .. 

It should be noted that the Austrian representative, in making this appeal, 
and in all subsequent meetings of the Council and its Sub-Committee, when 
dealing with the Austriall problem, was himself a mem~r with full. and equal 
rlshts in accordance with ArtL:le '4 of the Covenant, which provides • that 
"any member of the League not represented in the Council shall be invited 

0 

to send a representai!ive to sit as a member at any meeting of the Council 
during the consideration of matters specially affecting the- interests of that 

• 0 
Member of the League." " - • • a 

• 
< The Council next invited Czel<b.oslovakia also (represented by its Prime 

MiRister, Dr. Benes) to jojn tlJG Council for this question, and form&P a 
Sub-Committee (the Austrian Committee) entrusted with th~ direction of all 
further work upon it. The Committee consisted of five Members of the Council 

c • 
so constituted, viz. Lord Balfour (Great B'ritain), who was asked to preside 
over the discussions, M. Hanotaux (France), tile Marquis Imperiali (Italy), • Dr. · Benes (Czechoslovakia1 an.d Mgr. Seipel (replaced, when he was 
absent, by Dr. GriinLerger, the Austrian Ministetr for Foreign Affairs). The 
composition of the Committee thus expressed the Council's sense of both the 
importance and the range of the 'question. It continued throughout to direct 
the work, meetjng twelve"times between the date of its appointment and tlle 
date of the sigl'!ature of the Protocols on October 4th. It will be noted that 
the hitherto separate and independent negotiations were now transferred to 
a single committee which worked continuously and consisted of the represe~- • 
tatives of all the Powers chiefly concerned, including the Prime tnnisters 
of two of them. 
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The compoll!.tlOn of this Committee, and the subsequent organisation of 
the work, afford a typicai example of the methods of the League. The 
Committee used throughout th~ League·~ technical organisation. At once 
determining the general outline of the. questfons requiring solution, it divided 
them among the diffe'Tent expert committees at its disposal. \Vithin the general 
outline, the Financial Committee gave its advice, which, in fact, as "will be 
seen, included ~ comprehensive scheme of financial assistance and adminisva
tive reform. Working within the same general programme, the Economic 
Committee considered what ithmedia.te economic measures could usefully be 
recommended. At the same time, a L~gal Committee, drawn partly from legal 
experts of the• several Delegations, and partly from the permanent staff of 
the League, advised on such legal questions as presented themselves in t~e 

course of the work. The Committee kept in its own hands the specifically 
political aspects of tl;;le problem, aand maintainEj,d its control over the wo<>k of 
th~ above Committees by co~idellin$ interim reports as lh.ey proceei~a with 
h

. . • 
t etr studtes. o • 

The Finan~ial Comlhittee ( 1) w® were first consulted consisted ot 
members who met, as did thtt members elf the ot~r 'Committees givltg tech
nical assistance to the Committee, nof as rep!e~entative~ of 0he different Go
vernments, but as experts invlted by th~ Lt!ague to 

0 ilf'e their best professional 
0 • 

· advice. The signature of their repo.rts did not, therefore,_ in t~.ny way commit 
the Governments to accepting its ret:ommendations. At the same time, the 
different members were naturally in °a"po~hion to e~timate, with some special 
knowledge, the p~obable policy and • attitu6le of then:- respective countries . 

• Their work was done in Geneva, during the period of the Assembly, for 
which Delegations of representatives of the countries concerned ·were present. 
The "conditions were favourable for , the working out of a scheme which 
should be both adequate in its provisitms and not impttssible of acciptance; 
and for an understanding by the Governments whose assistance was required 
of the reasons for ·which the precise scheme put before them wls re- • 
commended. 

" 0 • . 
The Financial Conn11itta's Rt;,port. - The Financial Committee were first 

asked to consider, ·in consultation with the Austrian Representatives, what 
measures are required. and are practicable to secure -budget equilibrium; after 
what" period, with these "measures, the restrlt desired should be obtained: a~ 
what deficit in terms of gold must be contemplated as inevitable during the 

• 
intervening period. • 

The Committee replied that the main economies should be secured by 
" the refOrm of State industrial enterpri.<;~ and the reduction in the number of 

officials. They pointed out that State enteypr1ses at present invC4lve a losi of 
17tr"' million gold crowns a year (£ 6,8oo,ooo)• The railways alone invoh·e~ a • • loss of 124 millions (£ 5,700,ooo), largely because while wages follow the cost- , 
of-living index the railway tariffs were only onej'zfth of what they woule. 
be on that basis. The loss should ce'ase within two years and. in view • of the • 
important transit trade, the rAilwals should ultimately become a source of 
profit. With regard to officials, the Committoo pointed out that Yienna, a~ the 
capital of a country of six m.illions, has more State employees than when she 
was t,):le capital of an Empire of over 50 millions. They consider that within 
two years a third of the expense, amounting to 130 million gold crowns 
(~ 6,ooo,ooo), ought to be saved. \Vith these measufes, the ''norntal bud(!"et" 
should be reduced to about 237 million gold crowns (£ I0,900,;oo). Simult~ne-

• (t) The Members of the Financial Committee who were present durin~ these discussions 
were M. }Qnssen (Chairman), M. Arai, M. Avenel, Sir Basil Blackett (replaced at bter meetin~ 
by Mr. Fa;;s). Dr. Pospisil, Sir Henry Strakosch, with the addition of 11. 1lassiorino Ferrari>. 
and M. A. Sarasin who were CO·OF"ted for the purpose. 
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ously, the yield of taxation must be increased and within ~No yars should 
reach 237 million gold crowns-and. so balance the budget-and thereafter 
exceed it. In the two years, . how~er, while this proces§ of reaucing ex
penditure and increasing revenue is inc<:!mplet~, a total <¥ficit of 520 million 
gold crowns (£ 24,ooo,ooo) is probable, or 6so million gold•crowns (£ 3o.ooo,ooo) 
including the sums required to repay the advances made this year and not 
co~red by the postponement arranged for the credits given ip earlier yeaJ:'>. 

The Committee were next asked what securities Austria could offer for 
private credits. They replied, that apart from the Forests and Salt monopoly 
(which were proposed as security for the- new Bank of Issue), the proceeds of 
the Customs and the Tobacco monopoly should be available as ~ecurity for a 
loan, and, if necessary, the "impot fonder" as well. The Customs and Tobacco 
m~nopoly alone should, with the necess:try administrative reforms, give an 
annual yield of So million gold c;rowns (£ 3,7oorooo) which ~ceeds the estimated 
cost o:&,t~e interest ,and amortisation of .eveili!'the•maximum loan of'6so millic1n 

' . gold crowns. • 
In the unanimous opidon of the f,ommittee, 'tlferefore, ~e securities are 

ample foi the credits reqt.ire1 for thee transition period, on the vital conditions 
that the reforms recom1nended , a're carrfed through and that external and ·- . internal order are assur11:d: b • 

With the m&n conditiGns of the financial problem thus established, the 
' Committee, in answer to further questions from the Austrian Committee of 

the Council, proceeded to i.tudy in Ueta-a • how the deficit for the two years 
could be met, and whaf form of cpntrol 'Was required in the" interests of the 
reforms and of the securities on which the loan was to be based. Their•re
commendations will be more conveniently summarized after some account has 
been given of the subsequent negotiations. • • 

Th!" Financial Col"lmittee, in prese!l";ing their report, pointed out that no 
financial scheme could itself save Austria. "Behind the problem of financial 
and bti:dget reform remains that of the fundamental economic position. Austria 
cannot permanently retain a sound financial position even if she attains it 
" h . d . . 'h e ,. 1or: t e tlme, an mamtam er present population, unless her productwn is 
so increased and adapted as to give her (w.ith her <oinvisible exports") an 
equilibrium in her trade balance as well as her budgets. This balance is at 
present seriously adverse, <partly, but certainly not wholly. as a res11lt of in
flaeion and currency dislocation. All "possible mea~u"res," whether by the am~lio
ratio~. of the. international economic rel~tions, the encouragement of the 
cond1t1ons wh1ch woul.d increase Vienna's entrepot, financial, and transit bu
siness, and of those which will attract /urther private capital towards the 
devolop~_ent of her productive ;eGoun!es are, therefore, of the greate~t im
port<~.nce. T~~e are, however, outside the Financial Committee's province. If 
the ,appropnate financial :eolicy 0 is adopted and maintained the Aust~n 

• economic position will adjust itself to an equilibrium e1'the•r 'by th · t . . , e mcrease 
o prod~ctlon an~ the transfer of large classes of its population to economic 
~ork, or _ec~nom1c pressure will compel tlfe population to emigrate or reduce 
1t to destitutwn. At the worst, this would be be~r than the h 1 1 h 

d . . · • w o esa e c aos 
an lrnpovenshment of the great mass of the town popul t' h' h f • a wn w 1c must re-

l suit r~m the continuance_ of the present financial disorganisation, which affords 
. no basts for such economtc adaptation as is possible." 

• 
THE ECONOMIC COMMITTEE 

whether they could make any immediate suggestions which would assit;t in• 

. ~1) The Economic Committee constituted a special Sub-Con 'tt f · 1 
0 

consishng of MM. Serruys, Dvoracek, Guarneri, Heer and Siii Hubert '~te;:lly:rs~~~~. purpose 
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this wider and l<?nger task of the re-establishment of the trade balance. They 
recognised that the basis must be found in the financial scheme and that on 
this basis the ecotfomic position .must be ~radually built up. They, therefore, 
confined themselves~ for the time to. certarn preliminary suggestions. First, 
recognising the objections at present maintained to the full application of the 

• Porto Roso recommendations, they advised the conclusion of conventions and 
biolateral agreewents between Austria and each of the Succession States, based 
as far as possible on the Porto Roso protocol, but with such modifications as 
might be possible and advist.ble toointroduce in order to adapt them to each 
special case. Secondly, (while endorsmg the advice of the Financial Committee 
as to State elherprises), they called attention to the need for Austria reforming 
both her international economic system and the conditions of her external tra<;le . 

• • 

• • 
LAST ST.\GF,P OF THE NEGOTL\TIONS •• 

• • 
• • • Meanwhile, the Austri4t.n Committee of the <!:ouncil had itself been dis-

cussing directly •the terms of a politic..I declaratioft designed to give •onfidence 
in the political and economi~ integrity al'!.d indepeondence 0f .:\.ustria The whole 
scheme was gradually develpped, w!th the • <J4;sen. ,pta the liifferent Delegates 
and Governments, and on the last day of:the Assemtl~ (September 30th) the 
Council was able to report that, .though its task•was not fully accomplished, 
there was a good prospect of a co~plete scheme being signed with the assent 

• of the Governments concerned within" a few days. • 
This result ~as achieved on \V:dnesd•y, October" 4th, when three Proto

col; were signed, covering, with their Annexes, which include the Financial 
Committee's Report, the whole of the Council's scheme; and these signatures 
indicated the complete and unreserved assent to every part of the scheme ot 
the Governments of Great Britain, F~nce, Italy, Czecl:h>slovakia and•Austria 

The first of these Protocols, signed by all the above Powers and open 
• for the signature of all countries, contains a solemn declaration that the signa-' 

tories will "respect the nolitical independence, the territorial integrity, and the 
~ ~ . 

sovereignty of Austria; that they will seek no special or exclush·e economic 
or financial advantage•-which W@luld compromise that independence; and that, 
if the occasion arises, they will refer the matter to the Council of the League 
and comply with its &lecisions". Austria herself, in "the same Protocol, enters 
into• corresponding obligati~n's. Protocol n ""ith its annexes, states the c-'n
ditions of the guarantee of the loan. the obligations of the guaranteeing Govern
ments, and the powers and duties of the Committee composed of represen
tatives of those Governments. It is ~igned by the four principal guaranteeing 
Goverftments and by Austria, and is- ~pen •f<tr signature (with suitable modi
fications as to the extent of their guarantee) by all other cou~tries able" and 
wtlffng to partici~ate in the financial scheme. Lastly, Protocol III sets• ou. 
separately the obligations of Austria and the functions of the General Com-• missioner who is to collaborate with her in her programme of reform., and it~ 
execution. From these three Protocols, taken together, emerges the League's 
general scheme. ~ • 

• • • 
•'-'UMMARY oF THE ScHE.\IE 

• The basis of the scheme is the political integrity. ami enmomic inde
pendence of Austria and the Declaration (ProtocoJ I\ designed to ensure it 
Aided by the confidence which it is hoped this Declaration wi!i. crt•ate, _\.ustria 
is to commence a programme of reform (including economy in expenditure 
and ipcreased revenue from taxation) which will ensure the balancing of her 

• budget liy the end of 1914. In the meantime, the excess of her expenditure on·r 
the revenue available from normal ressources during these two years-estimated. 
a maxmlllm of 6so million g0ld crowns-will be met by the proceeds of loans. 

ti • • • 
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These loans will, for the reasons given above, be guaralfteed by external 
Governments in addition to being secured on assets which (if the reforms are 
successful a;d order and stability mtaintained) ;will be sufficie'nt without applica
tion to the guarantors. The guararttees ";ill take the form of a definite guaran.tee 
of a stated proportion of the interest and am?rtisation by each guaranteet~g 
Power. "The Governments of Great Britain, France, Italy and Czechoslovakta 
haw~ each guaranteed 2o0j

0
, or So% in all (in addition to covr.ring a certain 

portion of the risk of other guaranteeing Powers), see note (I). Only 2o;., 
note (2), remains, therefore to be covered by' guarantees from all other 
countries. Assuming that this remainin!· percentage is secured, the future 
subscriber to the loan will not only have the security of the as~igned assets, 
bu,t if they fail, will have every fraction of his interest and amortisation further 
assured by the guarantee of a specifi&d 6-overnment (So% of the total by the 
four Governments named above). The guara11.teeing Gov,.rnments themselves 
will bfl:,, Gubject to .tio cash liability SO 1~195 . a!; the assigned • assets pro~ 
sufficient for the service of, the loan. • 

With the prospect of J.Tesources frqm these loim~, Austria•will be relieved 
from the necessity of financlng herseJf by the bsue of paper money and so 
causing the precipitous< fall of ,tHe crowd, which renders all efforts at budget 
equilibrium futile, and . rl.estroys any st<<~.ble basis' for the economic life of the 
country. The scheme, therefore, assumes, and regards as essential, the establish
ment of the proposed, Bank of Issue. under certain definite and specified 
conditions. The Austrian Governmerit wm" surrender all right to issue paper 
money, and will not, exept with :rpecial~ authorisation, negotiate or conclude 
loans. • 

Austria, therefore, in carrying through her reforms, is no longer building 
• on the shifting basis of a continuously depreciating currency. 'Hitherto she 'has 

been in c-the unhappy position of knowimg that she could not stop inflation 
until her budget balanced, and could not balance her budget while inflation 
,continued. Now for the first time she has a prospect of the funds required to 
carry her over the necessary transition period. 

• • • , But the successful accomplishment of the reform programme, on which 
both Austria's prosperity and the value of her assets depend, will necessarily 
be a difficult and painful task. The scheme, therefore, includes the appointment 
of a Commissioner Genera:!, whose duty will be to enwre, in coll'aboration 
with the Austrian Government, t!1at "the program~e of reforms is carried 'out 
and to supervise its execution. He will derive power from his control of the 
disposal of the loans. • 

"The Austrian Government agrees tpat it may not dispose of any funds 
derived from loans ... except by acathotisa.tion of the Commissioner Gen'eral "· 

' . ' but tlte conditions which he may attach to his authorisation " shall have no .... 
' . 

(1) The Financial Committee raised their original estimate of t~e budget deficit of 
52[' millions gold crowns to 6so millions in order to include the repayment of advances made 
this year ~Y Great Britain, France; Italy and Czecho~lovakia (see p. 2). It is necessary that all 
t'he guarantees should apply to the whole of this sum, in order that the loans, or more 
correctly, the "loan... though it will of course, be issued m instalments at different times as 
Austria;s needs and market conditions muY det<!rmin'e) may have the same character and b 

, based on the same sec~ri~ies. ~n ~rd?~ however that any Stateq not interested in the repaymen~ 
of the advances may hm1t the1r hab1hty to a guarantee of a proportion of the total 

. db A . sum 
requ1re y ustna fo~ her other needs (520 millions gold crowns), Great Britain, Fr<dnce, 
Italy and Czechoslova~1a have entered into a special arrangement by which they cover the risk 
of all other gua~an\eemg cou~t!ies so far as it relates to the additional sum of 130 million~ 
The effect of th1s r~ther techmcal arrangement is that any country can u ndertak t t . . e o guaran ee 
a stated percentage of the loan With an effective responsibility which is limited to th t t . . . a percen age 
of a total 520 mllhons gold crowns, mstead of 650 millions gold crowns while th ... • 
r b'l't f h f · · 1 • e ma.umum 1a 1 1 y o t .e our pnnc1pa guaranteeing Powers reaches a total of s4•;. instead oft8o•;.. ' 

(2) Th1s, for the above reason, does not necessitate any effective liability on all tl 
Powers of more than 20"/0 on 520 millions (or 16% on 6so 'millions). 

0 
ler 
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other object than that of assuring the progressive realisation of the programme 
• of reforms and of avoiding any deterioration on the assets assigned for the 

service of the loaq ··. ~ 

The Officer to be entrust~d with thi.i great responsibility is not the 
representative of the guaranteeing Powers. He is an officer of the League of 
Nations. He will be appointed by and responsible to the Council of theJ.-eague, 
of which the Austrian representative is, when Austrian matters are discussed, 
a •full and equltl member. Indeed, the Council, in approving the scheme, added 
a resolution that the Commissioner General should not be drawn from any of • the principal guaranteeing countri.ts (nor from countries bordering upon 

e 
Austria). Hi~ primary concern will be identical with that of the Austrian 
Government and the permanent interests of the Austrian people, namely, that 
the measures to enable Austria to ac~ieye a position of self-supporting inC?e
pendence shall be successful; the due maintenance of the value of the securities 
o' the loan .will, of c~urse, be ~a part, but a part9 only, of th~ general proglamme 
which it will ~e the duty of the "klstrian Government to "frame and~ ~;;ecute, 
and his to supeJOVise. The. d:>mmissioner General wiD live in Vienna. He will 
report monthly to the Council of the ~eague. Hiss fy.nctions will en~ as soon 
as the Council judge that th~ financi¥ stabilitY o? AusVia is assured. 

In addition to the Leagwe' s Commissio.ner {Ten still,_ then? will be a k Com
mittee of Control of the Guaranteeing Gov&nments ". This Committee, of which 
the Italian member will be President and the Czechoslo;ak member Vice 
President, will be formed of they rip;esejltatives o{ thE! guarantors with votes 
proportionate to 1he guarantees they ;9a.ve offered, and. will watch the irspecial 
inteoests. It will not be in permanent sessiorl, but will meet from time to time, 
not in Vienna but normally at the seat of the League. The approval of this 
ColllJilittee, by a two-thirds majority, is required to the main conditions under 
which the loan, whose interest and amortisation are guaranteed, is to be sub
scribed; and it will, by the same m~jority, determine • the conditionJ of the 
payments should the guarantees actually be called upon. For other pug>oses. 
the Committee works normally by a majority vote. It receives the monthly re- ' 
ports ~resented by the G>:>mmissioner General to th~ Council; it may ask him 
for information as to the progress of the reforms, and may make represenfa
tions to him with regard to safeguarding the interests of the guarantors. If the 
assigned revenues are insufficient for the service of the loan, it may require 
the ~ssign~ent of additivnal securities. • , ' 

In exercising these rights, . the Committee communicates, not with &e 
Austrian Government, but with the <Commissioner-General. The Committee and , 
each guaranteeing State have a right of appeal to the Council •· en cas 
d'abus ~·. \) ~ 

The rights and powers of both the Co~nmissioner General and the Com
mb;le are carefully defined so as to restrict them to the preCise object's in 
which they are ct>ncerned-the execution of the t"eform programme and •the 

.J 
maintenance of the value of the securities, and to avoid any infringement 0f. 
the sovereignty of Austria and the tun responsibility of her Governw.e.nt. , 

The essential features of the Agreement arrived at are thus a programme 
JJ 

of financial reform extending ove!" twi> years; prm.;sion to meet the deficit 
during this period by guaran;ee loans; the .:rrest •of the collapse of the cr~'I\-TI; 
the supervision of the Austrian Government's execution of the scheme '\\;thin 
carefully defined and rt-stricted limits . 

• • 
THE SPECL\L DIFFICULTIES AND TASKS OF THE NE..'(T FEW :x'IONTHS 

• • ft will be well to add to this general outline a note as to particular dif-
ficulties tf the t-arlier stages. The Governments' promises of guarantt-t-s rPquir .. 
ratification by the respective J'arliaments, and loans can only be issut-d on tht> 

S. E. 
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bas'is of-and, in practice, some time after-su~h ratific~tio~s. "
1 
It is of great 

importance that the ratifications should be secured before 31 • December of 
this year. As soon as they are seculed, any deficit which m~y there.after accrue 
between that time and the issue f'f a long-term loan can be met without great 
difficulty by the issue of Austrian Treasury Bills in ?"~fd ~rowns or forei~n 
currenc.;_es, subject to right of redemption from the 1mmed1ately prospective 

loan. 
"· The period up to the end of this year presents special dl'fficul~i:s. It •is 

estimated that during it there will be a deficit of 120 to 160 m1!110n .gold 
crowns. The Financial Committee hopes tnat it may be possible to meet 1t by 
the issue of three or six months' Trea;ury Bills (to be issuedein Austria by 
the Austrian Government and purchased by the Austrian banks), secured 
p<.rtly by the unspent portion of the • cr~dits arranged by the French, Italian, 
and Czechoslovak Governments early in this year, and partly by a first charge 
on the Customs and on the Totacco monopofy. • · "' • • 

nd';ing this s<!me period, between nf;.; and the end of the> year, it may 
be convenient to add that 'the following further a£tiQn is reqJCired. 

Th!l Austrian Govern~ent shoulcf at once communicate certain immedia-
, (_.J () e 

tel y practicable reforll'\,s. · c () 
It must frame, in calhboration with the Commissioner General, or, pend-

(' 0 t: 
ing his appointment, with a Deleg~ion from the League, a programme of re-

<• t 
form calculated to secure budget equilibrium by the end of 1924. 

It must present to the Austr~n ~~liament a draft law giving, during 
two years, to any Gov:ernment which ffii!Y be in authority, i'ull powers within 
the limits of the programme, to taie all measures to assure budget equilibliium 
by the end of 1924, without the necessity of securing further approval by 
Parliament. .. • 

The Bank of Issue should open; and the issue of notes by the Austrian 
~" •I U 

Government should cease. 
The Commissioner General and the Committee of Control of the guaran

teeing Powers should be appointed. 
Additional promises , of guarantees to complete<> the I00°/0 should -be ob

tamed from other Governments than those which have at present signed the . . 
Protocol. 

The promises of guij-rantees should receive parliamentary ratification. . . 
• 

This is the sch,eme now presented by the Council with a definite under
taking (subject to parliamentary ratification) of the Governments of Great 
Britain, France, Italy, and CzechosJova]fi<f to guarantee between them (I<Joth as 
to interest and amortization) ove;: four-fifths of the necessary loan· and with 

~· ' • • Cl ' the correspondmg undertakmg by the Austrian Government to take the Mea-

' sures and to submit to the' control required by the scheme.() 
Other countries are invited to contribute towards completing the remain

' ing pol'tion of the guarantees - less tha,.TJ. one-fifth --'- which still remains to 
be covered, and all countries are invited to sigl\ the Political Declaration . 

.. The discussions and speech~s which caccompanied the preparation and 
the presentation of the scheme clearly express the Council's sense at once 
of the possibility and of the extreme difficulty of the task which still remains. 
The problem was given to the League at a moment when Austria was o"n the 
very verge of disaster, l;ler financial disorganisation almost complete, her • 
currency almoii,t worthless, her social and political stability in obvious dang;r. 
From such. a posi~ion recovery is ~ot easy. When the scheme was presented 
at the pubhc meetmg of the Council on October 4th, it was thought w 11 t" 

'h ·I h · h e 0
• quote w1t spec1a emp as1s t e following grave statement of th ~· · 1 

C 'tt e .L' manc1a om1 ee: 
l 
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• 
"All'Stria has~ for 

0

three years been living largely upon putlic 
and private •loans, which have voluntarily or involuntarily become gifts, 
upon private charity and upon losses of foreign speculators in the . ~ 

crown. Such resources caAnot, in anx, event, continue and be so used. 
Austria has be"en consuming mv.ch more than she has produced. The 
large sums advlnced, which should have been used for the ,.re-esta
blishment of her finances and for her economic reconstruction, have 
been used• for current consumption. Any new advances must be used 
for the purposes of reform; and within a short time Austria will only 

• be able to consume as much ils she produces. The period of reform 
itself, ev~n if the new credits'" are forthcoming, will necessarily be a 
very painfull one. The longer it is deffered the more painfull it must 
be. At the best, the conditions of life in Austria must be wone .. . 
next year, when she is painfully re-establishing her position, than last 
year, ,when slfu was devsoting loans mtended fo;: that purpo~e to 

• • eh " c " • ~ ~· current QPnsumptwn w1t out ~1orm. 
"The dllternativ¥ 1s not between continlling the conditions of life 

of last year or improving them.' It is betv.~een enduring a seriod of 
perhaps greater hards~p than sh~ has kno.;n since 1919 (but with .. . ~ 

the prospect of real atllS!lioration- thereafter,., /;he happier alternative), 
or collapsing into a chaos of destitufun and sta~;ction to which there is 
no modern analogy outside Russia. ". o ·~ 

"There is no hope for A~tria unless she is prepared to endure and 
• 0 > 

support an a.uthority which must ~dorse reforms en1ailing harder conditions 
.. than those at present prevailing, kno\Ving that in this way only can 

she avoid an even worse fate. " 

• Complementory to this warning, and not inconsistent with it, is 
fidence expressed by the Austrian Chancellor, that if Austria can 

the con· 
find the 

~ ~ 

indispensable aid from outside, she can > 

"become self-supporting sooner than is usually thought possible. ~~ustria , 
possesses agricultural resources which only require to be intensified; she 
ptlssesses old-establf'shed industries which have only been prevented by 
the war; and its cgnsequences during the post-war period; from obtaini~g 

• 
the capital required to work them; she possesses the untapped resources 
of h~r water-power which it -has so far been impossible to exploit 

• 
• adequately. But h~r tnbst precious opo~sessions are her excellent ge,~>-

graphical situation, and, above all, her intelligent and hard-working 
population." o , 

It is with these dangers and with these hopes that _\.ustria, '"ith the 
, aid atfd support of the League and: G'f tr..e Governments who are assisting 

her, has to climb up "the precipitous gut • not impossible tri}ck ·· tow_i!rds 
fi~cial reform and self-supporting econom~c independence. • • 

J. A. SALTER 

Director of Economic and Financial Section 
• • 

> • • 
ll. Letter from the Austrian Minister in London to Mr. Lloyd George J 

• 

MR. PRIME MINISTER, 

Lo::\Dpx, 7th .\.ugust 1922. 

• 
I have been instructed to adress to you, as President of the Inter-

• Alliecf meeting, the following Note and to beg you to bring it to the know
ledge of the Statesman participating in the deliberations. 

The Austrian GovemmQnt is faced with momentous decisions. 
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buring the last few days the Reparation Commission l),as' at last released 
some. of Austria's assets in order to render possible the taking up of a 
foreign loan. But the foreign ban~ers, · who a year ago "iere still willing to 
grant such a loan, to-day declare that it ~s impossibl( to do so, b:cause 
to them and to the general public tne continued exi,;;tence of Austr1a ~as 
becoml' doubtful. The bankers consider the revenues· offered by the Austnan 
Government a sufficient financial guarantee for the desired credit; t~ey 

demand, however, in addition a second guarantee which can only be given 
by the chief Allied Powers. For this reason ~he last resort of the Austrian 
Government is to appeal, through the ,enclosed Memorandum, to the Powers 
and to address to them the urgent request that they shoulq. undertake a 
partial garantee for the loan, for which such security is offered by the 
Austrian Government as is acknowledge~ by the financial experts to be adequate. 

The experience of t}le last two years has shown that the Budget can only 
be b~lanced if the c11rrency is sta.bilised simultanr,ously. For this reason Austria 
is at '·frie present moment and out of hei<· ~wn . resources estaHishing a new 
Bank of Issue, for which 'the capital is supplied.~ Qy Austri:tn Banks. At the 
same tirr.e the revenue i,"l, 'as far as possible, put on a gold basis; the ex pen" 
diture, already reducEtd by 'the ~boli~hiQg of sub"sidies for food-stuffs, is being 
further diminish~d by ,thee sare-'!:lre'\?Y effected or about to be effected
of unprofitable state onncerns, by th<! re-organisation of the Railway and Postal 

• . G - , .J • • 

Serv1ces and by the reduction, at first b:y 'lO 0/ 0 , of State offictals. In order to 
cover for the next few' molJ.ths the <!eficjt cwhich, as a result of the progressive 
depreciation of the K~;one, is rapidly inr.reasing, an internal> forced loan will 
be taken up. The Government an'li Parliament have decreed by law that the 
printing press shall no longer be resorted to for the State and its requirements. 
Any one knowing the situation will agree that this finance .plan, already, fixed 
by law, embodies the utmost exertions of which the present Austria is capable. 

• u 
E'"verything depends upon whether, during the period required for the 

carry,•.ng through of the financial reforms, a foreign loan will give Austria the 
assurance that she will not have to resort to the printing press again in order 
to cover the requirements of the State, otherwise th& financial reform!f> would 
be definitely doomed to failure. A further depreciation of the Krone must 
necessarily render impossible the indispensable purch~ses of food-stuffs and 
coal from abroad, and l~ad to such social upheavals as would constitute the 

• • &r'avest dangers for the peace 9f Central Europe: 'and would mean the e..nd of 
an independent Austria. Every day by which the assurance of the foreign 
credit is delayed rei}ders it doubtful whether the measures which Austria is 
taking for her own salvation w\ll then still be possible. For this reason the ' 
Austrian Govern~ent begs the Pow~rs tl? ~ecide at once whether they are J:lrepared • 
to assume a partial guarantee for-· the Austrian loan of 15 million pounds sterling . 

. ' If a~ainst all expectations, ~hfs last hope were also to prove chim~al, 
, . the Austnan Government; knowmg that to save the situatiun they had tried 

fn vain all means which lay in their power and which constituted the utmost 
' exertion nf the people, would have to r;all together specially the Austrian 

Parliament and to declare, in agreement with ili, that neither the present nor 
any, other Government is in a p~sition, to l:ontinue the administration of the 
State. At the same. time they would before the A}lstrian people and the public 
opinion of the whole world have to make the Entente Powers responsible for 
th~ collapse of one. of the most ancient centres of civilization in the hE!art of 
Europe, and would have,.to lay into their hands the future fate of Austria. 

I have the honour to be, ' 
with the highest consideration, 

Mr. Prime Minister, • 

Your Pbedient Serva'ht, · 
(~ipted;' G. FRA!\'CKF.NSTWI 

~ 
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III. Letter froD1 Mr. Lloyd George to Baron George Franckenstein 
Minister of Austria in London . ~ 

This letter, C01Jtmunica;ed by the British Prime Mi11ister, in the name of the allied 
ministers at the Londo1t fonjerence, amtoUifces the refermce to the League of Nati01zs 

of the problem of the financial reconstructio•t of Austria. ? 

0 

SIR, 
LONDOX, rsth August 1922, 

I have the honour to refer to yoftr Notes dated August 7th and 13th 1922, 
respectively, in'" which you asked me to bring to the notice of the Inter-Allied 
Conference a request by the Austrian Government that the Allied Power;> 
should assume a . partial guarantee f3r an Austrian loan, and to state that I 
brought the matter oofore the CGnference whish considered it at a m~ting 
hofd yesterday afternoon. ~ <> •, ""• . ') 

The representatives at the Conference of theo Allied Governments gave 
the most careful ~ttention lo "the reques5 put forwaro, and in connection with 
it they reviewed the grants a'!ready mad~ to Ausiria' by their Gove'rnments. 
As you are aware, substantial financia1 assist~n~;e has been !f>ccorded by the 

§ 0 ~ 

Allied Governments to Austria since the wifr. The Freb~h Government have 
granted to Austria sums of appr\i>ximately £ J,so'o,ooo, antl in addition the 
French Parliament has voted this year the sum of ss,oco,ooo francs. The Ita-

. 0 

lian Government ~]ave already granted> Au~tria 28o,obo,ooo lire, and the Italian 
Parliament has voted recently a furthet gram of 7o,ooo;ooo lire. The total con-

~ 

tributions of Great Britain since the war amount to £ r 2,soo,ooo. . 
These substantial payments unfortunately appear to have produced no 

perm~nent improv~ment of the Austrian financial situation, which on the con
trary, has gone from bad to worse. The last credit by -Great Britain. granted 
in the Spring of this year, amounted to £ 2,ooo,ooo and was given in the hope 
that it would definitely enable Austria to become solvent. Th-e situatiod dis- , 
clos-ed !n you.r two Notes:.shows that this hope has not been realised .. 
· The representatives of the Allied Governments, have, . therefore, come to 
the decision that they oare unable to hold out any hope of further financial 
assistance being given to Austria by their Governments. They have agreed, 
however, t~ a .proposal that the Austrian situation sHould be referred to the . . . 
League of Nations for investigation and report, the League being informed 4t 
the same time that, having regard tq the heavy burdens already borne by the 
taxpayers of the Allied Powers, there is no prospect of further financial as
sistence to Austria from the Allied ;rowers, unless the League were able to 
propos~ such a programme of reconstructil:>~, containing definite guarantees 
that. further subscriptions would produce ~:>ubstantial improvement and not> be 
th;o~n away like. these made in the past, a3 wouJd induce financiers in gur 

respective countries to come to the rescue of Austria. The representatives of 
the Allied Powers have reached the above decision with much reluctance and 
from no lack of sympathy w·ith the Austrian people, but they have be;n ohli- _, 
ged to take into considerati6'n tqe crushing ta.xation which their respective 
countries already support in consequen'ce of'the ~ar. They do not feel -'toot 
they would be justified in calling upon their heavily burdened nationals to 
assume further obligations for the benefit of Austria which has in the few 
years since the war, already received so much from them with such disap-

" pelinting results. " , 
I have the honour to be. Sir, • 

Your obedient Servant 
_, (Sig1ud) D. LLO'r."D GEORGI!: 

Baron GEORG FRANCKENSTEIN 
J 

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the Republic of .-\ustria 
:.J ~ J 
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the Financial Committee to Questions 'referred by 
Austrian Committee of the Council 

• < 

the 

The Financial Committee has" the honouro to report tltat it has studied the 
questions referred to it by the Austria; Committee, in •consultation with the 
Austri~n representatives, and is now able to submit the following replies, which 
rer>resent the unanimous opinion of the Committee. 

c 
Question 1 (1) 

'I he Finance Committee is requested to consider, i1z consultation with the 
Austrian representatives, what measures are required and are practicable to secure 
budget equilibrium, and after wltat period• it considers that, with these measures, 
the result desired sho,uld be obtaizwl. c 

ANSWER 

ThA answer to this question canf,ot be given ~ith cert~lnty, for the pe
riod depends essentia\ly 'upon tqe re'~oltt~ion ancf the authority of the Austrian 
Government in carryinff ,.o•1t tl;e ~rastjc reform&> recommended. But if th~s vital 
condition is realised,,, the Committee considers that it should be possible to 
attain budget eq~ilibrium fn two years, and. it is on this basis that the further 
recommendations are tnade. '" 

The main measur;es .required for t~is purpose are: , __ 

a) Reform of State Industrial Enterprises 

State industrial enterprises should be either suppressed if merely u~eless, 
or run by the State upon a commercial, i. e., paying, basis, or, in suitable 

> • 0 

cases, transferred to private management by concessions. The abolition of loss 
under- these heads would involve a total annual saving of about I 70 million 
gold crowns. The most important instance is that of the railways, which at 
present involve a deficit cf I 24 million gold crowns.~ The reasorr is pa'l:tly the 
excessive number of employees, which should be reduced, and partly the low 
tariffs. While wages follow the cost-of-living' index, the tariffs have only been 
raised to about one-fifth ,of what they would be on this basis. Under the Treaty, 
tpese low tariffs apply also to t~ans,it trade, and, •therefore, benefit th'e foreigner. 
The Committee considers that the railways should cease to involve loss within 
the period of two y~ars, and, in view of "the important transit trade, should 
ultimately be a source of profit. 

,, 
b) Reducti;n 'of Officials 

' ( 

Vienna, as the capital of a,.country of 6 millions, has more State empl~;)es 
than when she was the capital of an Empire of over 50 millions. The Com
':nittee considers an effective reduction of gold expenses by at least one-third 
should' b·e effected within the transition :reriod. 

In addition, the subventions to the local 1<tdministrations to assist them 
in paying their own officials on the ·basi's of the cost-of-living index should 
be suppressed. '· · , 

These reforms would give an annual saving of I 30 million gold crowns . . 
Question !l 

7 he Finmlcial Com111ittt•e is requested to· consider what deficit, uz terms of 
gold, must be contemplated as 11ecessary during the intervmi11g period. 

c 

. (1) The replies 1~ questions ~1), (2), (3) anu (4) which were dated Septemb~r 
15

th 
1922 

g1vc only the summansed conclusions of the Committae and not tile d t .,· _, 
. ' , c at eu reports on winch 1hey: arc based. 
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ANSWER 

The Committ~e estimates the total d~ficit during the period of two years 
as 520 million gold crowns, to• which mu~ be added the sum required to 
reimburse certain a'avances made th~ year, raising the total to 650 million 
gold crowns. To enable the reforms to be effected, this sum must be ~vailable 
from credits. 
" This estirllate is based upon the following "normal budget", which all8ws 

for the above reforms: 

Expenditure (normal budget) • 
() Public debt . 

Pensions .. 
Civil Service '! 

Atn;>3 . , . 
Social assistance "' . 

') 

" . . • 
• 

Millions of gold crowns 

52 

42 
100 

20 

.~; 23 

237 

It should be possible to obtain 2~7 million golr;l crowns in taJ.ation by 
• 0 

the end of two years. This amouljtS to ovly 4b golg crowns per bead and 
should be ultimately capable,of increase; but the diffi_culties:)whicb now result 

~ . ~ 

from low assessment during a period ot &predation and those of a different 
kind which follow immediately upon a stabilisatio~ make the full attainment 
of this figure at an earlier date im;r~bal?)e . 

• 

Question 3 

" '"' What securities can Austria offir for private credits and zvhat is their ap-
proximate gold value? e 

ANSWER 

:fhe most suitable-' securities should, with the necessary administrative 
reforms, yield the following annual returns: 

0 0 

Millions of gold crowns 

I. Forests and domains ... 
Sa'lt • 2. . . .. . 

0 , 
3· Customs. 

-l· Tobacco. .o. 

Of these, the first three are assigned as security in connection with the 
new ~ank of Issue under the Austr1a:~~. Gcwernment's plan for the Bank. On 
a conservative estimate, however, of these_, drums, this would le~ve zS mi!lions J 

<1r<the Customs available as a second-rank s~curitv, in addition to the 40 mil-e ; , 
lions from the Tobacco Monopoly as a first-rank security. " 

:r.Ioreover, the Committee considers (see answer to Question -I) that t~e 
plan for the new Bank of Issue•can safely be modified so as tel leave, th~ 

whole of the Customs as a f..cst-rank security for the credits required for the 
• transition period. J • 

In addition, the impotJjo11cu-r should, it ne~essary, be available ("-;th re- J • 

forll}) as a further first-rank security. 
The service of a loan amounting even to the ma..'l.imum of 650 million 

~·old crowns should not exceed about 70 million gtlld crowns. 
In the unanimous opinion of the Committee, •therefore, s'he st-cunbes are 

ample for the credits required for the transition period, on the ,;tal conditions 
"that "ths reforms recommended are carried through (and the necessary mea
sures taken to ensure sufficient authority to give confidence that they will b<:' 
carried through) and that external and internal order are assure~i. 

J 
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Question 4 

The views of the Financial Committee are requested on tlu proposed Ba11k of 

Issue for Austria. 
. ' 

ANSWER 

The Committee considers 
use'Tul and indeed vital part 
blishnient. 

that the establishment of a Bank of Issue is a 
of the measures required for Austria's re-estl-

The Committee considers, however, that: 
(· 

a) The capital proposed, roo million gold francs, is a~together ex
cessive: 30 millions should suffice; 

'· b) The guarantee by the State of tlle l:apital of the Bank and of an adequate 
return upon it, , secured by ,.a first chargE!" on the customs, sho.uld be r~
liJ?.cfuished. Thh should be possible if, n,e other measures f~r the re-esta
blishment of Austria's, finances are adopted. r 

. ( ' 0 
c) The capital should be raised by <private subscriptions. If public funds 

mus~ be used the p~blh.: interes{s· should be< sold out to private holders 
( ' c 

at the earlie~>t opp01;J\>.nity• o 
( ' . 

d) The present pro¥ision that directors and substitutes elected by general 
meeting req~ire the confirmation of th€ Federal Government should be 
eliminated. o 

The Committee deJires, howe,ver, tcr emphasise the fact that the Bank can 
only be of use in re-establishing Austria's credit organisation if the dr<fstic 
reforms required to establish budget equilibrium are also taken (and the neces
sary _ credits for the transition period are obtained) ; and "that, even sO, it 
cannot be permanently successful unlefs her economic position is also gra-

'· dually established. 

Question 5(1) ,. 
Under what conditio11.s can mea11.s be proposed for covering the deficit duriug 

tlu period of transition .P 

ANSWER 
( 

I. The Financi<{l Committee estimated that the deficit to be covered by 
means of loans during the first two years is 'm the neighbourhood of 520 million 
gold crowns, plus a sum to cover certain advances made this year which raise 
the total to 6so million gold crowqs. T)li~ is a budget deficit and, in the first 
insta,nce, it is <Austrian currency," n~t for~ign currency, which is required to 
meet it. It may be expected, therefore, that, once Austria's internal cred~s 

, re-established, a considerable p~oportion of the deficit wiU be covered by 
in.-ternalloans. But at present Austria's credit is non-existent, and neither internal 
,,or extunal borrowing is possible for her UJltil the following financial conditions 
have been satisfied: ... 

·'·<The Austrian Governm~nt must 'forthwith (without waiting for any 
decision by the League of Nations) take all' measures within its power 
to prevent an increase of the deficit (such as raising of railway, ppstal, 
telegraph, and telephone charges, increase in the prices at which the 
products o,f the Tobacco and Salt Monopolies are sold, etc., etc.). 

2. A Control 'must be organised and set to work, and evidence must be 
given of the full co-operation -of the Austrian Government in securing its 
efficient functioning. 

(I) The replies to questions 5 and 6 were dated Sept~mber 18th, , 922. 
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~ ' > 
3· The Custom)> revenues and the Tobacco Monopoly, subject to the neces~ary 

improvements in administration, must be allocated as security for loans. 
The re-estahlishment of Austria's c,redit is further dependent on the 

adoption of various ,.other measures alre~dy •under discussion by the Austrian 
Committee of the Coyncil, such as: •the guaranteeing of Austria's territorial 
and economic integrity, under the auspices of the League of Naticns; the 
ill}provement of Austria's economic international relations, as well as of her 
internal econo:nic structure; the establishment of an efficient gendarm~ry 
throughout Austria; the est'}blishment of the proposed Bank of Issue; and 
the cessation of new issues of paper. money. 

When a~ these measures have been taken and have proved their value, it 
is reasonable to hope that Austria may be in a position to borrow, both 
internally and externally, on her owq o;edit. But it would be vain to expect 
that such reforms could be e1ectively initiated unless, at the time of their 
initiation, the Austrian Gov<;rn'm;nt and pe3ple were able to.look f~rward 
with some ce>.lt:ainty to the achievenlent of their final purp~se of re-es~aolishing ., 
financial and ec~nomic e(i!ui}ibrium. Moreover, the: deficit begins to accrue at 
once, and the necessary crediJ: on which Joans can b~ issued to pro-ride ways 
and means for covering the deficit w:U not e~ist for ma'jly months, unless some 
basis for credit is found froil1 outside -"-\.u~a.0 ., > , :> 

The Financial Committee is, therefore, driven to '•the conclusion that a 
0 . J 

successful reconstruction of Austrla,is impossible unless some of the Powers 
are prepared to guarantee the loans> rP,qui:;ed to cover the anticipated deficit. It 
is recognised tha't such guarantees ci\nnot be given ir_, most cases without the 

• cotlsent of the Parliaments of the guaranteeing Powers, but, if promises of 
guarantees subject to parliamentary confirmation can be secured at once, these 
wo1:1ld provide tl-re necessary basis of credit on which the initiation of the 
reforms depends. The guarantees mu,;;t cover the full.ma.'!.imum deficit, since 
it would be both difficult and perilous to embark on the full progrilmme of 
reform if the means for completing it were not ,;sible from the beginning. This 
does not necessarily mean that the guarantees for the whole sum will actually' 
come ''into operation, an'll it may well prove that> the guarantees eventually 
involve no actual cash, liability ppon the guarantors. If the reform programme 
succeeds, there is reason to hope that some part of the ma.'!.imum deficit can 
be provi<leq internally or without external guarant~s, and that the revenues 
of ;he 'Austrian State Will • iimply secure, th~ service of the guaranteed lo~ns 

without recourse to the guarantors. But it remains true that guarantees 
covering the whole total are An essential pre-requ;,site. The larger the 
number of guaranteeing Powers, the broader will be the basis of confidence. 

<IT. \Ve proceed now to ske~ch th~ practical steps to be taken to 
deal with the deficit, on the assumption' that the reforms indicated are 

J ,:, ' :J 

if,fdated and promises of guarantees up to the total of the deficit have been 
given by various• Powers. " ' 

J 

The period of transition can best be examined in four stages, viz.: 
0 <> • 

First stage: from the Pro~tfise of Guarantus till the lnitiatir:>n of tlte Control 
• During the stage, it is essential that the Austrian Government shQuld 

take all possible measures £or reducing the deficit. but othen,;se no change ) • 
tror:p present conditions will be possible. 

Second stage: from tlte Initiation •'.! tlli! Cr:>ntrol till tllt' .Ratijz"catioll •?f f,;i! Gu,IT<!J:!<c'S 

by tlu respecth•e Parliaments, s~r, Decowtber ?I st, }9:?: 

"It is assumed that the new Bank of Issue will ,open its doors within a 
few w~eks, and the Control to be set up under the auspices of the League 
of Nations will begin to function. \Ve estimate that from 1 ~o to t6o million 
gold crowns will be requit~d to cover the deficit during this second p<'riod 

s. E. J 
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" 0 We believe that this sum can be met, so far as it is nQt covered by the 

reserve at the disposal of the Austrian Government at the moment of the 
initiation of the control, on the fo'Uowing lines. There are available out of 
the unspent portion of the Fren&, Italian, and Czecho&lovak credits, sums 
understood at the date of this report to amount to a1:4out 45 million gold 
crowns.•' 

If the lending Governments agree, these sums could bee used as p<!lt 
sec~rity for three or six months Treasury Bills (expressed in gold crowns, or in 
some foreign currency) to be issued in A};lstria by the Austrian Government 
and purchased by the Austrian Banks. Th~ Bills might be further secured by a 
first charge on the Customs and on the Tobacco Monopoly. Pos~ibly the gold 
belonging to the old Austro-Hungarian Bank might also temporarily be used 
as< security for these Treasury Bills, ,ins.tead of being deposited in the new 
Bank pf Issue. It would be a matter for arrangement betwtren the Government 
and th.e J3anks, whicil are largely concerned in •the Bank of Issu~, which <Si 
the two<J uses for the gold is preferred. Th~ Austr~an Banks might reasonably 
be asked to accept these c;,nditions as ~their conti'ibution to &e succes of the 
reforms. c. 

c 

Tl?ird stage : 
" t:t;C' G 

from Ra;ification of th Guarmztees . " Loan o 

to the Issue of a Long-term 

• 
u . 0 

As soon as the Government guara'ntees become available, 1\ustrian Treasury 
Bills in gold crowns ore foreign ctllrrenci~s can be issued, subject to right of 
redemption out of the proceeds ·of the prospective loan, secured either as 
proposed during the second period or by the guarantees of the Powers. The 

" < 
method of using the guarantees can best be discussed in connection with the 
fourth period. It is important that actiotf by Parliaments of the guaranteeing 
Powers should not be delayed beyond December 31st, 1922. 

(' 

Foltrth stage: from the Issue of the Loan to the End of. Transition Period, De
cember 3I51, z9'24 

If any guaranteeing Government so prefers, it, cp.n, ,of' course, obtain power 
to.rlend money direct to the Austrian'. Government out of its own resources: we 
assume, however, that most Governments will prefer to confine their assistance 
to the grant of a guarantee. There are at least three alternative forms under 
which such guarantees could be given: tj 

._ c. " 0 

a) Each of the guaranteeing' Powers might assume a joint and several 
'responsibility for Austrian loa~s to be issued up to a maximum tota~ ~f 
' 6so million gold crowns. S~ch a guarantee would ensu're the placing of 

"' the loans on the most favourable terms, but we are of opinion that 
it 'is •politically impossible to secure ,such a joint and several guaran
tee. • 

" /;.) !Zach Government might. guarontee • a loan to be issued by Austria on 
the security of the pledged Austrian assets, •plus its own guarantee, up 
·to a given maximum, which would be an agreed proportion of the Jotal 
required, e. g., supposing that ten Powers agreed to give such guarantees 
in equal Eroportions~ there would be ten types of Austrian loans aH 
secured on <!:he same Austrian assets but guaranteed separately by different 
Powers. Such a p.Jan would greatly restrict the market for Austrian )oans_ 
and postpone for a long period the date at which Austrian credJt could • 
be expected to be strong enough for an Austrian loan to be placed 
without external guarantee. " 
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c)(I) The guararlteeing Powers might agree to guarantee an agreed proportion 
of a single Austrian loan, issuable in one or more instalments as requi
-red, e. g., su•pposing, again,, that there were ten Powers giving guarantees 
in equal prop(lrtions, each instalJnent ;,ould be guaranteed as to xo% by 
each Power, and while the pledged assets would be security for the 
whole, the individual guarantors would be responsible to the extent of 

0/ 1 IO /o OnJy, • • 
We are inclined to favour this alternative, but the exact application ot • the guarantees is a matter which' can best be determined by the issuing 

house, or grsmp of issuing houses, .~hich will be called upon to carry through 
the actual operation of issuing a long-term loan. An early decision "';ll, 
however, be neccessary as to the form in which the guarantees are to, be 

> ' 
applied to the issue of Treasury Bills proposed during the third period. 
, It is . unnecessary to purs~e these technical details further at the 1>resent 
stage. Our c\lject in alludin'g t3 :them is to indicate generally the )nature of 
the guarantees ~which m_11s\ be asked for from th~ various Governments, and 
the necessity for the legislation whicH authorises 'such guarantees bfjing drawn 
in terms sufficiently wide t~ cover vari~us eventualities. Were are condnced, 

. ~ . ) 

however, that, if such guazantees wrre .given, t:h~re wilPbe no insuperable 
obstacles in placing all necessary loans .in due cou~s~, either in Austria or 
in money markets outside Austria, provided alwiys that th~ Austrian Governe
ment and people have, in the me,an~hile, prov~d ·chat they are desen;ng 
of the assistan~ proposed by contr~J:mting by all me<j-ns in their power to the 
ef:icient working of the reform plans ana of the control established by the 
League of Nations. 

0 j 

Qt~estion 6 

1 he Financial Commzttee is requested to state its opmzon as to the conditimts 
wltich are essential in any control that may be instituted in order to gbe' effect t3 
the ucommcndations marfe by the Commzttee with re![ard to the re-establishmnzt oj 
Austria's budget equilibrium and her credit. 

ANSWER 
• " -, the aim of the• corit'rolling authcrity, should be to assist the Austrian 

J 
Government and collaborate with it in carrying out the programme of radical 
reform upon the realisation of which depends the poss_ibility of borrowing. 

This programme must be adopted in advance by the Austrian Govern
men'l:, sanctioned by the Council ~o£ the0 League of Nations, or its Austrian 
Committee, and voted by the Austrian Parliament. But the vote of the _-\.ustrian 

J 

J ) 

-"Parliament cannot be regarded as a mere approval of general principles, 'which o 

will leave the •Austrian Government und~r the obligation of applying for 
) 

specific legislative authority to carry out the series of measures of refc:nn, 
involving reduction of expenditure and increase of taxation, whkh •"';n haye 
to be taken to put the plaF.J into effect. The initial approval should be clearly 
understood as conferring on th~ Guvernll}ent full powers to take decisjo~s of 
every kind in agreement, ~vith the Controlling Authority, provided that they arfj • 
in conformity with the approved programme and are directed to gi,;ng eff~t 

• 
to it. 

This programme, which will have been s<.nctioned by the League of 
Nations, will, further, become the charter of the Controlling "~-\.uthority and the 

, source of its powers. The Controlling Authority's task ";u be to ensure that 
it (s carried into effect, .but it will have no mandate to insist upon measures 

J 

which go outside the limits of the programme, or are contradictory with it. 

' 
( 1) This third :alternative (~) was the one adopted by the Austriaa Committee c>f the C c•un,·il. 

) ' J 
;;~ 
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,. . 
In order to be in a posltton to f~liil its mission, the Cont110lling Authority 

must have the right to determine the nature and form of the accounts, state
ments or periodical returns which it -.vill requi~e to be submi'tted to it; to ask 
for any information which it may Pegard, as useful from any depa:tm:nts ot 
Government; to verify, or cause to be verified, any acoounts whtch tt may 
think fit.., and to 1 make investigations on the spot if it so desires. The Bank 

' . of Issue, which will be the cashier of the State, should cent~ahse all th~ 

acco~nts of receipts and expenditure, and submit periodical returns to the 
"' Controlling Authority, certifying receipts, ;xpend!ture and credit balances of 

the various departments of the Austrian S5ate. No borrowing operation of any 
kind should be carried out without the prior authorisation of thE! Controlling 
Authority. 

• The produce of the revenues pledged for the various loans and the 
producl6 of any loans should be ~laced to the <lOedit of spe<eial accounts in the 
Bank ot ~sue, • and s!Lch accounts should noi b~ allowed to be drawn upon• 
without ~he prior authorisati~n of the Cont:'olling ,4uthority. • 

• • • 
• • 

ct Q6lestion ') ( 1) 
~ . . 

The .financial Comm4tfel is reqz~esteti to draw up a detailed report 011 the 
nature of the Contra£ to "be est~b!isked ~n Austna . 

• • 
ANSWER • • • • 

In compliance with -this desirelo the .fo'inancial Committee 'has the honour 
to commend to the attention · of the Austrian Committee of the Council tfie 
following observations which express its unanimous ·Opinion. 

The organisation of a form of control to be applied t~ Austria rai~es 
new problems, for the ~lution of' which ~recedents can only be appealed to 

'" with the greatest caution. · 

The functions of control, as the Austrian Committee has already defined 
them, on the recommendation of the Financial Committee, are to be im~osed 
in ~.ccordance with a detailetl scheme invested with a twofold auth~rity : that 

,, of the Council of the League of Nations and tbat of the. Austrian Parliament. 
As regards the Austrian Government, which is to be endowed with full 

powers to give effect to thi.s scheme, it is the duty of th~ Control. Authority 
t() ietsist upon the execution of the sC'heme. ' • • - ~ 

Hence it follows that: ( 1) the appointment and the dismissal of the Agents 
of the Control Authority must rest entirely in the hands of the Council of 
the League of Nations, under the authoriJ:y of which the execution of the 
scheme is to be carried out; and (21 that :he Council cannot regard the" ex-

• ecutiop of the ~cheme as a matter'wi,th which it has no further concern, and 
" that ~eriodical reports ought to b~ submitted to it setting out the progress •or 

\he work of reform. • • 
" It may, however, be asked whether the Council ought to confine its duties 

Within tMse" limits. • 

It would appear that, if defects or abuses sh~ld be ascertained in carry-
• ing Pui. this scheme, the Councjl sh10uld c'onti~ue to be the supreme authority 
to constder them. . • 

It is, however, desirable that the agents of the Control Authority shopld 
have undivided responsibility, and that the Council should not be involved, as 
the result of constant or :1!-ivolous petitions, in interference in the financial• 
administration of"J\.ustria. Only by defining in ac.curate terms the cases where 
an appeal can be .made to the Council for a decision, and the party to whom 
this right of appeal should be granted, will it prove possible to eliminat~ these 
disadvantages. 

(I) Dated September 26th, 1922. 

' 
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Among the parties' i~terested, the first place must be given to the Auitrian 
Government. • 

Consideratior, however, should also ~e given to the rights of the guarantor 
Governments. The latter, indeed, cannot r~Jmain indifferent to the progress of 
a policy which ai~s at healthier con~itions, They will wish to know whether 
the latter will have 1he effect of diminishing or increasing the risks ftttaching 
to their guarantees, but it must be clearly understood that only abuses which 
are of a natUI!! to endanger the satisfactory execution of the programme sr.:OuJd 
give rise to an appeal. 

• How can the guarantor Governements be enabled to protect their interests, 
which demanp that the programme ~f' supervision should be properly carried out? 

It would appear prima facie that the duty of supervision cannot be en
trusted to representatives of the guarantor Governments. The supervision must 
be carried out under the control of tile Council of the League of Nations alone. 
In the intt;rests of ~ustria hersl'!lf, in order t!aat the Council may fully maintain 
• .) .t , J 

its superior :iouthority and carry• ()Ut its role of arbiter, •it would IJo''i.mprac-
ticable to cont\jse the ta,s~ of supervision, which •is to be accomplished in its 
name, with the representation of the Government!; ~oncerned, which_, possess a 
recognised right of appeal. ~t would~ however, be reasonable that the represen
tatives of the guarantor Gt:lllernments sho;ld> for:P"), ;}. corrilllittee and should 
have the right to examine the exec~tio.'li of the prbgramme and to recei\·e 
necessary information for their e.nlightenment. " ' 

What relations would in that/case be established> between this committee 
> , ' 

and the supervising authority? " · , 
~ If the Council is to remain the suprt?me authority, it would no doubt be 

undesirable that this committee should be in daily communication with the 
Cq,ntroller. We ,therefore propose that the committee should meet periodically 
-every three or six months, for example-:-and for preference at the seat of 
the League of Nations. In any c8nference with tile representati·,res of the 
Control Authority, the committee would be entitled to ask for any inf~rmation 
or explanation, but they would not have the right to give instructions. If any 
serio'3s difficulties should arise, or should there, be any question of serious 

· abuse, the Council would be called upon to arbitrate in the matter. 
The further question arises whether the duty of supervision should be 

entrusted to a single agent or to a body of persons. In order to reduce to a 
mi~imu~ the expen'Ses of £ontrol and Fo ensure the necessary uniformity of 
view, a single Controller would be highly 'preferable. It should be oped. to 
him to secure the help of technical assistants. 

The costs of Control would be fixed by a decisio~ of the Council of the 
League of Nations, and would be ioih~rged upon the Austrian budget 

The Control would come to 1m end, , as a result of a decision ot the 
,C')Uncil of the League of Nations, whet\ that body was of opinion that the )J 

financial stability of Austria had been attained 'by the execution of rE;forms 
without prejudice to any special control of the guarantees given to sec,ure 
the interest on the loan. 

•) . ·' 
GENERAL STATEMENT AS TO AU~TRIA'S POSITION • ' 

The Financial Comm-ittee has necessarily confined its examination of the:' 
measures required to re-establish Austrian finances within the sphere of financial 

, considerations. It recognises that, apart from these 'COnsiderations, there remains 
the problem of the fundamental economic positio1,1 of Austrizt. _\.ustria cannot 
permanently retain a sound financial position, ~ven if she' attains it for th~ 

' time!, and maintain her present population, unless her production is so increast>d 
and al:lapted as (with due allowance, of course, for her important im·isible 
exports) to give her equili~rium also in her trade balance. 
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4 This balance is at present seriously adverse, • flartly, but certainly not 
wholly, as a result of inflation and currency dislocation. All p'bssible measures, 
whether by the amelioration of the international economic relations, the encou
ragement of the conditions which w'buld increase Vienna's entrepot, financial, 
and transit business, and of thos: whicll will attract furfher private capital 
towards the development of her productive resources a'l"e, therefore, of the 

~ 

greatest importance. 
" These are, however, outside the Financial Committee's prtwince. If th"e 

appropriate financial policy is adopted and maintained, the Austrian economic 
position will adjust itself to an equilibrium,• either by the increase of production 
and the transfer of large classes of its po:eulation to economic ~ork, or eco
nomic pressure will compel the population to _emigrate or reduce it to desti
tution. At the worst, this would be better than the wholesale chaos and im
poverishment of the great mass of the\o~n population which must result from 
the continuanc,e of tlw present fito.ancial disorg!ni_~ation, wlfich affor<~S no basi~ 
for sucif "'economic adaptation as is possibl~- .. • 

The Committee feels bound, in conclusion, ~ jssue one• word of grave 
warning. rAustria has fm; three year~ been livin$ largely upon public and 
private loans, which hav~ volri'ntarijy or involuntarily become gifts, upon private 
charity and upon losses .. of <foreign jipe<;Jllators irf' the crown. Such resources 
cannot, in any evj'lnt, •.;ontin,p.e and Cbe so used. Austria has been consuming 
much more than she has produced. The large sums advanced, which should 
have been used for the 're-establishm~nt ~i·her finances and for her economic 
reconstruction, have bean used for currant consumption. Arty new advances 
must be used for the purposes of r~form ; and within a short time Austria will 
only be able to consume as much as she produces. The period of reform 
itself, even if the new credits are forthcoming, will necet:J~>arily be a very 
painful one. The longef it is deferred tJle more painful it must be. At the 
best, the conditions of life in Austria must be worse next year, when she is 
,PainfulJ.y re-establishing her position, than last year, when she was devoting 
loans intended for that purpose to current consumption without reform. 

• The alternative is not< between continuing the ~onditions of" life oi last 
year or-improving them. It is between enduripg a periJ:>d of perhaps greater 
hardship than she has. known since 1919 (but with the prospect of real ame
lioration-thereafter the happier alternative), or collapsi,rg · into , a ,chaos ot 
de~itution and starvation to which. there is no modern analogy outside Russia. 

There is no hope for Austria unless she is prepared to endure and 
' support an authority which must enforce reforms entailing harder conditions 

than those at present prevailing, knowing t,hat in this way only can she avoid 
an even worse fate. 

< 
the 

< 

. .. 
The following members constituted the Financial Committee when studying 

abovr questions : 

Chairman : M. JANSSEN 

' Members : M. ARAI 
M. AVENOL 
Sir Basil BLACKETT 

M'r. F Ass (substitute for Sir Basil Blackett) 
•· Dr. PosPISIL 

Sir Henry STRAKOSCH 

Temporary Members: M. Maggiorino FERRARIS 
M. A. SARAS!N 
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V. Protocols 

CoNTAINING TIIJ' ScHEME FOR THE FINAN9AL REcoNSTRUCTION OF AusTRIA 

' ~ Elaborated by the Council of the League of Nations and signed at Geneva, 
~ October l", r922 

No. I 
• .J .. 

D-.:claration 

THE GoVERNMENT OF Hrs BRITANNIC MAJESTY, THE GoVERJ.'iMENT OF THE FREl'i,CH 

REPUBLIC, THE GovERNMENT OF Hrs •1\:IAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY, AND THE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE .CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC, 
~ _, •• 

Of the Qlle part, " ., ) )'' 
At the mo!jlent ot U{ldbrtaking to assist Austria in her work of economic 

and financial reconstruction, • , ., 
Acting solely in the in'lerests o~ A~stri~ aml of the general peace, and 

in accordance with the oblig;,tions which they aSffilgJ.ed when they agreed to ' . ) 

become Members of ·the League of Natioru, • 
J • 

Solemnly declare: . 
That they will respect the po]jti~al !ndependepce,' the territorial integrity 

and the sovereignty of Austria; ., ' , 
~ That they will not seek to obtain any' special or exclusive economic or 

financial advantage calculated directly or indirectly to compromise that 
indllpendence ; , 

That they will abstain from any act which might be contrary to the 
cl • 

spirit of the conventions which will be drawn up in common with <i view to 
effecting the economic and financial reconstruction of Austria, or whicb, might 
prejudicially affect the guarantees demanded by the Powers for the protection 
of the interl!sts of the creditors and of the. guaran!;or States; 

And that, with a view to ensuring the respect of these principles by''all 
nations, they will, should occ'asion arise, appeal, in accordance with the 
regulatio:gs contained in the Covenant of the L,eague of Nations, either 
indi,vidaally' or colle'ctively;, •to the Council of the League, in order that the 
latter may consider what measures should be 'taken, and that they will confo'rm 
to the decisions of the said Council; 

]HE GovERNMENT oF THE FEDER.1L REPUBLIC OF AusTRIA, 
) :) J 

Of the other part, 
• • Undertakes, in accordance with the terms of Article 88 of the Treaty ot 

St. Germain, no'l: to alienate its independence;' it will abstain from · any 
negotiations or from any economic or financial engagement calculated direc-~y. 
or indirectly to compromise this inuependence. u • ~ 

This undertaking shall .not prevent Austria from maintaining, subject to 
the provisions of the Treaty o:t*St. -Germ11-in, her freedom in the matte:t; of 
customs tariffs and commer,cial or financial agreements, and in general, in a11 , · 
matters relating to her economic regime or her commercial relations, pro,;ded 
always that she shall not violate her economic independence by granting to 
vny State a special regime or exclusive advantage~. calculated to threaten this 
independence. , 

The present Protocol shall remain open for signature by all the States 
J 'which desire to adhere to it. 

Iri witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorised for this purposo:>, 
have signed the present Declaration (Protocol I). 
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< I 6 

e Done at Gmeva in a single copy, which shall be de,po§ited with ;:he 
Secretariat of the League of Nations and shall be registered by it without 
delay, on the fourth day of October .9ne thousand nine hund~;ed and twenty-two. 

(Signed) BALFOUR 
G. HANOTAUX 
OOERIALI 

{
KRCMAR 
Posprsrr. 

(Sigtr~d) SEIPEL ., 

Certified true cop;•: e 

Director of the Legal Section of the Secretariat of. the League of Nations 
.. 

No. II a 

With the object of ~ssisting Austria in th; work of h~r economic and 
• • financial :~~estoration, the BRITISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN• CzECHOSLOVAK AND AusTRIAN 

GoVERNMENTS have by 0 com~oh <eonsento drawn up the following provisions: 
o o• o· o 

G • o 
o itRTICLE I 

(j; • 

The Austria1t Government may create,. under the guarantee resulting from 
the present Convention, then amount &f secflrities necessary to yield an effective 
sum equivalent to not 'lllore than~6so 11iillions of gold crowns. The capital 
and interest of the securities so issued shall be free from all taxes, due~ or 
charges for the benefit of the Austrian State. 

• • 
0 

0 
ARTICr.f- 2 

. The expenses of issue, of negotiation and of delivery, shall be added to 
·the capital of the loan as fixed under the preceding Article. 

ARTICLE 3 

The service of the interest and amortisation of thl! loan shall be assured 
by means of an annuity provided by the revenues assigned as security for 
this loan in accordance • with the provisions , <;,ontilined in Profo<eol III. 

<l .oo • 

ARTICLE 1; 
• 0 

The y1eld of the loan may not be employed except under the authority 
of the Commissioner-General appointed ley the Council of the Leag~e of 
Nations and in accordance with • ti'!e obl!gations contracted by the Austrian 

0 

, Gove0rnment at'ld set out in Protocol0 lll. 
• 

IJ 
ARTICLE 5 

" Ther .British, French, Italian and Csechos{pvak Govermnmts, without prejudice 
to action by other Governments which may accec;].e to the present Convention, 
und"ez-sake to ask without delay fro!Jl thek P!rliaments authority to guarantee 

• .. (subject always to the approvcfi by the Austrian Parliament of Protocol III 
v Q ' 

and to the voting by that Parliament ot the law contemplated in Article 3 of 
the said Protocol) the service of the annuity of this loan, up to a maxilflum 
of 84 per cent., to be sharad under special arrangements between the parties 
concerned. • 

0 

ARTICLE 6 

. Each of the four Governments shall have power to appoint a repres1mta- • , 
tive on t.h~ Committee of Control. the functions of which are determrned by 
the prov1s1ons set out below. Each such representa4ive shall have twenty votes. 
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'I 

~ . 
Tho,se Governm'ents which may agree to guarantee the remainder of the 
annuity which is not covered by the guarantee of the British, French, Italian 
and Czechoslovak Governments, shall in ~e manner have power either to 
appoint one represevtative each, or to agrre among themselves to appoint 
common representatives. Each represefttative shall have one vote for every , 
1 "/o guaranteed by his Government. 

,, ARTICLE 7 

The method of application of the guarantee, the conditions of the loan, 
the issue price, the rate of int'erest, tbe amortization, the expenses of issue, of 
negotiation and of delivery, shall !Je submitted for the approval of the 
Committee of ~ontrol constituted by ~he guarantor States. The amount of the 
annuity necessary for the service of interest and amortization of the loan shall 
likewise be approved by the Committee Of Control. Every loan proposed by 
the Austrian Govex'llment, and> not falling ,within the conditions o£ the 
pr~gramme 'COJltemplated in 'l'>rotoc;ol ill shall first be ;submitted f']r the 
approval ot the Committee of Control. " . . 

• 
& ARTICLE' 8 

> • 0 

The Committee of Contra-) shall det)rmipe the <r.>!lditions :Under which the 
advances by the Governments should be eff-Jcted in the ·et,ent of the guarantee 

' . 
coming into operation, and the mel!hod of repaying such advances . 

• 
l , . J ., 

ARTICLE 9 
.) 

''Within the limits fixed by the contracts under which they are issued, the 
Austrian Government shall have the right to effect conversion of the loans 
with 'the consent ot the Committee of Control; it shall be obliged to exercise 
this power on the request of the Comoittee of Control. u 

ARTICLE 10 

T!ie Committee of ('pntrol shall have the right, to require the production 
of periodical statements and accounts and any other information urgent!y 
needed in regard to the' adminisb'ation of the revenues assigned as security; 
it may bring to the attention of the Commissioner-General any administratiYe 
chan~es an'd i'mproveml'!nts C!lkulated to inc~ease their productivity. Any changes 
in the rates producing such revenues which might be such as to reduce therr 
minimum total yield, expressed in g?ld, as this may be determined before the 
issue of the loans in order to provide the necessary annuities, shall first be 
submitt.ed for the approval of the Committee of Control. The same rule shall 

' apply to proposed contracts for the con2essidn.or farming out of those revenues. 
,, 

ARTICLE 11 

In case the yield of the assigned revenues should be insufficient and shoul<l 
involve a possibility of bringing into operation the guarantee of the Go~erements, ·· 
the Committee of Control may require that other revenues sufficient to meet 
the service of the annuity shall be' as5igned, as security. . 

Any draft instrument or contract which is' likely materially to ch~nge . , 
the nature, condition or administration of the public domain of Austria shall 
be communicated to the Committee three weeks before the instrument becomes 

' fil}al. 
ARTICLE 12 

, The Committee ofControl shall meet from time to time at such dates als 
>it may i\self determine, preferably at the seat of the Leagne o~- :nations. It shall 
communicate only with the Commissioner-General, who sh .ll be prest>nt or 
shall be represented at the m~etings of the Committee of Control. The decisions 

S.E. 
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2G 
• • • 

of ~he Committee shall be taken by an absolute majority of .h~ votes prestOnt; 
provided always that a majority of two-thirds of the votes present shall be 
required for any decisions under .1\rticles 7 and 8. • 

An extraordinary meeting oi the Committee of Cont1pl shall be convened 
on a request supported by not less thaft ten votes. , 

e 
ARTICLE lJ 

• • 0 
The Committee of Control, or any one of its members, may demand any 

information or ~xplanations as to the elaborati~n and the execution of the 
programme of financial reform. The Co~:'nittee may address any observati_ons 
or make any representations to the Com1111issioner-Genera! whicf\ it recognises 
to be necessary to safeguard the interests of the guarantor Governments . 
• • • 

ARTICLE 14 • • k a;he ~ent t;~f abuse, the • Committee tJf ~~ntrol or any \uarantor St£te 
may appeal to the Councj.l of the Leag~e of li!;ol.tions, which shall give its 
decision without delay. • • • • 

0 • 
• ARTICL!: I 5 

- . . . . 
In the event of al'l/ differenct! as• to the interpretation of this Protocol, 

0 • 

the parties will aecept the epinion of the ~ouncil of the League of Nations. 
In faith whereof the undersigned, dll'lJ' authorised for this purpose, have 

signed the present protocot 0 
• • 

• • • • 
Done at Geneva in a single copy, which shall be deposited with the 

Secretariat of the League of Nations and shall be registered by it without 
delay, on the fourth day of October, one thousand nine hundred and twenty~two. 

0 

(Signed) BALFOUR 

G. HANOTAUX 

ll.!PERIALI 

{ 
KRCMAR0 

PoSPISIL 

Certified true copy : 

0 

(Signed) SEIPEL 

• • 
Di.rector of the Legal Section .of the Secretariat • of • the League of N arions 

0 

Anncxe; to. ~otocol II 
• 

0 

• PREAMBLE 

0 r. The guarantee granted by the States signatories .of Protocol II shall 
Jle emp1.Pytd for an Austrian loan of 650 rpillion gold crowns, bonds for which 
shall all be of the same character and shall offer tJae same security, the Financial 
Committee ·having calculated that the Aush'ian deficit needs to be increased 

, .fro in" 520 to 6 50 million gold • crow"ns so as to tak~ into account the advances 
made by certain Governments in the course of this year, which carry the right 
to repayment either from the proceeds of the loan organised by the League 
of Nations, or in securit~s enjoying the same guarantees and the same aq-
vantages. • 

• • 
2. In order, however, that the advances which may result frame th~ 

guarantee of that part of the Austrian loan which should be devote~ to the 
repayment of advances already made may not devolve on States not interested 
in this repayment, and in order that the sacrifice! which may ultimately have 
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•• 
to qe asked of 'th~se States should not be greater than those which would be 
entailed in the guarantee by them of a loan of 520 million gold crowns, the 
Governments entitlEid to repayments from th~ Austrian Government (the British, 
French, Italian and ~zechoslovak Governments) have laid down the provisions 
which form the subje<;t of Annex B. 

AN:-<EX A 

The French, Italian and Czechoslovak Governments undertake to assign 
> 

for the guarantee of the issues of Treasury bonds or similar Treasury opera-
' tions, guarante~d by the gross receipts of the Cus~oms and tobacco monopolies 

and envisaged in the report of the Financial Committee for the period previous 
to the Vote by the various Parliaments of authority for the guarantees, tl"e 

' . 
balance· of the advances promised in 1922 to the Austrian Government, the 
totp.l amount of which was fix~d' at ~ ., 

' J -, 

Frarfce . . . . , . ss million franc~, 
Italy . "'. • . . ·• • 70 !Jlillion lire, , 
Czechoslovakia ~ . soo mi~,Jion Cze~ho.;lovak crowns. ~ 

By the word "balance" s_9ould b~ underst<:>od pot unly ':.he sums not yet 
paid in respect of the above totals, but 'thqse which, ·hav;ng been paid, might 
be capable, by reason of their p:t;;esent employme.1t, of bei>'ig liberated for a 
different use with the consent of th<'! Austrian Government. As soon as this 

' . has been obtaine<jl., the balances, as here 'defined, · should be placed without 
delay at the disposal of the Austriad Govcrnment to be utilised- under the 

• 
authority of the Commissioner General or of the Provisional DeJegation of the 
Council- in the Treasury operations referred to above. 

• • As soon as the legislation voted by 1he various Parliaments authorising 
guarantees shall have obtained a tofd.l of at least 8o'lj0 , the balance~ of the 
advances thus utilised as guarantees shall be liberated and reimbursed to the 
Governments interested. 

D~ne at' Geneva on bctober the fourth, one thousand nine hundred and 
twenty-two. 

(Signed) BALFOUR . 

G. lf.\XOL\UX 

• 
, . 

Certified true cop;•: 

(Signed) OOERL\L! 

1 KRc:u.-\.R: 
I PosPISIL 

The Director of the Legal Section of the Secretariat of the League of :1\ations 

• 

·' • • 
The apportionment of the guarantee between the four Gmrernments, 

. British, French, Italian and Czechoslovak, provided for in Article 5 of Protq- • 
col II and paragraph 2 of the preamble shall take place in accorqan.ce with .. 

' the following provbions:-
' 1. The guarantee of the anm.Atie~. corresponding to the sum of 130 millions 

required for the reimbursement of the adv~nces • referred to in the first para-
' graph of the preamble, shall be apportioned as to one-third to each of the 

British, French and Czechoslovak Governments. 

, z. \Vith regard to the sum required for the reinbursemeut of the Czecho-
slovak credit, amounting to about 8o million gold. crowns, the Czechoslo\·ak 

' Government undertakes to limit to 6o million gold crowns the total of the 
• reimb11rsement which it will have the right to claim from the proceeds of tht' 
loan. It tvill accept in payment of this share of 6o millions. bonds of this loan 
issued over and above the t?tal of the effective subscriptions. \\"ith regard to 
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the"' balance of this claim, it will be satisfied that it sho~ld"be covered.by 
securities in Czechoslovak crowns and enjoying the same rights and guarantees 
as the bonds of the loan, but it i• understood that these .securities shall not 
benefit by the guarantee of th~ other Governments, aoo may be issued in 
excess of the sum of 650 millions. • • 

T~e British and French Governments, which are entitled, by the terms 
of their contracts to complete reimbursement of the amount of their . advan~s 

" ' . out of the proceeds of the first loan, accept a scale of progressive repayment, 
charging the larger part of the repayment on th• later instalments of the loan. 

Italy shall have the right of reitnl:lursement out of the ·proceeds of the 
loan in accordance with a scale of paymoo.t identical with that <tdopted for the 
English claim, on that part of its advance which shall not have been repaid 
after having been utilised in accordttn<Oe with the terms in Annex A. In the 
case <;~f the guarantee coming into force, Italy.shall, in re~ect of the guarantee 
of the. 10 0 minions,.obe responsitle only foi tlflt liability appertail1ing to toot 
part of the annuity of the ,loan which cor!espond~ to the total. • 

To the extent to which Italy shall thus b~ led to assftme a portion of • 
the guar<fhtee of the 130 milJions, th~share of t~ guarantee borne by France, 
Czechoslovakia and G:reat Britaiit shall be correspondingly diminished. 

0 • • 
0 9. • • 

Done at Gmf!t'a, <the fljmrth d!l.y of October, one thousand nine hundred 
and twenty-two. 

p 

(Signed) BALFOUJ(' 

G. H'ANOTAUX 

IMPERIAL! 

I KRCMAR 
POSPISIL 

Certified true Copy: 

(Szgned) SEIPEL 
0 

•The D~rector of the Legal Section of the Secretariat of the League of Nations 

• 
EXPLANATORY NoTE 

0 

From a comparison of Article 5 of Protocol II (which fixes at a 
maximum of 84% the gu<rrantee to be given by the four, Governllle!Tt&., and to 
be<> apportioned as may be arranged)' with the Pr;a~bl~ and with Annex !3, it 
follows: 

p 

That each of th~ four Governments undertakes to guarantee 2o"j, of the 
annuity corresponding to the capital of t]te loan floated to meet the deficit of 
5 20 millions ; • • • • 

• That the.apportionment of the.guarantee for the remainder of the annuity 
whiGh . corresponds to the ,diffenmce ( 130 millions) between. the total ot 6 5i 

"and th1s sum of 520 millions, will be made in accordance with Annex B . .. 

• • 

1 (Signed) BALFOUR 

G.HANOTAUX 

IMPERIAL! 

No. lil 
I KRCMAR 

PosPISIL 

The under 10igned, acdng in the name of the Austrian Government, and 
duly authorised for this purpose, declares that he accepts the follo,wing. 
obligations : 

I. ?'he ~ustrian' ~over~ment will ask its Parliament to ratify the ;olitical 
• declaratiOn s1gned by tt wh1ch is the subject of Pfotocol I. 

• 

• • 
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0 ° 0 

• 2. The A'\!sv-ian Government will, within one month, in collaborafion 
either with the Commissioner-General, whose functions form the subject of 
paragraph 4 below. or with such provision,al delegation of the Council of the 
League of Nations ~ may be appointed for t~e purpose, draw up a programme 
of reforms and improvement, to be realised by stages and designed to enable 

0 

Austria to re-establish a permanent equilibrium of her budget within tw0 years, 
th; general outline of which is defined in the report of the Financial Committee 
(Annex). This 

0
programme must place Austria in a position to satisfy her 

obligations by the augment'lfion of her receipts and the reduction of her 
expenditure ; it will exclude any recourse to loans except under the conditions 

' determined by~ it ; it will prohibit by, the terms of the statutes to be drawn up 
for the Bank of Issue which is to be created, any further monetary inflation. 

It should further enable Austria, tq assure her financial stability on a 
permanent basis by a series of measures leading to a general economic reform. 
Tl;J.e report -of the Egonomic C~mittee dealing> with this <~spect of the problem 

J -
shall be duly ~~£ommunicated to the ~ommissioner-General. 

It is understood that, it the first programme should appear in practice to 
be insufficient to re-establish

0
permanen't "'equilibriu~ of the budget ><ithin two 

years, the Austrian Government will :.be bouud, m agreement with the Com
missioner General, to introdii'ce therei:g the modi£ntions <\."ppropriate to the 
result which it is essential to attain. Thd Austrian Gcvernment will ask its .. 
Parliament to approve the above-mentioned plan. 

j 

3· The Austpan Government will "fortn..,.ith lay before the Austrian Parlia
men.t a draft law giving during two years t0 any Government which may then 
be in power full authority to take all measures, within the limits of this pro
gramme, which in its opinion may be necessary to assure at- the end of the 

• 0 

period mentioned the re-establishment of budgetary equilibrium without there 
being any necessity to seek for furthc:t approval by Parliament. 

+ Austria accepts the nomination by the Council of the League of 
a Commissioner-General who shall be responsible to the Council and removable 
by it. His fuflctions are flefined in broad outline in the report of the Financial 
Committee. • o 

His duty will be to ensure that the programme of reforms' is carried out 
and to svpervise its execution. The Commissioner-General shall reside at 
Vien.na. '"He ~ay pro;ide himself with the, necessary· technical personnel. The 

' expenses of the Commissioner-General and of his office shall be approved by 
the Council and supported by the 't\.u:strian Government._ The Commissioner
General shall present monthly to the Council a report upon the progress of 
the rooorms and ·the results achieved, This report shall be communicated 

0 .) 

without delay to the members of the Committee of Control. 
• • The Austrian Government agrees that it may not dispose' of any funds 

derived from loar.s, or undertake any operation -'with a view to discounting 
the proceeds of loans, except by authorisation of the Commissioner-General ; ' 
provided that the conditions whicl1, the Commissioner-General rna): a!:tach to 
such authorisation shall hav~ no other object than that of assuring the pro
gressive realisation of the program'tne ~f ref9rms and of avoiding any deteriora
tion of the assets assigned Jor the service of th~ loan. 

If the Austrian Government considers that the Commissioner-General 
has "abused his authority, it may appeal to the Council of the League of 

ijations. J 

The functions of the Commissioner-General s}lall be brv"ught to an end 
by a decision of the Council of the League of Nations, when the Council shall 
have "ascertained that the financial stability of Austria is assured, without 
prejudic~ to any special control of the assets assigned for the service of the 
loan. 
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• • • 
. • 5. The Austrian Government will furnish as securities 1or•the guarantee~ 
loan, the gross receipts of the customs and of the tobacco monopol!, and, xf 
the Commissioner-General should 0 deem it necessary, o~er specific assets 
determined in agreement with hi](]. It will not take any 1peasure which in the 
opinion of the Commissioner-General would be such as, to diminish the value 
of sucll assets so as to threaten the security of the creditors and of the 
guarantor States. In particular, the Austrian Government may not, without the 
approval of the Commissioner-General, introduce into the rate"s producing the 
revenues assigned as security any changes whi<Jl might be such as to reduce 
their minimum total yield expressed in g;,old as this may be determined, before 
the issue of the loans, in order to provide for the neccessary ._n.nuities. 

The yield of the gross revenues assigned as security will be paid into a 
sflecial account, as and when collect~d, Jor the purpose of assuring the service 
of the annuity of the loans. The Commission~r-General may alone control this 
acc01int. Ue Commissioner-Cleneral may• r~quire su~ modifications <!Jld 
impr~{!:ments as ~ay increase the prot!uctivity of the revem1es assigned as 
security. If, notwithsta~din~ such representations, ~t .should appear to him that 
the valut. of these asset:. is seriousll prejudiced by their management by the 
Austrian Government,0 he ~ay rfOquire tbFt this m~nagement shall be transferred 
to a special admi~istrat~11,•eith~r by th~ constitutton of a Government monopoly, 
or by the grant ~f cencessjons of t>r leases. 

6 a). The Austrian Government undert'akes to grant no concessions which, 
in the opinion of the Cotllmissioner.GeJle~l, might be such as to compromise 

• the execution of the programme of ref<¥"ms. 
b) The Austrian Governmett will surrender all right to issue paper 

money and wil'l not negotiate or conclude loans except in conformity with the 
programme above set out and with the authorisation of •the CommissioJner
General. If the Austrian Government should consider itself obliged to envisage 

• • 
the iss~e of loans not covered by the conditions of the programme contem-
plate~ in this Protocol, it would first submit such plans for the approval of 
the Commissioner-General and of the Committee of Control. 

c) The Austrian G()IJiernment will ask its P.frliament to• mak~ such 
modifications as are considered necessary, in accorqance with the report of 
the Financial "Committee (Annex), both in the statutes of the Bank of Issue 
and, should the occasion. arise, in the Law of July 24th, 1922 (Buile,in des Lois . . . 
~o. 490 ). The statutes of the Bat;k Qf Issue shall "af;SUl.'e 1ts complete a'\ltoi}omy 
in its relations with the Government. The Bank should be responsible for the 
cash transactions of tve State, -it should celftralise the Government's receipts and 
payments and should furnish periodical financial statements at the dates and in 
the form which may be determined in ai'r~ement with the Commissioner-General. • • 

d) The Austrian Government will take and carry out all decisions necessary 
for "the full realisation of the pro~amme of reforms, including all nec~sa,ry 

• administrative reforms and" the i~dispensable alterations in the legislation. 
• 7· The Austrian Government will take all measures necessary to ensure 

• the m<lin~nance of public order. • 
8. All obligations defined above relating • to the functions of the Com

m!ssjoner-General or to financial o~ administtative reforms, so far as they relate 
, to a period subsequent to january 1 5t, 1923, a{e conditional and shall not 

become finally binding until the British, French, Italian and Czechoslovak 
Governments have confirmed their promised guarantees by the appro~al of 
their respective ParliameJitS. 

Neverthele~ss, the Au~itrian Government definitely undertakes: ' • 
• 

a) to take as from the present date all measures in its power to reduce • 
th~ deficit : these measures .are to include, in particular, increases "in th"e • 
ra1lway, postal and telegraphic rates, and in the sale prices of the•products 
of the monopolies. 
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• . . ... . . b' to submit• i~mediately to the Austrian Parliament the draft law con

templated in paragraph 3, which will give for two years to the Govern
ment now in ~ffice, or to any succee!iling Government, full authority to 
take all measu,res which in its opinion. may be necessary to assure the 
re-establishment ~f budgetary equ11ibrium at the end of that period. 

c) to prepare immediately a programme of reform, to set in mot.on the 
necessary legislative action and to apply the first measures of execution 
contempla(ed by the programme, between the present date a~d • 
January 151

, 1923. • 

• 
9· In the event of any difference. as to the interpretation of this Protocol 

the parties wilt accept the opinion t>f the Council of the League of Nations. 
The present Protocol shall be communicated to those States which have 

• signed Protocol II signed a Geneva 0:11. October 4th, 1922 . 

., . . 
• In faith whereof the un~sigped, duly at.thorised f~ this ~urp~e., has 

• • signed the pr~ent Protocol. • 
• • • • • 

Done at Gme-,;a in a single cop,, which s~all be deposited ,.vith the 
Secretariat of the League of Nations• a;d s~all "e r~stered by it without 
delay the fourth day of Octoter nineteen hundred an,P twen~-two . . ~ . . 

• • 
(Sig,zecl) : SEIPEL 

Certified true copy: 

Director of ihe Legal 
• • • • • 

Section of J:he Secretariat of. the League of Nations 

• 

• • 
VI. Resolution adopted by the COWlcil of the League of Nations on • Wednesday, October 4th, 1922 

• 
The Council received from the President of the Conference of the Principal 

AIIied 'Power'!>, held in l!ondon on August 15'h, 19.12, a request to study the 
situation in Austria. • • • 

The Council invited the Austrian and Czechoslovak Governments to sit 
on the Co11ncil. A sub-committee, composed of D~legates of Great Britain, 
Frans:e, !taly," Czechoslow.k.ia, and Austria, was.asked to prepare the resolutio~s 
to be submitted to the Council. These proposals have just been received by 
the Council. • • 

In accordance with these proposals, the Council approves, with the addition 
of the.provisions mentioned below, •t};je s.cheme submitted: Protocols I, II • • • 
ami annexes and III. • 

., •It agrees to accept the duties and r;sponsibilities involved" by the pro-- . posals, and recom1flends that every State desiring to "assist in the reconstruction 
of Austria by taking part in the execution of the scheme should adhere bi> 

Protocols I and II. • • • 
The Council invites the j..ustrian Sub-Committee to continue to watch 

over any developments in the situ~tiol'l, in order that it may be in a po5ition . ~ . 
to present a report whenevei such a step is con~idered necessary. 

The Sub-Committee is asked to nominate without delay the Commissioner 
General mentioned in Protocols II and III; this nomination shall be 

• riti?ed by the Council. It is understood that the Co!ilmissioner General should 
not belong to one of the four Principal Powers t~ing part in"the loan or to • 

• one of the countries adjoining Austria. 
• • The Council, on the proposal of the Guarantor States which have signed 
Protocol~II, decides that the Presidency of the Committee of Control of the 
Guarantor States shall, as loilg as the system of control defined in Protocols II 
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arid III remains in force, be filled by the Itali:n ~~mber rotn the Commi,;tee, 
and the Vice-Presidency by the Czechoslovak member of the Committee. 

With reference to the above ,resolution it is understqod th_at the period 
in question does not refer to thiD special control envisag~d in paragraph 4 of 
Protocol III. ~ 

'Ehe French text of the Protocols and annexes shali be the authentic text. 

·-VII. Speech by Mgr. SeiJ?t!l, Austrian Chancellor 

at tlte public meeting of the Council of the •League of Nations, hefci in Getzeva on 
October 4-'h, r922, when tlte three protocols regarding the financial reconstruction 

of Austria ~·ere signed. 

'o 

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLFMEN, 
0 0 

Orr· September 61h 'i aopeared before you, ,the Council ot the League of 
Nations, in order to ay before you the anxieties, doubts and needs of Austria. 
Anxiety compelled meutO emphasi:;e tbe doubts {;;hich filled the minds of many 
of our people, when 'the London Conference, finding that it was unable itself 
to afford the guarantees for the econQml:c reconstruction of Austria, again 
referred our cause to the•"League~orf Nations. 

The League ot .Nations toolE a grl:::at step forward whe'n you, Gentlemen, 
appointed the Austrian Committee, of which, besides Austria herself, only 0 such 
powers were ~embers as were prepared from the outset not only to help us, 
but also to admit all other States to a share in their activities, andowho, 
moreoyer, were not inspired by the <>tmbition to act entirely on their own 
authority, but, preferring to act under the direction of the League of Nations, 

< therEfuy ensured success. 
But the Austrian Committee needed time for its work. It needed more 

time than the anxious impatience of the Austrians wfio feared for" the existence 
of their country, were prepared to allow; the time .':!Xpended was, however, 
short in the opinion of those who, taking an active part in the negociations 
came to learn the numb<;r and magnitude of the difficulties to b~ &Urmounted. 
When, on this occasion, we appeared before the League of Nations, 

0

WS. were 
firmly resolved not_ to go away until the relief work for Austria was organised, 
either by the League, or, failing that, without its help. Thank God, we can 
say to-day: the League of Nations has not failed us, the great idea lives-

c 
the idea that a Supreme Court exists, • composed of members of the -nations 
tha'Tiselves; (J. court which, when <1: people is in such dire need that it cannot 
he~ itself, will effectually call u.pon the others to help, and which will pc'th31ps 

1 by so doing unostentatiou~ly relieve the world of burdens faid upon it by the~ 
sins of the past years, this great idea lives. 

1'he' success on which the League of Nations can congratulate itself 
to-day is due to the 'untiring perserverance witk which all those to whom it 
hr,s ·•entrusted the work hav~ worked for the Austrian cause. It was a great 
pleasure to me to be present at some of the Meetings of the Council, and to 
have an opportunity of witnessing the zeal of its members, and the efficiency 
of its methods. To watch the Austrian Committee at work unde"r the 
chairmanship <;>f Lord Batfour roused my highest admiration as a public ~~n, • 
and the results<• it has ach;eved fill my Austrian heart with gratitude. I wish 
to express the profound gratitude of my country to all the eminent men who, 
in the Council or at the Assembly, in the Austrian Committee and '\n the. 
Secretariat and the various permanent committees of the League of Nations 
have workP-d for the Rolution of the problem •we have submitted to them. 
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•I earnestly h~e, for their sakes and ours, that the scheme they have worked 
out in the course of these weeks will soon become a living reality, and an 
established fad 0 

It is mainl~ for us Austrians. to m"ake ~this work of the League's live. 
We beg you to bt!lieve that we are prepared for action. In accordance with 
the institutions of a democratic State, I shall on- my return, have· to give an 

• account of. every word I have said, every promise I have made,. every 
obligation I have undertaken. There will probably be a few weeks of sharp 
opposition. If you hear or anything of the kind, do not be surprised, do not 
draw wrong conclusions. • 

The ~cheme for the economic reconstruction of Austria, which has been 
drawn up by the League of Nations and the Austrian representatives in 
closest collaboration, imposes solemn• responsibilities on all parties, including 
the League, the .States calleci upon to furn~sh a special financial guarantee and 

0 • • - • ~ 

on Austn; herself. In ap~rovion~ this scheme I am rPlly a~are :>f the great 
and heavy demands I sltall have ·to make upon, my Government. the Austrian • Parliament and upon ~ll· classes of01 the Austria:~ people. But I am not deterred 
by doubts; and I beg you, too, Gentlemen, t() lay aside all doubts: Austria 
will not fail to make evep- sacrifi'ce she 'cpnsiders · nec~ssary. For even if a 
Government should lack the cotfra&':,e to c~rf} out unreservedly all the 
obligations we have undertaken here, the Parliament will-be stronger, and will, 
in case of need, appoint a~olher and a better Gov:ernment, since it will 
assuredly not undertake the respd'nsibil}ty of re3ecting the promise of salvation 

0
now held out to Austria by the Lgague pf Nations,.:_and behind the Parliament 
stands the whole Austrian people. This people demands to live, it claims to 
fill its appointed place in the great family of peoples, and v..ill therefore not 
~hun the sacrifices without which no assistance, however willingly given, is of 
any avail. ) . 

How we shall rejoice, Gentlemen, when, ·in a few years' time, an Austrian 
Chancellor can again appear before the League of Nations or its Cuuncil and 
say:-Aystria is reh~bilitated, her economic administration is sound, her people 
are living, if not in affluence, at least not in' crushing poverty; Austria bas 
proved that she cafl manage, her own affairs; You may now set her free fro.:.:l 
financial control. 

• 'fhat will be a glorious day for Austria, c.nd not less glorious for the 
teague of Nations. o , o .1 
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"' 
hf.s beeQ. formally established and will probably be opened du.ring Decembe~ 
'Il:mporary credit operations have been started• an•ct the issueoof paper money 
has been stopped. Signs of confidence in Austria's future"are to be fout'ld in 
the facts that the crown has remained stable since August 251h, the index 
figures of prices has shown a.,r~duction during October" and ~ovember, and 
deposits in the banks and savings bar\ks are increasing." 

There is to be an extraordinary session of the Pei'manent Court of Inter
natio;al Justice on January 8, 1923, for the purpose of giving an advisory 
d'pinion as to whether the French nationality decrees in Tunis 'and Mon9cco 
are solely matters of domestic concern for France, the preliminary point in 
a question on which the British and Frc:nch G~vernments had been unable to 
come to an agreement. • · 

The first half of the international ~ourse for public heafth officials was 
concluded at Brussels and the second half begun in Italy during November. 
An Expert Committee of the Leagb.e's Health Committee met in London to 
collect information regarding , the prevalen& of sleepi"g sickness and tuber
culo!:l{i amo~g the 'native population in t;)opic:r Africa, and ~ s~cond general 
conference for the standardisation of sera an(} serolog1cab tests was -held in 

• • Paris. The League Epideritic Committo>e has transferred Dr. Haigh to the Near 
East to' serve with Dr. Nansen's oxlganisation i~ connection with sanitary and 
epidemic questivns i:n ,rffuge3' camps,c· and Dt;. Norman White has been sent 
by the League HeaNi OrganisatiQn {6 conduct a health enquiry in the chief 
ports of the Fttr East. \faluable informa_tion is contained in the periodical 
reports and in the Epidemiological liztelijpmcl issued by the Health Section. 

The ·Committee on Intellecl:u~al to-operation has iss!,led an appeal on 
(J 

behalf of intellectual life in Aus~ria, where the position of brain-workEC,rs is 
becoming woro;e daily; the appeal is addressed to Universities, Academies and 
learned societies in all countries. 

• • 
On the social and humanitarian side of the League's work, the High 

Comm:ssariat for Russian refugees continues to make progress. Dr. Nansen, 
who~e refugee organisation is also being utilised in connection with the Asia 
Minor refugees, has been actively engaged upon this question during the 
month, and he has issueq a public appeal for the r6fugees. It was s~cifically 
stated at the time the League consented to the use of the refugee organisation 
for this purp:>se that the League would no<:' be responsible in any way for 
the actual work of relief. Various enquiries have been circulated during the 
month in connection with the opium traffic. ~e GoTernment•or the United 
'.::)tates has appointed a repreSentative to attend in a consultative a;d un
official capacity the next session of the Leitgue's Permanent Advisory Committee 
on the Traffic in Women and Children. 

The Secretary-General has paid ao visit to Belgrade on the invitation of 
the Government of the Serb- c;_rcl"at~ Sle9vene Kingdom. • 

0 

II. General Questions 

x. ~ERMANENT CouRT OF 'rNTERNATIONAL JusTICE 

• • • • 
' c Nationality Decrees in Tunis a'izd Morocco. - The President of the Permanent 

Court of ·International Justice has summoned •an extraordinary session f 
J h or 

anuary 8
1 

, 1923, to consider the matter referred to it by the Council coneerning 
the difference between tht British and French Governments regarding th F 1-. 

• 1" d . e rene,\, 
nattona tty enees m Tunis and Morocco (French zone). " o 

The Council decided that the Court should be asked for a d · . . . . . . n a vtsory' 
optmon as to whether the dtspute IS or ts not, by international law 1 1 

tt f d · · · d' · , 100 e y a rna er o omesttc JUris tctlon for France and the French and Br't' h G · 
_ . ' 1 rs ().{ernments 
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were requeste"d •o agree as to the methods and date on which the mat1;er 
should be brought before the Court. It is in accordance with the desire 
expressed by th& British and French Government that the President has 
summoned the Court for Sth. It will be co~posed as follows: 

• M. LODER (PRESIDENT) 

M. WEISS (VICE-PRESIDENT) 

LORD FINLAY 

M. NYHOLM 

MR. MoeRE 
M. ALTAMIRA 

M. Ai'<ZILOTTI 

M. HUBER 

• 
• 
• 

JUDGES 

•. _M. BEICHMANN • • I D J 
. M N • . EPUTY- UDGES 
'• • EGULE3CO . ... . . 

Accordiig to the proced~rt agreed upon, the "French· an1ls~ritish 
Governments h<eve already ~eposited memoranda to be filed by the Court. The 
latest date for the communication of coe.ntermemor<!n<ia is December e'!3rd. Both 
Governments have expresse'!i the d~sir~ to m~e oral statements and have 
appointed agents to take charge of their i~~restJ; jn • the 4t:ase; M. Merillon, 

• • • Attorney-General, Cour de Cassation, Paris,•for France; aled Mr. George Mounsey, 
Head of the Treaty Department. of the Foreig;. Office, •for Great Britain 

The counsel appearing on beh.~f of each Govemrrtent may not exceed two. 
• • • • 

• • • • 
2. THE SECRETARY-GENERAL's VISIT TO BELGRADiii 

• At the invitation of the Government of the Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom, 
Sir Eric Drummond, Secretary-Gene~! of the League "of Nations, pa~ a visit 
to Belgrade between October 3Pt and November 3rd. He was accompanied by 
M. Attolico, Under Secretary~General, and three other members of the Sec;etariat.• 

The 1\:ijssion, towa:roP.s which the greatest corpiality and hospitality was 
extended ~rom all sides, was received by the Queen and Prince Paul of Serbia 
the King being indispo"sed. It ~t various leading personalities 8f the Kingdom, 
notably M. Pachitch, President of the Council of :Ministers, and :M. Ninchitch, 
Minish~'~> f'or• Foreign •A,ffail;&. and was received by journalists and others. 

• • • • 
Certain aspects of the activities of the League of particular interest to the 

Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdom were adiscussed at these meetings. \Vhile appre-
• ciation of the work of the League was the dominant note at these discussions, 

the rnjssion was able to give full e~ljtnat~ons on various points with regard 
to which further information was desired. • 

• • • • • The Secretary-General and M. Mantoux, Director of the Political Section, 
• spoke at a meeti~g of the Serb-Croat-Sloven"e Association for the League of, 

Nations, at which the President, M. Zujovitch, took the chair. • 

The mission also paid a visit to Karlovci, where they were r~ceived b)• 
the Patriarch. All the bisho~ of the Kingdom were 'present and speeches 
were delivered by the Patriarch • ana the. Secretary-General. both of ~~~-~om 
emphasised the common aiw of the churches a;d the League of Nations irr 
extending peace and goodwill among the peoples of the world . 

• 
In the several speeches delivered by the Secretary-General during the 

oourse of his visit, he explained broadly the scope, •character, i-nd development 
of the League. In the three years of its existence ,t had devel!bped rapidly and 
gaine.d greatly in prestige and strength. \Vhen it started, there were two sets 

• of people from whom it stood in danger-those who scoffed at it as impotent 
and useless, and those who thought that its foundation had brought a new 
earth into being and that it•would and should do everything at once . 

• 
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c • 
.o The League was able to steer a mid cours; bet;een thes~ two extremes, 

and he felt sure that all who had taken part in the variou•s Assembly .:nd 
Council meetings had come to the definite conclusion that. the League now 
rested on a solid basis and could 0u~dertake almost any tas!'- which its Members 
might allot to it. The League had been able, with one exception, to solve every 
questio~ submitted to it, and he attributed this sucess to the fact that -each 
particular question was treated on its sole merits. 

c ' • • 
The Secretary-General took the opportunity of expressing the gratitude 

of the League to the Government and to the co~try for the very generous 
treatment and unstinted help extended to."the refugees from Russia . 

• 

• 

• 

3· AMENDMENTS 0 1<1 THE CoVENANT 

• • 
~ " 0 •• • 

1t{ British Governm~nt has depositeQ ~t the Secretariat c¥ the League 
the instrument of ratification _of the amendment :tli the la*= paragraph of 
Article 6 c<>f the Covenan~ (Allocation Of Expenses), adopted by the second 

. ~ 0 • 

Assembly. 

4· REGISTRATION OF TREATIES AND J:Nh:RNATIONAL ENGAGEIIIENlS 
< 

0 • • • • 
• (• . 

During· the past month, a certain number of treaties aud internatiQnal 
agreements wer6'. presented for registration and publication by the Secretariat 
of the League. • • 

The Finnish Govelnment presente~for registration a treaty of commerce 
and navigation concluded with Esthonia. The Swiss Federal Council registered 

,a prov:isional agreement .between Switzerland and Germany dealing with the 
fulfilment of the liabilities in Swiss currency of German insurance companies. . . . . 

• An exchange of notes between China and Mexico constituting an agreement 
for the provisiQnal modification of the Treaty .of Frie~ship, Commerce and 
Navigation, and an agreement between China and Japan dealing with the 
wi.thdrawal of the Japanese troops stationed alo~~ t~e. Kiautcheott-Tsil!_afou 
ra!!way, were presented by the Ohin~se Government. 

The diplomatic representatives at Beme of the Kingdom of the Serbs, 
. Croats, Slovenes and the Czechoslovak Republic presented for registration the 
Treaty of Alliance concluded by their -Governments on August Jr't,0 1922. 

This treaty is an amplification of .a prevlofls convention and contains additional 
claulfes aiming at the maintenanc€! of peace and the reinforcement of .. the 
political and economic bonds bet~een the two States. o '"-

c 
r 

0 

~· THE MuTUAL GuARANTEE ~CREME 
0 

( ( 

l ' The Acting President of the Council, M. d!l. Gama, has addressed to 
the Governments of all States Members a letter requesting them to examine 
carefully the Assembly Resolution which deals with the preparation of a 
scheme of mutual guarantee to serve as a basis for the reduction of armamer.ts. "' 

The Assembly and the' Council considered that knowledge of the opinions 
of the different Governments was indispensable in order to enable the 'fern.' 
porary Mixed Commission to proceed with its investigations and to fdtmulate ' 
proposals embodying the principles contained in tbe Assembly Resolution. . 
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• 
III. Technical Organisations •• • 

o1. THE EcoNOMIC AND FL.'IANCfAL ORGANISATION 

• a) The Financzal Reconsvuction of Austria 

• • 
Important introductory measure!> necessary for the inauguration of the 

League's scheme fo; the financial reconstruction of Austria have been taken 
• during the month of November by the Austrian Government in close collabor-

a~ion with the•League's provisional Delegation in Vienna. The Geneva prt>to
cols prescribe that before the guaranted loans of 650 million gold crowns 
necessary to cover the Stat~ deficit during the reorganisation period of two 
years (1923 a;d 1924) can be issuef at the beginning of next year, a sound 
foundation must be laid for the difficult work to be undertaken. For this pur
pose the protocols foresaw amongst other things, the conclusion of arrange
ments on the following points consi<fered as essential; 

1. Tqe Austrl'hn Governiflent should fcame, in collaboration wll:h the . .. ' . . 
Commissione.General, or, pendi~fi~ his appointment, ;vitl:1 a Delegaeeltt from 
the League, a wogramm~ :of reform "calculated te secure budget equilibrium 
by the end of 1924. • • • • 

2. It must present to 'he AustriaJt Parliam~nt a Bill giving, during the 
two years, to any governme::~.t which may b~ oi.n a~tlto~ty, ~ull powers v.ithin 
the limits of the programme mention:d -.bove to tak~ ~11 measures to assure 
budget equilibrium by the end of 1~24, without the •necessity tf securing further 
approval by Parliament. • • • 

• • • • J. A new .Sank of Issue shoqJd be establishe~ and the issue of un-
co\iered notes by the Austrian Governmenf should cease. 

4· Treasury Bills should be issued by the Austrian Go\iernment secured 
par~y by the unepent portion of the credits arranged by the French, Italian, 
and Czechoslovak Governments earli" this year, and partly by the customs 
and tobacco monopoly, in order to cover the deficit ·on the State bl!.dget till 
the end of the year. • 

During November, the Austrian Government has framed its programme or 
refornt and l'assed the n~essary legislat\on in full agreement with the Delegation 

· of the League. The Geneva Protocols have been ratified, the laws and statutes 
• necessary for the establishment• of the Bank of Issue have al!!o been passed, 

and it is expected that the Bank will open in December. In the meantime, the 
• • 

issue oi" notes has ab•sol.utel)' stopped and the Government is no longer meeting 
its expenses by inflation. Finally, the Au;tria;_ Parliament has also passed, :rn
animously, although only a two-thi•ds majority was necessary, the constitutional 

• law designed to give the pleins pouvoirs required by the Protocols. 
;rhe arrangements concluded afe briefly the following: 

• • • 
The Reform Programme. - With regan} to this programme. the Provisio-

•al -Delegation of the League has always ·considered that their duty was E;'nited 
. . 

to seeing that the' reforms to be made in the Ausman State finances ga,·e the• 
necessary assurance of budget equilibrium being attained by Deceml.Jer 19•+ 
It did not think that it should exp~ss an opinion as to the exact om~hods b)l 
which this result should be (jbtained. Consequently, tlfe Delegation examined 
the draft programme presented tly tne A\1-strian Government only fro~ this 

• point of view, lea,ing it to the Government ~nd to the political parties tQ, 

agree in the details. The programme now adopted by the _\.ustrian Parliament 
on :t\rovember 27th is such that the Delegation is satisfied that, if properly ex
~CI]ted, it will, by the end of 1924, secure budget EllJ.Uilibrium. The programme 
is divided into three chapters : • • 

a) Reorganisation of the State enterprises; 
b) ~eorganisation of the State administration; 
c) St\te receipts (Customs tariff and taxation) . 

• 
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• 
In the limits of these three chapters, which together cover the whole • 

• org~nisatiC:n of the State, severe measures of ecdhord1, reductiop • of personnel 
~(I increase ·of receipts, will be taken. • • 

Full P07.oers for the Gover11meut. _.!... On November z6th, the Austrian Parliament 
adopted a Bill instituting an Extraordinary State Counc,l composed of the 
Federal Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor, the other F~deral Ministers, and 
twenty-s~x State Councillors to be elected by the National Council (Lower 
Cha:;mber of the Austrian Parliament) in such- a way that the ~rio us politic!l 
parties will be represented in it in proportion to their present strength . 

• The Federal Government receives fuM. powers: 
• 

a) To take the necessary measures for tQ.e execution~ of the rei:Jrm law, con-
taining the programme mentioned above, in so far as this law does not 

• already prescribe these measures itself; - . . 
b) ~o take, in the event of the measures meptioned und~r a) beeing insuffi

cieq,t to !:'e-estaklish budget" equilibrium _in two years, special measures ~ 
~8dify the ref~rm law or to mak~ th~ neces~ary additions ~o ensure that 
end by simple Orders 

0

jn Council. ., • • • 

All 'ihe measures thu~ to be taken have io be decided by the Extra
ordinary State Co~ncilcand will.,b-e executed by the Federal Government. For 
this purpose the Govern:rfeb.t submits the measures it is desirous of taking to 
the State Council~'- wlio is ~bliged t"o come to a decision within eight days, 
and, in certain cases, even within a period • of three days. If no decision is 
taken within this period, th~ Goverv.dlen! tan without delay ~ut the measures 
into force. • • • 

The memb1rs of the Extraordinary State Council have the right of initia-
tive, but if they propose anything tending to increase expen<!iture or to red.uce 
receipts or, in general, anything which is contradictory to the reform pro
gramme,,:their proposals <will not be taken Pnto consideration unless they indicate, 
at the same time, ways and means of covering the supplementary expenditure 
or of 8ounterbalancing the reduced receipts. 

• • • • 
• New Ba11k of Issue. - The new Bank of Issue was formally established when 

c. the Austrian Ng,tional Council, on November 1"4th, adopted a law and statutes 
for this purpose. It is intended to open the new bank during December. 

• • • • 
v The capital of the new ban~ wil.l be of 30 mill'ion ~ld crowns, 25 miUions 

of which will be kept as a deposit in the principal banking capitals of Europe 
and America. The adrp.inistrative council wiU consist of thirteen members and 
a president, the latter being appointed by the President of the Republic on a 
candidature proposed by the Gover~ent. 4fhe Members of the Council <Pre to • 
be elected by the Assembly of ~hareholders in such a way that the various 

( c. ,.. ~ 

< economic and nnancial groups of .the country will be represented on it b}' a• 
cleast one councillor. The cover for the Bank will consist of gold and stable 
foreign currencies, and will be increased progressively in fifteen years from 
<me-fifth ·atethe beginning to one-third at tloe end of that period. Provisionally, 
this cover will only serve for a part of the present paper circulation to be 
tak~n cover by the new bank fro111 the ~us'lrian section of the old Austro-

. <Hungarian Bank, whilst another part of that ci14:ulation will be considered 
as ~duciary. As, howeve~, the State will. gr~dually reimburse to the Bank part 
of 1ts debts, the cover w11l, after a certam tlme, serve for the total circulation. 

The statutes. of the Bahk contain, moreover, a stipulation prescribing that" 
neither the Fede~ation, nor the provinces, nor the municipalities are allowed 
to discount at the bank other than ordinary commercial bills under normal 
guarantees. 

" 
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1 emporal'y 
0 

Credit opl!'l'!ltiO?es.·- One of the principal preoccupatio"ns of ~e 
PrOjlisional Delegation of the League on their arrival in Vienna was to stop as soot\. 
as possible the issue of uncovered paper money, by means of which the Govern
ment had heretofore been financing the St<!te, and consequently it was essential 
to replace this systePn by putting, at the disp~sal of the Trea<;ury, gold credits 
which, as the report.of the Financial • Committee of the League had already 
foreseen, should be repayable out of the long-term loan. In accordan~e with 
th~: suggestions. made already in Geneva, arrangements are in progress wr 
obtaining credits from November 18th, when the issue of notes was stopped, 
until the middle or the end of Febqary 1923, to a total amount of 130 millions 
gold crowns, which, in addition to. receipts from taxation, will enable the 
Treasury to cd!try on. This amount i~ to bt: raised by the issue of three-month 
Treasury bills, renewable, if necessary, for a further three months and iRsued 

• -as follows : sixty millions in Austria, ~irty of which have already been furni-
shed by the Austria,p banks in . .stable foreign currencies, while the remiiining 
thtrty are to be issued to the Austerianopublic. Of this last thirty ~illion~, the ~J.loStrian . . . . ~ 
banks have made themselve~ responsibl-e for twenty. millions. The total of sixty 
millions is guara~teed by th~ customs ind tobacco.monopoly. 

The remaining balance oi seventy mialions is t'i b~ obtained by su~scription 
abroad, the bills issued for thls purpd!>e havi~ as secu:Ety, ifl addition to the 
receipts of the customs and tobacco m~no;wly, th~ ~spent portions of the 
French, Italian, and Czechoslovak credits (totalling .fifty ~illi•ns) and a further 
sum of abo~t 15 million gold crowns. rendered availabl~ by the liquidators of 
the Austro-Hungarian Bank. • • • • • 

Before giving their consent to tlfe isstJ& of these •temporary credits, the 
delegation has come to an agreement with the Austrian Government on rn·o 

• important points: firstly, that the note press should be stopped, (this was done 
on ~overnber 18thj; secondly, that money obtaine-d from these credits can only 
be spent with the consent of the Pro\lisional Delegatiolil, and later on ~th the 
consent of the CornmisRioner-General. The Austrian Government has also ac-
cepted this CO!ldition. • 

A.Part from the preliminary arrangements as made by the Austrian Go
Yernment together with• the Provisional Delegation of the League, it W'l,5, 

~oreover, necessary to otake seve,.ral other measures for the ex~cution of the 
Geneva Protocols. 

At the :same tim~, additional promises of guarantees to complete the I00°/0 

had to be obtained from other Governmen'ts tflan those which have at presEW!t 
signed the Protocols. It is important to state that the Spanish Government has 
promised to participate to the extent of s% in the general guarantee. and that 
the Belgian Government has also ip principle declared itself ready to take 
a shafe. The Swiss Government has. .:teclaPed itself ready to grant assistance 

- to Austria to an amount of 20 million S'lltiss francs. Negotiatiops \\ith Qther 
J <lovernrnents on this subject are proceeding .• • 

• 

Appoi11tment of a Commissio1ler-Ge11eral. - Xegotiations concerning t~e ' 
appointment of a Cornrnissioner-Ge~eral are m progress and a de~si.on may. 
be expected shortly. • _ • 

• Jleeti11g of the Co11trol Committu. • __ Otl No~ember 25th, the Commit.-~ ot 
Control, instituted by the C~neva Protocols and provisionally cornpos~d of re-• 
pres!lntatives of the Powers which up till now have undertaken to participate 
in the Austrian Long-term Loan, held a preliminary ·meeting in Gene\·a under 

• tll.e. presidency of M. Ben educe (Italy). The Committee discuss_ed various tech
nical details which \\ill have to be inserted in the £ills to be .submitted to the 
parliaments of the guaranteeing States. Finally, it may be noted that there are 

• alreaJy signs that confidence in Austria's future as an independant state with .. 
A stable economic life is already increasing as well in the country itself as out-

• 
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• sid!. The' crown has remained stable in exchan)!e \1<\Jue since A.ou.gust 25th (I).' · 
,f.t the same time, the index figure of prices in Austria has~ Juring two ~~c
cessive months-October and November-shown a reductwn. The depos1ts 
in the banks are increasing, and i~ is particularly interesting to note that this 

G 

is also the case with the saving ~anks . 
• 

b) Arbitration Clauses m Commercial Contracts 

• • 
The Secretary-General has communicated to States Members of the League 

the results of an examination by a legal -tnd commercial sub-committee of the 
League's Economic Committee regarding• the insertion of arbitration clauses in 
commercial contracts. Attached to this confmunication is the text•of a resolution 
a4opted by the Council at its meeting on September I 6111, recommending 
States Members whose legislation or practice is still unfavourable to arbitration 
agreements between traders to< take suitable • action on .the proposals of the 
Sub-~It.mittee. • • . . • •· • • 

Recognising the great practical value c of arbit;,ration clauses •in commercial 
contracts- which are oftett the mean~ of avoidiflg• disputes • and, in general, 
of encoutaging commercial l;tonesty.....,the Sub-Co111mittee, composed of Czecho
slovak, Danish, ,;EngKsh, Frelldh, Gerntan and

0 
Japanese experts, submitted 

a series of specific sugg'e~tions ort th~ subject. The aim of these recommen-
c ~ 

dations is to sect£:e respec~ for arbitration clauses by traders who have agreed 
to them. To acli.ieve t{lis end, it would be 'necessary to alter State laws in so 
far as they assist or justify such tt.·<tders rn breaking an engagement. 

The adoption by<State.s :MeiClbers •of these measures .;ould provide for 
greater uniformJty in national legal systems and would enable the Economic 
Committee to proceed in the difficult problem of reciprocal enforcement of 
judgments of courts in one country by those of another. • • 

" • 
c) A Gmeral Survey of Public Finance 

In accordance with !he resolutions of the int~rnational CQnfere~ces of 
Brussels and Genoa, the Secretary-General has communicated to States 
.Members a q~<estionnaire drawn up for the •purpose 'of a comparative study 
and general survey of the financial situation of the different States. · 

The International Financial Conference (B.r~sse}s• I92o) requ~ted the 
~eague to carry on the investig'lltions started by the Conference regarding the 
finances of the different countries with a ~iew to educating public opinion in 
such matters. The fi~t result of the work of the League Economic and Financial 
Committee in this connection was the. publication by the Economic and 
Financial Section of the Secreta~ia't of" a volume on public finance ba~ed on • 
the" replies ef twenty-five differeJLt Governments to a questionnaire, and 
reviewing the financial position :~ince I 920 of almost all Eu,opean and s:ver•alc... 

" non-European States. c . 

< ~i~e publication was submitted to the Genoa Conference, which, fully 
apprecratmg the vah,1e of such work, decided to ask all Governments to 
communicate to the League regular statemE>Jlts •on their financial situation so 

. thut• the League might pu.blish o the information periodically. The Third 
Assembly, in its turn, requested States Members t~ afford all possible assistance 
to the Economic and Financial Committee in this respect. 

(I) Crow11 e.tcltange i11 Nbw York dmi>1g last 1li11e mo11ths 

Aprit rst, 1922 " 0,000137 September P', 
May 1•1, 1922 o,ooo125 October 2nd, 

June 1st, 1922 o,oooog3 Novcn1bcr 1st, 
July 151, 1922 o,oooo52 December ,sr . August 1st, 1922 0,000022 

IY2~ o,ooooq 
1922 o,ooooq. 
1922 O,OOOOI.j 

1922 o,ooooq 

• 
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• The queationnaire ntaw circulated on behalf of the Economic and" Finan<~al ... 
Cowrnittee bea's .,mainly on the following points: Budget estimates, the us\ 
made of funds voted, systems of taxation, the surplus or deficit of Stat.,; 
revenu~s, domestic .and external debts, the amount of loans to foreign GoYern
rnents, the currency oin which such loans areo repayable, etc . 

• 
~ The Stabilisation of Customs Tariffs 

In accordance with a resolution of the Council the Secretary-General 
h~ addressed tb States Members a communication drawing their attention ~to 
the recommendation of the Economic Committee in regard to the stabilisation • of Customs tariffs. • 

• The C01yrnittee, realising the great inconvenience and injury caused to 
trade by the uncertainty arising from frequent changes in rates and classification 
of Customs tariffs, strongly recommends that all States should endeavour to • • · ensure that their Customs tariffs remain applicable over a substantial period 
of time and. that chlnges in r?J.:s and classifi~ation be eifected .as seld~rn as . " . ' . . possible and Qilly when they are n!ll:es§itated by the essential econornt~ needs 
of the country. • • : • 

• • • 
2. THE. PRt>V!SIONAL HlALTH OR~&'fiSATION 

• • • 
a) The Ime?cha11ge of Pub(jc dealt~ OJ_#icials • 

• • The first half of the international course f~r public tl.ealth officials ( r) 
carne to an end at Brussels in the "beginning of November. The health officials 
from Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslov~k.ia, l'taly, PoUnd, Soviet Russia, Soviet 
Ukraine, and th; Kingdom of the ~erbs, .Croats and Slovenes taking this 
cou;se thereupon proceeded to Italy, where. the second half of t:"e course began 
on November r r•h under the guidance of Dr. Lutrario, head of the Italian 
Heafth Service ana Italian member of the League Health Committee. A feature 
of the closing days of the course in ~elgium was a ledure by Dr. C~ming, 
Surgeon-General of the United States and head of the U. S. Health Service, 
on the public health system of America, with special attention to the qu~stion • 
of immigration. 

• • • • The course _ in Italy comprises a series of lectures on the geneul 
organisation of the Itanan sanit,ary system, as well as on paqicular aspects 
presenting special interest, such as the campaign against tuberculosis, prophyla."is 
in typhus, othe hygienic care of workers, and so forth. 'fhese lectures are supple
mentM by visits and e~cursi"ons to neigh!1ouring institutions such as hospitaP.;, 
orphanages, laboratories, medical schools, etc. There will also be a tour of 
inspection of what remains of the" sanitary works (aqualucts, baths, sewers, 
drainage system etc.) of ancient Rofie. 

This preliminary course will he• foliowed by work with the Health 
• Departments of big cities, as, for example, <;1-enoa, Turin, Milan, VWlice, Bologna, 

c> Plorence and Naples. The course will last unii.l De-;ember 17th, after which the 
officials taking it will reassemble at Geneva for a few final conferences :t • 
which they will discuss their experiences and receive some general lectures • • • on the health organisation of the L~ague, its relation to,.the rest of the League 
organisations and the health <tdm~ist~ations of the various Governments. 

• • • 
b) ,Tropical Diseases in _"4frica 

• From November 101h to 13th a meeting was held in London of a small expert 
committee formed by the League of Nations Health Committee from those 

• Rowers- Great Britain, France, and Belgium- whrch have c~lonial interests 
in tropical Africa, to collect information regarding" the prev~nce of sleeping 
~ickness and tuberculosis among the native population and the measure;:. . __ .:.• __ 
• (r)•Sce Monthly S11mmaty for October 1922 • 

• 
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' rec~mmenl:!ed to prevent the extension of these dis~es. D_urin~the :var t~ere • 
~.as unavoidably a relaxation of effort in the str~ggle aga1~t _sleepmg Sl&l~
ness which resulted in such an increase of the d1sease that It IS now a Veri· 
tabl~ scourge in some parts of the .::::ontinent. The information collated by the 
Committee of Experts· will serve Ets a basis·· for the Heal'ih Committee when 

· considering the action to be proposed. • 
The members of the Expert Committee are Dr. Andrew Balfour, Director 

of the Wellcome Bureau of Scientific Research; Professor vustave Martin, 
( 

formerly Director of the Pasteur Institute at Brazaville, Congo; Professor van Cam-
penhout, Director of the Medicai Service, Ministr~ of Colonies, Brussels. 

According to official reports of I920-I922, ~French Equatorial Africa is 
gravely infected, and in certain places trypanosomiasis constits.tes a serious 
menace. Conditions have become aggravated in recent years. In I9I6 the 

· di~ease raged with such· intensity t\lat. the Governor of the French Congo 
organised a new prophylactic service. A totalpf 89,743 petsons were examined, 
of. witoJD 5,43 7 ~re found • infected. ~hild1en are infected 'in greatH 
proport~on than are aduJts; in parts ~f the ~Iiddle Congo~ for instance, 
one out of every three chilQ.ren is infected. Sleepi\lgo sickness•is also prevalent • in the S:.'rench Camerobnlb and energetic 116easures are being taken to 
cope with the situ~tion.0 In the "secteur d~ prophylaxie ", which contains a popu
lation of about I 2o,ooo,o4<>~3 I 6 persons. have be:n examined, of whom 6,083 
were. found to be caff!i'cted. • ' 

· In the Moyen-Kwilu district of the.:Selgian Congo, I9,378 people were 
examined during the w"inte~ of I9I~.._Ig.I<f, and 7'5 per cent were found to be 
infected. Conditions are serious itt the t.orth of the two Uefe, where medical 
service was discontinued during the war. The epidemic has reached" the 
Bas-Uele. 

. . 

In the Sudan the disease ·is prevalent in Tembura lBahr-el-Ghazal) "to a 
somewh~t alarming extent and is appar~ntly spreading among people where 
a few years ago it was considered non-existept. 

. . A. conference held in Preto~ia __ in March I92o considered inter alia the 
southern limits of sleeping sickness infection and the measures necessary 
to, prevent its further spread. Attention was directed •to the extension • of the 
disease in Southern Rhodesia and to the urgent necessitoy of a "trypanosomiasis 

0 • 

survey" of Zululand. 

• • c)c The Second Intematioual ConJet;mce for the Stmtdurd~saiion of Sera and &ro-
logical Tests 

The second geHeral conference (I) f~r the standardisation of ..sera and 
serological tests, held from Nov. 201h-26'h itt the Pasteur Institute in Paris under 
the chairmanship of Prof. Dr. Th. Madsl!n,. Director of the Danish State Serum 
Institute and President of the Le.agl!e Health Committee, marked a fresh stage 
on a widening basis of this, portbn of the League Health Organisation's :.orl. 

L The number of institutes and laboratories represented~ e. g. three from ., 
"Germanr, two from France, three from Great Britain, one from the U. S. A., 
one from Soviet Russja-was greater tha\1 · at any previous conference; the 
number of scientists from ·each country was c als~ greater, and the work of the 

, conJe.,:ence showed that the lovg peliod ot' co-ordinate research in many different 
t 1aboratories had not been fruitless. • 

The countries whose chief sere-therapeutical and bacteriological institutes 
were represented at the Conference were Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Fr~nce, 
Germany, Great Britain, 'Japan, Poland, Roumania, Russia, Switzerland, i\M • 
he U.S. A. o • 

(1) ·For an account of the first Conference see the Monthly Stmmwry, Vol. I, No .• 9, an <'I 
for an account of the _meeting in Geneva of the Sub-Committee on Diphtheria and T'ttanus, see • 
Monthly Summary for September 1922. • 
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. .. 
The corfference co~metl the agreement on the standardisation of <J1ti-

diJ:6htheria and 
0 

allJI:i-tetanus serum units arrived at in the Geneva conferen~~ 
of September, and collated the results of the research work undertaken o~ 
anti-meningococcu~, anti-pneumococcus atfd anti-dysentery sera and on the 
sero-diagnosis of stphilis. • 

• 
Ever since the tbethod of immunisation and cure by serum injections was 

discovered, great practical difficulties have been met with owing to \he fact 
tha.t the methoils for measuring and testing the strength of sera had been bl!ilt 
up in different ways, often on entirely different principles, in the bacteriological 
lahoratories of different countries, s(\Illetimes even in those of the same country. 
Thus, for instance, it would often be ilflpossible to check contradictory statements 
as to the effet"t of any particular serum, since if the statements emanated from 
different laboratories there was, so to speak, no common denominator by wh~h 
to compare the products prepared byee<tch. 

Introd,ucing urflformity illro the methods of differe~t laboiatories "would 
arlow of a f~ller exploitatio~ of ehe great achievement~ in the p~atem of 
immunisation foi the pu~o~es of curative and pre.-entive medicine, and would 
facilitate further research work in the Sll.me field. Bt!t ;tlthough this W<J.S realised 
even before the war, all atterhpts to ~vefcome th~ difficulty had broken down 
on the question of securing ~fficiently prolon~d ay<\ cl~se c!l-operation among 
a sufficiently large number of laboratori~s .fid institutes• fiom different countries. 

<> . • 

For this reason the matter we.s taken up by the League Health Organi-
sation, which, by means of its connection. with gov~mrflents and health autho
rities through the Council and Secre~riat ~f the Leagpe, as well as its affilia
tion.s with the Office international d'Hygien~ publique and its constitution and 
the nature of its work in general, seemed peculiarly suitable ofor uniting and 
co-qrdinating the.efforts of a great many separate national institutes. It was 
at the instigation of th~ League Health ·Organisation t~at the first conference 
was held in London in December 1921, and drew up the programme •of joint 
work that has been carried a long step further at the Paris conferen~ just 
concluded, and that bids fair to be successfully completed through the con- • 
tinned •appliootion of th~ same methods. • 

• 
d) The Work of the Epidemic Commissio11 i11 the Near East 

·• . 
• • • • • 

•The League Epidemic Commission Ilas 'transfe~red Dr. Haigh, its age~t 
at Moscow, to Greece to serve \or six months with Dr. Nansen's Relief 
Organisation in connection with all questions of sanitati~n and epidemics in 
refugee camps. Colonel Gauthier, a.ie a member of the Epidemic Commission 

• also .;ent to the Near East to make•a •touf of inspection of the refugee camps 
and .to report at Geneva early in December on the danger of•epidemic~. 
• • 

e) A11ti-Epidemic liieasures i11 Far-Easter11 Ports 
• 

The League Health Orga11isation has sent one of its• members, Dr. Norman 
\Vhite, to conduct a health enquiry in" the chief ports of the Far East, es\jch 

• 

• 

as Colombo, Singapore, J3atavia, Bangkok, Saigon, Hongkong, Kanton.• • • 
Shan~hai, Kirrun, Kobe, Yokohama, Vladivostok, Dairen. The precise object 
of the enquiry is to ascertain the incidence of the more important epidemic 

• djseases, the methods employed for the notification "'of cases and deaths, L>r 
• • 

the control of the diseases, for the prevention of the spread.of infection by 
• . ships, as well as the possibility of securing uniformity in the methods of 

• ~ollecting and publishing information and of making it speedily and readily 
occessibre. 
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: The' Council of the League, in accepting t~e Health Conon'tittee's recom
)nendation on this matter, made at the il'\stance of Dr. Miy<tjima, its J apatl:ese 
'member, pointed out that the propagation of epidemics in the Far East was 
of particular concern to the Asia"tic Members of the Le<!gue, and that the 
sanitary condition of this part ~f the. world was, moreover, a matter that 
greatly interested all other countries. The Governments of ~11 the States concerned 
have p"omised to give every assistance to this enquiry, whose results may 
lei.d to the adoption of additional preventative measures an:l ulthnately •to 
closer co-ordination of the efforts of the various health administrations. 

Dr. Norman White's mission is exp~cted t~ last about six months. He 
will attend the International Red Cross Congress to be held at Bangkok on 
November 29th. • • 

{) The Periodical Rejoris of the Health Section 
• • . . (l • 

.:{k Ne:Zr East.a- The Epidemiological0~po1~!, No. 3 I, issued by the Heafth 
. . 

Section of the League Secretariat on October• 3oth, publ~hed a despatch 
from Salonica declaring that the sanit~ry positio·n 'was very bad, with some 
dysentery, pneumonia, m'alaria, immifrent danger 'bf typhoid and other epidemics 
and no supply o[ dis~nfectants, 'quinine 'br drug~ The Report stated, moreover, 
that, during the w~el. "e'hding O~tober 14th, there were at Constantinople 
44 cases of enteric fever, <y cases of smallpox, 2 cases of typhus and I case 
of plague. , ' • • 

• e ~ • • 

Russia. - Typhus and Relatsing !''ever. - Figures received from the 
People's Health Commissariat, Moscow, show a very considerable increa!>e in 
both typhus arld relapsing fever,· particularly in view of the fact that the figures 
given are complete· only for the first five months of the curre'ht year. Accotding 
to these figures there .}lave been I,095,'~I9 registered cases of typhus in Soviet 

.. ~ 

Russia and Allied and Autonomous Republics between January r•t and 
S~pttSmber 161h, 1922. This is more than double the amount of cases reported 
(namely 470,532) for the corresponding period of last year. The figures for 
r.elapsing fever this year And last during the same period and o~:er the same 
territory are respectively 944,623 and 7 20,5 7 ~-

• -

Cholera. - Information received up to October 1 ih, 1922, by the People's 
Health Commissariat indicates that §1,583 cases of.cho~r'a (of whfch• 76,9g1 are 
c • 
confirmed and 4,592 suspected) were notified between January 151 and 
September 3oth, 1922. In addition to thi6, 27 fresh cases of cholera were 
notified in the city ~f Tashkent, in the Turkestan Republic, during the first 
week of October. • • • .-· 

According to the Bulletiu af the People's Health Commissariat, 3,36 1,128 
persons have· been vaccinat~d again"st cholera once, 2,391.424 twice and 1,2eo,6~2 
three times from the beginning of the epidemic up to 3eptember 15', 1922 .... 

g). i'./o. 5 of "Epidemiological lntel/irrence" 
• • b' 

• 0 

c, " The most remarkable • fact • about Professor Tarassevich's report on 
·Epidemics in Russia since 1914 (appearing in tlte October 5tl• number of the 

Epidemiological Intelligence, issued by the Health Section of the League Secre
tariat; for a description of the first part, appearing in No. 2 of the Epidemio
logical 11ztellig1!11ce, see tli'e Monthly Summary for March 1922) is the autho\·'s o 

statement that ""Russia may consider h('lrself fortunate if she emerges from I 

the present crisis with the loss of only 20 to 25% of her population". The 
cnsts is described as not only political and economic but biological.., b

0

ecause• 
of the disturbances which it has caused in the whole domain of human physib-

e 
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• logy' and pathology. T&.us, .not only are epidemic diseases such 'as typhus, • 

re}otpsing feve;., ,Jntestinal infections (cholera, enteric fever, dysentery, ~t·\) 
malaria and scurvy, which have always existed in Russia, aggravated both in 
prevalence and vilmlence to an extent whi'lh "may be said to be unprecedented 
in the history of retent ages", but nearly all• other epidemic infectious diseases 
have been greatly in~reased, hitherto "unknown diseases have been observed 
and there has been a quasi-epidemic extension of many non-contagious 9iseases, 
sych as disorders of the nervous system and the heart, general functional dis
orders, etc. B~hind all stands the famine, which not only causes millions' of 
deaths in itself but predispol¥!s whole populations to sickness and death by 
disease. Just as the population of Pa~s suffered from "siege babies", so a con
siderable· pro11ortion of the population of Russia is expected to suffer for 
a generation from "famine babies". The very stamina and physical standards 
of the Russian race, the biological b¥is. of Russian society, have been pulled 
down by the events_ of the pa~ few years, events that have been determined 
1:'.}' the w~rld war, the civil.• W<v", the proldnged blockade and the tntense 
revoluti~nary•crisis through which 'R.Ui>sia is now passing~ 11 ~· • • • • 

The chief and imme<li.ate causes of disease and depopulation are : 
a) poor and insuffiCient nourishment, dee~ening to fa~ine in the East lnd South: 

. b) dirt due to shortage of .soap, fin en ete • c) col~ du~ to lack of fuel : 
d) overcrowding in houses, particularlt irt' the to"'n~ ~ e) the conditions that 

~ . 
attend railway travelling; /J shortage of sanitary and tlledical appliances, 

• 
deterioration of water supply and drainage, etc. Pur~y medical and sanitary 
action can play. only the part of :. palli!rive until• the causes mentioned have 
be~n removed. "Particular stress mu~t be liid on the fact that it is impossible 
to eradicate the epidemics without first fighting the famine .• As long as the 
famine exists, epidemics will continue, only perhaps changing their form; one 

0 • 

epidemic whose devastating force has become exhausted through biological cau-
ses (such as immunisation of alm~t all the population) wi.ll give,place to 
another, but that is alL" It is becoming more and more necessary that Europe 
should aid Russia. If such aid is not forthcoming, Russia, thanks to hel njltu• 
ral r6Sourc~s, "l'<ill ultiymtely triumph over her present troubles, but after a 
much longer time and at the cost of countless lives. And if the crisis is pro
longed its evil effects "-ill undQUbtedly be felt throughout the. civilised world. 

These conclusions are buttressed by a series of detailed analyses of the 
• • inci~iente and death hie o'~·arious diseases since 1914. based on both the offi-

cial statistics supplied by the various Ru;sia~ governments since that date .lnd 
on information received from Russian doctors in all the chief centres of Russia . 

• 
• • 0 

3· CoMMUNICATio~~ .dD TRANSIT 

• 
• The Saar Rai/ways-Questimz. At its meeting of August 31st, 1922, 'Ohe 

Advisory and Technical Committe~ for Communication .;_nd Transit aecided w 
appoint an Enquiry Commi)tee to examine the diffil!ulties which had arisen 
between the Saar Governing Com!hission an.d the German Government, re~ding 
the application of the Be~e Convention (Oct~ber 1890) to the goods u!affi.c •• 
between Germany and the Saar, The different points under discussion wert>: 
the • application of the Berne Convention to the railway transport between r) 
the Saar and Germany, 2) the Saar and other S(ittes signatories of the Con-• . 
vention; the inclusion of the Saar railways in tht; alphabetic<tl list of railway:> • 
published by the Central Office at Berne; and the representation of the S<>ar 

• Terfitory· at conferences summoned for the re,ision or replacement of tho:> 

1 Berne 'ConYention. 
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• The• Advisory and Technical Committee, a,!)ply~g for thee first tirrie the' 
v.rSced_ure estabiished at the Barcelona C~nference,_ requ~ste•d the. Enq~iry 
<,~omm1ttee to study the best means of settlmg the d1spute, as far as poss1ble 
by conciliation between the partfeli, and to present a rep~rt on the :;ubject. 
The Enquiry Committee was composed of three membeJ:s appointed by the 
Advisory and Technical Committee: Dr. •Herold, director pf the railway section 
of the .Federal and Postal Department at Berne, President of the Railway Sub
Committee of the Advisory and Technical Committee (Presiaent); Mr. Marri~tt, 
as~istant. to the General Manager of the London & North-Western Railway 
Company; M. Ruud, head of.department at the A~ministration of the Norwegian 
State Raifvirays~ selected' from a list ot' experts appointed by the different 
Governments, and two members chosen ri!spectively by the Ge•man and Saar 
Governments: M. Vogel, privy .councillor attached to the German Transport_ 
Ministry, and M. Courtilet, director <fi the Saar Railway. and Postal Services. 

The Enquiry Committee met at Luxemb.urg on No~ember 2Jrd. On the 
24th, 'it apprQved un,animously a report co~Wri~ting a draft agreement betwe•n 
the int.Cc~ested Governments, which, whilst c,:eserving questions t~uching on the 
international status of the 'Saar :.S established by the Peac~ Treaty, adopted 
an exclu~ively technical -st~ndpoint ar<ividing for the immediate settlement of 
all questions of a pra~tical 'brde~, several of which have been under discussion 
for more than tw~o years• o • ~ • • . · . 

The Danish Go~ernment has 'deposited at the Secretariat of the League 
(> • 

the instruments of ratification of all the cot1ventions adopted ·at the Barcelona 
Conference (April 192i). • 

'4· THE CoMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL Co-oPERATION 

• 
a) An Appeal o1z Behalf of Austrian 11ztellectual Workers _.. . ~ 

Jlle League of Nations Committee Oltintellectual Co-operation has made 
'an' _appeal to universities, academies and learned societes in all countries on 
behalf of Austrian brain-workers and intellectual li~ in Austria. Thi~ is the 
outcome of a resolution passed by the Committee at i~s first meeting, held on 
August 1•t, 1~22. The-Committee decided tlien to "call the attention of the 
Council of the LPague of Nations to the desparate situation of intellectual life 
in certain European countrles and th~ urgent need of in11ervention··. 'The~e words 
hid special reference to the cas~ of Austria. At its meeting of October 4th the 
Council requested the Committee to launch an urgent appeal to universities, aca-. . 
demies and learned societies inviting them to organise measures of relief as soon as . 

_possible for the purpose of saving o~e of,th~ most cultured countries in Euiope
a country which formerly poss&-ssed on'e of the chief [centres of European 

< civilisation-from the fate of seei~g its culture and learning gradually- di~-
appear for no other reason •than 'that of sheer want. " 

c 
< The position of the Austrian brain-workers is daily becoming worse and 

,results in .various evils, of which the prip.cipal are: I) intellectual isolation; 
2) a complete lack of all the appliances indi~pensable for scientific work : 
3) the formation of an intellectual proletariat less favourably situated than the 

(J f! - ~ ' 
• ~ ;workmg-class proletanat-for' muscle commands, better wages than brain; 

4) the neglect of higher education and a dearth of recruits from the cultured 
classes for the liberal and teaching professions. The appeal mentions some of 
the. ~ethods b! which, in J:h: C~mmittee's opinion, relief could most effectiv.ell' 
be gtven: for lll'~tance, contnbutwns of money towards the support of insti
tutions; exchange of teachers and lecturers; the benefit of certain research 
scholarships; the gift of publications, etc. It concludes by enjoining the uttiver: 
sities and societies to come to the assistance of Austria and other nation'.; whostt 
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' intellectuall:ie is in danuar a:~~d thereby to strengthen that sense of professlonal' 
sqlidarity whi~h 1should unite all brain-workers, give practical effect to the'i.'ea 
of intellectual co-operation, and, above all, help to support civilisation in the 
struggle against the most serious peril with which it is menaced. 

~ 1 

• 
~ 

b) Appointment oj a1z Austrian Correspondent 

Alphons~ Dopsch, late rector of the University of Vienna, member of the 
Vienna Academy and profe§sor of history, has accepted an appointment as 
Austrian correspondent to the Com'mittee on Intellectual Co-operation. 

. . 
This appointment has been made by the Committee in accordance with 

the instructions of the Council at its session of October 41h (1). .. 

~ Assistance to Int:llectual Tfa;k $ i1z Countries• where its Continuo/ICe is eJpecially 
rJimprilled • > ~' 

• • 
At its session of Oc~ober 4th the Couqcil ~equested the Conmittee on . ·~ ) 

Intellectual Co-operation to presenttt more qetailed pr:rposals concerning the 
local institutions to be select~d in vario,us fOUihrie::. w~ report to the Committee 
on the more urgent needs of scholars arJ:l learned boGies. 

. ) ) 

In order to carry out as sodn. as possible the instructions of the Council, 
the Secretariat has requested certa~ ins6tqtions and especially qualified persons 
to give their opinion on the Leagu~ scheme and tC> make suggestions as to . ) 
tho! best means of putting it into practice. 

Up to the present date the Secretariat has received sev~ral replies, all of 
wh\ch approve the Committee's scheme. The. Albanian National Library at 
Tirana, the _Academy of Budapest, 1he University of,Kovno (Lithuapia), and 
the Mianowski Foundation (fund for promoting scientific research), which 
co-operates with the Polish Academy, have expressed their readiness -to ~ake 
up f01:; their respective countries the duties outlined in the Committee's programme. 
In Austria, 'Professor .i.. Dopsch, the corresponding member of the Committee 
for his country, has offered to undertake the same duties in collaboration with ) . ) 

the Vienna National Library. The Committee's initiative has also aroused 
considerai>le interest, in Roumania, Greece, Bulgaria and the Kingdom of the 
Serbs, 'croats and Slo\·enes. ~ • _. 

In order to form an opinion on the practical results to be obtained by 
• its scheme, the Committee has endeavoured to comply 'With a certain number 

of requests from scientific institutiOiJ.s. The first attempts have been successful. 
The ".Polish Academy, for instance,, i~ pu~lishing a number of historical texts 

• and is desirous of adopting similar m~thods of edition to .those in use in ' 
• 1\Ve'stern Europe) By the intermediary of •the <:;ommittee on Intellectual Co

operation the Academy has been able to obtain the instructions for th~• 
publication of historical texts which were recently drawn up in ~n~land and 
Belgium. It has also received a collection of Swiss hist~rical works, comprising 
more· than sixty volumes, illustrative of the different types of edition. The 

~ ) 

Budapest Observatory, which had .hitherto qeen unable to obtain :French 
astronomic works, has rect'ived by the Committee's agency twenty-six Yolumes' · 
of t,he memoirs and eight volumes of the star catalogue of Paris Obsen·atory. 
Further consignments have been promised and will be forwarded at an earl)· 
•date. These operations entail no expense either' to the L,eague or to the 
institutions concerned; as publications are forwa'rded through the diplomatk 

, agel}cies or the International Exchange Service. 

1 (f) See .U011/hly Summary, Vol. II, No 10 . 

• 
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IV. Administrative Queotio&s 

I. DANZIG .. 
a) Appeals 

The High Commissioner has reported that Poland ·.has appealed agai?st 
his deci;,;ion of August 23rd, 1922, concerning the competence of the Poltsh 
dipbomatic representative in Danzig, and with regard to th~ right of tq,e 
Polish Government to welcome foreign fleets officially in Danzig, and that both 
Poland and Danzig have appealed against his decision of August 24th, 1922, 

concerning the representation of the Fr~e City at International Conferences 
(i'rfonthl.J' Summar;', Volume II, No. ro, pa~ 260). • 

b) -Decisio11s of the High CommissionN· • 

I\vo furt!,ler de~isions have- been given by ~~he High '"Commiss.ioner sine~ 
those ilretntioned in the last Monthly Smtt11l~e1;. • 

The first, dated October 271h, 1922, deals with:the principies to be applied 
when the<- Danzig Harbo~H" Board cont~mplates the lease of any of its pro-.. . 
perty. The question cawe before J:he Hig~ Commissioner on appeal from a de-
cision by the Presfdent ~f.t~e !Thrb~ur ~oard. Th~ High Commissioner's ruling 
lays down that it is net only necessttry to facilitate but also to attract Polish 
imports and exports through the port. The Polish exports and·imports demand 
more facilities than those oLDanzig, l:!ecay;fi the Polish_ trade is a great advan
tage to the Free City &nd because .. Dan:oig ~ trade is already well provided by 
long-established firms. It is stipulat~a. further, that a sufficient portion of othe 
port is to remain under the direct control, administration and exploitation of 
the Harbour Board to ensure that the responsibilities of -the Board ur.der 
Chapter III of the Nove~ber Treaty are ~ot detrimentally affected. Should any 
part of fhe Harbour Board property be leased, a tenant shall be selected who, 
owing..,to the nature of his trade, his commercial status and other conditions, 
ls most likely to improve the activity of the port and facilitate his exploitation. 
In the event of a trader a~ a firm of recognised Pol'lsh nationality being in 
co'inpetition for the lease of Harbour Board property wit)l another of recognised 

· Danzig nationality, both being equally desirabfe as a tenant, preference should 
be given to the one of Po}ish nationality. • 

• The second decision of th~ High Commisslc1ner: ;_,hich w~s givetl on 
November 3 rd at the request of the Danzig Government, deals with a Treaty 
regarding the registr.ation and discharge •of merchant seamen, concluded by 
Poland, on behalf of the Free City, with Memel. The question was whether 

-~ 

Poland had followed the procedure.,reqliir~d by Articles 2 and 6 of the 'lreaty 
of N9vember 9th, 1920, which srtp-qlate that Poland shall undertake the con
duct of the foreign relations of. the Free City and shall conclude no ti'eat] , 

.,of international agreement affecting the Free City without pre'tiously consulting 
it.• On the question of principle the High Commissioner decided that the terms 
of the attictes must be applied to any tr9aty which affected the interests of 
Danzig, whether that t;eaty was initiated entirely• by the Free City or whether 
it ~a~;,. a treaty initiated by Poland;, that "ratincation by the Danzig Parliament 

""'was not required: but that Pofand, before concluding a treaty affecting Danzig, 
must· consult the Free City, a further consultation being necessary in case of 
an alteration affecting the Free City. As this particular treaty had been' 11e
gotiated by Poland in goocl faith and as no arguments were produced to sho\¥ . . - .. 
that rt was detrunental to Danzig, the High Commissioner stipulated that it 
should be accepted by the Free City subject to any action which might 'be 
taken by the Council of the League under Article 6 (2) of the Nove'mbe~· 
~~ ~ 
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• 2 . .THE SAAR BASIX 

't 't ,. 
Periodical Reports of the Governing Commissio1z. - The thirteenth periodital 

repott of the Governing Commission to the Council of the League will cover 
the period from }uli rst to December 31'tf 1922, no quarterly reports being 
made for this perio~. s 

• Frmch Gmdarmerie. - In addition to its recent Note concerning the 
French troops in the Saar (Monthly Summary, Volume ll, No. 9, page 209): the 
German Government has s~t in a separate protest against the presence of a • 
French gendarmerie in the Territdry. It is alleged that this is incompatible • with the prc.,isions of the principl~s of the Treaty which provides for a local 
gendarmerie only, and in particular that the manner in which this organization 
is being used cannot be reconciled with the governing principle laid down• for 

~ ~ 

the administration of the Territory. · 
- . . . 

• The ·Chairman of the Saar.Basin Govelning Commi,;;sion, • in his ;emarks 
on the ques!ion, after ref~rring It tJJ.e decision on the matter take~ by the 
Council of the•League •of•Nations in June 1921

1
• specifically denied that the 

• gendarmerie had been use!1 to carry ~ut certajn ,, general ordersi' providing 
for investigations of a political cha:~acter in • the Saar Territory as the German. 

• • • Government had stated. 

. . 
3· THE GERI.a\X l\!J~IORI'IY L> ]>OLAND • • • • 

• • • A question concerning the German minority in Poland, namely, the sale 
of the von Tiedemann estates, which was brought befor~ the Council in 
Ja"nuary 1922 (r), has been settled.by the Polish Government authorising the 
private sale of this property. • 

Erratum. - Monthly 
Minorities, paragraph (b), 

inste~d of '.- declaration°s ". 

Summary, Vol. II, No. 9, page 202, ProteJtion «;>f 
l 

Esthonia and Latvia, read : "draft declarations" · 
• 

·• v: Social and Humanit§Uian Questions 

I. RUSSIAN REFUGEES 

• • • • • 
Adlusi(ms to the S;·stem of Jdmtity C!ertificates atzd Repatriatio1z. - The, . , . 

• qu'estion of identity certificates for the Rus,sian refugees continues to hold the • 
attention of tri'e High Commissioner of the 'League of Nations. Variouo; 
Governments have favourably answered the Council's request to bring this 
system into force. The following Governments have adhered to ii': , • 

. . ~ 

Albania, Austria, Bolh'ia, Finland, France, Great Britain, Holland, Japan. 
" Latvia, Norway, Roumania, the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Sioxenes, 

Spain and Switzerland. • · ' · 

Dr. Nansen has suggested that if difficulties arise as to the continued 
presence in Constantinople of Russian refugees who are self supporting. th<> 

• question should be considered by the Conference 'of Lausan'Qe. 

The High Commissariat reports that no 'refugees nave as yet been 
• renatriated under i_ts auspices. Some J,ooo have r<>turned at their o"-n 

I ~ 1) Mo11thly Summal)', February 1922, page 36. 

' 
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risk~ and expense, or at the exp~nse of Russian ~~rganisatio,rfs. The High · o 
( f. c/ mmissioner's representatives in Russia use every endeavou-: to secure <">tr 

t~eatment for these returned refugees, but can accept no responsibility for 
them. Verbatim reports of the Assfmbly meetings dealin~" with ~epatJiat~on 
have been ~?ent to the High Commfssariafs agents concerneO. and thetr attentton 
specially called to the four gua~;antees required by Dr. N ansen, i. e. . 

1) That each refugee sign a declaration saying that he returns at hts own 

u free will. . o • 

2) That the SoViet Government, in addition to the amnesty of November 1921, 
shall give a renewed guarantee in respect o:ti those who return. 

3) That Dr, Nansen's special agents in .Russia shall receive and supervise 
the treatment of the refugees. . 0 0 

4) That small refugee deputations shall be allowed to return and report on 
reception arrangements. • o 

Mr. Kogan, Chief of the PolitiCal Department, appoint&d by M. Karachan 
to assil't Nr. Gbrvin, ~r. Nansen's 

0 
representatil!e ill< Russia, has given Mr: Gorvitl 

permisst~n to enter the Polttical Departtnetft at will to attend p81itical exami
nations of repatriated refuger!s and has 

0
promised "e<d"ly and ~egular lists of 

names, occupations and hom~ address~s of the same. Cossack soldiers undergo 
an examination at eN ovGmssiisk; put the ~ficers hfve to go through a supple
mentary one at centres m.• tb.e Don, •Kuban and Terek areas. 

(0 

(• 

• 
~. AsrA M~oR.~FUGEEs 

~ -. 
0 Q 

At the last Assembly, when tbe news of the large numbers of destit!lte 
refugees in Asia. 1\Iinol,' and Greece became public, Dr. Nansen offered the 
serVices of the organisation, which, as High Commissioner, he had created to deal 
with the question of Ru.~?sian refugees, t<$ help as regards this new problem. 

The Council voted from funds at its ·disposal a sum of xoo,ooo gold 
·francs ~o strengthen Dr. Nansen's organisation for this purpose. The Assembly 
exp~essed its great appreci-ation of this action of the Council. Dr. Nansen 
sp!!cifically stated to the Co'Uncil that the League wou1d not, by such .{ vote 

~ be responsible in any way for the actual work of relief. 
• c • 

Dr. Nansen further appealed at the Assembly to the various Governments 
for special contributions to<enable him to assist in some l:Ueasure ilie'T«<fugees. 
An. account will be found ot the cesponse given in 'the 'last Monthly Sunmiary. 
Dr. Nansen has now issued a public appeal for the refugees, couched in the 
following terms : • • 

After having carried out the in~stigation with which I ·was charged 
by the Assembly of the Leagu~ of Nati~ms, in connection with the ref;gees 
1n Asia M-inor and Greece, I te~~:l it my duty to address, to the peo11les 

·-and Governments of. E_urop& and of the world, an appeal on behalf• 
of those unfortunate refugees whose position has become desperate during 
the las! two tragic months. . 

I wish to appeal impartially to • the world on behalf of all the 
refugees, irrespective of race or nati,onallty. " _ 

~ ~ ~ 

There are very large- numbers of Mussulman refugees whose position 
is quite deplorable, being without accommodatio~, without adequate clothing 
and in urgent- need of medical assistance. • 

In Greece, the reblgees number, according to the information received 
about 90o,oop. The grep.t majority are Greek by race if not by nation~-• 
lity, but there are not less than so,ooo Armenians to whom the Greek 
Government, in spite of the other terrible burdens which the countr' is • 
bearing, has with great generosity given hospitality and relief. • 

111 
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By far the ·gr.oo.ten part of all the refugees are in abs6lute ci~sti
tution, ;it~ nothing but the summer clothes which they are weaflt~'{
They are in desperate need of everything: food, clothes, shelter. TlJe 
l\l"Oblem with. which the Greek Govcunment and the Greek people, for 
instance, is fltced is to find houses and subsistence for these unhappy 
victims of war, ,and to absorb them so far as may be possible into the 
economic life of the nation. 

This task of relief and reconstruction is one which must inevitably • • 
impose a terrible strain upon the resources of countries exhausted by long 
years of warfare. The n1spective co~patriots of the refugees must be ready 
for every sacrifice, but their eff,orts to save the lives of the refugees can 
only be ~Successful i( the assiste.nce which they receive from the world is 
prompt and generous. 

The immense difficulties of. S1Jpporting these refugees are still further 
increased by tpe fact that. an altogether abnormal proportion are women, 
children ·and old men. ~Yit~ut their brt?ad-winners, .the va:~~t ma£>s • of the 
refugee~ will find it hilrd to lupitort themselves. • •' 

It is •reported that the Armenians and 0eeks still remaining in Asia . . 

Minor are now hasten~g to the c~ast in ~rder to proceed ·;10 Europe. 
Some thousands of Armenians tlave -alri!ady reacl>.ed Constantinople, and 
18,ooo Armenian orpha~s are no'¥ airivi~g i:.t .G.-eece. • It is alleged that 
these are but the first contingents of• a numbP,r repdrtef\ to be not less than 
35o,ooo, whom Europe may h'\ve to support through the coming winter. 

What is at stake? Not <;nly tbe9 existenoe ot' hundreds or thousands 
of refugeeS, nor even the futur~ of the respectin peoples. ""The problem •• 
threatens the stability of social, economic and political cor:ditions in the 
Near East. Xhe question therefore is of vital importance'to all the nations 

' of the ciyili~ed world. - · . 
Now is the psychological ~oment These pP.ople, of whatever creed 

• and race in this hour of distress, sorely need both the moral and financial 
support of the world to meet the grave social danger with whioo ;heY. 
are faced. 
' The office of the High Commissariat for ~efugees is in the Secretariat 
of the League of • Nations,. Geneva. · ' 

(Sign;d) N.-rnSEx . 

• 
3· TRAFFIC IN OPIUM 

• • 
Collectton of In} ormation.- During the month of November various enquiries 

have•been sent out by the Secretarfat. to 1J!.e · Governments which are parties 
to the Opium Convention or Me~bers of- the League. On November 6th a . .. . 
.:irc~lar letter was despatched urging the Governments to supp1y as soon as • • 
possible the info~mation desired regarding the aniount of Opium and its deri-. 
vatives required by each country for internal consumption and at the sa111c> 
lime requesting them to state explicitly the system adopted in arrlvi:~g at tht> 
estimates in order that the 1:-ases for the various data might be compared. 

Enquiry has also been ma'Ue Into the steps taken by the Gove~menb 
which are parties to the OiJium Convention for' the execution of Article 9, bre 
which contracting parties undertake to enact pharmacy laws or regulations 
limiting to medical or legitimate purposes the manufacture, sale and use of 

• p1prphine, cocaine and their respective salts and to-co-operate "ith one anotht>r 
to prevent the use of these drugs for any other purpose. ; 

' In connection with Article q of the Convention, which aims at preventing-
• 'the 'abuse of dangerous drugs placed on the market in the guise of pate;t 
'medici~es, etc., a circular letter has been sent to Governments asking for parti-

• 
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culats with· regard to the medecines prepared in 1;heil;,.,country witich contain 
mke than 0.2 per cent morphine or o. I per cent cocaine. Thilj information will 
b~ embodied in a general list and circulated to all Governments to assist them 
m the control of such preparations when imported. • 

A further enquiry has been made as to the departmelft in each country 
to which ihforinatiort concerning breache§ of the opium r&gulations may best 
be sent .. J:t has, moreover, been suggested, in accordance with the resolution 
approved by the Assembly, that, in order to facilitate and expe1ite the mutuaJ 
exchange of information, Governments should communicate directly with each 
other as well as with the League Secretariat Qn the subject of seizures of 
contraband drugs made by their police an,d' Customs authorities. 

0 • 

Import a11d Export Certificates. - The Secretariat has received information 
showing that, by January 1'1, I923, the system of import and export certifi
cates proposed by the League will 'be in force in nine countries (Albania, 
Austria, Denm;,trk, G~;eat Britain, cGreece, India,e :U:

0
aly, J apa~, and Pgland) an«l 

that sev..:nteen others have signified their a<C:gptance in principle. l"he extension 
and development of this system, together with the .l?o..,sible prcJVision of penal
ties for n-.n-observance o~ the regulatidns involved, will form the principal 
subject of discussion at, the n~xt TI}eeti~g oJ the Per'inanent Advisory Committee, 
which will take place o~, J<l.?.Uar)t 8'~, I~23. 0 

c 

4· TRAFFIC IN vVoMEN°~ND CmLDRE:-.1 
(' (. 0 0 

0 . 
a) Appoi1ztmmt <:7j' au Americau .liiember 

The Government of the United States, in response to an invitation from 
the Council of the League, has appointed Miss Grace Abb~tt,. Chief of •the 
Children'., Bureau of the United StatEs Department of Labour, to attend, 
in a consultative and unofficial capacity, the next meeting of the Permanent 
_\dyisory Committee on the Traffic in Women and Children. 

Miss Abbott will take her seat on the Committee at the next meeting . " . which is to take place on March I'', I923. 

b) Rati.ftcatious of tlu I?Zterllatiollal Couvmtion 
• • 

• The British Government has adhered on beh.alf of British Guia~a • and 
the Fiji Islands to the International Convention for the Suppression of the 
Traffic in Women and Children, which was drawn up by the Second Assembly. 

December 5th 

January 8'h, 1923 

January 81h, I92i 

Q 

VI. Miscellaneous 
< 

1. FoRTHCOMING. EvENTS 

• 
Session of the •Permanen• Advisory Commission on 

Military, Nav;.al anti A!r Questions, Geneva. 
Meetings • of the Sub-Commi~es of the Committee on 

Intellectual Cooperation, Geneva. 
Extraordinary Sessiop of the Permanent Court of I~ter-

national Justice, The Hague. 

Session. of the Permanent Advisory Committee on Traffi: 
· in Opium, Geneva. · 

• 

Session of the Permanent Advisory Committee on Tf'affic • • 
in Women and Children, Geneva. • 

March 1 51 , I923 

• 
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I Professor BENIN! 

\ Roumania I 
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•• 
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·e-
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, { ~> 
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•· , ' 

Dr. Aristides DE AGUERO Y BETHANCOUP.T 
M. AMUNATEGU: 0 

, t c 
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M. KROLLER, expert, Member gf the Economic Coun~il, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, the Hague 

Dr. Ottokar LANKAS, _expert, Director, ,Ministry of Railways, Prague 
M. E. MONTNKROYOS (Brazil) 
M. S. OKUYAMA t Oapan) 
H. POPESCO, expert, Secretary.{.iene9all Roumanian Ministry of Com-

munications {,., 
M. C. R. PUSTA " (Esthonia) 
M. G. SINIGALJA < - (lta!y)11 

Dr. STIEVENARD (Belgium) 
Dr. TCElEOU-WE! (China) 
!Jr. TSANG-OU, expert, Director, Chines.e State Railways 
M. WINIARSKI" . '-' (Poland) 
M. WOLF, expert, Privy Councillor, Tran!!>ports Ministry Berlin 

" ' 

M. G. Noa~EMAIRE 
Sir James ALLEN 

Dr. NEDERBRAGT 

Dr. S. OsusKY 
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Economic and Financial Committee 
•• • • 

• M. Gustave A.DOR (President) 

• 
a) Financial Commit'!ee 

• 
M.S. ARM 
M. J. AVE~OL 
Commendatore C. BIANCHINI 
Sir Basil BLACKETI, K. ~ B. 
Senor Don J. FIGUERAS • M. E. GLUCKSTADT 
M. A. JANSSEN 
M. c. E. TER MEDLEN 
Dr. v .. PoSPISIL. 

1.• 
Sir Hen~ STRAKOSCH 
M. c. A. T~NQUIST" • • • 
M. Marcus WALLENBERG 

• 

b) Economic Committee 

M. J. A. Barboza CARNEIRO 
M. Jan DvoRACEK 

•M. Henri HEER 
M. Adolphe JENSEN 

•Professor E. NECULCEA 
Dr. Alberto PrRELU 
M. D. SER~UYS 

• 

Sir Hubert Llewellyn SMITH 
M. s. MATSUY AMA 

• • • :Mr. C. A. B. CAMPION 
Chev. Fernand DE ~VOUTEI,l.S. 

D'0PUNTER 

(Switzerland) 

(Japan) 
(France) 
(Italy) 
(United Kingdom) 
(Spain) 
(Denmark). 
(Belgium) 

"(Holland) 
(Czeahoslovakia). 
(South Africa) " 
(Argentin~ Republic) 
(Sweden) ., • 
• • 

(B.;azil) 
( Czechoslovak!a) •• 
(Switzerland) 
(Denmark) 
(Roumania) 
(Italy) 
(France) 
(United Kingdom) 
(Japan) 
(Australia) 

(Belgium) 

Health Committee 

• 
Dr. Josephine BAKER 
J)r. CAROZZI, 
Professor C,:'cloME'ITE 
Sir G. BucHANAN 
Professor Leon BERNARD 
Dr. Carlos CHOGAs 
Professor Th. MADS&'! 
Professor SANTOUQUIDO 
M. 0. VELGHE • 

Dr. A. PULroo 
Dr. M. l\lrYAJIMA 

• Dr. Alberto LUTRARIO 
Dr. CHODZKO 

• 

~ir HAVELOCK Charles, G. C: V. 0. 
Dr., CARRIERE 

. .. 
• • (lf. ~- A.) 

(I' L. 0.) 
(Fra!lce) • 
(Great Britain) 
(France) 
(Brazil) 
(Denmark) 

• 

(Red Cl'Oss Societies) 
(Belgium) 
(Spain) 
(Japan) 
(Italy) 
(Poland) 

• 
• 

(Great Britain) 
(Switzerland) 
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Committee on Intellectual Cr'-op~~,atio11 

Professor D. H. BANNERJEE 
M. H. BERGSON 
Mlle BoNNEVIE 
M. A. DE CASTRO 
Mme CuRIE SKLODOWSKA 
M. J. DESTREE 
Professor EINSTEIN 
Professor Gilbert MURRAY 
Professor G. DE REYNOLD 
M. RUFFINI 
Jl.f. L. DE TORRES QUEVEDO 

(India) 
(France) 
(Norway) 

o (Brazil) 
(Pologne) 
(Belgium) 
(Germany). 
(Grea\,Britain) 

o(Switzerland) 
0 

o(Italy) 
(Spain) 
(United States) Dr. Robert Andrews MILLIKAN 

Professor A. DoPSCH 
0 C• 

(Austrian correspondent) 
c: . 0 

C• 
Q_ 0 

c ~ 
Pumanent Mandates. Comnfissio"n 

0 0 
-o 

' 
Conde DE BALLOBAR, L~que DE 'TE?ANOVA 0 

H. E. M. B\,;Au . c ': _ o 
(Spain) 
(France) 
(Sweden) 
(Portugal) 
(Great Britain) 
(Belgium) 
(Holland) 
(Italy) 

f· ·~ (; 

Mme Anna BuooE-WICKSELL c 
H. E. M. Freire D'ANDRADE 
Hon. Vv. 0RMSBY'GoRE, M. P. 

I (• (; 

H. E. M. P. 0RTS 
H. E. M. VAN REEs ~ o 

H. E. Ma:~quis THEODOLI 
H. E. M. Kunio YANAGIDA Gapan). 

0 

Permanmt Advisory Committee oil JUilitary, Naval and Air Questions 

Belgium: 

Brazil: 

Britislt Empire : . 

5ipaiu : 

Frauce: 

J-t. General 'DE CEUNINCK 
Colonel VAN CROMBRUGGE 

0 

Lt. Colonel Andrade NEVES 
' Rear-Admiral J. M. PE~TJDo ,. . 

Lt. Colonel LOW$ 
Rear-Admiral SEGRAVE 
Commander C. B. PmLLIPS 
Captain 'TwE~DlE 

General PICASSO 

0 

0 

Lt. Colonel Espinosa DE LOS MoNTEROs 
Rear-Admiral ~arques DE MAGAZ 
Captain J. MoNTAGUT c 
General EcHASOE c • 
Lt. Colonel Garcia DE PRUNEDA 

Field-Marshall FAYOLLE 
Lt. Colonel REQUIN 
Rear-Admiral JEHENNE 
Captain DELEUSE 
General DuMESNIL 
Colonel FAURE 

" 
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Japan:· 
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t.eneral M~RIETTI 
Colonel L. TAPPI 
Vice-Admiral Baron AcroN 
Captain Don F.· fzusPOLI • Com. Carlo GRAZIANI 

General INAGAKI 
General 0TAKE 
Captain Hmo 
Lt. tolonel.. TATEKAWA 
Vice-Admidl Baron Kiyokazu ABo 
Rear-Admkal Kiyo KAwA 
Captain TAKENAKA 
Captain Ichiro SATO 
Genenn SIDZUM 
Capt7in 'OrURA · 

• 

• Cdh!m. of ca;.alry Makin~ MAssAMICBT 
• • • 

. ~ . 
Advisory l"ommittee .OJI J;rajjic z"neQpimn 

H. E. M. ARIYosm 
Dr. ANSELMINO 
Mr. J. · CAMPB.ELL 

• S. E. Prince CHAROON 
Mr. CHAo-Hsrn-CHU. 

• 

•sir Malcom r>ELEVINGNE, K. C. B. 
H. E. M. FERREIRA 
Sir John JoRDA.'I, G. C. I. E.,• 

• 

K. C. B., K. C. M. G. (Assessor) 
11!. G. KAHN 

G • e • 

M. BoURGEOIS (substitute for M. 
Kahn) • • 

M .. VA~ WETTUM 

Mrs. Hamilton 'YRIGHT (Assessor) 
~ . .. 

1\I. BRENIER (Assessor) 

• 

• • 
(Japan) 
~rmany)' 

(IwJ.ia) 
(Siam) 
(China) 
(Great Britain) 
(Portugal) . 

(France) 

(France) 
(Holland) 

• 

• Advisory Committee on J,!afjic in Womm a11d Childrm 
• • 

.Dr. Estrid REIN 
M. REGNAULT• 
Mr. S. W. HARRIS 
Marquis R. Paulucci DE C.\LBOioi 
M. s. 0KUYAMA 
M.S. PosNER ... 
M. M. GRECIANU • M. Avelino MoNTERO Rros Y VILLEG,\S 
Dr. Paulina LUisi 
Miss BAKER (Assessor) 
Mme DE SAINTE-CRoix (Assessor) 
Baronne DE MoNTENACH (Assessor) 
!I. CoHEN (Assessor) 
M~e STUDER-STEINfu\USLL'I 

(Assessor) • 

• 
(f>enmark) 
(France) • 
(Great Britain) 
(Italy) 
(Japan) 
(Poland) 

• 
(Rouma"nia) 
(Spain) 
(Uruguay) 
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I. The League in 1922 

• 
The first session of the, Permanent Court of Int~rnational Justice, the 

settlement of the Upper Silesian p~oblem an,d the preparation and puttin_li into 
• practice of a scheme for . \he. fi.nancial restorafion of Austria are the three. • 

chief examples of League activity during the past twelve months. They differ 
consi~erably in character and· in method, and serve to indicate the various 

• ways in which .the League may operate. • 
• • In the case of Upper Sllesia, the main facts ai'e well knq,vn. In October, 

.. 19t1, the Council of the League, in compliance 'with a request of the Supreme 
• Couneil of the Allied Powers, who agreed in advance to accept its decision,· 

<)rew uf>' a plan for settling the que~tion of the frontier between Germany and 
Poland, providing at the same time that the two countries, in order to ensure 



• 
(' ~... (' 

t~t1.. continuation of economic life in Upper Silesia, should conte to an agree-
. 'rnent on various transitional measures covering a period of hfteen years. :rfiese · 

provisions dealt chiefly with tecqnical problems, such a~ the prote~t10n of 
minorities, social insurance, cust~ms regime, etc. During; the first months of 
1922, the text of a convention to this effect was worked o~t in detail by German. 
and Pplish, plenipotentiaries, presided over by M. Calonder, who ·had been 
appointed to this office by the Council. The negotiations, which lasted seYeral. 
m'onths were brought to a close by the signing of the Gednan-Polish C<'ln
vention on Upper Silesia (Geneva, :i\Iay 1922), which established a provisional .. 
regime ensuring for the period of transition the economic unity of Upper· 

Silesia. ' '" "' 
As in the case of Upper Silesia, the question of the financial restoration 

· ol Austria was referred to ·the Council of the League by the Allied Powers, 
who, when notifying their decision" t~ the Austrian Government; stated that . 
they were un,'l.ble to, hold out a'·Y hope of fina11~ial assist<ince. As the situat\on 
was ehtremely critical, the Council at pnctJ 'referred the prelimbary investiga
tion of the question to a Comittee composed ,bf, Lord Bdfour (chairman), 
M. HanQ~aux, Marquis In1p~riali, M. Behes and a representative of the Austrian 
Government. Despite ,the c~mpl1exity• of ,the prob,em, an unanimous agreement 
was reached within a, ftT wel:ks ,upqn a compPete and drastic plan aimed to.· 
secure budgetary eq11.ilibrium by the end of 1924. Under this scheme, Austria 

l• • "- . 

agreed to introduce immediate budgetary and administrative reforms and 
received, in exchange,' the ,promise, ~f g!Ja~ntees for a loan covering its deficit 
for the period of tran&,ition. 'The protQco~s fixing the prin<'-ipal terms of this 
agreement which included a bindi~'g engagement, on the part ot the signr.tory 
States, to respect the political independence, the territorial· integrity and the 
sovereignty of Austria, were signed on October 4'h 1922, at Geneva. Preliminary 
measures for the application of the League scheme were promptly taken and, 

' ' c ' 
in November and December, various detail~ of the programme have been p1.1t 
into aexecution. Certain results of these measures are already evident. The 
e}tchange rate of the crown has become stationary and the cost of living has 
decreased. At the- same time, the deposits in the banks are increasing:'. Much 
however, remains to be done, and it ,would be unwise to under-estimate the .. 
difficulties that lie ahead. • 

The Permanent Court of International Justice held its first ordinary 
~ession in June and July: 1922,, anQ. at the reque(;t o£ the coun~il, • gavli three 
advisory opinions on the ·interpretation of cettain articles of the Treaty of 
Versailles. The Collncil has since refened to the Court a ·request for an 
advisory opinion on a difference betweeV France and Great Britain regarding 
the French, Nationality Decrees in., Tuqis and Morocco in their application to 
British subjects. • · • 

• These three cases-Upper Sr!esia, Austria and the Tunis ·and Mcrocco 

0 Nationality Decrees-exemplify three types of League pro~edure: In the fi;sf 
<oase, the League acted as a body recommending a solution. to a political 

' problett\ lfpon which agreement had failed to be attained outside the League· . ' 
·in the second place, 'it acted as an organisatiov to restore the financial equi-
li~ri~m of one of its Members; ilnd il'l th~ third place, it made use of the 

o. Permanent Court to settle p6ints of a legal character. 
· It is not easy to classify, in order of .impo;tance, the rest of the year's 

work, which has covered a very wide field. In political affairs the Leagde has 
h~d bef~re it ~ariou~ m<ttters ~oncerning the relations between Poland and. 
Ltthuama, and ,a senes of ,fr~ntler questions connected with Austria, Bulgar,a, 
Greece, Hungary and the Kmgdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. Ofhe , 
Near Eastern conflict was discussed by the. Assembly; no action was• takl!n 
as the Lausanne Conference _was a!JOut to. meet. Important· deliberat~ns to(\k • 
place on League procedure m the protectiOn oi minorities to which greater 
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prectston was ~iven, and reve:l'al minority appeals have been dealt with by 11~ 
· CoWlcil. Whilst r&ognising the rights of minorities to protection by the League. 
the Assembly r~solutions ~mphasise their duties of allegia~ce to the nationJ 
to whioh they now• belong. At the request •of Albania, the League investigated 
the economic situatltn of the country, and p~b1ished the conclusions at which 

. it had arrived. In ctJmpliance with i further request of this country, the 
League is about to appoint a Financial Adviser to the Albanian Govei'nment. 

• Much atteption has been given to the problem of the reduction of arnoa
ments. League Commissions have carefully studied the subject and some 
general lines of progress wen~ presented to the Assembly in September. After . . 
debates of great interest, various re:oolutions were adopted and three main 
points emphasi~ed. The first recognfsed the necessity of an early settlement 
of the question of reparations and intergovernmental debts in order to provide. 

. ' . 
'the necessary confidence; the secon~ qutlined the means of obtaining by 
mutual guarantees ~e security. which will enable Governments to j.Ccept 
retluction of armaments. The ~ini ~rovided for an inte"Wation~l cCS~fruence 
for the extens~n. of the, pripciples of the Naval T~eaty of \Vashingto~ to all 
non·signatory Powers. , Tlte "closer st4jiy of the ·d~tails of the obligations 
imposed by a Mutual Guararaee Treaty, <the proceis an.d machinery ~y which 
the two" measures of guarante&s and /eduction• .would come ~to force together, 
and various other points are to be ~scl!ssed in" <'fetail by the Temporary • • Mixed Commission and reported u~on at the next Assembly.•The Council was 
also asked to summon at the approJ:ciate moment an Ipternational Conference 
on the control ofprivate manufactu~ Of afrflaments," as well as the international 
control of the tra'de in arms. Numero~s s1~lisidiary det:isions were taken and . ' 
note was made of statistical data relating to strength , of ar~ies, budgetary 
expenditure etc., ,which had been collected during the year. 

•The Health o"rganisation of the League has been extremely active during 
the. past year .. In view of the seriou~ epidemic situation in Eastern Europe, 
it organised a. Technical European• Conft.erence at Warsaw which was attended 
by repre~entatives of twenty-eight· Governments, including those of Kus~a, ~ 
Germ~n.y, an,ll Turkey, ind which endeavoured.to,,put the campaign against 
epidemics' on the , broader basis of international co-operation. The Health 
Organisation also orgamsed an .international conference for tije purpose of 
carrying on experimental enquiries on the standardisation of sera and sero
logical te.st!s, •in whick State institutions of Great ~ritain, France, Italy, the . . .. 
United States, and other countries agreea t" participate. Already importa~t 
results have been achieved, and more may be anticipated. The Health Organi-• 
sation has also initiated a study of tropical diseases; it ha~ assisted in epidemio-
logical enquiries in the Far and Neal- East; and with the generous financial 
assista"nce of the Rockefeller Foundatio~, it ?las organised a service of epidemio-• 
logic~l intelligence and inter-change of pt1blic health officials. The epidemio-

.::t~gical intelligenc~ is published periodically. •The'.first course of inter-change 
of public health officials was held in Belgium and . Italy, and attended b)' 
medical officers from eight countries, including Russia. The Health O;g%nisation 
also sent one of its Epidemic Col'nmissioners to assi~t 'Dr. Nan sen in his • 
work on behalf of the refugee~ in,. the,. Near East. 

In relation to the Health Organisation, and in what may be roagk.ly 
termed the humanitarian a<!tivities of the League, it is perhaps noteworthy' 
that ihe League has begun to receive the friendly co-operation, not only of 
prominent American organisations, but also of the Go,·ernment of the United 

• Sta~s. In addition to the ge~erosity of the Ro~kefeller ]i'oundation, the 
AtVerican Relief Administration and the American !ted Cross h\ve co-operated 
both Jinancially and otherwise with the League for the relief of Russian 

• ~efugee~ in the Near East. The American Government has recently appointed 
representatives in an unofficial and consultative capacity on the Anthrax . . ,. 
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• q>p:Oitte; of the International Labour _ Organtsati~, on the? 't:ommittee on 
;I"raffic in Women ·and Children and on the- Comm1ttee OIJ- ~pmm Traffic.·• At 

·.(he same time, Americans are serving individually on Opium Committee, the 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, and the Permanen~ Court. " 
· The Ec~nomic and Financia~ Committee has found 'its most important 

work in the plan for the financial re~onstruction of .~ustria, but has also 
devote<! much time to the improvement of the conditions of private business 
tr .. nsactions, the study of methods of reviving international ~redits, and the 
urgently needed restoration of the monetary equilibrium of Europe. The Genoa 
Conference referred to the League a larg~ numb~ of problems of an economic 
and financial character, several of whioh had already been, studied by the 
Economic and Financial Committee. AmoJg these may be menfloned questions 
.o\double taxation, public finance, arbitration clauses, and all matters concerning 
equitable treatment of commerce. • • 

;[he Transit Organisation has continued it8 study of a~plying the principles 
relatittl!oto fr~edom.c of com'mu~ications laic! d~\vn in the Coven-ant. Progress 
has been made in giving ,practical efMct 1o the JecommendaJici'ns concerning 
passports, customs · form'llittes and thrQtlgh ticket"s ; • in the ratification of the 
Barcelon~ Conventions, in .the -inve~igations urruertaken for the purpose of 
drawing up a CQJ1vel1i:ion on tJ'ie Intern\tional ~egime ot Waterways, and a 
general Convention ~rl' <the Intenfgti6nal Regime of Ports; and in the plans 
for a second ge~ral Conference to be held in 1923. . ' 

The Committee OJ1 Intellectual Co-operation has started out upon several 
lines of study, including s'uch maKeh ll.s d:he material situatjon of intellectual 
workers in different countries an<k>clntell~ctual proprietary rights,. co-oper~tion 
in research w0rk, bibliographic organisation, exchange of publications ·and 
inter-university intercourse. , 

. . ~ . Q 

Reports from the various Mandatory Powers were studied by the Permanent 
Manda~s ·Commission •and reported on° to the Council. The "B ", or Central 
African mandates, and the "A "-Mandates,0 for Pal~stine, and for Syria and 
LRba'non, were confirmed ; the two latter Mandates will come into force as 
soon as certain· negotiations betWeen France and Italy are te~:mina~d. The 
question of the Commission for the Holy Places has not yet been ~ettl;d. 

The League has dealt continuously wi~h questions arising out of the 
administration of Danzig and of the Saar. One interesting fact concerning the 
latter has been the electiun of the Advisory Coui)cil seto up und~r fue Decree 

c v 
of the Governing Commission irr order to secure effective collaboration between 
the inhabitants and the Commission. . .·' 

c 

c 

In addition to the regular publications of the League, which c~ntain a 
great deal of co-ordinated information or" many aspects of international life a 
report has been issued on the Famine car.d Agricultural Conditions in Rus~ia, c~ 

. prevared at the request of the Coll<1lcil, by the Secretariat, with the assi:ttance 
of the International Labour, Offioe. It gives a picture of the Famine of 'la~~ '-

c rear, of Russian agriculture before and during the war, and since the 
revolution, of the work of the relief organisations and of the present situation._ 
The information was collected from the various Governments and from relief 
organisations and agencies working in Rus:?ia. ' 

-. -Among other points of note are the admission ot Hungary as a Member 
of the ~:ague, which raised the number of States Members to fifty-two, and 
the add1t10n of two non-permanent Members to the Coucil, which now consists 
of four permanent a~d . six non-permanent Members. The States represented 
aSre :. France, Great Bntam, Italy, Japan (permanent); Belgium, Brazil, Ch~n"', ·. 

pam, Sweden and Uruguay (non-permanent). . 

Finally, it is interesting to note that, after a long discussion, the As~embln 
came to an agreement regarding the apportionment of expenses amon,O' State~ 
Members for the year 1923. ' " · 
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.... II. -General Questions 

1. THE TWENTY-1HIRD SESSION OF THE COUNC!L 

• • 
During its nttxt session the Council • \mil consider certain resolutions 

passed by the AssemJ:lly on the reduction of armaments. The most important 
of these concern the supervision of the private manufacture of, and tl;fl.ffic in, 
arms and the extension to non-signatory states of the principles of the 
~1ashington Tr~aties · on the limitation of naval armaments and the use<> of 
asphyxiating gases and sub-ryarines in war-time. 

Two protests from the German•Government on the administration of the 
• Saar territory iVill also be discussed. by the Council; one objects to the pres-

_ence of French troops and police in the district, the other to the jurisdiction 
of the French courts martial. The app.ointment of the new High Commissiotfer 

• of the League for Danzig will also be madP.. 
• Further questi~ns on th~o;g;nda relate.~ the prote~tion oi min~rilies in 

Esthonia. Lat\Cia and Poland. Ther~ ate also some Repo;ts to be sul1mitted : 
one on the qties'tion of i fl~sible provisional line of demarcation in the neutral 
zone at present existing betw~een the t~rrjtory of ~ilna and. Lithuani,.; another 
on the work ofthe Opium Committee, w~ich holdws its fourt~ session on January Sth, 

Reports, presented by Dr. ~ansen, copcern the 1S-16s~ian :d.efugees and the 
relief work undertaken in aid of the refu~es of t~e Ne<!r ¥t. Finally there 
is the Report prepared at the req~~t of the Council by the. Secretariat, with 
the help of the International_ Labour Offiie. on ec0o110mic conditions in Russia. 

The Counci~ will also give it~ ~tpinion on the &eheme proposed by the 
Con'lmittee on Intellectual Co-operation for•facilitating the exchange of public
ations and inter-university intercourse in the various countries• of Central and 
Eas!ern Europe. . • 

The Council Committee for Aust:.)ia and the Comv-1ittee of Control com
posed of representatives of the ~arantor Powers will meet before fue next 
session of the Council, toward the end of January and will consider th Flteport. 
prepared by the Provisional Delegation of the League of Nations on its w~rk 
in Vietrna;o.fr3m October•qth to December I sth, 19~· It will also read the first 

• monthly Report of the .Commissioner-General for the period between December 
r6th, 1922, and January xsth, 19/3. • 

The .VO[k that has been done up to the pr~sent date, as far as the 
exect.ftion of reforms anll. th~·credits questwns.are concerned, together with t)je 
measures to be taken in the coming month, will also figure on the aganda of 
the Committees and subsequently 0'11 that of J;he Council.. 

2 THI;: NINTH SEssroN OF THE PE~\!ANEN~ ~nvr~ORY CoMMITTEE FOR lVIILITARY, NAVAL 
' AND A11t- QUESTiONS 

• • • • 
,.• The Perman~mt Advisory Committee for.i\jilita.ry, Naval and Air Questions, 

which is composed of military, naval and air representatives of the States a 
}.[embers of the Council, held its ninth session from December 5th to D~
cember 8th ~t Geneva, with Colone! Espinosa de Los Monteros in• the chair • . ' 
The following questions had fo b.i co.nsidered: · 

1. The scope and form of the technical assjstance to be given by th1!: :eer
manent Advisory Committe~! to the Temporary Mixed Commission for the" • 
Red~ction of Armaments. 

z. A mutual guarantee scheme which the Council had decided to sub-
• 1•1i\ to the various Governments for their opinion. • • 

As a result of its deliberations on the first•point, the•Committee drew .. . 
v.p statistical tables concerning peace-time armaments which will be submitted 

• to th~ Council and eventually placed at the disposal of the Temporary ~Iixed 
tommi:sion. · 
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f " Regarding the question of a Treaty of l\Putu~. Guarantet,' .the members 
,.o{the Committee, in the absence of definite instructions born their Govern-

• Cnents, confined themselves to a rapid examination of the technical aspects of 

the problem. • • • • 
• • 

3· THE PERMANENT CouRT "oF INTERNATIONAr.- JusTICE 

,. On December 23rd, the British and French Governments. deposited w~th 
the Permanent Court their counter-cases in the question of French Nationality 
Decrees in Tunis and Morocco (1). 

• • 
4· QUARTERLY BULLETIN OF INFORMATION ON THE WoRK OF INTERNATIONAL 

' ' 0 RGANISATIONS . .. 
The first number of the Q;tarterly Bulletin of 111/orn!ation 011 .fhe work oj 

b1terua•?.mal Organiations, which . is comppeti by the Section ~f Internatio;al 
Bureaux of the League s~retariat, ha; just been ;p~l:flished. " · . . 

The publication of oa quarterly peliodical of this nature has been under
taken by the Secretariat irf' order td' keep in tdhch with the different public 

. and private interf.atiol'ial organ~§ations a~d to make their activities known to 
. ,. ll f - ~ .;"• 

each other. r r 

This bulletirt will gi~e information Qn the meetings of the . Governing 
Bodies or General Co;1ferences of intenf<J,tional organisations ; it will, as far 
as possible, indicate their' date, ·:Pl~ce,; o~ect, list of partkipating members 

'· ' agenda and resolutions. In order ntJ collect authentic information, the &cre-
tariat will comnunicate directly with the organisations. 

The bulletin will be distributed by the Secretariat to _(11~ States MeqJbers 
of tlle League, to certain libraries and universities, to international associations, 
and to •·many other public bodies, thus ksu,ring a wide publicity to the work 
of th,e organisations. 

•· -The first number contains information on meetings held by thirty-six 
international organisations,e such as the World Stude-nt Christiam. .f,etieration, 
t:ne International Conference of Students' International Offices, the Inter
national Railway Association, the Pan-American Co~ference of Women; the 
International Seismological Association, the International Federation of Master 
Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Associations.etc .• • • o • , · 
¢ s • 

• • 
5· AMENDMENTS TO THE COVENANT 

t 
The Siamese Government 11\J.s rnti.fied 'the amendments to Arti~les 4 

(Eloction of the Non-Permanent" Members of the Council), 6 (Allocation of 
Expenses), and the last par,p.graph of Article 16 (Economic Weapon). All~otheJ:.> 

~ amendments adopted by the second Assembly were ratified by Siam on Sep-
t~mber 12th, 1922. · 

It • • 

l • 

The Polish Gov~rnment has ratified 'all amendments except those bearing 
on Article 16 of the Covenant. 

c 

6. REGISTRATION OF TREATIES AND INTERNATIONAL . AGREEMENTS 
0 

· During the past moJ.th the Finnish, Norwegian and Dutch Governments' 
presented for r~gistration and publication by the Secretariat of the Leag~e 'a 
certain number of postal and telegraphic agreements concluded with Den
mark, Great Britain, Iceland, Sweden and the United States of America:: 

(1) See !llonthly Summary, Vol. 11, No. II, page 278. 
l 
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• J· REsiGNAnoN ~F THE DEPUTY SECRETARY-GENERAL 

• 
The Deputy Secretary-General of the League, M. Jean Monnet, ha~ • 

resign~ in order ~o devote himself for so1111e time to private affairs. 
M. Monnet wa'!! attached during the la.t• year of the war to the Allied 

Maritime Transport C:>uncil and other" important organisations. In 1919 he was 
appointed Deputy Secretary-General of the League, and he has taken an 
i"'portant part .in the organisation of the Secretariat and in all its activiqes 
particularly those relating to the Technical Committees of the League. 

The appointment of M:. Monnet's successor will be submitted ·by the 
Secretary-General at the next sessio~ of the Council . 

• • 

•" 
0 

III. T ecJmical Organisations 
• ~ . ~ 

r. THE EcoNoMic A~D Fu<ANCIAL ORGANISATION 
• • • 

• • • 
, a) The Fi1jtmcial Re,onjtruction ot Austria. 

" " . 
Following upon the rati~cation by the A~trian Pa~iam~nt of the Geneva . . ~·~ 

Protocols and different laws concerning th:e application 10f the League recon• . 
struction scheme, various measurEIIS were taken during December in order to 
establish definitely the new regime .• • • • 

() . . . 
• • • 

• Appointment of a Commissioizer-Gmeral.•'!.- In the first place, the Austrian 
Committee of the Council of the League appointed Dr. Zimmermann, mayor of 
Rotterdam, Commissioner-General of the League at Vienna. Dr. Zimmermann, 
who arrived at Vienna on December 1 stlt, has obtained leave of absence from 
the Dutch Government until April I 5t,• 1923. • ~ • 

" Legislation in view of the exectttzon of the programme of reforms and th; esta- • 
blishm~l!t 't b,jtdgetary eqt~librimn. - The Austrian..Government has taken the 
necessary measures for the execution of the requisite reforms. On December 7v., 

. the members of the Exfraordina:cy State Council provided for by the Bill of_ 
Empowerment were elected. According to the Bill, the various political parties 
were to l;Je represented on the State Council in prorfortion to their numerical 

4) • •• 

strength in the National Council; thus the StMe Council is composed as fo'l-
lows :- twelve Christian Socialists, twelve Pan-Germanists, ten Socialists, one . . 
Agrarian. The Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor and all rrfinisters are officially 
members of the Extraordinary State !ouncil. " " 

Cl • • • • 

The nr& Bank of Issue. - On Decemaer· 4th the subscriptiOll was OpGmed 
• Jer shares in the pank of Issue. On the rslh,o the ~losing date of the subscrip-

tion, the necessary capital (thirty million gold crowns) had been subscribed. a .. 
System of Financial Control. - •In the third Protocol, which ~as0 signed • 

at Geneva on October 4th, 1922, the Austrian Governme;t agreed to assign as .. ~ 
securities for the transition credus the goross receipts of the custom~ llP-d • 
tobacco monopolies and certetin other assets, the yield of which would be paid.~ 
into a special account. On November r81h, date of the stoppage of the note-• . 
press, three accounts were opened at the Austro-Hungarian Bank, which will 

• b~ transferred to the new Bank of Issue as soon aSS this establishment is defi-
nitely constituted; these are based on : " • 

' • . r. The gross receipts of the customs and tobacco monopolies to be paid 
~ i~to lccount A; 

' 2. 'Funds derived from Austrian State Loans, to be paid into account B; 
• 
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~ ,. 3· The balance of credits granted by differenoio Governmeats at the be- ' 
Vr · A ·• G t .ginning of 1922, and the share, in gold crowns, of the u~nan over_nrr!fn, 

• 4erived from the liquidation of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, to b~ patd mto 

account C. • • 
It will be remembered that• the balance of advanc~s made by Govern-

ments is assigned for the guarantee of 'the issues of Triasury bonds (Proto-

col II, rAnnex 'A). · . . 
.. In order to dispose of funds paid into these accounts, the J\ustrian Gove~n

ment has to obtain the authorisation of the Commissioner-General. Arrange
ments have been made for the Austrian Govermnent to present to the Com
missioner-General regular statements in ;onnection with the three accounts 
and aU other financial operations it may wish to undertake. • 

' ' Tlze Natio11al Loa11. - On December 4'h the subscription to the National 
c , ~ • 

Loan was opened and remained open until December 31st. Accordmg to m-
formation re<;eived, , the loan met with a fav~~rable rec~ption on. the part pf 
the A'ir.rlrian publiC; Up to December ~51hl'efght million gold cri'wns had been 
subscribed and a proportidnate increase was. exp(fct~dn for th~ end of the year. 

( " {I ;:. ' 

Applicatio1Z of the progf'amnze if nreforms. -~One of the measures of eco
nomy provided fer bf the refoon progr~mme which was presented to Parlia
ment by the Austriat;~ Gofernment',cohcerned the reduction of the number ot 
state officials. Thfs measur~ was adopted by Parliament on November 2i11• Up 
to December r6'h, rr,ISoo civil service 6fficials had been dismissed, several 
thousand others had r~ceived noti&e~ an~d, ~ccording to the latest news received, 
the total number of demobilised $}nee October· is 23,651· 

" General Situatio1z. - In general, the situation in Austria is improving slowly 
but surely, evidence of which is provided by the following 'facts. c 

D,t1ring Decembe~; the index figurecof prices went down by 3"/ •. In October 
and November, the reduction was respect:.vely 8 and 6°/0 ; so that, at the 

, p~sent moment, the cost of living is 17% lower than three months ago. For 
three months the crown rate has been stable with a slight tendenc~ to im-
};!rovement. • c • .c ·c· 

The mos; striking proof that the Austri.an publia is regaining confidence 
in its own currency is the fact that the bank and saving-bank deposits have 
increased by 141400 and n,7oo millions of crowns in October qndo November 
~spectively. The total deposits •. amount at present. to '6o,3oo millio'n crowns 
(paper). 

On the other band Austria is suffering from the industrial depression 
that invariably follows on periods of ~.1flation or deflation. The number of 
unemployed is increasing steadily" ( roq,ooo •for the whole of AustHa on < 

De~mber 15 1~; 7 s,ooo at Vienna'J. 1 
• 

r Ratijicatio1zs. - The :Britis~ French and Czechoslovak<· parliaments ha~~ 
definitely ratified the Geneva Protocols and laws authorising their participation 

~in guarfin~eing a long-term loan in favou~ of Austria. The Italian Government 
has issued a decree tb the same effect. 

2. THE PROVISIONAL HEALTH 0Rt.u\NISATION 

a) The bztercha11ge oj Health Officials 
( 

The first. ;m~rse in the interchange of health officials, held by the Le;g~e 
Health Orgamsatton, came to an end at Geneva on December 20th, at a con- •·' 
ference, attended by twenty-two health officers from Austria, Be. lgiu B 1 ·' · 
C h 1 k' I 1 p 1 . m, u garta, ' 

zec os ova ta, ta y, o and, Russra and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State. \ 
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During tl!eir two days' stay at Geneva, the participants discussed 

they had found :'nost valuable in their two months' experience and on what' 
points • they thougJ!t changes and impro~ements should be made in futurJ 
courses: Tbese disQJ.ssions were supplemen~ed. by written reports from each 
official. The twenty-two officjals were also taken over the Secretariat and 
Labour Office and given lectures on the -nature and working of the League 

- in general, and its Health Organisation in particular. ' 
• Dr. Kirkhtpe of the British Medical Officers ot Health Society was presE?nt 

during the two days at Geneva as an observer, since it is expected that the 
next course will be held in Englan<i and will be attended by medical officers 
of some ten Olj. twelve countries. • • 

b) Contributions to t11e t4nti-Epidemic Fu11d . . .. 
'" The Minister of Foreign•'A&irs of the °Czechoslov<i\o Rep"ublic~luls in

formed the s:c~tariat "f iJhe League" that his GQvernment has confributed 
the sum of one million <!ro~ns (aboU5 £ Sooo) to t}Je League Anti-Epidemic 
Fund. • • • • 

3 

The Swiss Political Dep.jtrtment a has inf~med tho Se,retariat that the 
question of a contribution to this fun.! . i~ under ~c'bi\sideration, but that no 

() . 
decision has as yet been taken in the matter(1). • • . . 

It will be remembered that tae Council addres~ed an appeal to States 
Members of the l-eague, asking th~ 'to $'httre the ~xpenses of an anti-epidemic 
,cam.raign undertaken by the League Ep~de~:Js Commissfon in Pola~d, Lithuania,· 
Western Russia and the Ukraine . 

• • 

c) Periodical Reportswoj the Health Se,ti01z 
0 

On December 6th and x8' · the Health Section of the League pub}ished. 
~ 

reports,. on t;.he epidemio.logical situation in 
, "" Centr';l and Eastern Europe. and 

Greece .. · • • 
Russia and the Ukrame. - according to the report of Deeember 6th, the 

total number.of cholera cases registered from January 151 to October 7th, 1922, 
• • • amoufits to 83,367. • · •• · - • · -

' • 0 
As regards typhus and recurrent fever, the returns for Soviet Russia and 

the Ukraine, although incomplete as yet, shQW that the latter disease is the 
' ' . 

more prevalent. f 
, ~"he railway sanitary servi~te is ;vQOkini' this winter under less satisfactory 

conditions than in 1921- 1922; for reasons of•economy, all sanitary trains have 
.>een•withdrawn and the number of beds a1 the isolation station§ has been re-

b • • 
duced y half. • • 

Recent reports emphasise the wide prevalence of malaria and the increa,a-
·ing virulence of this disease. • ·e o • 

" 
• 

Other comztries. - The re~'>l; of, December 6'" also contains information 
on the epidemiological situation in Poland, l<inlaad, Latvia, Czechoslovakil, othe 
Serb-Croat-Slovene Kingdont Bulgaria and Constantinople. • ~ 

• 
. Greece. The report of December 181h contains an account of the sam-

~ te.ry situation in Greece, which has been unfavourab:ty influenced by the arrival 
• of.refugees from Asia Minor and Thrace. " • 

• 
'(1) In Vol. IT, No. 9 (page 217) it was erroneously stated that the Swi~s Government 

•·as pre~ring a bill appropriating . the sum of so,ooo frs. towards the expenses of an Anti
Epidemic campaign in Eastern Europe . 

• 
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I -. t; Up ~o November 9th, S12,585 refugees had" bee"; registereetby, and were 
~eceiving help from -the Greek Ministry of Public Assistante. Of this num'ber, 

· 599,305 were from Asia Minor a~d 213,250 from Thrace0 There we;e also 
thousands of refugees living in, <Jreece who were able to. support themselv~s. 
As large numbers are still arriving, it i.s probab1e- that a total of I,soo,ooo will 

• shortly be reached. 
1rhe situation is serious as Greece, whose resources have been exhausted 

b:f a long period of wars, is inadequately prepared to cope *ith the various 
sanitary problems involved : for instance, housing shortage, lack of fuel and 
drinking-water, etc. The feeding arrangem~nts va;y according to local resources 
and the amount of flour received from a~road. In certain disti}cts food is ex
tremely scarce, while in others a daily ration of 300 gram!lles of bread (or a 

·sv.m of 2 drachmes) is distributed to all registered refugees. At present, the 
situation shows signs of improvement as the food supplies from the Govern
ment"and different relief organil;ations have itkreased. ' 

r r ~r ~ 

:AJ regards fne epidemiological 15it~ntlon, various cases f'Jf illness have -
been reported from the refugees camps. At the Jieginning o~ December, cases 
of tropicrJ malaria were•nC:tified. Num~rous cases of scarlet fever, diphtheria, 
skin-disease and e'~teritis h'1.ve occu~d ttmong children. A high infant death
rate, due to entefitis, "~s, r,eport"Jd fro!p Athens r.nd eye-diseases are prevalent. _ 
Dysentery of a mild -::ype has broken out in several camps. Outbreaks of small-,., ( 

pox have occurred in the Piraeus, where the disease is endemic. Refugees are 
now vaccinated and tlfe spread of t)le dis('ase has been stopped. A few cases · .. . 

~of typhus, recurrent f~ver and bubonk {ilague were notified recently among 
the permanent Greek populatimi.n As regards cholera, special disinfecting 
measures are t~ken in the case of Russian refugees. 

It is feared that, with the approach of winter and the increasing pollntion 
of the camps, disease~ of the respiratqry and digestive organs are likely to 
spread" among the refugees. The Ministry q,f Public Assistance is entirely res
pon&ible for the care of these people ~nd has. full executive powers to deal 
w'ith all matters in connection with them. There is also a limited epidemic 
service at the Ministry of the Interior, and the Go'iernment pfop<JseS' to or
ganise a temporary sanitary service. According to ipformation given by the 
American ReG. Cross, the total number of 'hospital beds is Is,oos and the 
minimum required in order to deal with all infections cases is 2o,qoo, but for 

~ - - p 

this neither buildings nor financial .resources exist,<; Ta<rrleet these req'uiwments 
~ < 

the American Red Cross is providing sooo beds, some of which will have to 
be placed under canvas. < • • 

9 • < 
3· CoMMIJNICATroffil AND TRANSIT 

'-
( 

Since the close of tha thir& Assembly the Advisory avd Technical CoriJ.;; 
mittee on Com'munications and Transit has continued its work, which has now 

~ ~ntere<l. inJo the following phase: 

a) Continuation of the work of the Barfe/01~e CJnjerl!llce. - Generally speaking, 
" cthe ratification of the ~onvention on Freedom of 'transit is progressing 

normally, the only difficulty being the ine"t1.table slowness of procedure. 
The ratification of the Convention on the Regime of Navigable '\_Vater
ways will probably be facilitated in 1923 by agreements between the 
r~parian 11tates of wa~erways of International Concern such as were .pro-~ 
Vlded for "by the AdVIsory and Technical Committee at its last session. 

The Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine ·Jtas" al- :" 
ready placed on t~e ag~nda-list of its next session the examination of t~e ~ 
Barcelona Conventwns rn sp far as they are applicable to the Rhine The 

c . 
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Statute ~~the DanuTre, '~hich was established shortly af~er the •Barce~~a • 
Conference, ~as drawn up in conformity with the Barcelona Convention~ 
The Statute of the Elbe, which has been signed, and that of the Ode~ • 
w'hich is in ~.ourse of preparation, h·a~e. been drawn up under the same 
conditions. • _ 

' Continuation of t!te work of the Passports C01ifermce. - Fresh progress has 
~ 

been made in the simplification of passport formalities as recommended 
by the P<fris Conference (October 1920 ). During_ the last months the sUp
pression of visas has bP-en generalised to a considerable extent. An up
to-date statement on the progor~~s of the inquiry on this subject, which 
was begun last year, will be p~lllished early in 1923 by the Organisation • for Communications and Transit. 

Coutinuation of the work oj the Gt1loa Co1ifermce. - The Advisory Com~ 
• mittee was callifd upon to ~xamine from time to time the progress ac~ieved 

in carrying, into effect .the• resolutions ~f the Genlil.a Conferense·~ These 
resolutioRs provide inter alia, fO£ the organisation of an interl\ational 

• • • 
system of ~utual astlis•ance for ~e improve1pent of transport material in 
countries which have Sl:)ffered in t~s respect<ll I~ this ~onnectioA the Ad
visory Committee has worked ou<t a liaiso,.n and ag~emEf]lt scheme, which, 
under the budgetary prgvisions oi the Assem~)Q may be brought into 
operation in 1923. 0 

• '" '" 

1 Preparation of the second Gmerai Conjermce o1t Co11llmmications and Transit. 
-The Organisation for Com~urrical'l.ens and "rransit will hold its second 
General Co~ference in the latter•half .of 1923. Atcording to recent deci-

• sions of the Assembly, the documents relath·e to the Conference must be . . 
delivered. to States Members five months before the session. The prelimi-

• nary work will therefore have to be terminated during the first three 
months of 1923, and the various.S'hb-Committees wiU meet between-January 
1•1_ and March 151h. A plena?y session of the Advisory Committee, which 
will approve the agenda and 'Present to the Council definite profJo\Ylls. 
~'lncern.Jng the sullJmoning of the Conference• will be held about- March 
15th"1_t is probable that the agenda will include the following items: • 

. . :.·.: .. 
) Gmeral Conventio11 on the l11ternational Regime of Railway. ___: This Conv~ntion is provided 

for in the peace treaties which stipulate that it shall be drawn up within a lapse of five 
yeaJ;S •afa,r their c"nclusion. The question was therefO>"e raised at the Conferences of 
'llarcelona and Genoa~ Tli~ Convention wi~ in.all probability contain a summary c~e 
of recognised international obligations regarding transport by rail and will establish cer
tain general principles to which it is possible t~ give a more universal application than 
the various agreements at present in ~rce. It. is not intended

0
that the Convention shall 

~ replace such agreements, but that it s~all help to extend the scope of improvements ob., 
tained by their means. The Co"'-ventiQn •will Rloreovrr promote the conclusion of special 
agreements in conformity with its principle\9 ~urther, it "will endeav;>ur to ensuse the ~ 

• application in this domain of the principle of the equitable treatment of commerce. A 
preliminary dra'ft of the Convention is being m~de bY' the experts of. the Railway Sub-
Committee which will meet on January 15th, · Q , 

) Convmti011 011 the International Regime ot Ports. - This Convention is als,. p"ovided folio 
in the peace treaties, and its con~lusion, at an early daq;, was recommended by the 
Genoa Conference. The Advfsozy Com~ittee is at the present moment considering the 
extension of the regime adopted• by the Ba~celon~ Conference to all ports sihAte~ on 
waterways of internationa~ concern, the coasting trade does not figure in the scheme.~ • 
Subject to this reservation, the draft which will be submitted to the second General 

• Conference on Communications and Transit will ensure equality of treatment to all 
flags in all ports. 

. . 
) Convention 011 Hydro-Electric Power. - In this connection -two diff€!i'ent texts are being 

drawn up for submission to the approaching Conferen~e: I) a draft•convention ensuring 
freedom of transit for hydro-electric power and 2) a draft convention facilitating the use of 

•international waterways for producing hydro- electric power. The question of the sale 
frlm one country to another of hydro-electric power for the electrification of railway 
lines is being discussed by •the committee preparing the Railway Convention. 
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Jl:fisc;llaneous Questions. - The Advisory Comllrittee is ptV!>uing the exa
mination of various questions of a technical order, sudl as : 1) the ~os
sibility of establishing uniformity in private commercial law with regard 

• • 0 • 0 1 d to inland waterways· 2) the unification of tonnage measurement m m an ' . . , 
navigation (these two questions h~ve been p_laced on the agenda of the 
different commissions for inland navigation); 3) the" opium traffic in free 
p~rts, wich will be considered by a special Sub-Committee which will meet 
on January 1oth, during the session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic 
in Opium; 4) preventive measures against the spread of epidemic diseases 
by inland navigation, which will be.discus:>'ed about the same date by a 
joint committee formed by members•of the League Health Committee and 
the Advisory Committee on Communi~ations and Transit; 5~ a preliminary 
study of the reform of the calendar. The problem of the unification of 
air traffic legislation does not 11eE!m ripe for an exchange of views with 
t:he International Air Traffj.c Committee. ~ t , 

) €''?pact ,;ith i?ll!ernational orgmzisatio1zs -e ~ *hilst pursuing it;; in:vestigatio~s 
in its own special domain, the Aovisory Cormnit~e endE',(tvours to remam 
in c~~se contact with v!rious intenllLtional bocfies~ such as the commissions 
for inland naVigation, ehe Intenfational Air 'fraffic Committee and others 
concerned with ~uestions c:$f transp~rt. For example, the Advisory Com
mittee has rece[!6Y restablish~d • contact with the International Railway 
Union whiclt has jus( been constitueq by the European railway adminis
trations. The statutes of this associ<rtion provide for the attendance at its 

, (" ,. c ,. -
regular c_onferences of repre'sentaJim:s of the AdvisorY Committee on 
Communications and Transitt • In general, the League Organisation, for 
CommuniQ'ttions and Transit proposes to act 1) as co~ordinating inter
mediary between international associations . concerned "{ith special as:eects 
of the transport question and 2) as investigating agency for questions 
t<Y.1ching governeinent matters whr1ch may be raised in connection with 
work undertaken ·by a technical non-.. government institution such as the 

p 

International Railway Union. 

•· 

• f: 

4· CoMMITIEE oN INTELLECTUAL Co-OPJ;RATroN 

First meeting of the Sub-tommittees 

• 

The three Sub-Committees appointed by thr~ Co,mmittee oh Inteijectuel 
C'o-operation met for the first time in Paris, from the 18th to the .i3'd December 
Each sub-committee worked for two days ,and held two sittings a day . 

. The Sub-Commitlee 011 liztell;ctuel Property, composed of Professor Bergson 
(Chatrman), M. Destree, ·Prof. Ruffini and Mr. de Torres Quevedo (Mr. Millikan 
having eent his observations in 'Yrfting), aevot~d all its time to the qu,estion < 

of S'dentific property. It examined f11e problem of extending copyright to.. new 
_theories and di~coveries so as to aS.low scientists to share in tM profits ultimatel_r 

r r~sulting from their work. At present only the inventor of the industrial appli
ccation ol '1- discovery is protected by the system of patents. The mathematician, 

the physicist, the chelllist or the biologist: whose discovery has led up to the 
invention, gains nothing from it, either for jis laboratory or for himself. 

, , c. trhe Sub-Committee took note of the reports presented by the Joint Inter-
national Bureaux of Industrial, Artistic and Liter£ry Property at Berne and 
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (represented by Mr!-'Paul . 
K_estner, President of the ,Society of Industrial Chemistry). It . then examined 
two draft laws .~elating to lhe protection of scientific prop'erty, the one drctw'n ~ 
up by the Fren~h. Confederation of Intellectual Workers and explained by the ., 
delegates Messrs. Emile Borel a?d Gallie; the other by M. Joseph Barthelem.y, th~ ~ 
delegate to the League of Natwns. The Committee also heard a Report rea~ 
hy M. Breton, Director of the F~;ench Office of ~esearch and Inventions. 
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After th~;oughly di~cuss1ng the question, the Sub-Committee unanimo~sly 
agl'eed that the ptotection of scientific property, as contemplated by the Plenary 
Committee last August; was not only urgently needed but also practicable. D. • 
entrusted Professo\- Ruffini with the task• of drawing up a general report 
establishing the legal principles of the prot:ction of scientific property. It was • 

. considered that thesE! principles might serve as the basis for an international 
convention as well as for draft laws, which, with the · necessary modHication 
te suit national legislation, could be submitted to the parliaments of the diffenmt 
countries. 

Mr. de Torres Quevedo•was r~uested to draw up a supplementary report 
showing, by means of concrete examples, the possibility of applying to indi
vidual ~ases t~e legal principles and legislative proposals contained in Professor 
Ruffini's scheme. These two Reports will be presented to the Committee ,oa 

· Intellectual Co-operation at its next p!enary meeting. 
The Sub-Com11Pittee ott Btbliography, co~posed of Professor Bergson, 

(thairman): ~me Curie-Sklod~w~~\1; and M. Destree, has~eeo-opted aQ~perts, 
M. Godet, Dire~or of tfie So.viss Nation"al Library, Dr. Hagberg 'Wright, Director 
of the London Library and.Dr. Schnt.snm, of the •American Nationa\Research 
Council, whose place was taken at this 'hleeting Illy Dr. J<1hnston, Director ot 
the American Library in Paris. Dr. Joh;ston wabaccompaillied by Dr. W. G. Leland, 
of the Historical Department of the ca:tn~ie Insti?tdE?. GThe choice of further 
experts has been entrusted to the. original member's of the S?l.b-Committee, who 
have decided that the Internatiorm.l Institute of Bi.bliography of Brussels 
and the Concili~ Bibliographicur:. oj Z~~ch shal( be invited to send represen-
tati}res to the next session. ~o • 

Du~ing its first session, the Sub-Committee thoroughly dis~ssed th.e subject 
of international c_pllaboration with regard to analytical bibliography. It examined .. 
the question whether it would not be possible to co-ordinate the scattered 
efforts of the organisations and pueiications which fn the various oountries 
prepare and print the abstracts ol scientific work. In this way a certain waste 
of labour would be avoided, and by means of a methodical division of Jorx <l 

more ,oo~ll$te analytica,l bibliography of each of th~ sciences would be ensured. 
The proposals .. drawn up by "Mme Curie were examined and approved c;.n 

principle by the Sub-Cot?mitteep whicl;l then submitted them fo~; examination to 
a fairly large number of experts. The Sub-Committee heard the President of the 
Inter~atioilaf Council• oi RE;:;~earch, M. Emile Picard "and M. Th. Homolle, Ad
ministrator-General of the French National" Library and unofficial repres&
tative of the International Academic Union. It also had the benefit of inform
ation given by M. Ch. Mouren on t~ work of bibliograp'hy and documentation 
unde;taken in the realm of chemistry_; by M. Marouzeau, of the French "Ecole 
Pratiq\le des Haute~ Etudes" on ~lassi~al biblit~raphy and philology; by M. Lacroix 
per~anent secretary of the French Acadei'ny of Science, on geological Mblio-

.? graphy. 1\I. Lacrilix, assisted by M, Deheintin, Librarian of the "Institut de 
France" also gave information to the Sub-Committee on the• subject of the'l .., 
''International Catalogue of Scientific Literature; '' l\L Herr, Libr<!i"ia~ of th• 
"Ecole Normale Superieure ", st!b~itte~ a few observations on the difficulties , . . 
of the problem. '" ~ 

Recognising the extreme complexity" of tbe question, the Sub-Coni'm1ttee ~ 
postponed all decisions unt~l its next session and requested its secretary in the 
meantime to prepare a detailed report containing surveys of the work accom
plished by certain countries in analytical bibliograJ?.hY of sciences. 
• • The same Sub-Committee also examined a pr~posal made> by its Chairman 
ragarding the foundation of one or more international librar!es, which would 

•receive copies of every publication in every country. They could be established 
,at ~maJl expense by means of the introduction of this system of international 
h•gal obligation to deposit b•ooks. After the members of the Sub-Committee harl 
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d~anged opinions on the subject, they heard lhe {1\.ews of :11[. tamille. Bloch, 
Jnspector-General of Libraries and Director of the Ltbrary 't>f the Pans War 

• tlhseum. M. Bloch was asked to present a detailed report at the next meeting 
. ' . . . 

of the Sub-Committee. _ · • 
· The plan for an internationar scieqtific review, drawn up by Prof. Kle-
mensiewicz of the Polytechnic School at Lwow (Poland) and submitted by 
1\Ime ct.rie, was approved in principle by the Sub-Committee, but its examin
atimn in detail was postponed until the next meeting, as was lllso that of tl'le 
scheme proposed by M. Gehri (Geneva) for the publication of an international 

bibliographical bulletin. • • 
The question of historical bibliogra¢1y, on which the Sub-Committee has 

received information from Prof. Horvath o"f Budapest, has beerr submitted to 
th~ International Congress of Historical Knowledge, which meets at Brussels 
next A~ril. • • 

'Fhe Sub-Committee also n9ted the Repot\. of its secfletary Of! the orga
nisati~" (Jf theeinterrnhional exchange of p~lft;ati;ns, the examinjtion of whic~ 
question had been entrustei to the Committee on ti{nteUectual.Co-operation by 

• • the CounFil of the League bf Nations. Z:he Sub-Committee approved the con-
clusions drawn in this Repdlt and re~uested one'bf its members, M. Destree, 
to establish unoffikial '-'contact ~itli the Belgiant>Department for International 
Exchange, which acts f.lJ' ~e£tral offirc (or the organisation of this exchange, in 
accordance with the Conve~ti9ns of 1886. • 

Finally, M. Godet,• Director of the Swiss National Library, informed the 
Sub-Com~ittee that, at its 'next ses~sfon,"Jl; would submit certain schemes re
garding the publication' of a biblicf~aphical Year-Book and the establishment 
of offices in the:- various countries for bibliographical information; Dr. Hagberg 
Wright, has promised to add to this· Report a Memorandum. on the worlb of 
the information department of the London Library. ' 

. Tffil U11iversity Suo-Committee, comp'6sed of Professor -Bergson (Chairman), 
" M. Destree, Mr. Paton (substitute for Professor Murray) and Professor de 

~ . 
'RE!'ynold (Professor _de Castro and Mr. Millikan having sent their observations 
in writing), first examined \he Report of its Secretaryo on the prapo_.');tl~ e made 
at the last meeting of the plenary Committee by its American and Indian 
members, Dr. Hale and Professor Bannerjea. •After a~ exhaustive-- discussion 
the Sub-Committee arrived at the conclusion that it would be difficult to collect, 

~ ·= e ~ 

as Dr. Hale suggested, the names of all the courses-. held. by all the urtivarsities 
irf the world in a periodical that' co~ld be published in time to reach the stu
dents of the various countries. However,c the essential part of Dr. Hale's 

c < 
suggestion might be realised if precise iqformation could be received periodi-

e 

cally from the different universities rega~ding <certain special courses Nhich 
their professors intended to hold ... -i'his in'rormation would supplement what is· 

t giveh in the lafge year-books alread~ published. It might, perhaps, be colklcte~ 
and published p,triodically by an Inter-University information ~ureau, established. 

c llo'!der the patronage of the League of Nations in accordance with Professor 
illannerj~a'S) proposal. The Sub-Committee ,decided to ask Professor Bannerjea 
·to prepare a detailed scheme for a Bureau of t\>is nature. 

Jhe Sub-Committee also adopSed a• Report by Professor de Reynold on 
< ,the'international interchange o'f lecturers. A complete set of documents on the 

work accomplished up to now in this domain wilt be annexed to this Report. 
The Sub-Committee also took into consideration the plan suggested b~ ~ts 
chairman regarding the u~efulness of objective instruction of the current pro- 0 

blems, the state'~of mind ai\d the vital interests of foreign nations. Such "ir:
struction, given as scientifically as possible, and by the best national or foreign .., 
specialists, would be of great value in every country. It might be more oJO less : 
closely connected with the universities, according to the customs and tttadition~ 
of the different nations. 
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The Su\1-~ommittee "'also" approved the conclusions drawn in the Re}drt • 
. ~ 

pre-pared by its ~pert, M. Luchaire, Inspector-General of Education in Francs, 
on the advantages of international co-operation in the teaching of moderi\ • 
langu<fges and lite"rature. On these two las\ questions the Sub-Committee con
sulted several prof;ssors of foreign languag~ and culture at the University of 

• 
Paris; MM. Cazam, ~estre, Legonis, Lichtenberger and Martinenche, as well as 
1\L Ch. Garnier, lecturer at the Lycee Louis le Grand. Their observati~ns will 
be used by M .. Luchaire in the final ~ersion of his report,. as well as ,by 
M. Destree who has consented to develop the scheme proposed ·by Professor 
Bergson. • • 

Finally, the Sub-Committee h~ard the President of the International 
Students Confeoeration and M. Ch. Flory, the representative of "Pax Roman a " 
(International Association of Catholic students). The Sub-Committee resel"j'ea 
the right to hear at some subsequent s~s9ion, the representatives of other inter
l!ational grpups of ~tudents. TJfe President of, the International,. Confed~ration 
M. Gerard, dEQ>cribed the pre;ent•s.!J:uapon of this organ!eation and Qiplained· 
the working of tits central Mfice. He conveyed to ihe Sub-Committee the wish 
of the Confederation to ;bt~in the pa~onage of the~League of Na~ions. The 
two delegates informed the ~ub-Commit~ee,of the~nterest t!tken by the students • of the various countries in 1'he problem of b ·central ~ure4u for information 
concerning \miversity matters-a problem ~hich has

0 tl~o~engaged the attention 
of the Committee on Intellectual Co-operation. ·• ., 

• • . ... .. 0. . 
Members of the plenary Com~il!tee who were pn~sent at these meetings 

de\'oted a part of the last sitting to an exc~ange of views regarding the general 
enquiry into the conditions of intellectual life in different coun\ries, the scheme 
for•which has be~n approved by the Council and Assembly of the League. 
The division of work amop.g the variJ>us investigators.was settled, the number 
of questionnaires fixed,· and ·the rlialn lines of a programme for the pu"blication 
of the essential results were traced. , 

J • 

The Secretariat informed members of the Committee that were present 
that eert<Oin -»new offers 'had been unofficially recei~ed from institutions wiiiing 
to serve as intermediaJies in the relief ·work in the countries of Central a~d 
Eastern Europe (See Monthly Summary, Vol. II. No. 2), viz. tl?e University of 
Dorpat f<9r Esthonia, the Academy of Bucharest for ~oumania and the Academy 
of Pfag~e _for Czech~o&'iciva~ia. • • 

• • • 
IV. Admini!.itrative Questions 

" 
.. ·~ IJ -· lit ' 

DANZIG :1 
~ • 

The Da11zigePolice. - As a result of An in.;ident between French s. 
and the Danzig inhabitants during a recen( visit to Danzfg of the French"l 
Naval Division of the Baltic, the qu.estion of the organisation o\ the Tia~ii" 
police forces was taised as 'I tlfe 1ast. session of the .Council, and the High 
Commissioner was requested to S\lnd in a Report on the matter. The Secretariat 
has received this Report as well as a statement from the Government"' o~ the •• Free City, dealing with the" question and showing the police budgets for ~92i. 

The Fi11aucial Situatio11 of the Free City . ...:... The High Commissioner, as 
•well as the Senate of the Free City, have forward~d their ol::\,servations on the 
r~commendations ot the Financial Committees of the Leaglle concerning the 

• finapcial situation of the Free City, (see Monthly Summary, Vol. II, No. 9, 
• page 1oo ). The Senate has decided that ~t must enter into negotiations, with 
a view to the introduction of a new curren<6Y• but points out the difficulties in 

• 
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L ·' "'. eri d h.~ it&.,Path. Moreover, the budgetary situation has greauy 1mpro~ , an ,w at 1s 
most needed is working capital. The High Commissioner thmks that mohey 
~:lust be lent Danzig from outside, and that the lender must be given, through 
the League of Nations, control of the administra~on of hisc 'money. · 

The. views of the Reparati'on Cqmmission and of the Conference of 
Ambassadors on the report of the League's Financial Committee have not yet 
been received. 

" 
Appeals against the High Commissioner's Decisions. - In addition to the 

appeals mentioned in the last number of the Monthly Summary, the Government 
of Danzig has appealed against the de~:<i~ions concerning the Danzig-Memel 
Treaty, and the Methods of Correspondence to be used wt.en Poland is 
conducting the foreign relations of the Free City (see below). 

0 

New Decisions of the High Comm'issioner. - The High Commissioner has 
given five new Deci~ions, since chose alread{; ~tll?Orted (lt 0 

'f~·e first, dated November 28th, .19.a:2, concerns the mal!ller in which 
correspondence should be conducted between the D<inzJg and Polish Governments . 
and between the latter ari'tl ~ny forei~n (iovernment when Poland is conducting 
the foreign affairs ~f the Ffee City. Th!Q High t>ommissioner decided that, in 
correspondence nfgard'inge t}le cbrid~ct • of foreigne relations, the Government of 
the Free City must c addr~ss all communications direct to the diplomatic 
representative of fhe Polish Republ.ic in Danzig, who acts as an intermediary 
between the Polish and Da.,nzig God"~rnwen.ts. · 

A Decision, datedJ)ecember s1h, 19C2,cdeals with the que~on of languages 
to be used by the Danzig Port aJir Waterways Board (which is providedcfor 
by the Danzig-Polish Treaty of November 91\ 1920, and is composed of an 
equal number (s) of Polish and Darizig Commissioners). The High Commissioner, 
in his Decision, establishes the principlec. that the Polish and German languages 
are to have equal right~. The President of 0the Harbour Board has to decide 
whicq, language shall be used on any particular occasion and base his decision 
entirely upon the best method of ensuring the rapid, effective and economic 
administration of the Port. c c o ~ ~ "' 

On December 121h, the High Commissioner decided tQ.at Poland had no right 
. I 

to establish oft Danzig territory a Railway "direction which dealt with the 
management of railways 

0
other· than those situated yvithin the te~riwry of the 

Fr.ee City, except by agreement }vit4, Danzig. •• • • • .. 
The two other Decisions were on matters of less importance.' 

I) 
2. THE SAAR> BASIN 

6 0 &. c. 

. Jurisdictien of French Courts"''Jlwrtial . . - The Governing Commission has 
forwarded its observations op a Note from the German Gove;nment of A~gus&... 

y 28th, 1922, whicn protested against a. decree of the Governing Commission, of 
Jhne,. 1~21~ concerning the jurisdiction of French Courts Martial over Saar 
mhab1tants, as contrary to the Treaty of Ve14lailles. 

The German Note, as well as the" reply of\he Charmain of the Governing 
Commission, deals at length .with "the legal aspect ot this question and the 

c potentialities of the situation. The Chairman of U!le Commission points out, 
among other things, that, since the issue of the decree in question, not one 
civilian has been brought before a Court Martial. 

c 

Thirteenth i~rriodical Re)ort of the G0verni11g Commission. -'The Gove~ni"ng 
Commission has forwarded its thirteenth Periodical Report, which deals with 
the period from July 1'1 to December 151\ 1922. 

(!) See Monthly Summary, Vol. I~ No. 11. 
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• PoliticalSi~titm.- The ltrst ~ssion of the Advisory Council presided over by M. K'1,l. 
malijl, was held in J~y, when the only question discussed was that of its own rules of pr3ce3 
dure. After considering the views of the Council, the Governing Commission laid down defini\ , 
tive rules on the subject. _ , 

• • • 
At about the Sallle date the Technical ComrWtt~e was constituted by the Governing 

Commission. It is composed of a _dean, a· heal! of a public school, a banker, a notary, a farmer, 
an artisan, two workers <lhd a manager of public works. Its members represent various parts 
of the Territory and different political groups. Its Chairman is 1\L Kohler, notary ar~ deputy 
llljYOr of Neunkirihen, , 

Various members of the Advisory Council sent in to the Governing Commission· since 
the first meeting, sixty suggestions,~otions, questions and intcrpellations. The Governing Com
mission has had each considered and sever~ of the draft decrees prepared by the Commission 
are based, in varying degrees, on these tel's. The adoption of these proposals as submitted 
would, however, •have meant an almost complete reconstructio:O of the fiscal, legislative and 
administrative systems in the Saar Basin; and the Commission, in view of the role given, tq 
the Advisory Council, felt that it could not g~mt to that body the right of initiative and inter-
pellation. It has, therefoie, not replied._ to these ~umerous proposals. , 

• Nine d••aft decrees have heen.•ubijliftcd to the Tc!chnical CommJttee ami to the Advisory 
Council, which J;.,gan its second session aJI Npvember 1 sth and was ~till meeting ~il the date 
of the preparation "f this reflort .. These decrees deal, among >othe'i things, with the following • • subjects: legislation concerning houses and lebes; reorganis~ti0.11 of a special tribunal dealing 

J 
with cases of speculation; insuranle concerning 'llisablemen~and old at;e; procedure regarding 
expropriation in view of the con~truction 'Of Custom) Houses oe the J'ranco-Saar frontier; 

_official holidays in the Territory; taking of oat is ai the' Trib'lt,1;ll}. etc. , 

Up to December 15th the Advisory Council 'i'lad given . .,its opmiotvwith regard to three. 
It made no observation with regard to two: concer11ing insurance with regard to disablement 
and old age; and they were, in consequsn'ce, adopted by the Governing Commission. An 
unfavourable opinioQ was given regardingcth ... on~ ~ealing wlth the housing legislation . 

• • ,o 
Economic Conditions. - This part of the Report deals at great length with the general 

·situation in the Saar industries, with the effects of the fall in the value o1 the German mark, 
and owith the measur~s taken by the Governing Com"mission to alleviate its evil consequences. 
It also deals with the problem of double currency, to which, it is stated, the Governing Com
mission is paying special attention. The statis1ics showing exports" and imports from '<l.nd to the 
Saar prove that the trade balance of the0 Territory is active. For th~ first nine months of 1922 
imports were valued at over 68o,ooo,ooo francs -and exports at over 1,1oo,ooo,ooo fran~'s. ;rh'l 
report further contains statistical data regarding the number of unemployed, the number of 
wagon:! 'lo:::kd~ the productibn in the coal, iron, glass and •other industries, the number of 
inexpensive houses built, the banking deposits in marks a~d francs, the wages of workers and 
the cost of living with inde~ numbers, the_ consumption of food, mortgag<!j, etc. The report 
states that the figures relating to trade movements, unemployment, mining and iron production, 
food consplflptlon, mortli\ages, and commercial failures, showo the economic conditions of the 
Saar Ila;in in a favourable "light. .. • D 

Admi11istrative Activily. - The Govorning Commission signed with the German Govern-• _men!, on November 13th, in Frankfort, a P~otocol concerning the position of war invalids in 
the S~ar, which will be registered soon wi:h the Secretariat of the League. Negotiations have 
also taken place with the German G'overnmel'tt w:ih regard to the postal relations between 
the two countries and concerning the modificatior11 a£ the protocol signed with Germa,ny at 

Jran~fort in December 1921, with regard to Sociallnsurance. • 
' . ~ . 

> 
Fitwnces. - With regard to the financial situation, it is stated that owing to the ra~id 'l 

fall of the mark the equilibrium of the budget is menaced and that the Commi~siop will have 
to consider the possibility of establishjpg 1ts future budgets in a single currency. • 

~ . . 
The following chapters deal with,j fooft supply and public works, and justice (giving 

the number of cases submitted to civil and penal ft-ibunaJ,s). The chapter on public inllt~ction 
gives details of the steps taken with regard to the plans forj the development of vocational• 
schools, and indicates that it has only been possible to make provision for the teaching of 
Fren~h to seven thousand children in the primary schools although there are five thousand 

1 
others whose parents have requested such instruction. s •• The measures undertaken by the Labour, Commerc~l and Indust1ial Departments are 
also enumerated. The Department for Labour has intervened, generally with success, in 

• strik«fs which have taken place in ten different industries, and various German laws and decrees 
' -dealing with labour legislation (home industries, insurance, protection of women, etc.) have 

'been in!roduced into the :rerritory. 
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I 0 Two "of the three millions of francs voted by the Cove~ing Commii!llon for _the. relief • 
of \hose affected by the present economic distress, were distributed beVJre the bes:mnu~ of 
~inter. The French Mining Administration has also put 6,000 tons of coal at the disposal. of 

' 'the Governing Commission for the relief of those in need. As a result ~f a decree c~!lcernmg 
compulsory employment of war inval~ds• t'wo hundred war invalids of0 the more senous type 

have found employment. . 0 
Several pages of the Report are devoted to health condition~ in the_ Ter~itory, . and a 

special Ftatement is annexed giving statistical data concerning the spread of mfectious diseases 

for the years 19I3 to 1922. . • ._ 
c The· report concludes with the words: "The whole ·economic future of the Saar Basm 

depends to-day on the monetary question, and a solution will have to be given to in the 
months to follow''. • 

V. Political Questions 
• • 

I. DE!:JMITATI0/'1 OF 
<... ( 

THE FRONTIERil: BETWEEN HUNG~Y. AND THE
1 SERB-CROAT-SLOVE~E 

[ . . . ' EJNGDO~ • . 
• • • • • • 

Basing its· request an the terms cf the covering letter to the Treaty of 
Trianon, the Hung'arian Gcftrernment ~ ha~ asked ~he Council to lend its good 
offices for the d'i:limi£ation ·of <'the frontier bet~een Hungary .and the Serb-

o~r: ~ • 
Croat-Slovene Kingda:-:n. c 

The council ~as unhappily n~t able t~ effect a friendly settlement of the · 
question, and so informed the Con~eren!;e• ~f Ambassadors (I). 

That Conference decided, in thes~C fJ.rcumstances, to ~troceed with the • 
delimitation of the Serbo-Hungari<fit frontier in conformity with the Treat~ of 
Trianon and witmout reference to the proposals put forward by the Frontier 
Commission. .«> ., 

• ( 

2. POLAND AND LI(I'HUANIA 

G 
M. Saura's Report. -The Consul-General of Spain at Brussels, M. Saura, 

who had been requested by the Council of the League to stuaye'irie 'possi
bility of establishing a provisiona( frontier between PQland and Lithuania to 
replace the Vilna zone, has communicated his" report to the Council (2). 

During his mission, ¥· Saura observed that the ~eutral ZQn& was in a 
v~ry unsettled state and ex.posed, to .frequent raids«by !Lr~ed bands. "~"" 

The Lithuanian Government has so far persisted in its unwillingness to 
suppress the neutral r.one, a. measure of which the Polish Government is in 
favour. ( 

( . 
M. Saura's report, will be sub~itted ):o the Council at its next sessron. 

< " . 
'- VI. Social and Humanitarian Questions 

I. THE TRAFFIC !N ~PlUM . ' 
., 'lihe Advisory Committee, on Traffic "in ~pium will hold its fourth session 

<in Geneva on January Sth, I923. The principal subj•ct on the agenda-list is the 
extension of the import and export certificate system. The Committee will also 
discuss the results of various enquiries, for example, the replies from Go:ern
~ents .reg~rding • the total :equirements for internal consumption of opium and. • 
tts denvatives and of cocam~, the enquiry made by the Health Committee into 
the world's needs of drugs for legitimate purposes, etc. · • 

(1) See Monthly Summary, Vol. II., No. 9, page 205. 
(2) See Monthly Summary, Vol. IT0 No. 9, page 265. 

I 

' 
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A new 111ember has-beerP added to the Advisory Committee. In repl/'lo 
the. invitation ;f tJJ.e Council of the League, the United States Government Ila~ 
appointed Dr. Rupert Blue, Assistant Surgeon-General in the Department ot; • 
Public oHealth, to assist in the work of the.Committee in an unofficial and con
sultative capacity. • 

• 

· 2i SuPPRESSION OF TRAFFIC IN WoMEN AND CmLDREN 

The Secretariat of the ~eague has received the information that, in view 
of the danger of traffic in women al!.d children being carried on in the refugee 
camps at Athe11s and on the landing-stages, the_ Greek Government has imme
diately taken certain precautionary measures. Parliament has ratified the I92 I 
Convention, which includes the I9o4 ~reement entailing special action in rail.? 
way stations and pcy-ts of emb'V'cation. The Ministry of Assistance has f?rmed 
a-special section, which will at:t j-S the CentrAl Authority, provi-ied for in the 
I904 Agreemc~t to deal with cases">of.traffic in women an"d children,'l.R~d the 
League of Natio~s has hie~ asked to, invite the Jnt;rnati~al, Bureau for the 
Suppression of Traffic in WOJilen an Chi~dren to s~nd out f'ne of its"> members 
to assist the Greek Government in ita efforts to guard against the traffic. . ~ ~ , 

• 

January S'h: 
• January S'h: 

January 81h: 

January~~ I01~: . 
January 101h: 

J anuapr,.(emi'): 
March x•': 

·• l 

VII. Miscella11eous . 
t ,._ ca o 
-o 

FORTHCOIDNG fJVENTS 

• 
Meeting of the Health Committee, Geneva. 
Session of the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium, 

Geneva. • 8 

Extraordinary sdsion of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice, The Hague. 

Meeting of Transit Sub-Committee ,for the Study of the Ques-· 
tion of Traffic in Opium in Free Ports, Geneva. 

Mixed' Sub-Committee of the Health Committee:, and the Com
mitt€ie on Communications and Transit, Geneva. 

Twenty-thi~,;d session of the Counc:il of the League. 
Second session of the 'Ad'Visory Committee on Traffic Qn 

Women and Children, Geneva . 
• 
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~ 
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Japan 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Netherlands 
Poland 
RDumania 
Scandinavian countries 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
South America 
Spain 
Switzerland 
United States 

• 
~24 

Single ~opy • 
15 sen 
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3'50 lei 

so ore 
2 dinars 
I fr. (Feench) 
• 
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Numerous. enquirielt abut the publcications iss~e.i cby the League of Nations 
are received by tho Secretc-riat at Genceva, and [or general convenience a list 
is appended giving tee authorised age,tts for these publications in various ...... .., c • • 
countries. The PublicatrD'l, t Department at Geneva issues a catalogue which 1s 
periodically revis(t1 and sel:t regularly to those desiring it. 

I . c ' t compnses: . 
The Official Journal and its ~Feci::! Supplements. 

L 

The Treaty Series of Internatie>nal Ehgagements registered 'by the Secretariat. 
The Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. "' 
The Minutes of the Sessiop.s of the Council, from the 12th to the 15th 

Session.(The minutes of the succeeding sessions appear. as issues oftheOfficialJ outnal ). 
The Reports of tl>e Secretary-Genu'!:! to the I" and 2nd Assemblies. 
Report on the Financial Reconstruction of Austria. 
Verbatim Report of the International Financial Conference at Brussels. 
Documents, Reports and Discussions on the Permanent Court of 

International Justice. · ~. ,..r- ,. 
The Records of the First and Second Assemtlies including Plenary 

Meetings and ·Meetings of the Committees. · 
Records of the Intern.'itional Conference on Traffic in Women -an.:l Children. 
Minutes of the Sessions of othe•Provisional :Health Committee. "~ 
Records of the Conference regarding the Non-fortification and the 

Neutralisation of the .Aaland-Isla~1ds. 
Report on Certain Aspects of the I~aw Materials Problem. 
Memorandum on Curren~:y, I~I3.....!!1~21. L 

Memora11dum on Public Fin'aR::e, I 92 I, and 
Memorandum on Central B~nks I913, 1918-I921. . · 

The Rest6cation of Austria: Agreements arranged by the•League of Nations
aud sig~ed, at Geneva on October 4th, I922, with the relevant documents. 

0'-!_, . (. 

~ ~· 
AGENTS FOR !-EAGu'.li: OF NATIONS PUBUCATIONS 

0 

Australia: Australasian Publishing Co., Ltd., 229, Clarence Street, S;Edney 
Austria a11d Germa11y: Rikola Verlag A.-G., Radetzk yplatz 5, Vien11a III. 
Belgium: I.Jbrairie de la Lecture Universelle, 86, rue de la Montagne, Brusulc. "' 
Ca11ada: VJlm Tyrrell & Co., Ltd., 7 8 Yonge Street, 1 oro11to. 
Czechoslovakia: F. Topic, 1 I Narodni, Prague. 

Denmark: V .. P~os Bogh~nd~l.- Povl Branner, I 3, Norregade, Copen~agnt ~ 
Fra11ce: Impnmieres et Libratrtes Berger-Levrault, I 36 Bd. St. Germal:n, Paris. 

l {! 
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Gnat Brf~Q:in, Domhlt01zs ~ltd Col011ies: Constable & Co. Ltd., 1 o. and -f2. 

Orat~ge Street, Loftdon, W.C. 2. 

Greece: Eleftheroudakis & Barth, Librairie international e. Athens, 
Holland: Marlinus Nijhoff, Lange Vo~rhout 9, S'Gravmhage. 
Hungary: Ferdinand Pfeifer (Zeidler ~ros), Kossuth Lajos-Utca 7 SZ., 

Budapest, IV. Ker. • · 
India: Oxford University Press, Bombay, Madras and Calcutta. 

., 
• Italy: Lib~~eria Fratelli Bocca, Via Marco Minghetti 26-29, Rome. J 

Japan: The Maruzen Company, Ltd. (Maruzen-Kabushiki-Kaisha), 11-16, 
Nihonbashi Tori-Sanchome, Tokio. • 

Latvia: A. Gulbis, Souworowa ~la 14, Riga. 
Norway: tHaf Norli, Universitetsgaten 24, Christiania. 
Poland: Gebethner & Wolff, Ulica Sienkiewicza 9 (Zgoda 12), Warsaw.~ , 
Spabt: Editorial "Saturnitto Callejh'" .S. A., Calle de Valencia zS, Madrid. 
Sweden; C. E. :>rritze, Hofb~khandel, Fre~gatan z, Stockholm. ' 

• Switse;land: Editions Fr~d. :5o~ssonnas, 4, quai de la "..Poste,> Gmtl~.' 
United Stf:tes: Worl&Peace Foundation, 40, Mt V~rnon Street, Boston 9, Mass. 
For other countries, appTyt"o Publicati?-ps Department,{.eague oi'N atioP_,s, Gmeva. 
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